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వచనము 1 

దావీదు కుమారుడైన సొలొమోను తన రాజయ్మందు సిథ్రపరచబడగా అతని దేవుడైన యెహోవా 

అతనితో కూడ ఉండి అతనిని బహు ఘనుడైన రాజునుగా చేసెను. 
KJV And Solomon the son of David was strengthened in his kingdom, and 
the LORD his God was with him, and magnified him exceedingly. 
Amplified SOLOMON SON of David was strengthened in his kingdom, 
and the Lord his God was with him and made him exceedingly great. 
ESV Solomon the son of David established himself in his kingdom, and the 
LORD his God was with him and made him exceedingly great. 
NIV Solomon son of David established himself firmly over his kingdom, for 
the LORD his God was with him and made him exceedingly great. 
NASB Now Solomon the son of David established himself securely over his 
kingdom, and the LORD his God was with him and exalted him greatly. 
NKJV Now Solomon the son of David was strengthened in his kingdom, 
and the LORD his God was with him and exalted him exceedingly. 
NLT Solomon, the son of King David, now took firm control of the 
kingdom, for the LORD his God was with him and made him very powerful. 

వచనము 2 

యెహోవా సేవకుడైన మోషే అరణయ్మందు చేయించిన దేవుని సమాజపు గుడారము 

గిబియోనునందుండెను గనుక 

KJV Then Solomon spake unto all Israel, to the captains of thousands and 
of hundreds, and to the judges, and to every governor in all Israel, the chief 
of the fathers. 
Amplified Solomon spoke to all Israel, to the captains of thousands and of 
hundreds, and to the judges, and to every prince in all Israel, the heads of 
the fathers' houses. 
ESV Solomon spoke to all Israel, to the commanders of thousands and of 
hundreds, to the judges, and to all the leaders in all Israel, the heads of 
fathers' houses. 
NIV Then Solomon spoke to all Israel--to the commanders of thousands 
and commanders of hundreds, to the judges and to all the leaders in Israel, 
the heads of families-- 
NASB Solomon spoke to all Israel, to the commanders of thousands and of 
hundreds and to the judges and to every leader in all Israel, the heads of the 
fathers' households. 
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NKJV And Solomon spoke to all Israel, to the captains of thousands and of 
hundreds, to the judges, and to every leader in all Israel, the heads of the 
fathers' houses. 
NLT He called together all Israel--the generals and captains of the army, 
the judges, and all the political and clan leaders. 

వచనము 3 

సొలొమోను సహసార్ధిపతులకును శతాధిపతులకును నాయ్యాధిపతులకును ఇశార్యేలీయుల పితరుల 

యిండల్కు పెదద్లైనవారికందరికిని, అనగా ఇశార్యేలీయులకందరికిని ఆజఞ్ ఇయయ్గా 

సమాజకులందరును 

KJV So Solomon, and all the congregation with him, went to the high place 
that was at Gibeon; for there was the tabernacle of the congregation of God, 
which Moses the servant of the LORD had made in the wilderness. 
Amplified And Solomon and all the assembly [a united nation] with him 
went to the high place that was at Gibeon, for the Tent of Meeting of God, 
which Moses the servant of the Lord had made in the wilderness, was there 
[where the Canaanites had habitually worshiped]. 
ESV And Solomon, and all the assembly with him, went to the high place 
that was at Gibeon, for the tent of meeting of God, which Moses the servant 
of the LORD had made in the wilderness, was there. 
NIV and Solomon and the whole assembly went to the high place at 
Gibeon, for God's Tent of Meeting was there, which Moses the Lord's 
servant had made in the desert. 
NASB Then Solomon and all the assembly with him went to the high place 
which was at Gibeon, for God's tent of meeting was there, which Moses the 
servant of the LORD had made in the wilderness. 
NKJV Then Solomon, and all the assembly with him, went to the high 
place that was at Gibeon; for the tabernacle of meeting with God was there, 
which Moses the servant of the LORD had made in the wilderness. 
NLT Then Solomon led the entire assembly to the hill at Gibeon where 
God's Tabernacle was located. This was the Tabernacle that Moses, the 
LORD's servant, had constructed in the wilderness. 

వచనము 4 
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సొలొమోనుతో కూడ కలసి గిబియోనునందుండు బలిపీఠము నొదద్కు పోయిరి; దావీదు దేవుని 

మందసమును కిరయ్తాయ్రీమునుండి తెపిప్ంచి యెరూషలేమునందు దానికొరకు గుడారమువేసి తాను 

సిదధ్పరచిన సథ్లమున నుంచెను. 
KJV But the ark of God had David brought up from Kirjathjearim to the 
place which David had prepared for it: for he had pitched a tent for it at 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified But David had brought up the ark of God from Kiriath-jearim 
to the place which David had prepared for it, for he had pitched a tent for it 
at Jerusalem. 
ESV (But David had brought up the ark of God from Kiriath-jearim to the 
place that David had prepared for it, for he had pitched a tent for it in 
Jerusalem.) 
NIV Now David had brought up the ark of God from Kiriath Jearim to the 
place he had prepared for it, because he had pitched a tent for it in 
Jerusalem. 
NASB However, David had brought up the ark of God from Kiriath-jearim 
to the place he had prepared for it, for he had pitched a tent for it in 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV But David had brought up the ark of God from Kirjath Jearim to the 
place David had prepared for it, for he had pitched a tent for it at 
Jerusalem. 
NLT David had already moved the Ark of God from Kiriath-jearim to the 
special tent he had prepared for it in Jerusalem. 

వచనము 5 

హూరు కుమారుడైన ఊరికి పుటిట్న బెసలేలు చేసిన యితత్డి బలిపీఠము అకక్డ యెహోవా 

నివాససథ్లము ఎదుట ఉండగా సొలొమోనును సమాజపువారును దానియొదద్ విచారణ చేసిరి. 
KJV Moreover the brasen altar, that Bezaleel the son of Uri, the son of 
Hur, had made, he put before the tabernacle of the LORD: and Solomon 
and the congregation sought unto it. 
Amplified Moreover, the bronze altar that Bezalel son of Uri, the son of 
Hur, had made was there before the tabernacle of the Lord, and Solomon 
and the assembly sought [the Lord]. 
ESV Moreover, the bronze altar that Bezalel the son of Uri, son of Hur, had 
made, was there before the tabernacle of the LORD. And Solomon and the 
assembly resorted to it. 
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NIV But the bronze altar that Bezalel son of Uri, the son of Hur, had made 
was in Gibeon in front of the tabernacle of the LORD; so Solomon and the 
assembly inquired of him there. 
NASB Now the bronze altar, which Bezalel the son of Uri, the son of Hur, 
had made, was there before the tabernacle of the LORD, and Solomon and 
the assembly sought it out. 
NKJV Now the bronze altar that Bezalel the son of Uri, the son of Hur, had 
made, he put before the tabernacle of the LORD; Solomon and the 
assembly sought Him there. 
NLT But the bronze altar made by Bezalel son of Uri and grandson of Hur 
was still at Gibeon in front of the Tabernacle of the LORD. So Solomon and 
the people gathered in front of it to consult the LORD. 

వచనము 6 

సమాజపు గుడారము ముందర యెహోవా సనిన్ధినుండి ఇతత్డి బలిపీఠము నొదద్కు సొలొమోను పోయి 

దానిమీద వెయియ్ దహనబలులను అరిప్ంచెను. 
KJV And Solomon went up thither to the brasen altar before the LORD, 
which was at the tabernacle of the congregation, and offered a thousand 
burnt offerings upon it. 
Amplified Solomon went up there to the bronze altar before the Lord at 
the Tent of Meeting and offered 1,000 burnt offerings on it. 
ESV And Solomon went up there to the bronze altar before the LORD, 
which was at the tent of meeting, and offered a thousand burnt offerings on 
it. 
NIV Solomon went up to the bronze altar before the LORD in the Tent of 
Meeting and offered a thousand burnt offerings on it. 
NASB Solomon went up there before the LORD to the bronze altar which 
was at the tent of meeting, and offered a thousand burnt offerings on it. 
NKJV And Solomon went up there to the bronze altar before the LORD, 
which was at the tabernacle of meeting, and offered a thousand burnt 
offerings on it. 
NLT There in front of the Tabernacle, Solomon went up to the bronze altar 
in the LORD's presence and sacrificed a thousand burnt offerings on it. 

వచనము 7 

ఆ రాతిర్యందు దేవుడు సొలొమోనునకు పర్తయ్క్షమై నేను నీకు ఏమి ఇయయ్గోరుదువో దాని అడుగుమని 

సెలవియయ్గా 
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KJV In that night did God appear unto Solomon, and said unto him, Ask 
what I shall give thee. 
Amplified That night God appeared to Solomon and said to him, Ask what 
I shall give you. 
ESV In that night God appeared to Solomon, and said to him, "Ask what I 
shall give you." 
NIV That night God appeared to Solomon and said to him, 'Ask for 
whatever you want me to give you.' 
NASB In that night God appeared to Solomon and said to him, 'Ask what I 
shall give you.' 
NKJV On that night God appeared to Solomon, and said to him, "Ask! 
What shall I give you?" 
NLT That night God appeared to Solomon in a dream and said, 'What do 
you want? Ask, and I will give it to you!' 

వచనము 8 

సొలొమోను దేవునితో ఈలాగు మనవిచేసెను నీవు నా తండిర్యైన దావీదుయెడల బహుగా కృప చూపి 

అతని సాథ్నమందు ననున్ రాజుగా నియమించియునాన్వు గనుక 

KJV And Solomon said unto God, Thou hast shewed great mercy unto 
David my father, and hast made me to reign in his stead. 
Amplified And Solomon said to God, You have shown great mercy and 
loving-kindness to David my father and have made me king in his place. 
ESV And Solomon said to God, "You have shown great and steadfast love 
to David my father, and have made me king in his place. 
NIV Solomon answered God, 'You have shown great kindness to David my 
father and have made me king in his place. 
NASB Solomon said to God, 'You have dealt with my father David with 
great lovingkindness, and have made me king in his place. 
NKJV And Solomon said to God: "You have shown great mercy to David 
my father, and have made me king in his place. 
NLT Solomon replied to God, 'You have been so faithful and kind to my 
father, David, and now you have made me king in his place. 

వచనము 9 

దేవా యెహోవా, నీవు నా తండిర్యైన దావీదునకు చేసిన వాగాద్నమును సిథ్రపరచుము; నేల 

ధూళియంత విసాత్రమైన జనులమీద నీవు ననున్ రాజుగా నియమించియునాన్వు 
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KJV Now, O LORD God, let thy promise unto David my father be 
established: for thou hast made me king over a people like the dust of the 
earth in multitude. 
Amplified Now, O Lord God, let Your promise to David my father be 
fulfilled, for you have made me king over a people like the dust of the earth 
in multitude. 
ESV O LORD God, let your word to David my father be now fulfilled, for 
you have made me king over a people as numerous as the dust of the earth. 
NIV Now, LORD God, let your promise to my father David be confirmed, 
for you have made me king over a people who are as numerous as the dust 
of the earth. 
NASB 'Now, O LORD God, Your promise to my father David is fulfilled, for 
You have made me king over a people as numerous as the dust of the earth. 
NKJV Now, O LORD God, let Your promise to David my father be 
established, for You have made me king over a people like the dust of the 
earth in multitude. 
NLT Now, LORD God, please keep your promise to David my father, for 
you have made me king over a people as numerous as the dust of the earth! 

వచనము 10 

ఈ నీ గొపప్ జనమునకు నాయ్యము తీరచ్ శకిత్గలవాడెవడు? నేను ఈ జనులమధయ్ను ఉండి 

కారయ్ములను చకక్పెటుట్నటుల్ తగిన జాఞ్నమును తెలివిని నాకు దయచేయుము. 
KJV Give me now wisdom and knowledge, that I may go out and come in 
before this people: for who can judge this thy people, that is so great? 
Amplified Give me now wisdom and knowledge to go out and come in 
before this people, for who can rule this Your people who are so great? 
ESV Give me now wisdom and knowledge to go out and come in before this 
people, for who can govern this people of yours, which is so great?" 
NIV Give me wisdom and knowledge, that I may lead this people, for who 
is able to govern this great people of yours?' 
NASB 'Give me now wisdom and knowledge, that I may go out and come 
in before this people, for who can rule this great people of Yours?' 
NKJV Now give me wisdom and knowledge, that I may go out and come in 
before this people; for who can judge this great people of Yours?" 
NLT Give me wisdom and knowledge to rule them properly, for who is able 
to govern this great nation of yours?' 

వచనము 11 
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అందుకు దేవుడు సొలొమోనుతో ఈలాగు సెలవిచెచ్ను నీవు ఈ పర్కారము యోచించుకొని, 

ఐశవ్రయ్మునైనను సొముమ్నైనను ఘనతనైనను నీ శతుర్వుల పార్ణమునైనను దీరాఘ్యువునైనను అడుగక, 

నేను నినున్ వారిమీద రాజుగా నియమించిన నా జనులకు నాయ్యము తీరుచ్టకు తగిన జాఞ్నమును 

తెలివిని అడిగియునాన్వు. 
KJV And God said to Solomon, Because this was in thine heart, and thou 
hast not asked riches, wealth, or honour, nor the life of thine enemies, 
neither yet hast asked long life; but hast asked wisdom and knowledge for 
thyself, that thou mayest judge my people, over whom I have made thee 
king: 
Amplified God replied to Solomon, Because this was in your heart and 
you have not asked for riches, possessions, honor, and glory, or the life of 
your foes, or even for long life, but have asked wisdom and knowledge for 
yourself, that you may rule and judge My people over whom I have made 
you king, 
ESV God answered Solomon, "Because this was in your heart, and you 
have not asked possessions, wealth, honor, or the life of those who hate 
you, and have not even asked long life, but have asked wisdom and 
knowledge for yourself that you may govern my people over whom I have 
made you king, 
NIV God said to Solomon, 'Since this is your heart's desire and you have 
not asked for wealth, riches or honor, nor for the death of your enemies, 
and since you have not asked for a long life but for wisdom and knowledge 
to govern my people over whom I have made you king, 
NASB God said to Solomon, 'Because you had this in mind, and did not ask 
for riches, wealth or honor, or the life of those who hate you, nor have you 
even asked for long life, but you have asked for yourself wisdom and 
knowledge that you may rule My people over whom I have made you king, 
NKJV Then God said to Solomon: "Because this was in your heart, and you 
have not asked riches or wealth or honor or the life of your enemies, nor 
have you asked long life--but have asked wisdom and knowledge for 
yourself, that you may judge My people over whom I have made you king-- 
NLT God said to Solomon, 'Because your greatest desire is to help your 
people, and you did not ask for personal wealth and honor or the death of 
your enemies or even a long life, but rather you asked for wisdom and 
knowledge to properly govern my people, 

వచనము 12 
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కాబటిట్ జాఞ్నమును తెలివియు నీకియయ్బడును, నీకనన్ ముందుగానునన్ రాజులకైనను నీ తరువాత 

వచుచ్ రాజులకైనను కలుగని ఐశవ్రయ్మును సొముమ్ను ఘనతను నీకిచెచ్దను అని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV Wisdom and knowledge is granted unto thee; and I will give thee 
riches, and wealth, and honour, such as none of the kings have had that 
have been before thee, neither shall there any after thee have the like. 
Amplified Wisdom and knowledge are granted you. And I will give you 
riches, possessions, honor, and glory, such as none of the kings had before 
you, and none after you shall have their equal. 
ESV wisdom and knowledge are granted to you. I will also give you riches, 
possessions, and honor, such as none of the kings had who were before you, 
and none after you shall have the like." 
NIV therefore wisdom and knowledge will be given you. And I will also give 
you wealth, riches and honor, such as no king who was before you ever had 
and none after you will have.' 
NASB wisdom and knowledge have been granted to you. And I will give 
you riches and wealth and honor, such as none of the kings who were 
before you has possessed nor those who will come after you.' 
NKJV wisdom and knowledge are granted to you; and I will give you riches 
and wealth and honor, such as none of the kings have had who were before 
you, nor shall any after you have the like." 
NLT I will certainly give you the wisdom and knowledge you requested. 
And I will also give you riches, wealth, and honor such as no other king has 
ever had before you or will ever have again!' 

వచనము 13 

పిమమ్ట సొలొమోను గిబియోనులోనుండు సమాజపు గుడారము ఎదుటనునన్ బలిపీఠమును విడచి 

యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్ ఇశార్యేలీయులను ఏలుచుండెను. 
KJV Then Solomon came from his journey to the high place that was at 
Gibeon to Jerusalem, from before the tabernacle of the congregation, and 
reigned over Israel. 
Amplified Then Solomon came from the high place at Gibeon, from before 
the Tent of Meeting, to Jerusalem. And he reigned over Israel. 
ESV So Solomon came from the high place at Gibeon, from before the tent 
of meeting, to Jerusalem. And he reigned over Israel. 
NIV Then Solomon went to Jerusalem from the high place at Gibeon, from 
before the Tent of Meeting. And he reigned over Israel. 
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NASB So Solomon went from the high place which was at Gibeon, from the 
tent of meeting, to Jerusalem, and he reigned over Israel. 
NKJV So Solomon came to Jerusalem from the high place that was at 
Gibeon, from before the tabernacle of meeting, and reigned over Israel. 
NLT Then Solomon returned to Jerusalem from the Tabernacle at the hill 
of Gibeon, and he reigned over Israel. 

వచనము 14 

సొలొమోను రథములను గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులను సమకూరెచ్ను, వెయియ్నిన్ నాలుగువందలు రథములును 

పండెర్ండు వేల గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులును అతనికి ఉండెను; వీరిలో కొందరిని అతడు రథములుండు 

పటట్ణములలో ఉంచెను, కొందరిని తన రాజసనిన్ధిని ఉండుటకు యెరూషలేములో ఉంచెను. 
KJV And Solomon gathered chariots and horsemen: and he had a 
thousand and four hundred chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen, which 
he placed in the chariot cities, and with the king at Jerusalem. 
Amplified Solomon gathered chariots and horsemen; he had 1,400 
chariots and 12,000 horsemen, which he placed in the cities [suited for the 
use] of chariots and with the king at Jerusalem. 
ESV Solomon gathered together chariots and horsemen. He had 1,400 
chariots and 12,000 horsemen, whom he stationed in the chariot cities and 
with the king in Jerusalem. 
NIV Solomon accumulated chariots and horses; he had fourteen hundred 
chariots and twelve thousand horses, which he kept in the chariot cities and 
also with him in Jerusalem. 
NASB Solomon amassed chariots and horsemen He had 1,400 chariots 
and 12,000 horsemen, and he stationed them in the chariot cities and with 
the king at Jerusalem. 
NKJV And Solomon gathered chariots and horsemen; he had one 
thousand four hundred chariots and twelve thousand horsemen, whom he 
stationed in the chariot cities and with the king in Jerusalem. 
NLT Solomon built up a huge military force, which included fourteen 
hundred chariots and twelve thousand horses. He stationed many of them 
in the chariot cities, and some near him in Jerusalem. 

వచనము 15 

రాజు యెరూషలేమునందు వెండి బంగారములను రాళల్ంత విసాత్రముగాను, సరళ మార్నులను షెఫేల 

పర్దేశముననునన్ మేడిచెటల్ంత విసాత్రముగాను సమకూరెచ్ను. 
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KJV And the king made silver and gold at Jerusalem as plenteous as 
stones, and cedar trees made he as the sycomore trees that are in the vale 
for abundance. 
Amplified And the king made silver and gold in Jerusalem as common as 
stones, and he made cedar as plentiful as the sycamores of the lowland. 
ESV And the king made silver and gold as common in Jerusalem as stone, 
and he made cedar as plentiful as the sycamore of the Shephelah. 
NIV The king made silver and gold as common in Jerusalem as stones, and 
cedar as plentiful as sycamore-fig trees in the foothills. 
NASB The king made silver and gold as plentiful in Jerusalem as stones, 
and he made cedars as plentiful as sycamores in the lowland. 
NKJV Also the king made silver and gold as common in Jerusalem as 
stones, and he made cedars as abundant as the sycamores which are in the 
lowland. 
NLT During Solomon's reign, silver and gold were as plentiful in Jerusalem 
as stones. And valuable cedarwood was as common as the sycamore wood 
that grows in the foothills of Judah. 

వచనము 16 

సొలొమోనునకుండు గుఱఱ్ములు ఐగుపుత్లోనుండి తేబడెను, రాజు వరత్కులు ఒకొక్కక్ గుంపునకు 

నియామకమైన ధరనిచిచ్ గుంపులు గుంపులుగా కొని తెపిప్ంచిరి. 
KJV And Solomon had horses brought out of Egypt, and linen yarn: the 
king's merchants received the linen yarn at a price. 
Amplified Solomon's horses were brought out of Egypt; the king's 
merchants received them in droves, each drove at a price. 
ESV And Solomon's import of horses was from Egypt and Kue, and the 
king's traders would buy them from Kue for a price. 
NIV Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and from Kue --the royal 
merchants purchased them from Kue. 
NASB Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and from Kue; the 
king's traders procured them from Kue for a price. 
NKJV And Solomon had horses imported from Egypt and Keveh; the 
king's merchants bought them in Keveh at the current price. 
NLT Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and from Cilicia; the 
king's traders acquired them from Cilicia at the standard price. 

వచనము 17 
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వారు ఐగుపుత్నుండి కొనితెచిచ్న రథమొకటింటికి ఆరువందల తులముల వెండియు గుఱఱ్మొకటింటికి 

నూటఏబది తులముల వెండియు నిచిచ్రి; హితీత్యుల రాజులందరికొరకును సిరియా రాజులకొరకును 

వారు ఆ ధరకే వాటిని తీసికొనిరి. 
KJV And they fetched up, and brought forth out of Egypt a chariot for six 
hundred shekels of silver, and an horse for an hundred and fifty: and so 
brought they out horses for all the kings of the Hittites, and for the kings of 
Syria, by their means. 
Amplified They imported from Egypt a chariot for 600 shekels of silver, 
and a horse for 150; so they brought out horses for all the Hittite and Syrian 
kings as export agents. 
ESV They imported a chariot from Egypt for 600 shekels of silver, and a 
horse for 150. Likewise through them these were exported to all the kings of 
the Hittites and the kings of Syria. 
NIV They imported a chariot from Egypt for six hundred shekels of silver, 
and a horse for a hundred and fifty. They also exported them to all the kings 
of the Hittites and of the Arameans. 
NASB They imported chariots from Egypt for 600 shekels of silver apiece 
and horses for 150 apiece, and by the same means they exported them to all 
the kings of the Hittites and the kings of Aram. 
NKJV They also acquired and imported from Egypt a chariot for six 
hundred shekels of silver, and a horse for one hundred and fifty; thus, 
through their agents, they exported them to all the kings of the Hittites and 
the kings of Syria. 
NLT At that time, Egyptian chariots delivered to Jerusalem could be 
purchased for 600 pieces of silver, and horses could be bought for 150 
pieces of silver. Many of these were then resold to the kings of the Hittites 
and the kings of Aram. 
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వచనము 1 

సొలొమోను యెహోవా నామ ఘనతకొరకు ఒక మందిరమును తన రాజయ్ ఘనతకొరకు ఒక నగరును 

కటట్వలెనని తీరామ్నము చేసికొని 

KJV And Solomon determined to build an house for the name of the 
LORD, and an house for his kingdom. 
Amplified SOLOMON DETERMINED to build a temple for the Name of 
the Lord and a royal capitol. 
ESV Now Solomon purposed to build a temple for the name of the LORD, 
and a royal palace for himself. 
NIV Solomon gave orders to build a temple for the Name of the LORD and 
a royal palace for himself. 
NASB Now Solomon decided to build a house for the name of the LORD 
and a royal palace for himself. 
NKJV Then Solomon determined to build a temple for the name of the 
LORD, and a royal house for himself. 
NLT Solomon now decided that the time had come to build a Temple for 
the LORD and a royal palace for himself. 

వచనము 2 

బరువులు మోయుటకు డెబబ్ది వేలమందిని, కొండలమీద మార్నులు కొటుట్టకు ఎనుబది వేలమందిని 

ఏరప్రచుకొని వీరిమీద మూడు వేల ఆరువందల మందిని అధిపతులుగా ఉంచెను. 
KJV And Solomon told out threescore and ten thousand men to bear 
burdens, and fourscore thousand to hew in the mountain, and three 
thousand and six hundred to oversee them. 
Amplified And Solomon counted out 70,000 men to bear burdens, 
80,000 to be stonecutters in the hill country, and 3,600 overseers. 
ESV And Solomon assigned 70,000 men to bear burdens and 80,000 to 
quarry in the hill country, and 3,600 to oversee them. 
NIV He conscripted seventy thousand men as carriers and eighty thousand 
as stonecutters in the hills and thirty-six hundred as foremen over them. 
NASB So Solomon assigned 70,000 men to carry loads and 80,000 men to 
quarry stone in the mountains and 3,600 to supervise them. 
NKJV Solomon selected seventy thousand men to bear burdens, eighty 
thousand to quarry stone in the mountains, and three thousand six 
hundred to oversee them. 
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NLT He enlisted a force of 70,000 common laborers, 80,000 stonecutters 
in the hill country, and 3,600 foremen. 

వచనము 3 

సొలొమోను తూరు రాజైన హీరాము నొదద్కు దూతలచేత ఈ వరత్మానము పంపెను నా తండిర్యైన 

దావీదు నివాసమునకై యొక నగరును కటట్తలచియుండగా నీవు అతనికి సరళ మార్నులను సిదధ్ముచేసి 

పంపించినటుల్ నాకును దయచేసి పంపించుము. 
KJV And Solomon sent to Huram the king of Tyre, saying, As thou didst 
deal with David my father, and didst send him cedars to build him an house 
to dwell therein, even so deal with me. 
Amplified And Solomon sent to Hiram king of Tyre, saying, As you dealt 
with David my father and sent him cedars to build himself a house in which 
to dwell, even so deal with me. 
ESV And Solomon sent word to Hiram the king of Tyre: "As you dealt with 
David my father and sent him cedar to build himself a house to dwell in, so 
deal with me. 
NIV Solomon sent this message to Hiram king of Tyre: 'Send me cedar logs 
as you did for my father David when you sent him cedar to build a palace to 
live in. 
NASB Then Solomon sent word to Huram the king of Tyre, saying, 'As you 
dealt with David my father and sent him cedars to build him a house to 
dwell in, so do for me. 
NKJV Then Solomon sent to Hiram king of Tyre, saying: 4 As you have 
dealt with David my father, and sent him cedars to build himself a house to 
dwell in, so deal with me. 
NLT Solomon also sent this message to King Hiram at Tyre: 'Send me 
cedar logs like the ones that were supplied to my father, David, when he 
was building his palace. 

వచనము 4 

నా దేవుడైన యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని సుగంధ వరగ్ములను ధూపము వేయుటకును సనిన్ధి రొటెట్లను 

నితయ్ము ఉంచుటకును, ఉదయ సాయంకాలములయందును, విశార్ంతిదినములయందును, 

అమావాసయ్లయందును, మా దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు ఏరాప్టైన ఉతస్వములయందును, 

ఇశార్యేలీయులు నితయ్మును అరిప్ంపవలసిన దహనబలులను అరిప్ంచుటకును, ఆయన నామ 

ఘనతకొరకు మందిరమొకటి ఆయనకు పర్తిషిఠ్తము చేయబడునటుల్గా నేను కటిట్ంచబోవుచునాన్ను. 
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KJV Behold, I build an house to the name of the LORD my God, to 
dedicate it to him, and to burn before him sweet incense, and for the 
continual shewbread, and for the burnt offerings morning and evening, on 
the sabbaths, and on the new moons, and on the solemn feasts of the LORD 
our God. This is an ordinance for ever to Israel. 
Amplified Behold, I am about to build a house for the Name of the Lord 
my God, dedicated to Him for the burning of incense of sweet spices before 
Him, for the continual showbread, and for the burnt offerings morning and 
evening, on the Sabbaths, New Moons, and on the solemn feasts of the Lord 
our God, as ordained forever for Israel. 
ESV Behold, I am about to build a house for the name of the LORD my God 
and dedicate it to him for the burning of incense of sweet spices before him, 
and for the regular arrangement of the showbread, and for burnt offerings 
morning and evening, on the Sabbaths and the new moons and the 
appointed feasts of the LORD our God, as ordained forever for Israel. 
NIV Now I am about to build a temple for the Name of the LORD my God 
and to dedicate it to him for burning fragrant incense before him, for 
setting out the consecrated bread regularly, and for making burnt offerings 
every morning and evening and on Sabbaths and New Moons and at the 
appointed feasts of the LORD our God. This is a lasting ordinance for 
Israel. 
NASB 'Behold, I am about to build a house for the name of the LORD my 
God, dedicating it to Him, to burn fragrant incense before Him and to set 
out the showbread continually, and to offer burnt offerings morning and 
evening, on sabbaths and on new moons and on the appointed feasts of the 
LORD our God, this being required forever in Israel. 
NKJV Behold, I am building a temple for the name of the LORD my God, 
to dedicate it to Him, to burn before Him sweet incense, for the continual 
showbread, for the burnt offerings morning and evening, on the Sabbaths, 
on the New Moons, and on the set feasts of the LORD our God. This is an 
ordinance forever to Israel. 
NLT I am about to build a Temple to honor the name of the LORD my God. 
It will be a place set apart to burn incense and sweet spices before him, to 
display the special sacrificial bread, and to sacrifice burnt offerings each 
morning and evening, on the Sabbaths, at new moon celebrations, and at 
the other appointed festivals of the LORD our God. He has commanded 
Israel to do these things forever. 

వచనము 5 
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నేను కటిట్ంచు మందిరము గొపప్దిగానుండును; మా దేవుడు సకలమైన దేవతలకంటె మహనీయుడు 

గనుక 

KJV And the house which I build is great: for great is our God above all 
gods. 
Amplified The house which I am to build is great, for our God is greater 
than all gods. 
ESV The house that I am to build will be great, for our God is greater than 
all gods. 
NIV 'The temple I am going to build will be great, because our God is 
greater than all other gods. 
NASB 'The house which I am about to build will be great, for greater is our 
God than all the gods. 
NKJV And the temple which I build will be great, for our God is greater 
than all gods. 
NLT 'This will be a magnificent Temple because our God is an awesome 
God, greater than any other. 

వచనము 6 

ఆకాశములును మహాకాశములును ఆయనను పటట్జాలవు, ఆయనకు మందిరమును కటిట్ంచుటకు 

చాలినవాడెవడు? ఆయన సనిన్ధిని ఆయనకు మందిరమును కటిట్ంచుటకైనను నేనేమాతర్పువాడను? 

ధూపము వేయుటకే నేను ఆయనకు మందిరమును కటట్దలచియునాన్ను. 
KJV But who is able to build him an house, seeing the heaven and heaven 
of heavens cannot contain him? who am I then, that I should build him an 
house, save only to burn sacrifice before him? 
Amplified But who is able to build Him a house, since heaven, even 
highest heaven, cannot contain Him? Who am I to build Him a house, 
except as a place to burn incense in worship before Him? 
ESV But who is able to build him a house, since heaven, even highest 
heaven, cannot contain him? Who am I to build a house for him, except as a 
place to make offerings before him? 
NIV But who is able to build a temple for him, since the heavens, even the 
highest heavens, cannot contain him? Who then am I to build a temple for 
him, except as a place to burn sacrifices before him? 
NASB 'But who is able to build a house for Him, for the heavens and the 
highest heavens cannot contain Him? So who am I, that I should build a 
house for Him, except to burn incense before Him? 
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NKJV But who is able to build Him a temple, since heaven and the heaven 
of heavens cannot contain Him? Who am I then, that I should build Him a 
temple, except to burn sacrifice before Him? 
NLT But who can really build him a worthy home? Not even the highest 
heavens can contain him! So who am I to consider building a Temple for 
him, except as a place to burn sacrifices to him? 

వచనము 7 

నా తండిర్యైన దావీదు నియమించి యూదాదేశములోను యెరూషలేములోను నాయొదద్ ఉంచిన 

పర్జఞ్గలవారికి సహాయకుడైయుండి, బంగారముతోను వెండితోను ఇతత్డితోను ఇనుముతోను ఊదా 

నూలుతోను ఎఱఱ్ నూలుతోను నీలి నూలుతోను చేయు పనియును అనిన్ విధముల చెకక్డపు పనియును 

నేరిచ్న పర్జఞ్గల మనుషుయ్నొకని నాయొదద్కు పంపుము. 
KJV Send me now therefore a man cunning to work in gold, and in silver, 
and in brass, and in iron, and in purple, and crimson, and blue, and that 
can skill to grave with the cunning men that are with me in Judah and in 
Jerusalem, whom David my father did provide. 
Amplified Now therefore, send a man skilled to work in gold, silver, 
bronze, and iron, and in purple, crimson, and blue colors, who is a trained 
engraver, to work with the skilled men who are with me in Judah and 
Jerusalem, whom David my father provided. 
ESV So now send me a man skilled to work in gold, silver, bronze, and 
iron, and in purple, crimson, and blue fabrics, trained also in engraving, to 
be with the skilled workers who are with me in Judah and Jerusalem, 
whom David my father provided. 
NIV 'Send me, therefore, a man skilled to work in gold and silver, bronze 
and iron, and in purple, crimson and blue yarn, and experienced in the art 
of engraving, to work in Judah and Jerusalem with my skilled craftsmen, 
whom my father David provided. 
NASB 'Now send me a skilled man to work in gold, silver, brass and iron, 
and in purple, crimson and violet fabrics, and who knows how to make 
engravings, to work with the skilled men whom I have in Judah and 
Jerusalem, whom David my father provided. 
NKJV Therefore send me at once a man skillful to work in gold and silver, 
in bronze and iron, in purple and crimson and blue, who has skill to 
engrave with the skillful men who are with me in Judah and Jerusalem, 
whom David my father provided. 
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NLT 'So send me a master craftsman who can work with gold, silver, 
bronze, and iron; someone who is expert at dyeing purple, scarlet, and blue 
cloth; and a skilled engraver who can work with the craftsmen of Judah and 
Jerusalem who were selected by my father, David. 

వచనము 8 

మరియు లెబానోనునందు మార్నులు కొటుట్టకు మీ పనివారు నేరుప్గలవారని నాకు తెలిసేయునన్ది. 
KJV Send me also cedar trees, fir trees, and algum trees, out of Lebanon: 
for I know that thy servants can skill to cut timber in Lebanon; and, behold, 
my servants shall be with thy servants, 
Amplified Send me also from Lebanon cedar, cypress, and algum timber, 
for I know your servants can skillfully cut timber in Lebanon; and my 
servants will be with your servants, 
ESV Send me also cedar, cypress, and algum timber from Lebanon, for I 
know that your servants know how to cut timber in Lebanon. And my 
servants will be with your servants, 
NIV 'Send me also cedar, pine and algum logs from Lebanon, for I know 
that your men are skilled in cutting timber there. My men will work with 
yours 
NASB 'Send me also cedar, cypress and algum timber from Lebanon, for I 
know that your servants know how to cut timber of Lebanon; and indeed 
my servants will work with your servants, 
NKJV Also send me cedar and cypress and algum logs from Lebanon, for I 
know that your servants have skill to cut timber in Lebanon; and indeed my 
servants will be with your servants, 
NLT Also send me cedar, cypress, and almug logs from Lebanon, for I 
know that your men are without equal at cutting timber. I will send my men 
to help them. 

వచనము 9 

కాగా లెబానోనునుండి సరళమార్నులను దేవదారుమార్నులను చందనపుమార్నులను నాకు పంపుము; 

నేను కటిట్ంచబోవు మందిరము గొపప్దిగాను ఆశచ్రయ్కరమైనదిగాను ఉండును గనుక నాకు మార్నులు 

విసాత్రముగా సిదధ్పరచుటకై నా పనివారు మీ పనివారితో కూడ పోవుదురు. 
KJV Even to prepare me timber in abundance: for the house which I am 
about to build shall be wonderful great. 
Amplified To prepare for me timber in abundance, for the house I am 
about to build shall be great and wonderful. 
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ESV to prepare timber for me in abundance, for the house I am to build 
will be great and wonderful. 
NIV to provide me with plenty of lumber, because the temple I build must 
be large and magnificent. 
NASB to prepare timber in abundance for me, for the house which I am 
about to build will be great and wonderful. 
NKJV to prepare timber for me in abundance, for the temple which I am 
about to build shall be great and wonderful. 
NLT An immense amount of timber will be needed, for the Temple I am 
going to build will be very large and magnificent. 

వచనము 10 

మార్నులు కొటుట్ మీ పనివారికి నాలుగువందల గరిసెల దంచిన గోధుమలను ఎనిమిదివందల పుటల్ 

యవలను నూట నలువదిపుటల్ దార్కాష్రసమును నూట నలువదిపుటల్ నూనెను ఇచెచ్దను. 
KJV And, behold, I will give to thy servants, the hewers that cut timber, 
twenty thousand measures of beaten wheat, and twenty thousand measures 
of barley, and twenty thousand baths of wine, and twenty thousand baths of 
oil. 
Amplified And I will give to your servants who cut timber 20,000 
measures of crushed wheat and also of barley, and 20,000 baths of wine 
and also of oil. 
ESV I will give for your servants, the woodsmen who cut timber, 20,000 
cors of crushed wheat, 20,000 cors of barley, 20,000 baths of wine, and 
20,000 baths of oil." 
NIV I will give your servants, the woodsmen who cut the timber, twenty 
thousand cors of ground wheat, twenty thousand cors of barley, twenty 
thousand baths of wine and twenty thousand baths of olive oil.' 
NASB 'Now behold, I will give to your servants, the woodsmen who cut the 
timber, 20,000 kors of crushed wheat and 20,000 kors of barley, and 
20,000 baths of wine and 20,000 baths of oil.' 
NKJV And indeed I will give to your servants, the woodsmen who cut 
timber, twenty thousand kors of ground wheat, twenty thousand kors of 
barley, twenty thousand baths of wine, and twenty thousand baths of oil. 
NLT I will pay your men 100,000 bushels of crushed wheat, 100,000 
bushels of barley, 110,000 gallons of wine, and 110,000 gallons of olive oil.' 

వచనము 11 
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అపుప్డు తూరు రాజైన హీరాము సొలొమోనునకు వార్సి పంపిన ఉతత్రమేమనగా యెహోవా తన 

జనమును సేన్హించి నినున్ వారిమీద రాజుగా నియమించియునాన్డు. 
KJV Then Huram the king of Tyre answered in writing, which he sent to 
Solomon, Because the LORD hath loved his people, he hath made thee king 
over them. 
Amplified Then Hiram king of Tyre replied in writing sent to Solomon, 
Because the Lord loves His people, He has made you king over them. 
ESV Then Hiram the king of Tyre answered in a letter that he sent to 
Solomon, "Because the LORD loves his people, he has made you king over 
them." 
NIV Hiram king of Tyre replied by letter to Solomon: 'Because the LORD 
loves his people, he has made you their king.' 
NASB Then Huram, king of Tyre, answered in a letter sent to Solomon: 
'Because the LORD loves His people, He has made you king over them.' 
NKJV Then Hiram king of Tyre answered in writing, which he sent to 
Solomon: 4 Because the LORD loves His people, He has made you king 
over them. 
NLT King Hiram sent this letter of reply to Solomon: 'It is because the 
LORD loves his people that he has made you their king! 

వచనము 12 

యెహోవా ఘనతకొరకు ఒక మందిరమును నీ రాజయ్ ఘనతకొరకు ఒక నగరును కటిట్ంచుటకు తగిన 

జాఞ్నమును తెలివియుగల బుదిధ్మంతుడైన కుమారుని రాజైన దావీదునకు దయచేసిన, 

భూమాయ్కాశములకు సృషిట్కరత్యగు ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా సుత్తినొందునుగాక. 
KJV Huram said moreover, Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, that made 
heaven and earth, who hath given to David the king a wise son, endued with 
prudence and understanding, that might build an house for the LORD, and 
an house for his kingdom. 
Amplified Hiram said also, Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel, Who 
made heaven and earth, Who has given to David the king a wise son, 
endued with prudence and understanding, who should build a house for the 
Lord and a royal palace as his capitol. 
ESV Hiram also said, "Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, who made 
heaven and earth, who has given King David a wise son, who has discretion 
and understanding, who will build a temple for the LORD and a royal 
palace for himself. 
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NIV And Hiram added: 'Praise be to the LORD, the God of Israel, who 
made heaven and earth! He has given King David a wise son, endowed with 
intelligence and discernment, who will build a temple for the LORD and a 
palace for himself. 
NASB Then Huram continued, 'Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, 
who has made heaven and earth, who has given King David a wise son, 
endowed with discretion and understanding, who will build a house for the 
LORD and a royal palace for himself. 
NKJV Hiram also said: 4 Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, who made 
heaven and earth, for He has given King David a wise son, endowed with 
prudence and understanding, who will build a temple for the LORD and a 
royal house for himself! 
NLT Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, who made the heavens and 
the earth! He has given David a wise son, gifted with skill and 
understanding, who will build a Temple for the LORD and a royal palace for 
himself. 

వచనము 13 

తెలివియు వివేచనయుగల హూరాము అనునొక చురుకైన పనివానిని నేను నీయొదద్కు పంపుచునాన్ను. 
KJV And now I have sent a cunning man, endued with understanding, of 
Huram my father's, 
Amplified Now I have sent a skilled man, endued with understanding, 
even Huram-abi, my trusted counselor, 
ESV "Now I have sent a skilled man, who has understanding, Huram-abi, 
NIV 'I am sending you Huram-Abi, a man of great skill, 
NASB 'Now I am sending Huram-abi, a skilled man, endowed with 
understanding, 
NKJV And now I have sent a skillful man, endowed with understanding, 
Huram my master craftsman 
NLT 'I am sending you a master craftsman named Huram-abi. He is a 
brilliant man, 

వచనము 14 

అతడు దాను వంశపురాలగు ఒక సతరీకి పుటిట్నవాడు, వాని తండిర్ తూరు సంబంధమైనవాడు, అతడు 

బంగారముతోను వెండితోను ఇతత్డితోను ఇనుముతోను రాళల్తోను మార్నులతోను ఊదా నూలుతోను 

నీలి నూలుతోను సనన్పు నూలుతోను ఎఱఱ్ నూలుతోను పనిచేయగల నేరప్రియైనవాడు. సకలవిధముల 

చెకక్డపు పనియందును మచుచ్లు కలిప్ంచుటయందును యుకిత్కలిగి, నీ పనివారికిని నీతండిర్యైన 
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దావీదు అను నా యేలినవాడు నియమించిన ఉపాయశాలులకును సహకారియై వాటనిన్టిని 

నిరూపించుటకు తగిన సామరథ్య్ము గలవాడు. 
KJV The son of a woman of the daughters of Dan, and his father was a man 
of Tyre, skilful to work in gold, and in silver, in brass, in iron, in stone, and 
in timber, in purple, in blue, and in fine linen, and in crimson; also to grave 
any manner of graving, and to find out every device which shall be put to 
him, with thy cunning men, and with the cunning men of my lord David thy 
father. 
Amplified The son of a woman of the daughters of Dan; his father was a 
man of Tyre. He is a trained worker in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone, and 
wood; in purple, blue, and crimson colors, and in fine linen; and also to 
engrave any type of engraving and to carry out any design given him, with 
your skilled men and those of my lord, David your father. 
ESV the son of a woman of the daughters of Dan, and his father was a man 
of Tyre. He is trained to work in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone, and wood, 
and in purple, blue, and crimson fabrics and fine linen, and to do all sorts of 
engraving and execute any design that may be assigned him, with your 
craftsmen, the craftsmen of my lord, David your father. 
NIV whose mother was from Dan and whose father was from Tyre. He is 
trained to work in gold and silver, bronze and iron, stone and wood, and 
with purple and blue and crimson yarn and fine linen. He is experienced in 
all kinds of engraving and can execute any design given to him. He will 
work with your craftsmen and with those of my lord, David your father. 
NASB the son of a Danite woman and a Tyrian father, who knows how to 
work in gold, silver, bronze, iron, stone and wood, and in purple, violet, 
linen and crimson fabrics, and who knows how to make all kinds of 
engravings and to execute any design which may be assigned to him, to 
work with your skilled men and with those of my lord David your father. 
NKJV (the son of a woman of the daughters of Dan, and his father was a 
man of Tyre), skilled to work in gold and silver, bronze and iron, stone and 
wood, purple and blue, fine linen and crimson, and to make any engraving 
and to accomplish any plan which may be given to him, with your skillful 
men and with the skillful men of my lord David your father. 
NLT the son of a woman from Dan in Israel; his father is from Tyre. He is 
skillful at making things from gold, silver, bronze, and iron. He also knows 
all about stonework, carpentry, and weaving. He is an expert in dyeing 
purple, blue, and scarlet cloth and in working with linen. He is also an 
engraver and can follow any design given to him. He will work with your 
craftsmen and those appointed by my lord David, your father. 
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వచనము 15 

ఇపుప్డు నా యేలినవాడు చెపిప్యునన్ గోధుమలను యవలను నూనెను దార్కాష్రసమును నీ సేవకుల 

చేతికిచిచ్ వారిని సాగనంపినయెడల 

KJV Now therefore the wheat, and the barley, the oil, and the wine, which 
my lord hath spoken of, let him send unto his servants: 
Amplified Now therefore, the wheat, barley, oil, and wine of which my 
lord has spoken, let him send them to his servants, 
ESV Now therefore the wheat and barley, oil and wine, of which my lord 
has spoken, let him send to his servants. 
NIV 'Now let my lord send his servants the wheat and barley and the olive 
oil and wine he promised, 
NASB 'Now then, let my lord send to his servants wheat and barley, oil and 
wine, of which he has spoken. 
NKJV Now therefore, the wheat, the barley, the oil, and the wine which my 
lord has spoken of, let him send to his servants. 
NLT 'Send along the wheat, barley, olive oil, and wine that you mentioned. 

వచనము 16 

మేము నీకు కావలసిన మార్నులనిన్యు లెబానోనునందు కొటిట్ంచి వాటిని నీకొరకు సముదర్ముమీద 

తెపప్లుగా యొపేప్కు కొనివచెచ్దము, తరువాత నీవు వాటిని యెరూషలేమునకు తెపిప్ంచుకొనవచుచ్ను 

అని వార్సెను. 
KJV And we will cut wood out of Lebanon, as much as thou shalt need: and 
we will bring it to thee in floats by sea to Joppa; and thou shalt carry it up 
to Jerusalem. 
Amplified And we will cut whatever timber you need from Lebanon and 
bring it to you in rafts by sea to Joppa, so you may take it up to Jerusalem. 
ESV And we will cut whatever timber you need from Lebanon and bring it 
to you in rafts by sea to Joppa, so that you may take it up to Jerusalem." 
NIV and we will cut all the logs from Lebanon that you need and will float 
them in rafts by sea down to Joppa. You can then take them up to 
Jerusalem.' 
NASB 'We will cut whatever timber you need from Lebanon and bring it to 
you on rafts by sea to Joppa, so that you may carry it up to Jerusalem.' 
NKJV And we will cut wood from Lebanon, as much as you need; we will 
bring it to you in rafts by sea to Joppa, and you will carry it up to 
Jerusalem. 
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NLT We will cut whatever timber you need from the Lebanon mountains 
and will float the logs in rafts down the coast of the Mediterranean Sea to 
Joppa. From there you can transport the logs up to Jerusalem.' 

వచనము 17 

సొలొమోను తన తండిర్యైన దావీదు ఇశార్యేలు దేశమందుండిన అనయ్జాతివారినందరిని, ఎనిన్క 

వేయించిన యెనిన్క పర్కారము వారిని లెకిక్ంపగా వారు లక్ష యెనుబదిమూడువేల 

ఆరువందలమందియైరి. 
KJV And Solomon numbered all the strangers that were in the land of 
Israel, after the numbering wherewith David his father had numbered 
them; and they were found an hundred and fifty thousand and three 
thousand and six hundred. 
Amplified Then Solomon took a census of all the aliens in the land of 
Israel, like the census of them which his father David had taken. They were 
found to be 153,600. 
ESV Then Solomon counted all the resident aliens who were in the land of 
Israel, after the census of them that David his father had taken, and there 
were found 153,600. 
NIV Solomon took a census of all the aliens who were in Israel, after the 
census his father David had taken; and they were found to be 153,600. 
NASB Solomon numbered all the aliens who were in the land of Israel, 
following the census which his father David had taken; and 153,600 were 
found. 
NKJV Then Solomon numbered all the aliens who were in the land of 
Israel, after the census in which David his father had numbered them; and 
there were found to be one hundred and fifty-three thousand six hundred. 
NLT Solomon took a census of all foreigners in the land of Israel, like the 
census his father had taken, and he counted 153,600. 

వచనము 18 

వీరిలో బరువులు మోయుటకు డెబబ్ది వేల మందిని పరవ్తములందు మార్నులు కొటుట్టకు ఎనుబది 

వేల మందిని, జనులమీద అధిపతులుగానుండి పనిచేయించుటకు మూడు వేల ఆరు వందల మందిని 

అతడు ఏరప్రచెను. 
KJV And he set threescore and ten thousand of them to be bearers of 
burdens, and fourscore thousand to be hewers in the mountain, and three 
thousand and six hundred overseers to set the people a work. 
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Amplified And he assigned 70,000 of them to be burden bearers, 80,000 
to work in the mountain quarries, and 3,600 as overseers to direct the 
people's work. 
ESV Seventy thousand of them he assigned to bear burdens, 80,000 to 
quarry in the hill country, and 3,600 as overseers to make the people work. 
NIV He assigned 70,000 of them to be carriers and 80,000 to be 
stonecutters in the hills, with 3,600 foremen over them to keep the people 
working. 
NASB He appointed 70,000 of them to carry loads and 80,000 to quarry 
stones in the mountains and 3,600 supervisors to make the people work. 
NKJV And he made seventy thousand of them bearers of burdens, eighty 
thousand stonecutters in the mountain, and three thousand six hundred 
overseers to make the people work. 
NLT He enlisted 70,000 of them as common laborers, 80,000 as 
stonecutters in the hill country, and 3,600 as foremen. 
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వచనము 1 

తరువాత సొలొమోను యెరూషలేములో తన తండిర్యైన దావీదునకు యెహోవా పర్తయ్క్షమైనపుప్డు 

మోరీయా పరవ్తమందు దావీదు సిదధ్పరచిన సథ్లమున యెబూసీయుడైన ఒరాన్ను కళల్మందు దావీదు 

ఏరప్రచిన సథ్లమున యెహోవాకు ఒక మందిరమును కటట్నారంభించెను. 
KJV Then Solomon began to build the house of the LORD at Jerusalem in 
mount Moriah, where the Lord appeared unto David his father, in the place 
that David had prepared in the threshingfloor of Ornan the Jebusite. 
Amplified THEN SOLOMON began to build the house of the Lord at 
Jerusalem on Mount Moriah, where the Lord appeared to David his father, 
in the place that David had appointed, on the threshing floor of Ornan the 
Jebusite. 
ESV Then Solomon began to build the house of the LORD in Jerusalem on 
Mount Moriah, where the LORD had appeared to David his father, at the 
place that David had appointed, on the threshing floor of Ornan the 
Jebusite. 
NIV Then Solomon began to build the temple of the LORD in Jerusalem on 
Mount Moriah, where the LORD had appeared to his father David. It was 
on the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite, the place provided by David. 
NASB Then Solomon began to build the house of the LORD in Jerusalem 
on Mount Moriah, where the LORD had appeared to his father David, at the 
place that David had prepared on the threshing floor of Ornan the Jebusite. 
NKJV Now Solomon began to build the house of the LORD at Jerusalem 
on Mount Moriah, where the LORD had appeared to his father David, at the 
place that David had prepared on the threshing floor of Ornan the Jebusite. 
NLT So Solomon began to build the Temple of the LORD in Jerusalem on 
Mount Moriah, where the LORD had appeared to Solomon's father, King 
David. The Temple was built on the threshing floor of Araunah the 
Jebusite, the site that David had selected. 

వచనము 2 

తన యేలుబడిలో నాలుగవ సంవతస్రము రెండవ నెల రెండవ దినమందు దాని కటట్నారంభించెను. 
KJV And he began to build in the second day of the second month, in the 
fourth year of his reign. 
Amplified And Solomon began to build on the second day of the second 
month in the fourth year of his reign. 
ESV He began to build in the second month of the fourth year of his reign. 
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NIV He began building on the second day of the second month in the 
fourth year of his reign. 
NASB He began to build on the second day in the second month of the 
fourth year of his reign. 
NKJV And he began to build on the second day of the second month in the 
fourth year of his reign. 
NLT The construction began in midspring, during the fourth year of 
Solomon's reign. 

వచనము 3 

దేవుని మందిరమునకు సొలొమోను పునాదులు ఏరప్రచెను, పూరవ్పు కొలల పర్కారము పొడవు 

అరువది మూరలు, వెడలుప్ ఇరువది మూరలు. 
KJV Now these are the things wherein Solomon was instructed for the 
building of the house of God. The length by cubits after the first measure 
was threescore cubits, and the breadth twenty cubits. 
Amplified Now these are the measurements for the foundations which 
Solomon laid for the house of God. The length in cubits by the former 
measure was sixty cubits, and the breadth twenty cubits. 
ESV These are Solomon's measurements for building the house of God: the 
length, in cubits of the old standard, was sixty cubits, and the breadth 
twenty cubits. 
NIV The foundation Solomon laid for building the temple of God was sixty 
cubits long and twenty cubits wide (using the cubit of the old standard). 
NASB Now these are the foundations which Solomon laid for building the 
house of God. The length in cubits, according to the old standard was sixty 
cubits, and the width twenty cubits. 
NKJV This is the foundation which Solomon laid for building the house of 
God: The length was sixty cubits (by cubits according to the former 
measure) and the width twenty cubits. 
NLT The foundation for the Temple of God was ninety feet long and thirty 
feet wide. 

వచనము 4 

మందిరపు ముఖమంటపము మందిరపు పొడుగునుబటిట్ యిరువది మూరలు వెడలుప్, నూట ఇరువది 

మూరలు ఎతుత్, దాని లోపలిభాగమును పర్సశత్మైన బంగారముతో అతడు పొదిగించెను. 
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KJV And the porch that was in the front of the house, the length of it was 
according to the breadth of the house, twenty cubits, and the height was an 
hundred and twenty: and he overlaid it within with pure gold. 
Amplified The porch or vestibule across the front of the house was the 
same length as the house's breadth, twenty cubits, and the height 120 
cubits. He overlaid it inside with pure gold. 
ESV The vestibule in front of the nave of the house was twenty cubits long, 
equal to the width of the house, and its height was 120 cubits. He overlaid it 
on the inside with pure gold. 
NIV The portico at the front of the temple was twenty cubits long across 
the width of the building and twenty cubits high. He overlaid the inside 
with pure gold. 
NASB The porch which was in front of the house was as long as the width 
of the house, twenty cubits, and the height 120; and inside he overlaid it 
with pure gold. 
NKJV And the vestibule that was in front of the sanctuary was twenty 
cubits long across the width of the house, and the height was one hundred 
and twenty. He overlaid the inside with pure gold. 
NLT The foyer at the front of the Temple was thirty feet wide, running 
across the entire width of the Temple. The inner walls of the foyer and the 
ceiling were overlaid with pure gold. The roof of the foyer was thirty feet 
high. 

వచనము 5 

మందిరపు పెదద్ గదిని దేవదారు పలకలతో కపిప్ వాటిపైన మేలిమి బంగారమును పొదిగించి 

పైభాగమున ఖరూజ్రపుచెటల్వంటి పనియు గొలుసులవంటి పనియు చెకిక్ంచి 

KJV And the greater house he cieled with fir tree, which he overlaid with 
fine gold, and set thereon palm trees and chains. 
Amplified And the greater house (the Holy Place) he lined with cypress 
and overlaid it with fine gold and made palm trees and chains on it. 
ESV The nave he lined with cypress and covered it with fine gold and made 
palms and chains on it. 
NIV He paneled the main hall with pine and covered it with fine gold and 
decorated it with palm tree and chain designs. 
NASB He overlaid the main room with cypress wood and overlaid it with 
fine gold, and ornamented it with palm trees and chains. 
NKJV The larger room he paneled with cypress which he overlaid with fine 
gold, and he carved palm trees and chainwork on it. 
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NLT The main room of the Temple was paneled with cypress wood, 
overlaid with pure gold, and decorated with carvings of palm trees and 
chains. 

వచనము 6 

పర్శసత్మైన రతన్ములతో దానిని అలంకరించెను. ఆ బంగారము పరవ్యీమునుండి వచిచ్నది. 
KJV And he garnished the house with precious stones for beauty: and the 
gold was gold of Parvaim. 
Amplified And he adorned the house with precious stones for beauty; and 
the gold was gold of Parvaim. 
ESV He adorned the house with settings of precious stones. The gold was 
gold of Parvaim. 
NIV He adorned the temple with precious stones. And the gold he used was 
gold of Parvaim. 
NASB Further, he adorned the house with precious stones; and the gold 
was gold from Parvaim. 
NKJV And he decorated the house with precious stones for beauty, and the 
gold was gold from Parvaim. 
NLT The walls of the Temple were decorated with beautiful jewels and with 
pure gold from the land of Parvaim. 

వచనము 7 

మందిరపు దూలములను సత్ంభములను దాని గోడలను దాని తలుపులను బంగారముతో పొదిగించి 

గోడలమీద కెరూబులను చెకిక్ంచెను. 
KJV He overlaid also the house, the beams, the posts, and the walls 
thereof, and the doors thereof, with gold; and graved cherubims on the 
walls. 
Amplified He lined the house (the Holy Place), its beams, thresholds, 
walls, and doors with gold, and engraved cherubim on the walls. 
ESV So he lined the house with gold--its beams, its thresholds, its walls, 
and its doors--and he carved cherubim on the walls. 
NIV He overlaid the ceiling beams, doorframes, walls and doors of the 
temple with gold, and he carved cherubim on the walls. 
NASB He also overlaid the house with gold--the beams, the thresholds and 
its walls and its doors; and he carved cherubim on the walls. 
NKJV He also overlaid the house--the beams and doorposts, its walls and 
doors--with gold; and he carved cherubim on the walls. 
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NLT All the walls, beams, doors, and thresholds throughout the Temple 
were overlaid with gold, and figures of cherubim were carved on the walls. 

వచనము 8 

మరియు అతడు పరిశుదధ్ సథ్లమొకటి కటిట్ంచెను; దాని పొడవు మందిరపు వెడలుప్నుబటిట్ యిరువది 

మూరలు, దాని వెడలుప్ ఇరువది మూరలు, వెయియ్నిన్ రెండు వందల మణుగుల మేలిమి బంగారుతో 

అతడు దాని పొదిగించెను. 
KJV And he made the most holy house, the length whereof was according 
to the breadth of the house, twenty cubits, and the breadth thereof twenty 
cubits: and he overlaid it with fine gold, amounting to six hundred talents. 
Amplified He made the Most Holy Place, its length equaling the breadth 
of the house, twenty cubits, and its breadth twenty cubits; he overlaid it 
with 600 talents of fine gold. 
ESV And he made the Most Holy Place. Its length, corresponding to the 
breadth of the house, was twenty cubits, and its breadth was twenty cubits. 
He overlaid it with 600 talents of fine gold. 
NIV He built the Most Holy Place, its length corresponding to the width of 
the temple--twenty cubits long and twenty cubits wide. He overlaid the 
inside with six hundred talents of fine gold. 
NASB Now he made the room of the holy of holies: its length across the 
width of the house was twenty cubits, and its width was twenty cubits; and 
he overlaid it with fine gold, amounting to 600 talents. 
NKJV And he made the Most Holy Place. Its length was according to the 
width of the house, twenty cubits, and its width twenty cubits. He overlaid 
it with six hundred talents of fine gold. 
NLT The Most Holy Place was thirty feet wide, corresponding to the width 
of the Temple, and it was also thirty feet deep. Its interior was overlaid with 
about twenty-three tons of pure gold. 

వచనము 9 

మేకుల యెతుత్ ఏబది తులముల బంగారు; మీదిగదులను బంగారముతో పొదిగించెను. 
KJV And the weight of the nails was fifty shekels of gold. And he overlaid 
the upper chambers with gold. 
Amplified The weight of the nails was fifty shekels of gold. And he lined 
the upper chambers with gold. 
ESV The weight of gold for the nails was fifty shekels. And he overlaid the 
upper chambers with gold. 
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NIV The gold nails weighed fifty shekels. He also overlaid the upper parts 
with gold. 
NASB The weight of the nails was fifty shekels of gold. He also overlaid the 
upper rooms with gold. 
NKJV The weight of the nails was fifty shekels of gold; and he overlaid the 
upper area with gold. 
NLT They used gold nails that weighed about twenty ounces each. The 
walls of the upper rooms were also overlaid with pure gold. 

వచనము 10 

అతిపరిశుదధ్ సథ్లమునందు చెకక్డపు పనిగల రెండు కెరూబులను చేయించి వాటిని బంగారుతో 

పొదిగించెను. 
KJV And in the most holy house he made two cherubims of image work, 
and overlaid them with gold. 
Amplified And in the Most Holy Place he made two cherubim of image 
work, and they were overlaid with gold. 
ESV In the Most Holy Place he made two cherubim of wood and overlaid 
them with gold. 
NIV In the Most Holy Place he made a pair of sculptured cherubim and 
overlaid them with gold. 
NASB Then he made two sculptured cherubim in the room of the holy of 
holies and overlaid them with gold. 
NKJV In the Most Holy Place he made two cherubim, fashioned by 
carving, and overlaid them with gold. 
NLT Solomon made two figures shaped like cherubim and overlaid them 
with gold. These were placed in the Most Holy Place. 

వచనము 11 

ఆ కెరూబుల రెకక్ల పొడవు ఇరువది మూరలు,  
KJV And the wings of the cherubims were twenty cubits long: one wing of 
the one cherub was five cubits, reaching to the wall of the house: and the 
other wing was likewise five cubits, reaching to the wing of the other 
cherub. 
Amplified And the wings of the cherubim [combined] extended twenty 
cubits: one wing of one cherub was five cubits, reaching to the wall of the 
house, and its other wing of five cubits touched the other cherub's wing. 
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ESV The wings of the cherubim together extended twenty cubits: one wing 
of the one, of five cubits, touched the wall of the house, and its other wing, 
of five cubits, touched the wing of the other cherub; 
NIV The total wingspan of the cherubim was twenty cubits. One wing of 
the first cherub was five cubits long and touched the temple wall, while its 
other wing, also five cubits long, touched the wing of the other cherub. 
NASB The wingspan of the cherubim was twenty cubits; the wing of one, of 
five cubits, touched the wall of the house, and its other wing, of five cubits, 
touched the wing of the other cherub. 
NKJV The wings of the cherubim were twenty cubits in overall length: one 
wing of the one cherub was five cubits, touching the wall of the room, and 
the other wing was five cubits, touching the wing of the other cherub; 
NLT The total wingspan of the two cherubim standing side by side was 30 
feet. One wing of the first figure was 7 1/2 feet long, and it touched the 
Temple wall. The other wing, also 7 1/2 feet long, touched one of the wings 
of the second figure. 

వచనము 12 

ఒకొక్కక్ రెకక్ అయిదు మూరల పొడుగు, అది మందిరపు గోడకు తగులుచుండెను, రెండవది 

జతగానునన్ కెరూబు రెకక్కు తగులుచుండెను. 
KJV And one wing of the other cherub was five cubits, reaching to the wall 
of the house: and the other wing was five cubits also, joining to the wing of 
the other cherub. 
Amplified And of the other cherub one wing of five cubits touched the 
wall of the house, and the other wing, also five cubits, joined the wing of the 
first cherub. 
ESV and of this cherub, one wing, of five cubits, touched the wall of the 
house, and the other wing, also of five cubits, was joined to the wing of the 
first cherub. 
NIV Similarly one wing of the second cherub was five cubits long and 
touched the other temple wall, and its other wing, also five cubits long, 
touched the wing of the first cherub. 
NASB The wing of the other cherub, of five cubits, touched the wall of the 
house; and its other wing of five cubits was attached to the wing of the first 
cherub. 
NKJV one wing of the other cherub was five cubits, touching the wall of 
the room, and the other wing also was five cubits, touching the wing of the 
other cherub. 
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NLT In the same way, the second figure had one wing 7 1/2 feet long that 
touched the opposite wall. The other wing, also 7 1/2 feet long, touched the 
wing of the first figure. 

వచనము 13 

ఈ పర్కారము చాచుకొనిన ఈ కెరూబుల రెకక్లు ఇరువది మూరలు వాయ్పించెను, కెరూబులు 

పాదములమీద నిలువబడెను, వాటి ముఖములు మందిరపు లోతటుట్ తిరిగియుండెను. 
KJV The wings of these cherubims spread themselves forth twenty cubits: 
and they stood on their feet, and their faces were inward. 
Amplified The wings of these cherubim extended twenty cubits; the 
cherubim stood on their feet, their faces toward the Holy Place. 
ESV The wings of these cherubim extended twenty cubits. The cherubim 
stood on their feet, facing the nave. 
NIV The wings of these cherubim extended twenty cubits. They stood on 
their feet, facing the main hall. 
NASB The wings of these cherubim extended twenty cubits, and they stood 
on their feet facing the main room. 
NKJV The wings of these cherubim spanned twenty cubits overall. They 
stood on their feet, and they faced inward. 
NLT So the wingspan of both cherubim together was 30 feet. They both 
stood and faced out toward the main room of the Temple. 

వచనము 14 

అతడు నీలి నూలుతోను ఊదా నూలుతోను ఎఱఱ్ నూలుతోను సనన్పు నారనూలుతోను ఒక తెరను 

చేయించి దానిమీద కెరూబులను కుటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he made the vail of blue, and purple, and crimson, and fine linen, 
and wrought cherubims thereon. 
Amplified And he made the veil [between the Holy Place and the Most 
Holy Place] of blue, purple, and crimson colors, and fine linen, and 
embroidered cherubim on it. 
ESV And he made the veil of blue and purple and crimson fabrics and fine 
linen, and he worked cherubim on it. 
NIV He made the curtain of blue, purple and crimson yarn and fine linen, 
with cherubim worked into it. 
NASB He made the veil of violet, purple, crimson and fine linen, and he 
worked cherubim on it. 
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NKJV And he made the veil of blue, purple, crimson, and fine linen, and 
wove cherubim into it. 
NLT Across the entrance of the Most Holy Place, Solomon hung a curtain 
made of fine linen and blue, purple, and scarlet yarn, with figures of 
cherubim embroidered on it. 

వచనము 15 

ఇదియు గాక మందిరము ముందర ఉండుటకై ముపప్దియయిదు మూరల యెతుత్గల రెండు 

సత్ంభములను వాటిమీదికి అయిదు మూరల యెతుత్గల పీటలను చేయించెను. 
KJV Also he made before the house two pillars of thirty and five cubits 
high, and the chapiter that was on the top of each of them was five cubits. 
Amplified Before the house he made two pillars, 35 cubits high, with a 
capital on the top of each which was five cubits. 
ESV In front of the house he made two pillars thirty-five cubits high, with a 
capital of five cubits on the top of each. 
NIV In the front of the temple he made two pillars, which together were 
thirty-five cubits long, each with a capital on top measuring five cubits. 
NASB He also made two pillars for the front of the house, thirty-five cubits 
high, and the capital on the top of each was five cubits. 
NKJV Also he made in front of the temple two pillars thirty-five cubits 
high, and the capital that was on the top of each of them was five cubits. 
NLT For the front of the Temple, Solomon made two pillars that were 27 
feet tall, each topped by a capital extending upward another 7 1/2 feet. 

వచనము 16 

గరాభ్లయమునందు చేసినటుట్ గొలుసు పని చేయించి, సత్ంభముల పైభాగమున దాని ఉంచి, నూరు 

దానిమమ్పండల్ను చేయించి ఆ గొలుసు పనిమీద తగిలించెను. 
KJV And he made chains, as in the oracle, and put them on the heads of 
the pillars; and made an hundred pomegranates, and put them on the 
chains. 
Amplified He made chains like a necklace and put them on the heads of 
the pillars, and he made 100 pomegranates and put them on the chains. 
ESV He made chains like a necklace and put them on the tops of the 
pillars, and he made a hundred pomegranates and put them on the chains. 
NIV He made interwoven chains and put them on top of the pillars. He also 
made a hundred pomegranates and attached them to the chains. 
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NASB He made chains in the inner sanctuary and placed them on the tops 
of the pillars; and he made one hundred pomegranates and placed them on 
the chains. 
NKJV He made wreaths of chainwork, as in the inner sanctuary, and put 
them on top of the pillars; and he made one hundred pomegranates, and 
put them on the wreaths of chainwork. 
NLT He made a network of interwoven chains and used them to decorate 
the tops of the pillars. He also made one hundred decorative pomegranates 
and attached them to the chains. 

వచనము 17 

ఆ రెండు సథ్ంభములను దేవాలయము ఎదుట కుడితటుట్న ఒకటియు ఎడమతటుట్న ఒకటియు 

నిలువబెటిట్ంచి, కుడితటుట్ దానికి యాకీను అనియు, ఎడమతటుట్ దానికి బోయజు అనియు పేళుల్ 

పెటెట్ను. 
KJV And he reared up the pillars before the temple, one on the right hand, 
and the other on the left; and called the name of that on the right hand 
Jachin, and the name of that on the left Boaz. 
Amplified He erected the pillars before the temple, one on the right, the 
other on the left, and called the one on the right Jachin [he shall establish] 
and the one on the left Boaz [in it is strength]. 
ESV He set up the pillars in front of the temple, one on the south, the other 
on the north; that on the south he called Jachin, and that on the north 
Boaz. 
NIV He erected the pillars in the front of the temple, one to the south and 
one to the north. The one to the south he named Jakin and the one to the 
north Boaz. 
NASB He erected the pillars in front of the temple, one on the right and the 
other on the left, and named the one on the right Jachin and the one on the 
left Boaz. 
NKJV Then he set up the pillars before the temple, one on the right hand 
and the other on the left; he called the name of the one on the right hand 
Jachin, and the name of the one on the left Boaz. 
NLT Then he set up the two pillars at the entrance of the Temple, one to 
the south of the entrance and the other to the north. He named the one on 
the south Jakin, and the one on the north Boaz. 
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వచనము 1 

అతడు ఇరువది మూరలు పొడవును ఇరువది మూరలు వెడలుప్ను పది మూరలు ఎతుత్నుగల యొక 

యితత్డి బలిపీఠ మును చేయించెను. 
KJV Moreover he made an altar of brass, twenty cubits the length thereof, 
and twenty cubits the breadth thereof, and ten cubits the height thereof. 
Amplified ALSO SOLOMON made an altar of bronze, its top twenty by 
twenty cubits and its height ten cubits. 
ESV He made an altar of bronze, twenty cubits long and twenty cubits wide 
and ten cubits high. 
NIV He made a bronze altar twenty cubits long, twenty cubits wide and ten 
cubits high. 
NASB Then he made a bronze altar, twenty cubits in length and twenty 
cubits in width and ten cubits in height. 
NKJV Moreover he made a bronze altar: twenty cubits was its length, 
twenty cubits its width, and ten cubits its height. 
NLT Solomon also made a bronze altar 30 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 15 
feet high. 

వచనము 2 

పోతపోసిన సముదర్పు తొటిట్ యొకటి చేయించెను, అది యీ యంచుకు ఆ యంచుకు పది మూరల 

యెడము గలది; దానియెతుత్ అయిదు మూరలు, దాని కైవారము ముపప్ది మూరలు, 
KJV Also he made a molten sea of ten cubits from brim to brim, round in 
compass, and five cubits the height thereof; and a line of thirty cubits did 
compass it round about. 
Amplified Also he made a round Sea of molten metal, ten cubits from 
brim to brim and five cubits high, and a line of thirty cubits measured 
around it. 
ESV Then he made the sea of cast metal. It was round, ten cubits from 
brim to brim, and five cubits high, and a line of thirty cubits measured its 
circumference. 
NIV He made the Sea of cast metal, circular in shape, measuring ten cubits 
from rim to rim and five cubits high. It took a line of thirty cubits to 
measure around it. 
NASB Also he made the cast metal sea, ten cubits from brim to brim, 
circular in form, and its height was five cubits and its circumference thirty 
cubits. 
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NKJV Then he made the Sea of cast bronze, ten cubits from one brim to 
the other; it was completely round. Its height was five cubits, and a line of 
thirty cubits measured its circumference. 
NLT Then he cast a large round tank, 15 feet across from rim to rim; it was 
called the Sea. It was 7 1/2 feet deep and about 45 feet in circumference. 

వచనము 3 

దాని కిర్ందితటుట్న ఎదుద్లు రూపింపబడియుండెను, అవి ఒకొక్కక్ మూరకు పదేసియుండెను, అవి ఆ 

సముదర్పు తొటిట్ని ఆవరించెను; ఎదుద్లు రెండు వరుసలు తీరియుండెను, అవి తొటిట్తోకూడనే 

పోతపోయబడెను.  
KJV And under it was the similitude of oxen, which did compass it round 
about: ten in a cubit, compassing the sea round about. Two rows of oxen 
were cast, when it was cast. 
Amplified Under it were figures of oxen encircling it, ten to a cubit. The 
oxen were in two rows, cast in one piece with it. 
ESV Under it were figures of gourds, for ten cubits, compassing the sea all 
around. The gourds were in two rows, cast with it when it was cast. 
NIV Below the rim, figures of bulls encircled it--ten to a cubit. The bulls 
were cast in two rows in one piece with the Sea. 
NASB Now figures like oxen were under it and all around it, ten cubits, 
entirely encircling the sea. The oxen were in two rows, cast in one piece. 
NKJV And under it was the likeness of oxen encircling it all around, ten to 
a cubit, all the way around the Sea. The oxen were cast in two rows, when it 
was cast. 
NLT The Sea was encircled just below its rim by two rows of figures that 
resembled oxen. There were about six oxen per foot all the way around, and 
they had been cast as part of the tank. 

వచనము 4 

అది పండెర్ండు ఎదుద్లమీద నిలువబడెను, మూడు ఎదుద్లు ఉతత్రపుతటుట్ మూడు పడమటితటుట్ మూడు 

దకిష్ణపుతటుట్ మూడు తూరుప్తటుట్ చూచుచుండెను. సముదర్పు తొటిట్ వాటిపై నుంచబడెను, వాటి 

వెనుకటి పారశ్వ్ములనిన్యు లోపలికి తిరిగియుండెను. 
KJV It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking toward the north, and three 
looking toward the west, and three looking toward the south, and three 
looking toward the east: and the sea was set above upon them, and all their 
hinder parts were inward. 
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Amplified It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking north, three west, 
three south, three east; and the Sea rested upon them, and all their hind 
parts were inward. 
ESV It stood on twelve oxen, three facing north, three facing west, three 
facing south, and three facing east. The sea was set on them, and all their 
rear parts were inward. 
NIV The Sea stood on twelve bulls, three facing north, three facing west, 
three facing south and three facing east. The Sea rested on top of them, and 
their hindquarters were toward the center. 
NASB It stood on twelve oxen, three facing the north, three facing west, 
three facing south and three facing east; and the sea was set on top of them 
and all their hindquarters turned inwards. 
NKJV It stood on twelve oxen: three looking toward the north, three 
looking toward the west, three looking toward the south, and three looking 
toward the east; the Sea was set upon them, and all their back parts pointed 
inward. 
NLT The Sea rested on a base of twelve bronze oxen, all facing outward. 
Three faced north, three faced west, three faced south, and three faced east. 

వచనము 5 

అది బెతెత్డు దళముగలది, దాని అంచు గినెన్యంచువంటిదై తామర పుషప్ములు తేలచ్బడియుండెను; 

అది ముపప్ది పుటల్ నీళుల్ పటుట్ను. 
KJV And the thickness of it was an handbreadth, and the brim of it like the 
work of the brim of a cup, with flowers of lilies; and it received and held 
three thousand baths. 
Amplified Its thickness was a handbreadth; its brim was like the brim of a 
cup, like the flower of a lily; it held 3,000 baths (measures). 
ESV Its thickness was a handbreadth. And its brim was made like the brim 
of a cup, like the flower of a lily. It held 3,000 baths. 
NIV It was a handbreadth in thickness, and its rim was like the rim of a 
cup, like a lily blossom. It held three thousand baths. 
NASB It was a handbreadth thick, and its brim was made like the brim of a 
cup, like a lily blossom; it could hold 3,000 baths. 
NKJV It was a handbreadth thick; and its brim was shaped like the brim of 
a cup, like a lily blossom. It contained three thousand baths. 
NLT The walls of the Sea were about three inches thick, and its rim flared 
out like a cup and resembled a lily blossom. It could hold about 16,500 
gallons of water. 
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వచనము 6 

మరియు దహనబలులుగా అరిప్ంచువాటిని కడుగుటకై కుడి తటుట్కు అయిదును ఎడమ తటుట్కు 

అయిదును పది సాన్నపు గంగాళములను చేయించెను; సముదర్మువంటి తొటిట్యందు యాజకులు 

మాతర్ము సాన్నము చేయుదురు. 
KJV He made also ten lavers, and put five on the right hand, and five on 
the left, to wash in them: such things as they offered for the burnt offering 
they washed in them; but the sea was for the priests to wash in. 
Amplified He made also ten lavers in which to wash and put five on the 
right (south) side and five on the left (north). Such things as they offered 
for the burnt offering they washed in them, but the Sea was for the priests 
to wash in. 
ESV He also made ten basins in which to wash, and set five on the south 
side, and five on the north side. In these they were to rinse off what was 
used for the burnt offering, and the sea was for the priests to wash in. 
NIV He then made ten basins for washing and placed five on the south side 
and five on the north. In them the things to be used for the burnt offerings 
were rinsed, but the Sea was to be used by the priests for washing. 
NASB He also made ten basins in which to wash, and he set five on the 
right side and five on the left to rinse things for the burnt offering; but the 
sea was for the priests to wash in. 
NKJV He also made ten lavers, and put five on the right side and five on 
the left, to wash in them; such things as they offered for the burnt offering 
they would wash in them, but the Sea was for the priests to wash in. 
NLT He also made ten basins for water to wash the offerings, five to the 
south of the Sea and five to the north. The priests used the Sea itself, and 
not the basins, for their own washing. 

వచనము 7 

మరియు వాటినిగూరిచ్న విధి ననుసరించి పది బంగారపు దీపసత్ంభములను చేయించి, 

దేవాలయమందు కుడి తటుట్న అయిదును ఎడమ తటుట్న అయిదును ఉంచెను. 
KJV And he made ten candlesticks of gold according to their form, and set 
them in the temple, five on the right hand, and five on the left. 
Amplified And he made ten golden lampstands as directed and set them 
in the temple, five on the right side and five on the left. 
ESV And he made ten golden lampstands as prescribed, and set them in 
the temple, five on the south side and five on the north. 
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NIV He made ten gold lampstands according to the specifications for them 
and placed them in the temple, five on the south side and five on the north. 
NASB Then he made the ten golden lampstands in the way prescribed for 
them and he set them in the temple, five on the right side and five on the 
left. 
NKJV And he made ten lampstands of gold according to their design, and 
set them in the temple, five on the right side and five on the left. 
NLT Solomon then cast ten gold lampstands according to the specifications 
that had been given and put them in the Temple. Five were placed against 
the south wall, and five were placed against the north wall. 

వచనము 8 

పది బలల్లను చేయించి దేవాలయమందు కుడి తటుట్న అయిదును ఎడమ తటుట్న అయిదును ఉంచెను; 

నూరు బంగారపు తొటల్ను చేయించెను. 
KJV He made also ten tables, and placed them in the temple, five on the 
right side, and five on the left. And he made an hundred basons of gold. 
Amplified He made also ten tables and placed them in the temple, five 
each on the right and left sides, and 100 basins of gold. 
ESV He also made ten tables and placed them in the temple, five on the 
south side and five on the north. And he made a hundred basins of gold. 
NIV He made ten tables and placed them in the temple, five on the south 
side and five on the north. He also made a hundred gold sprinkling bowls. 
NASB He also made ten tables and placed them in the temple, five on the 
right side and five on the left. And he made one hundred golden bowls. 
NKJV He also made ten tables, and placed them in the temple, five on the 
right side and five on the left. And he made one hundred bowls of gold. 
NLT He also built ten tables and placed them in the Temple, five along the 
south wall and five along the north wall. Then he molded one hundred gold 
basins. 

వచనము 9 

అతడు యాజకుల ఆవరణమును పెదద్ ఆవరణమును దీనికి వాకిండల్ను చేయించి దీని తలుపులను 

ఇతత్డితో పొదిగించెను. 
KJV Furthermore he made the court of the priests, and the great court, and 
doors for the court, and overlaid the doors of them with brass. 
Amplified Moreover, he made the priests' court, and the great court and 
doors for the court, and overlaid their doors with bronze. 
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ESV He made the court of the priests and the great court and doors for the 
court and overlaid their doors with bronze. 
NIV He made the courtyard of the priests, and the large court and the 
doors for the court, and overlaid the doors with bronze. 
NASB Then he made the court of the priests and the great court and doors 
for the court, and overlaid their doors with bronze. 
NKJV Furthermore he made the court of the priests, and the great court 
and doors for the court; and he overlaid these doors with bronze. 
NLT Solomon also built a courtyard for the priests and the large outer 
courtyard. He made doors for the courtyard entrances and overlaid them 
with bronze. 

వచనము 10 

సముదర్పు తొటిట్ని తూరుప్తటుట్న కుడిపారశ్వ్మందు దకిష్ణ ముఖముగా ఉంచెను. 
KJV And he set the sea on the right side of the east end, over against the 
south. 
Amplified And he set the Sea at the southeast corner of the house. 
ESV And he set the sea at the southeast corner of the house. 
NIV He placed the Sea on the south side, at the southeast corner. 
NASB He set the sea on the right side of the house toward the southeast. 
NKJV He set the Sea on the right side, toward the southeast. 
NLT The Sea was placed near the southeast corner of the Temple. 

వచనము 11 

హూరాము పాతర్లను బూడిదెనెతుత్ చిపప్కోలలను తొటల్ను చేసెను; రాజైన సొలొమోను ఆజఞ్పర్కారము 

దేవుని మందిరమునకు చేయవలసిన పనియంతయు హూరాము సమాపిత్చేసెను. 
KJV And Huram made the pots, and the shovels, and the basons. And 
Huram finished the work that he was to make for king Solomon for the 
house of God; 
Amplified And Huram made the pots, shovels, and basins. So Huram 
finished the work of God's house that he did for King Solomon: 
ESV Hiram also made the pots, the shovels, and the basins. So Hiram 
finished the work that he did for King Solomon on the house of God: 
NIV He also made the pots and shovels and sprinkling bowls. So Huram 
finished the work he had undertaken for King Solomon in the temple of 
God: 
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NASB Huram also made the pails, the shovels and the bowls. So Huram 
finished doing the work which he performed for King Solomon in the house 
of God: 
NKJV Then Huram made the pots and the shovels and the bowls. So 
Huram finished doing the work that he was to do for King Solomon for the 
house of God: 
NLT Huram-abi also made the necessary pots, shovels, and basins. So at 
last Huram-abi completed everything King Solomon had assigned him to 
make for the Temple of God: 

వచనము 12 

దాని వివరమేమనగా, రెండు సత్ంభములు, వాటి పళె ల్ములు, వాటి పైభాగమునకు చేసిన పీటలు, వీటి 

పళె ల్ములు, ఆ సత్ంభముల శీరష్ముల రెండు పళె ల్ములను కపుప్టకైన రెండు అలిల్కలు, 
KJV To wit, the two pillars, and the pommels, and the chapiters which 
were on the top of the two pillars, and the two wreaths to cover the two 
pommels of the chapiters which were on the top of the pillars; 
Amplified The two pillars; the bowls; the capitals on top of the two pillars; 
and the two networks to cover the two bowls of the capitals on top of the 
pillars; 
ESV the two pillars, the bowls, and the two capitals on the top of the 
pillars; and the two latticeworks to cover the two bowls of the capitals that 
were on the top of the pillars; 
NIV the two pillars; the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the 
two sets of network decorating the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the 
pillars; 
NASB the two pillars, the bowls and the two capitals on top of the pillars, 
and the two networks to cover the two bowls of the capitals which were on 
top of the pillars, 
NKJV the two pillars and the bowl-shaped capitals that were on top of the 
two pillars; the two networks covering the two bowl-shaped capitals which 
were on top of the pillars; 
NLT two pillars, two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars, two 
networks of chains that decorated the capitals, 

వచనము 13 

ఆ సత్ంభముల శీరష్ముల రెండు పళె ల్ములను కపుప్నటిట్ అలిల్క, అలిల్కకు రెండేసి వరుసలుగా చేయబడిన 

నాలుగు వందల దానిమమ్పండుల్. 
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KJV And four hundred pomegranates on the two wreaths; two rows of 
pomegranates on each wreath, to cover the two pommels of the chapiters 
which were upon the pillars. 
Amplified And 400 pomegranates for the two networks, two rows of 
pomegranates for each network, to cover the two bowls of the capitals upon 
the pillars. 
ESV and the 400 pomegranates for the two latticeworks, two rows of 
pomegranates for each latticework, to cover the two bowls of the capitals 
that were on the pillars. 
NIV the four hundred pomegranates for the two sets of network (two rows 
of pomegranates for each network, decorating the bowl-shaped capitals on 
top of the pillars); 
NASB and the four hundred pomegranates for the two networks, two rows 
of pomegranates for each network to cover the two bowls of the capitals 
which were on the pillars. 
NKJV four hundred pomegranates for the two networks (two rows of 
pomegranates for each network, to cover the two bowl-shaped capitals that 
were on the pillars); 
NLT four hundred pomegranates that hung from the chains on the capitals 
(two rows of pomegranates for each of the chain networks that were hung 
around the capitals on top of the pillars), 

వచనము 14 

మటుల్, మటల్మీదనుండు తొటుల్, 
KJV He made also bases, and lavers made he upon the bases; 
Amplified He made also bases or stands and lavers upon the bases; 
ESV He made the stands also, and the basins on the stands, 
NIV the stands with their basins; 
NASB He also made the stands and he made the basins on the stands, 
NKJV he also made carts and the lavers on the carts; 
NLT the water carts holding the basins, 

వచనము 15 

సముదర్పుతొటిట్ దాని కిర్ందనుండు పండెర్ండు ఎదుద్లు, 
KJV One sea, and twelve oxen under it. 
Amplified One Sea and the twelve oxen under it; 
ESV and the one sea, and the twelve oxen underneath it. 
NIV the Sea and the twelve bulls under it; 
NASB and the one sea with the twelve oxen under it. 
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NKJV one Sea and twelve oxen under it; 
NLT the Sea and the twelve oxen under it, 

వచనము 16 

పాతర్లు, బూడిదెనెతుత్ చిపప్కోలలు, ముండల్కొంకులు మొదలైన ఉపకరణములు. వీటిని హూరాము 

రాజైన సొలొమోను ఆజఞ్ పర్కారము యెహోవా మందిరముకొరకు మంచి వనెన్గల యితత్డితో చేసెను. 
KJV The pots also, and the shovels, and the fleshhooks, and all their 
instruments, did Huram his father make to king Solomon for the house of 
the LORD of bright brass. 
Amplified The pots, shovels, and fleshhooks, and all their equipment 
Huram his trusted counselor made of burnished bronze for King Solomon 
for the house of the Lord. 
ESV The pots, the shovels, the forks, and all the equipment for these 
Huram-abi made of burnished bronze for King Solomon for the house of 
the LORD. 
NIV the pots, shovels, meat forks and all related articles. All the objects 
that Huram-Abi made for King Solomon for the temple of the LORD were 
of polished bronze. 
NASB The pails, the shovels, the forks and all its utensils, Huram-abi made 
of polished bronze for King Solomon for the house of the LORD. 
NKJV also the pots, the shovels, the forks--and all their articles Huram his 
master craftsman made of burnished bronze for King Solomon for the 
house of the LORD. 
NLT the pots, the shovels, the meat hooks, and all the related utensils. 
Huram-abi made all these things out of burnished bronze for the Temple of 
the LORD, just as King Solomon had requested. 

వచనము 17 

యొరాద్ను మైదానమందు సుకోక్తునకును జెరేదాతాకును మధయ్ను జిగటమంటి భూమియందు రాజు 

వాటిని పోత పోయించెను. 
KJV In the plain of Jordan did the king cast them, in the clay ground 
between Succoth and Zeredathah. 
Amplified In the plain of the Jordan the king cast them, in the clay ground 
between Succoth and Zeredah. 
ESV In the plain of the Jordan the king cast them, in the clay ground 
between Succoth and Zeredah. 
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NIV The king had them cast in clay molds in the plain of the Jordan 
between Succoth and Zarethan. 
NASB On the plain of the Jordan the king cast them in the clay ground 
between Succoth and Zeredah. 
NKJV In the plain of Jordan the king had them cast in clay molds, between 
Succoth and Zeredah. 
NLT The king had them cast in clay molds in the Jordan Valley between 
Succoth and Zarethan. 

వచనము 18 

ఎతుత్ చూడలేనంత యితత్డి తనయొదద్ నుండగా సొలొమోను ఈ ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని బహు 

విసాత్రముగా చేయించెను. 
KJV Thus Solomon made all these vessels in great abundance: for the 
weight of the brass could not be found out. 
Amplified Solomon made all these things in such great numbers that the 
weight of the bronze was not computed. 
ESV Solomon made all these things in great quantities, for the weight of 
the bronze was not sought. 
NIV All these things that Solomon made amounted to so much that the 
weight of the bronze was not determined. 
NASB Thus Solomon made all these utensils in great quantities, for the 
weight of the bronze could not be found out. 
NKJV And Solomon had all these articles made in such great abundance 
that the weight of the bronze was not determined. 
NLT Such great quantities of bronze were used that its weight could not be 
determined. 

వచనము 19 

దేవుని మందిరమునకు కావలసిన ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని బంగారపు పీఠమును సనిన్ధి రొటెట్లు ఉంచు 

బలల్లను, 
KJV And Solomon made all the vessels that were for the house of God, the 
golden altar also, and the tables whereon the shewbread was set; 
Amplified And Solomon made all the vessels for the house of God: the 
golden altar also; and the tables for the showbread (the bread of the 
Presence); 
ESV So Solomon made all the vessels that were in the house of God: the 
golden altar, the tables for the bread of the Presence, 
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NIV Solomon also made all the furnishings that were in God's temple: the 
golden altar; the tables on which was the bread of the Presence; 
NASB Solomon also made all the things that were in the house of God: 
even the golden altar, the tables with the bread of the Presence on them, 
NKJV Thus Solomon had all the furnishings made for the house of God: 
the altar of gold and the tables on which was the showbread; 
NLT So Solomon made all the furnishings for the Temple of God: the gold 
altar; the tables for the Bread of the Presence; 

వచనము 20 

వాటినిగూరిచ్న విధిపర్కారము గరాభ్లయము ఎదుట వెలుగుచుండుటకై పర్శసత్మైన బంగారపు 

దీపసత్ంభములను, 
KJV Moreover the candlesticks with their lamps, that they should burn 
after the manner before the oracle, of pure gold; 
Amplified And the lampstands with their lamps of pure gold, to burn 
before the inner sanctuary (the Holy of Holies) as directed; 
ESV the lampstands and their lamps of pure gold to burn before the inner 
sanctuary, as prescribed; 
NIV the lampstands of pure gold with their lamps, to burn in front of the 
inner sanctuary as prescribed; 
NASB the lampstands with their lamps of pure gold, to burn in front of the 
inner sanctuary in the way prescribed; 
NKJV the lampstands with their lamps of pure gold, to burn in the 
prescribed manner in front of the inner sanctuary, 
NLT the lampstands and their lamps of pure gold to burn in front of the 
Most Holy Place as prescribed; 

వచనము 21 

పుషప్ములను పర్మిదెలను కతెత్రలను కారులను తొటల్ను గినెన్లను ధూపకలశములను సొలొమోను 

మేలిమి బంగారముతో చేయించెను. 
KJV And the flowers, and the lamps, and the tongs, made he of gold, and 
that perfect gold; 
Amplified The flowers, lamps, and tongs, of purest gold; 
ESV the flowers, the lamps, and the tongs, of purest gold; 
NIV the gold floral work and lamps and tongs (they were solid gold); 
NASB the flowers, the lamps, and the tongs of gold, of purest gold; 
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NKJV with the flowers and the lamps and the wick-trimmers of gold, of 
purest gold; 
NLT the flower decorations, lamps, and tongs, all of pure gold; 

వచనము 22 

మరియు మందిరదావ్రము లోపలి తలుపులును అతి పరిశుదధ్ సథ్లముయొకక్ లోపలి తలుపులును 

దేవాలయపు తలుపులును అనిన్యు బంగారముతో చేయబడెను. 
KJV And the snuffers, and the basons, and the spoons, and the censers, of 
pure gold: and the entry of the house, the inner doors thereof for the most 
holy place, and the doors of the house of the temple, were of gold. 
Amplified The snuffers, basins, dishes for incense, and firepans, of pure 
gold; and for the temple entry, the inner doors for the Most Holy Place and 
the doors of the Holy Place were of gold. 
ESV the snuffers, basins, dishes for incense, and fire pans, of pure gold, 
and the sockets of the temple, for the inner doors to the Most Holy Place 
and for the doors of the nave of the temple were of gold. 
NIV the pure gold wick trimmers, sprinkling bowls, dishes and censers; 
and the gold doors of the temple: the inner doors to the Most Holy Place 
and the doors of the main hall. 
NASB and the snuffers, the bowls, the spoons and the firepans of pure 
gold; and the entrance of the house, its inner doors for the holy of holies 
and the doors of the house, that is, of the nave, of gold. 
NKJV the trimmers, the bowls, the ladles, and the censers of pure gold. As 
for the entry of the sanctuary, its inner doors to the Most Holy Place, and 
the doors of the main hall of the temple, were gold. 
NLT the lamp snuffers, basins, dishes, and firepans, all of pure gold; the 
doors for the entrances to the Most Holy Place and the main room of the 
Temple, overlaid with gold. 
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వచనము 1 

సొలొమోను యెహోవా మందిరమునకు తాను చేసిన పనియంతయు సమాపత్ముచేసి, తన తండిర్యైన 

దావీదు పర్తిషిఠ్ంచిన వెండిని బంగారమును ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని దేవుని మందిరపు బొకక్సములలో 

చేరెచ్ను. 
KJV Thus all the work that Solomon made for the house of the LORD was 
finished: and Solomon brought in all the things that David his father had 
dedicated; and the silver, and the gold, and all the instruments, put he 
among the treasures of the house of God. 
Amplified THUS ALL the work that Solomon did for the house of the Lord 
was finished. He brought in all the things that David his father had 
dedicated, and the silver, the gold, and all the vessels he put in the 
treasuries of the house of God. 
ESV Thus all the work that Solomon did for the house of the LORD was 
finished. And Solomon brought in the things that David his father had 
dedicated, and stored the silver, the gold, and all the vessels in the 
treasuries of the house of God. 
NIV When all the work Solomon had done for the temple of the LORD was 
finished, he brought in the things his father David had dedicated--the silver 
and gold and all the furnishings--and he placed them in the treasuries of 
God's temple. 
NASB Thus all the work that Solomon performed for the house of the 
LORD was finished And Solomon brought in the things that David his 
father had dedicated, even the silver and the gold and all the utensils, and 
put them in the treasuries of the house of God. 
NKJV So all the work that Solomon had done for the house of the LORD 
was finished; and Solomon brought in the things which his father David 
had dedicated: the silver and the gold and all the furnishings. And he put 
them in the treasuries of the house of God. 
NLT When Solomon had finished all the work related to building the 
Temple of the LORD, he brought in the gifts dedicated by his father, King 
David, including all the silver and gold and all the utensils. These were 
stored in the treasuries of the Temple of God. 

వచనము 2 
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తరువాత యెహోవా నిబంధన మందసమును సీయోను అను దావీదు పురమునుండి తీసికొనివచుచ్టకై 

సొలొమోను ఇశార్యేలీయుల పెదద్లను ఇశార్యేలీయుల వంశములకు అధికారులగు గోతర్ముల 

పెదద్లనందరిని యెరూషలేమునందు సమకూరెచ్ను. 
KJV Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel, and all the heads of the 
tribes, the chief of the fathers of the children of Israel, unto Jerusalem, to 
bring up the ark of the covenant of the LORD out of the city of David, which 
is Zion. 
Amplified Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel and all the heads 
of the tribes, the chiefs of the fathers' houses of the Israelites, to Jerusalem 
to bring up the ark of the covenant of the Lord out of the City of David, 
which is Zion. 
ESV Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel and all the heads of the 
tribes, the leaders of the fathers' houses of the people of Israel, in 
Jerusalem, to bring up the ark of the covenant of the LORD out of the city 
of David, which is Zion. 
NIV Then Solomon summoned to Jerusalem the elders of Israel, all the 
heads of the tribes and the chiefs of the Israelite families, to bring up the 
ark of the Lord's covenant from Zion, the City of David. 
NASB Then Solomon assembled to Jerusalem the elders of Israel and all 
the heads of the tribes, the leaders of the fathers' households of the sons of 
Israel, to bring up the ark of the covenant of the LORD out of the city of 
David, which is Zion. 
NKJV Now Solomon assembled the elders of Israel and all the heads of the 
tribes, the chief fathers of the children of Israel, in Jerusalem, that they 
might bring the ark of the covenant of the LORD up from the City of David, 
which is Zion. 
NLT Solomon then summoned the leaders of all the tribes and families of 
Israel to assemble in Jerusalem. They were to bring the Ark of the LORD's 
covenant from its location in the City of David, also known as Zion, to its 
new place in the Temple. 

వచనము 3 

ఏడవ నెలను పండుగ జరుగుకాలమున ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును రాజునొదద్కు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV Wherefore all the men of Israel assembled themselves unto the king in 
the feast which was in the seventh month. 
Amplified All the men of Israel gathered to the king at the feast in the 
seventh month. 
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ESV And all the men of Israel assembled before the king at the feast that is 
in the seventh month. 
NIV And all the men of Israel came together to the king at the time of the 
festival in the seventh month. 
NASB All the men of Israel assembled themselves to the king at the feast, 
that is in the seventh month. 
NKJV Therefore all the men of Israel assembled with the king at the feast, 
which was in the seventh month. 
NLT They all assembled before the king at the annual Festival of Shelters 
in early autumn. 

వచనము 4 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల పెదద్లందరును వచిచ్న తరువాత లేవీయులు మందసమును ఎతుత్కొనిరి 

KJV And all the elders of Israel came; and the Levites took up the ark. 
Amplified And all the elders of Israel came, and the Levites took up the 
ark. 
ESV And all the elders of Israel came, and the Levites took up the ark. 
NIV When all the elders of Israel had arrived, the Levites took up the ark, 
NASB Then all the elders of Israel came, and the Levites took up the ark. 
NKJV So all the elders of Israel came, and the Levites took up the ark. 
NLT When all the leaders of Israel arrived, the Levites moved the Ark, 

వచనము 5 

రాజైన సొలొమోనును ఇశార్యేలీయుల సమాజకులందరును సమకూడి, లెకిక్ంప శకయ్ముకాని 

గొఱఱ్లను పశువులను బలిగా అరిప్ంచిరి. 
KJV And they brought up the ark, and the tabernacle of the congregation, 
and all the holy vessels that were in the tabernacle, these did the priests and 
the Levites bring up. 
Amplified And the priests and Levites brought up the ark, the Tent of 
Meeting, and all the holy vessels that were in the Tent. 
ESV And they brought up the ark, the tent of meeting, and all the holy 
vessels that were in the tent; the Levitical priests brought them up. 
NIV and they brought up the ark and the Tent of Meeting and all the sacred 
furnishings in it. The priests, who were Levites, carried them up; 
NASB They brought up the ark and the tent of meeting and all the holy 
utensils which were in the tent; the Levitical priests brought them up. 
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NKJV Then they brought up the ark, the tabernacle of meeting, and all the 
holy furnishings that were in the tabernacle. The priests and the Levites 
brought them up. 
NLT along with the special tent and all its sacred utensils. The Levitical 
priests carried them all up to the Temple. 

వచనము 6 

లేవీయులును యాజకులును మందసమును సమాజపు గుడారమును గుడారమందుండు 

పర్తిషిఠ్తములగు ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV Also king Solomon, and all the congregation of Israel that were 
assembled unto him before the ark, sacrificed sheep and oxen, which could 
not be told nor numbered for multitude. 
Amplified Also King Solomon and all the assembly of Israel who were 
gathered to him before the ark sacrificed sheep and oxen so numerous that 
they could not be counted or reported. 
ESV And King Solomon and all the congregation of Israel, who had 
assembled before him, were before the ark, sacrificing so many sheep and 
oxen that they could not be counted or numbered. 
NIV and King Solomon and the entire assembly of Israel that had gathered 
about him were before the ark, sacrificing so many sheep and cattle that 
they could not be recorded or counted. 
NASB And King Solomon and all the congregation of Israel who were 
assembled with him before the ark, were sacrificing so many sheep and 
oxen that they could not be counted or numbered. 
NKJV Also King Solomon, and all the congregation of Israel who were 
assembled with him before the ark, were sacrificing sheep and oxen that 
could not be counted or numbered for multitude. 
NLT King Solomon and the entire community of Israel sacrificed sheep 
and oxen before the Ark in such numbers that no one could keep count! 

వచనము 7 

మరియు యాజకులు యెహోవా నిబంధన మందసమును తీసికొని గరాభ్లయమగు అతి 

పరిశుదధ్సథ్లమందు కెరూబుల రెకక్లకిర్ంద దానిని ఉంచిరి. 
KJV And the priests brought in the ark of the covenant of the LORD unto 
his place, to the oracle of the house, into the most holy place, even under 
the wings of the cherubims: 
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Amplified And the priests brought the ark of the covenant of the Lord to 
its place, to the sanctuary of the house, into the Holy of Holies, under the 
wings of the cherubim; 
ESV Then the priests brought the ark of the covenant of the LORD to its 
place, in the inner sanctuary of the house, in the Most Holy Place, 
underneath the wings of the cherubim. 
NIV The priests then brought the ark of the Lord's covenant to its place in 
the inner sanctuary of the temple, the Most Holy Place, and put it beneath 
the wings of the cherubim. 
NASB Then the priests brought the ark of the covenant of the LORD to its 
place, into the inner sanctuary of the house, to the holy of holies, under the 
wings of the cherubim. 
NKJV Then the priests brought in the ark of the covenant of the LORD to 
its place, into the inner sanctuary of the temple, to the Most Holy Place, 
under the wings of the cherubim. 
NLT Then the priests carried the Ark of the LORD's covenant into the 
inner sanctuary of the Temple--the Most Holy Place--and placed it beneath 
the wings of the cherubim. 

వచనము 8 

మందసముండు సథ్లమునకు మీదుగా కెరూబులు తమ రెండు రెకక్లను చాచుకొని మందసమును 

దాని దండెలను కమెమ్ను. 
KJV For the cherubims spread forth their wings over the place of the ark, 
and the cherubims covered the ark and the staves thereof above. 
Amplified For the cherubim spread out their wings over the place of the 
ark, making a covering above the ark and its poles. 
ESV The cherubim spread out their wings over the place of the ark, so that 
the cherubim made a covering above the ark and its poles. 
NIV The cherubim spread their wings over the place of the ark and covered 
the ark and its carrying poles. 
NASB For the cherubim spread their wings over the place of the ark, so 
that the cherubim made a covering over the ark and its poles. 
NKJV For the cherubim spread their wings over the place of the ark, and 
the cherubim overshadowed the ark and its poles. 
NLT The cherubim spread their wings out over the Ark, forming a canopy 
over the Ark and its carrying poles. 

వచనము 9 
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వాటి కొనలు గరాభ్లయము ఎదుట కనబడునంత పొడవుగా ఆ దండెలుంచబడెను గాని అవి బయటికి 

కనబడలేదు. నేటి వరకు అవి అచచ్టనే యునన్వి. 
KJV And they drew out the staves of the ark, that the ends of the staves 
were seen from the ark before the oracle; but they were not seen without. 
And there it is unto this day. 
Amplified And they drew out the poles of the ark, so that the ends of the 
poles protruding from the ark were visible from the front of the Holy of 
Holies, but were not visible from without. It is there to this day. 
ESV And the poles were so long that the ends of the poles were seen from 
the Holy Place before the inner sanctuary, but they could not be seen from 
outside. And they are there to this day. 
NIV These poles were so long that their ends, extending from the ark, 
could be seen from in front of the inner sanctuary, but not from outside the 
Holy Place; and they are still there today. 
NASB The poles were so long that the ends of the poles of the ark could be 
seen in front of the inner sanctuary, but they could not be seen outside; and 
they are there to this day. 
NKJV The poles extended so that the ends of the poles of the ark could be 
seen from the holy place, in front of the inner sanctuary; but they could not 
be seen from outside. And they are there to this day. 
NLT These poles were so long that their ends could be seen from the front 
entrance of the Temple's main room--the Holy Place--but not from outside 
it. They are still there to this day. 

వచనము 10 

ఇశార్యేలీయులు ఐగుపుత్లోనుండి బయలువెళిల్న తరువాత యెహోవా హోరేబునందు వారితో నిబంధన 

చేసినపుప్డు మోషే ఆ మందసమునందు ఉంచిన రెండు రాతిపలకలు తపప్ దానియందు మరేమియు 

లేదు. 
KJV There was nothing in the ark save the two tables which Moses put 
therein at Horeb, when the LORD made a covenant with the children of 
Israel, when they came out of Egypt. 
Amplified There was nothing in the ark except the two tables [the Ten 
Commandments] which Moses put in it at Mount Horeb, when the Lord 
made a covenant with the Israelites when they came out of Egypt. 
ESV There was nothing in the ark except the two tablets that Moses put 
there at Horeb, where the LORD made a covenant with the people of Israel, 
when they came out of Egypt. 
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NIV There was nothing in the ark except the two tablets that Moses had 
placed in it at Horeb, where the LORD made a covenant with the Israelites 
after they came out of Egypt. 
NASB There was nothing in the ark except the two tablets which Moses put 
there at Horeb, where the LORD made a covenant with the sons of Israel, 
when they came out of Egypt. 
NKJV Nothing was in the ark except the two tablets which Moses put there 
at Horeb, when the LORD made a covenant with the children of Israel, 
when they had come out of Egypt. 
NLT Nothing was in the Ark except the two stone tablets that Moses had 
placed there at Mount Sinai, when the LORD made a covenant with the 
people of Israel after they left Egypt. 

వచనము 11 

యాజకులు పరిశుదధ్సథ్లమునుండి బయలుదేరి వచిచ్నపుప్డు అచచ్ట కూడియునన్ యాజకులందరును 

తమ వంతులు చూడకుండ తముమ్ను తాము పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనిరి. 
KJV And it came to pass, when the priests were come out of the holy place: 
(for all the priests that were present were sanctified, and did not then wait 
by course: 
Amplified And when the priests had come out of the Holy Place--for all 
the priests present had sanctified themselves, separating themselves from 
everything that defiles, without regard to their divisions; 
ESV And when the priests came out of the Holy Place (for all the priests 
who were present had consecrated themselves, without regard to their 
divisions, 
NIV The priests then withdrew from the Holy Place. All the priests who 
were there had consecrated themselves, regardless of their divisions. 
NASB When the priests came forth from the holy place (for all the priests 
who were present had sanctified themselves, without regard to divisions), 
NKJV And it came to pass when the priests came out of the Most Holy 
Place (for all the priests who were present had sanctified themselves, 
without keeping to their divisions), 
NLT Then the priests left the Holy Place. All the priests who were present 
had purified themselves, whether or not they were on duty that day. 

వచనము 12 
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ఆసాపు హేమాను యెదూతూనుల సంబంధమైనవారును, వారి కుమారులకును సహోదరులకును 

సంబంధికులగు పాటకులైన లేవీయులందరును, సనన్పు నారవసత్రములను ధరించుకొని తాళములను 

తంబురలను సితారాలనుచేత పటుట్కొని బలిపీఠమునకు తూరుప్తటుట్న నిలిచిరి, 
KJV Also the Levites which were the singers, all of them of Asaph, of 
Heman, of Jeduthun, with their sons and their brethren, being arrayed in 
white linen, having cymbals and psalteries and harps, stood at the east end 
of the altar, and with them an hundred and twenty priests sounding with 
trumpets:) 
Amplified And all the Levites who were singers--all of those of Asaph, 
Heman, and Jeduthun, with their sons and kinsmen, arrayed in fine linen, 
having cymbals, harps, and lyres--stood at the east end of the altar, and 
with them 120 priests blowing trumpets; 
ESV and all the Levitical singers, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun, their sons 
and kinsmen, arrayed in fine linen, with cymbals, harps, and lyres, stood 
east of the altar with 120 priests who were trumpeters; 
NIV All the Levites who were musicians--Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun and 
their sons and relatives--stood on the east side of the altar, dressed in fine 
linen and playing cymbals, harps and lyres. They were accompanied by 120 
priests sounding trumpets. 
NASB and all the Levitical singers, Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, and their 
sons and kinsmen, clothed in fine linen, with cymbals, harps and lyres, 
standing east of the altar, and with them one hundred and twenty priests 
blowing trumpets 
NKJV and the Levites who were the singers, all those of Asaph and Heman 
and Jeduthun, with their sons and their brethren, stood at the east end of 
the altar, clothed in white linen, having cymbals, stringed instruments and 
harps, and with them one hundred and twenty priests sounding with 
trumpets-- 
NLT And the Levites who were musicians--Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, and 
all their sons and brothers--were dressed in fine linen robes and stood at 
the east side of the altar playing cymbals, harps, and lyres. They were joined 
by 120 priests who were playing trumpets. 

వచనము 13 

వారితో కూడ బూరలు ఊదు యాజకులు నూట ఇరువదిమంది నిలిచిరి; బూరలు ఊదువారును 

పాటకులును ఏక సవ్రముతో యెహోవాకు కృతజఞ్తాసుత్తులు చెలిల్ంచుచు గానము చేయగా 
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యాజకులు పరిశుదధ్సథ్లములోనుండి బయలువెళిల్, ఆ బూరలతోను తాళములతోను వాదయ్ములతోను 

కలిసి సవ్రమెతిత్ యెహోవా దయాళుడు, ఆయన కృప నిరంతరముండునని సోత్తర్ము చేసిరి. 
KJV It came even to pass, as the trumpeters and singers were as one, to 
make one sound to be heard in praising and thanking the LORD; and when 
they lifted up their voice with the trumpets and cymbals and instruments of 
musick, and praised the LORD, saying, For he is good; for his mercy 
endureth for ever: that then the house was filled with a cloud, even the 
house of the LORD; 
Amplified And when the trumpeters and singers were joined in unison, 
making one sound to be heard in praising and thanking the Lord, and when 
they lifted up their voice with the trumpets and cymbals and other 
instruments for song and praised the Lord, saying, For He is good, for His 
mercy and loving-kindness endure forever, then the house of the Lord was 
filled with a cloud, 
ESV and it was the duty of the trumpeters and singers to make themselves 
heard in unison in praise and thanksgiving to the LORD), and when the 
song was raised, with trumpets and cymbals and other musical 
instruments, in praise to the LORD, "For he is good, for his steadfast love 
endures forever,"the house, the house of the LORD, was filled with a cloud, 
NIV The trumpeters and singers joined in unison, as with one voice, to give 
praise and thanks to the LORD. Accompanied by trumpets, cymbals and 
other instruments, they raised their voices in praise to the LORD and sang: 
'He is good; his love endures forever.' Then the temple of the LORD was 
filled with a cloud, 
NASB in unison when the trumpeters and the singers were to make 
themselves heard with one voice to praise and to glorify the LORD, and 
when they lifted up their voice accompanied by trumpets and cymbals and 
instruments of music, and when they praised the LORD saying, 'He indeed 
is good for His lovingkindness is everlasting,' then the house, the house of 
the LORD, was filled with a cloud, 
NKJV indeed it came to pass, when the trumpeters and singers were as 
one, to make one sound to be heard in praising and thanking the LORD, 
and when they lifted up their voice with the trumpets and cymbals and 
instruments of music, and praised the LORD, saying: "For He is good, For 
His mercy endures forever," that the house, the house of the LORD, was 
filled with a cloud, 
NLT The trumpeters and singers performed together in unison to praise 
and give thanks to the LORD. Accompanied by trumpets, cymbals, and 
other instruments, they raised their voices and praised the LORD with 
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these words: 'He is so good! His faithful love endures forever!' At that 
moment a cloud filled the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 14 

అపుప్డొక మేఘము యెహోవా మందిరము నిండ నిండెను; యెహోవా తేజసుస్తో దేవుని మందిరము 

నిండుకొనగా సేవ చేయుటకు యాజకులు ఆ మేఘమునన్చోట నిలువలేకపోయిరి. 
KJV So that the priests could not stand to minister by reason of the cloud: 
for the glory of the LORD had filled the house of God. 
Amplified So that the priests could not stand to minister because of the 
cloud, for the glory of the Lord filled the house of God. 
ESV so that the priests could not stand to minister because of the cloud, for 
the glory of the LORD filled the house of God. 
NIV and the priests could not perform their service because of the cloud, 
for the glory of the LORD filled the temple of God. 
NASB so that the priests could not stand to minister because of the cloud, 
for the glory of the LORD filled the house of God. 
NKJV so that the priests could not continue ministering because of the 
cloud; for the glory of the LORD filled the house of God. 
NLT The priests could not continue their work because the glorious 
presence of the LORD filled the Temple of God. 
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వచనము 1 

అపుప్డు సొలొమోను ఈలాగు పర్కటన చేసెను గాఢాంధకారమందు నేను నివాసము చేయుదునని 

యెహోవా సెలవిచిచ్యునాన్డు. 
KJV Then said Solomon, The LORD hath said that he would dwell in the 
thick darkness. 
Amplified THEN SOLOMON said, The Lord has said that He would dwell 
in the thick darkness; 
ESV Then Solomon said, "The LORD has said that he would dwell in thick 
darkness. 
NIV Then Solomon said, 'The LORD has said that he would dwell in a dark 
cloud; 
NASB Then Solomon said, 'The LORD has said that He would dwell in the 
thick cloud. 
NKJV Then Solomon spoke: "The LORD said He would dwell in the dark 
cloud. 
NLT Then Solomon prayed, 'O LORD, you have said that you would live in 
thick darkness. 

వచనము 2 

నీవు నితయ్ము కాపురముండుటకై నితయ్నివాససథ్లముగా నేనొక ఘనమైన మందిరమును నీకు 

కటిట్ంచియునాన్ను అని చెపిప్ 
KJV But I have built an house of habitation for thee, and a place for thy 
dwelling for ever. 
Amplified I have built You a house, [in which the dark Holy of Holies 
seems] a [fitting] abode for You, a place for You to dwell in forever. 
ESV But I have built you an exalted house, a place for you to dwell in 
forever." 
NIV I have built a magnificent temple for you, a place for you to dwell 
forever.' 
NASB 'I have built You a lofty house, And a place for Your dwelling 
forever.' 
NKJV I have surely built You an exalted house, And a place for You to 
dwell in forever." 
NLT But I have built a glorious Temple for you, where you can live forever!' 

వచనము 3 
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రాజు తన ముఖము పర్జలతటుట్ తిర్పుప్కొని ఇశార్యేలీయుల సమాజకులందరును నిలుచుచుండగా 

వారిని దీవించెను. 
KJV And the king turned his face, and blessed the whole congregation of 
Israel: and all the congregation of Israel stood. 
Amplified And the king turned his face and blessed all the assembly of 
Israel, and they all stood. 
ESV Then the king turned around and blessed all the assembly of Israel, 
while all the assembly of Israel stood. 
NIV While the whole assembly of Israel was standing there, the king 
turned around and blessed them. 
NASB Then the king faced about and blessed all the assembly of Israel, 
while all the assembly of Israel was standing. 
NKJV Then the king turned around and blessed the whole assembly of 
Israel, while all the assembly of Israel was standing. 
NLT Then the king turned around to the entire community of Israel 
standing before him and gave this blessing: 

వచనము 4 

మరియు రాజు ఇటుల్ పర్కటన చేసెను నా తండిర్యైన దావీదునకు మాట యిచిచ్, తానే సవ్యముగా 

నెరవేరిచ్న ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు సోత్తర్ము కలుగునుగాక. 
KJV And he said, Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, who hath with his 
hands fulfilled that which he spake with his mouth to my father David, 
saying, 
Amplified And he said, Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel, Who has 
fulfilled with His hands what He promised with His mouth to David my 
father, saying, 
ESV And he said, "Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, who with his 
hand has fulfilled what he promised with his mouth to David my father, 
saying, 
NIV Then he said: 'Praise be to the LORD, the God of Israel, who with his 
hands has fulfilled what he promised with his mouth to my father David. 
For he said, 
NASB He said, 'Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, who spoke with 
His mouth to my father David and has fulfilled it with His hands, saying, 
NKJV And he said: "Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, who has fulfilled 
with His hands what He spoke with His mouth to my father David, saying, 
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NLT 'Blessed be the LORD, the God of Israel, who has kept the promise he 
made to my father, David. For he told my father, 

వచనము 5 

ఆయన సెలవిచిచ్నదేమనగా నేను నా జనులను ఐగుపుత్ దేశములోనుండి రపిప్ంచిన దినము 

మొదలుకొని నా నామముండుటకై యొక మందిరమును కటిట్ంపవలెనని నేను ఇశార్యేలీయుల 

గోతర్సాథ్నములలో ఏ పటట్ణమునైనను కోరుకొనలేదు, నా జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులమీద 

అధిపతిగానుండుటకై యే మనుషుయ్నియైనను నేను నియమింపలేదు. 
KJV Since the day that I brought forth my people out of the land of Egypt I 
chose no city among all the tribes of Israel to build an house in, that my 
name might be there; neither chose I any man to be a ruler over my people 
Israel: 
Amplified Since the day that I brought My people out of the land of Egypt, 
I chose no city among all the tribes of Israel to build a house in, that My 
Name might be there, neither chose I any man to be a ruler over My people 
Israel; 
ESV 'Since the day that I brought my people out of the land of Egypt, I 
chose no city out of all the tribes of Israel in which to build a house, that my 
name might be there, and I chose no man as prince over my people Israel; 
NIV 'Since the day I brought my people out of Egypt, I have not chosen a 
city in any tribe of Israel to have a temple built for my Name to be there, 
nor have I chosen anyone to be the leader over my people Israel. 
NASB 'Since the day that I brought My people from the land of Egypt, I did 
not choose a city out of all the tribes of Israel in which to build a house that 
My name might be there, nor did I choose any man for a leader over My 
people Israel; 
NKJV "Since the day that I brought My people out of the land of Egypt, I 
have chosen no city from any tribe of Israel in which to build a house, that 
My name might be there, nor did I choose any man to be a ruler over My 
people Israel. 
NLT `From the day I brought my people out of Egypt, I have never chosen 
a city among the tribes of Israel as the place where a temple should be built 
to honor my name. Nor have I chosen a king to lead my people Israel. 

వచనము 6 
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ఇపుప్డు నా నామముండుటకై యెరూషలేమును కోరుకొంటిని, నా జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులమీద 

అధిపతిగానుండుటకై దావీదును కోరుకొంటిని. 
KJV But I have chosen Jerusalem, that my name might be there; and have 
chosen David to be over my people Israel. 
Amplified But I have chosen Jerusalem, that My Name [and the symbol of 
My presence] might be there, and I have chosen David to be over My people 
Israel. 
ESV but I have chosen Jerusalem that my name may be there, and I have 
chosen David to be over my people Israel.' 
NIV But now I have chosen Jerusalem for my Name to be there, and I have 
chosen David to rule my people Israel.' 
NASB but I have chosen Jerusalem that My name might be there, and I 
have chosen David to be over My people Israel.' 
NKJV Yet I have chosen Jerusalem, that My name may be there, and I 
have chosen David to be over My people Israel.' 
NLT But now I have chosen Jerusalem as that city, and David as that king.' 
' 

వచనము 7 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా నామ ఘనతకొరకు ఒక మందిరమును కటిట్ంపవలెనని నా 

తండిర్యైన దావీదు మనోభిలాష గలవాడాయెను. 
KJV Now it was in the heart of David my father to build an house for the 
name of the LORD God of Israel. 
Amplified Now it was in the heart of David my father to build a house for 
the Name and renown of the Lord, the God of Israel. 
ESV Now it was in the heart of David my father to build a house for the 
name of the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NIV 'My father David had it in his heart to build a temple for the Name of 
the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NASB 'Now it was in the heart of my father David to build a house for the 
name of the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NKJV Now it was in the heart of my father David to build a temple for the 
name of the LORD God of Israel. 
NLT Then Solomon said, 'My father, David, wanted to build this Temple to 
honor the name of the LORD, the God of Israel. 

వచనము 8 
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అయితే యెహోవా నా తండిర్యైన దావీదుతో సెలవిచిచ్నదేమనగా నా నామ ఘనతకొరకు 

మందిరమును కటిట్ంపవలెనని నీవు ఉదేద్శించిన యుదేద్శము మంచిదే గాని 

KJV But the LORD said to David my father, Forasmuch as it was in thine 
heart to build an house for my name, thou didst well in that it was in thine 
heart: 
Amplified But the Lord said to David my father, Since it was in your heart 
to build a house for My Name and renown, you did well that it was in your 
heart. 
ESV But the LORD said to David my father, 'Whereas it was in your heart 
to build a house for my name, you did well that it was in your heart. 
NIV But the LORD said to my father David, 'Because it was in your heart to 
build a temple for my Name, you did well to have this in your heart. 
NASB 'But the LORD said to my father David, 'Because it was in your heart 
to build a house for My name, you did well that it was in your heart. 
NKJV But the LORD said to my father David, "Whereas it was in your 
heart to build a temple for My name, you did well in that it was in your 
heart. 
NLT But the LORD told him, `It is right for you to want to build the 
Temple to honor my name, 

వచనము 9 

నీవు ఆ మందిరమును కటట్రాదు, నీకు పుటట్బోవు నీ కుమారుడే నా నామమునకు ఆ మందిరమును 

కటుట్ను. 
KJV Notwithstanding thou shalt not build the house; but thy son which 
shall come forth out of thy loins, he shall build the house for my name. 
Amplified Yet you shall not build the house, but your son, who shall be 
born to you--he shall build the house for My Name. 
ESV Nevertheless, it is not you who shall build the house, but your son who 
shall be born to you shall build the house for my name.' 
NIV Nevertheless, you are not the one to build the temple, but your son, 
who is your own flesh and blood--he is the one who will build the temple for 
my Name.' 
NASB 'Nevertheless you shall not build the house, but your son who will be 
born to you, he shall build the house for My name.' 
NKJV Nevertheless you shall not build the temple, but your son who will 
come from your body, he shall build the temple for My name.' 
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NLT but you will not be the one to do it. One of your sons will build it 
instead.' 

వచనము 10 

అపుప్డు తాను అటుల్ చెపిప్యునన్ మాటను యెహోవా ఇపుప్డు నెరవేరిచ్యునాన్డు, యెహోవా సెలవు 

పర్కారము నేను నా తండిర్యైన దావీదునకు పర్తిగా రాజునై ఇశార్యేలీయుల రాజాసనమందు 

కూరుచ్ండి ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు మందిరమును కటిట్ంచి 

KJV The LORD therefore hath performed his word that he hath spoken: 
for I am risen up in the room of David my father, and am set on the throne 
of Israel, as the LORD promised, and have built the house for the name of 
the LORD God of Israel. 
Amplified The Lord therefore has performed His word that He has 
spoken, for I have risen up in the place of David my father and sit on the 
throne of Israel, as the Lord promised, and have built the house for the 
Name of the Lord, the God of Israel. 
ESV Now the LORD has fulfilled his promise that he made. For I have risen 
in the place of David my father and sit on the throne of Israel, as the LORD 
promised, and I have built the house for the name of the LORD, the God of 
Israel. 
NIV 'The LORD has kept the promise he made. I have succeeded David my 
father and now I sit on the throne of Israel, just as the LORD promised, and 
I have built the temple for the Name of the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NASB 'Now the LORD has fulfilled His word which He spoke; for I have 
risen in the place of my father David and sit on the throne of Israel, as the 
LORD promised, and have built the house for the name of the LORD, the 
God of Israel. 
NKJV So the LORD has fulfilled His word which He spoke, and I have 
filled the position of my father David, and sit on the throne of Israel, as the 
LORD promised; and I have built the temple for the name of the LORD God 
of Israel. 
NLT 'And now the LORD has done what he promised, for I have become 
king in my father's place. I have built this Temple to honor the name of the 
LORD, the God of Israel. 

వచనము 11 

యెహోవా ఇశార్యేలీయులతో చేసిన నిబంధనకు గురుతైన మందసమును దానియందు ఉంచితినని 

చెపిప్ 
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KJV And in it have I put the ark, wherein is the covenant of the LORD, that 
he made with the children of Israel. 
Amplified In it have I put the ark [the symbol of His presence], in which is 
the covenant of the Lord [the Ten Commandments] which He made with 
the people of Israel. 
ESV And there I have set the ark, in which is the covenant of the LORD 
that he made with the people of Israel." 
NIV There I have placed the ark, in which is the covenant of the LORD that 
he made with the people of Israel.' 
NASB 'There I have set the ark in which is the covenant of the LORD, 
which He made with the sons of Israel.' 
NKJV And there I have put the ark, in which is the covenant of the LORD 
which He made with the children of Israel." 
NLT There I have placed the Ark, and in the Ark is the covenant that the 
LORD made with the people of Israel.' 

వచనము 12 

ఇశార్యేలీయులందరు సమాజముగా కూడి చూచుచుండగా యెహోవా బలిపీఠము ఎదుట నిలిచి తన 

చేతులు చాపి పార్రథ్న చేసెను. 
KJV And he stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of all the 
congregation of Israel, and spread forth his hands: 
Amplified And Solomon stood before the altar of the Lord in the presence 
of all the assembly of Israel and spread forth his hands. 
ESV Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of 
all the assembly of Israel and spread out his hands. 
NIV Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in front of the whole 
assembly of Israel and spread out his hands. 
NASB Then he stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of all the 
assembly of Israel and spread out his hands. 
NKJV Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in the presence of 
all the assembly of Israel, and spread out his hands 
NLT Then Solomon stood with his hands spread out before the altar of the 
LORD in front of the entire community of Israel. 

వచనము 13 

తాను చేయించిన అయిదు మూరల పొడవును అయిదు మూరల వెడలుప్ను మూడు మూరల 

యెతుత్నుగల యితత్డి చపప్రమును ముంగిటి ఆవరణమునందుంచి, దానిమీద నిలిచియుండి, 
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సమాజముగా కూడియునన్ ఇశార్యేలీయులందరి యెదుటను మోకాళూ ల్ని, చేతులు ఆకాశమువైపు 

చాపి సొలొమోను ఇటల్ని పార్రథ్న చేసెను. 
KJV For Solomon had made a brasen scaffold of five cubits long, and five 
cubits broad, and three cubits high, and had set it in the midst of the court: 
and upon it he stood, and kneeled down upon his knees before all the 
congregation of Israel, and spread forth his hands toward heaven, 
Amplified For he had made a bronze scaffold, five cubits square and three 
cubits high, and had set it in the midst of the court; upon it he stood, and he 
knelt upon his knees before all the assembly of Israel and spread forth his 
hands toward heaven, 
ESV Solomon had made a bronze platform five cubits long, five cubits 
wide, and three cubits high, and had set it in the court, and he stood on it. 
Then he knelt on his knees in the presence of all the assembly of Israel, and 
spread out his hands toward heaven, 
NIV Now he had made a bronze platform, five cubits long, five cubits wide 
and three cubits high, and had placed it in the center of the outer court. He 
stood on the platform and then knelt down before the whole assembly of 
Israel and spread out his hands toward heaven. 
NASB Now Solomon had made a bronze platform, five cubits long, five 
cubits wide and three cubits high, and had set it in the midst of the court; 
and he stood on it, knelt on his knees in the presence of all the assembly of 
Israel and spread out his hands toward heaven. 
NKJV (for Solomon had made a bronze platform five cubits long, five 
cubits wide, and three cubits high, and had set it in the midst of the court; 
and he stood on it, knelt down on his knees before all the assembly of 
Israel, and spread out his hands toward heaven); 
NLT He had made a bronze platform 7 1/2 feet long, 7 1/2 feet wide, and 4 
1/2 feet high and had placed it at the center of the Temple's outer 
courtyard. He stood on the platform before the entire assembly, and then 
he knelt down and lifted his hands toward heaven. 

వచనము 14 

యెహోవా ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవా, హృదయపూరవ్కముగా నినున్ అనుసరించు నీ భకుత్లకు నిబంధనను 

నెరవేరుచ్చు కృపను చూపుచునుండు నీవంటి దేవుడు ఆకాశమందైనను భూమియందైనను లేడు. 
KJV And said, O LORD God of Israel, there is no God like thee in the 
heaven, nor in the earth; which keepest covenant, and shewest mercy unto 
thy servants, that walk before thee with all their hearts: 
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Amplified And said, O Lord, God of Israel, there is no God like You in the 
heavens or in the earth, keeping covenant and showing mercy and loving-
kindness to Your servants who walk before You with all their hearts, 
ESV and said, "O LORD, God of Israel, there is no God like you, in heaven 
or on earth, keeping covenant and showing steadfast love to your servants 
who walk before you with all their heart, 
NIV He said: 'O LORD, God of Israel, there is no God like you in heaven or 
on earth--you who keep your covenant of love with your servants who 
continue wholeheartedly in your way. 
NASB He said, 'O LORD, the God of Israel, there is no god like You in 
heaven or on earth, keeping covenant and showing lovingkindness to Your 
servants who walk before You with all their heart; 
NKJV and he said: "LORD God of Israel, there is no God in heaven or on 
earth like You, who keep Your covenant and mercy with Your servants who 
walk before You with all their hearts. 
NLT He prayed, 'O LORD, God of Israel, there is no God like you in all of 
heaven and earth. You keep your promises and show unfailing love to all 
who obey you and are eager to do your will. 

వచనము 15 

నీ సేవకుడైన దావీదు అను నా తండిర్తో నీవు సెలవిచిచ్నమాట నెరవేరిచ్యునాన్వు; నీవు 

వాగాద్నముచేసి యీ దినమున కనబడుచునన్టుట్గా దానిని నెరవేరిచ్యునాన్వు. 
KJV Thou which hast kept with thy servant David my father that which 
thou hast promised him; and spakest with thy mouth, and hast fulfilled it 
with thine hand, as it is this day. 
Amplified You Who have kept Your promises to my father David and 
fulfilled with Your hand what You spoke with Your mouth, as it is today. 
ESV who have kept with your servant David my father what you declared 
to him. You spoke with your mouth, and with your hand have fulfilled it this 
day. 
NIV You have kept your promise to your servant David my father; with 
your mouth you have promised and with your hand you have fulfilled it--as 
it is today. 
NASB who has kept with Your servant David, my father, that which You 
have promised him; indeed You have spoken with Your mouth and have 
fulfilled it with Your hand, as it is this day. 
NKJV You have kept what You promised Your servant David my father; 
You have both spoken with Your mouth and fulfilled it with Your hand, as it 
is this day. 
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NLT You have kept your promise to your servant David, my father. You 
made that promise with your own mouth, and today you have fulfilled it 
with your own hands. 

వచనము 16 

నీవు నాముందర నడచినటుల్గా నీ కుమారులును తమ పర్వరత్న కాపాడుకొని, నా ధరమ్శాసత్రముచొపుప్న 

నడచినయెడల ఇశార్యేలీయుల సింహాసనముమీద కూరుచ్ండువాడు నా యెదుట నీకుండకపోడని 

నీవు నీ సేవకుడైన దావీదు అను నా తండిర్తో సెలవిచిచ్నమాట, ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవా యెహోవా, 

దయచేసి నెరవేరుచ్ము. 
KJV Now therefore, O LORD God of Israel, keep with thy servant David my 
father that which thou hast promised him, saying, There shall not fail thee a 
man in my sight to sit upon the throne of Israel; yet so that thy children 
take heed to their way to walk in my law, as thou hast walked before me. 
Amplified Now therefore, O Lord, God of Israel, keep with Your servant 
David my father that which You promised him, saying, There shall not fail a 
man in My sight to sit on the throne of Israel, provided your children are 
careful to walk in My law as you, David, have walked before Me. 
ESV Now therefore, O LORD, God of Israel, keep for your servant David 
my father what you have promised him, saying, 'You shall not lack a man to 
sit before me on the throne of Israel, if only your sons pay close attention to 
their way, to walk in my law as you have walked before me.' 
NIV 'Now LORD, God of Israel, keep for your servant David my father the 
promises you made to him when you said, 'You shall never fail to have a 
man to sit before me on the throne of Israel, if only your sons are careful in 
all they do to walk before me according to my law, as you have done.' 
NASB 'Now therefore, O LORD, the God of Israel, keep with Your servant 
David, my father, that which You have promised him, saying, 'You shall not 
lack a man to sit on the throne of Israel, if only your sons take heed to their 
way, to walk in My law as you have walked before Me.' 
NKJV Therefore, LORD God of Israel, now keep what You promised Your 
servant David my father, saying, "You shall not fail to have a man sit before 
Me on the throne of Israel, only if your sons take heed to their way, that 
they walk in My law as you have walked before Me.' 
NLT And now, O LORD, God of Israel, carry out your further promise to 
your servant David, my father. For you said to him, `If your descendants 
guard their behavior and obey my law as you have done, they will always 
reign over Israel.' 
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వచనము 17 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవా యెహోవా, నీవు నీ సేవకుడైన దావీదుతో సెలవిచిచ్న మాట ఇపుప్డు సిథ్రమవును 

గాక. 
KJV Now then, O LORD God of Israel, let thy word be verified, which thou 
hast spoken unto thy servant David. 
Amplified Now then, O Lord, God of Israel, let Your word to Your servant 
David be verified. 
ESV Now therefore, O LORD, God of Israel, let your word be confirmed, 
which you have spoken to your servant David. 
NIV And now, O LORD, God of Israel, let your word that you promised 
your servant David come true. 
NASB 'Now therefore, O LORD, the God of Israel, let Your word be 
confirmed which You have spoken to Your servant David. 
NKJV And now, O LORD God of Israel, let Your word come true, which 
You have spoken to Your servant David. 
NLT Now, O LORD, God of Israel, fulfill this promise to your servant 
David. 

వచనము 18 

మనుషుయ్లతో కలిసి దేవుడు భూమియందు నివాసము చేయునా? ఆకాశమును మహాకాశమును నినున్ 

పటట్చాలవే; నేను కటిట్న యీ మందిరము నినున్ పటుట్నా? 

KJV But will God in very deed dwell with men on the earth? behold, 
heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee; how much less this 
house which I have built! 
Amplified But will God actually dwell with men on the earth? Behold, 
heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain You; how much less this 
house which I have built! 
ESV "But will God indeed dwell with man on the earth? Behold, heaven 
and the highest heaven cannot contain you, how much less this house that I 
have built! 
NIV 'But will God really dwell on earth with men? The heavens, even the 
highest heavens, cannot contain you. How much less this temple I have 
built! 
NASB 'But will God indeed dwell with mankind on the earth? Behold, 
heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain You; how much less this 
house which I have built. 
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NKJV "But will God indeed dwell with men on the earth? Behold, heaven 
and the heaven of heavens cannot contain You. How much less this temple 
which I have built! 
NLT 'But will God really live on earth among people? Why, even the 
highest heavens cannot contain you. How much less this Temple I have 
built! 

వచనము 19 

దేవా యెహోవా, నీ సేవకుడు నీ సనిన్ధిని చేయు పార్రథ్నయందును వినన్పమునందును లక్షయ్ముంచి, నీ 

సేవకుడనైన నేను చేయు పార్రథ్నను పెటుట్ మొఱఱ్ను ఆలకించుము. 
KJV Have respect therefore to the prayer of thy servant, and to his 
supplication, O LORD my God, to hearken unto the cry and the prayer 
which thy servant prayeth before thee: 
Amplified Yet have respect for the prayer of Your servant and for his 
supplication, O Lord my God, to listen to the cry and the prayer which Your 
servant prays before You, 
ESV Yet have regard to the prayer of your servant and to his plea, O LORD 
my God, listening to the cry and to the prayer that your servant prays 
before you, 
NIV Yet give attention to your servant's prayer and his plea for mercy, O 
LORD my God. Hear the cry and the prayer that your servant is praying in 
your presence. 
NASB 'Yet have regard to the prayer of Your servant and to his 
supplication, O LORD my God, to listen to the cry and to the prayer which 
Your servant prays before You; 
NKJV Yet regard the prayer of Your servant and his supplication, O LORD 
my God, and listen to the cry and the prayer which Your servant is praying 
before You: 
NLT Listen to my prayer and my request, O LORD my God. Hear the cry 
and the prayer that your servant is making to you. 

వచనము 20 

నీ సేవకులు ఈ సథ్లము తటుట్ తిరిగి చేయు వినన్పములను వినుటకై నా నామమును అచచ్ట 

ఉంచెదనని నీవు సెలవిచిచ్న సథ్లముననునన్ యీ మందిరముమీద నీ కనుదృషిట్ రాతిర్ంబగళుల్ 

నిలుచునుగాక. 
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KJV That thine eyes may be open upon this house day and night, upon the 
place whereof thou hast said that thou wouldest put thy name there; to 
hearken unto the prayer which thy servant prayeth toward this place. 
Amplified That Your eyes may be open upon this house day and night, 
toward the place in which You have said You would put Your Name [and 
the symbol of your presence], to listen to and heed the prayer which Your 
servant prays facing this place. 
ESV that your eyes may be open day and night toward this house, the place 
where you have promised to set your name, that you may listen to the 
prayer that your servant offers toward this place. 
NIV May your eyes be open toward this temple day and night, this place of 
which you said you would put your Name there. May you hear the prayer 
your servant prays toward this place. 
NASB that Your eye may be open toward this house day and night, toward 
the place of which You have said that You would put Your name there, to 
listen to the prayer which Your servant shall pray toward this place. 
NKJV that Your eyes may be open toward this temple day and night, 
toward the place where You said You would put Your name, that You may 
hear the prayer which Your servant makes toward this place. 
NLT May you watch over this Temple both day and night, this place where 
you have said you would put your name. May you always hear the prayers I 
make toward this place. 

వచనము 21 

నీ సేవకుడును నీ జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులును ఈ సథ్లముతటుట్ తిరిగి చేయబోవు పార్రథ్నలను నీవు 

ఆలకించుము, ఆకాశముననునన్ నీ నివాససథ్లమందు ఆలకించుము, ఆలకించునపుప్డు క్షమించుము. 
KJV Hearken therefore unto the supplications of thy servant, and of thy 
people Israel, which they shall make toward this place: hear thou from thy 
dwelling place, even from heaven; and when thou hearest, forgive. 
Amplified So listen to and heed the requests of Your servant and Your 
people Israel which they shall make facing this place. Hear from Your 
dwelling place, heaven; and when You hear, forgive. 
ESV And listen to the pleas of your servant and of your people Israel, when 
they pray toward this place. And listen from heaven your dwelling place, 
and when you hear, forgive. 
NIV Hear the supplications of your servant and of your people Israel when 
they pray toward this place. Hear from heaven, your dwelling place; and 
when you hear, forgive. 
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NASB 'Listen to the supplications of Your servant and of Your people 
Israel when they pray toward this place; hear from Your dwelling place, 
from heaven; hear and forgive. 
NKJV And may You hear the supplications of Your servant and of Your 
people Israel, when they pray toward this place. Hear from heaven Your 
dwelling place, and when You hear, forgive. 
NLT May you hear the humble and earnest requests from me and your 
people Israel when we pray toward this place. Yes, hear us from heaven 
where you live, and when you hear, forgive. 

వచనము 22 

ఎవడైనను తన పొరుగువానియెడల తపుప్చేసినపుప్డు అతనిచేత పర్మాణము చేయించుటకై అతనిమీద 

ఒటుట్ పెటట్బడి ఆ ఒటుట్ ఈ మందిరమందుండు నీ బలిపీఠము ఎదుటికి వచిచ్నపుప్డు 

KJV If a man sin against his neighbour, and an oath be laid upon him to 
make him swear, and the oath come before thine altar in this house; 
Amplified If a man sins against his neighbor, and he is required to take an 
oath, and the oath comes before Your altar in this house, 
ESV "If a man sins against his neighbor and is made to take an oath and 
comes and swears his oath before your altar in this house, 
NIV 'When a man wrongs his neighbor and is required to take an oath and 
he comes and swears the oath before your altar in this temple, 
NASB 'If a man sins against his neighbor and is made to take an oath, and 
he comes and takes an oath before Your altar in this house, 
NKJV "If anyone sins against his neighbor, and is forced to take an oath, 
and comes and takes an oath before Your altar in this temple, 
NLT 'If someone wrongs another person and is required to take an oath of 
innocence in front of the altar at this Temple, 

వచనము 23 

నీవు ఆకాశమందు విని, నీ దాసులకు నాయ్యముతీరిచ్, హాని చేసినవాని తలమీదికి శిక్ష రపిప్ంచి, 

నీతిపరుని నీతిచొపుప్న వానికిచిచ్ వాని నీతిని నిరాధ్రణ చేయుము. 
KJV Then hear thou from heaven, and do, and judge thy servants, by 
requiting the wicked, by recompensing his way upon his own head; and by 
justifying the righteous, by giving him according to his righteousness. 
Amplified Then hear from heaven and do; and judge Your servants, 
requiting the wicked by bringing his conduct upon his own head, and 
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justifying the [uncompromisingly] righteous by giving him according to his 
righteousness (his uprightness and right standing with God). 
ESV then hear from heaven and act and judge your servants, repaying the 
guilty by bringing his conduct on his own head, and vindicating the 
righteous by rewarding him according to his righteousness. 
NIV then hear from heaven and act. Judge between your servants, repaying 
the guilty by bringing down on his own head what he has done. Declare the 
innocent not guilty and so establish his innocence. 
NASB then hear from heaven and act and judge Your servants, punishing 
the wicked by bringing his way on his own head and justifying the righteous 
by giving him according to his righteousness. 
NKJV then hear from heaven, and act, and judge Your servants, bringing 
retribution on the wicked by bringing his way on his own head, and 
justifying the righteous by giving him according to his righteousness. 
NLT then hear from heaven and judge between your servants--the accuser 
and the accused. Punish the guilty party, and acquit the one who is 
innocent. 

వచనము 24 

నీజనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులు నీ దృషిట్యెదుట పాపము చేసినవారై తమ శతుర్వుల బలమునకు 

నిలువలేక పడిపోయినపుప్డు, వారు నీయొదద్కు తిరిగివచిచ్ నీ నామమును ఒపుప్కొని, యీ 

మందిరమునందు నీ సనిన్ధిని పార్రిథ్ంచి వినన్పము చేసినయెడల 

KJV And if thy people Israel be put to the worse before the enemy, because 
they have sinned against thee; and shall return and confess thy name, and 
pray and make supplication before thee in this house; 
Amplified If Your people Israel have been defeated before the enemy 
because they have sinned against You, and shall return, confess Your name 
[and You Yourself], and pray and make supplication before You in this 
house, 
ESV "If your people Israel are defeated before the enemy because they have 
sinned against you, and they turn again and acknowledge your name and 
pray and plead with you in this house, 
NIV 'When your people Israel have been defeated by an enemy because 
they have sinned against you and when they turn back and confess your 
name, praying and making supplication before you in this temple, 
NASB 'If Your people Israel are defeated before an enemy because they 
have sinned against You, and they return to You and confess Your name, 
and pray and make supplication before You in this house, 
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NKJV "Or if Your people Israel are defeated before an enemy because they 
have sinned against You, and return and confess Your name, and pray and 
make supplication before You in this temple, 
NLT 'If your people Israel are defeated by their enemies because they have 
sinned against you, and if they turn to you and call on your name and pray 
to you here in this Temple, 

వచనము 25 

ఆకాశమందు నీవు విని, నీ జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులు చేసిన పాపమును క్షమించి, వారికిని వారి 

పితరులకును నీవిచిచ్న దేశమునకు వారిని మరల రపిప్ంచుదువుగాక. 
KJV Then hear thou from the heavens, and forgive the sin of thy people 
Israel, and bring them again unto the land which thou gavest to them and 
to their fathers. 
Amplified Then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of Your people 
Israel and bring them again to the land which You gave to them and their 
fathers. 
ESV then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of your people Israel and 
bring them again to the land that you gave to them and to their fathers. 
NIV then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of your people Israel and 
bring them back to the land you gave to them and their fathers. 
NASB then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of Your people Israel, and 
bring them back to the land which You have given to them and to their 
fathers. 
NKJV then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of Your people Israel, and 
bring them back to the land which You gave to them and their fathers. 
NLT then hear from heaven and forgive their sins and return them to this 
land you gave their ancestors. 

వచనము 26 

వారు నీ దృషిట్యెదుట పాపము చేసినందున ఆకాశము మూయబడి వాన కురియకునన్పుప్డు, వారు 

ఈ సథ్లముతటుట్ తిరిగి పార్రథ్నచేసి నీ నామమును ఒపుప్కొని, నీవు వారిని శర్మపెటిట్నపుప్డు వారు తమ 

పాపములను విడిచిపెటిట్ తిరిగినయెడల 

KJV When the heaven is shut up, and there is no rain, because they have 
sinned against thee; yet if they pray toward this place, and confess thy 
name, and turn from their sin, when thou dost afflict them; 
Amplified When the heavens are shut up and there is no rain because 
Your people have sinned against You, yet if they pray toward this place, 
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confess your name [and You Yourself ], and turn from their sin when You 
afflict them, 
ESV "When heaven is shut up and there is no rain because they have 
sinned against you, if they pray toward this place and acknowledge your 
name and turn from their sin, when you afflict them, 
NIV 'When the heavens are shut up and there is no rain because your 
people have sinned against you, and when they pray toward this place and 
confess your name and turn from their sin because you have afflicted them, 
NASB 'When the heavens are shut up and there is no rain because they 
have sinned against You, and they pray toward this place and confess Your 
name, and turn from their sin when You afflict them; 
NKJV "When the heavens are shut up and there is no rain because they 
have sinned against You, when they pray toward this place and confess 
Your name, and turn from their sin because You afflict them, 
NLT 'If the skies are shut up and there is no rain because your people have 
sinned against you, and then they pray toward this Temple and confess 
your name and turn from their sins because you have punished them, 

వచనము 27 

ఆకాశమందునన్ నీవు ఆలకించి, నీ సేవకులును నీ జనులునగు ఇశార్యేలీయులు చేసిన పాపమును 

క్షమించి, వారు నడువవలసిన మంచిమారగ్ము వారికి బోధించి,నీవు నీ జనులకు సావ్సథ్య్ముగా ఇచిచ్న 

నీ దేశమునకు వాన దయచేయుదువుగాక. 
KJV Then hear thou from heaven, and forgive the sin of thy servants, and 
of thy people Israel, when thou hast taught them the good way, wherein 
they should walk; and send rain upon thy land, which thou hast given unto 
thy people for an inheritance. 
Amplified Then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of Your servants, 
[all of ] Your people Israel, when You have taught them the good way in 
which they should walk. And send rain upon Your land which You have 
given to Your people for an inheritance. 
ESV then hear in heaven and forgive the sin of your servants, your people 
Israel, when you teach them the good way in which they should walk, and 
grant rain upon your land, which you have given to your people as an 
inheritance. 
NIV then hear from heaven and forgive the sin of your servants, your 
people Israel. Teach them the right way to live, and send rain on the land 
you gave your people for an inheritance. 
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NASB then hear in heaven and forgive the sin of Your servants and Your 
people Israel, indeed, teach them the good way in which they should walk. 
And send rain on Your land which You have given to Your people for an 
inheritance. 
NKJV then hear in heaven, and forgive the sin of Your servants, Your 
people Israel, that You may teach them the good way in which they should 
walk; and send rain on Your land which You have given to Your people as 
an inheritance. 
NLT then hear from heaven and forgive the sins of your servants, your 
people Israel. Teach them to do what is right, and send rain on your land 
that you have given to your people as their special possession. 

వచనము 28 

దేశమునందు కరవుగాని తెగులుగాని కనబడినపుప్డైనను, గాడుప్ దెబబ్గాని చితత్పటుట్టగాని 

తగిలినపుప్డైనను, మిడతలుగాని చీడపురుగులుగాని దండు దిగినపుప్డైనను, వారి శతుర్వులు వారి 

దేశపు పటట్ణములలో వారిని ముటట్డివేసినపుప్డైనను, ఏ బాధగాని యే రోగముగాని వచిచ్నపుప్డైనను 

KJV If there be dearth in the land, if there be pestilence, if there be 
blasting, or mildew, locusts, or caterpillers; if their enemies besiege them in 
the cities of their land; whatsoever sore or whatsoever sickness there be: 
Amplified If there is famine in the land, if there is pestilence, blight, 
mildew, locusts, or caterpillars, if their enemies besiege them in any of their 
cities, whatever plague or sickness there may be, 
ESV "If there is famine in the land, if there is pestilence or blight or mildew 
or locust or caterpillar, if their enemies besiege them in the land at their 
gates, whatever plague, whatever sickness there is, 
NIV 'When famine or plague comes to the land, or blight or mildew, locusts 
or grasshoppers, or when enemies besiege them in any of their cities, 
whatever disaster or disease may come, 
NASB 'If there is famine in the land, if there is pestilence, if there is blight 
or mildew, if there is locust or grasshopper, if their enemies besiege them in 
the land of their cities, whatever plague or whatever sickness there is, 
NKJV "When there is famine in the land, pestilence or blight or mildew, 
locusts or grasshoppers; when their enemies besiege them in the land of 
their cities; whatever plague or whatever sickness there is; 
NLT 'If there is a famine in the land, or plagues, or crop disease, or attacks 
of locusts or caterpillars, or if your people's enemies are in the land 
besieging their towns--whatever the trouble is-- 
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వచనము 29 

ఎవడైనను ఇశార్యేలీయులగు నీ జనులందరు కలిసియైనను, నొపిప్గాని కషట్ముగాని అనుభవించుచు, 

ఈ మందిరముతటుట్ చేతులు చాపి చేయు వినన్పములనిన్యు పార్రథ్నలనిన్యు నీ నివాససథ్లమైన 

ఆకాశమునుండి నీవు ఆలకించి క్షమించి 

KJV Then what prayer or what supplication soever shall be made of any 
man, or of all thy people Israel, when every one shall know his own sore 
and his own grief, and shall spread forth his hands in this house: 
Amplified Then whatever prayer or supplication any man or all of Your 
people Israel shall make--each knowing his own affliction and his own 
sorrow and stretching out his hands toward this house-- 
ESV whatever prayer, whatever plea is made by any man or by all your 
people Israel, each knowing his own affliction and his own sorrow and 
stretching out his hands toward this house, 
NIV and when a prayer or plea is made by any of your people Israel--each 
one aware of his afflictions and pains, and spreading out his hands toward 
this temple-- 
NASB whatever prayer or supplication is made by any man or by all Your 
people Israel, each knowing his own affliction and his own pain, and 
spreading his hands toward this house, 
NKJV whatever prayer, whatever supplication is made by anyone, or by all 
Your people Israel, when each one knows his own burden and his own grief, 
and spreads out his hands to this temple: 
NLT and if your people offer a prayer concerning their troubles or sorrow, 
raising their hands toward this Temple, 

వచనము 30 

నీవు మా పితరులకిచిచ్న దేశమందు వారు తమ జీవితకాలమంతయు నీయందు భయభకుత్లు కలిగి 

KJV Then hear thou from heaven thy dwelling place, and forgive, and 
render unto every man according unto all his ways, whose heart thou 
knowest; (for thou only knowest the hearts of the children of men:) 
Amplified Then hear from heaven, Your dwelling place, and forgive, and 
render to every man according to all his ways, whose heart You know; for 
You, You only, know men's hearts, 
ESV then hear from heaven your dwelling place and forgive and render to 
each whose heart you know, according to all his ways, for you, you only, 
know the hearts of the children of mankind, 
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NIV then hear from heaven, your dwelling place. Forgive, and deal with 
each man according to all he does, since you know his heart (for you alone 
know the hearts of men), 
NASB then hear from heaven Your dwelling place, and forgive, and render 
to each according to all his ways, whose heart You know for You alone know 
the hearts of the sons of men, 
NKJV then hear from heaven Your dwelling place, and forgive, and give to 
everyone according to all his ways, whose heart You know (for You alone 
know the hearts of the sons of men), 
NLT then hear from heaven where you live, and forgive. Give your people 
whatever they deserve, for you alone know the human heart. 

వచనము 31 

నీ మారగ్ములలో నడుచునటుల్గా వారి వారి హృదయములను ఎరిగియునన్ నీవు వారి సకల పర్వరత్నకు 

తగినటుల్ పర్తిఫలమును దయచేయుదువు గాక. నీవు ఒకక్డవే మానవుల హృదయము నెరిగినవాడవు 

గదా. 
KJV That they may fear thee, to walk in thy ways, so long as they live in the 
land which thou gavest unto our fathers. 
Amplified That they may fear You and walk in Your ways as long as they 
live in the land which You gave to our fathers. 
ESV that they may fear you and walk in your ways all the days that they live 
in the land that you gave to our fathers. 
NIV so that they will fear you and walk in your ways all the time they live in 
the land you gave our fathers. 
NASB that they may fear You, to walk in Your ways as long as they live in 
the land which You have given to our fathers. 
NKJV that they may fear You, to walk in Your ways as long as they live in 
the land which You gave to our fathers. 
NLT Then they will fear you and walk in your ways as long as they live in 
the land you gave to our ancestors. 

వచనము 32 

మరియు నీ జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయుల సంబంధులు కాని అనుయ్లు నీ ఘనమైన నామమునుగూరిచ్యు, 

నీ బాహుబలమునుగూరిచ్యు, చాచిన చేతులనుగూరిచ్యు వినినవారై, దూరదేశమునుండి వచిచ్ ఈ 

మందిరముతటుట్ తిరిగి వినన్పము చేసినపుడు 
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KJV Moreover concerning the stranger, which is not of thy people Israel, 
but is come from a far country for thy great name's sake, and thy mighty 
hand, and thy stretched out arm; if they come and pray in this house; 
Amplified Also concerning the stranger who is not of Your people Israel 
but has come from a far country for Your great name's sake and Your 
mighty power and Your outstretched arm--if he comes and prays toward 
this house, 
ESV "Likewise, when a foreigner, who is not of your people Israel, comes 
from a far country for the sake of your great name and your mighty hand 
and your outstretched arm, when he comes and prays toward this house, 
NIV 'As for the foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel but has 
come from a distant land because of your great name and your mighty hand 
and your outstretched arm--when he comes and prays toward this temple, 
NASB 'Also concerning the foreigner who is not from Your people Israel, 
when he comes from a far country for Your great name's sake and Your 
mighty hand and Your outstretched arm, when they come and pray toward 
this house, 
NKJV "Moreover, concerning a foreigner, who is not of Your people Israel, 
but has come from a far country for the sake of Your great name and Your 
mighty hand and Your outstretched arm, when they come and pray in this 
temple; 
NLT 'And when foreigners hear of you and your mighty miracles, and they 
come from distant lands to worship your great name and to pray toward 
this Temple, 

వచనము 33 

నీ నివాససథ్లమగు ఆకాశమునుండి నీవు వారి పార్రథ్న నంగీకరించి, నీ జనులగు ఇశార్యేలీయులు 

తెలిసికొనినటుల్ భూజనులందరును నీ నామమును తెలిసికొని, నీయందు భయభకుత్లు కలిగి, నేను 

కటిట్న యీ మందిరమునకు నీ పేరు పెటట్బడెనని గర్హించునటుల్గా ఆ యనుయ్లు నీకు మొఱఱ్పెటిట్న 

దానిని నీవు దయచేయుదువు గాక. 
KJV Then hear thou from the heavens, even from thy dwelling place, and 
do according to all that the stranger calleth to thee for; that all people of the 
earth may know thy name, and fear thee, as doth thy people Israel, and may 
know that this house which I have built is called by thy name. 
Amplified Hear from heaven, from Your dwelling place, and do all for 
which the stranger calls to You, that all peoples of the earth may know Your 
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name and fear You [reverently and worshipfully], as do Your people Israel, 
and may know that this house which I have built is called by Your Name. 
ESV hear from heaven your dwelling place and do according to all for 
which the foreigner calls to you, in order that all the peoples of the earth 
may know your name and fear you, as do your people Israel, and that they 
may know that this house that I have built is called by your name. 
NIV then hear from heaven, your dwelling place, and do whatever the 
foreigner asks of you, so that all the peoples of the earth may know your 
name and fear you, as do your own people Israel, and may know that this 
house I have built bears your Name. 
NASB then hear from heaven, from Your dwelling place, and do according 
to all for which the foreigner calls to You, in order that all the peoples of the 
earth may know Your name, and fear You as do Your people Israel, and that 
they may know that this house which I have built is called by Your name. 
NKJV then hear from heaven Your dwelling place, and do according to all 
for which the foreigner calls to You, that all peoples of the earth may know 
Your name and fear You, as do Your people Israel, and that they may know 
that this temple which I have built is called by Your name. 
NLT then hear from heaven where you live, and grant what they ask of you. 
Then all the people of the earth will come to know and fear you, just as your 
own people Israel do. They, too, will know that this Temple I have built 
bears your name. 

వచనము 34 

నీ జనులు నీవు పంపిన మారగ్మందు తమ శతుర్వులతో యుదధ్ము చేయుటకై బయలుదేర నుదేద్శించి, 

నీవు కోరుకొనిన యీ పటట్ణము తటుట్ను నీ నామమునకు నేను కటిట్ంచిన యీ మందిరముతటుట్ తిరిగి 

వినన్పము చేసినయెడల 

KJV If thy people go out to war against their enemies by the way that thou 
shalt send them, and they pray unto thee toward this city which thou hast 
chosen, and the house which I have built for thy name; 
Amplified If Your people go out to war against their enemies by the way 
that You send them, and they pray to You facing this city [Jerusalem] which 
You have chosen and the house which I have built for Your Name, 
ESV "If your people go out to battle against their enemies, by whatever way 
you shall send them, and they pray to you toward this city that you have 
chosen and the house that I have built for your name, 
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NIV 'When your people go to war against their enemies, wherever you send 
them, and when they pray to you toward this city you have chosen and the 
temple I have built for your Name, 
NASB 'When Your people go out to battle against their enemies, by 
whatever way You shall send them, and they pray to You toward this city 
which You have chosen and the house which I have built for Your name, 
NKJV "When Your people go out to battle against their enemies, wherever 
You send them, and when they pray to You toward this city which You have 
chosen and the temple which I have built for Your name, 
NLT 'If your people go out at your command to fight their enemies, and if 
they pray to you toward this city that you have chosen and toward this 
Temple that I have built for your name, 

వచనము 35 

ఆకాశమునుండి నీవు వారి వినన్పమును పార్రథ్నను ఆలకించి వారి కారయ్మును నిరవ్హించుదువుగాక. 
KJV Then hear thou from the heavens their prayer and their supplication, 
and maintain their cause. 
Amplified Then hear from heaven their prayer and supplication, and 
maintain their cause. 
ESV then hear from heaven their prayer and their plea, and maintain their 
cause. 
NIV then hear from heaven their prayer and their plea, and uphold their 
cause. 
NASB then hear from heaven their prayer and their supplication, and 
maintain their cause. 
NKJV then hear from heaven their prayer and their supplication, and 
maintain their cause. 
NLT then hear their prayers from heaven and uphold their cause. 

వచనము 36 

పాపము చేయనివాడెవడును లేడు గనుక వారు నీ దృషిట్ యెదుట పాపము చేసినపుప్డు నీవు వారిమీద 

ఆగర్హించి, శతుర్వులచేతికి వారిని అపప్గింపగా, చెరపటుట్వారు వారిని దూరమైనటిట్ గాని 

సమీపమైనటిట్ గాని తమ దేశములకు పటుట్కొనిపోగా 

KJV If they sin against thee, (for there is no man which sinneth not,) and 
thou be angry with them, and deliver them over before their enemies, and 
they carry them away captives unto a land far off or near; 
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Amplified If they sin against You--for there is no man who does not sin--
and You are angry with them and give them to enemies who take them 
captive to a land far or near; 
ESV "If they sin against you--for there is no one who does not sin--and you 
are angry with them and give them to an enemy, so that they are carried 
away captive to a land far or near, 
NIV 'When they sin against you--for there is no one who does not sin--and 
you become angry with them and give them over to the enemy, who takes 
them captive to a land far away or near; 
NASB 'When they sin against You (for there is no man who does not sin) 
and You are angry with them and deliver them to an enemy, so that they 
take them away captive to a land far off or near, 
NKJV "When they sin against You (for there is no one who does not sin), 
and You become angry with them and deliver them to the enemy, and they 
take them captive to a land far or near; 
NLT 'If they sin against you--and who has never sinned?--you may become 
angry with them and let their enemies conquer them and take them captive 
to a foreign land far or near. 

వచనము 37 

వారు చెరకుపోయిన దేశమందు బుదిధ్ తెచుచ్కొని మనసుస్ తిర్పుప్కొని మేము పాపము చేసితివిు, 

దోషులమైతివిు, భకిత్హీనముగా నడచితివిు అని ఒపుప్కొని 

KJV Yet if they bethink themselves in the land whither they are carried 
captive, and turn and pray unto thee in the land of their captivity, saying, 
We have sinned, we have done amiss, and have dealt wickedly; 
Amplified Yet if they repent in the land to which they have been carried 
captive, and turn and pray there, saying, We have sinned, we have done 
wrong, and have dealt wickedly; 
ESV yet if they turn their heart in the land to which they have been carried 
captive, and repent and plead with you in the land of their captivity, saying, 
'We have sinned and have acted perversely and wickedly,' 
NIV and if they have a change of heart in the land where they are held 
captive, and repent and plead with you in the land of their captivity and say, 
'We have sinned, we have done wrong and acted wickedly'; 
NASB if they take thought in the land where they are taken captive, and 
repent and make supplication to You in the land of their captivity, saying, 
'We have sinned, we have committed iniquity and have acted wickedly'; 
NKJV yet when they come to themselves in the land where they were 
carried captive, and repent, and make supplication to You in the land of 
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their captivity, saying, "We have sinned, we have done wrong, and have 
committed wickedness'; 
NLT But in that land of exile, they may turn to you again in repentance and 
pray, `We have sinned, done evil, and acted wickedly.' 

వచనము 38 

తాము చెరలోనునన్ దేశమందు పూరణ్హృదయముతోను పూరాణ్తమ్తోను నీయొదద్కు మళుల్కొని, తమ 

పితరులకు నీవిచిచ్న తమ దేశముమీదికిని, నీవు కోరుకొనిన యీ పటట్ణముమీదికిని, నీ నామ 

ఘనతకొరకు నేను కటిట్ంచిన యీ మందిరముమీదికిని మనసుస్ తిర్పిప్ వినన్పము చేసినయెడల 

KJV If they return to thee with all their heart and with all their soul in the 
land of their captivity, whither they have carried them captives, and pray 
toward their land, which thou gavest unto their fathers, and toward the city 
which thou hast chosen, and toward the house which I have built for thy 
name: 
Amplified If they return to You with all their heart and soul in the land of 
their captivity, and pray facing their land which You gave to their fathers 
and toward the city which You have chosen and the house which I have 
built for Your Name; 
ESV if they repent with all their mind and with all their heart in the land of 
their captivity to which they were carried captive, and pray toward their 
land, which you gave to their fathers, the city that you have chosen and the 
house that I have built for your name, 
NIV and if they turn back to you with all their heart and soul in the land of 
their captivity where they were taken, and pray toward the land you gave 
their fathers, toward the city you have chosen and toward the temple I have 
built for your Name; 
NASB if they return to You with all their heart and with all their soul in the 
land of their captivity, where they have been taken captive, and pray toward 
their land which You have given to their fathers and the city which You 
have chosen, and toward the house which I have built for Your name, 
NKJV and when they return to You with all their heart and with all their 
soul in the land of their captivity, where they have been carried captive, and 
pray toward their land which You gave to their fathers, the city which You 
have chosen, and toward the temple which I have built for Your name: 
NLT Then if they turn to you with their whole heart and soul and pray 
toward the land you gave to their ancestors, toward this city you have 
chosen, and toward this Temple I have built to honor your name, 
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వచనము 39 

నీ నివాససథ్లమైన ఆకాశమునుండి నీవు వారి వినన్పమును పార్రథ్నను ఆలకించి వారి కారయ్మును 

నిరవ్హించి, నీ దృషిట్యెదుట పాపము చేసిన నీ జనులను క్షమించుదువుగాక. 
KJV Then hear thou from the heavens, even from thy dwelling place, their 
prayer and their supplications, and maintain their cause, and forgive thy 
people which have sinned against thee. 
Amplified Then hear from heaven, Your dwelling place, their prayer and 
supplications, and maintain their cause; and forgive Your people, who have 
sinned against You. 
ESV then hear from heaven your dwelling place their prayer and their 
pleas, and maintain their cause and forgive your people who have sinned 
against you. 
NIV then from heaven, your dwelling place, hear their prayer and their 
pleas, and uphold their cause. And forgive your people, who have sinned 
against you. 
NASB then hear from heaven, from Your dwelling place, their prayer and 
supplications, and maintain their cause and forgive Your people who have 
sinned against You. 
NKJV then hear from heaven Your dwelling place their prayer and their 
supplications, and maintain their cause, and forgive Your people who have 
sinned against You. 
NLT then hear their prayers from heaven where you live. Uphold their 
cause and forgive your people who have sinned against you. 

వచనము 40 

నా దేవా, యీ సథ్లమందు చేయబడు వినన్పముమీద నీ కనుదృషిట్ యుంచుదువుగాక, నీ చెవులు 

దానిని ఆలకించునుగాక. 
KJV Now, my God, let, I beseech thee, thine eyes be open, and let thine 
ears be attent unto the prayer that is made in this place. 
Amplified Now, O my God, I beseech You, let Your eyes be open and Your 
ears attentive to the prayer offered in this temple. 
ESV Now, O my God, let your eyes be open and your ears attentive to the 
prayer of this place. 
NIV 'Now, my God, may your eyes be open and your ears attentive to the 
prayers offered in this place. 
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NASB 'Now, O my God, I pray, let Your eyes be open and Your ears 
attentive to the prayer offered in this place. 
NKJV Now, my God, I pray, let Your eyes be open and let Your ears be 
attentive to the prayer made in this place. 
NLT 'O my God, be attentive to all the prayers made to you in this place. 

వచనము 41 

నా దేవా, యెహోవా, బలమునకాధారమగు నీ మందసమును దృషిట్ంచి లెముమ్; నీ విశార్ంతి సథ్లమందు 

పర్వేశించుము; దేవా యెహోవా, నీ యాజకులు రక్షణ ధరించుకొందురుగాక; నీ భకుత్లు నీ 

మేలునుబటిట్ సంతోషింతురు గాక. 
KJV Now therefore arise, O LORD God, into thy resting place, thou, and 
the ark of thy strength: let thy priests, O LORD God, be clothed with 
salvation, and let thy saints rejoice in goodness. 
Amplified So now arise, O Lord God, and come into Your resting place, 
You and the ark of Your strength and power. Let Your priests, O Lord God, 
be clothed with salvation, and let Your saints (Your zealous ones) rejoice in 
good and in Your goodness. 
ESV "And now arise, O LORD God, and go to your resting place, you and 
the ark of your might. Let your priests, O LORD God, be clothed with 
salvation, and let your saints rejoice in your goodness. 
NIV 'Now arise, O LORD God, and come to your resting place, you and the 
ark of your might. May your priests, O LORD God, be clothed with 
salvation, may your saints rejoice in your goodness. 
NASB 'Now therefore arise, O LORD God, to Your resting place, You and 
the ark of Your might; let Your priests, O LORD God, be clothed with 
salvation and let Your godly ones rejoice in what is good. 
NKJV "Now therefore, Arise, O LORD God, to Your resting place, You and 
the ark of Your strength. Let Your priests, O LORD God, be clothed with 
salvation, And let Your saints rejoice in goodness. 
NLT And now, O LORD God, arise and enter this resting place of yours, 
where your magnificent Ark has been placed. May your priests, O LORD 
God, be clothed with salvation, and may your saints rejoice in your 
goodness. 

వచనము 42 

దేవా యెహోవా, నీవు నీచేత అభిషేకము నొందిన వానికి పరాజుమ్ఖుడవై యుండకుము,నీవు నీ భకుత్డైన 

దావీదునకు వాగాద్నము చేసిన కృపలను జాఞ్పకము చేసికొనుము. 
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KJV O LORD God, turn not away the face of thine anointed: remember the 
mercies of David thy servant. 
Amplified O Lord God, turn not away the face of [me] Your anointed one; 
[earnestly] remember Your good deeds, mercy, and steadfast love for David 
Your servant. 
ESV O LORD God, do not turn away the face of your anointed one! 
Remember your steadfast love for David your servant." 
NIV O LORD God, do not reject your anointed one. Remember the great 
love promised to David your servant.' 
NASB 'O LORD God, do not turn away the face of Your anointed; 
remember Your lovingkindness to Your servant David.' 
NKJV "O LORD God, do not turn away the face of Your Anointed; 
Remember the mercies of Your servant David." 
NLT O LORD God, do not reject your anointed one. Remember your 
unfailing love for your servant David.' 
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వచనము 1 

సొలొమోను తాను చేయు పార్రథ్నను ముగించినపుప్డు అగిన్ ఆకాశమునుండి దిగి దహనబలులను 

ఇతరమైన బలులను దహించెను; యెహోవా తేజసుస్ మందిరమునిండ నిండెను, 
KJV Now when Solomon had made an end of praying, the fire came down 
from heaven, and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices; and the 
glory of the LORD filled the house. 
Amplified WHEN SOLOMON had finished praying, the fire came down 
from heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the 
glory of the Lord filled the house. 
ESV As soon as Solomon finished his prayer, fire came down from heaven 
and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the glory of the 
LORD filled the temple. 
NIV When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from heaven and 
consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the glory of the LORD 
filled the temple. 
NASB Now when Solomon had finished praying, fire came down from 
heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the glory of 
the LORD filled the house. 
NKJV When Solomon had finished praying, fire came down from heaven 
and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices; and the glory of the 
LORD filled the temple. 
NLT When Solomon finished praying, fire flashed down from heaven and 
burned up the burnt offerings and sacrifices, and the glorious presence of 
the LORD filled the Temple. 

వచనము 2 

యెహోవా తేజసుస్తో మందిరము నిండినందున యాజకులు అందులో పర్వేశింపలేకయుండిరి. 
KJV And the priests could not enter into the house of the LORD, because 
the glory of the LORD had filled the LORD's house. 
Amplified The priests could not enter the house of the Lord, because the 
glory of the Lord had filled the Lord's house. 
ESV And the priests could not enter the house of the LORD, because the 
glory of the LORD filled the LORD's house. 
NIV The priests could not enter the temple of the LORD because the glory 
of the LORD filled it. 
NASB The priests could not enter into the house of the LORD because the 
glory of the LORD filled the LORD'S house. 
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NKJV And the priests could not enter the house of the LORD, because the 
glory of the LORD had filled the LORD's house. 
NLT The priests could not even enter the Temple of the LORD because the 
glorious presence of the LORD filled it. 

వచనము 3 

అగిన్యు యెహోవా తేజసుస్ను మందిరముమీదికి దిగగా చూచి ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును 

సాషాట్ంగనమసాక్రము చేసి యెహోవా దయాళుడు, ఆయన కృప నిరంతరముండునని చెపిప్ ఆయనను 

ఆరాధించి సుత్తించిరి. 
KJV And when all the children of Israel saw how the fire came down, and 
the glory of the LORD upon the house, they bowed themselves with their 
faces to the ground upon the pavement, and worshipped, and praised the 
LORD, saying, For he is good; for his mercy endureth for ever. 
Amplified And when all the people of Israel saw how the fire came down 
and the glory of the Lord upon the house, they bowed with their faces upon 
the pavement and worshiped and praised the Lord, saying, For He is good, 
for His mercy and loving-kindness endure forever. 
ESV When all the people of Israel saw the fire come down and the glory of 
the LORD on the temple, they bowed down with their faces to the ground 
on the pavement and worshiped and gave thanks to the LORD, saying, "For 
he is good, for his steadfast love endures forever." 
NIV When all the Israelites saw the fire coming down and the glory of the 
LORD above the temple, they knelt on the pavement with their faces to the 
ground, and they worshiped and gave thanks to the LORD, saying, 'He is 
good; his love endures forever.' 
NASB All the sons of Israel, seeing the fire come down and the glory of the 
LORD upon the house, bowed down on the pavement with their faces to the 
ground, and they worshiped and gave praise to the LORD, saying, 'Truly He 
is good, truly His lovingkindness is everlasting.' 
NKJV When all the children of Israel saw how the fire came down, and the 
glory of the LORD on the temple, they bowed their faces to the ground on 
the pavement, and worshiped and praised the LORD, saying: "For He is 
good, For His mercy endures forever." 
NLT When all the people of Israel saw the fire coming down and the 
glorious presence of the LORD filling the Temple, they fell face down on the 
ground and worshiped and praised the LORD, saying, 'He is so good! His 
faithful love endures forever!' 
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వచనము 4 

రాజును జనులందరును యెహోవా ఎదుట బలులు అరిప్ంచిరి. 
KJV Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices before the LORD. 
Amplified Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices before the 
Lord. 
ESV Then the king and all the people offered sacrifice before the LORD. 
NIV Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices before the LORD. 
NASB Then the king and all the people offered sacrifice before the LORD. 
NKJV Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices before the LORD. 
NLT Then the king and all the people offered sacrifices to the LORD. 

వచనము 5 

రాజైన సొలొమోను ఇరువది రెండువేల పశువులను లక్ష యిరువది వేల గొఱఱ్లను బలులుగా 

అరిప్ంచెను; యాజకులు తమ తమ సేవాధరమ్ములలో నిలుచుచుండగను, లేవీయులు యెహోవా కృప 

నిరంతరము నిలుచుచునన్దని వారిచేత ఆయనను సుత్తించుటకై రాజైన దావీదు కలిప్ంచిన యెహోవా 

గీతములను పాడుచు వాదయ్ములను వాయించుచు నిలుచుచుండగను, యాజకులు వారికి ఎదురుగా 

నిలిచి బూరలు ఊదుచుండగను, ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును నిలిచియుండగను 

KJV And king Solomon offered a sacrifice of twenty and two thousand 
oxen, and an hundred and twenty thousand sheep: so the king and all the 
people dedicated the house of God. 
Amplified King Solomon offered a sacrifice of 22,000 oxen and 120,000 
sheep. So the king and all the people dedicated God's house. 
ESV King Solomon offered as a sacrifice 22,000 oxen and 120,000 sheep. 
So the king and all the people dedicated the house of God. 
NIV And King Solomon offered a sacrifice of twenty-two thousand head of 
cattle and a hundred and twenty thousand sheep and goats. So the king and 
all the people dedicated the temple of God. 
NASB King Solomon offered a sacrifice of 22,000 oxen and 120,000 sheep. 
Thus the king and all the people dedicated the house of God. 
NKJV King Solomon offered a sacrifice of twenty-two thousand bulls and 
one hundred and twenty thousand sheep. So the king and all the people 
dedicated the house of God. 
NLT King Solomon offered a sacrifice of 22,000 oxen and 120,000 sheep. 
And so the king and all the people dedicated the Temple of God. 
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వచనము 6 

రాజును జనులందరును కూడి దేవుని మందిరమును పర్తిషఠ్చేసిరి. 
KJV And the priests waited on their offices: the Levites also with 
instruments of musick of the LORD, which David the king had made to 
praise the LORD, because his mercy endureth for ever, when David praised 
by their ministry; and the priests sounded trumpets before them, and all 
Israel stood. 
Amplified The priests stood at their posts, and the Levites also, with 
instruments of music to the Lord, which King David had made to praise and 
give thanks to the Lord--for His mercy and loving-kindness endure 
forever--whenever David praised through their ministry; the priests blew 
trumpets before them, and all Israel stood. 
ESV The priests stood at their posts; the Levites also, with the instruments 
for music to the LORD that King David had made for giving thanks to the 
LORD--for his steadfast love endures forever--whenever David offered 
praises by their ministry; opposite them the priests sounded trumpets, and 
all Israel stood. 
NIV The priests took their positions, as did the Levites with the Lord's 
musical instruments, which King David had made for praising the LORD 
and which were used when he gave thanks, saying, 'His love endures 
forever.' Opposite the Levites, the priests blew their trumpets, and all the 
Israelites were standing. 
NASB The priests stood at their posts, and the Levites also, with the 
instruments of music to the LORD, which King David had made for giving 
praise to the LORD--'for His lovingkindness is everlasting'--whenever he 
gave praise by their means, while the priests on the other side blew 
trumpets; and all Israel was standing. 
NKJV And the priests attended to their services; the Levites also with 
instruments of the music of the LORD, which King David had made to 
praise the LORD, saying, "For His mercy endures forever," whenever David 
offered praise by their ministry. The priests sounded trumpets opposite 
them, while all Israel stood. 
NLT The priests took their assigned positions, and so did the Levites who 
were singing, 'His faithful love endures forever!' They accompanied the 
singing with music from the instruments King David had made for praising 
the LORD. On the other side of the Levites, the priests blew the trumpets, 
while all Israel stood. 
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వచనము 7 

మరియు తాను చేయించిన యితత్డి బలిపీఠము దహన బలులకును నైవేదయ్ములకును కొర్వువ్కును 

చాలనందున యెహోవా మందిరము ముంగిటనునన్ నడిమి ఆవరణమును సొలొమోను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచి, 

అకక్డ దహనబలులను సమాధాన బలిపశువుల కొర్వువ్ను అరిప్ంచెను. 
KJV Moreover Solomon hallowed the middle of the court that was before 
the house of the LORD: for there he offered burnt offerings, and the fat of 
the peace offerings, because the brasen altar which Solomon had made was 
not able to receive the burnt offerings, and the meat offerings, and the fat. 
Amplified Moreover, Solomon consecrated the middle of the court that 
was before the house of the Lord, for there he offered burnt offerings and 
the fat of the peace offerings, because the bronze altar which [he] had made 
was not sufficient to receive the burnt offerings, the cereal offerings, and 
the fat. 
ESV And Solomon consecrated the middle of the court that was before the 
house of the LORD, for there he offered the burnt offering and the fat of the 
peace offerings, because the bronze altar Solomon had made could not hold 
the burnt offering and the grain offering and the fat. 
NIV Solomon consecrated the middle part of the courtyard in front of the 
temple of the LORD, and there he offered burnt offerings and the fat of the 
fellowship offerings, because the bronze altar he had made could not hold 
the burnt offerings, the grain offerings and the fat portions. 
NASB Then Solomon consecrated the middle of the court that was before 
the house of the LORD, for there he offered the burnt offerings and the fat 
of the peace offerings because the bronze altar which Solomon had made 
was not able to contain the burnt offering, the grain offering and the fat. 
NKJV Furthermore Solomon consecrated the middle of the court that was 
in front of the house of the LORD; for there he offered burnt offerings and 
the fat of the peace offerings, because the bronze altar which Solomon had 
made was not able to receive the burnt offerings, the grain offerings, and 
the fat. 
NLT Solomon then dedicated the central area of the courtyard in front of 
the LORD's Temple so they could present burnt offerings and the fat from 
peace offerings there. He did this because the bronze altar he had built 
could not handle all the burnt offerings, grain offerings, and sacrificial fat. 

వచనము 8 
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ఆ సమయమందు సొలొమోనును, అతనితో కూడ హమాతునకు పోవు మారగ్ము మొదలుకొని ఐగుపుత్ 

నదివరకునన్ దేశములో నుండి బహు గొపప్ సమూహముగా కూడివచిచ్న ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును 

ఏడు దినములు పండుగ ఆచరించి 

KJV Also at the same time Solomon kept the feast seven days, and all 
Israel with him, a very great congregation, from the entering in of Hamath 
unto the river of Egypt. 
Amplified At that time Solomon held the feast for seven days, and all 
Israel with him, a very great assembly, from the entrance of Hamath to the 
Brook of Egypt. 
ESV At that time Solomon held the feast for seven days, and all Israel with 
him, a very great assembly, from Lebo-hamath to the Brook of Egypt. 
NIV So Solomon observed the festival at that time for seven days, and all 
Israel with him--a vast assembly, people from Lebo Hamath to the Wadi of 
Egypt. 
NASB So Solomon observed the feast at that time for seven days, and all 
Israel with him, a very great assembly who came from the entrance of 
Hamath to the brook of Egypt. 
NKJV At that time Solomon kept the feast seven days, and all Israel with 
him, a very great assembly from the entrance of Hamath to the Brook of 
Egypt. 
NLT For the next seven days they celebrated the Festival of Shelters with 
huge crowds gathered from all the tribes of Israel. They came from as far 
away as Lebo-hamath in the north, to the brook of Egypt in the south. 

వచనము 9 

యెనిమిదవనాడు పండుగ ముగించిరి; ఏడు దినములు బలిపీఠమును పర్తిషఠ్చేయుచు ఏడు దినములు 

పండుగ ఆచరించిరి. 
KJV And in the eighth day they made a solemn assembly: for they kept the 
dedication of the altar seven days, and the feast seven days. 
Amplified The eighth day they made a solemn assembly, for they had kept 
the dedication of the altar and the feast, each for seven days. 
ESV And on the eighth day they held a solemn assembly, for they had kept 
the dedication of the altar seven days and the feast seven days. 
NIV On the eighth day they held an assembly, for they had celebrated the 
dedication of the altar for seven days and the festival for seven days more. 
NASB On the eighth day they held a solemn assembly, for the dedication of 
the altar they observed seven days and the feast seven days. 
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NKJV And on the eighth day they held a sacred assembly, for they 
observed the dedication of the altar seven days, and the feast seven days. 
NLT On the eighth day they had a closing ceremony, for they had 
celebrated the dedication of the altar for seven days and the Festival of 
Shelters for seven days. 

వచనము 10 

ఏడవ నెల యిరువది మూడవ దినమందు దావీదునకును సొలొమోనునకును తన జనులైన 

ఇశార్యేలీయులకును యెహోవా చేసిన మేలుల విషయమై సంతోషించుచును మనోతాస్హము 

నొందుచును, ఎవరి గుడారములకు వారు వెళుల్నటుల్ అతడు జనులకు సెలవిచిచ్ వారిని పంపివేసెను. 
KJV And on the three and twentieth day of the seventh month he sent the 
people away into their tents, glad and merry in heart for the goodness that 
the LORD had shewed unto David, and to Solomon, and to Israel his 
people. 
Amplified And on the twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the 
people away to their homes, glad and merry in heart for the goodness that 
the Lord had shown to David, to Solomon, and to Israel His people. 
ESV On the twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the people away 
to their homes, joyful and glad of heart for the prosperity that the LORD 
had granted to David and to Solomon and to Israel his people. 
NIV On the twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the people to 
their homes, joyful and glad in heart for the good things the LORD had 
done for David and Solomon and for his people Israel. 
NASB Then on the twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the 
people to their tents, rejoicing and happy of heart because of the goodness 
that the LORD had shown to David and to Solomon and to His people 
Israel. 
NKJV On the twenty-third day of the seventh month he sent the people 
away to their tents, joyful and glad of heart for the good that the LORD had 
done for David, for Solomon, and for His people Israel. 
NLT Then at the end of the celebration, Solomon sent the people home. 
They were all joyful and happy because the LORD had been so good to 
David and Solomon and to his people Israel. 

వచనము 11 
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ఆ పర్కారము సొలొమోను యెహోవా మందిరమును రాజనగరును కటిట్ంచి, యెహోవా 

మందిరమందును తన నగరునందును చేయుటకు తాను ఆలోచించినదంతయు ఏ లోపము లేకుండ 

నెరవేరిచ్ పని ముగించెను. 
KJV Thus Solomon finished the house of the LORD, and the king's house: 
and all that came into Solomon's heart to make in the house of the LORD, 
and in his own house, he prosperously effected. 
Amplified Thus Solomon finished the Lord's house and the king's house; 
all that [he] had planned to do in the Lord's house and his own house he 
accomplished successfully. 
ESV Thus Solomon finished the house of the LORD and the king's house. 
All that Solomon had planned to do in the house of the LORD and in his 
own house he successfully accomplished. 
NIV When Solomon had finished the temple of the LORD and the royal 
palace, and had succeeded in carrying out all he had in mind to do in the 
temple of the LORD and in his own palace, 
NASB Thus Solomon finished the house of the LORD and the king's 
palace, and successfully completed all that he had planned on doing in the 
house of the LORD and in his palace. 
NKJV Thus Solomon finished the house of the LORD and the king's house; 
and Solomon successfully accomplished all that came into his heart to make 
in the house of the LORD and in his own house. 
NLT So Solomon finished building the Temple of the LORD, as well as the 
royal palace. He completed everything he had planned to do. 

వచనము 12 

అపుప్డు యెహోవా రాతిర్యందు సొలొమోనునకు పర్తయ్క్షమై యీలాగు సెలవిచెచ్ను నేను నీ వినన్పము 

నంగీకరించి యీ సథ్లమును నాకు బలులు అరిప్ంచు మందిరముగా కోరుకొంటిని. 
KJV And the LORD appeared to Solomon by night, and said unto him, I 
have heard thy prayer, and have chosen this place to myself for an house of 
sacrifice. 
Amplified And the Lord appeared to Solomon by night and said to him: I 
have heard your prayer and have chosen this place for Myself as a house of 
sacrifice. 
ESV Then the LORD appeared to Solomon in the night and said to him: "I 
have heard your prayer and have chosen this place for myself as a house of 
sacrifice. 
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NIV the LORD appeared to him at night and said: 'I have heard your 
prayer and have chosen this place for myself as a temple for sacrifices. 
NASB Then the LORD appeared to Solomon at night and said to him, 'I 
have heard your prayer and have chosen this place for Myself as a house of 
sacrifice. 
NKJV Then the LORD appeared to Solomon by night, and said to him: "I 
have heard your prayer, and have chosen this place for Myself as a house of 
sacrifice. 
NLT Then one night the LORD appeared to Solomon and said, 'I have 
heard your prayer and have chosen this Temple as the place for making 
sacrifices. 

వచనము 13 

వాన కురియకుండ నేను ఆకాశమును మూసివేసినపుప్డే గాని, దేశమును నాశనము చేయుటకు 

మిడతలకు సెలవిచిచ్నపుప్డే గాని, నా జనులమీదికి తెగులు రపిప్ంచినపుప్డే గాని, 
KJV If I shut up heaven that there be no rain, or if I command the locusts 
to devour the land, or if I send pestilence among my people; 
Amplified If I shut up heaven so no rain falls, or if I command locusts to 
devour the land, or if I send pestilence among My people, 
ESV When I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or command the 
locust to devour the land, or send pestilence among my people, 
NIV 'When I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or command 
locusts to devour the land or send a plague among my people, 
NASB 'If I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or if I command the 
locust to devour the land, or if I send pestilence among My people, 
NKJV When I shut up heaven and there is no rain, or command the locusts 
to devour the land, or send pestilence among My people, 
NLT At times I might shut up the heavens so that no rain falls, or I might 
command locusts to devour your crops, or I might send plagues among you. 

వచనము 14 

నా పేరు పెటట్బడిన నా జనులు తముమ్తాము తగిగ్ంచుకొని పార్రథ్నచేసి ననున్ వెదకి తమ 

చెడుమారగ్ములను విడిచినయెడల, ఆకాశమునుండి నేను వారి పార్రథ్నను విని, వారి పాపమును 

క్షమించి, వారి దేశమును సవ్సథ్పరచుదును. 
KJV If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, 
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I 
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land. 
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Amplified If My people, who are called by My name, shall humble 
themselves, pray, seek, crave, and require of necessity My face and turn 
from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven, forgive their sin, and 
heal their land. 
ESV if my people who are called by my name humble themselves, and pray 
and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from 
heaven and will forgive their sin and heal their land. 
NIV if my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and 
pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear 
from heaven and will forgive their sin and will heal their land. 
NASB and My people who are called by My name humble themselves and 
pray and seek My face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear 
from heaven, will forgive their sin and will heal their land. 
NKJV if My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, 
and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will 
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land. 
NLT Then if my people who are called by my name will humble themselves 
and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, I will hear 
from heaven and will forgive their sins and heal their land. 

వచనము 15 

ఈ సథ్లమందు చేయబడు పార్రథ్నమీద నా కనుదృషిట్ నిలుచును, నా చెవులు దానిని ఆలకించును, 
KJV Now mine eyes shall be open, and mine ears attent unto the prayer 
that is made in this place. 
Amplified Now My eyes will be open and My ears attentive to prayer 
offered in this place. 
ESV Now my eyes will be open and my ears attentive to the prayer that is 
made in this place. 
NIV Now my eyes will be open and my ears attentive to the prayers offered 
in this place. 
NASB 'Now My eyes will be open and My ears attentive to the prayer 
offered in this place. 
NKJV Now My eyes will be open and My ears attentive to prayer made in 
this place. 
NLT I will listen to every prayer made in this place, 

వచనము 16 
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నా పేరు ఈ మందిరమునకు నితయ్ము ఉండునటుల్గా నేను దాని కోరుకొని పరిశుదధ్పరచితిని, నా 

దృషిట్యు నా మనసుస్ను నితయ్ము దానిమీద నుండును. 
KJV For now have I chosen and sanctified this house, that my name may 
be there for ever: and mine eyes and mine heart shall be there perpetually. 
Amplified For I have chosen and sanctified (set apart for holy use) this 
house, that My Name may be here forever, and My eyes and My heart will 
be here perpetually. 
ESV For now I have chosen and consecrated this house that my name may 
be there forever. My eyes and my heart will be there for all time. 
NIV I have chosen and consecrated this temple so that my Name may be 
there forever. My eyes and my heart will always be there. 
NASB 'For now I have chosen and consecrated this house that My name 
may be there forever, and My eyes and My heart will be there perpetually. 
NKJV For now I have chosen and sanctified this house, that My name may 
be there forever; and My eyes and My heart will be there perpetually. 
NLT for I have chosen this Temple and set it apart to be my home forever. 
My eyes and my heart will always be here. 

వచనము 17 

నీ తండిర్యైన దావీదు నడచినటుల్గా నీవును నా కనుకూలవరత్నుడవై నడచి, నేను నీకాజాఞ్పించిన 

దానియంతటి పర్కారముచేసి, నా కటట్డలను నా నాయ్యవిధులను అనుసరించినయెడల 

KJV And as for thee, if thou wilt walk before me, as David thy father 
walked, and do according to all that I have commanded thee, and shalt 
observe my statutes and my judgments; 
Amplified As for you [Solomon], if you will walk before me as David your 
father walked, and do all I have commanded you, and observe My statutes 
and My ordinances, 
ESV And as for you, if you will walk before me as David your father walked, 
doing according to all that I have commanded you and keeping my statutes 
and my rules, 
NIV 'As for you, if you walk before me as David your father did, and do all I 
command, and observe my decrees and laws, 
NASB 'As for you, if you walk before Me as your father David walked, even 
to do according to all that I have commanded you, and will keep My 
statutes and My ordinances, 
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NKJV As for you, if you walk before Me as your father David walked, and 
do according to all that I have commanded you, and if you keep My statutes 
and My judgments, 
NLT 'As for you, if you follow me as your father, David, did and obey all my 
commands, laws, and regulations, 

వచనము 18 

ఇశార్యేలీయులను ఏలుటకు సవ్సంతతివాడు ఒకడు నీకుండకపోడని నేను నీ తండిర్యైన దావీదుతో 

చేసియునన్ నిబంధననుబటిట్ నేను నీ రాజయ్సింహాసనమును సిథ్రపరచుదును. 
KJV Then will I stablish the throne of thy kingdom, according as I have 
covenanted with David thy father, saying, There shall not fail thee a man to 
be ruler in Israel. 
Amplified Then I will establish the throne of your kingdom, as I 
covenanted with David your father, saying, There shall not fail you a man to 
be ruler in Israel. 
ESV then I will establish your royal throne, as I covenanted with David 
your father, saying, 'You shall not lack a man to rule Israel.' 
NIV I will establish your royal throne, as I covenanted with David your 
father when I said, 'You shall never fail to have a man to rule over Israel.' 
NASB then I will establish your royal throne as I covenanted with your 
father David, saying, 'You shall not lack a man to be ruler in Israel.' 
NKJV then I will establish the throne of your kingdom, as I covenanted 
with David your father, saying, "You shall not fail to have a man as ruler in 
Israel.' 
NLT then I will not let anyone take away your throne. This is the same 
promise I gave your father, David, when I said, `You will never fail to have 
a successor who rules over Israel.' 

వచనము 19 

అయితే మీరు తోర్వ తపిప్, నేను మీకు నియమించిన కటట్డలను ఆజఞ్లను విడచి, యితర దేవతలను 

అనుసరించి వాటికి పూజానమసాక్రములు చేసినయెడల 

KJV But if ye turn away, and forsake my statutes and my commandments, 
which I have set before you, and shall go and serve other gods, and worship 
them; 
Amplified But if you [people] turn away and forsake My statutes and My 
commandments which I have set before you and go and serve other gods 
and worship them, 
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ESV "But if you turn aside and forsake my statutes and my commandments 
that I have set before you, and go and serve other gods and worship them, 
NIV 'But if you turn away and forsake the decrees and commands I have 
given you and go off to serve other gods and worship them, 
NASB 'But if you turn away and forsake My statutes and My 
commandments which I have set before you, and go and serve other gods 
and worship them, 
NKJV "But if you turn away and forsake My statutes and My 
commandments which I have set before you, and go and serve other gods, 
and worship them, 
NLT 'But if you abandon me and disobey the laws and commands I have 
given you, and if you go and worship other gods, 

వచనము 20 

నేను మీకిచిచ్న నా దేశములోనుండి మిముమ్ను పెలల్గించి, నా నామమునకు నేను పరిశుదధ్పరచిన యీ 

మందిరమును నా సనిన్ధినుండి తీసివేసి, సమసత్ జనములలో దానిని సామెత కాసప్దముగాను నింద 

కాసప్దముగాను చేయుదును. 
KJV Then will I pluck them up by the roots out of my land which I have 
given them; and this house, which I have sanctified for my name, will I cast 
out of my sight, and will make it to be a proverb and a byword among all 
nations. 
Amplified Then will I pluck [Israel] up by the roots out of My land which I 
have given [them]; and this house which I have hallowed for My Name will 
I cast out of My sight, and will make it to be a proverb and a byword among 
all nations. 
ESV then I will pluck you up from my land that I have given you, and this 
house that I have consecrated for my name, I will cast out of my sight, and I 
will make it a proverb and a byword among all peoples. 
NIV then I will uproot Israel from my land, which I have given them, and 
will reject this temple I have consecrated for my Name. I will make it a 
byword and an object of ridicule among all peoples. 
NASB then I will uproot you from My land which I have given you, and this 
house which I have consecrated for My name I will cast out of My sight and 
I will make it a proverb and a byword among all peoples. 
NKJV then I will uproot them from My land which I have given them; and 
this house which I have sanctified for My name I will cast out of My sight, 
and will make it a proverb and a byword among all peoples. 
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NLT then I will uproot the people of Israel from this land of mine that I 
have given them. I will reject this Temple that I have set apart to honor my 
name. I will make it a spectacle of contempt among the nations. 

వచనము 21 

అపుప్డు పర్ఖాయ్తి నొందిన యీ మందిరమారగ్మున పోవు పర్యాణసుథ్లందరును విసమ్యమొంది 

యెహోవా ఈ దేశమునకును ఈ మందిరమునకును ఎందుకు ఈ పర్కారముగా చేసెనని యడుగగా 

KJV And this house, which is high, shall be an astonishment to every one 
that passeth by it; so that he shall say, Why hath the LORD done thus unto 
this land, and unto this house? 
Amplified And this house, which was so high, shall be an astonishment to 
everyone passing it, and they will say, Why has the Lord done thus to this 
land and to this house? 
ESV And at this house, which was exalted, everyone passing by will be 
astonished and say, 'Why has the LORD done thus to this land and to this 
house?' 
NIV And though this temple is now so imposing, all who pass by will be 
appalled and say, 'Why has the LORD done such a thing to this land and to 
this temple?' 
NASB 'As for this house, which was exalted, everyone who passes by it will 
be astonished and say, 'Why has the LORD done thus to this land and to 
this house?' 
NKJV "And as for this house, which is exalted, everyone who passes by it 
will be astonished and say, "Why has the LORD done thus to this land and 
this house?' 
NLT And though this Temple is impressive now, it will become an 
appalling sight to all who pass by. They will ask, `Why has the LORD done 
such terrible things to his land and to his Temple?' 

వచనము 22 

జనులు ఈ దేశసుథ్లు తమ పితరులను ఐగుపుత్ దేశమునుండి రపిప్ంచిన తమ దేవుడైన యెహోవాను 

విసరిజ్ంచి యితర దేవతలను అనుసరించి వాటికి పూజానమసాక్రములు చేసినందున యెహోవా ఈ 

కీడంతయు వారిమీదికి రపిప్ంచెనని పర్తుయ్తత్రమిచెచ్దరు. 
KJV And it shall be answered, Because they forsook the LORD God of their 
fathers, which brought them forth out of the land of Egypt, and laid hold on 
other gods, and worshipped them, and served them: therefore hath he 
brought all this evil upon them. 
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Amplified Then men will say, Because they forsook the Lord, the God of 
their fathers, Who brought them out of Egypt, and they laid hold of other 
gods and worshiped and served them; therefore has He brought all this evil 
upon them. 
ESV Then they will say, 'Because they abandoned the LORD, the God of 
their fathers who brought them out of the land of Egypt and laid hold on 
other gods and worshiped them and served them. Therefore he has brought 
all this disaster on them.'" 
NIV People will answer, 'Because they have forsaken the LORD, the God of 
their fathers, who brought them out of Egypt, and have embraced other 
gods, worshiping and serving them--that is why he brought all this disaster 
on them.'' 
NASB 'And they will say, 'Because they forsook the LORD, the God of their 
fathers who brought them from the land of Egypt, and they adopted other 
gods and worshiped them and served them; therefore He has brought all 
this adversity on them.'' 
NKJV Then they will answer, "Because they forsook the LORD God of their 
fathers, who brought them out of the land of Egypt, and embraced other 
gods, and worshiped them and served them; therefore He has brought all 
this calamity on them."' 
NLT And the answer will be, `Because his people abandoned the LORD, 
the God of their ancestors, who brought them out of Egypt, and they 
worshiped other gods instead. That is why he brought all these disasters 
upon them.' ' 
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వచనము 1 

సొలొమోను యెహోవా మందిరమును తన నగరును కటిట్ంచిన యిరువది సంవతస్రముల కాలము 

తీరిన తరువాత 

KJV And it came to pass at the end of twenty years, wherein Solomon had 
built the house of the LORD, and his own house, 
Amplified AT THE end of twenty years, in which Solomon had built the 
house of the Lord and his own house, 
ESV At the end of twenty years, in which Solomon had built the house of 
the LORD and his own house, 
NIV At the end of twenty years, during which Solomon built the temple of 
the LORD and his own palace, 
NASB Now it came about at the end of the twenty years in which Solomon 
had built the house of the LORD and his own house 
NKJV It came to pass at the end of twenty years, when Solomon had built 
the house of the LORD and his own house, 
NLT It was now twenty years since Solomon had become king, and the 
great building projects of the LORD's Temple and his own royal palace were 
completed. 

వచనము 2 

హీరాము తనకిచిచ్న పటట్ణములను సొలొమోను కటిట్ంచి వాటిలో ఇశార్యేలీయులను 

కాపురముంచెను. 
KJV That the cities which Huram had restored to Solomon, Solomon built 
them, and caused the children of Israel to dwell there. 
Amplified The cities which Huram had given to [him] Solomon rebuilt 
and fortified, and caused the Israelites to dwell there. 
ESV Solomon rebuilt the cities that Hiram had given to him, and settled 
the people of Israel in them. 
NIV Solomon rebuilt the villages that Hiram had given him, and settled 
Israelites in them. 
NASB that he built the cities which Huram had given to him, and settled 
the sons of Israel there. 
NKJV that the cities which Hiram had given to Solomon, Solomon built 
them; and he settled the children of Israel there. 
NLT Solomon now turned his attention to rebuilding the towns that King 
Hiram had given him, and he settled Israelites in them. 
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వచనము 3 

తరువాత సొలొమోను హమాతుసొబా అను సథ్లమునకు పోయి దానిని పటుట్కొనెను. 
KJV And Solomon went to Hamathzobah, and prevailed against it. 
Amplified And Solomon took Hamath-zobah. 
ESV And Solomon went to Hamath-zobah and took it. 
NIV Solomon then went to Hamath Zobah and captured it. 
NASB Then Solomon went to Hamath-zobah and captured it. 
NKJV And Solomon went to Hamath Zobah and seized it. 
NLT It was at this time, too, that Solomon fought against the city of 
Hamath-zobah and conquered it. 

వచనము 4 

మరియు అరణయ్మందుండు తదోమ్రుకును హమాతు దేశమందు ఖజానా ఉంచు పటట్ణములనిన్టికిని 

పార్కారములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he built Tadmor in the wilderness, and all the store cities, which 
he built in Hamath. 
Amplified He built Tadmor in the wilderness and all his store cities in 
Hamath. 
ESV He built Tadmor in the wilderness and all the store cities that he built 
in Hamath. 
NIV He also built up Tadmor in the desert and all the store cities he had 
built in Hamath. 
NASB He built Tadmor in the wilderness and all the storage cities which 
he had built in Hamath. 
NKJV He also built Tadmor in the wilderness, and all the storage cities 
which he built in Hamath. 
NLT He rebuilt Tadmor in the desert and built towns in the region of 
Hamath as supply centers. 

వచనము 5 

ఇదియు గాక అతడు ఎగువ బేత హోరోను దిగువ బేత హోరోను గవునులు అడ డ్గడలుగల పార్కార 

పటట్ణములుగా కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV Also he built Bethhoron the upper, and Bethhoron the nether, fenced 
cities, with walls, gates, and bars; 
Amplified Also he built Upper Beth-horon and Lower Beth-horon, 
fortified cities with walls, gates, and bars, 
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ESV He also built Upper Beth-horon and Lower Beth-horon, fortified cities 
with walls, gates, and bars, 
NIV He rebuilt Upper Beth Horon and Lower Beth Horon as fortified 
cities, with walls and with gates and bars, 
NASB He also built upper Beth-horon and lower Beth-horon, fortified 
cities with walls, gates and bars; 
NKJV He built Upper Beth Horon and Lower Beth Horon, fortified cities 
with walls, gates, and bars, 
NLT He fortified the cities of Upper Beth-horon and Lower Beth-horon, 
rebuilding their walls and installing barred gates. 

వచనము 6 

బయలతును, ఖజానా ఉంచు పటట్ణములనిన్టిని, రథములుంచు పటట్ణములనిన్టిని, గుఱఱ్పు 

రౌతులుండు పటట్ణములనిన్టిని కటిట్ంచెను. మరియు యెరూషలేమునందును లెబానోనునందును 

తాను ఏలు దేశములనిన్టియందును పార్కారపురములుగా కటిట్ంచవలెనని తానుదేద్శించిన 

పటట్ణములనిన్టిని సొలొమోను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And Baalath, and all the store cities that Solomon had, and all the 
chariot cities, and the cities of the horsemen, and all that Solomon desired 
to build in Jerusalem, and in Lebanon, and throughout all the land of his 
dominion. 
Amplified And Baalath and all the store cities [he] had, and all the cities 
for his chariots and the cities for his horsemen, and all that Solomon 
desired to build in Jerusalem, in Lebanon, and in all his dominion. 
ESV and Baalath, and all the store cities that Solomon had and all the cities 
for his chariots and the cities for his horsemen, and whatever Solomon 
desired to build in Jerusalem, in Lebanon, and in all the land of his 
dominion. 
NIV as well as Baalath and all his store cities, and all the cities for his 
chariots and for his horses --whatever he desired to build in Jerusalem, in 
Lebanon and throughout all the territory he ruled. 
NASB and Baalath and all the storage cities that Solomon had, and all the 
cities for his chariots and cities for his horsemen, and all that it pleased 
Solomon to build in Jerusalem, in Lebanon, and in all the land under his 
rule. 
NKJV also Baalath and all the storage cities that Solomon had, and all the 
chariot cities and the cities of the cavalry, and all that Solomon desired to 
build in Jerusalem, in Lebanon, and in all the land of his dominion. 
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NLT He also rebuilt Baalath and other supply centers at this time and 
constructed cities where his chariots and horses could be kept. He built to 
his heart's content in Jerusalem and Lebanon and throughout the entire 
realm. 

వచనము 7 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల సంబంధులు కాని హితీత్యులలోనుండియు అమోరీయులలోనుండియు, 

పెరిజీజ్యులలోనుండియు, హివీవ్యులలోనుండియు, యెబూసీయులలోనుండియు, శేషించియునన్ 

సకల జనులను 

KJV As for all the people that were left of the Hittites, and the Amorites, 
and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites, which were not of 
Israel, 
Amplified All the people who were left of the Hittites, Amorites, 
Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites, who were not of Israel, 
ESV All the people who were left of the Hittites, the Amorites, the 
Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, who were not of Israel, 
NIV All the people left from the Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites and 
Jebusites (these peoples were not Israelites), 
NASB All of the people who were left of the Hittites, the Amorites, the 
Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites, who were not of Israel, 
NKJV All the people who were left of the Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, 
Hivites, and Jebusites, who were not of Israel-- 
NLT There were still some people living in the land who were not 
Israelites, including Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites. 

వచనము 8 

ఇశార్యేలీయులు నాశనముచేయక వదలివేసిన ఆ యా జనుల సంతతివారిని సొలొమోను 

నేటివరకును తనకు వెటిట్పనులు చేయువారినిగా చేసికొనియుండెను. 
KJV But of their children, who were left after them in the land, whom the 
children of Israel consumed not, them did Solomon make to pay tribute 
until this day. 
Amplified But descendants of those who were left in the land, whom the 
Israelites had not destroyed--of them Solomon made a levy for forced labor 
to this day. 
ESV from their descendants who were left after them in the land, whom 
the people of Israel had not destroyed--these Solomon drafted as forced 
labor, and so they are to this day. 
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NIV that is, their descendants remaining in the land, whom the Israelites 
had not destroyed--these Solomon conscripted for his slave labor force, as it 
is to this day. 
NASB namely, from their descendants who were left after them in the land 
whom the sons of Israel had not destroyed, them Solomon raised as forced 
laborers to this day. 
NKJV that is, their descendants who were left in the land after them, 
whom the children of Israel did not destroy--from these Solomon raised 
forced labor, as it is to this day. 
NLT These were descendants of the nations that Israel had not completely 
destroyed. So Solomon conscripted them for his labor force, and they serve 
in the labor force to this day. 

వచనము 9 

అయితే ఇశార్యేలీయులలో ఒకనినైనను సొలొమోను తన పనిచేయుటకు దాసునిగా నియమింపలేదు; 

వారిని యోధులుగాను తన అధిపతులలో పర్ధానులుగాను రథములకును గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులకును 

అధిపతులుగాను నియమించెను. 
KJV But of the children of Israel did Solomon make no servants for his 
work; but they were men of war, and chief of his captains, and captains of 
his chariots and horsemen. 
Amplified But of the Israelites Solomon made no slaves for his work; but 
they were men of war, chiefs of his captains, and captains of his chariots 
and horsemen. 
ESV But of the people of Israel Solomon made no slaves for his work; they 
were soldiers, and his officers, the commanders of his chariots, and his 
horsemen. 
NIV But Solomon did not make slaves of the Israelites for his work; they 
were his fighting men, commanders of his captains, and commanders of his 
chariots and charioteers. 
NASB But Solomon did not make slaves for his work from the sons of 
Israel; they were men of war, his chief captains and commanders of his 
chariots and his horsemen. 
NKJV But Solomon did not make the children of Israel servants for his 
work. Some were men of war, captains of his officers, captains of his 
chariots, and his cavalry. 
NLT But Solomon did not conscript any of the Israelites for forced labor. 
Instead, he assigned them to serve as fighting men, officers in his army, 
commanders of his chariots, and charioteers. 
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వచనము 10 

వీరిలో శేర్షుఠ్లైన రెండువందల ఏబదిమంది రాజైన సొలొమోను కిర్ంద అధిపతులై పర్జలమీద 

అధికారులై యుండిరి. 
KJV And these were the chief of king Solomon's officers, even two hundred 
and fifty, that bare rule over the people. 
Amplified These were the chiefs of King Solomon's officers, 250 in 
authority over the people. 
ESV And these were the chief officers of King Solomon, 250, who exercised 
authority over the people. 
NIV They were also King Solomon's chief officials--two hundred and fifty 
officials supervising the men. 
NASB These were the chief officers of King Solomon, two hundred and 
fifty who ruled over the people. 
NKJV And others were chiefs of the officials of King Solomon: two 
hundred and fifty, who ruled over the people. 
NLT King Solomon also appointed 250 of them to supervise the various 
projects. 

వచనము 11 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల రాజైన దావీదు నగరునందు నా భారయ్ నివాసము చేయవలదు, యెహోవా 

మందసమునన్ సథ్లములు పర్తిషిఠ్తములు అని చెపిప్, సొలొమోను ఫరో కుమారెత్ను దావీదు 

పటట్ణమునుండి తాను ఆమె కొరకు కటిట్ంచిన నగరునకు రపిప్ంచెను. 
KJV And Solomon brought up the daughter of Pharaoh out of the city of 
David unto the house that he had built for her: for he said, My wife shall not 
dwell in the house of David king of Israel, because the places are holy, 
whereunto the ark of the LORD hath come. 
Amplified Solomon brought the daughter of Pharaoh out of the City of 
David into the house he had built for her, for he said, My wife shall not 
dwell in the house of David king of Israel, because the places are holy to 
which the ark of the Lord has come. 
ESV Solomon brought Pharaoh's daughter up from the city of David to the 
house that he had built for her, for he said, "My wife shall not live in the 
house of David king of Israel, for the places to which the ark of the LORD 
has come are holy." 
NIV Solomon brought Pharaoh's daughter up from the City of David to the 
palace he had built for her, for he said, 'My wife must not live in the palace 
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of David king of Israel, because the places the ark of the LORD has entered 
are holy.' 
NASB Then Solomon brought Pharaoh's daughter up from the city of 
David to the house which he had built for her, for he said, 'My wife shall not 
dwell in the house of David king of Israel, because the places are holy where 
the ark of the LORD has entered.' 
NKJV Now Solomon brought the daughter of Pharaoh up from the City of 
David to the house he had built for her, for he said, "My wife shall not dwell 
in the house of David king of Israel, because the places to which the ark of 
the LORD has come are holy." 
NLT Solomon moved his wife, Pharaoh's daughter, from the City of David 
to the new palace he had built for her. He said, 'My wife must not live in 
King David's palace, for the Ark of the LORD has been there, and it is holy 
ground.' 

వచనము 12 

అది మొదలుకొని సొలొమోను తాను మంటపము ఎదుట కటిట్ంచిన యెహోవా బలిపీఠముమీద 

దహనబలులు అరిప్ంచుచు వచెచ్ను. అతడు అనుదిన నిరణ్యముచొపుప్న 

KJV Then Solomon offered burnt offerings unto the LORD on the altar of 
the LORD, which he had built before the porch, 
Amplified Then Solomon offered burnt offerings to the Lord on the Lord's 
altar which he had built before the [temple] porch or vestibule, 
ESV Then Solomon offered up burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar of 
the LORD that he had built before the vestibule, 
NIV On the altar of the LORD that he had built in front of the portico, 
Solomon sacrificed burnt offerings to the LORD, 
NASB Then Solomon offered burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar of 
the LORD which he had built before the porch; 
NKJV Then Solomon offered burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar of 
the LORD which he had built before the vestibule, 
NLT Then Solomon sacrificed burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar he 
had built in front of the foyer of the Temple. 

వచనము 13 

మోషే యిచిచ్న ఆజఞ్నుబటిట్ విశార్ంతిదినములయందును, అమావాసయ్లయందును, నియామక 

కాలములయందును, సంవతస్రమునకు ముమామ్రు జరుగు పండుగలయందును, అనగా పులియని 
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రొటెట్ల పండుగయందును వారముల పండుగయందును పరణ్శాలల పండుగయందును యెహోవాకు 

దహనబలులు అరిప్ంచుచు వచెచ్ను. 
KJV Even after a certain rate every day, offering according to the 
commandment of Moses, on the sabbaths, and on the new moons, and on 
the solemn feasts, three times in the year, even in the feast of unleavened 
bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of tabernacles. 
Amplified A certain number every day, offering as Moses commanded for 
the Sabbaths, the New Moons, and the solemn feast days three times in the 
year--the Feasts of Unleavened Bread, of Weeks, and of Tabernacles. 
ESV as the duty of each day required, offering according to the 
commandment of Moses for the Sabbaths, the new moons, and the three 
annual feasts--the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the Feast of Weeks, and the 
Feast of Booths. 
NIV according to the daily requirement for offerings commanded by Moses 
for Sabbaths, New Moons and the three annual feasts--the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread, the Feast of Weeks and the Feast of Tabernacles. 
NASB and did so according to the daily rule, offering them up according to 
the commandment of Moses, for the sabbaths, the new moons and the 
three annual feasts--the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the Feast of Weeks and 
the Feast of Booths. 
NKJV according to the daily rate, offering according to the commandment 
of Moses, for the Sabbaths, the New Moons, and the three appointed yearly 
feasts--the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the Feast of Weeks, and the Feast of 
Tabernacles. 
NLT The number of sacrifices varied from day to day according to the 
commands Moses had given. Extra sacrifices were offered on the Sabbaths, 
on new moon festivals, and at the three annual festivals--the Passover 
celebration, the Festival of Harvest, and the Festival of Shelters. 

వచనము 14 

అతడు తన తండిర్యైన దావీదు చేసిన నిరణ్యమునుబటిట్ వారి వారి సేవాధరమ్ములను జరుపుకొనుటకై 

వారి వారి వంతుల చొపుప్న యాజకులను వారి సేవకును, కటట్డనుబటిట్ అనుదినమున యాజకుల 

సముఖమున సుత్తి చేయుటకును, ఉపచారకులుగా ఉండుటకును, వంతులచొపుప్న లేవీయులను, 

దావ్రములనిన్టి దగగ్ర కావలియుండుటకై వారి వారి వంతులచొపుప్న దావ్రపాలకులను 

నియమించెను; దైవజనుడైన దావీదు ఆలాగుననే యాజఞ్ ఇచిచ్యుండెను. 
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KJV And he appointed, according to the order of David his father, the 
courses of the priests to their service, and the Levites to their charges, to 
praise and minister before the priests, as the duty of every day required: the 
porters also by their courses at every gate: for so had David the man of God 
commanded. 
Amplified And he appointed, as ordered by David his father, the divisions 
of the priests for their service, and the Levites to their offices to praise and 
to serve before the priests as the duty of every day required, and the 
gatekeepers also by their divisions at every gate; for so had David the man 
of God commanded. 
ESV According to the ruling of David his father, he appointed the divisions 
of the priests for their service, and the Levites for their offices of praise and 
ministry before the priests as the duty of each day required, and the 
gatekeepers in their divisions at each gate, for so David the man of God had 
commanded. 
NIV In keeping with the ordinance of his father David, he appointed the 
divisions of the priests for their duties, and the Levites to lead the praise 
and to assist the priests according to each day's requirement. He also 
appointed the gatekeepers by divisions for the various gates, because this 
was what David the man of God had ordered. 
NASB Now according to the ordinance of his father David, he appointed 
the divisions of the priests for their service, and the Levites for their duties 
of praise and ministering before the priests according to the daily rule, and 
the gatekeepers by their divisions at every gate; for David the man of God 
had so commanded. 
NKJV And, according to the order of David his father, he appointed the 
divisions of the priests for their service, the Levites for their duties (to 
praise and serve before the priests) as the duty of each day required, and 
the gatekeepers by their divisions at each gate; for so David the man of God 
had commanded. 
NLT In assigning the priests to their duties, Solomon followed the 
regulations of his father, David. He also assigned the Levites to lead the 
people in praise and to assist the priests in their daily duties. And he 
assigned the gatekeepers to their gates by their divisions, following the 
commands of David, the man of God. 

వచనము 15 

ఏ విషయమును గూరిచ్యే గాని బొకక్సములను గూరిచ్యే గాని రాజు యాజకులకును లేవీయులకును 

చేసియునన్ నిరణ్యమునుబటిట్ వారు సమసత్మును జరుపుచువచిచ్రి 
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KJV And they departed not from the commandment of the king unto the 
priests and Levites concerning any matter, or concerning the treasures. 
Amplified And they did not turn from the command of the king to the 
priests and Levites in any respect or concerning the treasuries. 
ESV And they did not turn aside from what the king had commanded the 
priests and Levites concerning any matter and concerning the treasuries. 
NIV They did not deviate from the king's commands to the priests or to the 
Levites in any matter, including that of the treasuries. 
NASB And they did not depart from the commandment of the king to the 
priests and Levites in any manner or concerning the storehouses. 
NKJV They did not depart from the command of the king to the priests 
and Levites concerning any matter or concerning the treasuries. 
NLT Solomon did not deviate in any way from David's commands 
concerning the priests and Levites and the treasuries. 

వచనము 16 

యెహోవా మందిరమునకు పునాదివేసిన దినము మొదలుకొని అది సంపూరణ్మగువరకు సొలొమోను 

పనియంతయు చేయించెను; అపుప్డు యెహోవా మందిరము సమాపత్మాయెను. 
KJV Now all the work of Solomon was prepared unto the day of the 
foundation of the house of the LORD, and until it was finished. So the 
house of the LORD was perfected. 
Amplified Thus all the work of Solomon was prepared from the day the 
foundation of the Lord's house was laid until it was finished. So the house 
of the Lord was completed. 
ESV Thus was accomplished all the work of Solomon from the day the 
foundation of the house of the LORD was laid until it was finished. So the 
house of the LORD was completed. 
NIV All Solomon's work was carried out, from the day the foundation of 
the temple of the LORD was laid until its completion. So the temple of the 
LORD was finished. 
NASB Thus all the work of Solomon was carried out from the day of the 
foundation of the house of the LORD, and until it was finished. So the 
house of the LORD was completed. 
NKJV Now all the work of Solomon was well-ordered from the day of the 
foundation of the house of the LORD until it was finished. So the house of 
the LORD was completed. 
NLT So Solomon made sure that all the work related to building the 
Temple of the LORD was carried out, from the day its foundation was laid 
to the day of its completion. 
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వచనము 17 

సొలొమోను ఎదోము దేశముయొకక్ సముదర్పు దరినునన్ ఎసోనెగ్బెరునకును ఏలతునకును పోగా 

KJV Then went Solomon to Eziongeber, and to Eloth, at the sea side in the 
land of Edom. 
Amplified Then Solomon went to Ezion-geber and to Eloth on the shore of 
the [Red] Sea in the land of Edom. 
ESV Then Solomon went to Ezion-geber and Eloth on the shore of the sea, 
in the land of Edom. 
NIV Then Solomon went to Ezion Geber and Elath on the coast of Edom. 
NASB Then Solomon went to Ezion-geber and to Eloth on the seashore in 
the land of Edom. 
NKJV Then Solomon went to Ezion Geber and Elath on the seacoast, in 
the land of Edom. 
NLT Later Solomon went to Ezion-geber and Elath, ports in the land of 
Edom, along the shore of the Red Sea. 

వచనము 18 

హీరాము తన పనివారిదావ్రా ఓడలను ఓడ నడుపుటయందు యుకిత్ గల పనివారిని పంపెను. వీరు 

సొలొమోను పనివారితో కూడ ఓఫీరునకు పోయి అకక్డనుండి తొమిమ్దివందల మణుగుల 

బంగారమును ఎకిక్ంచుకొని రాజైన సొలొమోను నొదద్కు తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV And Huram sent him by the hands of his servants ships, and servants 
that had knowledge of the sea; and they went with the servants of Solomon 
to Ophir, and took thence four hundred and fifty talents of gold, and 
brought them to king Solomon. 
Amplified And Huram sent him by his servants ships and servants 
familiar with the sea; and they went with the servants of Solomon to Ophir 
and took from there 450 talents of gold and brought them to King Solomon. 
ESV And Hiram sent to him by the hand of his servants ships and servants 
familiar with the sea, and they went to Ophir together with the servants of 
Solomon and brought from there 450 talents of gold and brought it to King 
Solomon. 
NIV And Hiram sent him ships commanded by his own officers, men who 
knew the sea. These, with Solomon's men, sailed to Ophir and brought back 
four hundred and fifty talents of gold, which they delivered to King 
Solomon. 
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NASB And Huram by his servants sent him ships and servants who knew 
the sea; and they went with Solomon's servants to Ophir, and took from 
there four hundred and fifty talents of gold and brought them to King 
Solomon. 
NKJV And Hiram sent him ships by the hand of his servants, and servants 
who knew the sea. They went with the servants of Solomon to Ophir, and 
acquired four hundred and fifty talents of gold from there, and brought it to 
King Solomon. 
NLT Hiram sent him ships commanded by his own officers and manned by 
experienced crews of sailors. These ships sailed to the land of Ophir with 
Solomon's men and brought back to Solomon almost seventeen tons of 
gold. 
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వచనము 1 

షేబదేశపు రాణి సొలొమోనునుగూరిచ్న పర్సిదిధ్ని వినినపుప్డు గూఢమైన పర్శన్లచేత సొలొమోనును 

శోధింపవలెనని కోరి, మికిక్లి గొపప్ పరివారమును వెంటబెటుట్కొని, గంధవరగ్ములను విసాత్రము 

బంగారమును రతన్ములను ఒంటెలమీద ఎకిక్ంచుకొని యెరూషలేమునకు వచెచ్ను. ఆమె 

సొలొమోనునొదద్కు వచిచ్ తన మనసుస్లోని విషయములనిన్టిని గురించి అతనితో మాటలాడెను. 
KJV And when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she came 
to prove Solomon with hard questions at Jerusalem, with a very great 
company, and camels that bare spices, and gold in abundance, and precious 
stones: and when she was come to Solomon, she communed with him of all 
that was in her heart. 
Amplified WHEN THE queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she 
came to Jerusalem to test him with hard questions, accompanied by very 
many attendants and camels bearing spices, much gold, and precious 
stones. And when she came to Solomon, she talked with him of all that was 
on her mind. 
ESV Now when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she 
came to Jerusalem to test him with hard questions, having a very great 
retinue and camels bearing spices and very much gold and precious stones. 
And when she came to Solomon, she told him all that was on her mind. 
NIV When the queen of Sheba heard of Solomon's fame, she came to 
Jerusalem to test him with hard questions. Arriving with a very great 
caravan--with camels carrying spices, large quantities of gold, and precious 
stones--she came to Solomon and talked with him about all she had on her 
mind. 
NASB Now when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she 
came to Jerusalem to test Solomon with difficult questions. She had a very 
large retinue, with camels carrying spices and a large amount of gold and 
precious stones; and when she came to Solomon, she spoke with him about 
all that was on her heart. 
NKJV Now when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon, she 
came to Jerusalem to test Solomon with hard questions, having a very great 
retinue, camels that bore spices, gold in abundance, and precious stones; 
and when she came to Solomon, she spoke with him about all that was in 
her heart. 
NLT When the queen of Sheba heard of Solomon's reputation, she came to 
Jerusalem to test him with hard questions. She arrived with a large group of 
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attendants and a great caravan of camels loaded with spices, huge 
quantities of gold, and precious jewels. 

వచనము 2 

సొలొమోను ఆమె పర్శన్లనిన్యు ఆమెకు విడదీసి చెపెప్ను; సొలొమోను ఆమెకు పర్తుయ్తత్రము చెపప్లేని 

మరుగైన మాట యేదియు లేకపోయెను. 
KJV And Solomon told her all her questions: and there was nothing hid 
from Solomon which he told her not. 
Amplified And Solomon answered all her questions; there was nothing 
hidden from [him] which he was unable to make clear to her. 
ESV And Solomon answered all her questions. There was nothing hidden 
from Solomon that he could not explain to her. 
NIV Solomon answered all her questions; nothing was too hard for him to 
explain to her. 
NASB Solomon answered all her questions; nothing was hidden from 
Solomon which he did not explain to her. 
NKJV So Solomon answered all her questions; there was nothing so 
difficult for Solomon that he could not explain it to her. 
NLT When she met with Solomon, they talked about everything she had on 
her mind. Solomon answered all her questions; nothing was too hard for 
him to explain to her. 

వచనము 3 

షేబ దేశపు రాణి సొలొమోనునకు కలిగిన జాఞ్నమును, అతడు కటిట్ంచిన నగరును, 
KJV And when the queen of Sheba had seen the wisdom of Solomon, and 
the house that he had built, 
Amplified And when the queen of Sheba had seen Solomon's wisdom, the 
house he had built, 
ESV And when the queen of Sheba had seen the wisdom of Solomon, the 
house that he had built, 
NIV When the queen of Sheba saw the wisdom of Solomon, as well as the 
palace he had built, 
NASB When the queen of Sheba had seen the wisdom of Solomon, the 
house which he had built, 
NKJV And when the queen of Sheba had seen the wisdom of Solomon, the 
house that he had built, 
NLT When the queen of Sheba realized how wise Solomon was, and when 
she saw the palace he had built, 
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వచనము 4 

అతని బలల్మీది భోజనపదారథ్ములను, అతని సేవకులు కూరుచ్ండుటను, అతని యుపచారులు 

కనిపెటుట్టను వారి వసత్రములను, అతనికి గినెన్లనందించువారిని వారి వసత్రములను, యెహోవా 

మందిరమందు అతడు అరిప్ంచు దహనబలులను చూచినపుప్డు, ఆమె విసమ్యమొంది రాజుతో 

ఇటల్నెను 

KJV And the meat of his table, and the sitting of his servants, and the 
attendance of his ministers, and their apparel; his cupbearers also, and 
their apparel; and his ascent by which he went up into the house of the 
LORD; there was no more spirit in her. 
Amplified The food of his table, the seating of his officials, the [standing 
at] attention of his servants, their apparel, his cupbearers also and their 
apparel, and his burnt offerings which he offered at the house of the Lord, 
there was no more spirit in her. 
ESV the food of his table, the seating of his officials, and the attendance of 
his servants, and their clothing, his cupbearers, and their clothing, and his 
burnt offerings that he offered at the house of the LORD, there was no more 
breath in her. 
NIV the food on his table, the seating of his officials, the attending servants 
in their robes, the cupbearers in their robes and the burnt offerings he 
made at the temple of the LORD, she was overwhelmed. 
NASB the food at his table, the seating of his servants, the attendance of 
his ministers and their attire, his cupbearers and their attire, and his 
stairway by which he went up to the house of the LORD, she was breathless. 
NKJV the food on his table, the seating of his servants, the service of his 
waiters and their apparel, his cupbearers and their apparel, and his 
entryway by which he went up to the house of the LORD, there was no more 
spirit in her. 
NLT she was breathless. She was also amazed at the food on his tables, the 
organization of his officials and their splendid clothing, the cup-bearers and 
their robes, and the burnt offerings Solomon made at the Temple of the 
LORD. 

వచనము 5 

నీ కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు జాఞ్నమునుగూరిచ్యు నేను నా దేశమందు వినిన వరత్మానము 

నిజవరత్మానమే గాని, నేను వచిచ్ దాని కనున్లార చూచువరకు వారి మాటలను నమమ్కయుంటిని. 
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KJV And she said to the king, It was a true report which I heard in mine 
own land of thine acts, and of thy wisdom: 
Amplified She said to the king, The report which I heard in my own land 
of your acts and sayings and of your wisdom was true, 
ESV And she said to the king, "The report was true that I heard in my own 
land of your words and of your wisdom, 
NIV She said to the king, 'The report I heard in my own country about your 
achievements and your wisdom is true. 
NASB Then she said to the king, 'It was a true report which I heard in my 
own land about your words and your wisdom. 
NKJV Then she said to the king: "It was a true report which I heard in my 
own land about your words and your wisdom. 
NLT She exclaimed to the king, 'Everything I heard in my country about 
your achievements and wisdom is true! 

వచనము 6 

నీ యధిక జాఞ్నమునుగూరిచ్ సగమైనను వారు నాకు తెలుపలేదు. నినున్గూరిచ్ నేను వినినదానికంటె నీ 

కీరిత్ యెంతో హెచుచ్గానునన్ది. 
KJV Howbeit I believed not their words, until I came, and mine eyes had 
seen it: and, behold, the one half of the greatness of thy wisdom was not 
told me: for thou exceedest the fame that I heard. 
Amplified But I did not believe their words until I came and my eyes had 
seen it. Behold, the half of the greatness of your wisdom was not told me; 
you surpass the fame that I heard of you. 
ESV but I did not believe the reports until I came and my own eyes had 
seen it. And behold, half the greatness of your wisdom was not told me; you 
surpass the report that I heard. 
NIV But I did not believe what they said until I came and saw with my own 
eyes. Indeed, not even half the greatness of your wisdom was told me; you 
have far exceeded the report I heard. 
NASB 'Nevertheless I did not believe their reports until I came and my 
eyes had seen it. And behold, the half of the greatness of your wisdom was 
not told me. You surpass the report that I heard. 
NKJV However I did not believe their words until I came and saw with my 
own eyes; and indeed the half of the greatness of your wisdom was not told 
me. You exceed the fame of which I heard. 
NLT I didn't believe it until I arrived here and saw it with my own eyes. 
Truly I had not heard the half of it! Your wisdom is far greater than what I 
was told. 
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వచనము 7 

నీ సేవకుల భాగయ్ము మంచిది, ఎలల్పుప్డును నీ సముఖమున నిలిచి నీ జాఞ్నసంభాషణ వినుచుండు నీ 

సేవకులైన వీరి భాగయ్ము మంచిది. 
KJV Happy are thy men, and happy are these thy servants, which stand 
continually before thee, and hear thy wisdom. 
Amplified Happy are your wives and men, and happy are these your 
servants who stand continually before you and hear your wisdom! 
ESV Happy are your wives! Happy are these your servants, who continually 
stand before you and hear your wisdom! 
NIV How happy your men must be! How happy your officials, who 
continually stand before you and hear your wisdom! 
NASB 'How blessed are your men, how blessed are these your servants 
who stand before you continually and hear your wisdom. 
NKJV Happy are your men and happy are these your servants, who stand 
continually before you and hear your wisdom! 
NLT How happy these people must be! What a privilege for your officials to 
stand here day after day, listening to your wisdom! 

వచనము 8 

నీ దేవుడైన యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని నీవు రాజువై ఆయన సింహాసనముమీద ఆసీనుడవై యుండునటుల్ 

నీయందు అనుగర్హము చూపినందుకు నీ దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు సోత్తర్ములు కలుగునుగాక. 

ఇశార్యేలీయులను నితయ్ము సిథ్రపరచవలెననన్ దయాలోచన నీ దేవునికి కలిగియునన్ందున నీతి 

నాయ్యములను జరిగించుటకై ఆయన నినున్ వారిమీద రాజుగా నియమించెను అని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV Blessed be the LORD thy God, which delighted in thee to set thee on 
his throne, to be king for the LORD thy God: because thy God loved Israel, 
to establish them for ever, therefore made he thee king over them, to do 
judgment and justice. 
Amplified Blessed be the Lord your God, Who delighted in you and set 
you on His throne to be king for the Lord your God! Because your God 
loved Israel and would establish them forever, He made you king over 
them, to do justice and righteousness. 
ESV Blessed be the LORD your God, who has delighted in you and set you 
on his throne as king for the LORD your God! Because your God loved 
Israel and would establish them forever, he has made you king over them, 
that you may execute justice and righteousness." 
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NIV Praise be to the LORD your God, who has delighted in you and placed 
you on his throne as king to rule for the LORD your God. Because of the 
love of your God for Israel and his desire to uphold them forever, he has 
made you king over them, to maintain justice and righteousness.' 
NASB 'Blessed be the LORD your God who delighted in you, setting you on 
His throne as king for the LORD your God; because your God loved Israel 
establishing them forever, therefore He made you king over them, to do 
justice and righteousness.' 
NKJV Blessed be the LORD your God, who delighted in you, setting you on 
His throne to be king for the LORD your God! Because your God has loved 
Israel, to establish them forever, therefore He made you king over them, to 
do justice and righteousness." 
NLT The LORD your God is great indeed! He delights in you and has 
placed you on the throne to rule for him. Because God loves Israel so much 
and desires this kingdom to last forever, he has made you king so you can 
rule with justice and righteousness.' 

వచనము 9 

ఆమె రాజునకు రెండువందల నలుబది మణుగుల బంగారమును విసాత్రమైన గంధవరగ్ములను 

రతన్ములను ఇచెచ్ను; షేబ దేశపు రాణి రాజైన సొలొమోనున కిచిచ్న గంధవరగ్ములతో సాటియైన 

దేదియులేదు. 
KJV And she gave the king an hundred and twenty talents of gold, and of 
spices great abundance, and precious stones: neither was there any such 
spice as the queen of Sheba gave king Solomon. 
Amplified She gave the king 120 talents of gold, a very large quantity of 
spices, and precious stones; such spice was not anywhere as that which the 
queen of Sheba gave King Solomon. 
ESV Then she gave the king 120 talents of gold, and a very great quantity of 
spices, and precious stones. There were no spices such as those that the 
queen of Sheba gave to King Solomon. 
NIV Then she gave the king 120 talents of gold, large quantities of spices, 
and precious stones. There had never been such spices as those the queen 
of Sheba gave to King Solomon. 
NASB Then she gave the king one hundred and twenty talents of gold and 
a very great amount of spices and precious stones; there had never been 
spice like that which the queen of Sheba gave to King Solomon. 
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NKJV And she gave the king one hundred and twenty talents of gold, 
spices in great abundance, and precious stones; there never were any spices 
such as those the queen of Sheba gave to King Solomon. 
NLT Then she gave the king a gift of nine thousand pounds of gold, and 
great quantities of spices and precious jewels. Never before had there been 
spices as fine as those the queen of Sheba gave to Solomon. 

వచనము 10 

ఇదియుగాక ఓఫీరునుండి బంగారము తెచిచ్న హీరాము పనివారును సొలొమోను పనివారును 

చందనపు మార్నులను పర్శసత్మైన రతన్ములనుకూడ కొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV And the servants also of Huram, and the servants of Solomon, which 
brought gold from Ophir, brought algum trees and precious stones. 
Amplified The servants of Huram and [those] of Solomon, who brought 
gold from Ophir, also brought algum trees and precious stones. 
ESV Moreover, the servants of Hiram and the servants of Solomon, who 
brought gold from Ophir, brought algum wood and precious stones. 
NIV (The men of Hiram and the men of Solomon brought gold from Ophir; 
they also brought algumwood and precious stones. 
NASB The servants of Huram and the servants of Solomon who brought 
gold from Ophir, also brought algum trees and precious stones. 
NKJV Also, the servants of Hiram and the servants of Solomon, who 
brought gold from Ophir, brought algum wood and precious stones. 
NLT (When the crews of Hiram and Solomon brought gold from Ophir, 
they also brought rich cargoes of almug wood and precious jewels. 

వచనము 11 

ఆ చందనపు మార్నులచేత రాజు యెహోవా మందిరమునకును రాజనగరునకును సౌపానములను, 

గాయకులకు తంబురలను సితారాలను చేయించెను, అటువంటి పని అంతకుముందు 

యూదాదేశమందు ఎవవ్రును చూచియుండలేదు. 
KJV And the king made of the algum trees terraces to the house of the 
LORD, and to the king's palace, and harps and psalteries for singers: and 
there were none such seen before in the land of Judah. 
Amplified The king made of the algum trees terraces or walks to the house 
of the Lord and to the king's palace, and lyres and harps for the singers; 
none such had ever been seen before in the land of Judah. 
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ESV And the king made from the algum wood supports for the house of the 
LORD and for the king's house, lyres also and harps for the singers. There 
never was seen the like of them before in the land of Judah. 
NIV The king used the algumwood to make steps for the temple of the 
LORD and for the royal palace, and to make harps and lyres for the 
musicians. Nothing like them had ever been seen in Judah.) 
NASB From the algum trees the king made steps for the house of the 
LORD and for the king's palace, and lyres and harps for the singers; and 
none like that was seen before in the land of Judah. 
NKJV And the king made walkways of the algum wood for the house of the 
LORD and for the king's house, also harps and stringed instruments for 
singers; and there were none such as these seen before in the land of Judah. 
NLT The king used the almug wood to make steps for the Temple of the 
LORD and the royal palace, and to construct harps and lyres for the 
musicians. Never before had there been such beautiful instruments in 
Judah.) 

వచనము 12 

షేబ దేశపు రాణి రాజునకు తీసికొనివచిచ్న వాటికి అతడిచిచ్న పర్తి బహుమానములు గాక ఆమె 

మకుక్వ పడి అడిగినదంతయు రాజైన సొలొమోను ఆమెకిచెచ్ను; తరువాత ఆమె తన సేవకులను 

వెంటబెటుట్కొని మరలి తన దేశమునకు వెళిల్పోయెను. 
KJV And king Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all her desire, 
whatsoever she asked, beside that which she had brought unto the king. So 
she turned, and went away to her own land, she and her servants. 
Amplified And King Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all her desire, 
whatever she asked, besides what she had brought to the king. So she with 
her servants returned to her own land. 
ESV And King Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all that she desired, 
whatever she asked besides what she had brought to the king. So she turned 
and went back to her own land with her servants. 
NIV King Solomon gave the queen of Sheba all she desired and asked for; 
he gave her more than she had brought to him. Then she left and returned 
with her retinue to her own country. 
NASB King Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all her desire which she 
requested besides a return for what she had brought to the king. Then she 
turned and went to her own land with her servants. 
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NKJV Now King Solomon gave to the queen of Sheba all she desired, 
whatever she asked, much more than she had brought to the king. So she 
turned and went to her own country, she and her servants. 
NLT King Solomon gave the queen of Sheba whatever she asked for--gifts 
of greater value than the gifts she had given him. Then she and all her 
attendants left and returned to their own land. 

వచనము 13 

గంధవరగ్ములు అముమ్ వరత్కులును ఇతర వరత్కులును కొనివచుచ్ బంగారము గాక సొలొమోనునకు 

ఏటేట వచుచ్ బంగారము వెయియ్నిన్ మూడువందల ముపప్ది రెండు మణుగుల యెతుత్. 
KJV Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six 
hundred and threescore and six talents of gold; 
Amplified Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was 
666 talents, 
ESV Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was 666 
talents of gold, 
NIV The weight of the gold that Solomon received yearly was 666 talents, 
NASB Now the weight of gold which came to Solomon in one year was 666 
talents of gold, 
NKJV The weight of gold that came to Solomon yearly was six hundred 
and sixty-six talents of gold, 
NLT Each year Solomon received about 25 tons of gold. 

వచనము 14 

అరబీదేశపు రాజులందరును దేశాధిపతులును సొలొమోనునొదద్కు బంగారమును వెండియు 

తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV Beside that which chapmen and merchants brought. And all the kings 
of Arabia and governors of the country brought gold and silver to Solomon. 
Amplified Besides what traders and merchants brought; and all the kings 
of Arabia and governors of the country brought gold and silver to Solomon. 
ESV besides that which the explorers and merchants brought. And all the 
kings of Arabia and the governors of the land brought gold and silver to 
Solomon. 
NIV not including the revenues brought in by merchants and traders. Also 
all the kings of Arabia and the governors of the land brought gold and silver 
to Solomon. 
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NASB besides that which the traders and merchants brought; and all the 
kings of Arabia and the governors of the country brought gold and silver to 
Solomon. 
NKJV besides what the traveling merchants and traders brought. And all 
the kings of Arabia and governors of the country brought gold and silver to 
Solomon. 
NLT This did not include the additional revenue he received from 
merchants and traders. All the kings of Arabia and the governors of the 
land also brought gold and silver to Solomon. 

వచనము 15 

రాజైన సొలొమోను సాగగొటిట్న బంగారముతో అలుగులుగల రెండువందల డాళల్ను చేయించెను; 

ఒకొక్క డాలునకు ఆరువందల తులముల బంగారము పటెట్ను. 
KJV And king Solomon made two hundred targets of beaten gold: six 
hundred shekels of beaten gold went to one target. 
Amplified And King Solomon made 200 large shields or bucklers of 
beaten gold; 600 shekels of beaten gold went into each shield. 
ESV King Solomon made 200 large shields of beaten gold; 600 shekels of 
beaten gold went into each shield. 
NIV King Solomon made two hundred large shields of hammered gold; six 
hundred bekas of hammered gold went into each shield. 
NASB King Solomon made 200 large shields of beaten gold, using 600 
shekels of beaten gold on each large shield. 
NKJV And King Solomon made two hundred large shields of hammered 
gold; six hundred shekels of hammered gold went into each shield. 
NLT King Solomon made two hundred large shields of hammered gold, 
each containing over 15 pounds of gold. 

వచనము 16 

మరియు సాగగొటిట్న బంగారముతో మూడువందల కేడెములను చేయించెను; ఒకొక్క కేడెమునకు 

మూడువందల తులముల బంగారము పటెట్ను; వాటిని రాజు లెబానోను అరణయ్పు నగరునందుంచెను. 
KJV And three hundred shields made he of beaten gold: three hundred 
shekels of gold went to one shield. And the king put them in the house of 
the forest of Lebanon. 
Amplified And he made 300 shields of beaten gold, with 300 shekels of 
gold spread on each shield. And the king put them in the House of the 
Forest of Lebanon. 
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ESV And he made 300 shields of beaten gold; 300 shekels of gold went 
into each shield; and the king put them in the House of the Forest of 
Lebanon. 
NIV He also made three hundred small shields of hammered gold, with 
three hundred bekas of gold in each shield. The king put them in the Palace 
of the Forest of Lebanon. 
NASB He made 300 shields of beaten gold, using three hundred shekels of 
gold on each shield, and the king put them in the house of the forest of 
Lebanon. 
NKJV He also made three hundred shields of hammered gold; three 
hundred shekels of gold went into each shield. The king put them in the 
House of the Forest of Lebanon. 
NLT He also made three hundred smaller shields of hammered gold, each 
containing about 7 1/2 pounds of gold. The king placed these shields in the 
Palace of the Forest of Lebanon. 

వచనము 17 

మరియు రాజు దంతముతో ఒక గొపప్ సింహాసనము చేయించి పర్శసత్మైన బంగారముతో దాని 

పొదిగించెను. 
KJV Moreover the king made a great throne of ivory, and overlaid it with 
pure gold. 
Amplified Moreover, [he] made a great throne of ivory and overlaid it 
with pure gold. 
ESV The king also made a great ivory throne and overlaid it with pure gold. 
NIV Then the king made a great throne inlaid with ivory and overlaid with 
pure gold. 
NASB Moreover, the king made a great throne of ivory and overlaid it with 
pure gold. 
NKJV Moreover the king made a great throne of ivory, and overlaid it with 
pure gold. 
NLT Then the king made a huge ivory throne and overlaid it with pure 
gold. 

వచనము 18 

ఆ సింహాసనమునకు దానితో కలిసియునన్ ఆరు బంగారపు సోపానములును సింహాసనమునకు 

కటిట్యునన్ బంగారపు పాదపీఠమును ఉండెను, కూరుచ్ండుచోటికి ఇరుపర్కక్ల ఊతలుండెను, 

ఊతలదగగ్ర రెండు సింహములుండెను; 
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KJV And there were six steps to the throne, with a footstool of gold, which 
were fastened to the throne, and stays on each side of the sitting place, and 
two lions standing by the stays: 
Amplified There were six steps to the throne and a gold footstool attached 
to the throne, and arms on each side of the seat, with two lions standing 
beside the arms. 
ESV The throne had six steps and a footstool of gold, which were attached 
to the throne, and on each side of the seat were arm rests and two lions 
standing beside the arm rests, 
NIV The throne had six steps, and a footstool of gold was attached to it. On 
both sides of the seat were armrests, with a lion standing beside each of 
them. 
NASB There were six steps to the throne and a footstool in gold attached to 
the throne, and arms on each side of the seat, and two lions standing beside 
the arms. 
NKJV The throne had six steps, with a footstool of gold, which were 
fastened to the throne; there were armrests on either side of the place of the 
seat, and two lions stood beside the armrests. 
NLT The throne had six steps, and there was a footstool of gold attached to 
it. On both sides of the seat were armrests, with the figure of a lion standing 
on each side of the throne. 

వచనము 19 

ఆ యారు సోపానములమీద ఇరుపర్కక్ల పండెర్ండు సింహములు నిలిచియుండెను, ఏ రాజయ్మందైనను 

అటువంటి పని చేయబడలేదు. 
KJV And twelve lions stood there on the one side and on the other upon 
the six steps. There was not the like made in any kingdom. 
Amplified And twelve lions stood there one on either end of each of the six 
steps. The like of it was never made in any kingdom before. 
ESV while twelve lions stood there, one on each end of a step on the six 
steps. Nothing like it was ever made for any kingdom. 
NIV Twelve lions stood on the six steps, one at either end of each step. 
Nothing like it had ever been made for any other kingdom. 
NASB Twelve lions were standing there on the six steps on the one side 
and on the other; nothing like it was made for any other kingdom. 
NKJV Twelve lions stood there, one on each side of the six steps; nothing 
like this had been made for any other kingdom. 
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NLT Solomon made twelve other lion figures, one standing on each end of 
each of the six steps. No other throne in all the world could be compared 
with it! 

వచనము 20 

మరియు రాజైన సొలొమోనునకునన్ పానపాతర్లనిన్యును బంగారపువై యుండెను; లెబానోను 

అరణయ్పు నగరుననునన్ ఉపకరణములనిన్యు బంగారముతో చేసినవి; హీరాముయొకక్ పనివారితో 

కూడ రాజు ఓడలు తరీ ష్షుకు పోయి మూడు సంవతస్రములకు ఒక మారు బంగారము, వెండి, 

యేనుగు దంతము, కోతులు, నెమళుల్ అను సరకులతో వచుచ్చుండెను గనుక 

KJV And all the drinking vessels of king Solomon were of gold, and all the 
vessels of the house of the forest of Lebanon were of pure gold: none were 
of silver; it was not any thing accounted of in the days of Solomon. 
Amplified King Solomon's drinking vessels were all of gold, and all the 
vessels of the House of the Forest of Lebanon were of pure gold; silver was 
not counted as anything in the days of Solomon. 
ESV All King Solomon's drinking vessels were of gold, and all the vessels of 
the House of the Forest of Lebanon were of pure gold. Silver was not 
considered as anything in the days of Solomon. 
NIV All King Solomon's goblets were gold, and all the household articles in 
the Palace of the Forest of Lebanon were pure gold. Nothing was made of 
silver, because silver was considered of little value in Solomon's day. 
NASB All King Solomon's drinking vessels were of gold, and all the vessels 
of the house of the forest of Lebanon were of pure gold; silver was not 
considered valuable in the days of Solomon. 
NKJV All King Solomon's drinking vessels were gold, and all the vessels of 
the House of the Forest of Lebanon were pure gold. Not one was silver, for 
this was accounted as nothing in the days of Solomon. 
NLT All of King Solomon's drinking cups were solid gold, as were all the 
utensils in the Palace of the Forest of Lebanon. They were not made of 
silver because silver was considered of little value in Solomon's day! 

వచనము 21 

సొలొమోను దినములలో వెండి యెనిన్కకు రానిదాయెను 

KJV For the king's ships went to Tarshish with the servants of Huram: 
every three years once came the ships of Tarshish bringing gold, and silver, 
ivory, and apes, and peacocks. 
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Amplified For the king's ships went to Tarshish with Huram's servants; 
once every three years the ships of Tarshish came bringing gold, silver, 
ivory, apes, and peacocks. 
ESV For the king's ships went to Tarshish with the servants of Hiram. Once 
every three years the ships of Tarshish used to come bringing gold, silver, 
ivory, apes, and peacocks. 
NIV The king had a fleet of trading ships manned by Hiram's men. Once 
every three years it returned, carrying gold, silver and ivory, and apes and 
baboons. 
NASB For the king had ships which went to Tarshish with the servants of 
Huram; once every three years the ships of Tarshish came bringing gold 
and silver, ivory and apes and peacocks. 
NKJV For the king's ships went to Tarshish with the servants of Hiram. 
Once every three years the merchant ships came, bringing gold, silver, 
ivory, apes, and monkeys. 
NLT The king had a fleet of trading ships manned by the sailors sent by 
Hiram. Once every three years the ships returned, loaded down with gold, 
silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks. 

వచనము 22 

రాజైన సొలొమోను భూరాజులందరికంటెను ఐశవ్రయ్మందును జాఞ్నమందును అధికుడాయెను. 
KJV And king Solomon passed all the kings of the earth in riches and 
wisdom. 
Amplified King Solomon surpassed all the kings of the earth in riches and 
wisdom. 
ESV Thus King Solomon excelled all the kings of the earth in riches and in 
wisdom. 
NIV King Solomon was greater in riches and wisdom than all the other 
kings of the earth. 
NASB So King Solomon became greater than all the kings of the earth in 
riches and wisdom. 
NKJV So King Solomon surpassed all the kings of the earth in riches and 
wisdom. 
NLT So King Solomon became richer and wiser than any other king in all 
the earth. 

వచనము 23 
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దేవుడు సొలొమోనుయొకక్ హృదయమందుంచిన జాఞ్నోకుత్లను వినుటకై భూరాజులందరును అతని 

ముఖదరశ్నము చేయగోరిరి. 
KJV And all the kings of the earth sought the presence of Solomon, to hear 
his wisdom, that God had put in his heart. 
Amplified And all the kings of the earth sought the presence of Solomon 
to hear his wisdom which God had put into his mind. 
ESV And all the kings of the earth sought the presence of Solomon to hear 
his wisdom, which God had put into his mind. 
NIV All the kings of the earth sought audience with Solomon to hear the 
wisdom God had put in his heart. 
NASB And all the kings of the earth were seeking the presence of Solomon, 
to hear his wisdom which God had put in his heart. 
NKJV And all the kings of the earth sought the presence of Solomon to 
hear his wisdom, which God had put in his heart. 
NLT Kings from every nation came to visit him and to hear the wisdom 
God had given him. 

వచనము 24 

మరియు పర్తివాడును ఏటేట వెండి వసుత్వులను బంగారు వసుత్వులను వసత్రములను ఆయుధములను 

గంధవరగ్ములను గుఱఱ్ములను కంచరగాడిదలను కానుకలుగా తీసికొనివచెచ్ను. 
KJV And they brought every man his present, vessels of silver, and vessels 
of gold, and raiment, harness, and spices, horses, and mules, a rate year by 
year. 
Amplified And every man brought his tribute: silver and gold articles, 
robes, armor, spices, horses, and mules, so much year by year. 
ESV Every one of them brought his present, articles of silver and of gold, 
garments, myrrh, spices, horses, and mules, so much year by year. 
NIV Year after year, everyone who came brought a gift--articles of silver 
and gold, and robes, weapons and spices, and horses and mules. 
NASB They brought every man his gift, articles of silver and gold, 
garments, weapons, spices, horses and mules, so much year by year. 
NKJV Each man brought his present: articles of silver and gold, garments, 
armor, spices, horses, and mules, at a set rate year by year. 
NLT Year after year, everyone who came to visit brought him gifts of silver 
and gold, clothing, weapons, spices, horses, and mules. 

వచనము 25 
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రథములు నిలువయుంచు పటట్ణములలోను రాజునొదద్ యెరూషలేములోను సొలొమోనునకు 

నాలుగువేల గుఱఱ్పు సాలలును రథములును పండెర్ండువేల గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులును కలిగియుండెను. 
KJV And Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and chariots, and 
twelve thousand horsemen; whom he bestowed in the chariot cities, and 
with the king at Jerusalem. 
Amplified Solomon had 4,000 stalls for horses and chariots, and 12,000 
horsemen, stationed in chariot cities or at Jerusalem with the king. 
ESV And Solomon had 4,000 stalls for horses and chariots, and 12,000 
horsemen, whom he stationed in the chariot cities and with the king in 
Jerusalem. 
NIV Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and chariots, and twelve 
thousand horses, which he kept in the chariot cities and also with him in 
Jerusalem. 
NASB Now Solomon had 4,000 stalls for horses and chariots and 12,000 
horsemen, and he stationed them in the chariot cities and with the king in 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and chariots, and 
twelve thousand horsemen whom he stationed in the chariot cities and with 
the king at Jerusalem. 
NLT Solomon had four thousand stalls for his chariot horses and twelve 
thousand horses. He stationed many of them in the chariot cities, and some 
near him in Jerusalem. 

వచనము 26 

యూఫర్టీసు నది మొదలుకొని ఫిలిషీత్యుల దేశమువరకును ఐగుపుత్ సరిహదుద్వరకును ఉండు 

రాజులందరి పైని అతడు ఏలుబడి చేసెను. 
KJV And he reigned over all the kings from the river even unto the land of 
the Philistines, and to the border of Egypt. 
Amplified And he ruled over all the kings from the [Euphrates] River to 
the land of Philistia and to the frontier of Egypt. 
ESV And he ruled over all the kings from the Euphrates to the land of the 
Philistines and to the border of Egypt. 
NIV He ruled over all the kings from the River to the land of the 
Philistines, as far as the border of Egypt. 
NASB He was the ruler over all the kings from the Euphrates River even to 
the land of the Philistines, and as far as the border of Egypt. 
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NKJV So he reigned over all the kings from the River to the land of the 
Philistines, as far as the border of Egypt. 
NLT He ruled over all the kings from the Euphrates River to the land of the 
Philistines and the border of Egypt. 

వచనము 27 

రాజు యెరూషలేమునందు వెండి రాళల్ంత విసాత్రముగా నుండునటుల్ను, దేవదారు మార్నులు షెఫేలా 

పర్దేశముననునన్ మేడివృక్షములంత విసాత్రముగా నుండునటుల్ను చేసెను. 
KJV And the king made silver in Jerusalem as stones, and cedar trees 
made he as the sycomore trees that are in the low plains in abundance. 
Amplified The king made silver in Jerusalem as common as stones, and 
cedar wood as plentiful as sycamore trees in the lowlands. 
ESV And the king made silver as common in Jerusalem as stone, and he 
made cedar as plentiful as the sycamore of the Shephelah. 
NIV The king made silver as common in Jerusalem as stones, and cedar as 
plentiful as sycamore-fig trees in the foothills. 
NASB The king made silver as common as stones in Jerusalem, and he 
made cedars as plentiful as sycamore trees that are in the lowland. 
NKJV The king made silver as common in Jerusalem as stones, and he 
made cedar trees as abundant as the sycamores which are in the lowland. 
NLT The king made silver as plentiful in Jerusalem as stones. And valuable 
cedarwood was as common as the sycamore wood that grows in the 
foothills of Judah. 

వచనము 28 

ఐగుపుత్నుండియు సకల దేశములనుండియు సొలొమోనునకు గుఱఱ్ములు తేబడెను. 
KJV And they brought unto Solomon horses out of Egypt, and out of all 
lands. 
Amplified And they imported horses for Solomon from Egypt and from all 
lands. 
ESV And horses were imported for Solomon from Egypt and from all 
lands. 
NIV Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and from all other 
countries. 
NASB And they were bringing horses for Solomon from Egypt and from all 
countries. 
NKJV And they brought horses to Solomon from Egypt and from all lands. 
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NLT Solomon's horses were imported from Egypt and many other 
countries. 

వచనము 29 

సొలొమోను చేసిన కారయ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్ పర్వకత్యైన నాతాను రచించిన గర్ంథమందును, 

షిలోనీయుడైన అహీయా రచించిన పర్వచన గర్ంథమందును, నెబాతు కుమారుడైన 

యరొబామునుగూరిచ్ దీరఘ్దరిశ్యైన ఇదో ద్కు గర్ంథమందును వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Solomon, first and last, are they not written 
in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the prophecy of Ahijah the 
Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer against Jeroboam the son of 
Nebat? 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Solomon, from first to last, are they 
not written in the history of Nathan the prophet and in the prophecy of 
Ahijah the Shilonite and in the visions of Iddo the seer concerning 
Jeroboam the son of Nebat? 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Solomon, from first to last, are they not 
written in the history of Nathan the prophet, and in the prophecy of Ahijah 
the Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer concerning Jeroboam the 
son of Nebat? 
NIV As for the other events of Solomon's reign, from beginning to end, are 
they not written in the records of Nathan the prophet, in the prophecy of 
Ahijah the Shilonite and in the visions of Iddo the seer concerning 
Jeroboam son of Nebat? 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Solomon, from first to last, are they not 
written in the records of Nathan the prophet, and in the prophecy of Ahijah 
the Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer concerning Jeroboam the 
son of Nebat? 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Solomon, first and last, are they not 
written in the book of Nathan the prophet, in the prophecy of Ahijah the 
Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer concerning Jeroboam the son 
of Nebat? 
NLT The rest of the events of Solomon's reign, from beginning to end, are 
recorded in 'The Record of Nathan the Prophet' and in 'The Prophecy of 
Ahijah from Shiloh,' and also in 'The Visions of Iddo the Seer,' concerning 
Jeroboam son of Nebat. 

వచనము 30 
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సొలొమోను యెరూషలేమునందు ఇశార్యేలీయులందరిమీద నలుబది సంవతస్రములు ఏలుబడి 

చేసెను. 
KJV And Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel forty years. 
Amplified Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel forty years. 
ESV Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel forty years. 
NIV Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel forty years. 
NASB Solomon reigned forty years in Jerusalem over all Israel. 
NKJV Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel forty years. 
NLT Solomon ruled in Jerusalem over all Israel for forty years. 

వచనము 31 

తరువాత సొలొమోను తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచి తన తండిర్యైన దావీదు పటట్ణమందు 

పాతిపెటట్బడెను; అతనికి బదులుగా అతని కుమారుడైన రెహబాము రాజాయెను. 
KJV And Solomon slept with his fathers, and he was buried in the city of 
David his father: and Rehoboam his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified Then Solomon slept with his fathers; he was buried in the city 
of David his father. Rehoboam his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Solomon slept with his fathers and was buried in the city of David 
his father, and Rehoboam his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Then he rested with his fathers and was buried in the city of David his 
father. And Rehoboam his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB And Solomon slept with his fathers and was buried in the city of his 
father David; and his son Rehoboam reigned in his place. 
NKJV Then Solomon rested with his fathers, and was buried in the City of 
David his father. And Rehoboam his son reigned in his place. 
NLT When he died, he was buried in the city of his father, David. Then his 
son Rehoboam became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

రెహబామునకు పటాట్భిషేకము చేయుటకై ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును షెకెమునకు వెళల్గా రెహబాము 

షెకెమునకు పోయెను. 
KJV And Rehoboam went to Shechem: for to Shechem were all Israel come 
to make him king. 
Amplified REHOBOAM WENT to Shechem, for all Israel had gone to 
Shechem to make him king. 
ESV Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel had come to Shechem to 
make him king. 
NIV Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all the Israelites had gone there to 
make him king. 
NASB Then Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel had come to 
Shechem to make him king. 
NKJV And Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel had gone to 
Shechem to make him king. 
NLT Rehoboam went to Shechem, where all Israel had gathered to make 
him king. 

వచనము 2 

రాజైన సొలొమోను సమక్షమునుండి పారిపోయి ఐగుపుత్లో వాసము చేయుచునన్ నెబాతు కుమారుడైన 

యరొబాము అది విని ఐగుపుత్నుండి తిరిగిరాగా జనులు అతని పిలిపించిరి. 
KJV And it came to pass, when Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who was in 
Egypt, whither he had fled from the presence of Solomon the king, heard it, 
that Jeroboam returned out of Egypt. 
Amplified Jeroboam the son of Nebat was in Egypt, where he had fled 
from the presence of King Solomon, when he heard about the new king; so 
Jeroboam returned from Egypt. 
ESV And as soon as Jeroboam the son of Nebat heard of it (for he was in 
Egypt, where he had fled from King Solomon), then Jeroboam returned 
from Egypt. 
NIV When Jeroboam son of Nebat heard this (he was in Egypt, where he 
had fled from King Solomon), he returned from Egypt. 
NASB When Jeroboam the son of Nebat heard of it (for he was in Egypt 
where he had fled from the presence of King Solomon), Jeroboam returned 
from Egypt. 
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NKJV So it happened, when Jeroboam the son of Nebat heard it (he was in 
Egypt, where he had fled from the presence of King Solomon), that 
Jeroboam returned from Egypt. 
NLT When Jeroboam son of Nebat heard of Solomon's death, he returned 
from Egypt, for he had fled to Egypt to escape from King Solomon. 

వచనము 3 

యరొబామును ఇశార్యేలువారందరును కూడి వచిచ్ నీ తండిర్ మా కాడిని బరువుచేసెను; 
KJV And they sent and called him. So Jeroboam and all Israel came and 
spake to Rehoboam, saying, 
Amplified And the people sent for him. So Jeroboam and all Israel came 
to Rehoboam, saying, 
ESV And they sent and called him. And Jeroboam and all Israel came and 
said to Rehoboam, 
NIV So they sent for Jeroboam, and he and all Israel went to Rehoboam 
and said to him: 
NASB So they sent and summoned him. When Jeroboam and all Israel 
came, they spoke to Rehoboam, saying, 
NKJV Then they sent for him and called him. And Jeroboam and all Israel 
came and spoke to Rehoboam, saying, 
NLT The leaders of Israel sent for Jeroboam, and he and all Israel went 
together to speak with Rehoboam. 

వచనము 4 

నీ తండిర్ నియమించిన కఠిన దాసయ్మును అతడు మామీద ఉంచిన బరువైన కాడిని నీవు ఇపుప్డు 

చులుకన చేసినయెడల మేము నినున్ సేవింతుమని రెహబాముతో మనవిచేయగా 

KJV Thy father made our yoke grievous: now therefore ease thou 
somewhat the grievous servitude of thy father, and his heavy yoke that he 
put upon us, and we will serve thee. 
Amplified Your father [King Solomon] made our yoke grievous. So now 
make lighter the grievous service of your father and his heavy yoke that he 
put upon us, and we will serve you. 
ESV "Your father made our yoke heavy. Now therefore lighten the hard 
service of your father and his heavy yoke on us, and we will serve you." 
NIV 'Your father put a heavy yoke on us, but now lighten the harsh labor 
and the heavy yoke he put on us, and we will serve you.' 
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NASB 'Your father made our yoke hard; now therefore lighten the hard 
service of your father and his heavy yoke which he put on us, and we will 
serve you.' 
NKJV "Your father made our yoke heavy; now therefore, lighten the 
burdensome service of your father and his heavy yoke which he put on us, 
and we will serve you." 
NLT 'Your father was a hard master,' they said. 'Lighten the harsh labor 
demands and heavy taxes that your father imposed on us. Then we will be 
your loyal subjects.' 

వచనము 5 

అతడు మీరు మూడు దినములు తాళి మరల నాయొదద్కు రండని చెపెప్ను గనుక జనులు వెళిల్పోయిరి. 
KJV And he said unto them, Come again unto me after three days. And the 
people departed. 
Amplified Rehoboam replied, Come again to me after three days. And the 
people departed. 
ESV He said to them, "Come to me again in three days." So the people went 
away. 
NIV Rehoboam answered, 'Come back to me in three days.' So the people 
went away. 
NASB He said to them, 'Return to me again in three days.' So the people 
departed. 
NKJV So he said to them, "Come back to me after three days." And the 
people departed. 
NLT Rehoboam replied, 'Come back in three days for my answer.' So the 
people went away. 

వచనము 6 

అపుప్డు రాజైన రెహబాము తన తండిర్యైన సొలొమోను సజీవియైయుండగా అతని సమక్షమున 

నిలిచిన పెదద్లను పిలిపించి--యీ జనులకు నేనేమి పర్తుయ్తత్రమియయ్వలెను? మీరు చెపుప్ ఆలోచన ఏది 

అని అడుగగా 

KJV And king Rehoboam took counsel with the old men that had stood 
before Solomon his father while he yet lived, saying, What counsel give ye 
me to return answer to this people? 
Amplified King Rehoboam took counsel with the old men who stood 
before Solomon his father while he was alive, saying, What counsel do you 
give me in reply to the people? 
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ESV Then King Rehoboam took counsel with the old men, who had stood 
before Solomon his father while he was yet alive, saying, "How do you 
advise me to answer this people?" 
NIV Then King Rehoboam consulted the elders who had served his father 
Solomon during his lifetime. 'How would you advise me to answer these 
people?' he asked. 
NASB Then King Rehoboam consulted with the elders who had served his 
father Solomon while he was still alive, saying, 'How do you counsel me to 
answer this people?' 
NKJV Then King Rehoboam consulted the elders who stood before his 
father Solomon while he still lived, saying, "How do you advise me to 
answer these people?" 
NLT Then King Rehoboam went to discuss the matter with the older men 
who had counseled his father, Solomon. 'What is your advice?' he asked. 
'How should I answer these people?' 

వచనము 7 

వారు నీవు ఈ జనులయెడల దయా దాకిష్ణయ్ములు చూపి వారితో మంచి మాటలాడినయెడల వారు 

ఎపప్టికిని నీకు దాసులగుదురని అతనితో చెపిప్రి. 
KJV And they spake unto him, saying, If thou be kind to this people, and 
please them, and speak good words to them, they will be thy servants for 
ever. 
Amplified And they answered him, If you are kind to [these] people and 
please them and speak good words to them, they will be your servants 
forever. 
ESV And they said to him, "If you will be good to this people and please 
them and speak good words to them, then they will be your servants 
forever." 
NIV They replied, 'If you will be kind to these people and please them and 
give them a favorable answer, they will always be your servants.' 
NASB They spoke to him, saying, 'If you will be kind to this people and 
please them and speak good words to them, then they will be your servants 
forever.' 
NKJV And they spoke to him, saying, "If you are kind to these people, and 
please them, and speak good words to them, they will be your servants 
forever." 
NLT The older counselors replied, 'If you are good to the people and show 
them kindness and do your best to please them, they will always be your 
loyal subjects.' 
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వచనము 8 

అయితే అతడు పెదద్లు తనకు చెపిప్న ఆలోచన తోర్సివేసి, తనతోకూడ పెరిగి తన యెదుటనునన్ 

యౌవనసుథ్లతో ఆలోచనచేసి 

KJV But he forsook the counsel which the old men gave him, and took 
counsel with the young men that were brought up with him, that stood 
before him. 
Amplified But the king forsook the counsel which the old men gave him 
and took counsel with the young men who were brought up with him and 
stood before him. 
ESV But he abandoned the counsel that the old men gave him, and took 
counsel with the young men who had grown up with him and stood before 
him. 
NIV But Rehoboam rejected the advice the elders gave him and consulted 
the young men who had grown up with him and were serving him. 
NASB But he forsook the counsel of the elders which they had given him, 
and consulted with the young men who grew up with him and served him. 
NKJV But he rejected the advice which the elders had given him, and 
consulted the young men who had grown up with him, who stood before 
him. 
NLT But Rehoboam rejected the advice of the elders and instead asked the 
opinion of the young men who had grown up with him and who were now 
his advisers. 

వచనము 9 

నీ తండిర్ మామీద ఉంచిన కాడిని చులుకన చేయుమని ననన్డిగిన యీ జనులకు పర్తుయ్తత్రమేమి 

ఇయయ్వలెనని మీరు యోచింతురో చెపుప్డని వారినడుగగా 

KJV And he said unto them, What advice give ye that we may return 
answer to this people, which have spoken to me, saying, Ease somewhat the 
yoke that thy father did put upon us? 
Amplified And he said to them, What answer do you advise that we give to 
the demand of [these] people, Make the yoke your father put upon us 
lighter? 
ESV And he said to them, "What do you advise that we answer this people 
who have said to me, 'Lighten the yoke that your father put on us'?" 
NIV He asked them, 'What is your advice? How should we answer these 
people who say to me, 'Lighten the yoke your father put on us'?' 
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NASB So he said to them, 'What counsel do you give that we may answer 
this people, who have spoken to me, saying, 'Lighten the yoke which your 
father put on us'?' 
NKJV And he said to them, "What advice do you give? How should we 
answer this people who have spoken to me, saying, "Lighten the yoke which 
your father put on us'?" 
NLT 'What is your advice?' he asked them. 'How should I answer these 
people who want me to lighten the burdens imposed by my father?' 

వచనము 10 

అతనితో కూడ పెరిగిన యీ యౌవనసుథ్లు అతనితో ఇటల్నిరి నీ తండిర్ మా కాడిని బరువుచేసెను, నీవు 

దానిని చులుకన చేయుమని నీతో పలికిన యీ జనులతో నీవు చెపప్వలసినదేమనగా నా చిటికెనవేర్లు 

నా తండిర్యొకక్ నడుముకంటె బరువుగా ఉండును; 
KJV And the young men that were brought up with him spake unto him, 
saying, Thus shalt thou answer the people that spake unto thee, saying, Thy 
father made our yoke heavy, but make thou it somewhat lighter for us; thus 
shalt thou say unto them, My little finger shall be thicker than my father's 
loins. 
Amplified The young men who were brought up with him said to him, Tell 
the people who said to you, Your father made our yoke heavy, but you make 
it lighter: My little finger is thicker than my father's loins. 
ESV And the young men who had grown up with him said to him, "Thus 
shall you speak to the people who said to you, 'Your father made our yoke 
heavy, but you lighten it for us'; thus shall you say to them, 'My little finger 
is thicker than my father's thighs. 
NIV The young men who had grown up with him replied, 'Tell the people 
who have said to you, 'Your father put a heavy yoke on us, but make our 
yoke lighter'--tell them, 'My little finger is thicker than my father's waist. 
NASB The young men who grew up with him spoke to him, saying, 'Thus 
you shall say to the people who spoke to you, saying, 'Your father made our 
yoke heavy, but you make it lighter for us.' Thus you shall say to them, 'My 
little finger is thicker than my father's loins! 
NKJV Then the young men who had grown up with him spoke to him, 
saying, "Thus you should speak to the people who have spoken to you, 
saying, "Your father made our yoke heavy, but you make it lighter on us'--
thus you shall say to them: "My little finger shall be thicker than my father's 
waist! 
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NLT The young men replied, 'This is what you should tell those 
complainers: `My little finger is thicker than my father's waist--if you think 
he was hard on you, just wait and see what I'll be like! 

వచనము 11 

నా తండిర్ బరువైన కాడి మీమీద మోపెను గాని నేను మీ కాడిని మరింత బరువు చేయుదును; నా 

తండిర్ మిముమ్ను చబుకులతో దండించెను గాని నేను కొరడాలతో మిముమ్ను దండించెదనని చెపుప్ము. 
KJV For whereas my father put a heavy yoke upon you, I will put more to 
your yoke: my father chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with 
scorpions. 
Amplified For whereas my father put a heavy yoke upon you, I will add to 
your yoke. My father chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with 
scorpions. 
ESV And now, whereas my father laid on you a heavy yoke, I will add to 
your yoke. My father disciplined you with whips, but I will discipline you 
with scorpions.'" 
NIV My father laid on you a heavy yoke; I will make it even heavier. My 
father scourged you with whips; I will scourge you with scorpions.'' 
NASB 'Whereas my father loaded you with a heavy yoke, I will add to your 
yoke; my father disciplined you with whips, but I will discipline you with 
scorpions.'' 
NKJV And now, whereas my father put a heavy yoke on you, I will add to 
your yoke; my father chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with 
scourges!"' 
NLT Yes, my father was harsh on you, but I'll be even harsher! My father 
used whips on you, but I'll use scorpions!' ' 

వచనము 12 

మూడవ దినమందు నాయొదద్కు తిరిగిరండని రాజు చెపిప్న పర్కారము యరొబామును జనులందరును 

మూడవ దినమందు రెహబామునొదద్కు రాగా 

KJV So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam on the third day, 
as the king bade, saying, Come again to me on the third day. 
Amplified The third day Jeroboam and all the people returned to 
Rehoboam as he had said. 
ESV So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam the third day, as 
the king said, "Come to me again the third day." 
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NIV Three days later Jeroboam and all the people returned to Rehoboam, 
as the king had said, 'Come back to me in three days.' 
NASB So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam on the third day 
as the king had directed, saying, 'Return to me on the third day.' 
NKJV So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam on the third day, 
as the king had directed, saying, "Come back to me the third day." 
NLT Three days later, Jeroboam and all the people returned to hear 
Rehoboam's decision, just as the king had requested. 

వచనము 13 

రాజైన రెహబాము పెదద్ల ఆలోచనను తోర్సివేసి, యౌవనసుథ్లు చెపిప్న పర్కారము వారితో మాటలాడి 

KJV And the king answered them roughly; and king Rehoboam forsook the 
counsel of the old men, 
Amplified And the king answered them harshly, forsaking the counsel of 
the old men, 
ESV And the king answered them harshly; and forsaking the counsel of the 
old men, 
NIV The king answered them harshly. Rejecting the advice of the elders, 
NASB The king answered them harshly, and King Rehoboam forsook the 
counsel of the elders. 
NKJV Then the king answered them roughly. King Rehoboam rejected the 
advice of the elders, 
NLT But Rehoboam spoke harshly to them, for he rejected the advice of the 
older counselors 

వచనము 14 

వారికి కఠినమైన పర్తుయ్తత్రమిచెచ్ను; ఎటల్నగా నా తండిర్ మీ కాడిని బరువుచేసెను, నేను దానిని 

మరింత బరువు చేయుదును; నా తండిర్ మిముమ్ను చబుకులతో దండించెను, నేను మిముమ్ను 

కొరడాలతో దండించెదనని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV And answered them after the advice of the young men, saying, My 
father made your yoke heavy, but I will add thereto: my father chastised 
you with whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions. 
Amplified And answered them after the advice of the young men, saying, 
My father made your yoke heavy, but I will add to it; my father chastised 
you with whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions. 
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ESV King Rehoboam spoke to them according to the counsel of the young 
men, saying, "My father made your yoke heavy, but I will add to it. My 
father disciplined you with whips, but I will discipline you with scorpions." 
NIV he followed the advice of the young men and said, 'My father made 
your yoke heavy; I will make it even heavier. My father scourged you with 
whips; I will scourge you with scorpions.' 
NASB He spoke to them according to the advice of the young men, saying, 
'My father made your yoke heavy, but I will add to it; my father disciplined 
you with whips, but I will discipline you with scorpions.' 
NKJV and he spoke to them according to the advice of the young men, 
saying, "My father made your yoke heavy, but I will add to it; my father 
chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with scourges!" 
NLT and followed the counsel of his younger advisers. He told the people, 
'My father was harsh on you, but I'll be even harsher! My father used whips 
on you, but I'll use scorpions!' 

వచనము 15 

యెహోవా షిలోనీయుడైన అహీయాదావ్రా నెబాతు కుమారుడైన యరొబాముతో సెలవిచిచ్న తన 

మాటను సిథ్రపరచునటుల్ దేవుని నిరణ్య పర్కారము జనులు చేసిన మనవి రాజు ఆలకించకపోయెను. 
KJV So the king hearkened not unto the people: for the cause was of God, 
that the LORD might perform his word, which he spake by the hand of 
Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of Nebat. 
Amplified So the king did not heed the people, for it was brought about of 
God, that the Lord might perform His word which He spoke by Ahijah the 
Shilonite to Jeroboam son of Nebat. 
ESV So the king did not listen to the people, for it was a turn of affairs 
brought about by God that the LORD might fulfill his word, which he spoke 
by Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of Nebat. 
NIV So the king did not listen to the people, for this turn of events was 
from God, to fulfill the word the LORD had spoken to Jeroboam son of 
Nebat through Ahijah the Shilonite. 
NASB So the king did not listen to the people, for it was a turn of events 
from God that the LORD might establish His word, which He spoke 
through Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of Nebat. 
NKJV So the king did not listen to the people; for the turn of events was 
from God, that the LORD might fulfill His word, which He had spoken by 
the hand of Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of Nebat. 
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NLT So the king paid no attention to the people's demands. This turn of 
events was the will of God, for it fulfilled the prophecy of the LORD spoken 
to Jeroboam son of Nebat by the prophet Ahijah from Shiloh. 

వచనము 16 

రాజు తాము చేసిన మనవి అంగీకరింపకపోవుట చూచి జనులు దావీదులో మాకు భాగము ఏది? 

యెషష్యి కుమారునియందు మాకు సావ్సథ్య్ము లేదు; ఇశార్యేలువారలారా, మీ గుడారమునకు 

పోవుడి; దావీదూ, నీ సంతతివారిని నీవే చూచుకొనుమని రాజునకు పర్తుయ్తత్రమిచిచ్ 

ఇశార్యేలువారందరును ఎవరి గుడారమునకు వారు వెళిల్పోయిరి. 
KJV And when all Israel saw that the king would not hearken unto them, 
the people answered the king, saying, What portion have we in David? and 
we have none inheritance in the son of Jesse: every man to your tents, O 
Israel: and now, David, see to thine own house. So all Israel went to their 
tents. 
Amplified And when all Israel saw that the king would not listen to and 
heed them, they answered [him], What portion have we in David? We have 
no inheritance in the son of Jesse. Every man to your tents, O Israel! Now, 
David [tribe of Judah], see to your own house [under your tyrant King 
Rehoboam]! So all Israel went to their homes. 
ESV And when all Israel saw that the king did not listen to them, the 
people answered the king, "What portion have we in David? We have no 
inheritance in the son of Jesse. Each of you to your tents, O Israel! Look 
now to your own house, David." So all Israel went to their tents. 
NIV When all Israel saw that the king refused to listen to them, they 
answered the king: 'What share do we have in David, what part in Jesse's 
son? To your tents, O Israel! Look after your own house, O David!' So all the 
Israelites went home. 
NASB When all Israel saw that the king did not listen to them the people 
answered the king, saying, 'What portion do we have in David? We have no 
inheritance in the son of Jesse Every man to your tents, O Israel; Now look 
after your own house, David ' So all Israel departed to their tents. 
NKJV Now when all Israel saw that the king did not listen to them, the 
people answered the king, saying: "What share have we in David? We have 
no inheritance in the son of Jesse. Every man to your tents, O Israel! Now 
see to your own house, O David!" So all Israel departed to their tents. 
NLT When all Israel realized that the king had rejected their request, they 
shouted, 'Down with David and his dynasty! We have no share in Jesse's 
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son! Let's go home, Israel! Look out for your own house, O David!' So all 
Israel returned home. 

వచనము 17 

అయితే యూదా పటట్ణములలో కాపురముండు ఇశార్యేలువారిమీద రెహబాము ఏలుబడి చేసెను. 
KJV But as for the children of Israel that dwelt in the cities of Judah, 
Rehoboam reigned over them. 
Amplified But as for the Israelites who dwelt in Judah's cities, Rehoboam 
ruled over them. 
ESV But Rehoboam reigned over the people of Israel who lived in the cities 
of Judah. 
NIV But as for the Israelites who were living in the towns of Judah, 
Rehoboam still ruled over them. 
NASB But as for the sons of Israel who lived in the cities of Judah, 
Rehoboam reigned over them. 
NKJV But Rehoboam reigned over the children of Israel who dwelt in the 
cities of Judah. 
NLT But Rehoboam continued to rule over the Israelites who lived in the 
towns of Judah. 

వచనము 18 

రాజైన రెహబాము వెటిట్పనివారిమీద అధికారియైన హదోరమును పంపగా ఇశార్యేలు వారు రాళల్తో 

అతని చావగొటిట్రి గనుక రాజైన రెహబాము యెరూషలేమునకు పారిపోవలెనని తవ్రపడి తన రథము 

ఎకెక్ను. 
KJV Then king Rehoboam sent Hadoram that was over the tribute; and the 
children of Israel stoned him with stones, that he died. But king Rehoboam 
made speed to get him up to his chariot, to flee to Jerusalem. 
Amplified Then King Rehoboam sent Hadoram, who was over the forced 
labor, and the Israelites stoned him and he died. But King Rehoboam 
hastened to get up to his royal chariot to flee to Jerusalem. 
ESV Then King Rehoboam sent Hadoram, who was taskmaster over the 
forced labor, and the people of Israel stoned him to death with stones. And 
King Rehoboam quickly mounted his chariot to flee to Jerusalem. 
NIV King Rehoboam sent out Adoniram, who was in charge of forced 
labor, but the Israelites stoned him to death. King Rehoboam, however, 
managed to get into his chariot and escape to Jerusalem. 
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NASB Then King Rehoboam sent Hadoram, who was over the forced labor, 
and the sons of Israel stoned him to death. And King Rehoboam made 
haste to mount his chariot to flee to Jerusalem. 
NKJV Then King Rehoboam sent Hadoram, who was in charge of revenue; 
but the children of Israel stoned him with stones, and he died. Therefore 
King Rehoboam mounted his chariot in haste to flee to Jerusalem. 
NLT King Rehoboam sent Adoniram, who was in charge of the labor force, 
to restore order, but the Israelites stoned him to death. When this news 
reached King Rehoboam, he quickly jumped into his chariot and fled to 
Jerusalem. 

వచనము 19 

ఇశార్యేలువారు ఇపప్టికిని దావీదు సంతతివారిమీద తిరుగుబాటు చేసి నేటివరకును వారికి 

లోబడకయునాన్రు. 
KJV And Israel rebelled against the house of David unto this day. 
Amplified And Israel has rebelled against the house of David to this day. 
ESV So Israel has been in rebellion against the house of David to this day. 
NIV So Israel has been in rebellion against the house of David to this day. 
NASB So Israel has been in rebellion against the house of David to this 
day. 
NKJV So Israel has been in rebellion against the house of David to this 
day. 
NLT The northern tribes of Israel have refused to be ruled by a descendant 
of David to this day. 
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వచనము 1 

రెహబాము యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్నపుప్డు ఇశార్యేలువారితో యుదధ్ము చేయుటకును, రాజయ్మును 

తనకు మరల రపిప్ంచుకొనుటకును అతడు యూదావారిలోనుండియు బెనాయ్మీనీయులలోనుండియు 

ఏరప్రచబడిన యుదధ్ శాలులను లక్ష యెనుబది వేలమందిని సమకూరచ్గా 

KJV And when Rehoboam was come to Jerusalem, he gathered of the 
house of Judah and Benjamin an hundred and fourscore thousand chosen 
men, which were warriors, to fight against Israel, that he might bring the 
kingdom again to Rehoboam. 
Amplified AND WHEN Rehoboam came to Jerusalem, he assembled of 
the house of Judah and Benjamin 180,000 chosen warriors to fight against 
[the ten rebellious tribes of] Israel to bring the kingdom again to 
Rehoboam. 
ESV When Rehoboam came to Jerusalem, he assembled the house of 
Judah and Benjamin, 180,000 chosen warriors, to fight against Israel, to 
restore the kingdom to Rehoboam. 
NIV When Rehoboam arrived in Jerusalem, he mustered the house of 
Judah and Benjamin--a hundred and eighty thousand fighting men--to 
make war against Israel and to regain the kingdom for Rehoboam. 
NASB Now when Rehoboam had come to Jerusalem, he assembled the 
house of Judah and Benjamin, 180,000 chosen men who were warriors, to 
fight against Israel to restore the kingdom to Rehoboam. 
NKJV Now when Rehoboam came to Jerusalem, he assembled from the 
house of Judah and Benjamin one hundred and eighty thousand chosen 
men who were warriors, to fight against Israel, that he might restore the 
kingdom to Rehoboam. 
NLT When Rehoboam arrived at Jerusalem, he mobilized the armies of 
Judah and Benjamin--180,000 select troops--to fight against the army of 
Israel and to restore the kingdom to himself. 

వచనము 2 

దైవజనుడైన షెమయాకు యెహోవా వాకుక్ పర్తయ్క్షమై యీలాగు సెలవిచెచ్ను 

KJV But the word of the LORD came to Shemaiah the man of God, saying, 
Amplified But the word of the Lord came to Shemaiah the man of God, 
saying, 
ESV But the word of the LORD came to Shemaiah the man of God: 
NIV But this word of the LORD came to Shemaiah the man of God: 
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NASB But the word of the LORD came to Shemaiah the man of God, 
saying, 
NKJV But the word of the LORD came to Shemaiah the man of God, 
saying, 
NLT But the LORD said to Shemaiah, the man of God, 

వచనము 3 

నీవు యూదా రాజును సొలొమోను కుమారుడునగు రెహబాముతోను, యూదా యందును 

బెనాయ్మీనీయుల పర్దేశమందును ఉండు ఇశార్యేలు వారందరితోను ఈ మాట పర్కటించుము 

KJV Speak unto Rehoboam the son of Solomon, king of Judah, and to all 
Israel in Judah and Benjamin, saying, 
Amplified Say to Rehoboam son of Solomon king of Judah and to all 
Israel in Judah and Benjamin, 
ESV "Say to Rehoboam the son of Solomon, king of Judah, and to all Israel 
in Judah and Benjamin, 
NIV 'Say to Rehoboam son of Solomon king of Judah and to all the 
Israelites in Judah and Benjamin, 
NASB 'Speak to Rehoboam the son of Solomon, king of Judah, and to all 
Israel in Judah and Benjamin, saying, 
NKJV "Speak to Rehoboam the son of Solomon, king of Judah, and to all 
Israel in Judah and Benjamin, saying, 
NLT 'Say to Rehoboam son of Solomon, king of Judah, and to all the 
Israelites in Judah and Benjamin: 

వచనము 4 

ఈ కారయ్ము నావలన జరుగుచునన్దని యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్చునాన్డు గనుక, బయలుదేరకుండను మీ 

సహోదరులతో యుదధ్ము చేయకుండను మీరందరును మీ మీ యిండల్కు తిరిగిపోవుడి అని చెపెప్ను. 

కావున వారు యెహోవా మాటలు విని యరొబాముతో యుదధ్ము చేయుట మాని వెళిల్పోయిరి. 
KJV Thus saith the LORD, Ye shall not go up, nor fight against your 
brethren: return every man to his house: for this thing is done of me. And 
they obeyed the words of the LORD, and returned from going against 
Jeroboam. 
Amplified Thus says the Lord: You shall not go up or fight against your 
brethren. Return every man to his house, for this thing is from Me. And 
they obeyed the Lord and returned from going against Jeroboam. 
ESV 'Thus says the LORD, You shall not go up or fight against your 
relatives. Return every man to his home, for this thing is from me.'" So they 
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listened to the word of the LORD and returned and did not go against 
Jeroboam. 
NIV 'This is what the LORD says: Do not go up to fight against your 
brothers. Go home, every one of you, for this is my doing.'' So they obeyed 
the words of the LORD and turned back from marching against Jeroboam. 
NASB 'Thus says the LORD, 'You shall not go up or fight against your 
relatives; return every man to his house, for this thing is from Me.''' So they 
listened to the words of the LORD and returned from going against 
Jeroboam. 
NKJV "Thus says the LORD: "You shall not go up or fight against your 
brethren! Let every man return to his house, for this thing is from Me."|'|" 
Therefore they obeyed the words of the LORD, and turned back from 
attacking Jeroboam. 
NLT `This is what the LORD says: Do not fight against your relatives. Go 
back home, for what has happened is my doing!' ' So they obeyed the 
message of the LORD and did not fight against Jeroboam. 

వచనము 5 

రెహబాము యెరూషలేమునందు కాపురముండి యూదా పర్దేశమందు పార్కారపురములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And Rehoboam dwelt in Jerusalem, and built cities for defence in 
Judah. 
Amplified Rehoboam dwelt in Jerusalem and built cities for defense in 
Judah. 
ESV Rehoboam lived in Jerusalem, and he built cities for defense in Judah. 
NIV Rehoboam lived in Jerusalem and built up towns for defense in 
Judah: 
NASB Rehoboam lived in Jerusalem and built cities for defense in Judah. 
NKJV So Rehoboam dwelt in Jerusalem, and built cities for defense in 
Judah. 
NLT Rehoboam remained in Jerusalem and fortified various cities for the 
defense of Judah. 

వచనము 6 

అతడు బేతెల్హేము, ఏతాము, తెకోవ, బేతూస్రు, 
KJV He built even Bethlehem, and Etam, and Tekoa, 
Amplified He built Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 
ESV He built Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 
NIV Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 
NASB Thus he built Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 
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NKJV And he built Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 
NLT He built up Bethlehem, Etam, Tekoa, 

వచనము 7 

శోకో, అదులాల్ము, గాతు, 
KJV And Bethzur, and Shoco, and Adullam, 
Amplified Beth-zur, Soco, Adullam, 
ESV Beth-zur, Soco, Adullam, 
NIV Beth Zur, Soco, Adullam, 
NASB Beth-zur, Soco, Adullam, 
NKJV Beth Zur, Sochoh, Adullam, 
NLT Beth-zur, Soco, Adullam, 

వచనము 8 

మారేషా, జీపు, అదోరయీము,  
KJV And Gath, and Mareshah, and Ziph, 
Amplified Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 
ESV Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 
NIV Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 
NASB Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 
NKJV Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 
NLT Gath, Mareshah, Ziph, 

వచనము 9 

లాకీషు, అజేకా, 
KJV And Adoraim, and Lachish, and Azekah, 
Amplified Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 
ESV Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 
NIV Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 
NASB Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 
NKJV Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 
NLT Adoraim, Lachish, Azekah, 

వచనము 10 

జొరాయ్, అయాయ్లోను, హెబోర్ను అను యూదా బెనాయ్మీను పర్దేశములందుండు పార్కార పురములను 

కటిట్ంచి 
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KJV And Zorah, and Aijalon, and Hebron, which are in Judah and in 
Benjamin fenced cities. 
Amplified Zorah, Aijalon, and Hebron, which are fortified cities in Judah 
and Benjamin. 
ESV Zorah, Aijalon, and Hebron, fortified cities that are in Judah and in 
Benjamin. 
NIV Zorah, Aijalon and Hebron. These were fortified cities in Judah and 
Benjamin. 
NASB Zorah, Aijalon and Hebron, which are fortified cities in Judah and 
in Benjamin. 
NKJV Zorah, Aijalon, and Hebron, which are in Judah and Benjamin, 
fortified cities. 
NLT Zorah, Aijalon, and Hebron. These became the fortified cities of 
Judah and Benjamin. 

వచనము 11 

దురగ్ములను బలపరచి, వాటిలో అధిపతులను ఉంచి, ఆహారమును నూనెను దార్కాష్రసమును 

సమకూరెచ్ను. 
KJV And he fortified the strong holds, and put captains in them, and store 
of victual, and of oil and wine. 
Amplified He fortified the strongholds and put captains in them, with 
stores of food, oil, and vintage fruits. 
ESV He made the fortresses strong, and put commanders in them, and 
stores of food, oil, and wine. 
NIV He strengthened their defenses and put commanders in them, with 
supplies of food, olive oil and wine. 
NASB He also strengthened the fortresses and put officers in them and 
stores of food, oil and wine. 
NKJV And he fortified the strongholds, and put captains in them, and 
stores of food, oil, and wine. 
NLT Rehoboam strengthened their defenses and stationed commanders in 
them. In each of them, he stored supplies of food, olive oil, and wine. 

వచనము 12 

మరియు వాటిలో డాళల్ను బలెల్ములను ఉంచి ఆ పటట్ణములను బహు బలవంతమైన వాటిగా చేసెను. 

యూదావారును బెనాయ్మీనీయులును అతని పక్షముననుండిరి. 
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KJV And in every several city he put shields and spears, and made them 
exceeding strong, having Judah and Benjamin on his side. 
Amplified And in each city he put shields and spears, and made them very 
strong. So he held Judah and Benjamin. 
ESV And he put shields and spears in all the cities and made them very 
strong. So he held Judah and Benjamin. 
NIV He put shields and spears in all the cities, and made them very strong. 
So Judah and Benjamin were his. 
NASB He put shields and spears in every city and strengthened them 
greatly. So he held Judah and Benjamin. 
NKJV Also in every city he put shields and spears, and made them very 
strong, having Judah and Benjamin on his side. 
NLT He also put shields and spears in these towns as a further safety 
measure. So only Judah and Benjamin remained under his control. 

వచనము 13 

ఇశార్యేలువారి మధయ్నుండు యాజకులును లేవీయులును తామునన్ పర్దేశముల సరిహదుద్లను దాటి 

అతనియొదద్కు వచిచ్ చేరిరి. 
KJV And the priests and the Levites that were in all Israel resorted to him 
out of all their coasts. 
Amplified And the priests and the Levites who were in all Israel came over 
to Rehoboam from wherever they lived. 
ESV And the priests and the Levites who were in all Israel presented 
themselves to him from all places where they lived. 
NIV The priests and Levites from all their districts throughout Israel sided 
with him. 
NASB Moreover, the priests and the Levites who were in all Israel stood 
with him from all their districts. 
NKJV And from all their territories the priests and the Levites who were in 
all Israel took their stand with him. 
NLT But all the priests and Levites living among the northern tribes of 
Israel sided with Rehoboam. 

వచనము 14 

యరొబామును అతని కుమారులును యెహోవాకు యాజకసేవ జరుగకుండ లేవీయులను 

తోర్సివేయగా, వారు తమ గార్మములను సావ్సథ్య్ములను విడచి, యూదా దేశమునకును 

యెరూషలేమునకును వచిచ్రి. 
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KJV For the Levites left their suburbs and their possession, and came to 
Judah and Jerusalem: for Jeroboam and his sons had cast them off from 
executing the priest's office unto the LORD: 
Amplified For the Levites left their suburbs and their possessions and 
came to Judah and Jerusalem, for Jeroboam and his sons had cast them 
out from executing the priest's office to the Lord. 
ESV For the Levites left their common lands and their holdings and came 
to Judah and Jerusalem, because Jeroboam and his sons cast them out 
from serving as priests of the LORD, 
NIV The Levites even abandoned their pasturelands and property, and 
came to Judah and Jerusalem because Jeroboam and his sons had rejected 
them as priests of the LORD. 
NASB For the Levites left their pasture lands and their property and came 
to Judah and Jerusalem, for Jeroboam and his sons had excluded them 
from serving as priests to the LORD. 
NKJV For the Levites left their common-lands and their possessions and 
came to Judah and Jerusalem, for Jeroboam and his sons had rejected 
them from serving as priests to the LORD. 
NLT The Levites even abandoned their homes and property and moved to 
Judah and Jerusalem, because Jeroboam and his sons would not allow 
them to serve the LORD as priests. 

వచనము 15 

యరొబాము బలిపీఠములకును దయయ్ములకును తాను చేయించిన దూడలకును యాజకులను 

ఏరప్రచుకొనెను. 
KJV And he ordained him priests for the high places, and for the devils, 
and for the calves which he had made. 
Amplified And he appointed his own priests for the high places and for 
the [idols of demon] he-goats, and calves he had made. 
ESV and he appointed his own priests for the high places and for the goat 
idols and for the calves that he had made. 
NIV And he appointed his own priests for the high places and for the goat 
and calf idols he had made. 
NASB He set up priests of his own for the high places, for the satyrs and 
for the calves which he had made. 
NKJV Then he appointed for himself priests for the high places, for the 
demons, and the calf idols which he had made. 
NLT Jeroboam appointed his own priests to serve at the pagan shrines, 
where they worshiped the goat and calf idols he had made. 
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వచనము 16 

వారి చరయ్లటుల్ండగా ఇశార్యేలీయుల గోతర్ములయందంతటను ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన 

యెహోవాను వెదకుటకు మనసుస్ నిలుపుకొనినవారు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు 

బలులనరిప్ంచుటకై యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV And after them out of all the tribes of Israel such as set their hearts to 
seek the LORD God of Israel came to Jerusalem, to sacrifice unto the LORD 
God of their fathers. 
Amplified And after them out of all the tribes of Israel there came to 
Jerusalem those who set their hearts to seek and inquire of the Lord, the 
God of Israel, to sacrifice to the Lord, the God of their fathers. 
ESV And those who had set their hearts to seek the LORD God of Israel 
came after them from all the tribes of Israel to Jerusalem to sacrifice to the 
LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NIV Those from every tribe of Israel who set their hearts on seeking the 
LORD, the God of Israel, followed the Levites to Jerusalem to offer 
sacrifices to the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NASB Those from all the tribes of Israel who set their hearts on seeking 
the LORD God of Israel followed them to Jerusalem, to sacrifice to the 
LORD God of their fathers. 
NKJV And after the Levites left, those from all the tribes of Israel, such as 
set their heart to seek the LORD God of Israel, came to Jerusalem to 
sacrifice to the LORD God of their fathers. 
NLT From all over Israel, those who sincerely wanted to worship the 
LORD, the God of Israel, followed the Levites to Jerusalem, where they 
could offer sacrifices to the LORD, the God of their ancestors. 

వచనము 17 

దావీదును సొలొమోనును నడచిన మారగ్మందు మూడు సంవతస్రములు వారు నడచి, యూదా 

రాజయ్మును బలపరచి మూడు సంవతస్రములు సొలొమోను కుమారుడైన రెహబామునకు 

సహాయకులైరి. 
KJV So they strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and made Rehoboam the 
son of Solomon strong, three years: for three years they walked in the way 
of David and Solomon. 
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Amplified So they strengthened the kingdom of Judah and upheld 
Rehoboam son of Solomon for three years; for they walked in the ways of 
David and Solomon for three years. 
ESV They strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and for three years they 
made Rehoboam the son of Solomon secure, for they walked for three years 
in the way of David and Solomon. 
NIV They strengthened the kingdom of Judah and supported Rehoboam 
son of Solomon three years, walking in the ways of David and Solomon 
during this time. 
NASB They strengthened the kingdom of Judah and supported Rehoboam 
the son of Solomon for three years, for they walked in the way of David and 
Solomon for three years. 
NKJV So they strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and made Rehoboam 
the son of Solomon strong for three years, because they walked in the way 
of David and Solomon for three years. 
NLT This strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and for three years they 
supported Rehoboam son of Solomon and earnestly sought to obey the 
LORD as they had done during the reigns of David and Solomon. 

వచనము 18 

రెహబాము, దావీదు కుమారుడైన యెరీమోతు కుమారెత్యగు మహలతును యెషష్యి కుమారుడైన 

ఏలీయాబు కుమారెత్యగు అబీహాయిలును వివాహము చేసికొనెమ. 
KJV And Rehoboam took him Mahalath the daughter of Jerimoth the son 
of David to wife, and Abihail the daughter of Eliab the son of Jesse; 
Amplified Rehoboam took as wife Mahalath, whose father was Jerimoth 
son of David; her mother was Abihail daughter of Eliab son of Jesse. 
ESV Rehoboam took as wife Mahalath the daughter of Jerimoth the son of 
David, and of Abihail the daughter of Eliab the son of Jesse, 
NIV Rehoboam married Mahalath, who was the daughter of David's son 
Jerimoth and of Abihail, the daughter of Jesse's son Eliab. 
NASB Then Rehoboam took as a wife Mahalath the daughter of Jerimoth 
the son of David and of Abihail the daughter of Eliab the son of Jesse, 
NKJV Then Rehoboam took for himself as wife Mahalath the daughter of 
Jerimoth the son of David, and of Abihail the daughter of Eliah the son of 
Jesse. 
NLT Rehoboam married his cousin Mahalath, the daughter of David's son 
Jerimoth and of Abihail, the daughter of Eliab. (Eliab was one of David's 
brothers, a son of Jesse.) 
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వచనము 19 

అతనికి యూషు షెమరాయ్ జహము అను కుమారులు కలిగిరి. 
KJV Which bare him children; Jeush, and Shamariah, and Zaham. 
Amplified She bore him sons: Jeush, Shamariah, and Zaham. 
ESV and she bore him sons, Jeush, Shemariah, and Zaham. 
NIV She bore him sons: Jeush, Shemariah and Zaham. 
NASB and she bore him sons: Jeush, Shemariah and Zaham. 
NKJV And she bore him children: Jeush, Shamariah, and Zaham. 
NLT Mahalath had three sons--Jeush, Shemariah, and Zaham. 

వచనము 20 

పిమమ్ట అతడు అబా ష్లోము కుమారెత్యైన మయకాను వివాహము చేసికొనగా ఆమె అతనికి అబీయాను 

అతత్యిని జీజాను షెలోమీతును కనెను. 
KJV And after her he took Maachah the daughter of Absalom; which bare 
him Abijah, and Attai, and Ziza, and Shelomith. 
Amplified And after her he took Maacah daughter [granddaughter] of 
Absalom, who bore him Abijah, Attai, Ziza, and Shelomith. 
ESV After her he took Maacah the daughter of Absalom, who bore him 
Abijah, Attai, Ziza, and Shelomith. 
NIV Then he married Maacah daughter of Absalom, who bore him Abijah, 
Attai, Ziza and Shelomith. 
NASB After her he took Maacah the daughter of Absalom, and she bore 
him Abijah, Attai, Ziza and Shelomith. 
NKJV After her he took Maachah the granddaughter of Absalom; and she 
bore him Abijah, Attai, Ziza, and Shelomith. 
NLT Later Rehoboam married another cousin, Maacah, the daughter of 
Absalom. Maacah gave birth to Abijah, Attai, Ziza, and Shelomith. 

వచనము 21 

రెహబాము పదునెనిమిదిమంది భారయ్లను పెండిల్చేసికొని అరువదిమంది ఉపపతున్లను తెచుచ్కొని 

యిరువది యెనిమిదిమంది కుమారులను అరువదిమంది కుమారెత్లను కనెను; అయితే తన 

భారయ్లందరికంటెను ఉపపతున్లందరికంటెను అబా ష్లోము కుమారెత్యైన మయకాను అతడు ఎకుక్వగా 

పేర్మించెను. 
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KJV And Rehoboam loved Maachah the daughter of Absalom above all his 
wives and his concubines: (for he took eighteen wives, and threescore 
concubines; and begat twenty and eight sons, and threescore daughters.) 
Amplified And Rehoboam loved Maacah daughter [granddaughter] of 
Absalom more than all his wives and concubines--for he took eighteen 
wives and sixty concubines, and he had twenty-eight sons and sixty 
daughters. 
ESV Rehoboam loved Maacah the daughter of Absalom above all his wives 
and concubines (he took eighteen wives and sixty concubines, and fathered 
twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters). 
NIV Rehoboam loved Maacah daughter of Absalom more than any of his 
other wives and concubines. In all, he had eighteen wives and sixty 
concubines, twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters. 
NASB Rehoboam loved Maacah the daughter of Absalom more than all his 
other wives and concubines. For he had taken eighteen wives and sixty 
concubines and fathered twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters. 
NKJV Now Rehoboam loved Maachah the granddaughter of Absalom 
more than all his wives and his concubines; for he took eighteen wives and 
sixty concubines, and begot twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters. 
NLT Rehoboam loved Maacah more than any of his other wives and 
concubines. In all, he had eighteen wives and sixty concubines, and they 
gave birth to twenty-eight sons and sixty daughters. 

వచనము 22 

రెహబాము మయకాకు పుటిట్న కుమారుడైన అబీయాను రాజును చేయతలచి, అతని సహోదరులమీద 

పర్ధానునిగాను అధిపతినిగాను అతని నియమించెను. 
KJV And Rehoboam made Abijah the son of Maachah the chief, to be ruler 
among his brethren: for he thought to make him king. 
Amplified And Rehoboam made Abijah son of Maacah the chief prince 
among his brethren, for he intended to make him king. 
ESV And Rehoboam appointed Abijah the son of Maacah as chief prince 
among his brothers, for he intended to make him king. 
NIV Rehoboam appointed Abijah son of Maacah to be the chief prince 
among his brothers, in order to make him king. 
NASB Rehoboam appointed Abijah the son of Maacah as head and leader 
among his brothers, for he intended to make him king. 
NKJV And Rehoboam appointed Abijah the son of Maachah as chief, to be 
leader among his brothers; for he intended to make him king. 
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NLT Rehoboam made Maacah's son Abijah chief among the princes, 
making it clear that he would be the next king. 

వచనము 23 

అతడు మంచి మెలకువగలవాడై తన కుమారులలో శేషించినవారిని యూదా బెనాయ్మీను 

సంబంధములైన ఆ యా పర్దేశములలోని ఆ యా పార్కారపురములయందు అధిపతులుగా 

నియమించి వారికి విసాత్రమైన సొతుత్ ఇచిచ్ వారికి పెండిల్ండుల్ చేసెను. 
KJV And he dealt wisely, and dispersed of all his children throughout all 
the countries of Judah and Benjamin, unto every fenced city: and he gave 
them victual in abundance. And he desired many wives. 
Amplified And he dealt understandingly and dispersed his children 
throughout all Judah and Benjamin to every fortified city. He gave them 
abundant supplies, and he sought many wives for them. 
ESV And he dealt wisely and distributed some of his sons through all the 
districts of Judah and Benjamin, in all the fortified cities, and he gave them 
abundant provisions and procured wives for them. 
NIV He acted wisely, dispersing some of his sons throughout the districts 
of Judah and Benjamin, and to all the fortified cities. He gave them 
abundant provisions and took many wives for them. 
NASB He acted wisely and distributed some of his sons through all the 
territories of Judah and Benjamin to all the fortified cities, and he gave 
them food in abundance. And he sought many wives for them. 
NKJV He dealt wisely, and dispersed some of his sons throughout all the 
territories of Judah and Benjamin, to every fortified city; and he gave them 
provisions in abundance. He also sought many wives for them. 
NLT Rehoboam also wisely gave responsibilities to his other sons and 
stationed them in the fortified cities throughout the land of Judah and 
Benjamin. He provided them with generous provisions and arranged for 
each of them to have several wives. 
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వచనము 1 

రెహబాము రాజయ్ము సిథ్రపడి తాను బలపరచబడిన తరువాత అతడును ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును 

యెహోవా ధరమ్శాసత్రమును విసరిజ్ంచిరి. 
KJV And it came to pass, when Rehoboam had established the kingdom, 
and had strengthened himself, he forsook the law of the LORD, and all 
Israel with him. 
Amplified WHEN REHOBOAM had established the kingdom and had 
strengthened himself, he forsook the law of the Lord, and all Israel with 
him. 
ESV When the rule of Rehoboam was established and he was strong, he 
abandoned the law of the LORD, and all Israel with him. 
NIV After Rehoboam's position as king was established and he had become 
strong, he and all Israel with him abandoned the law of the LORD. 
NASB When the kingdom of Rehoboam was established and strong, he 
and all Israel with him forsook the law of the LORD. 
NKJV Now it came to pass, when Rehoboam had established the kingdom 
and had strengthened himself, that he forsook the law of the LORD, and all 
Israel along with him. 
NLT But when Rehoboam was firmly established and strong, he 
abandoned the law of the LORD, and all Israel followed him in this sin. 

వచనము 2 

వారు యెహోవా యెడల దోర్హము చేసినందున రాజైన రెహబాము యొకక్ అయిదవ సంవతస్రమందు 

ఐగుపుత్ రాజైన షీషకు వెయియ్నిన్ రెండువందల రథములతోను అరువదివేల గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులతోను 

యెరూషలేముమీదికి వచెచ్ను. 
KJV And it came to pass, that in the fifth year of king Rehoboam Shishak 
king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem, because they had transgressed 
against the LORD, 
Amplified And in the fifth year of King Rehoboam, because they had 
transgressed and been unfaithful to the Lord, Shishak king of Egypt came 
up against Jerusalem 
ESV In the fifth year of King Rehoboam, because they had been unfaithful 
to the LORD, Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem 
NIV Because they had been unfaithful to the LORD, Shishak king of Egypt 
attacked Jerusalem in the fifth year of King Rehoboam. 
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NASB And it came about in King Rehoboam's fifth year, because they had 
been unfaithful to the LORD, that Shishak king of Egypt came up against 
Jerusalem 
NKJV And it happened in the fifth year of King Rehoboam that Shishak 
king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem, because they had transgressed 
against the LORD, 
NLT Because they were unfaithful to the LORD, King Shishak of Egypt 
attacked Jerusalem in the fifth year of King Rehoboam's reign. 

వచనము 3 

అతనితో కూడ ఐగుపుత్నుండి వచిచ్న లూబీయులు సుకీక్యులు కూషీయులు అనువారు లెకక్కు 

మించియుండిరి. 
KJV With twelve hundred chariots, and threescore thousand horsemen: 
and the people were without number that came with him out of Egypt; the 
Lubims, the Sukkiims, and the Ethiopians. 
Amplified With 1,200 chariots and 60,000 horsemen, and the people 
were without number who came with him from Egypt--the Libyans, 
Sukkiim, and Ethiopians. 
ESV with 1,200 chariots and 60,000 horsemen. And the people were 
without number who came with him from Egypt--Libyans, Sukkiim, and 
Ethiopians. 
NIV With twelve hundred chariots and sixty thousand horsemen and the 
innumerable troops of Libyans, Sukkites and Cushites that came with him 
from Egypt, 
NASB with 1,200 chariots and 60,000 horsemen. And the people who 
came with him from Egypt were without number: the Lubim, the Sukkiim 
and the Ethiopians. 
NKJV with twelve hundred chariots, sixty thousand horsemen, and people 
without number who came with him out of Egypt--the Lubim and the 
Sukkiim and the Ethiopians. 
NLT He came with twelve hundred chariots, sixty thousand horsemen, and 
a countless army of foot soldiers, including Libyans, Sukkites, and 
Ethiopians. 

వచనము 4 

అతడు యూదాకు సమీపమైన పార్కార పురములను పటుట్కొని యెరూషలేమువరకు రాగా 

KJV And he took the fenced cities which pertained to Judah, and came to 
Jerusalem. 
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Amplified And he took the fortified cities of Judah and came on to 
Jerusalem. 
ESV And he took the fortified cities of Judah and came as far as Jerusalem. 
NIV he captured the fortified cities of Judah and came as far as Jerusalem. 
NASB He captured the fortified cities of Judah and came as far as 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV And he took the fortified cities of Judah and came to Jerusalem. 
NLT Shishak conquered Judah's fortified cities and then advanced to 
attack Jerusalem. 

వచనము 5 

పర్వకత్యైన షెమయా రెహబామునొదద్కును, షీషకునకును భయపడి యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్ 

కూడియునన్ యూదావారి అధిపతులయొదద్కును వచిచ్ మీరు ననున్ విసరిజ్ంచితిరి గనుక నేను 

మిముమ్ను షీషకుచేతిలో పడనిచిచ్యునాన్నని యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్చునాన్డని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV Then came Shemaiah the prophet to Rehoboam, and to the princes of 
Judah, that were gathered together to Jerusalem because of Shishak, and 
said unto them, Thus saith the LORD, Ye have forsaken me, and therefore 
have I also left you in the hand of Shishak. 
Amplified Then Shemaiah the prophet came to Rehoboam and the princes 
of Judah who had gathered at Jerusalem because of Shishak, and said to 
them, Thus says the Lord: You have forsaken Me, so I have abandoned you 
into the hands of Shishak. 
ESV Then Shemaiah the prophet came to Rehoboam and to the princes of 
Judah, who had gathered at Jerusalem because of Shishak, and said to 
them, "Thus says the LORD, 'You abandoned me, so I have abandoned you 
to the hand of Shishak.'" 
NIV Then the prophet Shemaiah came to Rehoboam and to the leaders of 
Judah who had assembled in Jerusalem for fear of Shishak, and he said to 
them, 'This is what the LORD says, 'You have abandoned me; therefore, I 
now abandon you to Shishak.'' 
NASB Then Shemaiah the prophet came to Rehoboam and the princes of 
Judah who had gathered at Jerusalem because of Shishak, and he said to 
them, 'Thus says the LORD, 'You have forsaken Me, so I also have forsaken 
you to Shishak.'' 
NKJV Then Shemaiah the prophet came to Rehoboam and the leaders of 
Judah, who were gathered together in Jerusalem because of Shishak, and 
said to them, "Thus says the LORD: "You have forsaken Me, and therefore I 
also have left you in the hand of Shishak."' 
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NLT The prophet Shemaiah then met with Rehoboam and Judah's leaders, 
who had all fled to Jerusalem because of Shishak. Shemaiah told them, 
'This is what the LORD says: You have abandoned me, so I am abandoning 
you to Shishak.' 

వచనము 6 

అపుప్డు ఇశార్యేలీయుల అధిపతులును రాజును తముమ్ను తాము తగిగ్ంచుకొని యెహోవా 

నాయ్యసుథ్డని ఒపుప్కొనిరి. 
KJV Whereupon the princes of Israel and the king humbled themselves; 
and they said, The LORD is righteous. 
Amplified Then the princes of Israel and the king humbled themselves 
and said, The Lord is righteous. 
ESV Then the princes of Israel and the king humbled themselves and said, 
"The LORD is righteous." 
NIV The leaders of Israel and the king humbled themselves and said, 'The 
LORD is just.' 
NASB So the princes of Israel and the king humbled themselves and said, 
'The LORD is righteous.' 
NKJV So the leaders of Israel and the king humbled themselves; and they 
said, "The LORD is righteous." 
NLT The king and the leaders of Israel humbled themselves and said, 'The 
LORD is right in doing this to us!' 

వచనము 7 

వారు తముమ్ను తాము తగిగ్ంచుకొనుట యెహోవా చూచెను గనుక యెహోవా వాకుక్ షెమయాకు 

పర్తయ్క్షమై యీలాగు సెలవిచెచ్ను వారు తముమ్ను తాము తగిగ్ంచుకొనిరి గనుక నేను వారిని 

నాశనముచేయక, షీషకు దావ్రా నా ఉగర్తను యెరూషలేముమీద కుమమ్రింపక తవ్రలోనే వారికి రక్షణ 

దయచేసెదను. 
KJV And when the LORD saw that they humbled themselves, the word of 
the LORD came to Shemaiah, saying, They have humbled themselves; 
therefore I will not destroy them, but I will grant them some deliverance; 
and my wrath shall not be poured out upon Jerusalem by the hand of 
Shishak. 
Amplified And when the Lord saw that they humbled themselves, the 
word of the Lord came to Shemaiah, saying, They have humbled 
themselves, so I will not destroy them, but I will grant them some 
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deliverance; and My wrath shall not be poured out upon Jerusalem by the 
hand of Shishak. 
ESV When the LORD saw that they humbled themselves, the word of the 
LORD came to Shemaiah: "They have humbled themselves. I will not 
destroy them, but I will grant them some deliverance, and my wrath shall 
not be poured out on Jerusalem by the hand of Shishak. 
NIV When the LORD saw that they humbled themselves, this word of the 
LORD came to Shemaiah: 'Since they have humbled themselves, I will not 
destroy them but will soon give them deliverance. My wrath will not be 
poured out on Jerusalem through Shishak. 
NASB When the LORD saw that they humbled themselves, the word of the 
LORD came to Shemaiah, saying, 'They have humbled themselves so I will 
not destroy them, but I will grant them some measure of deliverance, and 
My wrath shall not be poured out on Jerusalem by means of Shishak. 
NKJV Now when the LORD saw that they humbled themselves, the word 
of the LORD came to Shemaiah, saying, "They have humbled themselves; 
therefore I will not destroy them, but I will grant them some deliverance. 
My wrath shall not be poured out on Jerusalem by the hand of Shishak. 
NLT When the LORD saw their change of heart, he gave this message to 
Shemaiah: 'Since the people have humbled themselves, I will not 
completely destroy them and will soon give them some relief. I will not use 
Shishak to pour out my anger on Jerusalem. 

వచనము 8 

అయితే ననున్ సేవించుటకును, భూరాజులకు దాసులైయుండుటకును ఎంత భేదమునన్దో వారు 

తెలిసికొనునటుల్ వారు అతనికి దాసులగుదురు. 
KJV Nevertheless they shall be his servants; that they may know my 
service, and the service of the kingdoms of the countries. 
Amplified Nevertheless, they shall be his servants, that they may know 
[the difference between] My service and the service of the kingdoms of the 
countries. 
ESV Nevertheless, they shall be servants to him, that they may know my 
service and the service of the kingdoms of the countries." 
NIV They will, however, become subject to him, so that they may learn the 
difference between serving me and serving the kings of other lands.' 
NASB 'But they will become his slaves so that they may learn the difference 
between My service and the service of the kingdoms of the countries.' 
NKJV Nevertheless they will be his servants, that they may distinguish My 
service from the service of the kingdoms of the nations." 
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NLT But they will become his subjects, so that they can learn how much 
better it is to serve me than to serve earthly rulers.' 

వచనము 9 

ఐగుపుత్రాజైన షీషకు యెరూషలేముమీదికి వచిచ్ యెహోవా మందిరపు బొకక్సములనిన్టిని 

రాజనగరులోని బొకక్సములనిన్టిని దోచుకొని, సొలొమోను చేయించిన బంగారపు డాళల్ను 

తీసికొనిపోయెను. 
KJV So Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem, and took away 
the treasures of the house of the LORD, and the treasures of the king's 
house; he took all: he carried away also the shields of gold which Solomon 
had made. 
Amplified So Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem; he took 
away the treasures of the house of the Lord and of the king's house. He took 
everything. He took away also the shields of gold Solomon had made. 
ESV So Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem. He took away 
the treasures of the house of the LORD and the treasures of the king's 
house. He took away everything. He also took away the shields of gold that 
Solomon had made, 
NIV When Shishak king of Egypt attacked Jerusalem, he carried off the 
treasures of the temple of the LORD and the treasures of the royal palace. 
He took everything, including the gold shields Solomon had made. 
NASB So Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem, and took the 
treasures of the house of the LORD and the treasures of the king's palace 
He took everything; he even took the golden shields which Solomon had 
made. 
NKJV So Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusalem, and took away 
the treasures of the house of the LORD and the treasures of the king's 
house; he took everything. He also carried away the gold shields which 
Solomon had made. 
NLT So King Shishak of Egypt came to Jerusalem and took away all the 
treasures of the Temple of the LORD and of the royal palace, including all 
of Solomon's gold shields. 

వచనము 10 

వాటికి బదులుగా రాజైన రెహబాము ఇతత్డి డాళల్ను చేయించి వాటిని రాజనగరుయొకక్ దావ్రమును 

కాయు సేవకుల యొకక్ అధిపతులకు అపప్గించెను. 
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KJV Instead of which king Rehoboam made shields of brass, and 
committed them to the hands of the chief of the guard, that kept the 
entrance of the king's house. 
Amplified Instead of them King Rehoboam made shields of bronze and 
committed them to the hands of the officers of the guard who kept the door 
of the king's house. 
ESV and King Rehoboam made in their place shields of bronze and 
committed them to the hands of the officers of the guard, who kept the door 
of the king's house. 
NIV So King Rehoboam made bronze shields to replace them and assigned 
these to the commanders of the guard on duty at the entrance to the royal 
palace. 
NASB Then King Rehoboam made shields of bronze in their place and 
committed them to the care of the commanders of the guard who guarded 
the door of the king's house. 
NKJV Then King Rehoboam made bronze shields in their place, and 
committed them to the hands of the captains of the guard, who guarded the 
doorway of the king's house. 
NLT King Rehoboam later replaced them with bronze shields and 
entrusted them to the care of the captain of his bodyguard. 

వచనము 11 

రాజు యెహోవా మందిరములోనికి పర్వేశించినపుప్డెలల్ నగరు సేవకులు వచిచ్ వాటిని ఎతిత్ తరువాత 

వాటిని మరల గదిలో ఉంచుచు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV And when the king entered into the house of the LORD, the guard 
came and fetched them, and brought them again into the guard chamber. 
Amplified And whenever the king entered the Lord's house, the guards 
came and got the shields of bronze and brought them again into the guard 
chamber. 
ESV And as often as the king went into the house of the LORD, the guard 
came and carried them and brought them back to the guardroom. 
NIV Whenever the king went to the Lord's temple, the guards went with 
him, bearing the shields, and afterward they returned them to the 
guardroom. 
NASB As often as the king entered the house of the LORD, the guards 
came and carried them and then brought them back into the guards' room. 
NKJV And whenever the king entered the house of the LORD, the guard 
would go and bring them out; then they would take them back into the 
guardroom. 
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NLT Whenever the king went to the Temple of the LORD, the guards 
would carry them along and then return them to the guardroom. 

వచనము 12 

అతడు తనున్ తాను తగిగ్ంచుకొనినందున యెహోవా అతని బొతిత్గా నిరూమ్లముచేయక, యూదావారు 

కొంతమటుట్కు మంచితనము ననుసరించుట చూచి తన కోపము అతనిమీదనుండి తిర్పుప్కొనెను. 
KJV And when he humbled himself, the wrath of the LORD turned from 
him, that he would not destroy him altogether: and also in Judah things 
went well. 
Amplified When Rehoboam humbled himself, the wrath of the Lord 
turned from him, so as not to destroy him entirely; also in Judah conditions 
were good. 
ESV And when he humbled himself the wrath of the LORD turned from 
him, so as not to make a complete destruction. Moreover, conditions were 
good in Judah. 
NIV Because Rehoboam humbled himself, the Lord's anger turned from 
him, and he was not totally destroyed. Indeed, there was some good in 
Judah. 
NASB And when he humbled himself, the anger of the LORD turned away 
from him, so as not to destroy him completely; and also conditions were 
good in Judah. 
NKJV When he humbled himself, the wrath of the LORD turned from him, 
so as not to destroy him completely; and things also went well in Judah. 
NLT Because Rehoboam humbled himself, the LORD's anger was turned 
aside, and he did not destroy him completely. And there was still goodness 
in the land of Judah. 

వచనము 13 

రాజైన రెహబాము యెరూషలేమునందు సిథ్రపడి యేలుబడి చేసెను; రెహబాము ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు 

నలుబదియొక సంవతస్రముల యీడుగలవాడై యుండెను; తన నామమును అచచ్ట ఉంచుటకై 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల గోతర్ములనిన్టిలోనుండి యెహోవా కోరుకొనిన పటట్ణమగు యెరూషలేమునందు 

అతడు పదునేడు సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను, అతని తలిల్ పేరు నయమా, ఆమె అమోమ్నీయురాలు. 
KJV So king Rehoboam strengthened himself in Jerusalem, and reigned: 
for Rehoboam was one and forty years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city which the LORD had chosen 
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out of all the tribes of Israel, to put his name there. And his mother's name 
was Naamah an Ammonitess. 
Amplified So King Rehoboam established and strengthened himself in 
Jerusalem and reigned. Rehoboam was forty-one years old when he began 
to reign, and he reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city in which the 
Lord had chosen out of all the tribes of Israel to put His Name [and the 
symbol of His presence]. His mother was Naamah an Ammonitess. 
ESV So King Rehoboam grew strong in Jerusalem and reigned. Rehoboam 
was forty-one years old when he began to reign, and he reigned seventeen 
years in Jerusalem, the city that the LORD had chosen out of all the tribes 
of Israel to put his name there. His mother's name was Naamah the 
Ammonite. 
NIV King Rehoboam established himself firmly in Jerusalem and 
continued as king. He was forty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city the LORD had chosen out of 
all the tribes of Israel in which to put his Name. His mother's name was 
Naamah; she was an Ammonite. 
NASB So King Rehoboam strengthened himself in Jerusalem and reigned. 
Now Rehoboam was forty-one years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city which the LORD had chosen 
from all the tribes of Israel, to put His name there. And his mother's name 
was Naamah the Ammonitess. 
NKJV Thus King Rehoboam strengthened himself in Jerusalem and 
reigned. Now Rehoboam was forty-one years old when he became king; and 
he reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city which the LORD had 
chosen out of all the tribes of Israel, to put His name there. His mother's 
name was Naamah, an Ammonitess. 
NLT King Rehoboam firmly established himself in Jerusalem and 
continued to rule. He was forty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the city the LORD had chosen from 
among all the tribes of Israel as the place to honor his name. Rehoboam's 
mother was Naamah, a woman from Ammon. 

వచనము 14 

అతడు తన మనసుస్ యెహోవాను వెదకుటయందు నిలుపుకొనక చెడుకిర్యలు చేసెను. 
KJV And he did evil, because he prepared not his heart to seek the LORD. 
Amplified And he did evil because he did not set his heart to seek (inquire 
of, yearn for) the Lord with all his desire. 
ESV And he did evil, for he did not set his heart to seek the LORD. 
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NIV He did evil because he had not set his heart on seeking the LORD. 
NASB He did evil because he did not set his heart to seek the LORD. 
NKJV And he did evil, because he did not prepare his heart to seek the 
LORD. 
NLT But he was an evil king, for he did not seek the LORD with all his 
heart. 

వచనము 15 

రెహబాము చేసిన కారయ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్యు షెమయా రచించిన గర్ంథమందును దీరఘ్దరిశ్యైన ఇదో ద్ 

రచించిన వంశావళియందును వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the acts of Rehoboam, first and last, are they not written in the 
book of Shemaiah the prophet, and of Iddo the seer concerning 
genealogies? And there were wars between Rehoboam and Jeroboam 
continually. 
Amplified Now the acts of Rehoboam, from first to last, are they not 
written in the histories of Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer 
regarding genealogies? There were wars between Rehoboam of Judah and 
Jeroboam of Israel continually. 
ESV Now the acts of Rehoboam, from first to last, are they not written in 
the chronicles of Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer? There were 
continual wars between Rehoboam and Jeroboam. 
NIV As for the events of Rehoboam's reign, from beginning to end, are they 
not written in the records of Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer that 
deal with genealogies? There was continual warfare between Rehoboam 
and Jeroboam. 
NASB Now the acts of Rehoboam, from first to last, are they not written in 
the records of Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer, according to 
genealogical enrollment? And there were wars between Rehoboam and 
Jeroboam continually. 
NKJV The acts of Rehoboam, first and last, are they not written in the 
book of Shemaiah the prophet, and of Iddo the seer concerning 
genealogies? And there were wars between Rehoboam and Jeroboam all 
their days. 
NLT The rest of the events of Rehoboam's reign, from beginning to end, 
are recorded in 'The Record of Shemaiah the Prophet' and in 'The Record of 
Iddo the Seer,' which are part of the genealogical record. Rehoboam and 
Jeroboam were continually at war with each other. 

వచనము 16 
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రెహబామునకును యరొబామునకును యుదధ్ము యెడతెగక జరిగెను. రెహబాము తన పితరులతో 

కూడ నిదిర్ంచి దావీదు పటట్ణమందు పాతిపెటట్బడెను, అతని కుమారుడైన అబీయా అతనికి బదులుగా 

రాజాయెను. 
KJV And Rehoboam slept with his fathers, and was buried in the city of 
David: and Abijah his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified And Rehoboam slept with his fathers and was buried in the City 
of David; and Abijah his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Rehoboam slept with his fathers and was buried in the city of 
David, and Abijah his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Rehoboam rested with his fathers and was buried in the City of David. 
And Abijah his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB And Rehoboam slept with his fathers and was buried in the city of 
David; and his son Abijah became king in his place. 
NKJV So Rehoboam rested with his fathers, and was buried in the City of 
David. Then Abijah his son reigned in his place. 
NLT When Rehoboam died, he was buried in the City of David. Then his 
son Abijah became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

రాజైన యరొబాము ఏలుబడిలో పదునెనిమిదవ సంవతస్రమందు అబీయా యూదావారిమీద 

ఏలనారంభించెను. 
KJV Now in the eighteenth year of king Jeroboam began Abijah to reign 
over Judah. 
Amplified IN THE eighteenth year of King Jeroboam, Abijah began to 
reign over Judah. 
ESV In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam, Abijah began to reign over 
Judah. 
NIV In the eighteenth year of the reign of Jeroboam, Abijah became king of 
Judah, 
NASB In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam, Abijah became king over 
Judah. 
NKJV In the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam, Abijah became king over 
Judah. 
NLT Abijah began to rule over Judah in the eighteenth year of Jeroboam's 
reign in Israel. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు మూడు సంవతస్రములు యెరూషలేమునందు ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్పేరు మీకాయా, ఆమె 

గిబియా ఊరివాడైన ఊరియేలు కుమారెత్. 
KJV He reigned three years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was 
Michaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. And there was war between 
Abijah and Jeroboam. 
Amplified He reigned three years in Jerusalem. His mother was Micaiah 
daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. And there was war between Abijah and 
Jeroboam of Israel. 
ESV He reigned for three years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was 
Micaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah.Now there was war between Abijah 
and Jeroboam. 
NIV and he reigned in Jerusalem three years. His mother's name was 
Maacah, a daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. There was war between Abijah and 
Jeroboam. 
NASB He reigned three years in Jerusalem; and his mother's name was 
Micaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. Now there was war between 
Abijah and Jeroboam. 
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NKJV He reigned three years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was 
Michaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. And there was war between 
Abijah and Jeroboam. 
NLT He reigned in Jerusalem three years. His mother was Maacah, a 
daughter of Uriel from Gibeah. Then war broke out between Abijah and 
Jeroboam. 

వచనము 3 

అబీయాకును యరొబామునకును యుదధ్ము కలుగగా అబీయా నాలుగు లక్షలమంది పరాకర్మశాలుల 

సైనయ్ము ఏరప్రచుకొని యుదధ్మునకు సిదధ్ము చేసెను; యరొబామును ఎనిమిది లక్షలమంది 

పరాకర్మశాలులను ఏరప్రచుకొని అతనికి ఎదురుగా వారిని యుదధ్మునకు వూయ్హపరచెను. 
KJV And Abijah set the battle in array with an army of valiant men of war, 
even four hundred thousand chosen men: Jeroboam also set the battle in 
array against him with eight hundred thousand chosen men, being mighty 
men of valour. 
Amplified And Abijah prepared for battle with an army of valiant men of 
war, 400,000 chosen men. Jeroboam set the battle in array against him 
with 800,000 chosen men, mighty men of valor. 
ESV Abijah went out to battle, having an army of valiant men of war, 
400,000 chosen men. And Jeroboam drew up his line of battle against him 
with 800,000 chosen mighty warriors. 
NIV Abijah went into battle with a force of four hundred thousand able 
fighting men, and Jeroboam drew up a battle line against him with eight 
hundred thousand able troops. 
NASB Abijah began the battle with an army of valiant warriors, 400,000 
chosen men, while Jeroboam drew up in battle formation against him with 
800,000 chosen men who were valiant warriors. 
NKJV Abijah set the battle in order with an army of valiant warriors, four 
hundred thousand choice men. Jeroboam also drew up in battle formation 
against him with eight hundred thousand choice men, mighty men of valor. 
NLT Judah, led by King Abijah, fielded 400,000 seasoned warriors, while 
Jeroboam mustered 800,000 courageous men from Israel. 

వచనము 4 

అపుప్డు అబీయా ఎఫార్యిము మనయ్మందుండు సెమరాయిము కొండమీద నిలిచి 

పర్కటించినదేమనగా యరొబామా, ఇశార్యేలు వారలారా, మీరందరును నాకు చెవియొగుగ్డి. 
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KJV And Abijah stood up upon mount Zemaraim, which is in mount 
Ephraim, and said, Hear me, thou Jeroboam, and all Israel; 
Amplified And Abijah stood on Mount Zemaraim, in the hill country of 
Ephraim, and said, Hear me, O Jeroboam and all Israel! 
ESV Then Abijah stood up on Mount Zemaraim that is in the hill country 
of Ephraim and said, "Hear me, O Jeroboam and all Israel! 
NIV Abijah stood on Mount Zemaraim, in the hill country of Ephraim, and 
said, 'Jeroboam and all Israel, listen to me! 
NASB Then Abijah stood on Mount Zemaraim, which is in the hill country 
of Ephraim, and said, 'Listen to me, Jeroboam and all Israel: 
NKJV Then Abijah stood on Mount Zemaraim, which is in the mountains 
of Ephraim, and said, "Hear me, Jeroboam and all Israel: 
NLT When the army of Judah arrived in the hill country of Ephraim, 
Abijah stood on Mount Zemaraim and shouted to Jeroboam and the 
Israelite army: 'Listen to me! 

వచనము 5 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజయ్మును ఎలల్పుప్డును ఏలునటుల్గా ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా దావీదుతోను 

అతని సంతతివారితోను భంగము కాజాలని1 నిబంధన చేసి దానిని వారికిచెచ్నని మీరు 

తెలిసికొందురు గదా. 
KJV Ought ye not to know that the LORD God of Israel gave the kingdom 
over Israel to David for ever, even to him and to his sons by a covenant of 
salt? 
Amplified Ought you not to know that the Lord, the God of Israel, gave 
the kingship over Israel to David forever, even to him and to his sons by a 
covenant of salt? 
ESV Ought you not to know that the LORD God of Israel gave the kingship 
over Israel forever to David and his sons by a covenant of salt? 
NIV Don't you know that the LORD, the God of Israel, has given the 
kingship of Israel to David and his descendants forever by a covenant of 
salt? 
NASB 'Do you not know that the LORD God of Israel gave the rule over 
Israel forever to David and his sons by a covenant of salt? 
NKJV Should you not know that the LORD God of Israel gave the 
dominion over Israel to David forever, to him and his sons, by a covenant of 
salt? 
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NLT Don't you realize that the LORD, the God of Israel, made an 
unbreakable covenant with David, giving him and his descendants the 
throne of Israel forever? 

వచనము 6 

అయినను దావీదు కుమారుడైన సొలొమోనుకు దాసుడును నెబాతు కుమారుడునగు యరొబాము 

పనికిమాలిన దుషుట్లతో కలిసి లేచి తన యజమానునిమీద తిరుగుబాటు చేసెను. 
KJV Yet Jeroboam the son of Nebat, the servant of Solomon the son of 
David, is risen up, and hath rebelled against his lord. 
Amplified Yet Jeroboam son of Nebat, a servant of Solomon son of David, 
rose up and rebelled against his lord [the king]. 
ESV Yet Jeroboam the son of Nebat, a servant of Solomon the son of 
David, rose up and rebelled against his lord, 
NIV Yet Jeroboam son of Nebat, an official of Solomon son of David, 
rebelled against his master. 
NASB 'Yet Jeroboam the son of Nebat, the servant of Solomon the son of 
David, rose up and rebelled against his master, 
NKJV Yet Jeroboam the son of Nebat, the servant of Solomon the son of 
David, rose up and rebelled against his lord. 
NLT Yet Jeroboam son of Nebat, who was a mere servant of David's son 
Solomon, became a traitor to his master. 

వచనము 7 

సొలొమోను కుమారుడైన రెహబాము ఇంకను బాలయ్దశలోనుండి ధైరయ్ము లేనివాడై వారిని 

ఎదిరించుటకు తగిన శకిత్లేకునన్పుప్డు వారు అతనితో యుదధ్ము చేయుటకు సిదధ్మైరి. 
KJV And there are gathered unto him vain men, the children of Belial, and 
have strengthened themselves against Rehoboam the son of Solomon, when 
Rehoboam was young and tenderhearted, and could not withstand them. 
Amplified And there gathered to him worthless men, base fellows, who 
strengthened themselves against Rehoboam son of Solomon when 
Rehoboam was young [as king], irresolute, and inexperienced and did not 
withstand them with firmness and strength. 
ESV and certain worthless scoundrels gathered about him and defied 
Rehoboam the son of Solomon, when Rehoboam was young and irresolute 
and could not withstand them. 
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NIV Some worthless scoundrels gathered around him and opposed 
Rehoboam son of Solomon when he was young and indecisive and not 
strong enough to resist them. 
NASB and worthless men gathered about him, scoundrels, who proved too 
strong for Rehoboam, the son of Solomon, when he was young and timid 
and could not hold his own against them. 
NKJV Then worthless rogues gathered to him, and strengthened 
themselves against Rehoboam the son of Solomon, when Rehoboam was 
young and inexperienced and could not withstand them. 
NLT Then a whole gang of scoundrels joined him, defying Solomon's son 
Rehoboam when he was young and inexperienced and could not stand up 
to them. 

వచనము 8 

ఇపుప్డు దావీదు సంతతివారి వశముననునన్ యెహోవా రాజయ్ముతో మీరు యుదధ్ముచేయ 

తెగించెదమని తలంచుచునాన్రు. మీరు గొపప్ సైనయ్ముగా ఉనాన్రు; యరొబాము మీకు దేవతలుగా 

చేయించిన బంగారు దూడలును మీయొదద్ ఉనన్వి. 
KJV And now ye think to withstand the kingdom of the LORD in the hand 
of the sons of David; and ye be a great multitude, and there are with you 
golden calves, which Jeroboam made you for gods. 
Amplified And now you think to withstand the kingdom of the Lord which 
is in the hands of the sons of David, because you are a great multitude and 
you have with you the golden calves which Jeroboam made for you for gods. 
ESV "And now you think to withstand the kingdom of the LORD in the 
hand of the sons of David, because you are a great multitude and have with 
you the golden calves that Jeroboam made you for gods. 
NIV 'And now you plan to resist the kingdom of the LORD, which is in the 
hands of David's descendants. You are indeed a vast army and have with 
you the golden calves that Jeroboam made to be your gods. 
NASB 'So now you intend to resist the kingdom of the LORD through the 
sons of David, being a great multitude and having with you the golden 
calves which Jeroboam made for gods for you. 
NKJV And now you think to withstand the kingdom of the LORD, which is 
in the hand of the sons of David; and you are a great multitude, and with 
you are the gold calves which Jeroboam made for you as gods. 
NLT Do you really think you can stand against the kingdom of the LORD 
that is led by the descendants of David? Your army is vast indeed, but with 
you are those gold calves that Jeroboam made as your gods! 
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వచనము 9 

మీరు అహరోను సంతతివారైన యెహోవా యాజకులను, లేవీయులను తోర్సివేసి, అనయ్దేశముల 

జనులు చేయునటుల్ మీకొరకు యాజకులను నియమించుకొంటిరి గదా? ఒక కోడెతోను ఏడు గొఱఱ్ 

పొటే ట్ళల్తోను తనున్ పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుటకైవచుచ్ పర్తివాడు, దైవములు కాని వాటికి యాజకుడగుచునాన్డు. 
KJV Have ye not cast out the priests of the LORD, the sons of Aaron, and 
the Levites, and have made you priests after the manner of the nations of 
other lands? so that whosoever cometh to consecrate himself with a young 
bullock and seven rams, the same may be a priest of them that are no gods. 
Amplified Have you not driven out the priests of the Lord, the sons of 
Aaron, and the Levites, and made priests for yourselves like the peoples of 
other lands? So whoever comes to consecrate himself with a young bull and 
seven rams may be a priest of idols that are not gods. 
ESV Have you not driven out the priests of the LORD, the sons of Aaron, 
and the Levites, and made priests for yourselves like the peoples of other 
lands? Whoever comes for ordination with a young bull or seven rams 
becomes a priest of what are no gods. 
NIV But didn't you drive out the priests of the LORD, the sons of Aaron, 
and the Levites, and make priests of your own as the peoples of other lands 
do? Whoever comes to consecrate himself with a young bull and seven rams 
may become a priest of what are not gods. 
NASB 'Have you not driven out the priests of the LORD, the sons of Aaron 
and the Levites, and made for yourselves priests like the peoples of other 
lands? Whoever comes to consecrate himself with a young bull and seven 
rams, even he may become a priest of what are no gods. 
NKJV Have you not cast out the priests of the LORD, the sons of Aaron, 
and the Levites, and made for yourselves priests, like the peoples of other 
lands, so that whoever comes to consecrate himself with a young bull and 
seven rams may be a priest of things that are not gods? 
NLT And you have chased away the priests of the LORD and the Levites 
and have appointed your own priests, just like the pagan nations. You let 
anyone become a priest these days! Whoever comes to be dedicated with a 
young bull and seven rams can become a priest of these so-called gods of 
yours! 

వచనము 10 
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అయితే యెహోవా మాకు దేవుడైయునాన్డు; మేము ఆయనను విసరిజ్ంచినవారము కాము; అహరోను 

సంతతివారు యెహోవాకు సేవచేయు యాజకులై యునాన్రు; లేవీయులు చేయవలసిన పనులను 

లేవీయులే చేయుచునాన్రు. 
KJV But as for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not forsaken him; 
and the priests, which minister unto the LORD, are the sons of Aaron, and 
the Levites wait upon their business: 
Amplified But as for us, the Lord is our God, and we have not forsaken 
Him. We have priests ministering to the Lord who are sons of Aaron, and 
Levites for their service. 
ESV But as for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not forsaken him. We 
have priests ministering to the LORD who are sons of Aaron, and Levites 
for their service. 
NIV 'As for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not forsaken him. The 
priests who serve the LORD are sons of Aaron, and the Levites assist them. 
NASB 'But as for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not forsaken Him; 
and the sons of Aaron are ministering to the LORD as priests, and the 
Levites attend to their work. 
NKJV But as for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not forsaken Him; 
and the priests who minister to the LORD are the sons of Aaron, and the 
Levites attend to their duties. 
NLT 'But as for us, the LORD is our God, and we have not abandoned him. 
Only the descendants of Aaron serve the LORD as priests, and the Levites 
alone may help them in their work. 

వచనము 11 

వారు ఉదయాసత్మయములయందు యెహోవాకు దహనబలులు అరిప్ంచుచు, సుగంధదర్వయ్ములతో 

ధూపము వేయుచు, పవితర్మైన బలల్మీద సనిన్ధిరొటెట్లు ఉంచుచు, బంగారు దీపసత్ంభమును 

పర్మిదెలను పర్తి సాయంతర్ము ముటిట్ంచుచు వచుచ్చునాన్రు; మేము మా దేవుడైన యెహోవా 

యేరప్రచిన విధినిబటిట్ సమసత్ము జరిగించుచునాన్ము గాని మీరు ఆయనను విసరిజ్ంచిన వారైతిరి. 
KJV And they burn unto the LORD every morning and every evening burnt 
sacrifices and sweet incense: the shewbread also set they in order upon the 
pure table; and the candlestick of gold with the lamps thereof, to burn every 
evening: for we keep the charge of the LORD our God; but ye have forsaken 
him. 
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Amplified They offer to the Lord every morning and every evening burnt 
sacrifices and incense of sweet spices; they set in order the showbread on 
the table of pure gold and attend to the golden lampstand, that its lamps 
may be lighted every evening. For we keep the charge of the Lord our God, 
but you have forsaken Him. 
ESV They offer to the LORD every morning and every evening burnt 
offerings and incense of sweet spices, set out the showbread on the table of 
pure gold, and care for the golden lampstand that its lamps may burn every 
evening. For we keep the charge of the LORD our God, but you have 
forsaken him. 
NIV Every morning and evening they present burnt offerings and fragrant 
incense to the LORD. They set out the bread on the ceremonially clean table 
and light the lamps on the gold lampstand every evening. We are observing 
the requirements of the LORD our God. But you have forsaken him. 
NASB 'Every morning and evening they burn to the LORD burnt offerings 
and fragrant incense, and the showbread is set on the clean table, and the 
golden lampstand with its lamps is ready to light every evening; for we keep 
the charge of the LORD our God, but you have forsaken Him. 
NKJV And they burn to the LORD every morning and every evening burnt 
sacrifices and sweet incense; they also set the showbread in order on the 
pure gold table, and the lampstand of gold with its lamps to burn every 
evening; for we keep the command of the LORD our God, but you have 
forsaken Him. 
NLT They present burnt offerings and fragrant incense to the LORD every 
morning and evening. They place the Bread of the Presence on the holy 
table, and they light the gold lampstand every evening. We are following the 
instructions of the LORD our God, but you have abandoned him. 

వచనము 12 

ఆలోచించుడి, దేవుడే మాకు తోడై మాకు అధిపతిగానునాన్డు, మీ మీద ఆరాభ్టము చేయుటకై బూరలు 

పటుట్కొని ఊదునటిట్ ఆయన యాజకులు మా పక్షమున ఉనాన్రు; ఇశార్యేలువారలారా, మీ పితరుల 

దేవుడైన యెహోవాతో యుదధ్ము చేయకుడి, చేసినను మీరు జయమొందరు. 
KJV And, behold, God himself is with us for our captain, and his priests 
with sounding trumpets to cry alarm against you. O children of Israel, fight 
ye not against the LORD God of your fathers; for ye shall not prosper. 
Amplified Behold, God Himself is with us at our head, and His priests 
with their battle trumpets to sound an alarm against you. O Israelites, fight 
not against the Lord, the God of your fathers, for you cannot prosper. 
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ESV Behold, God is with us at our head, and his priests with their battle 
trumpets to sound the call to battle against you. O sons of Israel, do not 
fight against the LORD, the God of your fathers, for you cannot succeed." 
NIV God is with us; he is our leader. His priests with their trumpets will 
sound the battle cry against you. Men of Israel, do not fight against the 
LORD, the God of your fathers, for you will not succeed.' 
NASB 'Now behold, God is with us at our head and His priests with the 
signal trumpets to sound the alarm against you. O sons of Israel, do not 
fight against the LORD God of your fathers, for you will not succeed.' 
NKJV Now look, God Himself is with us as our head, and His priests with 
sounding trumpets to sound the alarm against you. O children of Israel, do 
not fight against the LORD God of your fathers, for you shall not prosper!" 
NLT So you see, God is with us. He is our leader. His priests blow their 
trumpets and lead us into battle against you. O people of Israel, do not fight 
against the LORD, the God of your ancestors, for you will not succeed!' 

వచనము 13 

యరొబాము వారి వెనుకటి భాగమందు మాటుగాండర్ను కొందరిని ఉంచి, సైనయ్ము యూదావారికి 

ముందును మాటుగాండర్ వారికి వెనుకను ఉండునటుల్ చేసెను. 
KJV But Jeroboam caused an ambushment to come about behind them: so 
they were before Judah, and the ambushment was behind them. 
Amplified But Jeroboam caused an ambushment to come around them 
from behind, so his troops were before Judah and the ambush behind. 
ESV Jeroboam had sent an ambush around to come upon them from 
behind. Thus his troops were in front of Judah, and the ambush was behind 
them. 
NIV Now Jeroboam had sent troops around to the rear, so that while he 
was in front of Judah the ambush was behind them. 
NASB But Jeroboam had set an ambush to come from the rear, so that 
Israel was in front of Judah and the ambush was behind them. 
NKJV But Jeroboam caused an ambush to go around behind them; so they 
were in front of Judah, and the ambush was behind them. 
NLT Meanwhile, Jeroboam had secretly sent part of his army around 
behind the men of Judah to ambush them. 

వచనము 14 
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యూదావారు తిరిగిచూచి యోధులు తమకు ముందును వెనుకను ఉనన్టుట్ తెలిసికొని యెహోవాకు 

పార్రథ్న చేసిరి, యాజకులును బూరలు ఊదిరి. 
KJV And when Judah looked back, behold, the battle was before and 
behind: and they cried unto the LORD, and the priests sounded with the 
trumpets. 
Amplified When Judah looked, behold, the battle was before and behind; 
and they cried to the Lord, and the priests blew the trumpets. 
ESV And when Judah looked, behold, the battle was in front of and behind 
them. And they cried to the LORD, and the priests blew the trumpets. 
NIV Judah turned and saw that they were being attacked at both front and 
rear. Then they cried out to the LORD. The priests blew their trumpets 
NASB When Judah turned around, behold, they were attacked both front 
and rear; so they cried to the LORD, and the priests blew the trumpets. 
NKJV And when Judah looked around, to their surprise the battle line was 
at both front and rear; and they cried out to the LORD, and the priests 
sounded the trumpets. 
NLT When Judah realized that they were being attacked from the front and 
the rear, they cried out to the LORD for help. Then the priests blew the 
trumpets, 

వచనము 15 

అపుప్డు యూదావారు ఆరభ్టించిరి; యూదావారు ఆరభ్టించినపుప్డు యరొబామును 

ఇశార్యేలువారందరును అబీయా యెదుటను యూదావారి యెదుటను నిలువలేకుండునటుల్ దేవుడు 

వారిని మొతిత్నందున 

KJV Then the men of Judah gave a shout: and as the men of Judah 
shouted, it came to pass, that God smote Jeroboam and all Israel before 
Abijah and Judah. 
Amplified Then the men of Judah gave a shout; and as they shouted, God 
smote Jeroboam and all Israel before Abijah and Judah. 
ESV Then the men of Judah raised the battle shout. And when the men of 
Judah shouted, God defeated Jeroboam and all Israel before Abijah and 
Judah. 
NIV and the men of Judah raised the battle cry. At the sound of their battle 
cry, God routed Jeroboam and all Israel before Abijah and Judah. 
NASB Then the men of Judah raised a war cry, and when the men of Judah 
raised the war cry, then it was that God routed Jeroboam and all Israel 
before Abijah and Judah. 
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NKJV Then the men of Judah gave a shout; and as the men of Judah 
shouted, it happened that God struck Jeroboam and all Israel before Abijah 
and Judah. 
NLT and the men of Judah began to shout. At the sound of their battle cry, 
God defeated Jeroboam and the Israelite army and routed them before 
Abijah and the army of Judah. 

వచనము 16 

ఇశార్యేలువారు యూదా వారి యెదుటనుండి పారిపోయిరి. దేవుడు వారిని యూదా వారిచేతికి 

అపప్గించినందున 

KJV And the children of Israel fled before Judah: and God delivered them 
into their hand. 
Amplified And the Israelites fled before Judah, and God delivered them 
into their hands. 
ESV The men of Israel fled before Judah, and God gave them into their 
hand. 
NIV The Israelites fled before Judah, and God delivered them into their 
hands. 
NASB When the sons of Israel fled before Judah, God gave them into their 
hand. 
NKJV And the children of Israel fled before Judah, and God delivered 
them into their hand. 
NLT The Israelite army fled from Judah, and God handed them over to 
Judah in defeat. 

వచనము 17 

అబీయాయును అతని జనులును వారిని ఘోరముగా సంహరించిరి. ఇశార్యేలు వారిలో అయిదు 

లక్షలమంది పరాకర్మశాలులు హతులైరి. 
KJV And Abijah and his people slew them with a great slaughter: so there 
fell down slain of Israel five hundred thousand chosen men. 
Amplified And Abijah and his people slew them with a great slaughter, so 
there fell of Israel 500,000 chosen men. 
ESV Abijah and his people struck them with great force, so there fell slain 
of Israel 500,000 chosen men. 
NIV Abijah and his men inflicted heavy losses on them, so that there were 
five hundred thousand casualties among Israel's able men. 
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NASB Abijah and his people defeated them with a great slaughter, so that 
500,000 chosen men of Israel fell slain. 
NKJV Then Abijah and his people struck them with a great slaughter; so 
five hundred thousand choice men of Israel fell slain. 
NLT Abijah and his army inflicted heavy losses on them; there were 
500,000 casualties among Israel's finest troops that day. 

వచనము 18 

ఈ పర్కారము ఇశార్యేలువారు ఆ కాలమందు తగిగ్ంపబడిరి గాని యూదావారు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన 

యెహోవాను ఆశర్యించిన హేతువుచేత జయమొందిరి. 
KJV Thus the children of Israel were brought under at that time, and the 
children of Judah prevailed, because they relied upon the LORD God of 
their fathers. 
Amplified Thus the Israelites were brought low at that time, and the 
people of Judah prevailed because they relied upon the Lord, the God of 
their fathers. 
ESV Thus the men of Israel were subdued at that time, and the men of 
Judah prevailed, because they relied on the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NIV The men of Israel were subdued on that occasion, and the men of 
Judah were victorious because they relied on the LORD, the God of their 
fathers. 
NASB Thus the sons of Israel were subdued at that time, and the sons of 
Judah conquered because they trusted in the LORD, the God of their 
fathers. 
NKJV Thus the children of Israel were subdued at that time; and the 
children of Judah prevailed, because they relied on the LORD God of their 
fathers. 
NLT So Judah defeated Israel because they trusted in the LORD, the God 
of their ancestors. 

వచనము 19 

అబీయా యరొబామును తరిమి, బేతేలును దాని గార్మములను యెషానాను దాని గార్మములను 

ఎఫోర్నును దాని గార్మములను పటుట్కొనెను. 
KJV And Abijah pursued after Jeroboam, and took cities from him, Bethel 
with the towns thereof, and Jeshanah with the towns thereof, and Ephrain 
with the towns thereof. 
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Amplified And Abijah pursued Jeroboam and took some cities from him, 
Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephraim (Ephron), with their towns. 
ESV And Abijah pursued Jeroboam and took cities from him, Bethel with 
its villages and Jeshanah with its villages and Ephron with its villages. 
NIV Abijah pursued Jeroboam and took from him the towns of Bethel, 
Jeshanah and Ephron, with their surrounding villages. 
NASB Abijah pursued Jeroboam and captured from him several cities, 
Bethel with its villages, Jeshanah with its villages and Ephron with its 
villages. 
NKJV And Abijah pursued Jeroboam and took cities from him: Bethel with 
its villages, Jeshanah with its villages, and Ephrain with its villages. 
NLT Abijah and his army pursued Jeroboam's troops and captured some of 
his towns, including Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephron, along with their 
surrounding villages. 

వచనము 20 

అబీయా బర్దికిన కాలమున యరొబాము మరల బలము పొందలేదు,యెహోవా అతని మొతిత్నందుచేత 

అతడు మరణమొందెను. 
KJV Neither did Jeroboam recover strength again in the days of Abijah: 
and the LORD struck him, and he died. 
Amplified Jeroboam did not recover strength again in the days of Abijah. 
And the Lord smote him and he died. 
ESV Jeroboam did not recover his power in the days of Abijah. And the 
LORD struck him down, and he died. 
NIV Jeroboam did not regain power during the time of Abijah. And the 
LORD struck him down and he died. 
NASB Jeroboam did not again recover strength in the days of Abijah; and 
the LORD struck him and he died. 
NKJV So Jeroboam did not recover strength again in the days of Abijah; 
and the LORD struck him, and he died. 
NLT So Jeroboam of Israel never regained his power during Abijah's 
lifetime, and finally the LORD struck him down and he died. 

వచనము 21 

అబీయా వృదిధ్నొందెను, అతడు పదునాలుగుమంది భారయ్లను వివాహము చేసికొని యిరువది యిదద్రు 

కుమారులను పదునారుగురు కుమారెత్లను కనెను. 
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KJV But Abijah waxed mighty, and married fourteen wives, and begat 
twenty and two sons, and sixteen daughters. 
Amplified But Abijah became mighty. He married fourteen wives and had 
twenty-two sons and sixteen daughters. 
ESV But Abijah grew mighty. And he took fourteen wives and had twenty-
two sons and sixteen daughters. 
NIV But Abijah grew in strength. He married fourteen wives and had 
twenty-two sons and sixteen daughters. 
NASB But Abijah became powerful; and took fourteen wives to himself, 
and became the father of twenty-two sons and sixteen daughters. 
NKJV But Abijah grew mighty, married fourteen wives, and begot twenty-
two sons and sixteen daughters. 
NLT By contrast, Abijah of Judah grew more and more powerful. He 
married fourteen wives and had twenty-two sons and sixteen daughters. 

వచనము 22 

అబీయా చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతని చరయ్నుగూరిచ్యు, అతని కాలమున జరిగిన 

సంగతులనుగూరిచ్యు పర్వకత్యైన ఇదో ద్ రచించిన సటీక గర్ంథమునందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways, and his sayings, are 
written in the story of the prophet Iddo. 
Amplified And the rest of the acts of Abijah, his ways and his sayings, are 
written in the story of the prophet Iddo. 
ESV The rest of the acts of Abijah, his ways and his sayings, are written in 
the story of the prophet Iddo. 
NIV The other events of Abijah's reign, what he did and what he said, are 
written in the annotations of the prophet Iddo. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Abijah, and his ways and his words are 
written in the treatise of the prophet Iddo. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Abijah, his ways, and his sayings are 
written in the annals of the prophet Iddo. 
NLT The rest of the events of Abijah's reign, including his words and 
deeds, are recorded in 'The Commentary of Iddo the Prophet.' 
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వచనము 1 

అబీయా తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంపగా జనులు అతనిని దావీదు పటట్ణమందు పాతిపెటిట్రి; అతనికి 

బదులుగా అతని కుమారుడైన ఆసా రాజాయెను. ఇతని దినములలో దేశము పది సంవతస్రములు 

నెమమ్ది పొందెను. 
KJV So Abijah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of 
David: and Asa his son reigned in his stead. In his days the land was quiet 
ten years. 
Amplified SO ABIJAH slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the 
City of David; and Asa his son reigned in his stead. In his days the land was 
at rest for ten years. 
ESV Abijah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of David. 
And Asa his son reigned in his place. In his days the land had rest for ten 
years. 
NIV And Abijah rested with his fathers and was buried in the City of David. 
Asa his son succeeded him as king, and in his days the country was at peace 
for ten years. 
NASB So Abijah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of 
David, and his son Asa became king in his place. The land was undisturbed 
for ten years during his days. 
NKJV So Abijah rested with his fathers, and they buried him in the City of 
David. Then Asa his son reigned in his place. In his days the land was quiet 
for ten years. 
NLT When Abijah died, he was buried in the City of David. Then his son 
Asa became the next king. There was peace in the land for ten years, 

వచనము 2 

ఆసా తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి అనుకూలముగాను యథారథ్ముగాను నడచినవాడై 

KJV And Asa did that which was good and right in the eyes of the LORD 
his God: 
Amplified And Asa did what was good and right in the eyes of the Lord his 
God. 
ESV And Asa did what was good and right in the eyes of the LORD his God. 
NIV Asa did what was good and right in the eyes of the LORD his God. 
NASB Asa did good and right in the sight of the LORD his God, 
NKJV Asa did what was good and right in the eyes of the LORD his God, 
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NLT for Asa did what was pleasing and good in the sight of the LORD his 
God. 

వచనము 3 

అనయ్దేవతల బలిపీఠములను పడగొటిట్ ఉనన్త సథ్లములను పాడుచేసి పర్తిమలను పగులగొటిట్ దేవతా 

సత్ంభములను కొటిట్వేయించి 

KJV For he took away the altars of the strange gods, and the high places, 
and brake down the images, and cut down the groves: 
Amplified He took away the foreign altars and high places and broke 
down the idol pillars or obelisks and cut down the Asherim [symbols of the 
goddess Asherah] 
ESV He took away the foreign altars and the high places and broke down 
the pillars and cut down the Asherim 
NIV He removed the foreign altars and the high places, smashed the sacred 
stones and cut down the Asherah poles. 
NASB for he removed the foreign altars and high places, tore down the 
sacred pillars, cut down the Asherim, 
NKJV for he removed the altars of the foreign gods and the high places, 
and broke down the sacred pillars and cut down the wooden images. 
NLT He removed the pagan altars and the shrines. He smashed the sacred 
pillars and cut down the Asherah poles. 

వచనము 4 

వారి పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను ఆశర్యించుటకును, ధరమ్శాసత్రమునుబటిట్యు విధినిబటిట్యు 

కిర్యలు జరిగించుటకును, యూదావారికి ఆజాఞ్పించి 

KJV And commanded Judah to seek the LORD God of their fathers, and to 
do the law and the commandment. 
Amplified And commanded Judah to seek the Lord, the God of their 
fathers [to inquire of and for Him and crave Him as a vital necessity], and 
to obey the law and the commandment. 
ESV and commanded Judah to seek the LORD, the God of their fathers, 
and to keep the law and the commandment. 
NIV He commanded Judah to seek the LORD, the God of their fathers, and 
to obey his laws and commands. 
NASB and commanded Judah to seek the LORD God of their fathers and 
to observe the law and the commandment. 
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NKJV He commanded Judah to seek the LORD God of their fathers, and 
to observe the law and the commandment. 
NLT He commanded the people of Judah to seek the LORD, the God of 
their ancestors, and to obey his law and his commands. 

వచనము 5 

ఉనన్త సథ్లములను సూరయ్ దేవతాసత్ంభములను యూదావారి పటట్ణములనిన్టిలోనుండి తీసివేసెను. 

అతని యేలుబడియందు రాజయ్ము నెమమ్దిగా ఉండెను. 
KJV Also he took away out of all the cities of Judah the high places and the 
images: and the kingdom was quiet before him. 
Amplified Also Asa took out of all the cities of Judah the idolatrous high 
places and the incense altars. And the kingdom had rest under his reign. 
ESV He also took out of all the cities of Judah the high places and the 
incense altars. And the kingdom had rest under him. 
NIV He removed the high places and incense altars in every town in Judah, 
and the kingdom was at peace under him. 
NASB He also removed the high places and the incense altars from all the 
cities of Judah. And the kingdom was undisturbed under him. 
NKJV He also removed the high places and the incense altars from all the 
cities of Judah, and the kingdom was quiet under him. 
NLT Asa also removed the pagan shrines, as well as the incense altars from 
every one of Judah's towns. So Asa's kingdom enjoyed a period of peace. 

వచనము 6 

ఆ సంవతస్రములలో అతనికి యుదధ్ములు లేకపోవుటచేత దేశములో నెమమ్దికలిగియుండెను; 

యెహోవా అతనికి విశార్ంతి దయచేసియుండగా అతడు యూదా దేశమున పార్కారములుగల 

పటట్ణములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he built fenced cities in Judah: for the land had rest, and he had 
no war in those years; because the LORD had given him rest. 
Amplified And he built fortified cities in Judah, for the land had rest. He 
had no war in those years, for the Lord gave him peace. 
ESV He built fortified cities in Judah, for the land had rest. He had no war 
in those years, for the LORD gave him peace. 
NIV He built up the fortified cities of Judah, since the land was at peace. 
No one was at war with him during those years, for the LORD gave him 
rest. 
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NASB He built fortified cities in Judah, since the land was undisturbed, 
and there was no one at war with him during those years, because the 
LORD had given him rest. 
NKJV And he built fortified cities in Judah, for the land had rest; he had 
no war in those years, because the LORD had given him rest. 
NLT During those peaceful years, he was able to build up the fortified cities 
throughout Judah. No one tried to make war against him at this time, for 
the LORD was giving him rest from his enemies. 

వచనము 7 

అతడు యూదావారికి ఈలాగు పర్కటన చేసెను మన దేవుడైన యెహోవాను మనము ఆశర్యించితివిు, 

ఆశర్యించినందున ఆయన మన చుటుట్ను నెమమ్ది కలుగజేసియునాన్డు; దేశమందు మనము 

నిరభయ్ంతరముగా తిరుగవచుచ్ను, మనము ఈ పటట్ణములను కటిట్ంచి, వాటికి పార్కారములను 

గోపురములను గుమమ్ములను దావ్రబంధములను అమరుచ్దము. కాగా వారు పటట్ణములను కటిట్ 

వృదిధ్నొందిరి. 
KJV Therefore he said unto Judah, Let us build these cities, and make 
about them walls, and towers, gates, and bars, while the land is yet before 
us; because we have sought the LORD our God, we have sought him, and he 
hath given us rest on every side. So they built and prospered. 
Amplified Therefore he said to Judah, Let us build these cities and 
surround them with walls, towers, gates, and bars. The land is still ours, 
because we sought the Lord our God; we have sought Him [yearning for 
Him with all our desire] and He has given us rest and peace on every side. 
So they built and prospered. 
ESV And he said to Judah, "Let us build these cities and surround them 
with walls and towers, gates and bars. The land is still ours, because we 
have sought the LORD our God. We have sought him, and he has given us 
peace on every side." So they built and prospered. 
NIV 'Let us build up these towns,' he said to Judah, 'and put walls around 
them, with towers, gates and bars. The land is still ours, because we have 
sought the LORD our God; we sought him and he has given us rest on every 
side.' So they built and prospered. 
NASB For he said to Judah, 'Let us build these cities and surround them 
with walls and towers, gates and bars. The land is still ours because we have 
sought the LORD our God; we have sought Him, and He has given us rest 
on every side.' So they built and prospered. 
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NKJV Therefore he said to Judah, "Let us build these cities and make walls 
around them, and towers, gates, and bars, while the land is yet before us, 
because we have sought the LORD our God; we have sought Him, and He 
has given us rest on every side." So they built and prospered. 
NLT Asa told the people of Judah, 'Let us build towns and fortify them with 
walls, towers, gates, and bars. The land is ours because we sought the 
LORD our God, and he has given us rest from our enemies.' So they went 
ahead with these projects and brought them to completion. 

వచనము 8 

ఆ కాలమున డాళల్ను ఈటెలను పటుట్కొను మూడు లక్షలమంది యూదావారును, కేడెములు ధరించి 

విలుల్వేయు రెండు లక్షల ఎనుబది వేలమంది బెనాయ్మీనీయులును కూడిన సైనయ్ము ఆసాకు ఉండెను; 

వీరందరును పరాకర్మశాలులై యుండిరి. 
KJV And Asa had an army of men that bare targets and spears, out of 
Judah three hundred thousand; and out of Benjamin, that bare shields and 
drew bows, two hundred and fourscore thousand: all these were mighty 
men of valour. 
Amplified Asa had an army of 300,000 men out of Judah, who bore 
bucklers and spears, and 280,000 out of Benjamin, who bore shields and 
drew bows, all mighty men of courage. 
ESV And Asa had an army of 300,000 from Judah, armed with large 
shields and spears, and 280,000 men from Benjamin that carried shields 
and drew bows. All these were mighty men of valor. 
NIV Asa had an army of three hundred thousand men from Judah, 
equipped with large shields and with spears, and two hundred and eighty 
thousand from Benjamin, armed with small shields and with bows. All 
these were brave fighting men. 
NASB Now Asa had an army of 300,000 from Judah, bearing large shields 
and spears, and 280,000 from Benjamin, bearing shields and wielding 
bows; all of them were valiant warriors. 
NKJV And Asa had an army of three hundred thousand from Judah who 
carried shields and spears, and from Benjamin two hundred and eighty 
thousand men who carried shields and drew bows; all these were mighty 
men of valor. 
NLT King Asa had an army of 300,000 warriors from the tribe of Judah, 
armed with large shields and spears. He also had an army of 280,000 
warriors from the tribe of Benjamin, armed with small shields and bows. 
Both armies were composed of courageous fighting men. 
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వచనము 9 

కూషీయుడైన జెరహు వారిమీద దండెతిత్ వేయి వేల సైనయ్మును మూడువందల రథములను కూరుచ్కొని 

బయలుదేరి మారేషావరకు రాగా ఆసా అతనికి ఎదురుబోయెను. 
KJV And there came out against them Zerah the Ethiopian with an host of 
a thousand thousand, and three hundred chariots; and came unto 
Mareshah. 
Amplified There came out against Judah Zerah the Ethiopian with a host 
of a million [that is, too many to be numbered] and 300 chariots, and came 
as far as Mareshah. 
ESV Zerah the Ethiopian came out against them with an army of a million 
men and 300 chariots, and came as far as Mareshah. 
NIV Zerah the Cushite marched out against them with a vast army and 
three hundred chariots, and came as far as Mareshah. 
NASB Now Zerah the Ethiopian came out against them with an army of a 
million men and 300 chariots, and he came to Mareshah. 
NKJV Then Zerah the Ethiopian came out against them with an army of a 
million men and three hundred chariots, and he came to Mareshah. 
NLT Once an Ethiopian named Zerah attacked Judah with an army of a 
million men and three hundred chariots. They advanced to the city of 
Mareshah, 

వచనము 10 

వారు మారేషానొదద్ జెపాతా అను పలల్పు సథ్లమందు పంకుత్లు తీరిచ్ యుదధ్ము కలుపగా 

KJV Then Asa went out against him, and they set the battle in array in the 
valley of Zephathah at Mareshah. 
Amplified Then Asa went out against him, and they set up their lines of 
battle in the Valley of Zephathah at Mareshah. 
ESV And Asa went out to meet him, and they drew up their lines of battle 
in the Valley of Zephathah at Mareshah. 
NIV Asa went out to meet him, and they took up battle positions in the 
Valley of Zephathah near Mareshah. 
NASB So Asa went out to meet him, and they drew up in battle formation 
in the valley of Zephathah at Mareshah. 
NKJV So Asa went out against him, and they set the troops in battle array 
in the Valley of Zephathah at Mareshah. 
NLT so Asa deployed his armies for battle in the valley north of Mareshah. 
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వచనము 11 

ఆసా తన దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు మొఱఱ్పెటిట్ యెహోవా, విసాత్రమైన సైనయ్ము చేతిలో ఓడిపోకుండ 

బలములేనివారికి సహాయము చేయుటకు నీకనన్ ఎవరును లేరు; మా దేవా యెహోవా, మాకు 

సహాయము చేయుము, నినేన్ నముమ్కొని యునాన్ము, నీ నామమునుబటిట్యే యీ సైనయ్మును 

ఎదిరించుటకు బయలుదేరియునాన్ము. యెహోవా నీవే మా దేవుడవు, నరమాతుర్లను నీ పైని 

జయమొందనియయ్కుము అని పార్రిథ్ంపగా 

KJV And Asa cried unto the LORD his God, and said, LORD, it is nothing 
with thee to help, whether with many, or with them that have no power: 
help us, O LORD our God; for we rest on thee, and in thy name we go 
against this multitude. O LORD, thou art our God; let not man prevail 
against thee. 
Amplified Asa cried to the Lord his God, O Lord, there is none besides 
You to help, and it makes no difference to You whether the one You help is 
mighty or powerless. Help us, O Lord our God! For we rely on You, and we 
go against this multitude in Your name. O Lord, You are our God; let no 
man prevail against You! 
ESV And Asa cried to the LORD his God, "O LORD, there is none like you 
to help, between the mighty and the weak. Help us, O LORD our God, for 
we rely on you, and in your name we have come against this multitude. O 
LORD, you are our God; let not man prevail against you." 
NIV Then Asa called to the LORD his God and said, 'LORD, there is no one 
like you to help the powerless against the mighty. Help us, O LORD our 
God, for we rely on you, and in your name we have come against this vast 
army. O LORD, you are our God; do not let man prevail against you.' 
NASB Then Asa called to the LORD his God and said, 'LORD, there is no 
one besides You to help in the battle between the powerful and those who 
have no strength; so help us, O LORD our God, for we trust in You, and in 
Your name have come against this multitude. O LORD, You are our God; let 
not man prevail against You.' 
NKJV And Asa cried out to the LORD his God, and said, "LORD, it is 
nothing for You to help, whether with many or with those who have no 
power; help us, O LORD our God, for we rest on You, and in Your name we 
go against this multitude. O LORD, You are our God; do not let man prevail 
against You!" 
NLT Then Asa cried out to the LORD his God, 'O LORD, no one but you 
can help the powerless against the mighty! Help us, O LORD our God, for 
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we trust in you alone. It is in your name that we have come against this vast 
horde. O LORD, you are our God; do not let mere men prevail against you!' 

వచనము 12 

యెహోవా ఆ కూషీయులను ఆసా యెదుటను యూదావారి యెదుటను నిలువనియయ్క వారిని 

మొతిత్నందున వారు పారిపోయిరి. 
KJV So the LORD smote the Ethiopians before Asa, and before Judah; and 
the Ethiopians fled. 
Amplified So the Lord smote the Ethiopians before Asa and Judah, and 
the Ethiopians fled. 
ESV So the LORD defeated the Ethiopians before Asa and before Judah, 
and the Ethiopians fled. 
NIV The LORD struck down the Cushites before Asa and Judah. The 
Cushites fled, 
NASB So the LORD routed the Ethiopians before Asa and before Judah, 
and the Ethiopians fled. 
NKJV So the LORD struck the Ethiopians before Asa and Judah, and the 
Ethiopians fled. 
NLT So the LORD defeated the Ethiopians in the presence of Asa and the 
army of Judah, and the enemy fled. 

వచనము 13 

ఆసాయును అతనితో కూడనునన్ వారును గెరారువరకు వారిని తరుమగా కూషీయులు మరల 

పంకుత్లు తీరచ్లేక యెహోవా భయముచేతను ఆయన సైనయ్పు భయముచేతను పారిపోయిరి. 

యూదావారు విశేషమైన కొలల్సొముమ్ పటుట్కొనిరి. 
KJV And Asa and the people that were with him pursued them unto Gerar: 
and the Ethiopians were overthrown, that they could not recover 
themselves; for they were destroyed before the LORD, and before his host; 
and they carried away very much spoil. 
Amplified Asa and the people with him pursued them to Gerar; and the 
Ethiopians were overthrown, so that none remained alive; for they were 
destroyed before the Lord and His host, who carried away very much booty. 
ESV Asa and the people who were with him pursued them as far as Gerar, 
and the Ethiopians fell until none remained alive, for they were broken 
before the LORD and his army. The men of Judah carried away very much 
spoil. 
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NIV and Asa and his army pursued them as far as Gerar. Such a great 
number of Cushites fell that they could not recover; they were crushed 
before the LORD and his forces. The men of Judah carried off a large 
amount of plunder. 
NASB Asa and the people who were with him pursued them as far as 
Gerar; and so many Ethiopians fell that they could not recover, for they 
were shattered before the LORD and before His army. And they carried 
away very much plunder. 
NKJV And Asa and the people who were with him pursued them to Gerar. 
So the Ethiopians were overthrown, and they could not recover, for they 
were broken before the LORD and His army. And they carried away very 
much spoil. 
NLT Asa and his army pursued them as far as Gerar, and so many 
Ethiopians fell that they were unable to rally. They were destroyed by the 
LORD and his army, and the army of Judah carried off vast quantities of 
plunder. 

వచనము 14 

గెరారు చుటుట్నునన్ పటట్ణములలోని వారందరి మీదికి యెహోవా భయము వచెచ్ను గనుక ఆ 

పటట్ణములనిన్టిని కొలల్పెటిట్, వాటిలోనునన్ మికుక్టమైన కొలల్సొమమ్ంతయు దోచుకొనిరి. 
KJV And they smote all the cities round about Gerar; for the fear of the 
LORD came upon them: and they spoiled all the cities; for there was 
exceeding much spoil in them. 
Amplified And they smote all the cities round about Gerar, for the fear of 
the Lord came upon them. They plundered all the cities, for there was much 
plunder in them. 
ESV And they attacked all the cities around Gerar, for the fear of the LORD 
was upon them. They plundered all the cities, for there was much plunder 
in them. 
NIV They destroyed all the villages around Gerar, for the terror of the 
LORD had fallen upon them. They plundered all these villages, since there 
was much booty there. 
NASB They destroyed all the cities around Gerar, for the dread of the 
LORD had fallen on them; and they despoiled all the cities, for there was 
much plunder in them. 
NKJV Then they defeated all the cities around Gerar, for the fear of the 
LORD came upon them; and they plundered all the cities, for there was 
exceedingly much spoil in them. 
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NLT While they were at Gerar, they attacked all the towns in that area, and 
terror from the LORD came upon the people there. As a result, vast 
quantities of plunder were taken from these towns, too. 

వచనము 15 

మరియు వారు పసులసాలలను పడగొటిట్ విసాత్రమైన గొఱఱ్లను ఒంటెలను సమకూరుచ్కొని 

యెరూషలేమునకు తిరిగివచిచ్రి. 
KJV They smote also the tents of cattle, and carried away sheep and camels 
in abundance, and returned to Jerusalem. 
Amplified They smote also the cattle encampments and carried away 
sheep in abundance and camels; and they returned to Jerusalem. 
ESV And they struck down the tents of those who had livestock and carried 
away sheep in abundance and camels. Then they returned to Jerusalem. 
NIV They also attacked the camps of the herdsmen and carried off droves 
of sheep and goats and camels. Then they returned to Jerusalem. 
NASB They also struck down those who owned livestock, and they carried 
away large numbers of sheep and camels. Then they returned to Jerusalem. 
NKJV They also attacked the livestock enclosures, and carried off sheep 
and camels in abundance, and returned to Jerusalem. 
NLT They also attacked the camps of herdsmen and captured many sheep 
and camels before finally returning to Jerusalem. 
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వచనము 1 

ఆ కాలమున దేవుని ఆతమ్ ఓదేదు కుమారుడైన అజరాయ్మీదికి రాగా అతడు ఆసాను ఎదురొక్నబోయి 

యీలాగు పర్కటించెను 

KJV And the Spirit of God came upon Azariah the son of Oded: 
Amplified THE SPIRIT of God came upon Azariah son of Oded. 
ESV The Spirit of God came upon Azariah the son of Oded, 
NIV The Spirit of God came upon Azariah son of Oded. 
NASB Now the Spirit of God came on Azariah the son of Oded, 
NKJV Now the Spirit of God came upon Azariah the son of Oded. 
NLT Then the Spirit of God came upon Azariah son of Oded, 

వచనము 2 

ఆసా, యూదావారలారా, బెనాయ్మీనీయులారా, మీరందరు నా మాట వినుడి. మీరు యెహోవా 

పక్షపువారైనయెడల ఆయన మీ పక్షమున నుండును; మీరు ఆయనయొదద్ విచారణచేసినయెడల 

ఆయన మీకు పర్తయ్క్షమగును; మీరు ఆయనను విసరిజ్ంచినయెడల ఆయన మిముమ్ను విసరిజ్ంచును, 
KJV And he went out to meet Asa, and said unto him, Hear ye me, Asa, 
and all Judah and Benjamin; The LORD is with you, while ye be with him; 
and if ye seek him, he will be found of you; but if ye forsake him, he will 
forsake you. 
Amplified And he went out to meet Asa and said to him, Hear me, Asa, 
and all Judah and Benjamin: the Lord is with you while you are with Him. 
If you seek Him [inquiring for and of Him, craving Him as your soul's first 
necessity], He will be found by you; but if you [become indifferent and] 
forsake Him, He will forsake you. 
ESV and he went out to meet Asa and said to him, "Hear me, Asa, and all 
Judah and Benjamin: The LORD is with you while you are with him. If you 
seek him, he will be found by you, but if you forsake him, he will forsake 
you. 
NIV He went out to meet Asa and said to him, 'Listen to me, Asa and all 
Judah and Benjamin. The LORD is with you when you are with him. If you 
seek him, he will be found by you, but if you forsake him, he will forsake 
you. 
NASB and he went out to meet Asa and said to him, 'Listen to me, Asa, and 
all Judah and Benjamin: the LORD is with you when you are with Him And 
if you seek Him, He will let you find Him; but if you forsake Him, He will 
forsake you. 
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NKJV And he went out to meet Asa, and said to him: "Hear me, Asa, and 
all Judah and Benjamin. The LORD is with you while you are with Him. If 
you seek Him, He will be found by you; but if you forsake Him, He will 
forsake you. 
NLT and he went out to meet King Asa as he was returning from the battle. 
'Listen to me, Asa!' he shouted. 'Listen, all you people of Judah and 
Benjamin! The LORD will stay with you as long as you stay with him! 
Whenever you seek him, you will find him. But if you abandon him, he will 
abandon you. 

వచనము 3 

నిజమైన దేవుడైనను ఉపదేశముచేయు యాజకులైనను, ధరమ్శాసత్రమైనను చాలా దినములు 

ఇశార్యేలీయులకు లేకుండపోవును. 
KJV Now for a long season Israel hath been without the true God, and 
without a teaching priest, and without law. 
Amplified Now for a long time Israel was without the true God, without a 
teaching priest, and without law. 
ESV For a long time Israel was without the true God, and without a 
teaching priest and without law, 
NIV For a long time Israel was without the true God, without a priest to 
teach and without the law. 
NASB 'For many days Israel was without the true God and without a 
teaching priest and without law. 
NKJV For a long time Israel has been without the true God, without a 
teaching priest, and without law; 
NLT For a long time, Israel was without the true God, without a priest to 
teach them, and without God's law. 

వచనము 4 

తమ శర్మయందు వారు ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాయొదద్కు మళుల్కొని ఆయనను 

వెదకినపుడు ఆయన వారికి పర్తయ్క్షమాయెను. 
KJV But when they in their trouble did turn unto the LORD God of Israel, 
and sought him, he was found of them. 
Amplified But when they in their trouble turned to the Lord, the God of 
Israel, and [in desperation earnestly] sought Him, He was found by them. 
ESV but when in their distress they turned to the LORD, the God of Israel, 
and sought him, he was found by them. 
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NIV But in their distress they turned to the LORD, the God of Israel, and 
sought him, and he was found by them. 
NASB 'But in their distress they turned to the LORD God of Israel, and 
they sought Him, and He let them find Him. 
NKJV but when in their trouble they turned to the LORD God of Israel, 
and sought Him, He was found by them. 
NLT But whenever you were in distress and turned to the LORD, the God 
of Israel, and sought him out, you found him. 

వచనము 5 

ఆ కాలములలో దేశముల కాపురసుథ్లందరిలోను గొపప్ కలోల్లములు కలిగెను గనుక తమ 

పనిపాటలను చకక్పెటుట్కొనుటకై తిరుగువారికి సమాధానము లేకుండెను. 
KJV And in those times there was no peace to him that went out, nor to 
him that came in, but great vexations were upon all the inhabitants of the 
countries. 
Amplified And in those times there was no peace to him who went out nor 
to him who came in, but great and vexing afflictions and disturbances were 
upon all the inhabitants of the countries. 
ESV In those times there was no peace to him who went out or to him who 
came in, for great disturbances afflicted all the inhabitants of the lands. 
NIV In those days it was not safe to travel about, for all the inhabitants of 
the lands were in great turmoil. 
NASB 'In those times there was no peace to him who went out or to him 
who came in, for many disturbances afflicted all the inhabitants of the 
lands. 
NKJV And in those times there was no peace to the one who went out, nor 
to the one who came in, but great turmoil was on all the inhabitants of the 
lands. 
NLT During those dark times, it was not safe to travel. Problems troubled 
the nation on every hand. 

వచనము 6 

దేవుడు జనములను సకలవిధములైన బాధలతో శర్మపరచెను గనుక జనము జనమును, పటట్ణము 

పటట్ణమును, పాడుచేసెను. 
KJV And nation was destroyed of nation, and city of city: for God did vex 
them with all adversity. 
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Amplified Nation was broke in pieces against nation, and city against city, 
for God vexed and troubled them with all sorts of adversity. 
ESV They were broken in pieces. Nation was crushed by nation and city by 
city, for God troubled them with every sort of distress. 
NIV One nation was being crushed by another and one city by another, 
because God was troubling them with every kind of distress. 
NASB 'Nation was crushed by nation, and city by city, for God troubled 
them with every kind of distress. 
NKJV So nation was destroyed by nation, and city by city, for God troubled 
them with every adversity. 
NLT Nation fought against nation, and city against city, for God was 
troubling you with every kind of problem. 

వచనము 7 

కాగా మీరు బలహీనులు కాక ధైరయ్ము వహించుడి, మీ కారయ్ము సఫలమగును. 
KJV Be ye strong therefore, and let not your hands be weak: for your work 
shall be rewarded. 
Amplified Be strong, therefore, and let not your hands be weak and slack, 
for your work shall be rewarded. 
ESV But you, take courage! Do not let your hands be weak, for your work 
shall be rewarded." 
NIV But as for you, be strong and do not give up, for your work will be 
rewarded.' 
NASB 'But you, be strong and do not lose courage, for there is reward for 
your work.' 
NKJV But you, be strong and do not let your hands be weak, for your work 
shall be rewarded!" 
NLT And now, you men of Judah, be strong and courageous, for your work 
will be rewarded.' 

వచనము 8 

పర్వకత్యైన ఓదేదు పర్వచించిన యీ మాటలు ఆసా వినినపుప్డు అతడు ధైరయ్ము తెచుచ్కొని యూదా 

బెనాయ్మీనీయుల దేశమంతటినుండియు, ఎఫార్యిము మనయ్ములో తాను పటుట్కొనిన 

పటట్ణములలోనుండియు హేయములైన విగర్హములనిన్టిని తీసివేసి, యెహోవా మంటపము 

ఎదుటనుండు యెహోవా బలిపీఠమును మరల కటిట్ంచి 

KJV And when Asa heard these words, and the prophecy of Oded the 
prophet, he took courage, and put away the abominable idols out of all the 
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land of Judah and Benjamin, and out of the cities which he had taken from 
mount Ephraim, and renewed the altar of the LORD, that was before the 
porch of the LORD. 
Amplified And when Asa heard these words, the prophecy of Oded the 
prophet, he took courage and put away the abominable idols from all the 
land of Judah and Benjamin and from the cities which he had taken in the 
hill country of Ephraim; and he repaired the altar [of burnt offering] of the 
Lord which was in front of the porch or vestibule [of the house] of the Lord. 
ESV As soon as Asa heard these words, the prophecy of Azariah the son of 
Oded, he took courage and put away the detestable idols from all the land of 
Judah and Benjamin and from the cities that he had taken in the hill 
country of Ephraim, and he repaired the altar of the LORD that was in front 
of the vestibule of the house of the LORD. 
NIV When Asa heard these words and the prophecy of Azariah son of Oded 
the prophet, he took courage. He removed the detestable idols from the 
whole land of Judah and Benjamin and from the towns he had captured in 
the hills of Ephraim. He repaired the altar of the LORD that was in front of 
the portico of the Lord's temple. 
NASB Now when Asa heard these words and the prophecy which Azariah 
the son of Oded the prophet spoke, he took courage and removed the 
abominable idols from all the land of Judah and Benjamin and from the 
cities which he had captured in the hill country of Ephraim He then 
restored the altar of the LORD which was in front of the porch of the LORD. 
NKJV And when Asa heard these words and the prophecy of Oded the 
prophet, he took courage, and removed the abominable idols from all the 
land of Judah and Benjamin and from the cities which he had taken in the 
mountains of Ephraim; and he restored the altar of the LORD that was 
before the vestibule of the LORD. 
NLT When Asa heard this message from Azariah the prophet, he took 
courage and removed all the idols in the land of Judah and Benjamin and in 
the towns he had captured in the hill country of Ephraim. And he repaired 
the altar of the LORD, which stood in front of the foyer of the LORD's 
Temple. 

వచనము 9 

యూదా వారినందరిని బెనాయ్మీనీయులనందరిని, ఎఫార్యిము మనషే ష్ షిమోయ్ను 

గోతర్సాథ్నములలోనుండి వచిచ్ వారిమధయ్ నివసించు పరదేశులను సమకూరెచ్ను. అతని దేవుడైన 
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యెహోవా అతనికి సహాయుడై యుండుట చూచి ఇశార్యేలువారిలోనుండి విసాత్రమైన జనులు అతని 

పక్షము చేరిరి. 
KJV And he gathered all Judah and Benjamin, and the strangers with them 
out of Ephraim and Manasseh, and out of Simeon: for they fell to him out of 
Israel in abundance, when they saw that the LORD his God was with him. 
Amplified And he gathered all Judah and Benjamin and the strangers 
with them out of Ephraim, Manasseh, and Simeon, for they came over to 
Asa out of Israel in large numbers when they saw that the Lord his God was 
with him. 
ESV And he gathered all Judah and Benjamin, and those from Ephraim, 
Manasseh, and Simeon who were residing with them, for great numbers 
had deserted to him from Israel when they saw that the LORD his God was 
with him. 
NIV Then he assembled all Judah and Benjamin and the people from 
Ephraim, Manasseh and Simeon who had settled among them, for large 
numbers had come over to him from Israel when they saw that the LORD 
his God was with him. 
NASB He gathered all Judah and Benjamin and those from Ephraim, 
Manasseh and Simeon who resided with them, for many defected to him 
from Israel when they saw that the LORD his God was with him. 
NKJV Then he gathered all Judah and Benjamin, and those who dwelt 
with them from Ephraim, Manasseh, and Simeon, for they came over to 
him in great numbers from Israel when they saw that the LORD his God 
was with him. 
NLT Then Asa called together all the people of Judah and Benjamin, along 
with the people of Ephraim, Manasseh, and Simeon who had settled among 
them. Many had moved to Judah during Asa's reign when they saw that the 
LORD his God was with him. 

వచనము 10 

ఆసా యేలుబడియందు పదునైదవ సంవతస్రమున మూడవ నెలను వారు యెరూషలేములో కూడి 

KJV So they gathered themselves together at Jerusalem in the third 
month, in the fifteenth year of the reign of Asa. 
Amplified So they gathered at Jerusalem in the third month of the 
fifteenth year of the reign of Asa. 
ESV They were gathered at Jerusalem in the third month of the fifteenth 
year of the reign of Asa. 
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NIV They assembled at Jerusalem in the third month of the fifteenth year 
of Asa's reign. 
NASB So they assembled at Jerusalem in the third month of the fifteenth 
year of Asa's reign. 
NKJV So they gathered together at Jerusalem in the third month, in the 
fifteenth year of the reign of Asa. 
NLT The people gathered at Jerusalem in late spring, during the fifteenth 
year of Asa's reign. 

వచనము 11 

తాము తీసికొనివచిచ్న కొలల్సొముమ్లోనుండి ఆ దినమున ఏడువందల యెదుద్లను ఏడువేల గొఱఱ్లను 

యెహోవాకు బలులుగా అరిప్ంచి 

KJV And they offered unto the LORD the same time, of the spoil which 
they had brought, seven hundred oxen and seven thousand sheep. 
Amplified And they sacrificed to the Lord on that day from the spoil 
which they had brought--700 oxen and 7,000 sheep. 
ESV They sacrificed to the LORD on that day from the spoil that they had 
brought 700 oxen and 7,000 sheep. 
NIV At that time they sacrificed to the LORD seven hundred head of cattle 
and seven thousand sheep and goats from the plunder they had brought 
back. 
NASB They sacrificed to the LORD that day 700 oxen and 7,000 sheep 
from the spoil they had brought. 
NKJV And they offered to the LORD at that time seven hundred bulls and 
seven thousand sheep from the spoil they had brought. 
NLT On that day they sacrificed to the LORD some of the animals they had 
taken as plunder in the battle--seven hundred oxen and seven thousand 
sheep and goats. 

వచనము 12 

పూరణ్హృదయముతోను పూరాణ్తమ్తోను తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాయొదద్ తాము విచారణ 

చేయుదుమనియు 

KJV And they entered into a covenant to seek the LORD God of their 
fathers with all their heart and with all their soul; 
Amplified And they entered into a covenant to seek the Lord, the God of 
their fathers, and to yearn for Him with all their heart's desire and with all 
their soul; 
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ESV And they entered into a covenant to seek the LORD, the God of their 
fathers, with all their heart and with all their soul, 
NIV They entered into a covenant to seek the LORD, the God of their 
fathers, with all their heart and soul. 
NASB They entered into the covenant to seek the LORD God of their 
fathers with all their heart and soul; 
NKJV Then they entered into a covenant to seek the LORD God of their 
fathers with all their heart and with all their soul; 
NLT Then they entered into a covenant to seek the LORD, the God of their 
ancestors, with all their heart and soul. 

వచనము 13 

పినన్లేగాని పెదద్లేగాని పురుషులేగాని సతరీలే గాని ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారణ 

చేయనివారికందరికిని మరణము విధించుదుమనియు నిషక్రష్ చేసికొనిరి. 
KJV That whosoever would not seek the LORD God of Israel should be put 
to death, whether small or great, whether man or woman. 
Amplified And that whoever would not seek the Lord, the God of Israel, 
should be put to death, whether young or old, man or woman. 
ESV but that whoever would not seek the LORD, the God of Israel, should 
be put to death, whether young or old, man or woman. 
NIV All who would not seek the LORD, the God of Israel, were to be put to 
death, whether small or great, man or woman. 
NASB and whoever would not seek the LORD God of Israel should be put 
to death, whether small or great, man or woman. 
NKJV and whoever would not seek the LORD God of Israel was to be put 
to death, whether small or great, whether man or woman. 
NLT They agreed that anyone who refused to seek the LORD, the God of 
Israel, would be put to death--whether young or old, man or woman. 

వచనము 14 

వారు ఎలుగెతిత్ బొబబ్లిడుచు, మేళములతోను బూరల నాదముతోను భేరీధవ్నులతోను యెహోవా 

సనిన్ధిని పర్మాణము చేసిరి. 
KJV And they sware unto the LORD with a loud voice, and with shouting, 
and with trumpets, and with cornets. 
Amplified They took an oath to the Lord with a loud voice, with shouting, 
with trumpets, and with cornets. 
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ESV They swore an oath to the LORD with a loud voice and with shouting 
and with trumpets and with horns. 
NIV They took an oath to the LORD with loud acclamation, with shouting 
and with trumpets and horns. 
NASB Moreover, they made an oath to the LORD with a loud voice, with 
shouting, with trumpets and with horns. 
NKJV Then they took an oath before the LORD with a loud voice, with 
shouting and trumpets and rams' horns. 
NLT They shouted out their oath of loyalty to the LORD with trumpets 
blaring and horns sounding. 

వచనము 15 

ఈలాగు పర్మాణము చేయబడగా యూదావారందరును సంతోషించిరి; వారు పూరణ్హృదయముతో 

పర్మాణముచేసి పూరణ్మనసుస్తో ఆయనను వెదకియుండిరి గనుక యెహోవా వారికి పర్తయ్క్షమై 

చుటుట్నునన్ దేశసుథ్లతో యుదధ్ములు లేకుండ వారికి నెమమ్ది కలుగజేసెను. 
KJV And all Judah rejoiced at the oath: for they had sworn with all their 
heart, and sought him with their whole desire; and he was found of them: 
and the LORD gave them rest round about. 
Amplified And all Judah rejoiced at the oath, for they had sworn with all 
their heart and sought Him [yearning for Him] with their whole desire, and 
He was found by them. And the Lord gave them rest and peace round 
about. 
ESV And all Judah rejoiced over the oath, for they had sworn with all their 
heart and had sought him with their whole desire, and he was found by 
them, and the LORD gave them rest all around. 
NIV All Judah rejoiced about the oath because they had sworn it 
wholeheartedly. They sought God eagerly, and he was found by them. So 
the LORD gave them rest on every side. 
NASB All Judah rejoiced concerning the oath, for they had sworn with 
their whole heart and had sought Him earnestly, and He let them find Him. 
So the LORD gave them rest on every side. 
NKJV And all Judah rejoiced at the oath, for they had sworn with all their 
heart and sought Him with all their soul; and He was found by them, and 
the LORD gave them rest all around. 
NLT All were happy about this covenant, for they had entered into it with 
all their hearts. Eagerly they sought after God, and they found him. And the 
LORD gave them rest from their enemies on every side. 
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వచనము 16 

మరియు తన తలిల్యైన మయకా అసహయ్మైన యొక దేవతా సత్ంభమును నిలిపినందున ఆమె యిక 

పటట్పుదేవియై యుండకుండ రాజైన ఆసా ఆమెను తోర్సివేసి, ఆమె నిలిపిన విగర్హమును పడగొటిట్ 

ఛినాన్భినన్ము చేసి కిదోర్ను వాగుదగగ్ర దాని కాలిచ్వేసెను. 
KJV And also concerning Maachah the mother of Asa the king, he removed 
her from being queen, because she had made an idol in a grove: and Asa cut 
down her idol, and stamped it, and burnt it at the brook Kidron. 
Amplified Also Maacah, King Asa's mother, he removed from being queen 
mother, because she had made an abominable image for [the goddess] 
Asherah. Asa cut down her idol, crushed it, and burned it at the brook 
Kidron. 
ESV Even Maacah, his mother, King Asa removed from being queen 
mother because she had made a detestable image for Asherah. Asa cut 
down her image, crushed it, and burned it at the brook Kidron. 
NIV King Asa also deposed his grandmother Maacah from her position as 
queen mother, because she had made a repulsive Asherah pole. Asa cut the 
pole down, broke it up and burned it in the Kidron Valley. 
NASB He also removed Maacah, the mother of King Asa, from the position 
of queen mother, because she had made a horrid image as an Asherah, and 
Asa cut down her horrid image, crushed it and burned it at the brook 
Kidron. 
NKJV Also he removed Maachah, the mother of Asa the king, from being 
queen mother, because she had made an obscene image of Asherah; and 
Asa cut down her obscene image, then crushed and burned it by the Brook 
Kidron. 
NLT King Asa even deposed his grandmother Maacah from her position as 
queen mother because she had made an obscene Asherah pole. He cut 
down the pole, broke it up, and burned it in the Kidron Valley. 

వచనము 17 

ఆసా ఉనన్త సథ్లములను ఇశార్యేలీయులలోనుండి తీసివేయలేదు గాని యితడు బర్దికిన 

కాలమంతయు ఇతని హృదయము యథారథ్ముగా ఉండెను. 
KJV But the high places were not taken away out of Israel: nevertheless the 
heart of Asa was perfect all his days. 
Amplified But the high places were not taken out of Israel. Nevertheless, 
the heart of Asa was blameless all his days. 
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ESV But the high places were not taken out of Israel. Nevertheless, the 
heart of Asa was wholly true all his days. 
NIV Although he did not remove the high places from Israel, Asa's heart 
was fully committed to the LORD all his life. 
NASB But the high places were not removed from Israel; nevertheless 
Asa's heart was blameless all his days. 
NKJV But the high places were not removed from Israel. Nevertheless the 
heart of Asa was loyal all his days. 
NLT Although the pagan shrines were not completely removed from Israel, 
Asa remained fully committed to the LORD throughout his life. 

వచనము 18 

తన తండిర్ పర్తిషిఠ్ంచినటిట్యు, తాను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచినటిట్యు వెండిని బంగారమును ఉపకరణములను 

అతడు తీసికొని దేవుని మందిరమునందుంచెను. 
KJV And he brought into the house of God the things that his father had 
dedicated, and that he himself had dedicated, silver, and gold, and vessels. 
Amplified And he brought into the house of God the things that his father 
[Abijah] had dedicated and those he himself had dedicated--silver and gold 
and vessels. 
ESV And he brought into the house of God the sacred gifts of his father and 
his own sacred gifts, silver, and gold, and vessels. 
NIV He brought into the temple of God the silver and gold and the articles 
that he and his father had dedicated. 
NASB He brought into the house of God the dedicated things of his father 
and his own dedicated things: silver and gold and utensils. 
NKJV He also brought into the house of God the things that his father had 
dedicated and that he himself had dedicated: silver and gold and utensils. 
NLT He brought into the Temple of God the silver and gold and the 
utensils that he and his father had dedicated. 

వచనము 19 

ఆసా యేలుబడియందు ముపప్ది యయిదవ సంవతస్రమువరకు యుదధ్ములు జరుగలేదు. 
KJV And there was no more war unto the five and thirtieth year of the 
reign of Asa. 
Amplified And there was no more war until the thirty-fifth year of the 
reign of Asa. 
ESV And there was no more war until the thirty-fifth year of the reign of 
Asa. 
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NIV There was no more war until the thirty-fifth year of Asa's reign. 
NASB And there was no more war until the thirty-fifth year of Asa's reign. 
NKJV And there was no war until the thirty-fifth year of the reign of Asa. 
NLT So there was no more war until the thirty-fifth year of Asa's reign. 
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వచనము 1 

ఆసా యేలుబడియందు ముపప్ది ఆరవ సంవతస్రమున ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన బయెషా యూదావారిమీద 

దండెతిత్ బయలుదేరి యూదా రాజైన ఆసాయొదద్కు రాకపోకలు జరుగకుండునటుల్ రామాను కటిట్ంపగా 

KJV In the six and thirtieth year of the reign of Asa Baasha king of Israel 
came up against Judah, and built Ramah, to the intent that he might let 
none go out or come in to Asa king of Judah. 
Amplified IN THE thirty-sixth year of Asa's reign, Baasha king of Israel 
came up against Judah, and built (fortified) Ramah intending to intercept 
anyone going out or coming in to Asa king of Judah. 
ESV In the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Asa, Baasha king of Israel went 
up against Judah and built Ramah, that he might permit no one to go out or 
come in to Asa king of Judah. 
NIV In the thirty-sixth year of Asa's reign Baasha king of Israel went up 
against Judah and fortified Ramah to prevent anyone from leaving or 
entering the territory of Asa king of Judah. 
NASB In the thirty-sixth year of Asa's reign Baasha king of Israel came up 
against Judah and fortified Ramah in order to prevent anyone from going 
out or coming in to Asa king of Judah. 
NKJV In the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Asa, Baasha king of Israel 
came up against Judah and built Ramah, that he might let none go out or 
come in to Asa king of Judah. 
NLT In the thirty-sixth year of Asa's reign, King Baasha of Israel invaded 
Judah and fortified Ramah in order to prevent anyone from entering or 
leaving King Asa's territory in Judah. 

వచనము 2 

ఆసా యెహోవా మందిరమందును రాజనగరునందును ఉనన్ బొకక్సములలోని వెండి బంగారములను 

తీసి, దమసుక్లో నివాసముచేయు సిరియా రాజగు బెనహ్దదు నొదద్కు దూతలచేత పంపించి 

KJV Then Asa brought out silver and gold out of the treasures of the house 
of the LORD and of the king's house, and sent to Benhadad king of Syria, 
that dwelt at Damascus, saying, 
Amplified Then Asa brought silver and gold out of the treasuries of the 
house of the Lord and of the king's house and sent them to Ben-hadad king 
of Syria, who dwelt at Damascus, saying, 
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ESV Then Asa took silver and gold from the treasures of the house of the 
LORD and the king's house and sent them to Ben-hadad king of Syria, who 
lived in Damascus, saying, 
NIV Asa then took the silver and gold out of the treasuries of the Lord's 
temple and of his own palace and sent it to Ben-Hadad king of Aram, who 
was ruling in Damascus. 
NASB Then Asa brought out silver and gold from the treasuries of the 
house of the LORD and the king's house, and sent them to Ben-hadad king 
of Aram, who lived in Damascus, saying, 
NKJV Then Asa brought silver and gold from the treasuries of the house of 
the LORD and of the king's house, and sent to Ben-Hadad king of Syria, 
who dwelt in Damascus, saying, 
NLT Asa responded by taking the silver and gold from the treasuries of the 
LORD's Temple and from the royal palace. He sent it to King Ben-hadad of 
Aram, who was ruling in Damascus, along with this message: 

వచనము 3 

నా తండిర్కిని నీ తండిర్కిని కలిగియునన్టుల్ నాకును నీకును సంధి కలిగియునన్ది, వెండిని 

బంగారమును నీకు పంపియునాన్ను, ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన బయెషా ననున్ విడిచి ఆవలికి పోవునటుల్గా 

నీవు అతనితో చేసియునన్ సంధిని భంగము చేయుమని వరత్మానము చేసెను. 
KJV There is a league between me and thee, as there was between my 
father and thy father: behold, I have sent thee silver and gold; go, break thy 
league with Baasha king of Israel, that he may depart from me. 
Amplified Let there be a league between me and you, as was between my 
father and your father. Behold, I am sending you silver and gold; go, break 
your league with Baasha king of Israel, that he may withdraw from me. 
ESV "There is a covenant between me and you, as there was between my 
father and your father. Behold, I am sending to you silver and gold. Go, 
break your covenant with Baasha king of Israel, that he may withdraw from 
me." 
NIV 'Let there be a treaty between me and you,' he said, 'as there was 
between my father and your father. See, I am sending you silver and gold. 
Now break your treaty with Baasha king of Israel so he will withdraw from 
me.' 
NASB 'Let there be a treaty between you and me, as between my father and 
your father. Behold, I have sent you silver and gold; go, break your treaty 
with Baasha king of Israel so that he will withdraw from me.' 
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NKJV "Let there be a treaty between you and me, as there was between my 
father and your father. See, I have sent you silver and gold; come, break 
your treaty with Baasha king of Israel, so that he will withdraw from me." 
NLT 'Let us renew the treaty that existed between your father and my 
father. See, I am sending you a gift of silver and gold. Break your treaty with 
King Baasha of Israel so that he will leave me alone.' 

వచనము 4 

బెనహ్దదు రాజైన ఆసా మాట అంగీకరించి, తన సైనయ్ముల అధిపతులను ఇశార్యేలువారి 

పటట్ణములమీదికి పంపగా వీరు ఈయోనును దానును ఆబేలామ్యీమును నఫాత్లి పర్దేశమునకు చేరిన 

పటట్ణములలోని కొటల్ను కొలల్పెటిట్రి. 
KJV And Benhadad hearkened unto king Asa, and sent the captains of his 
armies against the cities of Israel; and they smote Ijon, and Dan, and 
Abelmaim, and all the store cities of Naphtali. 
Amplified And Ben-hadad hearkened to King Asa and sent the captains of 
his armies against the cities of Israel; and they smote Ijon, Dan, Abel-maim, 
and all the store cities of Naphtali. 
ESV And Ben-hadad listened to King Asa and sent the commanders of his 
armies against the cities of Israel, and they conquered Ijon, Dan, Abel-
maim, and all the store cities of Naphtali. 
NIV Ben-Hadad agreed with King Asa and sent the commanders of his 
forces against the towns of Israel. They conquered Ijon, Dan, Abel Maim 
and all the store cities of Naphtali. 
NASB So Ben-hadad listened to King Asa and sent the commanders of his 
armies against the cities of Israel, and they conquered Ijon, Dan, Abel-
maim and all the store cities of Naphtali. 
NKJV So Ben-Hadad heeded King Asa, and sent the captains of his armies 
against the cities of Israel. They attacked Ijon, Dan, Abel Maim, and all the 
storage cities of Naphtali. 
NLT Ben-hadad agreed to King Asa's request and sent his armies to attack 
Israel. They conquered the towns of Ijon, Dan, Abel-beth-maacah, and all 
the store cities in Naphtali. 

వచనము 5 

బయెషా అది విని రామాను పార్కారములతో కటిట్ంచుట మానివేసి తాను చేయుచునన్ పని చాలించెను. 
KJV And it came to pass, when Baasha heard it, that he left off building of 
Ramah, and let his work cease. 
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Amplified And when Baasha heard it, he stopped building Ramah and let 
his work cease. 
ESV And when Baasha heard of it, he stopped building Ramah and let his 
work cease. 
NIV When Baasha heard this, he stopped building Ramah and abandoned 
his work. 
NASB When Baasha heard of it, he ceased fortifying Ramah and stopped 
his work. 
NKJV Now it happened, when Baasha heard it, that he stopped building 
Ramah and ceased his work. 
NLT As soon as Baasha of Israel heard what was happening, he abandoned 
his project of fortifying Ramah. 

వచనము 6 

అపుప్డు రాజైన ఆసా యూదా వారినందరిని సమకూరెచ్ను; వీరు పోయి బయెషా కటిట్ంచుచుండిన 

రామా పటట్ణపు రాళల్ను దూలములను తీసికొనివచిచ్రి, వాటితో ఆసా గెబను మిసాప్ను పార్కార 

పురములుగా కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV Then Asa the king took all Judah; and they carried away the stones of 
Ramah, and the timber thereof, wherewith Baasha was building; and he 
built therewith Geba and Mizpah. 
Amplified Then King Asa took all Judah, and they carried away the stones 
of Ramah and its timber with which Baasha had been building, and with 
them he built Geba and Mizpah. 
ESV Then King Asa took all Judah, and they carried away the stones of 
Ramah and its timber, with which Baasha had been building, and with 
them he built Geba and Mizpah. 
NIV Then King Asa brought all the men of Judah, and they carried away 
from Ramah the stones and timber Baasha had been using. With them he 
built up Geba and Mizpah. 
NASB Then King Asa brought all Judah, and they carried away the stones 
of Ramah and its timber with which Baasha had been building, and with 
them he fortified Geba and Mizpah. 
NKJV Then King Asa took all Judah, and they carried away the stones and 
timber of Ramah, which Baasha had used for building; and with them he 
built Geba and Mizpah. 
NLT Then King Asa called out all the men of Judah to carry away the 
building stones and timbers that Baasha had been using to fortify Ramah. 
Asa used these materials to fortify the towns of Geba and Mizpah. 
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వచనము 7 

ఆ కాలమందు దీరఘ్దరిశ్యైన హనానీ యూదా రాజైన ఆసాయొదద్కు వచిచ్ అతనితో ఈలాగు 

పర్కటించెను నీవు నీ దేవుడైన యెహోవాను నముమ్కొనక సిరియా రాజును నముమ్కొంటివే? సిరియా 

రాజుయొకక్ సైనయ్ము నీ వశమునుండి తపిప్ంచుకొనిపోయెను. 
KJV And at that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah, and said 
unto him, Because thou hast relied on the king of Syria, and not relied on 
the LORD thy God, therefore is the host of the king of Syria escaped out of 
thine hand. 
Amplified At that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah and 
said to him, Because you relied on the king of Syria and not on the Lord 
your God, the army of the king of Syria has escaped you. 
ESV At that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah and said to 
him, "Because you relied on the king of Syria, and did not rely on the LORD 
your God, the army of the king of Syria has escaped you. 
NIV At that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah and said to 
him: 'Because you relied on the king of Aram and not on the LORD your 
God, the army of the king of Aram has escaped from your hand. 
NASB At that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah and said to 
him, 'Because you have relied on the king of Aram and have not relied on 
the LORD your God, therefore the army of the king of Aram has escaped 
out of your hand. 
NKJV And at that time Hanani the seer came to Asa king of Judah, and 
said to him: "Because you have relied on the king of Syria, and have not 
relied on the LORD your God, therefore the army of the king of Syria has 
escaped from your hand. 
NLT At that time Hanani the seer came to King Asa and told him, 'Because 
you have put your trust in the king of Aram instead of in the LORD your 
God, you missed your chance to destroy the army of the king of Aram. 

వచనము 8 

బహు విసాత్రమైన రథములును గుఱఱ్పు రౌతులునుగల కూషీయులును లూబీయులును గొపప్ దండై 

వచిచ్రిగదా? అయినను నీవు యెహోవాను నముమ్కొనినందున ఆయన వారిని నీచేతి కపప్గించెను. 
KJV Were not the Ethiopians and the Lubims a huge host, with very many 
chariots and horsemen? yet, because thou didst rely on the LORD, he 
delivered them into thine hand. 
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Amplified Were not the Ethiopians and Libyans a huge host with very 
many chariots and horsemen? Yet because you relied then on the Lord, He 
gave them into your hand. 
ESV Were not the Ethiopians and the Libyans a huge army with very many 
chariots and horsemen? Yet because you relied on the LORD, he gave them 
into your hand. 
NIV Were not the Cushites and Libyans a mighty army with great numbers 
of chariots and horsemen ? Yet when you relied on the LORD, he delivered 
them into your hand. 
NASB 'Were not the Ethiopians and the Lubim an immense army with very 
many chariots and horsemen? Yet because you relied on the LORD, He 
delivered them into your hand. 
NKJV Were the Ethiopians and the Lubim not a huge army with very 
many chariots and horsemen? Yet, because you relied on the LORD, He 
delivered them into your hand. 
NLT Don't you remember what happened to the Ethiopians and Libyans 
and their vast army, with all of their chariots and horsemen? At that time 
you relied on the LORD, and he handed them all over to you. 

వచనము 9 

తనయెడల యథారథ్హృదయము గలవారిని బలపరచుటకై యెహోవా కనుదృషిట్ లోకమందంతట 

సంచారము చేయుచునన్ది; యీ విషయమందు నీవు మతితపిప్ పర్వరిత్ంచితివి గనుక ఇది మొదలుకొని 

నీకు యుదధ్ములే కలుగును. 
KJV For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth, 
to shew himself strong in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward 
him. Herein thou hast done foolishly: therefore from henceforth thou shalt 
have wars. 
Amplified For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole 
earth to show Himself strong in behalf of those whose hearts are blameless 
toward Him. You have done foolishly in this; therefore, from now on you 
shall have wars. 
ESV For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth, 
to give strong support to those whose heart is blameless toward him. You 
have done foolishly in this, for from now on you will have wars." 
NIV For the eyes of the LORD range throughout the earth to strengthen 
those whose hearts are fully committed to him. You have done a foolish 
thing, and from now on you will be at war.' 
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NASB 'For the eyes of the LORD move to and fro throughout the earth that 
He may strongly support those whose heart is completely His. You have 
acted foolishly in this. Indeed, from now on you will surely have wars.' 
NKJV For the eyes of the LORD run to and fro throughout the whole earth, 
to show Himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to Him. In 
this you have done foolishly; therefore from now on you shall have wars." 
NLT The eyes of the LORD search the whole earth in order to strengthen 
those whose hearts are fully committed to him. What a fool you have been! 
From now on, you will be at war.' 

వచనము 10 

ఆ దీరఘ్దరిశ్ అటుల్ పర్కటించినందుకు ఆసా అతనిమీద కోపగించి రౌదర్ము చూపి అతనిని 

బందీగృహములో వేసెను, ఇదియు గాక ఆ సమయమందే ఆసా జనులలో కొందరిని బాధపరచెను. 
KJV Then Asa was wroth with the seer, and put him in a prison house; for 
he was in a rage with him because of this thing. And Asa oppressed some of 
the people the same time. 
Amplified Then Asa was angry with the seer and put him in prison [in the 
stocks], for he was enraged with him because of this. Asa oppressed some of 
the people at the same time. 
ESV Then Asa was angry with the seer and put him in the stocks in prison, 
for he was in a rage with him because of this. And Asa inflicted cruelties 
upon some of the people at the same time. 
NIV Asa was angry with the seer because of this; he was so enraged that he 
put him in prison. At the same time Asa brutally oppressed some of the 
people. 
NASB Then Asa was angry with the seer and put him in prison, for he was 
enraged at him for this. And Asa oppressed some of the people at the same 
time. 
NKJV Then Asa was angry with the seer, and put him in prison, for he was 
enraged at him because of this. And Asa oppressed some of the people at 
that time. 
NLT Asa became so angry with Hanani for saying this that he threw him 
into prison. At that time, Asa also began to oppress some of his people. 

వచనము 11 

ఆసా చేసిన కారయ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్ యూదా ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV And, behold, the acts of Asa, first and last, lo, they are written in the 
book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
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Amplified The acts of Asa, from first to last, are written in the Book of the 
Kings of Judah and Israel. 
ESV The acts of Asa, from first to last, are written in the Book of the Kings 
of Judah and Israel. 
NIV The events of Asa's reign, from beginning to end, are written in the 
book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
NASB Now, the acts of Asa from first to last, behold, they are written in the 
Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
NKJV Note that the acts of Asa, first and last, are indeed written in the 
book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
NLT The rest of the events of Asa's reign, from beginning to end, are 
recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel.' 

వచనము 12 

ఆసా తన యేలుబడియందు ముపప్ది తొమిమ్దవ సంవతస్రమున పాదములలో జబుబ్పుటిట్ తాను బహు 

బాధపడినను దాని విషయములో అతడు యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారణచేయక వైదుయ్లను పటుట్కొనెను. 
KJV And Asa in the thirty and ninth year of his reign was diseased in his 
feet, until his disease was exceeding great: yet in his disease he sought not 
to the LORD, but to the physicians. 
Amplified In the thirty-ninth year of his reign Asa was diseased in his 
feet--until his disease became very severe; yet in his disease he did not seek 
the Lord, but relied on the physicians. 
ESV In the thirty-ninth year of his reign Asa was diseased in his feet, and 
his disease became severe. Yet even in his disease he did not seek the 
LORD, but sought help from physicians. 
NIV In the thirty-ninth year of his reign Asa was afflicted with a disease in 
his feet. Though his disease was severe, even in his illness he did not seek 
help from the LORD, but only from the physicians. 
NASB In the thirty-ninth year of his reign Asa became diseased in his feet. 
His disease was severe, yet even in his disease he did not seek the LORD, 
but the physicians. 
NKJV And in the thirty-ninth year of his reign, Asa became diseased in his 
feet, and his malady was severe; yet in his disease he did not seek the 
LORD, but the physicians. 
NLT In the thirty-ninth year of his reign, Asa developed a serious foot 
disease. Even when the disease became life threatening, he did not seek the 
LORD's help but sought help only from his physicians. 

వచనము 13 
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ఆసా తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచి తన యేలుబడియందు నలువది యొకటవ సంవతస్రమున 

మృతినొందగా 

KJV And Asa slept with his fathers, and died in the one and fortieth year of 
his reign. 
Amplified And Asa slept with his fathers, dying in the forty-first year of 
his reign. 
ESV And Asa slept with his fathers, dying in the forty-first year of his reign. 
NIV Then in the forty-first year of his reign Asa died and rested with his 
fathers. 
NASB So Asa slept with his fathers, having died in the forty-first year of his 
reign. 
NKJV So Asa rested with his fathers; he died in the forty-first year of his 
reign. 
NLT So he died in the forty-first year of his reign. 

వచనము 14 

అతత్రు పనివారిచేత సిదధ్ము చేయబడిన సుగంధ వరగ్ములతోను పరిమళదర్వయ్ములతోను నిండిన 

పడకమీద జనులు అతని ఉంచి, అతని నిమితత్ము బహు విసాత్రమైన గంధవరగ్ములను దహించి, 

దావీదు పటట్ణమందు అతడు తనకొరకై తొలిపించుకొనిన సమాధియందు అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. 
KJV And they buried him in his own sepulchres, which he had made for 
himself in the city of David, and laid him in the bed which was filled with 
sweet odours and divers kinds of spices prepared by the apothecaries' art: 
and they made a very great burning for him. 
Amplified And they buried him in his own tomb which he had hewn out 
for himself in the City of David, and they laid him on a bier which was filled 
with sweet odors and various kinds [of spices] prepared by the perfumers' 
art; and they made a very great burning [of spices] in his honor. 
ESV They buried him in the tomb that he had cut for himself in the city of 
David. They laid him on a bier that had been filled with various kinds of 
spices prepared by the perfumer's art, and they made a very great fire in his 
honor. 
NIV They buried him in the tomb that he had cut out for himself in the City 
of David. They laid him on a bier covered with spices and various blended 
perfumes, and they made a huge fire in his honor. 
NASB They buried him in his own tomb which he had cut out for himself 
in the city of David, and they laid him in the resting place which he had 
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filled with spices of various kinds blended by the perfumers' art; and they 
made a very great fire for him. 
NKJV They buried him in his own tomb, which he had made for himself in 
the City of David; and they laid him in the bed which was filled with spices 
and various ingredients prepared in a mixture of ointments. They made a 
very great burning for him. 
NLT He was buried in the tomb he had carved out for himself in the City of 
David. He was laid on a bed perfumed with sweet spices and ointments, and 
at his funeral the people built a huge fire in his honor. 
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వచనము 1 

తరువాత అతనికి బదులుగా అతని కుమారుడైన యెహోషాపాతు రాజై ఇశార్యేలు తన మీదికి 

రాకుండ తన రాజయ్మును బలపరచుకొనెను. 
KJV And Jehoshaphat his son reigned in his stead, and strengthened 
himself against Israel. 
Amplified JEHOSHAPHAT HIS son reigned in Asa's stead and 
strengthened himself against Israel. 
ESV Jehoshaphat his son reigned in his place and strengthened himself 
against Israel. 
NIV Jehoshaphat his son succeeded him as king and strengthened himself 
against Israel. 
NASB Jehoshaphat his son then became king in his place, and made his 
position over Israel firm. 
NKJV Then Jehoshaphat his son reigned in his place, and strengthened 
himself against Israel. 
NLT Then Jehoshaphat, Asa's son, became the next king. He strengthened 
Judah to stand against any attack from Israel. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు యూదా దేశములోని పార్కార పురములనిన్టియందును సైనయ్ములను ఉంచి, యూదా 

దేశమందును తన తండిర్యైన ఆసా పటుట్కొనిన ఎఫార్యిము పటట్ణములయందును కావలి 

బలములను ఉంచెను. 
KJV And he placed forces in all the fenced cities of Judah, and set 
garrisons in the land of Judah, and in the cities of Ephraim, which Asa his 
father had taken. 
Amplified And he placed forces in all the fortified cities of Judah and set 
garrisons in the land of Judah and in the cities of Ephraim which Asa his 
father had taken. 
ESV He placed forces in all the fortified cities of Judah and set garrisons in 
the land of Judah, and in the cities of Ephraim that Asa his father had 
captured. 
NIV He stationed troops in all the fortified cities of Judah and put 
garrisons in Judah and in the towns of Ephraim that his father Asa had 
captured. 
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NASB He placed troops in all the fortified cities of Judah, and set garrisons 
in the land of Judah and in the cities of Ephraim which Asa his father had 
captured. 
NKJV And he placed troops in all the fortified cities of Judah, and set 
garrisons in the land of Judah and in the cities of Ephraim which Asa his 
father had taken. 
NLT He stationed troops in all the fortified cities of Judah, and he assigned 
additional garrisons to the land of Judah and to the towns of Ephraim that 
his father, Asa, had conquered. 

వచనము 3 

యెహోవా అతనికి సహాయుడై యుండగా యెహోషాపాతు తన తండిర్యైన దావీదు 

పార్రంభదినములలో నడచిన మారగ్మందు నడచుచు 

KJV And the LORD was with Jehoshaphat, because he walked in the first 
ways of his father David, and sought not unto Baalim; 
Amplified The Lord was with Jehoshaphat because he walked in the first 
ways of his father [David]. He did not seek the Baals 
ESV The LORD was with Jehoshaphat, because he walked in the earlier 
ways of his father David. He did not seek the Baals, 
NIV The LORD was with Jehoshaphat because in his early years he walked 
in the ways his father David had followed. He did not consult the Baals 
NASB The LORD was with Jehoshaphat because he followed the example 
of his father David's earlier days and did not seek the Baals, 
NKJV Now the LORD was with Jehoshaphat, because he walked in the 
former ways of his father David; he did not seek the Baals, 
NLT The LORD was with Jehoshaphat because he followed the example of 
his father's early years and did not worship the images of Baal. 

వచనము 4 

బయలు దేవతను ఆశర్యింపక తన తండిర్ దేవుని ఆశర్యించుచు, ఇశార్యేలువారి చరయ్లను 

వెంబడింపక ఆయన ఆజఞ్లననుసరించి నడిచెను. 
KJV But sought to the Lord God of his father, and walked in his 
commandments, and not after the doings of Israel. 
Amplified But sought and yearned with all his desire for the Lord, the God 
of his father, and walked in His commandments and not after the ways of 
Israel. 
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ESV but sought the God of his father and walked in his commandments, 
and not according to the practices of Israel. 
NIV but sought the God of his father and followed his commands rather 
than the practices of Israel. 
NASB but sought the God of his father, followed His commandments, and 
did not act as Israel did. 
NKJV but sought the God of his father, and walked in His commandments 
and not according to the acts of Israel. 
NLT He sought his father's God and obeyed his commands instead of 
following the practices of the kingdom of Israel. 

వచనము 5 

కాబటిట్ యెహోవా అతనిచేత రాజయ్మును సిథ్రపరచెను, యూదావారందరును యెహోషాపాతునకు 

పనున్ ఇచుచ్చుండిరి, అతనికి ఐశవ్రయ్మును ఘనతయు మెండుగా కలిగెను. 
KJV Therefore the LORD stablished the kingdom in his hand; and all 
Judah brought to Jehoshaphat presents; and he had riches and honour in 
abundance. 
Amplified Therefore the Lord established the kingdom in his hand; and 
all Judah brought tribute to Jehoshaphat, and he had great riches and 
honor. 
ESV Therefore the LORD established the kingdom in his hand. And all 
Judah brought tribute to Jehoshaphat, and he had great riches and honor. 
NIV The LORD established the kingdom under his control; and all Judah 
brought gifts to Jehoshaphat, so that he had great wealth and honor. 
NASB So the LORD established the kingdom in his control, and all Judah 
brought tribute to Jehoshaphat, and he had great riches and honor. 
NKJV Therefore the LORD established the kingdom in his hand; and all 
Judah gave presents to Jehoshaphat, and he had riches and honor in 
abundance. 
NLT So the LORD established Jehoshaphat's control over the kingdom of 
Judah. All the people of Judah brought gifts to Jehoshaphat, so he became 
very wealthy and highly esteemed. 

వచనము 6 

యెహోవా మారగ్ములయందు నడుచుకొనుటకు అతడు తన మనసుస్ను దృఢపరచుకొనినవాడై ఉనన్త 

సథ్లములను దేవతాసత్ంభములను యూదాలోనుండి తీసివేసెను. 
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KJV And his heart was lifted up in the ways of the LORD: moreover he 
took away the high places and groves out of Judah. 
Amplified His heart was cheered and his courage was high in the ways of 
the Lord; moreover, he took away the high places and the Asherim out of 
Judah. 
ESV His heart was courageous in the ways of the LORD. And furthermore, 
he took the high places and the Asherim out of Judah. 
NIV His heart was devoted to the ways of the LORD; furthermore, he 
removed the high places and the Asherah poles from Judah. 
NASB He took great pride in the ways of the LORD and again removed the 
high places and the Asherim from Judah. 
NKJV And his heart took delight in the ways of the LORD; moreover he 
removed the high places and wooden images from Judah. 
NLT He was committed to the ways of the LORD. He knocked down the 
pagan shrines and destroyed the Asherah poles. 

వచనము 7 

తన యేలుబడియందు మూడవ సంవతస్రమున యూదా పటట్ణములలో జనులకు ధరమ్శాసత్రమును 

బోధించుటకై అతడు పెదద్లైన బెనహ్యీలును ఓబదాయ్ను జెకరాయ్ను నెతనేలును మీకాయాను 

KJV Also in the third year of his reign he sent to his princes, even to 
Benhail, and to Obadiah, and to Zechariah, and to Nethaneel, and to 
Michaiah, to teach in the cities of Judah. 
Amplified Also in the third year of his reign he sent his princes Ben-hail, 
Obadiah, Zechariah, Nethanel, and Micaiah to teach in the cities of Judah; 
ESV In the third year of his reign he sent his officials, Ben-hail, Obadiah, 
Zechariah, Nethanel, and Micaiah, to teach in the cities of Judah; 
NIV In the third year of his reign he sent his officials Ben-Hail, Obadiah, 
Zechariah, Nethanel and Micaiah to teach in the towns of Judah. 
NASB Then in the third year of his reign he sent his officials, Ben-hail, 
Obadiah, Zechariah, Nethanel and Micaiah, to teach in the cities of Judah; 
NKJV Also in the third year of his reign he sent his leaders, Ben-Hail, 
Obadiah, Zechariah, Nethanel, and Michaiah, to teach in the cities of 
Judah. 
NLT In the third year of his reign, Jehoshaphat sent out his officials to 
teach in all the towns of Judah. These officials included Ben-hail, Obadiah, 
Zechariah, Nethanel, and Micaiah. 

వచనము 8 
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షెమయా నెతనాయ్ జెబదాయ్ అశాహేలు షెమిరామోతు యెహోనాతాను అదోనీయా టోబీయా 

టోబదోనీయా అను లేవీయులను, యాజకులైన ఎలీషామాను యెహోరామును బంపెను. 
KJV And with them he sent Levites, even Shemaiah, and Nethaniah, and 
Zebadiah, and Asahel, and Shemiramoth, and Jehonathan, and Adonijah, 
and Tobijah, and Tobadonijah, Levites; and with them Elishama and 
Jehoram, priests. 
Amplified And with them were the Levites--Shemaiah, Nethaniah, 
Zebadiah, Asahel, Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah, and Tob-
adonijah; and with these Levites were the priests Elishama and Jehoram. 
ESV and with them the Levites, Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, Asahel, 
Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah, and Tobadonijah; and with 
these Levites, the priests Elishama and Jehoram. 
NIV With them were certain Levites--Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, 
Asahel, Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah and Tob-Adonijah--
and the priests Elishama and Jehoram. 
NASB and with them the Levites, Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, Asahel, 
Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah and Tobadonijah, the 
Levites; and with them Elishama and Jehoram, the priests. 
NKJV And with them he sent Levites: Shemaiah, Nethaniah, Zebadiah, 
Asahel, Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah, and Tobadonijah--
the Levites; and with them Elishama and Jehoram, the priests. 
NLT He sent Levites along with them, including Shemaiah, Nethaniah, 
Zebadiah, Asahel, Shemiramoth, Jehonathan, Adonijah, Tobijah, and Tob-
adonijah. He also sent out the priests, Elishama and Jehoram. 

వచనము 9 

వారు యెహోవా ధరమ్శాసత్రగర్ంథమును చేతపుచుచ్కొని యూదావారిమధయ్ పర్కటన చేయుచు, యూదా 

పటట్ణములనిన్టను సంచరించుచు జనులకు బోధించిరి. 
KJV And they taught in Judah, and had the book of the law of the LORD 
with them, and went about throughout all the cities of Judah, and taught 
the people. 
Amplified And they taught in Judah, and had the Book of the Law of the 
Lord with them; they went about throughout all the cities of Judah and 
taught among the people. 
ESV And they taught in Judah, having the Book of the Law of the LORD 
with them. They went about through all the cities of Judah and taught 
among the people. 
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NIV They taught throughout Judah, taking with them the Book of the Law 
of the LORD; they went around to all the towns of Judah and taught the 
people. 
NASB They taught in Judah, having the book of the law of the LORD with 
them; and they went throughout all the cities of Judah and taught among 
the people. 
NKJV So they taught in Judah, and had the Book of the Law of the LORD 
with them; they went throughout all the cities of Judah and taught the 
people. 
NLT They took copies of the Book of the Law of the LORD and traveled 
around through all the towns of Judah, teaching the people. 

వచనము 10 

యూదా దేశము చుటుట్ ఉండు దేశముల రాజయ్ములనిన్టి మీదికి యెహోవా భయము వచిచ్నందున 

వారు యెహోషాపాతుతో యుదధ్ము చేయకుండిరి. 
KJV And the fear of the LORD fell upon all the kingdoms of the lands that 
were round about Judah, so that they made no war against Jehoshaphat. 
Amplified And a terror from the Lord fell upon all the kingdoms of the 
lands that were round about Judah, so that they made no war against 
Jehoshaphat. 
ESV And the fear of the LORD fell upon all the kingdoms of the lands that 
were around Judah, and they made no war against Jehoshaphat. 
NIV The fear of the LORD fell on all the kingdoms of the lands 
surrounding Judah, so that they did not make war with Jehoshaphat. 
NASB Now the dread of the LORD was on all the kingdoms of the lands 
which were around Judah, so that they did not make war against 
Jehoshaphat. 
NKJV And the fear of the LORD fell on all the kingdoms of the lands that 
were around Judah, so that they did not make war against Jehoshaphat. 
NLT Then the fear of the LORD fell over all the surrounding kingdoms so 
that none of them declared war on Jehoshaphat. 

వచనము 11 

ఫిలిషీత్యులలో కొందరు యెహోషాపాతునకు పనున్ను కానుకలను ఇచుచ్చు వచిచ్రి; అరబీయులును 

అతనికి ఏడువేల ఏడు వందల గొఱఱ్పొటే ట్ళల్ను ఏడువేల ఏడు వందల మేకపోతులను తెచుచ్చు వచిచ్రి. 
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KJV Also some of the Philistines brought Jehoshaphat presents, and 
tribute silver; and the Arabians brought him flocks, seven thousand and 
seven hundred rams, and seven thousand and seven hundred he goats. 
Amplified And some of the Philistines brought Jehoshaphat gifts and 
tribute silver, and the Arabs brought him flocks: 7,700 each of rams and of 
he-goats. 
ESV Some of the Philistines brought Jehoshaphat presents and silver for 
tribute, and the Arabians also brought him 7,700 rams and 7,700 goats. 
NIV Some Philistines brought Jehoshaphat gifts and silver as tribute, and 
the Arabs brought him flocks: seven thousand seven hundred rams and 
seven thousand seven hundred goats. 
NASB Some of the Philistines brought gifts and silver as tribute to 
Jehoshaphat; the Arabians also brought him flocks, 7,700 rams and 7,700 
male goats. 
NKJV Also some of the Philistines brought Jehoshaphat presents and 
silver as tribute; and the Arabians brought him flocks, seven thousand 
seven hundred rams and seven thousand seven hundred male goats. 
NLT Some of the Philistines brought him gifts and silver as tribute, and the 
Arabs brought seventy-seven hundred rams and seventy-seven hundred 
male goats. 

వచనము 12 

యెహోషాపాతు అంతకంతకు గొపప్వాడై యూదా దేశమునందు కోటలను సామగిర్ని నిలువచేయు 

పటట్ణములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And Jehoshaphat waxed great exceedingly; and he built in Judah 
castles, and cities of store. 
Amplified And Jehoshaphat became very great. He built in Judah 
fortresses and store cities, 
ESV And Jehoshaphat grew steadily greater. He built in Judah fortresses 
and store cities, 
NIV Jehoshaphat became more and more powerful; he built forts and store 
cities in Judah 
NASB So Jehoshaphat grew greater and greater, and he built fortresses 
and store cities in Judah. 
NKJV So Jehoshaphat became increasingly powerful, and he built 
fortresses and storage cities in Judah. 
NLT So Jehoshaphat became more and more powerful and built fortresses 
and store cities throughout Judah. 
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వచనము 13 

యూదాదేశపు పటట్ణములలో అతనికి బహు ధనము సమకూరచ్బడెను. అతనికిర్ంది పరాకర్మశాలులు 

యెరూషలేములో కూడియుండిరి. 
KJV And he had much business in the cities of Judah: and the men of war, 
mighty men of valour, were in Jerusalem. 
Amplified And he had many works in the cities of Judah, and soldiers, 
mighty men of courage, in Jerusalem. 
ESV and he had large supplies in the cities of Judah. He had soldiers, 
mighty men of valor, in Jerusalem. 
NIV and had large supplies in the towns of Judah. He also kept 
experienced fighting men in Jerusalem. 
NASB He had large supplies in the cities of Judah, and warriors, valiant 
men, in Jerusalem. 
NKJV He had much property in the cities of Judah; and the men of war, 
mighty men of valor, were in Jerusalem. 
NLT He stored numerous supplies in Judah's towns and stationed an army 
of seasoned troops at Jerusalem. 

వచనము 14 

వీరి పితరుల వంశములచొపుప్న వీరి సంఖయ్ యెంతనగా, యూదాలో సహసార్ధిపతులైన వారికి 

పర్ధానుడగు అదాన్యొదద్ మూడు లక్షలమంది పరాకర్మశాలులుండిరి. 
KJV And these are the numbers of them according to the house of their 
fathers: Of Judah, the captains of thousands; Adnah the chief, and with him 
mighty men of valour three hundred thousand. 
Amplified This was the number of them by their fathers' houses: Of 
Judah, the captains of thousands: Adnah the chief, with 300,000 mighty 
men of valor; 
ESV This was the muster of them by fathers' houses: Of Judah, the 
commanders of thousands: Adnah the commander, with 300,000 mighty 
men of valor; 
NIV Their enrollment by families was as follows: From Judah, 
commanders of units of 1,000: Adnah the commander, with 300,000 
fighting men; 
NASB This was their muster according to their fathers' households: of 
Judah, commanders of thousands, Adnah was the commander, and with 
him 300,000 valiant warriors; 
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NKJV These are their numbers, according to their fathers' houses. Of 
Judah, the captains of thousands: Adnah the captain, and with him three 
hundred thousand mighty men of valor; 
NLT His army was enrolled according to ancestral clans. From Judah, 
there were 300,000 troops organized in units of one thousand, under the 
command of Adnah. 

వచనము 15 

రెండవవాడగు యెహోహానాను అను అధిపతియొదద్ రెండు లక్షల ఎనుబదివేలమంది యుండిరి. 
KJV And next to him was Jehohanan the captain, and with him two 
hundred and fourscore thousand. 
Amplified Next to him was Jehohanan the captain, with 280,000; 
ESV and next to him Jehohanan the commander, with 280,000; 
NIV next, Jehohanan the commander, with 280,000; 
NASB and next to him was Johanan the commander, and with him 
280,000; 
NKJV and next to him was Jehohanan the captain, and with him two 
hundred and eighty thousand; 
NLT Next in command was Jehohanan, who commanded 280,000 troops. 

వచనము 16 

మూడవవాడు జిఖీర్ కుమారుడై యెహోవాకు తనున్తాను మనఃపూరవ్కముగా సమరిప్ంచుకొనిన 

అమసాయ్; అతనియొదద్ రెండు లక్షలమంది పరాకర్మశాలులుండిరి. 
KJV And next him was Amasiah the son of Zichri, who willingly offered 
himself unto the LORD; and with him two hundred thousand mighty men 
of valour. 
Amplified And next to him Amasiah son of Zichri, who willingly offered 
himself to the Lord, with 200,000 mighty men of valor. 
ESV and next to him Amasiah the son of Zichri, a volunteer for the service 
of the LORD, with 200,000 mighty men of valor. 
NIV next, Amasiah son of Zicri, who volunteered himself for the service of 
the LORD, with 200,000. 
NASB and next to him Amasiah the son of Zichri, who volunteered for the 
LORD, and with him 200,000 valiant warriors; 
NKJV and next to him was Amasiah the son of Zichri, who willingly 
offered himself to the LORD, and with him two hundred thousand mighty 
men of valor. 
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NLT Next was Amasiah son of Zicri, who volunteered for the LORD's 
service, with 200,000 troops under his command. 

వచనము 17 

బెనాయ్మీనీయులలో ఎలాయ్దా అను పరాకర్మశాలి యొకడుండెను; వీనియొదద్ వింటిని కేడెమును 

పటుట్కొనువారు రెండు లక్షలమంది యుండిరి. 
KJV And of Benjamin; Eliada a mighty man of valour, and with him armed 
men with bow and shield two hundred thousand. 
Amplified Of Benjamin: Eliada, a mighty man of valor, with 200,000 men 
armed with bow and shield; 
ESV Of Benjamin: Eliada, a mighty man of valor, with 200,000 men armed 
with bow and shield; 
NIV From Benjamin: Eliada, a valiant soldier, with 200,000 men armed 
with bows and shields; 
NASB and of Benjamin, Eliada a valiant warrior, and with him 200,000 
armed with bow and shield; 
NKJV Of Benjamin: Eliada a mighty man of valor, and with him two 
hundred thousand men armed with bow and shield; 
NLT From Benjamin, there were 200,000 troops equipped with bows and 
shields. They were under the command of Eliada, a veteran soldier. 

వచనము 18 

రెండవవాడు యెహోజాబాదు; వీనియొదద్ లక్షయెనుబదివేలమంది యుదధ్సనన్దుధ్లుండిరి. 
KJV And next him was Jehozabad, and with him an hundred and fourscore 
thousand ready prepared for the war. 
Amplified Next to him was Jehozabad with 180,000 armed for war. 
ESV and next to him Jehozabad with 180,000 armed for war. 
NIV next, Jehozabad, with 180,000 men armed for battle. 
NASB and next to him Jehozabad, and with him 180,000 equipped for 
war. 
NKJV and next to him was Jehozabad, and with him one hundred and 
eighty thousand prepared for war. 
NLT Next in command was Jehozabad, who commanded 180,000 armed 
men. 

వచనము 19 
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రాజు యూదాయందంతటనుండు పార్కార పురములలో ఉంచినవారు గాక వీరు రాజుయొకక్ 

పరివారములో చేరినవారై యుండిరి. 
KJV These waited on the king, beside those whom the king put in the 
fenced cities throughout all Judah. 
Amplified These were in the king's service, besides those [he] had placed 
in fortified cities throughout all Judah. 
ESV These were in the service of the king, besides those whom the king 
had placed in the fortified cities throughout all Judah. 
NIV These were the men who served the king, besides those he stationed in 
the fortified cities throughout Judah. 
NASB These are they who served the king, apart from those whom the king 
put in the fortified cities through all Judah. 
NKJV These served the king, besides those the king put in the fortified 
cities throughout all Judah. 
NLT These were the troops stationed in Jerusalem to serve the king, 
besides those Jehoshaphat stationed in the fortified cities throughout 
Judah. 
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వచనము 1 

తనకు ఐశవ్రయ్మును ఘనతయు అధికముగా కలిగిన తరువాత యెహోషాపాతు అహాబుతో 

వియయ్మంది 

KJV Now Jehoshaphat had riches and honour in abundance, and joined 
affinity with Ahab. 
Amplified NOW JEHOSHAPHAT had great riches and honor, but was 
allied [by marriage] with Ahab. 
ESV Now Jehoshaphat had great riches and honor, and he made a 
marriage alliance with Ahab. 
NIV Now Jehoshaphat had great wealth and honor, and he allied himself 
with Ahab by marriage. 
NASB Now Jehoshaphat had great riches and honor; and he allied himself 
by marriage with Ahab. 
NKJV Jehoshaphat had riches and honor in abundance; and by marriage 
he allied himself with Ahab. 
NLT Now Jehoshaphat enjoyed great riches and high esteem, and he 
arranged for his son to marry the daughter of King Ahab of Israel. 

వచనము 2 

కొనిన్ సంవతస్రములు గతించినమీదట షోమోర్నులోనుండు అహాబునొదద్కు పోయెను; అహాబు 

అతనికొరకును అతని వెంటవచిచ్న జనులకొరకును అనేకమైన గొఱఱ్లను పశువులను కోయించి, 

తనతోకూడ రామోతిగ్లాదుమీదికి పోవుటకు అతని పేర్రేపించెను. 
KJV And after certain years he went down to Ahab to Samaria. And Ahab 
killed sheep and oxen for him in abundance, and for the people that he had 
with him, and persuaded him to go up with him to Ramothgilead. 
Amplified After some years he went down to Ahab in Samaria. And Ahab 
killed sheep and oxen for him in abundance and for the people with him 
and persuaded him to go up with him against Ramoth-gilead. 
ESV After some years he went down to Ahab in Samaria. And Ahab killed 
an abundance of sheep and oxen for him and for the people who were with 
him, and induced him to go up against Ramoth-gilead. 
NIV Some years later he went down to visit Ahab in Samaria. Ahab 
slaughtered many sheep and cattle for him and the people with him and 
urged him to attack Ramoth Gilead. 
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NASB Some years later he went down to visit Ahab at Samaria. And Ahab 
slaughtered many sheep and oxen for him and the people who were with 
him, and induced him to go up against Ramoth-gilead. 
NKJV After some years he went down to visit Ahab in Samaria; and Ahab 
killed sheep and oxen in abundance for him and the people who were with 
him, and persuaded him to go up with him to Ramoth Gilead. 
NLT A few years later, he went to Samaria to visit Ahab, who prepared a 
great banquet for him and his officials. They butchered great numbers of 
sheep and oxen for the feast. Then Ahab enticed Jehoshaphat to join forces 
with him to attack Ramoth-gilead. 

వచనము 3 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన అహాబు యూదారాజైన యెహోషాపాతును చూచి నీవు నాతోకూడ 

రామోతిగ్లాదునకు వచెచ్దవా అని అడుగగా యెహోషాపాతు నేను నీవాడను, నా జనులు నీ జనులు, 

మేము నీతో కూడ యుధద్మునకు వచెచ్దమని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV And Ahab king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat king of Judah, Wilt 
thou go with me to Ramothgilead? And he answered him, I am as thou art, 
and my people as thy people; and we will be with thee in the war. 
Amplified Ahab king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, Will you 
go with me to Ramoth-gilead? He answered, I am as you are, and my 
people as your people; we will be with you in the war. 
ESV Ahab king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, "Will you go 
with me to Ramoth-gilead?" He answered him, "I am as you are, my people 
as your people. We will be with you in the war." 
NIV Ahab king of Israel asked Jehoshaphat king of Judah, 'Will you go 
with me against Ramoth Gilead?' Jehoshaphat replied, 'I am as you are, and 
my people as your people; we will join you in the war.' 
NASB Ahab king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, 'Will you go 
with me against Ramoth-gilead?' And he said to him, 'I am as you are, and 
my people as your people, and we will be with you in the battle.' 
NKJV So Ahab king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat king of Judah, "Will you 
go with me against Ramoth Gilead?" And he answered him, "I am as you 
are, and my people as your people; we will be with you in the war." 
NLT 'Will you join me in fighting against Ramoth-gilead?' Ahab asked. And 
Jehoshaphat replied, 'Why, of course! You and I are brothers, and my 
troops are yours to command. We will certainly join you in battle.' 

వచనము 4 
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మరియు యెహోషాపాతు ఇశార్యేలు రాజుతో నేడు యెహోవాయొదద్ సంగతి విచారణ చేయుదము 

రండనగా 

KJV And Jehoshaphat said unto the king of Israel, Enquire, I pray thee, at 
the word of the LORD to day. 
Amplified And Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, Inquire first, I pray 
you, for the word of the Lord today. 
ESV And Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, "Inquire first for the word 
of the LORD." 
NIV But Jehoshaphat also said to the king of Israel, 'First seek the counsel 
of the LORD.' 
NASB Moreover, Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, 'Please inquire 
first for the word of the LORD.' 
NKJV Also Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, "Please inquire for the 
word of the LORD today." 
NLT Then Jehoshaphat added, 'But first let's find out what the LORD says.' 

వచనము 5 

ఇశార్యేలురాజు నాలుగువందల మంది పర్వకత్లను సమకూరిచ్ నేను రామోతిగ్లాదుమీదికి 

యుదధ్మునకు పోవుదునా మానుదునా అని వారినడిగెను. అందుకువారు పొముమ్, దేవుడు రాజుచేతికి 

దానినపప్గించునని చెపిప్రి. 
KJV Therefore the king of Israel gathered together of prophets four 
hundred men, and said unto them, Shall we go to Ramothgilead to battle, 
or shall I forbear? And they said, Go up; for God will deliver it into the 
king's hand. 
Amplified So King [Ahab] of Israel gathered together the prophets, 400 
men, and said to them, Shall we go to Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I 
forbear? And they said, Go up, for God will deliver it into the king's hand. 
ESV Then the king of Israel gathered the prophets together, four hundred 
men, and said to them, "Shall we go to battle against Ramoth-gilead, or 
shall I refrain?" And they said, "Go up, for God will give it into the hand of 
the king." 
NIV So the king of Israel brought together the prophets--four hundred 
men--and asked them, 'Shall we go to war against Ramoth Gilead, or shall I 
refrain?' 'Go,' they answered, 'for God will give it into the king's hand.' 
NASB Then the king of Israel assembled the prophets, four hundred men, 
and said to them, 'Shall we go against Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I 
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refrain?' And they said, 'Go up, for God will give it into the hand of the 
king.' 
NKJV Then the king of Israel gathered the prophets together, four 
hundred men, and said to them, "Shall we go to war against Ramoth Gilead, 
or shall I refrain?" So they said, "Go up, for God will deliver it into the 
king's hand." 
NLT So King Ahab summoned his prophets, four hundred of them, and 
asked them, 'Should we go to war against Ramoth-gilead or not?' They all 
replied, 'Go ahead, for God will give you a great victory!' 

వచనము 6 

అయితే యెహోషాపాతు మనము అడిగి విచారణ చేయుటకై వీరు తపప్ యెహోవా పర్వకత్లలో 

ఒకడైనను ఇచచ్ట లేడా? అని యడుగగా 

KJV But Jehoshaphat said, Is there not here a prophet of the LORD 
besides, that we might enquire of him? 
Amplified But Jehoshaphat said, Is there not another prophet of the Lord 
here by whom we may inquire? 
ESV But Jehoshaphat said, "Is there not here another prophet of the LORD 
of whom we may inquire?" 
NIV But Jehoshaphat asked, 'Is there not a prophet of the LORD here 
whom we can inquire of?' 
NASB But Jehoshaphat said, 'Is there not yet a prophet of the LORD here 
that we may inquire of him?' 
NKJV But Jehoshaphat said, "Is there not still a prophet of the LORD here, 
that we may inquire of Him?" 
NLT But Jehoshaphat asked, 'Isn't there a prophet of the LORD around, 
too? I would like to ask him the same question.' 

వచనము 7 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజు యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారణ చేయుటకు ఇవూ ల్ కుమారుడైన మీకాయా అను ఒకడు 

ఇచచ్ట ఉనాన్డు; అయితే అతడు ననున్గూరిచ్ మేలు పర్వచింపక నితయ్ము కీడునే పర్వచించుచునాన్డు 

గనుక నేను వానియందు పగగలిగి యునాన్ననగా యెహోషాపాతు రాజు ఆలా గనవదద్నెను. 
KJV And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, There is yet one man, by 
whom we may enquire of the LORD: but I hate him; for he never 
prophesied good unto me, but always evil: the same is Micaiah the son of 
Imla. And Jehoshaphat said, Let not the king say so. 
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Amplified King [Ahab] of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, There is another 
man, Micaiah son of Imla, by whom we may inquire of the Lord, but I hate 
him, for he never has prophesied good for me, but always evil. And 
Jehoshaphat said, Let not the king say so. 
ESV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "There is yet one man by 
whom we may inquire of the LORD, Micaiah the son of Imlah; but I hate 
him, for he never prophesies good concerning me, but always evil." And 
Jehoshaphat said, "Let not the king say so." 
NIV The king of Israel answered Jehoshaphat, 'There is still one man 
through whom we can inquire of the LORD, but I hate him because he 
never prophesies anything good about me, but always bad. He is Micaiah 
son of Imlah.' 'The king should not say that,' Jehoshaphat replied. 
NASB The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 'There is yet one man by 
whom we may inquire of the LORD, but I hate him, for he never prophesies 
good concerning me but always evil. He is Micaiah, son of Imla.' But 
Jehoshaphat said, 'Let not the king say so.' 
NKJV So the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "There is still one man by 
whom we may inquire of the LORD; but I hate him, because he never 
prophesies good concerning me, but always evil. He is Micaiah the son of 
Imla." And Jehoshaphat said, "Let not the king say such things!" 
NLT King Ahab replied, 'There is still one prophet of the LORD, but I hate 
him. He never prophesies anything but bad news for me! His name is 
Micaiah son of Imlah.' 'You shouldn't talk like that,' Jehoshaphat said. 'Let's 
hear what he has to say.' 

వచనము 8 

అపుప్డు ఇశార్యేలు రాజు తన పరివారములోనునన్ యొకని పిలిపించి ఇవూ ల్ కుమారుడైన మీకాయాను 

శీఘర్ముగా రపిప్ంచుమని ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV And the king of Israel called for one of his officers, and said, Fetch 
quickly Micaiah the son of Imla. 
Amplified And King [Ahab] of Israel called for one of his officers and said, 
Bring quickly Micaiah son of Imla. 
ESV Then the king of Israel summoned an officer and said, "Bring quickly 
Micaiah the son of Imlah." 
NIV So the king of Israel called one of his officials and said, 'Bring Micaiah 
son of Imlah at once.' 
NASB Then the king of Israel called an officer and said, 'Bring quickly 
Micaiah, Imla's son.' 
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NKJV Then the king of Israel called one of his officers and said, "Bring 
Micaiah the son of Imla quickly!" 
NLT So the king of Israel called one of his officials and said, 'Quick! Go and 
get Micaiah son of Imlah.' 

వచనము 9 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజును యూదారాజగు యెహోషాపాతును షోమోర్ను ఊరు గవిని ముందరి 

బయలునందు తమ తమ వసత్రములను ధరించుకొని తమ తమ సింహాసనములమీద 

కూరుచ్నియుండగా పర్వకత్లందరును వారి ముందర పర్వచించుచుండిరి. 
KJV And the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah sat either of 
them on his throne, clothed in their robes, and they sat in a void place at 
the entering in of the gate of Samaria; and all the prophets prophesied 
before them. 
Amplified The king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah sat each on 
his throne, arrayed in their robes; they were sitting in an open place [at the 
threshing floor] at the entrance of the gate of Samaria; all the prophets 
were prophesying before them. 
ESV Now the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah were sitting 
on their thrones, arrayed in their robes. And they were sitting at the 
threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria, and all the prophets 
were prophesying before them. 
NIV Dressed in their royal robes, the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king 
of Judah were sitting on their thrones at the threshing floor by the entrance 
to the gate of Samaria, with all the prophets prophesying before them. 
NASB Now the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah were 
sitting each on his throne, arrayed in their robes, and they were sitting at 
the threshing floor at the entrance of the gate of Samaria; and all the 
prophets were prophesying before them. 
NKJV The king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah, clothed in their 
robes, sat each on his throne; and they sat at a threshing floor at the 
entrance of the gate of Samaria; and all the prophets prophesied before 
them. 
NLT King Ahab of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah, dressed in their 
royal robes, were sitting on thrones at the threshing floor near the gate of 
Samaria. All of Ahab's prophets were prophesying there in front of them. 

వచనము 10 
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అపుప్డు కెనయనా కుమారుడైన సిదిక్యా యినుపకొముమ్లు చేయించుకొనివచిచ్ సిరియనులు 

నిరూమ్లమగు వరకు వీటితో వారిని నీవు పొడిచెదవని యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్చునాన్డని పర్కటించెను. 
KJV And Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah had made him horns of iron, and 
said, Thus saith the LORD, With these thou shalt push Syria until they be 
consumed. 
Amplified And Zedekiah son of Chenaanah had made himself horns of 
iron, and said, Thus says the Lord: With these you shall push the Syrians 
until they are destroyed. 
ESV And Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah made for himself horns of iron 
and said, "Thus says the LORD, 'With these you shall push the Syrians until 
they are destroyed.'" 
NIV Now Zedekiah son of Kenaanah had made iron horns, and he 
declared, 'This is what the LORD says: 'With these you will gore the 
Arameans until they are destroyed.'' 
NASB Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah made horns of iron for himself and 
said, 'Thus says the LORD, 'With these you shall gore the Arameans until 
they are consumed.'' 
NKJV Now Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah had made horns of iron for 
himself; and he said, "Thus says the LORD: "With these you shall gore the 
Syrians until they are destroyed."' 
NLT One of them, Zedekiah son of Kenaanah, made some iron horns and 
proclaimed, 'This is what the LORD says: With these horns you will gore 
the Arameans to death!' 

వచనము 11 

పర్వకత్లందరును ఆ పర్కారముగానే పర్వచించుచు యెహోవా రామోతిగ్లాదును రాజు చేతికి 

అపప్గించును, దానిమీదికి పోయి జయమొందుము అనిరి. 
KJV And all the prophets prophesied so, saying, Go up to Ramothgilead, 
and prosper: for the LORD shall deliver it into the hand of the king. 
Amplified All the prophets prophesied so, saying, Go up to Ramoth-gilead 
and prosper; the Lord will deliver it into the king's hand. 
ESV And all the prophets prophesied so and said, "Go up to Ramoth-gilead 
and triumph. The LORD will give it into the hand of the king." 
NIV All the other prophets were prophesying the same thing. 'Attack 
Ramoth Gilead and be victorious,' they said, 'for the LORD will give it into 
the king's hand.' 
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NASB All the prophets were prophesying thus, saying, 'Go up to Ramoth-
gilead and succeed, for the LORD will give it into the hand of the king.' 
NKJV And all the prophets prophesied so, saying, "Go up to Ramoth 
Gilead and prosper, for the LORD will deliver it into the king's hand." 
NLT All the other prophets agreed. 'Yes,' they said, 'go up to Ramoth-gilead 
and be victorious. The LORD will give you a glorious victory!' 

వచనము 12 

మీకాయాను పిలుచుటకు పోయిన దూత అతని కనుగొని పర్వకత్లు రాజు విషయమై యేక ముఖముగా 

మేలునే పలుకుచునాన్రు, దయచేసి నీమాటను వారి మాటలకు అనుకూలపరచి మేలునే 

పర్వచింపుమనగా 

KJV And the messenger that went to call Micaiah spake to him, saying, 
Behold, the words of the prophets declare good to the king with one assent; 
let thy word therefore, I pray thee, be like one of theirs, and speak thou 
good. 
Amplified The messenger who went to call Micaiah said to him, Behold, 
the words of the prophets foretell good to the king with one accord. So let 
your word be like one of them, and speak favorably. 
ESV And the messenger who went to summon Micaiah said to him, 
"Behold, the words of the prophets with one accord are favorable to the 
king. Let your word be like the word of one of them, and speak favorably." 
NIV The messenger who had gone to summon Micaiah said to him, 'Look, 
as one man the other prophets are predicting success for the king. Let your 
word agree with theirs, and speak favorably.' 
NASB Then the messenger who went to summon Micaiah spoke to him 
saying, 'Behold, the words of the prophets are uniformly favorable to the 
king. So please let your word be like one of them and speak favorably.' 
NKJV Then the messenger who had gone to call Micaiah spoke to him, 
saying, "Now listen, the words of the prophets with one accord encourage 
the king. Therefore please let your word be like the word of one of them, 
and speak encouragement." 
NLT Meanwhile, the messenger who went to get Micaiah said to him, 
'Look, all the prophets are promising victory for the king. Be sure that you 
agree with them and promise success.' 

వచనము 13 

మీకాయా యెహోవా జీవముతోడు నా దేవుడు సెలవిచుచ్నదేదో దానినే పర్వచింతునని చెపెప్ను. 
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KJV And Micaiah said, As the LORD liveth, even what my God saith, that 
will I speak. 
Amplified But Micaiah said, As the Lord lives, what my God says, that will 
I speak. 
ESV But Micaiah said, "As the LORD lives, what my God says, that I will 
speak." 
NIV But Micaiah said, 'As surely as the LORD lives, I can tell him only 
what my God says.' 
NASB But Micaiah said, 'As the LORD lives, what my God says, that I will 
speak.' 
NKJV And Micaiah said, "As the LORD lives, whatever my God says, that I 
will speak." 
NLT But Micaiah replied, 'As surely as the LORD lives, I will say only what 
my God tells me to say.' 

వచనము 14 

అతడు రాజునొదద్కు రాగా రాజు అతని చూచి మీకాయా, యుదధ్మునకు రామోతిగ్లాదునకు మేము 

పోవుదుమా, మానుదుమా అని యడుగగా అతడు పోయి జయించుడి, వారు మీచేతికి 

అపప్గింపబడుదురనెను. 
KJV And when he was come to the king, the king said unto him, Micaiah, 
shall we go to Ramothgilead to battle, or shall I forbear? And he said, Go ye 
up, and prosper, and they shall be delivered into your hand. 
Amplified And when he had come to the king, King [Ahab] said to him, 
Micaiah, shall we go to Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I forbear? And he 
said, Go up and prosper, and they shall be delivered into your hand. 
ESV And when he had come to the king, the king said to him, "Micaiah, 
shall we go to Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I refrain?" And he answered, 
"Go up and triumph; they will be given into your hand." 
NIV When he arrived, the king asked him, 'Micaiah, shall we go to war 
against Ramoth Gilead, or shall I refrain?' 'Attack and be victorious,' he 
answered, 'for they will be given into your hand.' 
NASB When he came to the king, the king said to him, 'Micaiah, shall we 
go to Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I refrain?' He said, 'Go up and 
succeed, for they will be given into your hand.' 
NKJV Then he came to the king; and the king said to him, "Micaiah, shall 
we go to war against Ramoth Gilead, or shall I refrain?" And he said, "Go 
and prosper, and they shall be delivered into your hand!" 
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NLT When Micaiah arrived before the king, Ahab asked him, 'Micaiah, 
should we go to war against Ramoth-gilead or not?' And Micaiah replied, 
'Go right ahead! It will be a glorious victory!' 

వచనము 15 

అపుప్డు రాజు యెహోవా నామమునుబటిట్ అబదధ్ముకాక సతయ్మే పలుకుమని నేను ఎనిన్ మారులు 

నీచేత ఒటుట్ పెటిట్ంచుకొందునని అతనితో అనగా 

KJV And the king said to him, How many times shall I adjure thee that 
thou say nothing but the truth to me in the name of the LORD? 
Amplified And the king said to him, How many times shall I warn you to 
tell nothing but the truth to me in the name of the Lord? 
ESV But the king said to him, "How many times shall I make you swear 
that you speak to me nothing but the truth in the name of the LORD?" 
NIV The king said to him, 'How many times must I make you swear to tell 
me nothing but the truth in the name of the LORD?' 
NASB Then the king said to him, 'How many times must I adjure you to 
speak to me nothing but the truth in the name of the LORD?' 
NKJV So the king said to him, "How many times shall I make you swear 
that you tell me nothing but the truth in the name of the LORD?" 
NLT But the king replied sharply, 'How many times must I demand that 
you speak only the truth when you speak for the LORD?' 

వచనము 16 

అతడు కాపరిలేని గొఱఱ్లవలెనే ఇశార్యేలు వారందరును పరవ్తములమీద చెదరిపోవుట చూచితిని; 

వీరికి యజమానుడు లేడనియు, వీరిలో పర్తివాడు తన తన యింటికి సమాధానముగా పోవలెననియు 

యెహోవా సెలవిచిచ్యునాన్డనెను. 
KJV Then he said, I did see all Israel scattered upon the mountains, as 
sheep that have no shepherd: and the LORD said, These have no master; let 
them return therefore every man to his house in peace. 
Amplified Then Micaiah said, I did see all Israel scattered upon the 
mountains as sheep that have no shepherd, and the Lord said, These have 
no master. Let each return to his house in peace. 
ESV And he said, "I saw all Israel scattered on the mountains, as sheep that 
have no shepherd. And the LORD said, 'These have no master; let each 
return to his home in peace.'" 
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NIV Then Micaiah answered, 'I saw all Israel scattered on the hills like 
sheep without a shepherd, and the LORD said, 'These people have no 
master. Let each one go home in peace.'' 
NASB So he said, 'I saw all Israel Scattered on the mountains, Like sheep 
which have no shepherd; And the LORD said, 'These have no master. Let 
each of them return to his house in peace.'' 
NKJV Then he said, "I saw all Israel scattered on the mountains, as sheep 
that have no shepherd. And the LORD said, "These have no master. Let 
each return to his house in peace."' 
NLT So Micaiah told him, 'In a vision I saw all Israel scattered on the 
mountains, like sheep without a shepherd. And the LORD said, `Their 
master has been killed. Send them home in peace.' ' 

వచనము 17 

ఇశార్యేలురాజు ఇది విని యెహోషాపాతుతో ఇటల్నెను ఇతడు కీడునేగాని నా విషయమై మేలును 

పర్వచింపడని నేను నీతో చెపప్లేదా అని యనగా 

KJV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, Did I not tell thee that he 
would not prophesy good unto me, but evil? 
Amplified And King [Ahab] of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, Did I not tell 
you that he would not prophesy good to me, but evil? 
ESV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "Did I not tell you that he 
would not prophesy good concerning me, but evil?" 
NIV The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 'Didn't I tell you that he never 
prophesies anything good about me, but only bad?' 
NASB Then the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 'Did I not tell you that 
he would not prophesy good concerning me, but evil?' 
NKJV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "Did I not tell you he 
would not prophesy good concerning me, but evil?" 
NLT 'Didn't I tell you?' the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat. 'He does it 
every time. He never prophesies anything but bad news for me.' 

వచనము 18 

మీకాయా యెహోవా మాట వినుడి, యెహోవా తన సింహాసనముమీద ఆసీనుడైయుండుటయు, 

పరమండల సైనయ్మంతయు ఆయన కుడిపర్కక్ను ఎడమపర్కక్ను నిలువబడుటయు నేను చూచితిని. 
KJV Again he said, Therefore hear the word of the LORD; I saw the LORD 
sitting upon his throne, and all the host of heaven standing on his right 
hand and on his left. 
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Amplified [Micaiah] said, Therefore hear the word of the Lord: I saw the 
Lord sitting on His throne, and all the host of heaven standing at His right 
hand and His left. 
ESV And Micaiah said, "Therefore hear the word of the LORD: I saw the 
LORD sitting on his throne, and all the host of heaven standing on his right 
hand and on his left. 
NIV Micaiah continued, 'Therefore hear the word of the LORD: I saw the 
LORD sitting on his throne with all the host of heaven standing on his right 
and on his left. 
NASB Micaiah said, 'Therefore, hear the word of the LORD. I saw the 
LORD sitting on His throne, and all the host of heaven standing on His 
right and on His left. 
NKJV Then Micaiah said, "Therefore hear the word of the LORD: I saw the 
LORD sitting on His throne, and all the host of heaven standing on His 
right hand and His left. 
NLT Then Micaiah continued, 'Listen to what the LORD says! I saw the 
LORD sitting on his throne with all the armies of heaven on his right and 
on his left. 

వచనము 19 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన అహాబు రామోతిగ్లాదుమీదికి పోయి పడిపోవునటుల్ ఎవడు అతని పేర్రేపించునని 

యెహోవా అడుగగా, ఒకడు ఈ విధముగాను ఇంకొకడు ఆ విధముగాను పర్తుయ్తత్రమిచిచ్రి. 
KJV And the LORD said, Who shall entice Ahab king of Israel, that he may 
go up and fall at Ramothgilead? And one spake saying after this manner, 
and another saying after that manner. 
Amplified And the Lord said, Who shall entice Ahab king of Israel, that he 
may go up and fall at Ramoth-gilead? And one said this thing, and another 
that. 
ESV And the LORD said, 'Who will entice Ahab the king of Israel, that he 
may go up and fall at Ramoth-gilead?' And one said one thing, and another 
said another. 
NIV And the LORD said, 'Who will entice Ahab king of Israel into attacking 
Ramoth Gilead and going to his death there?' 'One suggested this, and 
another that. 
NASB 'The LORD said, 'Who will entice Ahab king of Israel to go up and 
fall at Ramoth-gilead?' And one said this while another said that. 
NKJV And the LORD said, "Who will persuade Ahab king of Israel to go 
up, that he may fall at Ramoth Gilead?' So one spoke in this manner, and 
another spoke in that manner. 
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NLT And the LORD said, `Who can entice King Ahab of Israel to go into 
battle against Ramoth-gilead so that he can be killed there?' There were 
many suggestions, 

వచనము 20 

అపుప్డు ఒక ఆతమ్వచిచ్ యెహోవా యెదుట నిలువబడి నేను అతని పేర్రేపించెదనని చెపప్గా యెహోవా 

దేనిచేతనని అతని నడిగెను. 
KJV Then there came out a spirit, and stood before the LORD, and said, I 
will entice him. And the LORD said unto him, Wherewith? 
Amplified Then there came a spirit and stood before the Lord and said, I 
will entice him. The Lord said to him, By what means? 
ESV Then a spirit came forward and stood before the LORD, saying, 'I will 
entice him.' And the LORD said to him, 'By what means?' 
NIV Finally, a spirit came forward, stood before the LORD and said, 'I will 
entice him.' ''By what means?' the LORD asked. 
NASB 'Then a spirit came forward and stood before the LORD and said, 'I 
will entice him.' And the LORD said to him, 'How?' 
NKJV Then a spirit came forward and stood before the LORD, and said, "I 
will persuade him.' The LORD said to him, "In what way?' 
NLT until finally a spirit approached the LORD and said, `I can do it!' ' 
`How will you do this?' the LORD asked. 

వచనము 21 

అందుకు ఆ యాతమ్ నేను బయలుదేరి అతని పర్వకత్లందరి నోటను అబదధ్ములాడు ఆతమ్గా ఉందునని 

చెపప్గా యెహోవా నీవు అతనిని పేర్రేపించి జయింతువు, పోయి ఆ పర్కారముగా చేయుమని 

సెలవిచెచ్ను. 
KJV And he said, I will go out, and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his 
prophets. And the Lord said, Thou shalt entice him, and thou shalt also 
prevail: go out, and do even so. 
Amplified And he said, I will go out and be a lying spirit in the mouths of 
all his prophets. And the Lord said, You shall entice him and also succeed. 
Go forth and do so. 
ESV And he said, 'I will go out, and will be a lying spirit in the mouth of all 
his prophets.' And he said, 'You are to entice him, and you shall succeed; go 
out and do so.' 
NIV ''I will go and be a lying spirit in the mouths of all his prophets,' he 
said. ''You will succeed in enticing him,' said the LORD. 'Go and do it.' 
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NASB 'He said, 'I will go and be a deceiving spirit in the mouth of all his 
prophets.' Then He said, 'You are to entice him and prevail also. Go and do 
so.' 
NKJV So he said, "I will go out and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his 
prophets.' And the LORD said, "You shall persuade him and also prevail; go 
out and do so.' 
NLT 'And the spirit replied, `I will go out and inspire all Ahab's prophets to 
speak lies.' ' `You will succeed,' said the LORD. `Go ahead and do it.' 

వచనము 22 

యెహోవా నీ పర్వకత్లగు వీరినోట అబదధ్ములాడు ఆతమ్ను ఉంచియునాన్డు, యెహోవా నీమీద కీడు 

పలికించియునాన్డని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV Now therefore, behold, the LORD hath put a lying spirit in the mouth 
of these thy prophets, and the LORD hath spoken evil against thee. 
Amplified Now, you see, the Lord put a lying spirit in the mouths of your 
prophets; and the Lord has spoken evil concerning you. 
ESV Now therefore behold, the LORD has put a lying spirit in the mouth of 
these your prophets. The LORD has declared disaster concerning you." 
NIV 'So now the LORD has put a lying spirit in the mouths of these 
prophets of yours. The LORD has decreed disaster for you.' 
NASB 'Now therefore, behold, the LORD has put a deceiving spirit in the 
mouth of these your prophets, for the LORD has proclaimed disaster 
against you.' 
NKJV Therefore look! The LORD has put a lying spirit in the mouth of 
these prophets of yours, and the LORD has declared disaster against you." 
NLT 'So you see, the LORD has put a lying spirit in the mouths of your 
prophets. For the LORD has determined disaster for you.' 

వచనము 23 

అపుప్డు కెనయనా కుమారుడైన సిదిక్యా దగగ్రకు వచిచ్ మీకాయాను చెంపమీద కొటిట్ నీతో 

మాటలాడుటకు యెహోవా ఆతమ్ నాయొదద్నుండి ఏ మారగ్మున పోయెననెను. 
KJV Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah came near, and smote Micaiah 
upon the cheek, and said, Which way went the Spirit of the LORD from me 
to speak unto thee? 
Amplified Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah came near and smote 
Micaiah upon the cheek and said, Which way went the Spirit of the Lord 
from me to speak to you? 
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ESV Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah came near and struck Micaiah 
on the cheek and said, "Which way did the Spirit of the LORD go from me 
to speak to you?" 
NIV Then Zedekiah son of Kenaanah went up and slapped Micaiah in the 
face. 'Which way did the spirit from the LORD go when he went from me to 
speak to you?' he asked. 
NASB Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah came near and struck Micaiah 
on the cheek and said, 'How did the Spirit of the LORD pass from me to 
speak to you?' 
NKJV Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah went near and struck Micaiah 
on the cheek, and said, "Which way did the spirit from the LORD go from 
me to speak to you?" 
NLT Then Zedekiah son of Kenaanah walked up to Micaiah and slapped 
him across the face. 'When did the Spirit of the LORD leave me to speak to 
you?' he demanded. 

వచనము 24 

అందుకు మీకాయా దాగుటకై నీవు లోపలి గదిలోనికి వెళుల్ దినమున దాని తెలిసికొందువని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV And Micaiah said, Behold, thou shalt see on that day when thou shalt 
go into an inner chamber to hide thyself. 
Amplified And Micaiah said, Behold, you shall see on that day when you 
shall go into an inner chamber to hide yourself. 
ESV And Micaiah said, "Behold, you shall see on that day when you go into 
an inner chamber to hide yourself." 
NIV Micaiah replied, 'You will find out on the day you go to hide in an 
inner room.' 
NASB Micaiah said, 'Behold, you will see on that day when you enter an 
inner room to hide yourself.' 
NKJV And Micaiah said, "Indeed you shall see on that day when you go 
into an inner chamber to hide!" 
NLT And Micaiah replied, 'You will find out soon enough, when you find 
yourself hiding in some secret room!' 

వచనము 25 

అపుప్డు ఇశార్యేలు రాజు పటట్ణపు అధిపతియైన ఆమోనునొదద్కును రాజు కుమారుడైన 

యోవాషునొదద్కును మీరు మీకాయాను తీసికొనిపోయి వారితో రాజు మీకిచిచ్న సెలవు ఇదియే 

యనుడి, 
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KJV Then the king of Israel said, Take ye Micaiah, and carry him back to 
Amon the governor of the city, and to Joash the king's son; 
Amplified Then King [Ahab] of Israel said, Take Micaiah back to Amon 
the governor of the city and to Joash the king's son, 
ESV And the king of Israel said, "Seize Micaiah and take him back to Amon 
the governor of the city and to Joash the king's son, 
NIV The king of Israel then ordered, 'Take Micaiah and send him back to 
Amon the ruler of the city and to Joash the king's son, 
NASB Then the king of Israel said, 'Take Micaiah and return him to Amon 
the governor of the city and to Joash the king's son; 
NKJV Then the king of Israel said, "Take Micaiah, and return him to Amon 
the governor of the city and to Joash the king's son; 
NLT King Ahab of Israel then ordered, 'Arrest Micaiah and take him back 
to Amon, the governor of the city, and to my son Joash. 

వచనము 26 

నేను సురకిష్తముగా తిరిగి వచుచ్వరకు వీనిని చెరలోపెటిట్ కేల్షానన్పానములు ఇయుయ్డి. 
KJV And say, Thus saith the king, Put this fellow in the prison, and feed 
him with bread of affliction and with water of affliction, until I return in 
peace. 
Amplified And say, Thus says the king: Put this fellow in prison and feed 
him with bread and water of affliction until I return in peace. 
ESV and say, 'Thus says the king, Put this fellow in prison and feed him 
with meager rations of bread and water until I return in peace.'" 
NIV and say, 'This is what the king says: Put this fellow in prison and give 
him nothing but bread and water until I return safely.'' 
NASB and say, 'Thus says the king, 'Put this man in prison and feed him 
sparingly with bread and water until I return safely.''' 
NKJV and say, "Thus says the king: "Put this fellow in prison, and feed 
him with bread of affliction and water of affliction, until I return in peace.' 
NLT Give them this order from the king: `Put this man in prison, and feed 
him nothing but bread and water until I return safely from the battle!' ' 

వచనము 27 

అపుప్డు మీకాయా యిటల్నెను నీవు సురకిష్తముగా తిరిగివచిచ్నయెడల యెహోవా నా దావ్రా పలుకనే 

లేదనిచెపిప్, సమసత్ జనులారా ఆలకించుడనెను. 
KJV And Micaiah said, If thou certainly return in peace, then hath not the 
LORD spoken by me. And he said, Hearken, all ye people. 
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Amplified Micaiah said, If you return at all in peace, the Lord has not 
spoken by me. And he [added], Hear it, you people, all of you! 
ESV And Micaiah said, "If you return in peace, the LORD has not spoken 
by me." And he said, "Hear, all you peoples!" 
NIV Micaiah declared, 'If you ever return safely, the LORD has not spoken 
through me.' Then he added, 'Mark my words, all you people!' 
NASB Micaiah said, 'If you indeed return safely, the LORD has not spoken 
by me.' And he said, 'Listen, all you people.' 
NKJV But Micaiah said, "If you ever return in peace, the LORD has not 
spoken by me." And he said, "Take heed, all you people!" 
NLT But Micaiah replied, 'If you return safely, the LORD has not spoken 
through me!' Then he added to those standing around, 'Take note of what I 
have said.' 

వచనము 28 

అంతట ఇశార్యేలు రాజును యూదారాజైన యెహోషాపాతును రామోతిగ్లాదుమీదికి పోయిరి. 
KJV So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah went up to 
Ramothgilead. 
Amplified So Ahab king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah went up 
to Ramoth-gilead. 
ESV So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah went up to 
Ramoth-gilead. 
NIV So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah went up to 
Ramoth Gilead. 
NASB So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat king of Judah went up against 
Ramoth-gilead. 
NKJV So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah went up to 
Ramoth Gilead. 
NLT So the king of Israel and King Jehoshaphat of Judah led their armies 
against Ramoth-gilead. 

వచనము 29 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజునేను మారువేషము వేసికొని యుదధ్మునకు పోవుదును, నీవు నీ వసత్రములనే 

ధరించుకొనుమని యెహోషాపాతుతో చెపిప్ తాను మారువేషము వేసికొనెను, తరువాత వారు 

యుదధ్మునకు పోయిరి. 
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KJV And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, I will disguise myself, 
and will go to the battle; but put thou on thy robes. So the king of Israel 
disguised himself; and they went to the battle. 
Amplified And [Ahab] king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, I will disguise 
myself and will go to the battle, but you put on your royal robes. So King 
Ahab of Israel disguised himself, and they went into the battle. 
ESV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "I will disguise myself and 
go into battle, but you wear your robes." And the king of Israel disguised 
himself, and they went into battle. 
NIV The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 'I will enter the battle in 
disguise, but you wear your royal robes.' So the king of Israel disguised 
himself and went into battle. 
NASB The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 'I will disguise myself and go 
into battle, but you put on your robes.' So the king of Israel disguised 
himself, and they went into battle. 
NKJV And the king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, "I will disguise myself 
and go into battle; but you put on your robes." So the king of Israel 
disguised himself, and they went into battle. 
NLT Now King Ahab said to Jehoshaphat, 'As we go into battle, I will 
disguise myself so no one will recognize me, but you wear your royal robes.' 
So Ahab disguised himself, and they went into battle. 

వచనము 30 

సిరియా రాజు మీరు ఇశార్యేలు రాజుతోనే యుదధ్ము చేయుడి, అధములతోనైనను అధికులతోనైనను 

చేయవదద్ని తనతో కూడనునన్ తన రథాధిపతులకు ఆజఞ్ ఇచిచ్యుండెను. 
KJV Now the king of Syria had commanded the captains of the chariots 
that were with him, saying, Fight ye not with small or great, save only with 
the king of Israel. 
Amplified Now Syria's king had commanded his chariot captains, Fight 
not with small or great, but only with the king of Israel. 
ESV Now the king of Syria had commanded the captains of his chariots, 
"Fight with neither small nor great, but only with the king of Israel." 
NIV Now the king of Aram had ordered his chariot commanders, 'Do not 
fight with anyone, small or great, except the king of Israel.' 
NASB Now the king of Aram had commanded the captains of his chariots, 
saying, 'Do not fight with small or great, but with the king of Israel alone.' 
NKJV Now the king of Syria had commanded the captains of the chariots 
who were with him, saying, "Fight with no one small or great, but only with 
the king of Israel." 
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NLT Now the king of Aram had issued these orders to his charioteers: 
'Attack only the king of Israel!' 

వచనము 31 

కాగా యెహోషాపాతు కనబడుటతోనే రథాధిపతులు అతడు ఇశార్యేలు రాజనుకొని యుదధ్ము 

చేయుటకు అతని చుటుట్కొనిరి, గాని యెహోషాపాతు మొఱఱ్పెటిట్నందున యెహోవా అతనికి 

సహాయము చేసెను, దేవుడు అతనియొదద్నుండి వారు తొలగిపోవునటుల్ చేసెను. 
KJV And it came to pass, when the captains of the chariots saw 
Jehoshaphat, that they said, It is the king of Israel. Therefore they 
compassed about him to fight: but Jehoshaphat cried out, and the LORD 
helped him; and God moved them to depart from him. 
Amplified And when the captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat [of 
Judah], they said, It is the king of Israel. So they turned to fight against 
him, but Jehoshaphat cried out, and the Lord helped him; and God moved 
them to depart from him. 
ESV As soon as the captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, they said, "It 
is the king of Israel." So they turned to fight against him. And Jehoshaphat 
cried out, and the LORD helped him; God drew them away from him. 
NIV When the chariot commanders saw Jehoshaphat, they thought, 'This 
is the king of Israel.' So they turned to attack him, but Jehoshaphat cried 
out, and the LORD helped him. God drew them away from him, 
NASB So when the captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, they said, 'It 
is the king of Israel,' and they turned aside to fight against him. But 
Jehoshaphat cried out, and the LORD helped him, and God diverted them 
from him. 
NKJV So it was, when the captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, that 
they said, "It is the king of Israel!" Therefore they surrounded him to 
attack; but Jehoshaphat cried out, and the LORD helped him, and God 
diverted them from him. 
NLT So when the Aramean charioteers saw Jehoshaphat in his royal robes, 
they went after him. 'There is the king of Israel!' they shouted. But 
Jehoshaphat cried out to the LORD to save him, and God helped him by 
turning the attack away from him. 

వచనము 32 

ఎటల్నగా రథాధిపతులు అతడు ఇశార్యేలు రాజుకాడని తెలిసికొని అతని తరుముట మాని 

తిరిగిపోయిరి. 
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KJV For it came to pass, that, when the captains of the chariots perceived 
that it was not the king of Israel, they turned back again from pursuing him. 
Amplified For when the captains of the chariots saw that it was not the 
king of Israel, they turned back from pursuing him. 
ESV For as soon as the captains of the chariots saw that it was not the king 
of Israel, they turned back from pursuing him. 
NIV for when the chariot commanders saw that he was not the king of 
Israel, they stopped pursuing him. 
NASB When the captains of the chariots saw that it was not the king of 
Israel, they turned back from pursuing him. 
NKJV For so it was, when the captains of the chariots saw that it was not 
the king of Israel, that they turned back from pursuing him. 
NLT As soon as the charioteers realized he was not the king of Israel, they 
stopped chasing him. 

వచనము 33 

అపుప్డు ఒకడు గురిచూడకయే తన వింటిని ఎకుక్బెటిట్, ఇశార్యేలు రాజును అతని కవచపు 

బందులసందున కొటట్గా అతడు నాకు గాయము తగిలినది, నీ చెయియ్ తిర్పిప్ దండులోనుండి ననున్ 

కొనిపొమమ్ని తన సారధితో అనెను. 
KJV And a certain man drew a bow at a venture, and smote the king of 
Israel between the joints of the harness: therefore he said to his chariot 
man, Turn thine hand, that thou mayest carry me out of the host; for I am 
wounded. 
Amplified A certain man drew his bow at a venture and smote King 
[Ahab] of Israel between the lower armor and the breastplate. So Ahab said 
to his chariot driver, Turn, carry me out of the battle, for I am wounded. 
ESV But a certain man drew his bow at random and struck the king of 
Israel between the scale armor and the breastplate. Therefore he said to the 
driver of his chariot, "Turn around and carry me out of the battle, for I am 
wounded." 
NIV But someone drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel 
between the sections of his armor. The king told the chariot driver, 'Wheel 
around and get me out of the fighting. I've been wounded.' 
NASB A certain man drew his bow at random and struck the king of Israel 
in a joint of the armor. So he said to the driver of the chariot, 'Turn around 
and take me out of the fight, for I am severely wounded.' 
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NKJV Now a certain man drew a bow at random, and struck the king of 
Israel between the joints of his armor. So he said to the driver of his chariot, 
"Turn around and take me out of the battle, for I am wounded." 
NLT An Aramean soldier, however, randomly shot an arrow at the Israelite 
troops, and the arrow hit the king of Israel between the joints of his armor. 
'Get me out of here!' Ahab groaned to the driver of his chariot. 'I have been 
badly wounded!' 

వచనము 34 

ఆ దినమున యుదధ్ము పర్బలమాయెను; అయినను ఇశార్యేలు రాజు అసత్మయమువరకు 

సిరియనులకెదురుగా తన రథమునందు నిలిచెను, పొర్దుద్గుర్ంకువేళ అతడు చనిపోయెను. 
KJV And the battle increased that day: howbeit the king of Israel stayed 
himself up in his chariot against the Syrians until the even: and about the 
time of the sun going down he died. 
Amplified And the battle increased that day; however, King [Ahab] of 
Israel propped himself up in his chariot opposite the Syrians until evening, 
and about sunset he died. 
ESV And the battle continued that day, and the king of Israel was propped 
up in his chariot facing the Syrians until evening. Then at sunset he died. 
NIV All day long the battle raged, and the king of Israel propped himself up 
in his chariot facing the Arameans until evening. Then at sunset he died. 
NASB The battle raged that day, and the king of Israel propped himself up 
in his chariot in front of the Arameans until the evening; and at sunset he 
died. 
NKJV The battle increased that day, and the king of Israel propped himself 
up in his chariot facing the Syrians until evening; and about the time of 
sunset he died. 
NLT The battle raged all that day, and Ahab propped himself up in his 
chariot facing the Arameans until evening. Then, just as the sun was 
setting, he died. 
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వచనము 1 

యూదారాజైన యెహోషాపాతు ఏ యపాయమును చెందకుండ యెరూషలేమునందుండు తన 

నగరునకు తిరిగిరాగా 

KJV And Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned to his house in peace to 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified JEHOSHAPHAT THE king of Judah returned safely to his 
house in Jerusalem. 
ESV Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned in safety to his house in 
Jerusalem. 
NIV When Jehoshaphat king of Judah returned safely to his palace in 
Jerusalem, 
NASB Then Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned in safety to his house 
in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Then Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned safely to his house in 
Jerusalem. 
NLT When King Jehoshaphat of Judah arrived safely home to Jerusalem, 

వచనము 2 

దీరఘ్దరిశ్ హనానీ కుమారుడునగు యెహూ అతనిని ఎదురొక్నబోయి, రాజైన యెహోషాపాతుకు 

ఈలాగు పర్కటన చేసెను నీవు భకిత్హీనులకు సహాయముచేసి యెహోవా శతుర్వులకు సేన్హితుడవైతివి 

గదా? అందువలన యెహోవా సనిన్ధినుండి కోపము నీమీదికి వచుచ్ను. 
KJV And Jehu the son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him, and said 
to king Jehoshaphat, Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love them that 
hate the LORD? therefore is wrath upon thee from before the LORD. 
Amplified Jehu son of Hanani, the seer, went out to meet him and said to 
Jehoshaphat, Should you help the ungodly and love those who hate the 
Lord? Because of this, wrath has gone out against you from the Lord. 
ESV But Jehu the son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him and said to 
King Jehoshaphat, "Should you help the wicked and love those who hate 
the LORD? Because of this, wrath has gone out against you from the LORD. 
NIV Jehu the seer, the son of Hanani, went out to meet him and said to the 
king, 'Should you help the wicked and love those who hate the LORD? 
Because of this, the wrath of the LORD is upon you. 
NASB Jehu the son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him and said to 
King Jehoshaphat, 'Should you help the wicked and love those who hate the 
LORD and so bring wrath on yourself from the LORD? 
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NKJV And Jehu the son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him, and said 
to King Jehoshaphat, "Should you help the wicked and love those who hate 
the LORD? Therefore the wrath of the LORD is upon you. 
NLT Jehu son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him. 'Why should you 
help the wicked and love those who hate the LORD?' he asked the king. 
'What you have done has brought the LORD's anger against you. 

వచనము 3 

అయితే దేశములోనుండి నీవు దేవతాసత్ంభములను తీసివేసి దేవునియొదద్ విచారణ చేయుటకు నీవు 

మనసుస్ నిలుపుకొనియునాన్వు, నీయందు మంచి కిర్యలు కనబడుచునన్వి. 
KJV Nevertheless there are good things found in thee, in that thou hast 
taken away the groves out of the land, and hast prepared thine heart to seek 
God. 
Amplified But there are good things found in you, for you have destroyed 
the Asherim out of the land and have set your heart to seek God [with all 
your soul's desire]. 
ESV Nevertheless, some good is found in you, for you destroyed the 
Asherahs out of the land, and have set your heart to seek God." 
NIV There is, however, some good in you, for you have rid the land of the 
Asherah poles and have set your heart on seeking God.' 
NASB 'But there is some good in you, for you have removed the Asheroth 
from the land and you have set your heart to seek God.' 
NKJV Nevertheless good things are found in you, in that you have 
removed the wooden images from the land, and have prepared your heart 
to seek God." 
NLT There is some good in you, however, for you have removed the 
Asherah poles throughout the land, and you have committed yourself to 
seeking God.' 

వచనము 4 

యెహోషాపాతు యెరూషలేములో నివాసముచేయుచు బేయేరె ష్బానుండి ఎఫార్యిము మనయ్మువరకు 

జనులమధయ్ను సంచరించుచు, వారి పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా వైపునకు వారిని మళిల్ంచెను. 
KJV And Jehoshaphat dwelt at Jerusalem: and he went out again through 
the people from Beersheba to mount Ephraim, and brought them back unto 
the LORD God of their fathers. 
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Amplified Jehoshaphat dwelt at Jerusalem, and he went out again among 
the people from Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim and brought them 
back to the Lord, the God of their fathers. 
ESV Jehoshaphat lived at Jerusalem. And he went out again among the 
people, from Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim, and brought them 
back to the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NIV Jehoshaphat lived in Jerusalem, and he went out again among the 
people from Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim and turned them 
back to the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NASB So Jehoshaphat lived in Jerusalem and went out again among the 
people from Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim and brought them 
back to the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NKJV So Jehoshaphat dwelt at Jerusalem; and he went out again among 
the people from Beersheba to the mountains of Ephraim, and brought them 
back to the LORD God of their fathers. 
NLT So Jehoshaphat lived in Jerusalem, but he went out among the 
people, traveling from Beersheba to the hill country of Ephraim, 
encouraging the people to return to the LORD, the God of their ancestors. 

వచనము 5 

మరియు అతడు ఆ యా పటట్ణములలో, అనగా దేశమందు యూదావారునన్ బురుజులుగల 

పటట్ణములనిన్టిలో నాయ్యాధిపతులను నిరణ్యించి వారికీలాగున ఆజాఞ్పించెను 

KJV And he set judges in the land throughout all the fenced cities of 
Judah, city by city, 
Amplified He appointed judges throughout all the fortified cities of 
Judah, city by city, 
ESV He appointed judges in the land in all the fortified cities of Judah, city 
by city, 
NIV He appointed judges in the land, in each of the fortified cities of 
Judah. 
NASB He appointed judges in the land in all the fortified cities of Judah, 
city by city. 
NKJV Then he set judges in the land throughout all the fortified cities of 
Judah, city by city, 
NLT He appointed judges throughout the nation in all the fortified cities, 

వచనము 6 
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మీరు యెహోవా నియమమును బటిట్యే గాని మనుషుయ్ల నియమమునుబటిట్ తీరుప్ తీరచ్వలసినవారు 

కారు; ఆయన మీతో కూడ నుండును గనుక మీరు తీరుచ్ తీరుప్ బహు జాగర్తత్గా చేయుడి. 
KJV And said to the judges, Take heed what ye do: for ye judge not for 
man, but for the LORD, who is with you in the judgment. 
Amplified And said to the judges, Be careful what you do, for you judge 
not for man but for the Lord, and He is with you in the matter of judgment. 
ESV and said to the judges, "Consider what you do, for you judge not for 
man but for the LORD. He is with you in giving judgment. 
NIV He told them, 'Consider carefully what you do, because you are not 
judging for man but for the LORD, who is with you whenever you give a 
verdict. 
NASB He said to the judges, 'Consider what you are doing, for you do not 
judge for man but for the LORD who is with you when you render 
judgment. 
NKJV and said to the judges, "Take heed to what you are doing, for you do 
not judge for man but for the LORD, who is with you in the judgment. 
NLT and he gave them these instructions: 'Always think carefully before 
pronouncing judgment. Remember that you do not judge to please people 
but to please the LORD. He will be with you when you render the verdict in 
each case that comes before you. 

వచనము 7 

యెహోవా భయము మీమీద ఉండునుగాక; హెచచ్రికగానుండి తీరుప్ తీరుచ్డి; మన దేవుడైన 

యెహోవాయందు దౌషట్య్ములేదు,ఆయన పక్షపాతికాడు, లంచము పుచుచ్కొనువాడు కాడు. 
KJV Wherefore now let the fear of the LORD be upon you; take heed and 
do it: for there is no iniquity with the LORD our God, nor respect of 
persons, nor taking of gifts. 
Amplified So now let the reverence and fear of the Lord be upon you; take 
heed what you do, for there is no injustice with the Lord our God, or 
partiality or taking of bribes. 
ESV Now then, let the fear of the LORD be upon you. Be careful what you 
do, for there is no injustice with the LORD our God, or partiality or taking 
bribes." 
NIV Now let the fear of the LORD be upon you. Judge carefully, for with 
the LORD our God there is no injustice or partiality or bribery.' 
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NASB 'Now then let the fear of the LORD be upon you; be very careful 
what you do, for the LORD our God will have no part in unrighteousness or 
partiality or the taking of a bribe.' 
NKJV Now therefore, let the fear of the LORD be upon you; take care and 
do it, for there is no iniquity with the LORD our God, no partiality, nor 
taking of bribes." 
NLT Fear the LORD and judge with care, for the LORD our God does not 
tolerate perverted justice, partiality, or the taking of bribes.' 

వచనము 8 

మరియు తాను యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్నపుప్డు యెహోవా నిరణ్యించిన నాయ్యమును 

జరిగించుటకును, సందేహాంశములను పరిషక్రించుటకును, యెహోషాపాతు లేవీయులలోను 

యాజకులలోను ఇశార్యేలీయుల పితరుల యిండల్ పెదద్లలోను కొందరిని నియమించి 

KJV Moreover in Jerusalem did Jehoshaphat set of the Levites, and of the 
priests, and of the chief of the fathers of Israel, for the judgment of the 
LORD, and for controversies, when they returned to Jerusalem. 
Amplified Also in Jerusalem, Jehoshaphat set certain Levites, priests, and 
heads of families of Israel to give judgment for the Lord and decide 
controversies. When they [of the commission] returned to Jerusalem, 
ESV Moreover, in Jerusalem Jehoshaphat appointed certain Levites and 
priests and heads of families of Israel, to give judgment for the LORD and 
to decide disputed cases. They had their seat at Jerusalem. 
NIV In Jerusalem also, Jehoshaphat appointed some of the Levites, priests 
and heads of Israelite families to administer the law of the LORD and to 
settle disputes. And they lived in Jerusalem. 
NASB In Jerusalem also Jehoshaphat appointed some of the Levites and 
priests, and some of the heads of the fathers' households of Israel, for the 
judgment of the LORD and to judge disputes among the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV Moreover in Jerusalem, for the judgment of the LORD and for 
controversies, Jehoshaphat appointed some of the Levites and priests, and 
some of the chief fathers of Israel, when they returned to Jerusalem. 
NLT Jehoshaphat appointed some of the Levites and priests and clan 
leaders in Israel to serve as judges in Jerusalem for cases concerning both 
the law of the LORD and civil disputes. 

వచనము 9 
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వారికీలాగున ఆజాఞ్పించెను యెహోవాయందు భయభకుత్లు కలిగినవారై, నమమ్కముతోను యథారథ్ 

మనసుస్తోను మీరు పర్వరిత్ంపవలెను. 
KJV And he charged them, saying, Thus shall ye do in the fear of the 
LORD, faithfully, and with a perfect heart. 
Amplified The king charged them, Do this in the fear of the Lord, 
faithfully, with integrity and a blameless heart. 
ESV And he charged them: "Thus you shall do in the fear of the LORD, in 
faithfulness, and with your whole heart: 
NIV He gave them these orders: 'You must serve faithfully and 
wholeheartedly in the fear of the LORD. 
NASB Then he charged them saying, 'Thus you shall do in the fear of the 
LORD, faithfully and wholeheartedly. 
NKJV And he commanded them, saying, "Thus you shall act in the fear of 
the LORD, faithfully and with a loyal heart: 
NLT These were his instructions to them: 'You must always act in the fear 
of the LORD, with integrity and with undivided hearts. 

వచనము 10 

నరహతయ్ను గూరిచ్యు, ధరమ్శాసత్రమును గూరిచ్యు, ధరమ్మును గూరిచ్యు, కటట్డలను గూరిచ్యు, 

నాయ్యవిధులను గూరిచ్యు,ఆ యా పటట్ణములలో నివసించు మీ సహోదరులు తెచుచ్ ఏ సంగతినేగాని 

మీరు విమరిశ్ంచునపుప్డు, మీమీదికిని మీ సహోదరులమీదికిని కోపము రాకుండునటుల్ వారు 

యెహోవా దృషిట్కి ఏ అపరాధమును చేయకుండ వారిని హెచచ్రిక చేయవలెను; మీరాలాగు 

చేసినయెడల అపరాధులు కాకయుందురు. 
KJV And what cause soever shall come to you of your brethren that dwell 
in their cities, between blood and blood, between law and commandment, 
statutes and judgments, ye shall even warn them that they trespass not 
against the LORD, and so wrath come upon you, and upon your brethren: 
this do, and ye shall not trespass. 
Amplified Whenever any controversy shall come to you from your 
brethren who dwell in their cities, between blood and blood, between law 
and commandment, statutes and judgments, you shall warn and instruct 
them that they may not be guilty before the Lord; otherwise wrath will 
come upon you and your brethren. Do this and you will not be guilty. 
ESV whenever a case comes to you from your brothers who live in their 
cities, concerning bloodshed, law or commandment, statutes or rules, then 
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you shall warn them, that they may not incur guilt before the LORD and 
wrath may not come upon you and your brothers. Thus you shall do, and 
you will not incur guilt. 
NIV In every case that comes before you from your fellow countrymen who 
live in the cities--whether bloodshed or other concerns of the law, 
commands, decrees or ordinances--you are to warn them not to sin against 
the LORD; otherwise his wrath will come on you and your brothers. Do 
this, and you will not sin. 
NASB 'Whenever any dispute comes to you from your brethren who live in 
their cities, between blood and blood, between law and commandment, 
statutes and ordinances, you shall warn them so that they may not be guilty 
before the LORD, and wrath may not come on you and your brethren. Thus 
you shall do and you will not be guilty. 
NKJV Whatever case comes to you from your brethren who dwell in their 
cities, whether of bloodshed or offenses against law or commandment, 
against statutes or ordinances, you shall warn them, lest they trespass 
against the LORD and wrath come upon you and your brethren. Do this, 
and you will not be guilty. 
NLT Whenever a case comes to you from fellow citizens in an outlying 
town, whether a murder case or some other violation of God's instructions, 
commands, laws, or regulations, you must warn them not to sin against the 
LORD, so that his anger will not come against you and them. Do this and 
you will not be guilty. 

వచనము 11 

మరియు పర్ధానయాజకుడైన అమరాయ్ యెహోవాకు చెందు సకల విషయములను కనిపెటుట్టకు 

మీమీద ఉనాన్డు, యూదా సంతతివారికి అధిపతియు ఇషామ్యేలు కుమారుడునగు జెబదాయ్ రాజు 

సంగతుల విషయములో పైవాడుగా ఉనాన్డు, లేవీయులు మీకు పరిచారకులుగా ఉనాన్రు. ధైరయ్ము 

వహించుడి, మేలుచేయుటకై యెహోవా మీతో కూడ ఉండును. 
KJV And, behold, Amariah the chief priest is over you in all matters of the 
LORD; and Zebadiah the son of Ishmael, the ruler of the house of Judah, 
for all the king's matters: also the Levites shall be officers before you. Deal 
courageously, and the LORD shall be with the good. 
Amplified And behold, Amariah the chief priest is over you in all matters 
of the Lord, and Zebadiah son of Ishmael, the governor of the house of 
Judah, in all the king's matters; also the Levites will serve you as officers. 
Deal courageously [be strong and do], and may the Lord be with the good! 
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ESV And behold, Amariah the chief priest is over you in all matters of the 
LORD; and Zebadiah the son of Ishmael, the governor of the house of 
Judah, in all the king's matters, and the Levites will serve you as officers. 
Deal courageously, and may the LORD be with the upright!" 
NIV 'Amariah the chief priest will be over you in any matter concerning the 
LORD, and Zebadiah son of Ishmael, the leader of the tribe of Judah, will 
be over you in any matter concerning the king, and the Levites will serve as 
officials before you. Act with courage, and may the LORD be with those 
who do well.' 
NASB 'Behold, Amariah the chief priest will be over you in all that pertains 
to the LORD, and Zebadiah the son of Ishmael, the ruler of the house of 
Judah, in all that pertains to the king Also the Levites shall be officers 
before you Act resolutely, and the LORD be with the upright.' 
NKJV And take notice: Amariah the chief priest is over you in all matters 
of the LORD; and Zebadiah the son of Ishmael, the ruler of the house of 
Judah, for all the king's matters; also the Levites will be officials before you. 
Behave courageously, and the LORD will be with the good." 
NLT 'Amariah the high priest will have final say in all cases concerning the 
LORD. Zebadiah son of Ishmael, a leader from the tribe of Judah, will have 
final say in all civil cases. The Levites will assist you in making sure that 
justice is served. Take courage as you fulfill your duties, and may the LORD 
be with those who do what is right.' 
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వచనము 1 

ఇది యయిన తరువాత మోయాబీయులును అమోమ్నీయులును మెయోనీయులలో కొందరును దండెతిత్ 

యెహోషాపాతుమీదికి వచిచ్రి. 
KJV It came to pass after this also, that the children of Moab, and the 
children of Ammon, and with them other beside the Ammonites, came 
against Jehoshaphat to battle. 
Amplified AFTER THIS, the Moabites, the Ammonites, and with them the 
Meunites came against Jehoshaphat to battle. 
ESV After this the Moabites and Ammonites, and with them some of the 
Meunites, came against Jehoshaphat for battle. 
NIV After this, the Moabites and Ammonites with some of the Meunites 
came to make war on Jehoshaphat. 
NASB Now it came about after this that the sons of Moab and the sons of 
Ammon, together with some of the Meunites, came to make war against 
Jehoshaphat. 
NKJV It happened after this that the people of Moab with the people of 
Ammon, and others with them besides the Ammonites, came to battle 
against Jehoshaphat. 
NLT After this, the armies of the Moabites, Ammonites, and some of the 
Meunites declared war on Jehoshaphat. 

వచనము 2 

అంతలో కొందరు వచిచ్ సముదర్ము ఆవలనుండు సిరియనుల తటుట్నుండి గొపప్ సైనయ్మొకటి నీమీదికి 

వచుచ్చునన్ది; చితత్గించుము, వారు హససోన తామారు అను ఏనెగ్దీలో ఉనాన్రని యెహోషాపాతునకు 

తెలియజేసిరి. 
KJV Then there came some that told Jehoshaphat, saying, There cometh a 
great multitude against thee from beyond the sea on this side Syria; and, 
behold, they be in Hazazontamar, which is Engedi. 
Amplified It was told Jehoshaphat, A great multitude has come against 
you from beyond the [Dead] Sea, from Edom; and behold they are in 
Hazazon-tamar, which is En-gedi. 
ESV Some men came and told Jehoshaphat, "A great multitude is coming 
against you from Edom, from beyond the sea; and, behold, they are in 
Hazazon-tamar" (that is, Engedi). 
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NIV Some men came and told Jehoshaphat, 'A vast army is coming against 
you from Edom, from the other side of the Sea. It is already in Hazazon 
Tamar' (that is, En Gedi). 
NASB Then some came and reported to Jehoshaphat, saying, 'A great 
multitude is coming against you from beyond the sea, out of Aram and 
behold, they are in Hazazon-tamar (that is Engedi).' 
NKJV Then some came and told Jehoshaphat, saying, "A great multitude 
is coming against you from beyond the sea, from Syria; and they are in 
Hazazon Tamar" (which is En Gedi). 
NLT Messengers came and told Jehoshaphat, 'A vast army from Edom is 
marching against you from beyond the Dead Sea. They are already at 
Hazazon-tamar.' (This was another name for En-gedi.) 

వచనము 3 

అందుకు యెహోషాపాతు భయపడి యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారించుటకు మనసుస్ నిలుపుకొని, 

యూదాయంతట ఉపవాసదినము ఆచరింపవలెనని చాటింపగా 

KJV And Jehoshaphat feared, and set himself to seek the LORD, and 
proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah. 
Amplified Then Jehoshaphat feared, and set himself [determinedly, as his 
vital need] to seek the Lord; he proclaimed a fast in all Judah. 
ESV Then Jehoshaphat was afraid and set his face to seek the LORD, and 
proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah. 
NIV Alarmed, Jehoshaphat resolved to inquire of the LORD, and he 
proclaimed a fast for all Judah. 
NASB Jehoshaphat was afraid and turned his attention to seek the LORD, 
and proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah. 
NKJV And Jehoshaphat feared, and set himself to seek the LORD, and 
proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah. 
NLT Jehoshaphat was alarmed by this news and sought the LORD for 
guidance. He also gave orders that everyone throughout Judah should 
observe a fast. 

వచనము 4 

యూదావారు యెహోవావలని సహాయమును వేడుకొనుటకై కూడుకొనిరి, యెహోవాయొదద్ 

విచారించుటకు యూదా పటట్ణములనిన్టిలోనుండి జనులు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV And Judah gathered themselves together, to ask help of the LORD: 
even out of all the cities of Judah they came to seek the LORD. 
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Amplified And Judah gathered together to ask help from the Lord; even 
out of all the cities of Judah they came to seek the Lord [yearning for Him 
with all their desire]. 
ESV And Judah assembled to seek help from the LORD; from all the cities 
of Judah they came to seek the LORD. 
NIV The people of Judah came together to seek help from the LORD; 
indeed, they came from every town in Judah to seek him. 
NASB So Judah gathered together to seek help from the LORD; they even 
came from all the cities of Judah to seek the LORD. 
NKJV So Judah gathered together to ask help from the LORD; and from 
all the cities of Judah they came to seek the LORD. 
NLT So people from all the towns of Judah came to Jerusalem to seek the 
LORD. 

వచనము 5 

యెహోషాపాతు యెహోవా మందిరములో కొర్తత్శాల యెదుట సమాజముగా కూడిన యూదా 

యెరూషలేముల జనులమధయ్ను నిలువబడి 

KJV And Jehoshaphat stood in the congregation of Judah and Jerusalem, 
in the house of the LORD, before the new court, 
Amplified And Jehoshaphat stood in the assembly of Judah and 
Jerusalem in the house of the Lord before the new court 
ESV And Jehoshaphat stood in the assembly of Judah and Jerusalem, in 
the house of the LORD, before the new court, 
NIV Then Jehoshaphat stood up in the assembly of Judah and Jerusalem 
at the temple of the LORD in the front of the new courtyard 
NASB Then Jehoshaphat stood in the assembly of Judah and Jerusalem, in 
the house of the LORD before the new court, 
NKJV Then Jehoshaphat stood in the assembly of Judah and Jerusalem, in 
the house of the LORD, before the new court, 
NLT Jehoshaphat stood before the people of Judah and Jerusalem in front 
of the new courtyard at the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 6 

మా పితరుల దేవా యెహోవా, నీవు ఆకాశమందు దేవుడవై యునాన్వు, అనయ్జనుల రాజయ్ములను 

ఏలువాడవు నీవే; నీవు బాహుబలము గలవాడవు, పరాకర్మము గలవాడవు, నినెన్దిరించుటకెవరికిని 

బలము చాలదు. 
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KJV And said, O LORD God of our fathers, art not thou God in heaven? 
and rulest not thou over all the kingdoms of the heathen? and in thine hand 
is there not power and might, so that none is able to withstand thee? 
Amplified And said, O Lord, God of our fathers, are You not God in 
heaven? And do You not rule over all the kingdoms of the nations? In Your 
hand are power and might, so that none is able to withstand You. 
ESV and said, "O LORD, God of our fathers, are you not God in heaven? 
You rule over all the kingdoms of the nations. In your hand are power and 
might, so that none is able to withstand you. 
NIV and said: 'O LORD, God of our fathers, are you not the God who is in 
heaven? You rule over all the kingdoms of the nations. Power and might are 
in your hand, and no one can withstand you. 
NASB and he said, 'O LORD, the God of our fathers, are You not God in 
the heavens? And are You not ruler over all the kingdoms of the nations? 
Power and might are in Your hand so that no one can stand against You. 
NKJV and said: "O LORD God of our fathers, are You not God in heaven, 
and do You not rule over all the kingdoms of the nations, and in Your hand 
is there not power and might, so that no one is able to withstand You? 
NLT He prayed, 'O LORD, God of our ancestors, you alone are the God 
who is in heaven. You are ruler of all the kingdoms of the earth. You are 
powerful and mighty; no one can stand against you! 

వచనము 7 

నీ జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయుల యెదుటనుండి ఈ దేశపు కాపురసుథ్లను తోలివేసి, నీ సేన్హితుడైన 

అబార్హాముయొకక్ సంతతికి దీనిని శాశవ్తముగానిచిచ్న మా దేవుడవు నీవే. 
KJV Art not thou our God, who didst drive out the inhabitants of this land 
before thy people Israel, and gavest it to the seed of Abraham thy friend for 
ever? 
Amplified Did not You, O our God, drive out the inhabitants of this land 
before Your people Israel and give it forever to the descendants of Abraham 
Your friend? 
ESV Did you not, our God, drive out the inhabitants of this land before 
your people Israel, and give it forever to the descendants of Abraham your 
friend? 
NIV O our God, did you not drive out the inhabitants of this land before 
your people Israel and give it forever to the descendants of Abraham your 
friend? 
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NASB 'Did You not, O our God, drive out the inhabitants of this land 
before Your people Israel and give it to the descendants of Abraham Your 
friend forever? 
NKJV Are You not our God, who drove out the inhabitants of this land 
before Your people Israel, and gave it to the descendants of Abraham Your 
friend forever? 
NLT O our God, did you not drive out those who lived in this land when 
your people arrived? And did you not give this land forever to the 
descendants of your friend Abraham? 

వచనము 8 

వారు అందులో నివాసము చేసి, కీడైనను యుదధ్మైనను తీరైప్నను తెగులైనను కరవైనను, మామీదికి 

వచిచ్నపుప్డు మేము ఈ మందిరము ఎదుటను నీ యెదుటను నిలువబడి మా శర్మలో నీకు 

మొఱఱ్పెటిట్నయెడల 

KJV And they dwelt therein, and have built thee a sanctuary therein for thy 
name, saying, 
Amplified They dwelt in it and have built You a sanctuary in it for Your 
Name, saying, 
ESV And they have lived in it and have built for you in it a sanctuary for 
your name, saying, 
NIV They have lived in it and have built in it a sanctuary for your Name, 
saying, 
NASB 'They have lived in it, and have built You a sanctuary there for Your 
name, saying, 
NKJV And they dwell in it, and have built You a sanctuary in it for Your 
name, saying, 
NLT Your people settled here and built this Temple for you. 

వచనము 9 

నీవు ఆలకించి మముమ్ను రకిష్ంచుదువని అనుకొని, యిచచ్ట నీ నామ ఘనతకొరకు ఈ పరిశుదధ్ 

సథ్లమును కటిట్ంచిరి. నీ పేరు ఈ మందిరమునకు పెటట్బడెను గదా. 
KJV If, when evil cometh upon us, as the sword, judgment, or pestilence, 
or famine, we stand before this house, and in thy presence, (for thy name is 
in this house,) and cry unto thee in our affliction, then thou wilt hear and 
help. 
Amplified If evil comes upon us, the sword of judgment, or pestilence, or 
famine, we will stand before this house and before You--for Your Name 
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[and the symbol of Your presence] is in this house--and cry to You in our 
affliction, and You will hear and save. 
ESV 'If disaster comes upon us, the sword, judgment, or pestilence, or 
famine, we will stand before this house and before you--for your name is in 
this house--and cry out to you in our affliction, and you will hear and save.' 
NIV 'If calamity comes upon us, whether the sword of judgment, or plague 
or famine, we will stand in your presence before this temple that bears your 
Name and will cry out to you in our distress, and you will hear us and save 
us.' 
NASB 'Should evil come upon us, the sword, or judgment, or pestilence, or 
famine, we will stand before this house and before You (for Your name is in 
this house) and cry to You in our distress, and You will hear and deliver us.' 
NKJV "If disaster comes upon us--sword, judgment, pestilence, or 
famine--we will stand before this temple and in Your presence (for Your 
name is in this temple), and cry out to You in our affliction, and You will 
hear and save.' 
NLT They said, `Whenever we are faced with any calamity such as war, 
disease, or famine, we can come to stand in your presence before this 
Temple where your name is honored. We can cry out to you to save us, and 
you will hear us and rescue us.' 

వచనము 10 

ఇశార్యేలీయులు ఐగుపుత్లోనుండి వచిచ్నపుప్డు నీవు వారిని అమోమ్నీయులతోను 

మోయాబీయులతోను శేయీరు మనయ్వాసులతోను యుదధ్ము చేయనియయ్లేదు గనుక ఇశార్యేలీయులు 

వారిని నిరూమ్లము చేయక వారియొదద్నుండి తొలగిపోయిరి. 
KJV And now, behold, the children of Ammon and Moab and mount Seir, 
whom thou wouldest not let Israel invade, when they came out of the land 
of Egypt, but they turned from them, and destroyed them not; 
Amplified And now behold, the men of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir, 
whom You would not let Israel invade when they came from the land of 
Egypt, and whom they turned from and did not destroy-- 
ESV And now behold, the men of Ammon and Moab and Mount Seir, 
whom you would not let Israel invade when they came from the land of 
Egypt, and whom they avoided and did not destroy-- 
NIV 'But now here are men from Ammon, Moab and Mount Seir, whose 
territory you would not allow Israel to invade when they came from Egypt; 
so they turned away from them and did not destroy them. 
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NASB 'Now behold, the sons of Ammon and Moab and Mount Seir, whom 
You did not let Israel invade when they came out of the land of Egypt (they 
turned aside from them and did not destroy them), 
NKJV And now, here are the people of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir--
whom You would not let Israel invade when they came out of the land of 
Egypt, but they turned from them and did not destroy them-- 
NLT 'And now see what the armies of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir are 
doing. You would not let our ancestors invade those nations when Israel left 
Egypt, so they went around them and did not destroy them. 

వచనము 11 

మేము సవ్తంతిర్ంచుకొనవలెనని నీవు మా కిచిచ్న నీ సావ్సథ్య్ములోనుండి మముమ్ను తోలివేయుటకై 

వారు బయలుదేరి వచిచ్ మాకెటిట్ పర్తుయ్పకారము చేయుచునాన్రో దృషిట్ంచుము. 
KJV Behold, I say, how they reward us, to come to cast us out of thy 
possession, which thou hast given us to inherit. 
Amplified Behold, they reward us by coming to drive us out of Your 
possession which You have given us to inherit. 
ESV behold, they reward us by coming to drive us out of your possession, 
which you have given us to inherit. 
NIV See how they are repaying us by coming to drive us out of the 
possession you gave us as an inheritance. 
NASB see how they are rewarding us by coming to drive us out from Your 
possession which You have given us as an inheritance. 
NKJV here they are, rewarding us by coming to throw us out of Your 
possession which You have given us to inherit. 
NLT Now see how they reward us! For they have come to throw us out of 
your land, which you gave us as an inheritance. 

వచనము 12 

మా దేవా, నీవు వారికి తీరుప్ తీరచ్వా? మా మీదికి వచుచ్ ఈ గొపప్ సైనయ్ముతో యుదధ్ము 

చేయుటకును మాకు శకిత్ చాలదు; ఏమి చేయుటకును మాకు తోచదు; నీవే మాకు దికుక్ అని పార్రథ్న 

చేసెను. 
KJV O our God, wilt thou not judge them? for we have no might against 
this great company that cometh against us; neither know we what to do: but 
our eyes are upon thee. 
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Amplified O our God, will You not exercise judgment upon them? For we 
have no might to stand against this great company that is coming against 
us. We do not know what to do, but our eyes are upon You. 
ESV O our God, will you not execute judgment on them? For we are 
powerless against this great horde that is coming against us. We do not 
know what to do, but our eyes are on you." 
NIV O our God, will you not judge them? For we have no power to face this 
vast army that is attacking us. We do not know what to do, but our eyes are 
upon you.' 
NASB 'O our God, will You not judge them? For we are powerless before 
this great multitude who are coming against us; nor do we know what to do, 
but our eyes are on You.' 
NKJV O our God, will You not judge them? For we have no power against 
this great multitude that is coming against us; nor do we know what to do, 
but our eyes are upon You." 
NLT O our God, won't you stop them? We are powerless against this 
mighty army that is about to attack us. We do not know what to do, but we 
are looking to you for help.' 

వచనము 13 

యూదావారందరును తమ శిశువులతోను భారయ్లతోను పిలల్లతోను యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని నిలువబడిరి. 
KJV And all Judah stood before the LORD, with their little ones, their 
wives, and their children. 
Amplified And all Judah stood before the Lord, with their children and 
their wives. 
ESV Meanwhile all Judah stood before the LORD, with their little ones, 
their wives, and their children. 
NIV All the men of Judah, with their wives and children and little ones, 
stood there before the LORD. 
NASB All Judah was standing before the LORD, with their infants, their 
wives and their children. 
NKJV Now all Judah, with their little ones, their wives, and their children, 
stood before the LORD. 
NLT As all the men of Judah stood before the LORD with their little ones, 
wives, and children, 

వచనము 14 
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అపుప్డు మతత్నాయ్కు పుటిట్న యెహీయేలు కుమారుడైన బెనాయాకు జననమైన జెకరాయ్ కుమారుడును 

ఆసాపు సంతతివాడును లేవీయుడునగు యహజీయేలు సమాజములో ఉండెను. యెహోవా ఆతమ్ 

అతనిమీదికి రాగా అతడీలాగు పర్కటించెను 

KJV Then upon Jahaziel the son of Zechariah, the son of Benaiah, the son 
of Jeiel, the son of Mattaniah, a Levite of the sons of Asaph, came the Spirit 
of the LORD in the midst of the congregation; 
Amplified Then the Spirit of the Lord came upon Jahaziel son of 
Zechariah, the son of Benaiah, the son of Jeiel, the son of Mattaniah, a 
Levite of the sons of Asaph, in the midst of the assembly. 
ESV And the Spirit of the LORD came upon Jahaziel the son of Zechariah, 
son of Benaiah, son of Jeiel, son of Mattaniah, a Levite of the sons of Asaph, 
in the midst of the assembly. 
NIV Then the Spirit of the LORD came upon Jahaziel son of Zechariah, the 
son of Benaiah, the son of Jeiel, the son of Mattaniah, a Levite and 
descendant of Asaph, as he stood in the assembly. 
NASB Then in the midst of the assembly the Spirit of the LORD came upon 
Jahaziel the son of Zechariah, the son of Benaiah, the son of Jeiel, the son 
of Mattaniah, the Levite of the sons of Asaph; 
NKJV Then the Spirit of the LORD came upon Jahaziel the son of 
Zechariah, the son of Benaiah, the son of Jeiel, the son of Mattaniah, a 
Levite of the sons of Asaph, in the midst of the assembly. 
NLT the Spirit of the LORD came upon one of the men standing there. His 
name was Jahaziel son of Zechariah, son of Benaiah, son of Jeiel, son of 
Mattaniah, a Levite who was a descendant of Asaph. 

వచనము 15 

యూదావారలారా, యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లారా, యెహోషాపాతు రాజా, మీరందరును ఆలకించుడి; 

యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్నదేమనగా ఈ గొపప్ సైనయ్మునకు మీరు భయపడకుడి, జడియకుడి, యీ 

యుదధ్ము మీరు కాదు దేవుడే జరిగించును. 
KJV And he said, Hearken ye, all Judah, and ye inhabitants of Jerusalem, 
and thou king Jehoshaphat, Thus saith the LORD unto you, Be not afraid 
nor dismayed by reason of this great multitude; for the battle is not yours, 
but God's. 
Amplified He said, Hearken, all Judah, you inhabitants of Jerusalem, and 
you King Jehoshaphat. The Lord says this to you: Be not afraid or dismayed 
at this great multitude; for the battle is not yours, but God's. 
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ESV And he said, "Listen, all Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem and King 
Jehoshaphat: Thus says the LORD to you, 'Do not be afraid and do not be 
dismayed at this great horde, for the battle is not yours but God's. 
NIV He said: 'Listen, King Jehoshaphat and all who live in Judah and 
Jerusalem! This is what the LORD says to you: 'Do not be afraid or 
discouraged because of this vast army. For the battle is not yours, but 
God's. 
NASB and he said, 'Listen, all Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem and 
King Jehoshaphat: thus says the LORD to you, 'Do not fear or be dismayed 
because of this great multitude, for the battle is not yours but God's. 
NKJV And he said, "Listen, all you of Judah and you inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, and you, King Jehoshaphat! Thus says the LORD to you: "Do 
not be afraid nor dismayed because of this great multitude, for the battle is 
not yours, but God's. 
NLT He said, 'Listen, King Jehoshaphat! Listen, all you people of Judah 
and Jerusalem! This is what the LORD says: Do not be afraid! Don't be 
discouraged by this mighty army, for the battle is not yours, but God's. 

వచనము 16 

రేపు వారిమీదికి పోవుడి; వారు జీజు అను ఎకుక్డు మారగ్మున వచెచ్దరు, మీరు యెరూవేలు 

అరణయ్ము ముందరనునన్ వాగు కొనదగగ్ర వారిని కనుగొందురు. 
KJV To morrow go ye down against them: behold, they come up by the cliff 
of Ziz; and ye shall find them at the end of the brook, before the wilderness 
of Jeruel. 
Amplified Tomorrow go down to them. Behold, they will come up by the 
Ascent of Ziz, and you will find them at the end of the ravine before the 
Wilderness of Jeruel. 
ESV Tomorrow go down against them. Behold, they will come up by the 
ascent of Ziz. You will find them at the end of the valley, east of the 
wilderness of Jeruel. 
NIV Tomorrow march down against them. They will be climbing up by the 
Pass of Ziz, and you will find them at the end of the gorge in the Desert of 
Jeruel. 
NASB 'Tomorrow go down against them. Behold, they will come up by the 
ascent of Ziz, and you will find them at the end of the valley in front of the 
wilderness of Jeruel. 
NKJV Tomorrow go down against them. They will surely come up by the 
Ascent of Ziz, and you will find them at the end of the brook before the 
Wilderness of Jeruel. 
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NLT Tomorrow, march out against them. You will find them coming up 
through the ascent of Ziz at the end of the valley that opens into the 
wilderness of Jeruel. 

వచనము 17 

ఈ యుదధ్ములో మీరు పోటాల్డవలసిన నిమితత్ము లేదు; యూదా వారలారా, యెరూషలేము 

వారలారా, మీరు యుదధ్పంకుత్లు తీరిచ్ నిలువబడుడి; మీతో కూడనునన్ యెహోవా దయచేయు 

రక్షణను మీరు చూచెదరు; భయపడకుడి జడియకుడి, రేపు వారిమీదికి పోవుడి, యెహోవా మీతో కూడ 

ఉండును. 
KJV Ye shall not need to fight in this battle: set yourselves, stand ye still, 
and see the salvation of the LORD with you, O Judah and Jerusalem: fear 
not, nor be dismayed; to morrow go out against them: for the LORD will be 
with you. 
Amplified You shall not need to fight in this battle; take your positions, 
stand still, and see the deliverance of the Lord [Who is] with you, O Judah 
and Jerusalem. Fear not nor be dismayed. Tomorrow go out against them, 
for the Lord is with you. 
ESV You will not need to fight in this battle. Stand firm, hold your position, 
and see the salvation of the LORD on your behalf, O Judah and Jerusalem.' 
Do not be afraid and do not be dismayed. Tomorrow go out against them, 
and the LORD will be with you." 
NIV You will not have to fight this battle. Take up your positions; stand 
firm and see the deliverance the LORD will give you, O Judah and 
Jerusalem. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged. Go out to face them 
tomorrow, and the LORD will be with you.'' 
NASB 'You need not fight in this battle; station yourselves, stand and see 
the salvation of the LORD on your behalf, O Judah and Jerusalem ' Do not 
fear or be dismayed; tomorrow go out to face them, for the LORD is with 
you.' 
NKJV You will not need to fight in this battle. Position yourselves, stand 
still and see the salvation of the LORD, who is with you, O Judah and 
Jerusalem!' Do not fear or be dismayed; tomorrow go out against them, for 
the LORD is with you." 
NLT But you will not even need to fight. Take your positions; then stand 
still and watch the LORD's victory. He is with you, O people of Judah and 
Jerusalem. Do not be afraid or discouraged. Go out there tomorrow, for the 
LORD is with you!' 
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వచనము 18 

అపుప్డు యెహోషాపాతు సాషాట్ంగ నమసాక్రము చేసెను; యూదావారును యెరూషలేము 

కాపురసుథ్లును యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని సాగిలపడి నమసక్రించిరి. 
KJV And Jehoshaphat bowed his head with his face to the ground: and all 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem fell before the LORD, worshipping 
the LORD. 
Amplified And Jehoshaphat bowed his head with his face to the ground, 
and all Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem fell down before the Lord, 
worshiping Him. 
ESV Then Jehoshaphat bowed his head with his face to the ground, and all 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem fell down before the LORD, 
worshiping the LORD. 
NIV Jehoshaphat bowed with his face to the ground, and all the people of 
Judah and Jerusalem fell down in worship before the LORD. 
NASB Jehoshaphat bowed his head with his face to the ground, and all 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem fell down before the LORD, 
worshiping the LORD. 
NKJV And Jehoshaphat bowed his head with his face to the ground, and 
all Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem bowed before the LORD, 
worshiping the LORD. 
NLT Then King Jehoshaphat bowed down with his face to the ground. And 
all the people of Judah and Jerusalem did the same, worshiping the LORD. 

వచనము 19 

కహాతీయుల సంతతివారును కోరహీయుల సంతతివారునగు లేవీయులు నిలువబడి గొపప్ శబద్ముతో 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను సుత్తించిరి. 
KJV And the Levites, of the children of the Kohathites, and of the children 
of the Korhites, stood up to praise the LORD God of Israel with a loud voice 
on high. 
Amplified And some Levites of the Kohathites and Korahites stood up to 
praise the Lord, the God of Israel, with a very loud voice. 
ESV And the Levites, of the Kohathites and the Korahites, stood up to 
praise the LORD, the God of Israel, with a very loud voice. 
NIV Then some Levites from the Kohathites and Korahites stood up and 
praised the LORD, the God of Israel, with very loud voice. 
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NASB The Levites, from the sons of the Kohathites and of the sons of the 
Korahites, stood up to praise the LORD God of Israel, with a very loud 
voice. 
NKJV Then the Levites of the children of the Kohathites and of the 
children of the Korahites stood up to praise the LORD God of Israel with 
voices loud and high. 
NLT Then the Levites from the clans of Kohath and Korah stood to praise 
the LORD, the God of Israel, with a very loud shout. 

వచనము 20 

అంతట వారు ఉదయముననే లేచి తెకోవ అరణయ్మునకు పోయిరి; వారు పోవుచుండగా 

యెహోషాపాతు నిలువబడి యూదా వారలారా, యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లారా, నా మాట వినుడి; మీ 

దేవుడైన యెహోవాను నముమ్కొనుడి, అపుప్డు మీరు సిథ్రపరచబడుదురు; ఆయన పర్వకత్లను 

నముమ్కొనుడి, అపుప్డు మీరు కృతారుథ్లగుదురని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV And they rose early in the morning, and went forth into the wilderness 
of Tekoa: and as they went forth, Jehoshaphat stood and said, Hear me, O 
Judah, and ye inhabitants of Jerusalem; Believe in the LORD your God, so 
shall ye be established; believe his prophets, so shall ye prosper. 
Amplified And they rose early in the morning and went out into the 
Wilderness of Tekoa; and as they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, 
Hear me, O Judah, and you inhabitants of Jerusalem! Believe in the Lord 
your God and you shall be established; believe and remain steadfast to His 
prophets and you shall prosper. 
ESV And they rose early in the morning and went out into the wilderness 
of Tekoa. And when they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, "Hear me, 
Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem! Believe in the LORD your God, and 
you will be established; believe his prophets, and you will succeed." 
NIV Early in the morning they left for the Desert of Tekoa. As they set out, 
Jehoshaphat stood and said, 'Listen to me, Judah and people of Jerusalem! 
Have faith in the LORD your God and you will be upheld; have faith in his 
prophets and you will be successful.' 
NASB They rose early in the morning and went out to the wilderness of 
Tekoa; and when they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, 'Listen to me, 
O Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem, put your trust in the LORD your 
God and you will be established. Put your trust in His prophets and 
succeed.' 
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NKJV So they rose early in the morning and went out into the Wilderness 
of Tekoa; and as they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, "Hear me, O 
Judah and you inhabitants of Jerusalem: Believe in the LORD your God, 
and you shall be established; believe His prophets, and you shall prosper." 
NLT Early the next morning the army of Judah went out into the 
wilderness of Tekoa. On the way Jehoshaphat stopped and said, 'Listen to 
me, all you people of Judah and Jerusalem! Believe in the LORD your God, 
and you will be able to stand firm. Believe in his prophets, and you will 
succeed.' 

వచనము 21 

మరియు అతడు జనులను హెచచ్రిక చేసిన తరువాత యెహోవాను సుత్తించుటకు గాయకులను 

ఏరప్రచి, వారు పరిశుదాధ్లంకారములు ధరించి సైనయ్ము ముందర నడచుచు యెహోవా కృప 

నిరంతరముండును, ఆయనను సుత్తించుడి అని సోత్తర్ము చేయుటకు వారిని నియమించెను. 
KJV And when he had consulted with the people, he appointed singers 
unto the LORD, and that should praise the beauty of holiness, as they went 
out before the army, and to say, Praise the LORD; for his mercy endureth 
for ever. 
Amplified When he had consulted with the people, he appointed singers 
to sing to the Lord and praise Him in their holy [priestly] garments as they 
went out before the army, saying, Give thanks to the Lord, for His mercy 
and loving-kindness endure forever! 
ESV And when he had taken counsel with the people, he appointed those 
who were to sing to the LORD and praise him in holy attire, as they went 
before the army, and say, "Give thanks to the LORD, for his steadfast love 
endures forever." 
NIV After consulting the people, Jehoshaphat appointed men to sing to the 
LORD and to praise him for the splendor of his holiness as they went out at 
the head of the army, saying: 'Give thanks to the LORD, for his love endures 
forever.' 
NASB When he had consulted with the people, he appointed those who 
sang to the LORD and those who praised Him in holy attire, as they went 
out before the army and said, 'Give thanks to the LORD, for His 
lovingkindness is everlasting.' 
NKJV And when he had consulted with the people, he appointed those 
who should sing to the LORD, and who should praise the beauty of 
holiness, as they went out before the army and were saying: "Praise the 
LORD, For His mercy endures forever." 
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NLT After consulting the leaders of the people, the king appointed singers 
to walk ahead of the army, singing to the LORD and praising him for his 
holy splendor. This is what they sang: 'Give thanks to the LORD; his faithful 
love endures forever!' 

వచనము 22 

వారు పాడుటకును సుత్తించుటకును మొదలుపెటట్గా యెహోవా యూదావారిమీదికి వచిచ్న 

అమోమ్నీయులమీదను మోయాబీయులమీదను శేయీరు మనయ్వాసులమీదను మాటుగాండర్ను పెటెట్ను 

గనుక వారు హతులైరి. 
KJV And when they began to sing and to praise, the LORD set 
ambushments against the children of Ammon, Moab, and mount Seir, 
which were come against Judah; and they were smitten. 
Amplified And when they began to sing and to praise, the Lord set 
ambushments against the men of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir who had 
come against Judah, and they were [self-] slaughtered; 
ESV And when they began to sing and praise, the LORD set an ambush 
against the men of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir, who had come against 
Judah, so that they were routed. 
NIV As they began to sing and praise, the LORD set ambushes against the 
men of Ammon and Moab and Mount Seir who were invading Judah, and 
they were defeated. 
NASB When they began singing and praising, the LORD set ambushes 
against the sons of Ammon, Moab and Mount Seir, who had come against 
Judah; so they were routed. 
NKJV Now when they began to sing and to praise, the LORD set ambushes 
against the people of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir, who had come 
against Judah; and they were defeated. 
NLT At the moment they began to sing and give praise, the LORD caused 
the armies of Ammon, Moab, and Mount Seir to start fighting among 
themselves. 

వచనము 23 

అమోమ్నీయులును మోయాబీయులును శేయీరు మనయ్నివాసులను బొతిత్గా చంపి నిరూమ్లము 

చేయవలెనని పొంచియుండి వారిమీద పడిరి; వారు శేయీరు కాపురసుథ్లను కడముటిట్ంచిన తరువాత 

తమలో ఒకరినొకరు చంపుకొనుటకు మొదలుపెటిట్రి. 
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KJV For the children of Ammon and Moab stood up against the 
inhabitants of mount Seir, utterly to slay and destroy them: and when they 
had made an end of the inhabitants of Seir, every one helped to destroy 
another. 
Amplified For [suspecting betrayal] the men of Ammon and Moab rose 
against those of Mount Seir, utterly destroying them. And when they had 
made an end of the men of Seir, they all helped to destroy one another. 
ESV For the men of Ammon and Moab rose against the inhabitants of 
Mount Seir, devoting them to destruction, and when they had made an end 
of the inhabitants of Seir, they all helped to destroy one another. 
NIV The men of Ammon and Moab rose up against the men from Mount 
Seir to destroy and annihilate them. After they finished slaughtering the 
men from Seir, they helped to destroy one another. 
NASB For the sons of Ammon and Moab rose up against the inhabitants of 
Mount Seir destroying them completely; and when they had finished with 
the inhabitants of Seir, they helped to destroy one another. 
NKJV For the people of Ammon and Moab stood up against the 
inhabitants of Mount Seir to utterly kill and destroy them. And when they 
had made an end of the inhabitants of Seir, they helped to destroy one 
another. 
NLT The armies of Moab and Ammon turned against their allies from 
Mount Seir and killed every one of them. After they had finished off the 
army of Seir, they turned on each other. 

వచనము 24 

యూదా వారు అరణయ్మందునన్ కాపరుల దురగ్ము దగగ్రకు వచిచ్ సైనయ్ముతటుట్ చూడగా వారు 

శవములై నేలపడియుండిరి, ఒకడును తపిప్ంచుకొనలేదు. 
KJV And when Judah came toward the watch tower in the wilderness, they 
looked unto the multitude, and, behold, they were dead bodies fallen to the 
earth, and none escaped. 
Amplified And when Judah came to the watchtower of the wilderness, 
they looked at the multitude, and behold, they were dead bodies fallen to 
the earth, and none had escaped! 
ESV When Judah came to the watchtower of the wilderness, they looked 
toward the horde, and behold, there were dead bodies lying on the ground; 
none had escaped. 
NIV When the men of Judah came to the place that overlooks the desert 
and looked toward the vast army, they saw only dead bodies lying on the 
ground; no one had escaped. 
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NASB When Judah came to the lookout of the wilderness, they looked 
toward the multitude, and behold, they were corpses lying on the ground, 
and no one had escaped. 
NKJV So when Judah came to a place overlooking the wilderness, they 
looked toward the multitude; and there were their dead bodies, fallen on 
the earth. No one had escaped. 
NLT So when the army of Judah arrived at the lookout point in the 
wilderness, there were dead bodies lying on the ground for as far as they 
could see. Not a single one of the enemy had escaped. 

వచనము 25 

యెహోషాపాతును అతని జనులును వారి వసుత్వులను దోచుకొనుటకు దగగ్రకు రాగా ఆ 

శవములయొదద్ విసాత్రమైన ధనమును పర్శసత్మైన నగలును కనబడెను; వారు 

తమకిషట్మైనంతమటుట్కు తీసికొని తాము కొనిపోగలిగినంతకంటె ఎకుక్వగా ఒలుచుకొనిరి; 

కొలల్సొముమ్ అతి విసాత్రమైనందున దానిని కూరుచ్టకు మూడు దినములు పటెట్ను. 
KJV And when Jehoshaphat and his people came to take away the spoil of 
them, they found among them in abundance both riches with the dead 
bodies, and precious jewels, which they stripped off for themselves, more 
than they could carry away: and they were three days in gathering of the 
spoil, it was so much. 
Amplified When Jehoshaphat and his people came to take the spoil, they 
found among them much cattle, goods, garments, and precious things 
which they took for themselves, more than they could carry away, so much 
they were three days in gathering the spoil. 
ESV When Jehoshaphat and his people came to take their spoil, they found 
among them, in great numbers, goods, clothing, and precious things, which 
they took for themselves until they could carry no more. They were three 
days in taking the spoil, it was so much. 
NIV So Jehoshaphat and his men went to carry off their plunder, and they 
found among them a great amount of equipment and clothing and also 
articles of value--more than they could take away. There was so much 
plunder that it took three days to collect it. 
NASB When Jehoshaphat and his people came to take their spoil, they 
found much among them, including goods, garments and valuable things 
which they took for themselves, more than they could carry. And they were 
three days taking the spoil because there was so much. 
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NKJV When Jehoshaphat and his people came to take away their spoil, 
they found among them an abundance of valuables on the dead bodies, and 
precious jewelry, which they stripped off for themselves, more than they 
could carry away; and they were three days gathering the spoil because 
there was so much. 
NLT King Jehoshaphat and his men went out to gather the plunder. They 
found vast amounts of equipment, clothing, and other valuables--more 
than they could carry. There was so much plunder that it took them three 
days just to collect it all! 

వచనము 26 

నాలగ్వ దినమున వారు బెరాకా1 లోయలో కూడిరి; అకక్డ వారు యెహోవాకు కృతజఞ్తాసుత్తులు 

చెలిల్ంచినందున నేటివరకును ఆ చోటికి బెరాకా1 లోయయని పేరు. 
KJV And on the fourth day they assembled themselves in the valley of 
Berachah; for there they blessed the LORD: therefore the name of the same 
place was called, The valley of Berachah, unto this day. 
Amplified On the fourth day they assembled in the Valley of Beracah. 
There they blessed the Lord. So the name of the place is still called the 
Valley of Beracah [blessing]. 
ESV On the fourth day they assembled in the Valley of Beracah, for there 
they blessed the LORD. Therefore the name of that place has been called 
the Valley of Beracah to this day. 
NIV On the fourth day they assembled in the Valley of Beracah, where they 
praised the LORD. This is why it is called the Valley of Beracah to this day. 
NASB Then on the fourth day they assembled in the valley of Beracah, for 
there they blessed the LORD. Therefore they have named that place 'The 
Valley of Beracah' until today. 
NKJV And on the fourth day they assembled in the Valley of Berachah, for 
there they blessed the LORD; therefore the name of that place was called 
The Valley of Berachah until this day. 
NLT On the fourth day they gathered in the Valley of Blessing, which got its 
name that day because the people praised and thanked the LORD there. It 
is still called the Valley of Blessing today. 

వచనము 27 
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ఈలాగున యెహోవా వారి శతుర్వులమీద వారికి జయము అనుగర్హించి వారిని సంతోషపరచెను 

గనుక యెరూషలేమునకు ఉతస్వముతో మరలవలెనని యూదావారును యెరూషలేమువారును 

వారందరికి ముందు యెహోషాపాతును సాగి వెళిల్రి; 
KJV Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem, and 
Jehoshaphat in the forefront of them, to go again to Jerusalem with joy; for 
the LORD had made them to rejoice over their enemies. 
Amplified Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem, 
Jehoshaphat leading them, to Jerusalem with joy, for the Lord had made 
them to rejoice over their enemies. 
ESV Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem, and 
Jehoshaphat at their head, returning to Jerusalem with joy, for the LORD 
had made them rejoice over their enemies. 
NIV Then, led by Jehoshaphat, all the men of Judah and Jerusalem 
returned joyfully to Jerusalem, for the LORD had given them cause to 
rejoice over their enemies. 
NASB Every man of Judah and Jerusalem returned with Jehoshaphat at 
their head, returning to Jerusalem with joy, for the LORD had made them 
to rejoice over their enemies. 
NKJV Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem, with 
Jehoshaphat in front of them, to go back to Jerusalem with joy, for the 
LORD had made them rejoice over their enemies. 
NLT Then they returned to Jerusalem, with Jehoshaphat leading them, full 
of joy that the LORD had given them victory over their enemies. 

వచనము 28 

వారు యెరూషలేములోనునన్ యెహోవా మందిరమునకు సవ్రమండలములను సితారాలను 

వాయించుచు బూరలు ఊదుచువచిచ్రి. 
KJV And they came to Jerusalem with psalteries and harps and trumpets 
unto the house of the LORD. 
Amplified They came to Jerusalem with harps, lyres, and trumpets to the 
house of the Lord. 
ESV They came to Jerusalem with harps and lyres and trumpets, to the 
house of the LORD. 
NIV They entered Jerusalem and went to the temple of the LORD with 
harps and lutes and trumpets. 
NASB They came to Jerusalem with harps, lyres and trumpets to the house 
of the LORD. 
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NKJV So they came to Jerusalem, with stringed instruments and harps 
and trumpets, to the house of the LORD. 
NLT They marched into Jerusalem to the music of harps, lyres, and 
trumpets and proceeded to the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 29 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల శతుర్వులతో యెహోవా యుదధ్ము చేసెనని దేశముల రాజయ్ముల వారందరు వినగా 

దేవుని భయము వారందరిమీదికి వచెచ్ను. 
KJV And the fear of God was on all the kingdoms of those countries, when 
they had heard that the LORD fought against the enemies of Israel. 
Amplified And the fear of God came upon all the kingdoms of those 
countries when they heard that the Lord had fought against the enemies of 
Israel. 
ESV And the fear of God came on all the kingdoms of the countries when 
they heard that the LORD had fought against the enemies of Israel. 
NIV The fear of God came upon all the kingdoms of the countries when 
they heard how the LORD had fought against the enemies of Israel. 
NASB And the dread of God was on all the kingdoms of the lands when 
they heard that the LORD had fought against the enemies of Israel. 
NKJV And the fear of God was on all the kingdoms of those countries 
when they heard that the LORD had fought against the enemies of Israel. 
NLT When the surrounding kingdoms heard that the LORD himself had 
fought against the enemies of Israel, the fear of God came over them. 

వచనము 30 

ఈ పర్కారము అతని దేవుడు చుటుట్నునన్వారిని జయించి అతనికి నెమమ్ది ననుగర్హింపగా 

యెహోషాపాతు రాజయ్ము నిమమ్ళముగా నుండెను. 
KJV So the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet: for his God gave him rest 
round about. 
Amplified So the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet, for his God gave him 
rest round about. 
ESV So the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet, for his God gave him rest all 
around. 
NIV And the kingdom of Jehoshaphat was at peace, for his God had given 
him rest on every side. 
NASB So the kingdom of Jehoshaphat was at peace, for his God gave him 
rest on all sides. 
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NKJV Then the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet, for his God gave him rest 
all around. 
NLT So Jehoshaphat's kingdom was at peace, for his God had given him 
rest on every side. 

వచనము 31 

యెహోషాపాతు యూదా రాజయ్మును ఏలెను. అతడు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ముపప్దియయిదు 

సంవతస్రములవాడై యెరూషలేములో ఇరువదియయిదు సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్ షిలీహ్ 

కుమారెత్, ఆమె పేరు అజూబా, 
KJV And Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah: he was thirty and five years old 
when he began to reign, and he reigned twenty and five years in Jerusalem. 
And his mother's name was Azubah the daughter of Shilhi. 
Amplified Thus Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah. He was thirty-five years 
old when he began his twenty-five-year reign in Jerusalem. His mother was 
Azubah daughter of Shilhi. 
ESV Thus Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah. He was thirty-five years old 
when he began to reign, and he reigned twenty-five years in Jerusalem. His 
mother's name was Azubah the daughter of Shilhi. 
NIV So Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah. He was thirty-five years old when 
he became king of Judah, and he reigned in Jerusalem twenty-five years. 
His mother's name was Azubah daughter of Shilhi. 
NASB Now Jehoshaphat reigned over Judah. He was thirty-five years old 
when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusalem twenty-five years. And 
his mother's name was Azubah the daughter of Shilhi. 
NKJV So Jehoshaphat was king over Judah. He was thirty-five years old 
when he became king, and he reigned twenty-five years in Jerusalem. His 
mother's name was Azubah the daughter of Shilhi. 
NLT So Jehoshaphat ruled over the land of Judah. He was thirty-five years 
old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusalem twenty-five years. 
His mother was Azubah, the daughter of Shilhi. 

వచనము 32 

అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచి తన తండిర్యైన ఆసా మారగ్మందు నడచుచు 

దానిలోనుండి తొలగిపోకుండెను. 
KJV And he walked in the way of Asa his father, and departed not from it, 
doing that which was right in the sight of the LORD. 
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Amplified And he walked in the ways of Asa his father and departed not 
from it, doing what was right in the sight of the Lord. 
ESV He walked in the way of Asa his father and did not turn aside from it, 
doing what was right in the sight of the LORD. 
NIV He walked in the ways of his father Asa and did not stray from them; 
he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD. 
NASB He walked in the way of his father Asa and did not depart from it, 
doing right in the sight of the LORD. 
NKJV And he walked in the way of his father Asa, and did not turn aside 
from it, doing what was right in the sight of the LORD. 
NLT Jehoshaphat was a good king, following the ways of his father, Asa. 
He did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight. 

వచనము 33 

అయితే అపప్టికింకను జనులు తమ పితరుల దేవుని వెదకుటకు తమ హృదయములను 

సిథ్రపరచుకొనలేదు, అతడు ఉనన్త సథ్లములను తీసివేయలేదు. 
KJV Howbeit the high places were not taken away: for as yet the people 
had not prepared their hearts unto the God of their fathers. 
Amplified But the high places [of idolatry] were not taken away, for the 
people had not yet set their hearts on their fathers' God. 
ESV The high places, however, were not taken away; the people had not yet 
set their hearts upon the God of their fathers. 
NIV The high places, however, were not removed, and the people still had 
not set their hearts on the God of their fathers. 
NASB The high places, however, were not removed; the people had not yet 
directed their hearts to the God of their fathers. 
NKJV Nevertheless the high places were not taken away, for as yet the 
people had not directed their hearts to the God of their fathers. 
NLT During his reign, however, he failed to remove all the pagan shrines, 
and the people never fully committed themselves to following the God of 
their ancestors. 

వచనము 34 

యెహోషాపాతు చేసిన కారయ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్ హనానీ కుమారుడైన యెహూ రచించిన గర్ంథమందు 

వార్యబడియునన్ది. ఈ యెహూ పేరు, ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల గర్ంథమందు కనబడుచునన్ది. 
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KJV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat, first and last, behold, they are 
written in the book of Jehu the son of Hanani, who is mentioned in the 
book of the kings of Israel. 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat, from first to last, they 
are written in the records of Jehu son of Hanani, which are in the Book of 
the Kings of Israel. 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat, from first to last, are written 
in the chronicles of Jehu the son of Hanani, which are recorded in the Book 
of the Kings of Israel. 
NIV The other events of Jehoshaphat's reign, from beginning to end, are 
written in the annals of Jehu son of Hanani, which are recorded in the book 
of the kings of Israel. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat, first to last, behold, they are 
written in the annals of Jehu the son of Hanani, which is recorded in the 
Book of the Kings of Israel. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat, first and last, indeed they 
are written in the book of Jehu the son of Hanani, which is mentioned in 
the book of the kings of Israel. 
NLT The rest of the events of Jehoshaphat's reign, from beginning to end, 
are recorded in 'The Record of Jehu Son of Hanani,' which is included in 
'The Book of the Kings of Israel.' 

వచనము 35 

ఇది యయిన తరువాత యూదా రాజైన యెహోషాపాతు మికిక్లి దురామ్రగ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచిన 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన అహజాయ్తో సేన్హము చేసెను. 
KJV And after this did Jehoshaphat king of Judah join himself with 
Ahaziah king of Israel, who did very wickedly: 
Amplified After this, Jehoshaphat king of Judah joined with Ahaziah king 
of Israel, who did very wickedly. 
ESV After this Jehoshaphat king of Judah joined with Ahaziah king of 
Israel, who acted wickedly. 
NIV Later, Jehoshaphat king of Judah made an alliance with Ahaziah king 
of Israel, who was guilty of wickedness. 
NASB After this Jehoshaphat king of Judah allied himself with Ahaziah 
king of Israel. He acted wickedly in so doing. 
NKJV After this Jehoshaphat king of Judah allied himself with Ahaziah 
king of Israel, who acted very wickedly. 
NLT But near the end of his life, King Jehoshaphat of Judah made an 
alliance with King Ahaziah of Israel, who was a very wicked man. 
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వచనము 36 

తరీ ష్షునకు పోదగిన ఓడలను చేయింపవలెనని యెహోషాపాతు అతనితో సేన్హము చేయగా వారు 

ఎసోనెగ్బెరులో ఆ ఓడలను చేయించిరి. 
KJV And he joined himself with him to make ships to go to Tarshish: and 
they made the ships in Eziongaber. 
Amplified He joined him in building ships to go to Tarshish, building 
them in Ezion-geber. 
ESV He joined him in building ships to go to Tarshish, and they built the 
ships in Ezion-geber. 
NIV He agreed with him to construct a fleet of trading ships. After these 
were built at Ezion Geber, 
NASB So he allied himself with him to make ships to go to Tarshish, and 
they made the ships in Ezion-geber. 
NKJV And he allied himself with him to make ships to go to Tarshish, and 
they made the ships in Ezion Geber. 
NLT Together they built a fleet of trading ships at the port of Ezion-geber. 

వచనము 37 

అపుప్డు మారేషా వాడును దోదావాహు కుమారుడునగు ఎలీయెజెరు నీవు అహజాయ్తో సేన్హము 

చేసికొంటివి గనుక యెహోవా నీ పనులను భంగము చేయునని యెహోషాపాతుమీద పర్వచనమొకటి 

చెపెప్ను. ఆ ఓడలు తరీ ష్షునకు వెళల్జాలకుండ బదద్లైపోయెను. 
KJV Then Eliezer the son of Dodavah of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat, saying, Because thou hast joined thyself with Ahaziah, the 
LORD hath broken thy works. And the ships were broken, that they were 
not able to go to Tarshish. 
Amplified Then Eliezer son of Dodavahu of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat, saying, Because you have joined Ahaziah, the Lord will 
destroy your works. So the ships were wrecked and unable to go to 
Tarshish. 
ESV Then Eliezer the son of Dodavahu of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat, saying, "Because you have joined with Ahaziah, the LORD 
will destroy what you have made." And the ships were wrecked and were 
not able to go to Tarshish. 
NIV Eliezer son of Dodavahu of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat, saying, 'Because you have made an alliance with Ahaziah, the 
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LORD will destroy what you have made.' The ships were wrecked and were 
not able to set sail to trade. 
NASB Then Eliezer the son of Dodavahu of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat saying, 'Because you have allied yourself with Ahaziah, the 
LORD has destroyed your works.' So the ships were broken and could not 
go to Tarshish. 
NKJV But Eliezer the son of Dodavah of Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat, saying, "Because you have allied yourself with Ahaziah, the 
LORD has destroyed your works." Then the ships were wrecked, so that 
they were not able to go to Tarshish. 
NLT Then Eliezer son of Dodavahu from Mareshah prophesied against 
Jehoshaphat. He said, 'Because you have allied yourself with King Ahaziah, 
the LORD will destroy your work.' So the ships met with disaster and never 
put out to sea. 
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వచనము 1 

యెహోషాపాతు తన పితరులతోకూడ నిదిర్ంచితన పితరుల చెంతను దావీదు పురమందు 

పాతిపెటట్బడెను, అతని కుమారుడైన యెహోరాము అతనికి బదులుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV Now Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers, and was buried with his 
fathers in the city of David. And Jehoram his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified JEHOSHAPHAT SLEPT with his fathers and was buried with 
[them] in the City of David. Jehoram his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers and was buried with his fathers in 
the city of David, and Jehoram his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Then Jehoshaphat rested with his fathers and was buried with them in 
the City of David. And Jehoram his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB Then Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers and was buried with his 
fathers in the city of David, and Jehoram his son became king in his place. 
NKJV And Jehoshaphat rested with his fathers, and was buried with his 
fathers in the City of David. Then Jehoram his son reigned in his place. 
NLT When Jehoshaphat died, he was buried with his ancestors in the City 
of David. Then his son Jehoram became the next king. 

వచనము 2 

యెహోషాపాతు కుమారులైన అజరాయ్ యెహీయేలు జెకరాయ్ అజరాయ్ మిఖాయేలు షెఫటయ్ అను వారు 

ఇతనికి సహోదరులు; వీరందరును ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన యెహోషాపాతు కుమారులు. 
KJV And he had brethren the sons of Jehoshaphat, Azariah, and Jehiel, 
and Zechariah, and Azariah, and Michael, and Shephatiah: all these were 
the sons of Jehoshaphat king of Israel. 
Amplified He had brothers: Azariah, Jehiel, Zechariah, Azariah, Michael, 
and Shephatiah, all the sons of Jehoshaphat king of Israel. 
ESV He had brothers, the sons of Jehoshaphat: Azariah, Jehiel, Zechariah, 
Azariah, Michael, and Shephatiah; all these were the sons of Jehoshaphat 
king of Judah. 
NIV Jehoram's brothers, the sons of Jehoshaphat, were Azariah, Jehiel, 
Zechariah, Azariahu, Michael and Shephatiah. All these were sons of 
Jehoshaphat king of Israel. 
NASB He had brothers, the sons of Jehoshaphat: Azariah, Jehiel, 
Zechariah, Azaryahu, Michael and Shephatiah. All these were the sons of 
Jehoshaphat king of Israel. 
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NKJV He had brothers, the sons of Jehoshaphat: Azariah, Jehiel, 
Zechariah, Azaryahu, Michael, and Shephatiah; all these were the sons of 
Jehoshaphat king of Israel. 
NLT Jehoram's brothers--the other sons of Jehoshaphat--were Azariah, 
Jehiel, Zechariah, Azariahu, Michael, and Shephatiah. 

వచనము 3 

వారి తండిర్ వెండి బంగారములను బహుమానములుగా పర్శసత్ వసుత్వులనేకములను యూదా 

దేశములో పార్కారముగల పటట్ణములను వారికిచెచ్ను; అయితే యెహోరాము జేయ్షుఠ్డు గనుక అతనికి 

రాజయ్మును ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV And their father gave them great gifts of silver, and of gold, and of 
precious things, with fenced cities in Judah: but the kingdom gave he to 
Jehoram; because he was the firstborn. 
Amplified Their father gave them great gifts of silver, gold, and precious 
things, together with fortified cities in Judah, but the kingdom he gave to 
Jehoram, the firstborn. 
ESV Their father gave them great gifts of silver, gold, and valuable 
possessions, together with fortified cities in Judah, but he gave the kingdom 
to Jehoram, because he was the firstborn. 
NIV Their father had given them many gifts of silver and gold and articles 
of value, as well as fortified cities in Judah, but he had given the kingdom to 
Jehoram because he was his firstborn son. 
NASB Their father gave them many gifts of silver, gold and precious 
things, with fortified cities in Judah, but he gave the kingdom to Jehoram 
because he was the firstborn. 
NKJV Their father gave them great gifts of silver and gold and precious 
things, with fortified cities in Judah; but he gave the kingdom to Jehoram, 
because he was the firstborn. 
NLT Their father had given each of them valuable gifts of silver, gold, and 
costly items, and also the ownership of some of Judah's fortified cities. 
However, Jehoram became king because he was the oldest. 

వచనము 4 

యెహోరాము తన తండిర్ రాజయ్మును ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు తనున్ సిథ్రపరచుకొని, తన 

సహోదరులనందరిని ఇశార్యేలీయుల అధిపతులలో కొందరిని హతముచేసెను. 
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KJV Now when Jehoram was risen up to the kingdom of his father, he 
strengthened himself, and slew all his brethren with the sword, and divers 
also of the princes of Israel. 
Amplified When Jehoram had ascended to the kingship of his father, he 
strengthened himself and slew all his brethren with the sword and also 
some of Israel's princes. 
ESV When Jehoram had ascended the throne of his father and was 
established, he killed all his brothers with the sword, and also some of the 
princes of Israel. 
NIV When Jehoram established himself firmly over his father's kingdom, 
he put all his brothers to the sword along with some of the princes of Israel. 
NASB Now when Jehoram had taken over the kingdom of his father and 
made himself secure, he killed all his brothers with the sword, and some of 
the rulers of Israel also. 
NKJV Now when Jehoram was established over the kingdom of his father, 
he strengthened himself and killed all his brothers with the sword, and also 
others of the princes of Israel. 
NLT But when Jehoram had become solidly established as king, he killed 
all his brothers and some of the other leaders of Israel. 

వచనము 5 

యెహోరాము ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ముపప్ది రెండేండల్వాడు. అతడు యెరూషలేములో ఎనిమిది 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను. 
KJV Jehoram was thirty and two years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned eight years in Jerusalem. 
Amplified Jehoram at thirty-two years of age began his eight-year reign in 
Jerusalem. 
ESV Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eight years in Jerusalem. 
NIV Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eight years. 
NASB Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eight years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eight years in Jerusalem. 
NLT Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eight years. 

వచనము 6 
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అతడు అహాబు కుమారెత్ను పెండిల్చేసికొని అహాబు సంతతివారు నడచిన పర్కారముగా ఇశార్యేలు 

రాజుల మారగ్మందు నడచెను; అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి పర్తికూలముగా పర్వరిత్ంచెను. 
KJV And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, like as did the house 
of Ahab: for he had the daughter of Ahab to wife: and he wrought that 
which was evil in the eyes of the LORD. 
Amplified He walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, as did the house of 
Ahab, for he married the daughter of Ahab and did what was evil in the eyes 
of the Lord. 
ESV And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, as the house of Ahab 
had done, for the daughter of Ahab was his wife. And he did what was evil 
in the sight of the LORD. 
NIV He walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, as the house of Ahab had 
done, for he married a daughter of Ahab. He did evil in the eyes of the 
LORD. 
NASB He walked in the way of the kings of Israel, just as the house of Ahab 
did (for Ahab's daughter was his wife), and he did evil in the sight of the 
LORD. 
NKJV And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, just as the house of 
Ahab had done, for he had the daughter of Ahab as a wife; and he did evil in 
the sight of the LORD. 
NLT But Jehoram followed the example of the kings of Israel and was as 
wicked as King Ahab, for he had married one of Ahab's daughters. So 
Jehoram did what was evil in the LORD's sight. 

వచనము 7 

అయినను యెహోవా తాను దావీదుతో చేసిన నిబంధన నిమితత్మును, అతనికిని అతని కుమారులకును 

నితయ్ము దీపమిచెచ్దనని చేసిన వాగాద్నము నిమితత్మును దావీదు సంతతిని నశింపజేయుటకు 

మనసుస్లేక యుండెను. 
KJV Howbeit the LORD would not destroy the house of David, because of 
the covenant that he had made with David, and as he promised to give a 
light to him and to his sons for ever. 
Amplified But the Lord would not destroy the house of David, because He 
had made a covenant with David and promised to give a light to him and to 
his sons forever. 
ESV Yet the LORD was not willing to destroy the house of David, because 
of the covenant that he had made with David, and since he had promised to 
give a lamp to him and to his sons forever. 
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NIV Nevertheless, because of the covenant the LORD had made with 
David, the LORD was not willing to destroy the house of David. He had 
promised to maintain a lamp for him and his descendants forever. 
NASB Yet the LORD was not willing to destroy the house of David because 
of the covenant which He had made with David, and since He had promised 
to give a lamp to him and his sons forever. 
NKJV Yet the LORD would not destroy the house of David, because of the 
covenant that He had made with David, and since He had promised to give 
a lamp to him and to his sons forever. 
NLT But the LORD was not willing to destroy David's dynasty, for he had 
made a covenant with David and promised that his descendants would 
continue to rule forever. 

వచనము 8 

అతని దినములలో ఎదోమీయులు తిరుగబడి యూదావారి అధికారము తోర్సివేసి తమకు ఒక రాజును 

చేసికొనగా 

KJV In his days the Edomites revolted from under the dominion of Judah, 
and made themselves a king. 
Amplified In Jehoram's days, the Edomites revolted from the rule of 
Judah and set up for themselves a king. 
ESV In his days Edom revolted from the rule of Judah and set up a king of 
their own. 
NIV In the time of Jehoram, Edom rebelled against Judah and set up its 
own king. 
NASB In his days Edom revolted against the rule of Judah and set up a 
king over themselves. 
NKJV In his days Edom revolted against Judah's authority, and made a 
king over themselves. 
NLT During Jehoram's reign, the Edomites revolted against Judah and 
crowned their own king. 

వచనము 9 

యెహోరాము తనచేతికిర్ందనునన్ అధికారులను వెంటబెటుట్కొని, తన రథములనిన్టితో బయలుదేరి 

రాతిర్వేళ లేచి తనున్ చుటుట్కొనిన ఎదోమీయులను రథాధిపతులను హతముచేసెను. 
KJV Then Jehoram went forth with his princes, and all his chariots with 
him: and he rose up by night, and smote the Edomites which compassed 
him in, and the captains of the chariots. 
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Amplified Then Jehoram passed over [the Jordan] with his captains and 
all his chariots, and rose up by night and smote the Edomites who had 
surrounded him and his chariot captains. 
ESV Then Jehoram passed over with his commanders and all his chariots, 
and he rose by night and struck the Edomites who had surrounded him and 
his chariot commanders. 
NIV So Jehoram went there with his officers and all his chariots. The 
Edomites surrounded him and his chariot commanders, but he rose up and 
broke through by night. 
NASB Then Jehoram crossed over with his commanders and all his 
chariots with him. And he arose by night and struck down the Edomites 
who were surrounding him and the commanders of the chariots. 
NKJV So Jehoram went out with his officers, and all his chariots with him. 
And he rose by night and attacked the Edomites who had surrounded him 
and the captains of the chariots. 
NLT So Jehoram went to attack Edom with his full army and all his 
chariots. The Edomites surrounded him and his charioteers, but he escaped 
at night under cover of darkness. 

వచనము 10 

కాగా నేటివరకును జరుగుచునన్టుట్ ఎదోమీయులు యూదావారి చేతికిర్ంద నుండక తిరుగబడిరి. 

యెహోరాము తన పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను విసరిజ్ంచినందున ఆ కాలమందు లిబాన్యును అతని 

చేతికిర్ందనుండి తిరుగబడెను. 
KJV So the Edomites revolted from under the hand of Judah unto this day. 
The same time also did Libnah revolt from under his hand; because he had 
forsaken the LORD God of his fathers. 
Amplified So Edom revolted from the rule of Judah to this day. Then 
Libnah also revolted from Jehoram's rule, because he had forsaken the 
Lord, the God of his fathers. 
ESV So Edom revolted from the rule of Judah to this day. At that time 
Libnah also revolted from his rule, because he had forsaken the LORD, the 
God of his fathers. 
NIV To this day Edom has been in rebellion against Judah. Libnah revolted 
at the same time, because Jehoram had forsaken the LORD, the God of his 
fathers. 
NASB So Edom revolted against Judah to this day. Then Libnah revolted 
at the same time against his rule, because he had forsaken the LORD God of 
his fathers. 
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NKJV Thus Edom has been in revolt against Judah's authority to this day. 
At that time Libnah revolted against his rule, because he had forsaken the 
LORD God of his fathers. 
NLT Edom has been independent from Judah to this day. The town of 
Libnah revolted about that same time, because Jehoram had abandoned 
the LORD, the God of his ancestors. 

వచనము 11 

మరియు అతడు యూదా పరవ్తములయందు బలిపీఠములను కటిట్ంచి యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లు 

దేవుని విసరిజ్ంచునటుల్ చేసెను. యూదావారిని విగర్హపూజకు లోపరచెను. 
KJV Moreover he made high places in the mountains of Judah, and caused 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem to commit fornication, and compelled Judah 
thereto. 
Amplified Moreover, he made idolatrous high places in the hill country of 
Judah and debauched spiritually the inhabitants of Jerusalem and led 
Judah astray [compelling the people's cooperation]. 
ESV Moreover, he made high places in the hill country of Judah and led 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem into whoredom and made Judah go astray. 
NIV He had also built high places on the hills of Judah and had caused the 
people of Jerusalem to prostitute themselves and had led Judah astray. 
NASB Moreover, he made high places in the mountains of Judah, and 
caused the inhabitants of Jerusalem to play the harlot and led Judah astray. 
NKJV Moreover he made high places in the mountains of Judah, and 
caused the inhabitants of Jerusalem to commit harlotry, and led Judah 
astray. 
NLT He had built pagan shrines in the hill country of Judah and had led 
the people of Jerusalem and Judah to give themselves to pagan gods. 

వచనము 12 

అంతట పర్వకత్యైన ఏలీయా యొక పతిర్క వార్సి అతనియొదద్కు పంపెను నీ పితరుడగు దావీదునకు 

దేవుడైన యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్నదేమనగా నీవు నీ తండిర్యైన యెహోషాపాతు మారగ్ములందైనను 

యూదారాజైన ఆసా మారగ్ములందైనను నడువక 

KJV And there came a writing to him from Elijah the prophet, saying, Thus 
saith the LORD God of David thy father, Because thou hast not walked in 
the ways of Jehoshaphat thy father, nor in the ways of Asa king of Judah, 
Amplified And there came a letter to Jehoram from Elijah the prophet, 
saying, Thus says the Lord, the God of David your father [forefather]: 
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Because you have not walked in the ways of Jehoshaphat your father nor in 
the ways of Asa king of Judah, 
ESV And a letter came to him from Elijah the prophet, saying, "Thus says 
the LORD, the God of David your father, 'Because you have not walked in 
the ways of Jehoshaphat your father, or in the ways of Asa king of Judah, 
NIV Jehoram received a letter from Elijah the prophet, which said: 'This is 
what the LORD, the God of your father David, says: 'You have not walked in 
the ways of your father Jehoshaphat or of Asa king of Judah. 
NASB Then a letter came to him from Elijah the prophet saying, 'Thus says 
the LORD God of your father David, 'Because you have not walked in the 
ways of Jehoshaphat your father and the ways of Asa king of Judah, 
NKJV And a letter came to him from Elijah the prophet, saying, 4 Thus 
says the LORD God of your father David: 4 Because you have not walked in 
the ways of Jehoshaphat your father, or in the ways of Asa king of Judah, 
NLT Then Elijah the prophet wrote Jehoram this letter: 'This is what the 
LORD, the God of your ancestor David, says: You have not followed the 
good example of your father, Jehoshaphat, or your grandfather King Asa of 
Judah. 

వచనము 13 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల మారగ్మందు నడచి అహాబు సంతతివారు చేసిన వయ్భిచారముల చొపుప్న 

యూదాను యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లను వయ్భిచరింపజేసి, నీకంటె యోగుయ్లైన నీ తండిర్ సంతతివారగు 

నీ సహోదరులను నీవు చంపియునాన్వు. 
KJV But hast walked in the way of the kings of Israel, and hast made Judah 
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to go a whoring, like to the whoredoms of 
the house of Ahab, and also hast slain thy brethren of thy father's house, 
which were better than thyself: 
Amplified But have walked in the ways of Israel's kings, and made Judah 
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem play the harlot like the [spiritual] harlotry 
of Ahab's house, and also have slain your brothers of your father's house, 
who were better than you, 
ESV but have walked in the way of the kings of Israel and have enticed 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem into whoredom, as the house of 
Ahab led Israel into whoredom, and also you have killed your brothers, of 
your father's house, who were better than yourself, 
NIV But you have walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, and you have 
led Judah and the people of Jerusalem to prostitute themselves, just as the 
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house of Ahab did. You have also murdered your own brothers, members of 
your father's house, men who were better than you. 
NASB but have walked in the way of the kings of Israel, and have caused 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to play the harlot as the house of 
Ahab played the harlot, and you have also killed your brothers, your own 
family, who were better than you, 
NKJV but have walked in the way of the kings of Israel, and have made 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to play the harlot like the harlotry 
of the house of Ahab, and also have killed your brothers, those of your 
father's household, who were better than yourself, 
NLT Instead, you have been as evil as the kings of Israel. You have led the 
people of Jerusalem and Judah to worship idols, just as King Ahab did in 
Israel. And you have even killed your own brothers, men who were better 
than you. 

వచనము 14 

కాబటిట్ గొపప్ తెగులుచేత యెహోవా నీ జనులను నీ పిలల్లను నీ భారయ్లను నీ వసుత్వాహనములనిన్టిని 

మొతుత్ను. 
KJV Behold, with a great plague will the LORD smite thy people, and thy 
children, and thy wives, and all thy goods: 
Amplified Behold, the Lord will smite your people, and your children, 
your wives, and all your possessions with a great plague. 
ESV behold, the LORD will bring a great plague on your people, your 
children, your wives, and all your possessions, 
NIV So now the LORD is about to strike your people, your sons, your wives 
and everything that is yours, with a heavy blow. 
NASB behold, the LORD is going to strike your people, your sons, your 
wives and all your possessions with a great calamity; 
NKJV behold, the LORD will strike your people with a serious affliction--
your children, your wives, and all your possessions; 
NLT So now the LORD is about to strike you, your people, your children, 
your wives, and all that is yours with a heavy blow. 

వచనము 15 

నీవు ఉదరమున వాయ్ధి కలిగి మికిక్లి రోగివై యుందువు; దిన కర్మేణ ఆ వాయ్ధిచేత నీ పేగులు 

పడిపోవును. 
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KJV And thou shalt have great sickness by disease of thy bowels, until thy 
bowels fall out by reason of the sickness day by day. 
Amplified And you yourself shall have a severe illness because of an 
intestinal disease, until your bowels fall out because of the sickness, day 
after day. 
ESV and you yourself will have a severe sickness with a disease of your 
bowels, until your bowels come out because of the disease, day by day.'" 
NIV You yourself will be very ill with a lingering disease of the bowels, until 
the disease causes your bowels to come out.'' 
NASB and you will suffer severe sickness, a disease of your bowels, until 
your bowels come out because of the sickness, day by day.'' 
NKJV and you will become very sick with a disease of your intestines, until 
your intestines come out by reason of the sickness, day by day. 
NLT You yourself will be stricken with a severe intestinal disease until it 
causes your bowels to come out.' 

వచనము 16 

మరియు యెహోవా యెహోరాముమీదికి ఫిలిషీత్యులను కూషీయుల చేరువనునన్ అరబీయులను రేపగా 

KJV Moreover the LORD stirred up against Jehoram the spirit of the 
Philistines, and of the Arabians, that were near the Ethiopians: 
Amplified And the Lord stirred up against Jehoram the anger of the 
Philistines and of the Arabs who were near the Ethiopians. 
ESV And the LORD stirred up against Jehoram the anger of the Philistines 
and of the Arabians who are near the Ethiopians. 
NIV The LORD aroused against Jehoram the hostility of the Philistines and 
of the Arabs who lived near the Cushites. 
NASB Then the LORD stirred up against Jehoram the spirit of the 
Philistines and the Arabs who bordered the Ethiopians; 
NKJV Moreover the LORD stirred up against Jehoram the spirit of the 
Philistines and the Arabians who were near the Ethiopians. 
NLT Then the LORD stirred up the Philistines and the Arabs, who lived 
near the Ethiopians, to attack Jehoram. 

వచనము 17 

వారు యూదా దేశముమీదికి వచిచ్ దానిలో చొరబడి రాజ నగరునందు దొరకిన సమసత్ పదారథ్ములను 

అతని కుమారులను భారయ్లను పటుట్కొనిపోయిరి; అతని కుమారులలో కనిషుఠ్డైన యెహోయాహాజు 

తపప్ అతనికి ఒకక్ కుమారుడైనను విడువబడలేదు. 
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KJV And they came up into Judah, and brake into it, and carried away all 
the substance that was found in the king's house, and his sons also, and his 
wives; so that there was never a son left him, save Jehoahaz, the youngest 
of his sons. 
Amplified They came against Judah, invaded it, and carried away all the 
possessions found in and around the king's house, together with his sons 
and his wives; so there was not a son left to him except Jehoahaz, the 
youngest. 
ESV And they came up against Judah and invaded it and carried away all 
the possessions they found that belonged to the king's house, and also his 
sons and his wives, so that no son was left to him except Jehoahaz, his 
youngest son. 
NIV They attacked Judah, invaded it and carried off all the goods found in 
the king's palace, together with his sons and wives. Not a son was left to 
him except Ahaziah, the youngest. 
NASB and they came against Judah and invaded it, and carried away all 
the possessions found in the king's house together with his sons and his 
wives, so that no son was left to him except Jehoahaz, the youngest of his 
sons. 
NKJV And they came up into Judah and invaded it, and carried away all 
the possessions that were found in the king's house, and also his sons and 
his wives, so that there was not a son left to him except Jehoahaz, the 
youngest of his sons. 
NLT They marched against Judah, broke down its defenses, and carried 
away everything of value in the royal palace, including his sons and his 
wives. Only his youngest son, Ahaziah, was spared. 

వచనము 18 

ఇదియంతయు అయిన తరువాత యెహోవా కుదరచాలని వాయ్ధిచేత అతనిని ఉదరమున మొతిత్నందున 

KJV And after all this the LORD smote him in his bowels with an incurable 
disease. 
Amplified And after all this, the Lord smote [Jehoram] with an incurable 
intestinal disease. 
ESV And after all this the LORD struck him in his bowels with an incurable 
disease. 
NIV After all this, the LORD afflicted Jehoram with an incurable disease of 
the bowels. 
NASB So after all this the LORD smote him in his bowels with an incurable 
sickness. 
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NKJV After all this the LORD struck him in his intestines with an 
incurable disease. 
NLT It was after this that the LORD struck Jehoram with the severe 
intestinal disease. 

వచనము 19 

రెండు సంవతస్రములు వాయ్ధి బలమగుచు వచిచ్ ఆ వాయ్ధిచేత అతని పేగులు పడిపోయి బహు 

వేదననొందుచు అతడు మరణమాయెను. అతని జనులు అతని పితరులకు చేసిన ఉతత్రకిర్యలు 

అతనికి చేయలేదు. 
KJV And it came to pass, that in process of time, after the end of two years, 
his bowels fell out by reason of his sickness: so he died of sore diseases. And 
his people made no burning for him, like the burning of his fathers. 
Amplified In process of time, after two years, his bowels fell out because 
of his disease. So he died in severe distress. And his people made no funeral 
fire to honor him, like the fires for his fathers. 
ESV In course of time, at the end of two years, his bowels came out because 
of the disease, and he died in great agony. His people made no fire in his 
honor, like the fires made for his fathers. 
NIV In the course of time, at the end of the second year, his bowels came 
out because of the disease, and he died in great pain. His people made no 
fire in his honor, as they had for his fathers. 
NASB Now it came about in the course of time, at the end of two years, 
that his bowels came out because of his sickness and he died in great pain. 
And his people made no fire for him like the fire for his fathers. 
NKJV Then it happened in the course of time, after the end of two years, 
that his intestines came out because of his sickness; so he died in severe 
pain. And his people made no burning for him, like the burning for his 
fathers. 
NLT In the course of time, at the end of two years, the disease caused his 
bowels to come out, and he died in agony. His people did not build a great 
fire to honor him at his funeral as they had done for his ancestors. 

వచనము 20 

అతడు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ముపప్ది రెండేండల్వాడు; యెరూషలేములో ఎనిమిది సంవతస్రములు 

ఏలి యెవరికిని ఇషట్ము లేనివాడై అతడు చనిపోయెను; రాజుల సమాధులలో గాక దావీదు పురమందు 

వేరుచోట జనులు అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. 
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KJV Thirty and two years old was he when he began to reign, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eight years, and departed without being desired. 
Howbeit they buried him in the city of David, but not in the sepulchres of 
the kings. 
Amplified Thirty-two years old was Jehoram when he began to reign, and 
he reigned in Jerusalem eight years, and departed without being wanted. 
Yet they buried him in the City of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
ESV He was thirty-two years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
eight years in Jerusalem. And he departed with no one's regret. They buried 
him in the city of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
NIV Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eight years. He passed away, to no one's regret, and 
was buried in the City of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
NASB He was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem eight years; and he departed with no one's regret, and they 
buried him in the city of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
NKJV He was thirty-two years old when he became king. He reigned in 
Jerusalem eight years and, to no one's sorrow, departed. However they 
buried him in the City of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
NLT Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eight years. No one was sorry when he died. He was 
buried in the City of David, but not in the royal cemetery. 
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వచనము 1 

అరబీయులతో కూడ దండు విడియుచోటికి వచిచ్నవారు పెదద్వారినందరిని చంపిరిగనుక 

యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లు అతని కడగొటుట్ కుమారుడైన అహజాయ్ను అతనికి బదులుగా రాజును 

చేసిరి. ఈ పర్కారము యూదారాజగు యెహోరాము కుమారుడైన అహజాయ్ రాజయ్ము బొందెను. 
KJV And the inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahaziah his youngest son king 
in his stead: for the band of men that came with the Arabians to the camp 
had slain all the eldest. So Ahaziah the son of Jehoram king of Judah 
reigned. 
Amplified THE PEOPLE of Jerusalem made Ahaziah, his youngest son, 
king in his stead, for the troop that came with the Arabs to the camp had 
slain all the older sons. So Ahaziah son of Jehoram king of Judah reigned. 
ESV And the inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahaziah his youngest son king 
in his place, for the band of men that came with the Arabians to the camp 
had killed all the older sons. So Ahaziah the son of Jehoram king of Judah 
reigned. 
NIV The people of Jerusalem made Ahaziah, Jehoram's youngest son, king 
in his place, since the raiders, who came with the Arabs into the camp, had 
killed all the older sons. So Ahaziah son of Jehoram king of Judah began to 
reign. 
NASB Then the inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahaziah, his youngest son, 
king in his place, for the band of men who came with the Arabs to the camp 
had slain all the older sons. So Ahaziah the son of Jehoram king of Judah 
began to reign. 
NKJV Then the inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahaziah his youngest son 
king in his place, for the raiders who came with the Arabians into the camp 
had killed all the older sons. So Ahaziah the son of Jehoram, king of Judah, 
reigned. 
NLT Then the people of Jerusalem made Ahaziah, Jehoram's youngest son, 
their next king. The marauding bands of Arabs had killed all the older sons. 
So Ahaziah son of Jehoram reigned as king of Judah. 

వచనము 2 

అహజాయ్ యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు నలువది రెండేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో ఒక సంవతస్రము ఏలెను; 

అతని తలిల్ ఒమీ కుమారెత్, ఆమె పేరు అతలాయ్ 
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KJV Forty and two years old was Ahaziah when he began to reign, and he 
reigned one year in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was Athaliah the 
daughter of Omri. 
Amplified Forty-two years old was Ahaziah when he began his one-year 
reign in Jerusalem. His mother was Athaliah, a granddaughter of Omri. 
ESV Ahaziah was twenty-two years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned one year in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Athaliah, the 
granddaughter of Omri. 
NIV Ahaziah was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem one year. His mother's name was Athaliah, a 
granddaughter of Omri. 
NASB Ahaziah was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned one year in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Athaliah, the 
granddaughter of Omri. 
NKJV Ahaziah was forty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned one year in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Athaliah the 
granddaughter of Omri. 
NLT Ahaziah was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem one year. His mother was Athaliah, a granddaughter 
of King Omri of Israel. 

వచనము 3 

దురామ్రగ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచుటకు అతని తలిల్ అతనికి నేరుప్చు వచెచ్ను గనుక అతడును అహాబు 

సంతతివారి మారగ్ములందు నడచెను. 
KJV He also walked in the ways of the house of Ahab: for his mother was 
his counsellor to do wickedly. 
Amplified He also walked in the ways of the house of Ahab, for his mother 
was his counselor to do wickedly. 
ESV He also walked in the ways of the house of Ahab, for his mother was 
his counselor in doing wickedly. 
NIV He too walked in the ways of the house of Ahab, for his mother 
encouraged him in doing wrong. 
NASB He also walked in the ways of the house of Ahab, for his mother was 
his counselor to do wickedly. 
NKJV He also walked in the ways of the house of Ahab, for his mother 
advised him to do wickedly. 
NLT Ahaziah also followed the evil example of King Ahab's family, for his 
mother encouraged him in doing wrong. 
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వచనము 4 

అహాబు సంతతివారివలెనే అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడచెను; అతని తండిర్ మరణమైన 

తరువాత వారు అతనికి ఆలోచనకరత్లై అతని నాశమునకు కారుకులైరి. 
KJV Wherefore he did evil in the sight of the LORD like the house of Ahab: 
for they were his counsellors after the death of his father to his destruction. 
Amplified So he did evil in the sight of the Lord like the house of Ahab, for 
they were his counselors after his father's death, to his destruction. 
ESV He did what was evil in the sight of the LORD, as the house of Ahab 
had done. For after the death of his father they were his counselors, to his 
undoing. 
NIV He did evil in the eyes of the LORD, as the house of Ahab had done, 
for after his father's death they became his advisers, to his undoing. 
NASB He did evil in the sight of the LORD like the house of Ahab, for they 
were his counselors after the death of his father, to his destruction. 
NKJV Therefore he did evil in the sight of the LORD, like the house of 
Ahab; for they were his counselors after the death of his father, to his 
destruction. 
NLT He did what was evil in the LORD's sight, just as Ahab had done. After 
the death of his father, members of Ahab's family became his advisers, and 
they led him to ruin. 

వచనము 5 

వారి ఆలోచనచొపుప్న అతడు పర్వరిత్ంచి, రామోతిగ్లాదులో సిరియారాజైన హజాయేలుతో యుదధ్ము 

చేయుటకై అహాబు కుమారుడైన ఇశార్యేలు రాజగు యెహోరాముతోకూడ పోయెను; సిరియనులచేత 

యెహోరామునకు గాయములు తగిలెను. 
KJV He walked also after their counsel, and went with Jehoram the son of 
Ahab king of Israel to war against Hazael king of Syria at Ramothgilead: 
and the Syrians smote Joram. 
Amplified He followed their counsel and even went with Joram son of 
Ahab king of Israel to war against Hazael king of Syria at Ramoth-gilead. 
And the Syrians wounded Joram; 
ESV He even followed their counsel and went with Jehoram the son of 
Ahab king of Israel to make war against Hazael king of Syria at Ramoth-
gilead. And the Syrians wounded Joram, 
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NIV He also followed their counsel when he went with Joram son of Ahab 
king of Israel to war against Hazael king of Aram at Ramoth Gilead. The 
Arameans wounded Joram; 
NASB He also walked according to their counsel, and went with Jehoram 
the son of Ahab king of Israel to wage war against Hazael king of Aram at 
Ramoth-gilead. But the Arameans wounded Joram. 
NKJV He also followed their advice, and went with Jehoram the son of 
Ahab king of Israel to war against Hazael king of Syria at Ramoth Gilead; 
and the Syrians wounded Joram. 
NLT Following their evil advice, Ahaziah made an alliance with King 
Joram, the son of King Ahab of Israel. They went out to fight King Hazael of 
Aram at Ramoth-gilead, and the Arameans wounded Joram in the battle. 

వచనము 6 

సిరియా రాజైన హజాయేలుతో తాను రామాలో చేసిన యుదధ్మునందు తనకు తగిలిన గాయములను 

బాగుచేసికొనుటకై అతడు యెజెర్యేలునకు మరల వచెచ్ను. అహాబు కుమారుడైన యెహోరాము 

రోగియైయునాన్డని విని యూదా రాజైన యెహోరాము కుమారుడగు అహజాయ్ అతని దరిశ్ంచుటకై 

యెజెర్యేలునకు పోయెను. 
KJV And he returned to be healed in Jezreel because of the wounds which 
were given him at Ramah, when he fought with Hazael king of Syria. And 
Azariah the son of Jehoram king of Judah went down to see Jehoram the 
son of Ahab at Jezreel, because he was sick. 
Amplified And he returned to be healed in Jezreel of the wounds given 
him at Ramah when he fought against Hazael king of Syria. Azariah son of 
Jehoram king of Judah went down to see Joram son of Ahab in Jezreel 
because he was sick. 
ESV and he returned to be healed in Jezreel of the wounds that he had 
received at Ramah, when he fought against Hazael king of Syria. And 
Ahaziah the son of Jehoram king of Judah went down to see Joram the son 
of Ahab in Jezreel, because he was wounded. 
NIV so he returned to Jezreel to recover from the wounds they had 
inflicted on him at Ramoth in his battle with Hazael king of Aram. Then 
Ahaziah son of Jehoram king of Judah went down to Jezreel to see Joram 
son of Ahab because he had been wounded. 
NASB So he returned to be healed in Jezreel of the wounds which they had 
inflicted on him at Ramah, when he fought against Hazael king of Aram. 
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And Ahaziah, the son of Jehoram king of Judah, went down to see Jehoram 
the son of Ahab in Jezreel, because he was sick. 
NKJV Then he returned to Jezreel to recover from the wounds which he 
had received at Ramah, when he fought against Hazael king of Syria. And 
Azariah the son of Jehoram, king of Judah, went down to see Jehoram the 
son of Ahab in Jezreel, because he was sick. 
NLT Joram returned to Jezreel to recover from his wounds, and King 
Ahaziah of Judah went to Jezreel to visit him. 

వచనము 7 

యెహోరాము నొదద్కు అతడు వచుచ్టచేత దేవునివలన అతనికి నాశము కలిగెను; ఎటల్నగా అతడు 

వచిచ్నపుప్డు అహాబు సంతతివారిని నిరూమ్లము చేయుటకై యెహోవా అభిషేకించిన నింషీకుమారుడైన 

యెహూమీదికి అతడు యెహోరాముతోకూడ పోగా 

KJV And the destruction of Ahaziah was of God by coming to Joram: for 
when he was come, he went out with Jehoram against Jehu the son of 
Nimshi, whom the LORD had anointed to cut off the house of Ahab. 
Amplified But the destruction of Ahaziah was ordained of God in his 
coming to visit Joram. For when he got there he went out with Joram 
against Jehu son of Nimshi, whom the Lord had anointed to destroy the 
house of Ahab. 
ESV But it was ordained by God that the downfall of Ahaziah should come 
about through his going to visit Joram. For when he came there, he went 
out with Jehoram to meet Jehu the son of Nimshi, whom the LORD had 
anointed to destroy the house of Ahab. 
NIV Through Ahaziah's visit to Joram, God brought about Ahaziah's 
downfall. When Ahaziah arrived, he went out with Joram to meet Jehu son 
of Nimshi, whom the LORD had anointed to destroy the house of Ahab. 
NASB Now the destruction of Ahaziah was from God, in that he went to 
Joram For when he came, he went out with Jehoram against Jehu the son 
of Nimshi, whom the LORD had anointed to cut off the house of Ahab. 
NKJV His going to Joram was God's occasion for Ahaziah's downfall; for 
when he arrived, he went out with Jehoram against Jehu the son of Nimshi, 
whom the LORD had anointed to cut off the house of Ahab. 
NLT But this turned out to be a fatal mistake, for God had decided to 
punish Ahaziah. It was during this visit that Ahaziah went out with Joram 
to meet Jehu son of Nimshi, whom the LORD had appointed to end the 
dynasty of Ahab. 
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వచనము 8 

యెహూ అహాబు సంతతివారిమీద తీరుప్ తీరుచ్టకై వచిచ్నపుప్డు అతడు యూదావారి అధిపతులను, 

అహజాయ్కు పరిచారకులుగానునన్ అహజాయ్ సహోదరుల కుమారులను చూచి వారిని హతముచేసెను. 
KJV And it came to pass, that, when Jehu was executing judgment upon 
the house of Ahab, and found the princes of Judah, and the sons of the 
brethren of Ahaziah, that ministered to Ahaziah, he slew them. 
Amplified And when Jehu was executing judgment upon the house of 
Ahab, he met the princes of Judah and the sons of Ahaziah's slain brothers, 
who attended Ahaziah, and he slew them. 
ESV And when Jehu was executing judgment on the house of Ahab, he met 
the princes of Judah and the sons of Ahaziah's brothers, who attended 
Ahaziah, and he killed them. 
NIV While Jehu was executing judgment on the house of Ahab, he found 
the princes of Judah and the sons of Ahaziah's relatives, who had been 
attending Ahaziah, and he killed them. 
NASB It came about when Jehu was executing judgment on the house of 
Ahab, he found the princes of Judah and the sons of Ahaziah's brothers 
ministering to Ahaziah, and slew them. 
NKJV And it happened, when Jehu was executing judgment on the house 
of Ahab, and found the princes of Judah and the sons of Ahaziah's brothers 
who served Ahaziah, that he killed them. 
NLT While Jehu was executing judgment against the family of Ahab, he 
happened to meet some of Judah's officials and Ahaziah's relatives who 
were attending Ahaziah. So Jehu killed them all. 

వచనము 9 

అతడు అహజాయ్ను వెదకెను. అతడు షోమోర్నులో దాగియుండగా వారు అతని పటుట్కొని 

యెహూనొదద్కు తీసికొనివచిచ్రి; వారు అతని చంపిన తరువాత ఇతడు యెహోవాను 

హృదయపూరవ్కముగా వెదకిన యెహోషాపాతు కుమారుడు గదా అనుకొని అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి; కాగా 

రాజయ్మేలుటకు అహజాయ్ యింటివారు ఇక నెవరును లేకపోయిరి. 
KJV And he sought Ahaziah: and they caught him, (for he was hid in 
Samaria,) and brought him to Jehu: and when they had slain him, they 
buried him: Because, said they, he is the son of Jehoshaphat, who sought 
the LORD with all his heart. So the house of Ahaziah had no power to keep 
still the kingdom. 
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Amplified And [Jehu] sought Ahaziah, who was hiding in Samaria; he was 
captured, brought to Jehu, and slain. They buried him, for they said, After 
all, he is the grandson of Jehoshaphat, who sought the Lord with all his 
heart. So the house of Ahaziah had no one left able to rule the kingdom. 
ESV He searched for Ahaziah, and he was captured while hiding in 
Samaria, and he was brought to Jehu and put to death. They buried him, 
for they said, "He is the grandson of Jehoshaphat, who sought the LORD 
with all his heart." And the house of Ahaziah had no one able to rule the 
kingdom. 
NIV He then went in search of Ahaziah, and his men captured him while he 
was hiding in Samaria. He was brought to Jehu and put to death. They 
buried him, for they said, 'He was a son of Jehoshaphat, who sought the 
LORD with all his heart.' So there was no one in the house of Ahaziah 
powerful enough to retain the kingdom. 
NASB He also sought Ahaziah, and they caught him while he was hiding in 
Samaria; they brought him to Jehu, put him to death and buried him For 
they said, 'He is the son of Jehoshaphat, who sought the LORD with all his 
heart.' So there was no one of the house of Ahaziah to retain the power of 
the kingdom. 
NKJV Then he searched for Ahaziah; and they caught him (he was hiding 
in Samaria), and brought him to Jehu. When they had killed him, they 
buried him, "because," they said, "he is the son of Jehoshaphat, who sought 
the LORD with all his heart." So the house of Ahaziah had no one to assume 
power over the kingdom. 
NLT Then Jehu's men searched for Ahaziah, and they found him hiding in 
the city of Samaria. They brought him to Jehu, who killed him. Ahaziah was 
given a decent burial because the people said, 'He was the grandson of 
Jehoshaphat--a man who sought the LORD with all his heart.' None of the 
surviving members of Ahaziah's family was capable of ruling the kingdom. 

వచనము 10 

అహజాయ్ తలిల్యైన అతలాయ్ తన కుమారుడు చనిపోయెనని వినినపుప్డు ఆమె లేచి యూదావారి 

సంబంధులగు రాజవంశజులనందరిని హతము చేసెను. 
KJV But when Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was dead, 
she arose and destroyed all the seed royal of the house of Judah. 
Amplified But when Athaliah mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was 
dead, she arose and destroyed all the royal family of Judah. 
ESV Now when Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was dead, 
she arose and destroyed all the royal family of the house of Judah. 
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NIV When Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was dead, she 
proceeded to destroy the whole royal family of the house of Judah. 
NASB Now when Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was 
dead, she rose and destroyed all the royal offspring of the house of Judah. 
NKJV Now when Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah saw that her son was 
dead, she arose and destroyed all the royal heirs of the house of Judah. 
NLT When Athaliah, the mother of King Ahaziah of Judah, learned that 
her son was dead, she set out to destroy the rest of Judah's royal family. 

వచనము 11 

అయితే రాజునకు కుమారెత్యైన యెహోషబతు అహజాయ్ కుమారుడైన యోవాషును హతులైన 

రాజకుమారులలోనుండి దొంగిలించి, అతనిని అతని దాదిని ఒక పడకటింటిలో ఉంచెను. 

యెహోరాము రాజు కుమారెత్యును యెహోయాదా అను యాజకుని భారయ్యునైన యెహోషబతు 

అతలాయ్కు కనబడకుండ అతని దాచిపెటెట్ను గనుక ఆమె అతని చంపలేకపోయెను; ఈ యెహోషబతు 

అహజాయ్కు సహోదరి. 
KJV But Jehoshabeath, the daughter of the king, took Joash the son of 
Ahaziah, and stole him from among the king's sons that were slain, and put 
him and his nurse in a bedchamber. So Jehoshabeath, the daughter of king 
Jehoram, the wife of Jehoiada the priest, (for she was the sister of Ahaziah,) 
hid him from Athaliah, so that she slew him not. 
Amplified But Jehosheba, the daughter of the king, took Joash [infant] 
son of Ahaziah and stole him away from among the king's sons who were to 
be slain, and she put him and his nurse in a bedchamber. So Jehosheba 
daughter of King Jehoram, sister of Ahaziah, and wife of Jehoiada the 
priest, hid [Joash] from [his grandmother] Athaliah, so that she did not slay 
him. 
ESV But Jehoshabeath, the daughter of the king, took Joash the son of 
Ahaziah and stole him away from among the king's sons who were about to 
be put to death, and she put him and his nurse in a bedroom. Thus 
Jehoshabeath, the daughter of King Jehoram and wife of Jehoiada the 
priest, because she was a sister of Ahaziah, hid him from Athaliah, so that 
she did not put him to death. 
NIV But Jehosheba, the daughter of King Jehoram, took Joash son of 
Ahaziah and stole him away from among the royal princes who were about 
to be murdered and put him and his nurse in a bedroom. Because 
Jehosheba, the daughter of King Jehoram and wife of the priest Jehoiada, 
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was Ahaziah's sister, she hid the child from Athaliah so she could not kill 
him. 
NASB But Jehoshabeath the king's daughter took Joash the son of 
Ahaziah, and stole him from among the king's sons who were being put to 
death, and placed him and his nurse in the bedroom. So Jehoshabeath, the 
daughter of King Jehoram, the wife of Jehoiada the priest (for she was the 
sister of Ahaziah), hid him from Athaliah so that she would not put him to 
death. 
NKJV But Jehoshabeath, the daughter of the king, took Joash the son of 
Ahaziah, and stole him away from among the king's sons who were being 
murdered, and put him and his nurse in a bedroom. So Jehoshabeath, the 
daughter of King Jehoram, the wife of Jehoiada the priest (for she was the 
sister of Ahaziah), hid him from Athaliah so that she did not kill him. 
NLT But Ahaziah's sister Jehosheba, the daughter of King Jehoram, took 
Ahaziah's infant son, Joash, and stole him away from among the rest of the 
king's children, who were about to be killed. She put Joash and his nurse in 
a bedroom. In this way, Jehosheba, the wife of Jehoiada the priest, hid the 
child so that Athaliah could not murder him. 

వచనము 12 

ఆరు సంవతస్రములు అతడు వారితోకూడ దేవుని మందిరములో దాచబడియుండెను; ఆ కాలమున 

అతలాయ్ దేశమును పాలించెను. 
KJV And he was with them hid in the house of God six years: and Athaliah 
reigned over the land. 
Amplified And Joash was with them hidden in the house of God six years, 
and Athaliah reigned over the land. 
ESV And he remained with them six years, hidden in the house of God, 
while Athaliah reigned over the land. 
NIV He remained hidden with them at the temple of God for six years 
while Athaliah ruled the land. 
NASB He was hidden with them in the house of God six years while 
Athaliah reigned over the land. 
NKJV And he was hidden with them in the house of God for six years, 
while Athaliah reigned over the land. 
NLT Joash remained hidden in the Temple of God for six years while 
Athaliah ruled over the land. 
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వచనము 1 

అంతట ఏడవ సంవతస్రమందు యెహోయాదా ధైరయ్ము తెచుచ్కొని, శతాధిపతులతోను యెరోహాము 

కుమారుడైన అజరాయ్తోను యెహోహానాను కుమారుడైన ఇషామ్యేలుతోను ఓబేదు కుమారుడైన 

అజరాయ్తోను అదాయా కుమారుడైన మయశేయాతోను జిఖీర్ కుమారుడైన ఎలీషాపాతుతోను 

నిబంధనచేయగా 

KJV And in the seventh year Jehoiada strengthened himself, and took the 
captains of hundreds, Azariah the son of Jeroham, and Ishmael the son of 
Jehohanan, and Azariah the son of Obed, and Maaseiah the son of Adaiah, 
and Elishaphat the son of Zichri, into covenant with him. 
Amplified IN THE seventh year Jehoiada [the priest] took strength and 
courage and made a covenant with the captains of hundreds: Azariah son of 
Jeroham, Ishmael son of Jehohanan, Azariah son of Obed, Maaseiah son of 
Adaiah, and Elishaphat son of Zichri. 
ESV But in the seventh year Jehoiada took courage and entered into a 
covenant with the commanders of hundreds, Azariah the son of Jeroham, 
Ishmael the son of Jehohanan, Azariah the son of Obed, Maaseiah the son 
of Adaiah, and Elishaphat the son of Zichri. 
NIV In the seventh year Jehoiada showed his strength. He made a 
covenant with the commanders of units of a hundred: Azariah son of 
Jeroham, Ishmael son of Jehohanan, Azariah son of Obed, Maaseiah son of 
Adaiah, and Elishaphat son of Zicri. 
NASB Now in the seventh year Jehoiada strengthened himself, and took 
captains of hundreds: Azariah the son of Jeroham, Ishmael the son of 
Johanan, Azariah the son of Obed, Maaseiah the son of Adaiah, and 
Elishaphat the son of Zichri, and they entered into a covenant with him. 
NKJV In the seventh year Jehoiada strengthened himself, and made a 
covenant with the captains of hundreds: Azariah the son of Jeroham, 
Ishmael the son of Jehohanan, Azariah the son of Obed, Maaseiah the son 
of Adaiah, and Elishaphat the son of Zichri. 
NLT In the seventh year of Athaliah's reign, Jehoiada the priest decided to 
act. He got up his courage and made a pact with five army commanders: 
Azariah son of Jeroham, Ishmael son of Jehohanan, Azariah son of Obed, 
Maaseiah son of Adaiah, and Elishaphat son of Zicri. 

వచనము 2 
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వారు యూదా దేశమందంతటను సంచరించి, యూదావారి పటట్ణములనిన్టిలోనుండి లేవీయులను 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల పితరుల యిండల్ పెదద్లను సమకూరిచ్ యెరూషలేమునకు తోడుకొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV And they went about in Judah, and gathered the Levites out of all the 
cities of Judah, and the chief of the fathers of Israel, and they came to 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified And they went about in Judah and gathered the Levites out of 
all the cities, and the chiefs of the fathers' houses of Israel, and they came to 
Jerusalem. 
ESV And they went about through Judah and gathered the Levites from all 
the cities of Judah, and the heads of fathers' houses of Israel, and they came 
to Jerusalem. 
NIV They went throughout Judah and gathered the Levites and the heads 
of Israelite families from all the towns. When they came to Jerusalem, 
NASB They went throughout Judah and gathered the Levites from all the 
cities of Judah, and the heads of the fathers' households of Israel, and they 
came to Jerusalem. 
NKJV And they went throughout Judah and gathered the Levites from all 
the cities of Judah, and the chief fathers of Israel, and they came to 
Jerusalem. 
NLT These men traveled secretly throughout Judah and summoned the 
Levites and clan leaders in Judah's towns to come to Jerusalem. 

వచనము 3 

జనులందరు సమాజముగా కూడి దేవుని మందిరములో రాజుతో నిబంధన చేసికొనినపుప్డు అతడు 

వారితో ఇటల్నెను--యెహోవా దావీదు కుమారులనుగూరిచ్ యిచిచ్న సెలవుచొపుప్న రాజకుమారుడు 

రాజయ్మేలవలెను. 
KJV And all the congregation made a covenant with the king in the house 
of God. And he said unto them, Behold, the king's son shall reign, as the 
LORD hath said of the sons of David. 
Amplified And all the assembly made a covenant in the house of God with 
the king [little Joash, to suddenly proclaim his sovereignty and overthrow 
Athaliah's tyranny]. And Jehoiada the priest said to them, Behold, the 
king's son shall reign, as the Lord has said of the offspring of David. 
ESV And all the assembly made a covenant with the king in the house of 
God. And Jehoiada said to them, "Behold, the king's son! Let him reign, as 
the LORD spoke concerning the sons of David. 
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NIV the whole assembly made a covenant with the king at the temple of 
God. Jehoiada said to them, 'The king's son shall reign, as the LORD 
promised concerning the descendants of David. 
NASB Then all the assembly made a covenant with the king in the house of 
God. And Jehoiada said to them, 'Behold, the king's son shall reign, as the 
LORD has spoken concerning the sons of David. 
NKJV Then all the assembly made a covenant with the king in the house of 
God. And he said to them, "Behold, the king's son shall reign, as the LORD 
has said of the sons of David. 
NLT They all gathered at the Temple of God, where they made a covenant 
with Joash, the young king. Jehoiada said to them, 'The time has come for 
the king's son to reign! The LORD has promised that a descendant of David 
will be our king. 

వచనము 4 

కాబటిట్ మీరు చేయవలసినదేమనగా, మీలో యాజకులైనవారేమి లేవీయులైనవారేమి విశార్ంతిదినమున 

లోపల పర్వేశించువారు మూడు భాగములై, యొక భాగము దావ్రపాలకులుగా ఉండవలెను. 
KJV This is the thing that ye shall do; A third part of you entering on the 
sabbath, of the priests and of the Levites, shall be porters of the doors; 
Amplified This is what you shall do: a third of you priests and Levites who 
are resuming service on the Sabbath shall be doorkeepers, 
ESV This is the thing that you shall do: of you priests and Levites who 
come off duty on the Sabbath, one third shall be gatekeepers, 
NIV Now this is what you are to do: A third of you priests and Levites who 
are going on duty on the Sabbath are to keep watch at the doors, 
NASB 'This is the thing which you shall do: one third of you, of the priests 
and Levites who come in on the sabbath, shall be gatekeepers, 
NKJV This is what you shall do: One-third of you entering on the Sabbath, 
of the priests and the Levites, shall be keeping watch over the doors; 
NLT This is what you must do. When the priests and Levites come on duty 
on the Sabbath, a third of them will serve as gatekeepers. 

వచనము 5 

ఒక భాగము రాజనగరునొదద్ ఉండవలెను. ఒక భాగము పునాది గుమమ్మునొదద్ ఉండవలెను, 

జనులందరు యెహోవా మందిరపు ఆవరణములలో ఉండవలెను. 
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KJV And a third part shall be at the king's house; and a third part at the 
gate of the foundation: and all the people shall be in the courts of the house 
of the LORD. 
Amplified A [second] third shall be at the king's house, and [the final] 
third at the Foundation Gate; and all the people shall be in the courts [only] 
of the house of the Lord. 
ESV and one third shall be at the king's house and one third at the Gate of 
the Foundation. And all the people shall be in the courts of the house of the 
LORD. 
NIV a third of you at the royal palace and a third at the Foundation Gate, 
and all the other men are to be in the courtyards of the temple of the LORD. 
NASB and one third shall be at the king's house, and a third at the Gate of 
the Foundation; and all the people shall be in the courts of the house of the 
LORD. 
NKJV one-third shall be at the king's house; and one-third at the Gate of 
the Foundation. All the people shall be in the courts of the house of the 
LORD. 
NLT Another third will go over to the royal palace, and the final third will 
be at the Foundation Gate. Everyone else should stay in the courtyards of 
the LORD's Temple. 

వచనము 6 

యాజకులును లేవీయులలో పరిచారము చేయువారును తపప్ యెహోవా మందిరము లోపలికి మరి 

ఎవరును రాకూడదు, వారు పర్తిషిఠ్ంపబడిన వారు గనుక వారు లోపలికి రావచుచ్నుగాని జనులందరు 

యెహోవా ఇచిచ్న ఆజఞ్చొపుప్న బయట ఉండవలెను. 
KJV But let none come into the house of the LORD, save the priests, and 
they that minister of the Levites; they shall go in, for they are holy: but all 
the people shall keep the watch of the LORD. 
Amplified But let none come into the [main] house of the Lord except the 
priests and those of the Levites who minister; they may go in, for they are 
holy, but let all the rest of the people carefully observe the law against 
entering the holy place of the Lord. 
ESV Let no one enter the house of the LORD except the priests and 
ministering Levites. They may enter, for they are holy, but all the people 
shall keep the charge of the LORD. 
NIV No one is to enter the temple of the LORD except the priests and 
Levites on duty; they may enter because they are consecrated, but all the 
other men are to guard what the LORD has assigned to them. 
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NASB 'But let no one enter the house of the LORD except the priests and 
the ministering Levites; they may enter, for they are holy. And let all the 
people keep the charge of the LORD. 
NKJV But let no one come into the house of the LORD except the priests 
and those of the Levites who serve. They may go in, for they are holy; but all 
the people shall keep the watch of the LORD. 
NLT Remember, only the priests and Levites on duty may enter the Temple 
of the LORD, for they are set apart as holy. The rest of the people must obey 
the LORD's instructions and stay outside. 

వచనము 7 

లేవీయులందరు తమ తమ ఆయుధములను చేతపటుట్కొని రాజుచుటుట్ను ఉండవలెను, మందిరము 

లోపలికి మరి ఎవరైనను వచిచ్నయెడల ఆ వచిచ్నవారికి మరణశిక్ష విధించుడి; రాజు లోపలికి 

వచిచ్నపుప్డేమి బయటికి వెళుల్నపుప్డేమి మీరు అతనితోకూడ ఉండవలెను. 
KJV And the Levites shall compass the king round about, every man with 
his weapons in his hand; and whosoever else cometh into the house, he 
shall be put to death: but be ye with the king when he cometh in, and when 
he goeth out. 
Amplified And the Levites shall surround the young king, every man with 
his weapons in his hand; and whoever comes into the house [breaking 
through the ranks of the guard to get near Joash] shall be put to death. But 
you be with the king when he comes in [from the temple chamber where he 
is hiding] and when he goes out. 
ESV The Levites shall surround the king, each with his weapons in his 
hand. And whoever enters the house shall be put to death. Be with the king 
when he comes in and when he goes out." 
NIV The Levites are to station themselves around the king, each man with 
his weapons in his hand. Anyone who enters the temple must be put to 
death. Stay close to the king wherever he goes.' 
NASB 'The Levites will surround the king, each man with his weapons in 
his hand; and whoever enters the house, let him be killed. Thus be with the 
king when he comes in and when he goes out.' 
NKJV And the Levites shall surround the king on all sides, every man with 
his weapons in his hand; and whoever comes into the house, let him be put 
to death. You are to be with the king when he comes in and when he goes 
out." 
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NLT You Levites, form a bodyguard for the king and keep your weapons in 
hand. Any unauthorized person who enters the Temple must be killed. Stay 
right beside the king at all times.' 

వచనము 8 

కాబటిట్ లేవీయులును యూదావారందరును యాజకుడైన యెహోయాదా ఆజఞ్ యంతటి పర్కారము 

చేసిరి; యాజకుడైన యెహోయాదా వంతులవారికి సెలవియయ్లేదు గనుక పర్తివాడు విశార్ంతిదినమున 

బయటికి వెళల్వలసిన తనవారిని ఆ దినమున లోపలికి రావలసిన తనవారిని తీసికొనివచెచ్ను. 
KJV So the Levites and all Judah did according to all things that Jehoiada 
the priest had commanded, and took every man his men that were to come 
in on the sabbath, with them that were to go out on the sabbath: for 
Jehoiada the priest dismissed not the courses. 
Amplified So the Levites and all Judah did according to all that Jehoiada 
the priest had commanded; and took every man his men who were to 
resume duty on the Sabbath, with those who were to go out on the Sabbath, 
for Jehoiada the priest did not dismiss the divisions [of priests and Levites]. 
ESV The Levites and all Judah did according to all that Jehoiada the priest 
commanded, and they each brought his men, who were to go off duty on the 
Sabbath, with those who were to come on duty on the Sabbath, for Jehoiada 
the priest did not dismiss the divisions. 
NIV The Levites and all the men of Judah did just as Jehoiada the priest 
ordered. Each one took his men--those who were going on duty on the 
Sabbath and those who were going off duty--for Jehoiada the priest had not 
released any of the divisions. 
NASB So the Levites and all Judah did according to all that Jehoiada the 
priest commanded. And each one of them took his men who were to come 
in on the sabbath, with those who were to go out on the sabbath, for 
Jehoiada the priest did not dismiss any of the divisions. 
NKJV So the Levites and all Judah did according to all that Jehoiada the 
priest commanded. And each man took his men who were to be on duty on 
the Sabbath, with those who were going off duty on the Sabbath; for 
Jehoiada the priest had not dismissed the divisions. 
NLT So the Levites and the people did everything just as Jehoiada the 
priest ordered. The commanders took charge of the men reporting for duty 
that Sabbath, as well as those who were going off duty. Jehoiada the priest 
did not let anyone go home after their shift ended. 

వచనము 9 
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మరియు యాజకుడైన యెహోయాదా దేవుని మందిరమందు రాజైన దావీదు ఉంచిన బలెల్ములను 

కేడెములను డాళల్ను శతాధిపతులకు అపప్గించెను. 
KJV Moreover Jehoiada the priest delivered to the captains of hundreds 
spears, and bucklers, and shields, that had been king David's, which were in 
the house of God. 
Amplified Also Jehoiada the priest gave the captains of hundreds spears, 
bucklers, and shields that had been King David's, which were in the house 
of God. 
ESV And Jehoiada the priest gave to the captains the spears and the large 
and small shields that had been King David's, which were in the house of 
God. 
NIV Then he gave the commanders of units of a hundred the spears and 
the large and small shields that had belonged to King David and that were 
in the temple of God. 
NASB Then Jehoiada the priest gave to the captains of hundreds the 
spears and the large and small shields which had been King David's, which 
were in the house of God. 
NKJV And Jehoiada the priest gave to the captains of hundreds the spears 
and the large and small shields which had belonged to King David, that 
were in the temple of God. 
NLT Then Jehoiada supplied the commanders with the spears and shields 
that had once belonged to King David and were stored in the Temple of 
God. 

వచనము 10 

అతడు ఆయుధము చేతపటుట్కొనిన జనులందరిని మందిరపు కుడివైపునుండి యెడమవైపువరకు 

బలిపీఠము పర్కక్ను మందిరముపర్కక్ను రాజుచుటుట్ను ఉంచెను. 
KJV And he set all the people, every man having his weapon in his hand, 
from the right side of the temple to the left side of the temple, along by the 
altar and the temple, by the king round about. 
Amplified And he set all the people as a guard for the king, every man 
having his weapon (missile) in his hand, from the right side to the left side 
of the temple, around the altar and the temple. 
ESV And he set all the people as a guard for the king, every man with his 
weapon in his hand, from the south side of the house to the north side of 
the house, around the altar and the house. 
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NIV He stationed all the men, each with his weapon in his hand, around 
the king--near the altar and the temple, from the south side to the north 
side of the temple. 
NASB He stationed all the people, each man with his weapon in his hand, 
from the right side of the house to the left side of the house, by the altar and 
by the house, around the king. 
NKJV Then he set all the people, every man with his weapon in his hand, 
from the right side of the temple to the left side of the temple, along by the 
altar and by the temple, all around the king. 
NLT He stationed the guards around the king, with their weapons ready. 
They formed a line from the south side of the Temple around to the north 
side and all around the altar. 

వచనము 11 

అపుప్డు వారు రాజకుమారుని బయటికి తోడుకొనివచిచ్, అతనిమీద కిరీటముంచి, ధరమ్శాసత్ర 

గర్ంథమును అతని చేతికిచిచ్ అతనికి పటాట్భిషేకము చేసిరి; యెహోయాదాయును అతని కుమారులును 

అతనిని అభిషేకించి రాజు చిరంజీవియగునుగాక యనిరి. 
KJV Then they brought out the king's son, and put upon him the crown, 
and gave him the testimony, and made him king. And Jehoiada and his 
sons anointed him, and said, God save the king. 
Amplified Then they brought out the king's son and put the crown on him 
and gave him the testimony or law and made him king. And Jehoiada and 
his sons anointed him and said, Long live the king! 
ESV Then they brought out the king's son and put the crown on him and 
gave him the testimony. And they proclaimed him king, and Jehoiada and 
his sons anointed him, and they said, "Long live the king." 
NIV Jehoiada and his sons brought out the king's son and put the crown on 
him; they presented him with a copy of the covenant and proclaimed him 
king. They anointed him and shouted, 'Long live the king!' 
NASB Then they brought out the king's son and put the crown on him, and 
gave him the testimony and made him king And Jehoiada and his sons 
anointed him and said, 'Long live the king!' 
NKJV And they brought out the king's son, put the crown on him, gave 
him the Testimony, and made him king. Then Jehoiada and his sons 
anointed him, and said, "Long live the king!" 
NLT Then Jehoiada and his sons brought out Joash, the king's son, and 
placed the crown on his head. They presented Joash with a copy of God's 
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laws and proclaimed him king. Then they anointed him, and everyone 
shouted, 'Long live the king!' 

వచనము 12 

పరుగులెతుత్చు రాజును కొనియాడుచు ఉనన్ జనులు చేయు ధవ్ని అతలాయ్ విని యెహోవా 

మందిరమందునన్ జనులయొదద్కు వచిచ్ 
KJV Now when Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and 
praising the king, she came to the people into the house of the LORD: 
Amplified When Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and 
praising the king, she went into the Lord's house to the people. 
ESV When Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and praising the 
king, she went into the house of the LORD to the people. 
NIV When Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and cheering the 
king, she went to them at the temple of the LORD. 
NASB When Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and praising 
the king, she came into the house of the LORD to the people. 
NKJV Now when Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and 
praising the king, she came to the people in the temple of the LORD. 
NLT When Athaliah heard the noise of the people running and the shouts 
of praise to the king, she hurried to the LORD's Temple to see what was 
happening. 

వచనము 13 

పర్వేశసథ్లము దగగ్రనునన్ అతనికి ఏరాప్టైన సత్ంభమునొదద్ రాజు నిలువబడి యుండుటయు, 

అధిపతులును బూరలు ఊదువారును రాజునొదద్ నుండుటయు, దేశపు జనులందరును 

సంతోషించుచు బూరలతో నాదములు చేయుచుండుటయు, గాయకులును వాదయ్ములతో సుత్తిపాటలు 

పాడుచుండుటయు చూచి వసత్రములు చింపుకొని దోర్హము దోర్హమని అరచెను. 
KJV And she looked, and, behold, the king stood at his pillar at the 
entering in, and the princes and the trumpets by the king: and all the 
people of the land rejoiced, and sounded with trumpets, also the singers 
with instruments of musick, and such as taught to sing praise. Then 
Athaliah rent her clothes, and said, Treason, Treason. 
Amplified And behold, there the king stood by his pillar at the entrance, 
the captains and the trumpeters beside him; and all the people of the land 
rejoicing and blowing trumpets, and the singers with musical instruments 
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led in singing of praise. Athaliah rent her clothes and cried, Treason! 
Treason! 
ESV And when she looked, there was the king standing by his pillar at the 
entrance, and the captains and the trumpeters beside the king, and all the 
people of the land rejoicing and blowing trumpets, and the singers with 
their musical instruments leading in the celebration. And Athaliah tore her 
clothes and cried, "Treason! Treason!" 
NIV She looked, and there was the king, standing by his pillar at the 
entrance. The officers and the trumpeters were beside the king, and all the 
people of the land were rejoicing and blowing trumpets, and singers with 
musical instruments were leading the praises. Then Athaliah tore her robes 
and shouted, 'Treason! Treason!' 
NASB She looked, and behold, the king was standing by his pillar at the 
entrance, and the captains and the trumpeters were beside the king. And all 
the people of the land rejoiced and blew trumpets, the singers with their 
musical instruments leading the praise. Then Athaliah tore her clothes and 
said, 'Treason! Treason!' 
NKJV When she looked, there was the king standing by his pillar at the 
entrance; and the leaders and the trumpeters were by the king. All the 
people of the land were rejoicing and blowing trumpets, also the singers 
with musical instruments, and those who led in praise. So Athaliah tore her 
clothes and said, "Treason! Treason!" 
NLT And she saw the newly crowned king standing in his place of authority 
by the pillar at the Temple entrance. The officers and trumpeters were 
surrounding him, and people from all over the land were rejoicing and 
blowing trumpets. Singers with musical instruments were leading the 
people in a great celebration. When Athaliah saw all this, she tore her 
clothes in despair and shouted, 'Treason! Treason!' 

వచనము 14 

అపుప్డు యాజకుడైన యెహోయాదా యెహోవా మందిరములో ఆమెను చంపవలదు, ఆమెను పంకుత్ల 

అవతలకు వెళల్వేసి ఆమె పక్షము పూనువారిని కతిత్చేత చంపుడని సైనయ్ముమీదనునన్ శతాధిపతులకు 

ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV Then Jehoiada the priest brought out the captains of hundreds that 
were set over the host, and said unto them, Have her forth of the ranges: 
and whoso followeth her, let him be slain with the sword. For the priest 
said, Slay her not in the house of the LORD. 
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Amplified Then Jehoiada the priest commanded the captains of hundreds 
who were over the army, Bring her out between the ranks, and whoever 
follows her, let him be slain with the sword. For the priest said, Do not slay 
her in the Lord's house. 
ESV Then Jehoiada the priest brought out the captains who were set over 
the army, saying to them, "Bring her out between the ranks, and anyone 
who follows her is to be put to death with the sword." For the priest said, 
"Do not put her to death in the house of the LORD." 
NIV Jehoiada the priest sent out the commanders of units of a hundred, 
who were in charge of the troops, and said to them: 'Bring her out between 
the ranks and put to the sword anyone who follows her.' For the priest had 
said, 'Do not put her to death at the temple of the LORD.' 
NASB Jehoiada the priest brought out the captains of hundreds who were 
appointed over the army and said to them, 'Bring her out between the 
ranks; and whoever follows her, put to death with the sword.' For the priest 
said, 'Let her not be put to death in the house of the LORD.' 
NKJV And Jehoiada the priest brought out the captains of hundreds who 
were set over the army, and said to them, "Take her outside under guard, 
and slay with the sword whoever follows her." For the priest had said, "Do 
not kill her in the house of the LORD." 
NLT Then Jehoiada the priest ordered the commanders who were in 
charge of the troops, 'Take her out of the Temple, and kill anyone who tries 
to rescue her. Do not kill her here in the Temple of the LORD.' 

వచనము 15 

కాబటిట్ వారు ఆమెకు దారియిచిచ్, రాజనగరునొదద్నునన్ గుఱఱ్పు గుమమ్ముయొకక్ పర్వేశసథ్లమునకు 

ఆమె వచిచ్నపుప్డు వారు ఆమెను అకక్డ చంపివేసిరి. 
KJV So they laid hands on her; and when she was come to the entering of 
the horse gate by the king's house, they slew her there. 
Amplified So they made way for Athaliah, and she went into the entrance 
of the Horse Gate of the king's house; there they slew her. 
ESV So they laid hands on her, and she went into the entrance of the horse 
gate of the king's house, and they put her to death there. 
NIV So they seized her as she reached the entrance of the Horse Gate on 
the palace grounds, and there they put her to death. 
NASB So they seized her, and when she arrived at the entrance of the 
Horse Gate of the king's house, they put her to death there. 
NKJV So they seized her; and she went by way of the entrance of the Horse 
Gate into the king's house, and they killed her there. 
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NLT So they seized her and led her out to the gate where horses enter the 
palace grounds, and they killed her there. 

వచనము 16 

అపుప్డు యెహోయాదా జనులందరు యెహోవావారై యుండవలెనని జనులందరితోను రాజుతోను 

నిబంధనచేసెను. 
KJV And Jehoiada made a covenant between him, and between all the 
people, and between the king, that they should be the LORD's people. 
Amplified Then Jehoiada made a covenant between himself, all the 
people, and the king, that they should be the Lord's people. 
ESV And Jehoiada made a covenant between himself and all the people 
and the king that they should be the LORD's people. 
NIV Jehoiada then made a covenant that he and the people and the king 
would be the Lord's people. 
NASB Then Jehoiada made a covenant between himself and all the people 
and the king, that they would be the LORD'S people. 
NKJV Then Jehoiada made a covenant between himself, the people, and 
the king, that they should be the LORD's people. 
NLT Then Jehoiada made a covenant between himself and the king and the 
people that they would be the LORD's people. 

వచనము 17 

అంతట జనులందరును బయలు దేవతయొకక్ గుడికి పోయి దాని పడగొటిట్, బలిపీఠములను 

విగర్హములను తుతుత్నియలుగా విరుగగొటిట్, బయలు యాజకుడైన మతాత్నును బలిపీఠముల ముందర 

చంపిరి. 
KJV Then all the people went to the house of Baal, and brake it down, and 
brake his altars and his images in pieces, and slew Mattan the priest of Baal 
before the altars. 
Amplified Then all the people went to the house of Baal, tore it down, and 
broke its altars and its images in pieces, and slew Mattan the priest of Baal 
before the altars. 
ESV Then all the people went to the house of Baal and tore it down; his 
altars and his images they broke in pieces, and they killed Mattan the priest 
of Baal before the altars. 
NIV All the people went to the temple of Baal and tore it down. They 
smashed the altars and idols and killed Mattan the priest of Baal in front of 
the altars. 
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NASB And all the people went to the house of Baal and tore it down, and 
they broke in pieces his altars and his images, and killed Mattan the priest 
of Baal before the altars. 
NKJV And all the people went to the temple of Baal, and tore it down. 
They broke in pieces its altars and images, and killed Mattan the priest of 
Baal before the altars. 
NLT And all the people went over to the temple of Baal and tore it down. 
They demolished the altars and smashed the idols, and they killed Mattan 
the priest of Baal in front of the altars. 

వచనము 18 

మరియు మోషే యిచిచ్న ధరమ్శాసత్రమందు వార్యబడిన దానినిబటిట్ ఉతాస్హముతోను గానముతోను 

యెహోవాకు అరిప్ంపవలసిన దహనబలులను దావీదు నియమించిన పర్కారముగా అరిప్ంచునటుల్, 

లేవీయులైన యాజకుల చేతికిర్ంద నుండునటిట్యు, యెహోవా మందిరమందు దావీదు పనులు 

పంచివేసినటిట్యునైన యెహోవా మందిరపు కావలివారికి యెహోయాదా నిరణ్యించెను. 
KJV Also Jehoiada appointed the offices of the house of the LORD by the 
hand of the priests the Levites, whom David had distributed in the house of 
the LORD, to offer the burnt offerings of the LORD, as it is written in the 
law of Moses, with rejoicing and with singing, as it was ordained by David. 
Amplified Also Jehoiada appointed the offices and officers [for the care] 
of the house of the Lord under the direction of the Levitical priests, whom 
David had distributed [in his day] in the house of the Lord, to offer the 
burnt offerings of the Lord as written in the Law of Moses, with rejoicing 
and singing, as ordered by David. 
ESV And Jehoiada posted watchmen for the house of the LORD under the 
direction of the Levitical priests and the Levites whom David had organized 
to be in charge of the house of the LORD, to offer burnt offerings to the 
LORD, as it is written in the Law of Moses, with rejoicing and with singing, 
according to the order of David. 
NIV Then Jehoiada placed the oversight of the temple of the LORD in the 
hands of the priests, who were Levites, to whom David had made 
assignments in the temple, to present the burnt offerings of the LORD as 
written in the Law of Moses, with rejoicing and singing, as David had 
ordered. 
NASB Moreover, Jehoiada placed the offices of the house of the LORD 
under the authority of the Levitical priests, whom David had assigned over 
the house of the LORD, to offer the burnt offerings of the LORD, as it is 
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written in the law of Moses--with rejoicing and singing according to the 
order of David. 
NKJV Also Jehoiada appointed the oversight of the house of the LORD to 
the hand of the priests, the Levites, whom David had assigned in the house 
of the LORD, to offer the burnt offerings of the LORD, as it is written in the 
Law of Moses, with rejoicing and with singing, as it was established by 
David. 
NLT Jehoiada now put the Levitical priests in charge of the Temple of the 
LORD, following all the instructions given by David. He also commanded 
them to present burnt offerings to the LORD, as prescribed by the law of 
Moses, and to sing and rejoice as David had instructed. 

వచనము 19 

యెహోవా మందిరములోనికి దేనిచేతనైనను అంటుతగిలినవారు పర్వేశింపకుండునటుల్ అతడు 

దావ్రములయొదద్ దావ్రపాలకులను ఉంచెను. 
KJV And he set the porters at the gates of the house of the LORD, that 
none which was unclean in any thing should enter in. 
Amplified Jehoiada set the gatekeepers at the gates of the house of the 
Lord so that no one should enter who was in any way unclean. 
ESV He stationed the gatekeepers at the gates of the house of the LORD so 
that no one should enter who was in any way unclean. 
NIV He also stationed doorkeepers at the gates of the Lord's temple so that 
no one who was in any way unclean might enter. 
NASB He stationed the gatekeepers of the house of the LORD, so that no 
one would enter who was in any way unclean. 
NKJV And he set the gatekeepers at the gates of the house of the LORD, so 
that no one who was in any way unclean should enter. 
NLT He stationed gatekeepers at the gates of the LORD's Temple to keep 
those who were ceremonially unclean from entering. 

వచనము 20 

మరియు అతడు శతాధిపతులను పర్ధానులను జనుల అధికారులను దేశపు జనులనందరిని 

వెంటబెటుట్కొని యెహోవా మందిరములోనుండి రాజును తోడుకొనివచెచ్ను; వారు ఎతత్యిన 

దావ్రముగుండ రాజనగరుచొచిచ్ రాజయ్సింహాసనముమీద రాజును ఆసీనుని చేయగా 

KJV And he took the captains of hundreds, and the nobles, and the 
governors of the people, and all the people of the land, and brought down 
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the king from the house of the LORD: and they came through the high gate 
into the king's house, and set the king upon the throne of the kingdom. 
Amplified And he took the captains of hundreds and the nobles and 
governors of the people and all the people of the land and brought down the 
king from the house of the Lord; and they came through the Upper Gate to 
the king's house and set the king upon the throne of the kingdom. 
ESV And he took the captains, the nobles, the governors of the people, and 
all the people of the land, and they brought the king down from the house 
of the LORD, marching through the upper gate to the king's house. And 
they set the king on the royal throne. 
NIV He took with him the commanders of hundreds, the nobles, the rulers 
of the people and all the people of the land and brought the king down from 
the temple of the LORD. They went into the palace through the Upper Gate 
and seated the king on the royal throne, 
NASB He took the captains of hundreds, the nobles, the rulers of the 
people and all the people of the land, and brought the king down from the 
house of the LORD, and came through the upper gate to the king's house. 
And they placed the king upon the royal throne. 
NKJV Then he took the captains of hundreds, the nobles, the governors of 
the people, and all the people of the land, and brought the king down from 
the house of the LORD; and they went through the Upper Gate to the king's 
house, and set the king on the throne of the kingdom. 
NLT Then the commanders, nobles, rulers, and all the people escorted the 
king from the Temple of the LORD. They went through the Upper Gate and 
into the palace, and they seated the king on the royal throne. 

వచనము 21 

దేశజనులందరు సంతోషించిరి. వారు అతలాయ్ను చంపిన తరువాత పటట్ణము నెమమ్దిగా ఉండెను. 
KJV And all the people of the land rejoiced: and the city was quiet, after 
that they had slain Athaliah with the sword. 
Amplified So all the people of the land rejoiced, and the city was quiet 
after Athaliah had been slain with the sword. 
ESV So all the people of the land rejoiced, and the city was quiet after 
Athaliah had been put to death with the sword. 
NIV and all the people of the land rejoiced. And the city was quiet, because 
Athaliah had been slain with the sword. 
NASB So all of the people of the land rejoiced and the city was quiet. For 
they had put Athaliah to death with the sword. 
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NKJV So all the people of the land rejoiced; and the city was quiet, for they 
had slain Athaliah with the sword. 
NLT So all the people of the land rejoiced, and the city was peaceful 
because Athaliah had been killed. 
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వచనము 1 

యోవాషు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఏడు సంవతస్రముల యీడుగలవాడై యెరూషలేములో నలువది 

ఏండుల్ ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్ బెయేరె ష్బా కాపురసుథ్రాలైన జిబాయ్. 
KJV Joash was seven years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
forty years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was Zibiah of Beersheba. 
Amplified JOASH WAS seven years old when he began his forty-year 
reign in Jerusalem. His mother was Zibiah of Beersheba. 
ESV Joash was seven years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
forty years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Zibiah of Beersheba. 
NIV Joash was seven years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem forty years. His mother's name was Zibiah; she was from 
Beersheba. 
NASB Joash was seven years old when he became king, and he reigned 
forty years in Jerusalem; and his mother's name was Zibiah from 
Beersheba. 
NKJV Joash was seven years old when he became king, and he reigned 
forty years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Zibiah of Beersheba. 
NLT Joash was seven years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem forty years. His mother was Zibiah, from Beersheba. 

వచనము 2 

యాజకుడైన యెహోయాదా బర్దికిన దినములనిన్యు యోవాషు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా 

పర్వరిత్ంచెను. 
KJV And Joash did that which was right in the sight of the LORD all the 
days of Jehoiada the priest. 
Amplified And Joash did what was right in the sight of the Lord all the 
days of Jehoiada the priest [his uncle]. 
ESV And Joash did what was right in the eyes of the LORD all the days of 
Jehoiada the priest. 
NIV Joash did what was right in the eyes of the LORD all the years of 
Jehoiada the priest. 
NASB Joash did what was right in the sight of the LORD all the days of 
Jehoiada the priest. 
NKJV Joash did what was right in the sight of the LORD all the days of 
Jehoiada the priest. 
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NLT Joash did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight throughout the 
lifetime of Jehoiada the priest. 

వచనము 3 

యెహోయాదా అతనికి యిదద్రు భారయ్లను పెండిల్చేసెను; అతడు కుమారులను కుమారెత్లను కనెను. 
KJV And Jehoiada took for him two wives; and he begat sons and 
daughters. 
Amplified And Jehoiada took for him two wives, and he had sons and 
daughters. 
ESV Jehoiada got for him two wives, and he had sons and daughters. 
NIV Jehoiada chose two wives for him, and he had sons and daughters. 
NASB Jehoiada took two wives for him, and he became the father of sons 
and daughters. 
NKJV And Jehoiada took two wives for him, and he had sons and 
daughters. 
NLT Jehoiada chose two wives for Joash, and he had sons and daughters. 

వచనము 4 

అంతట యెహోవా మందిరమును బాగుచేయవలెనని యోవాషునకు తాతప్రయ్ము పుటెట్ను గనుక 

KJV And it came to pass after this, that Joash was minded to repair the 
house of the LORD. 
Amplified After this, Joash decided to repair the Lord's house. 
ESV After this Joash decided to restore the house of the LORD. 
NIV Some time later Joash decided to restore the temple of the LORD. 
NASB Now it came about after this that Joash decided to restore the house 
of the LORD. 
NKJV Now it happened after this that Joash set his heart on repairing the 
house of the LORD. 
NLT Some time later, Joash decided to repair and restore the Temple of 
the LORD. 

వచనము 5 

అతడు యాజకులను లేవీయులను సమకూరిచ్ మీరు యూదా పటట్ణములకు పోయి మీ దేవుని 

మందిరము బాగుచేయుటకై ఇశార్యేలీయులందరియొదద్నుండి ధనమును ఏటేట సమకూరుచ్చు, ఈ 

కారయ్మును మీరు తవ్రపెటట్వలెనని వారికాజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను. వారు దానిని తవ్రగా చేయకపోయినందున 

KJV And he gathered together the priests and the Levites, and said to 
them, Go out unto the cities of Judah, and gather of all Israel money to 
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repair the house of your God from year to year, and see that ye hasten the 
matter. Howbeit the Levites hastened it not. 
Amplified He gathered the priests and the Levites and said to them, Go 
out to the cities of Judah, and gather from all Israel money to repair the 
house of your God from year to year; and see that you hasten the matter. 
But the Levites did not hasten it. 
ESV And he gathered the priests and the Levites and said to them, "Go out 
to the cities of Judah and gather from all Israel money to repair the house 
of your God from year to year, and see that you act quickly." But the Levites 
did not act quickly. 
NIV He called together the priests and Levites and said to them, 'Go to the 
towns of Judah and collect the money due annually from all Israel, to repair 
the temple of your God. Do it now.' But the Levites did not act at once. 
NASB He gathered the priests and Levites and said to them, 'Go out to the 
cities of Judah and collect money from all Israel to repair the house of your 
God annually, and you shall do the matter quickly.' But the Levites did not 
act quickly. 
NKJV Then he gathered the priests and the Levites, and said to them, "Go 
out to the cities of Judah, and gather from all Israel money to repair the 
house of your God from year to year, and see that you do it quickly." 
However the Levites did not do it quickly. 
NLT He summoned the priests and Levites and gave them these 
instructions: 'Go at once to all the towns of Judah and collect the required 
annual offerings, so that we can repair the Temple of your God. Do not 
delay!' But the Levites did not act right away. 

వచనము 6 

రాజు పర్ధానయాజకుడగు యెహోయాదాను పిలిచి ఆ దురామ్రుగ్రాలైన అతలాయ్ కుమారులు దేవుని 

మందిరమును పాడుచేసి, యెహోవా మందిర సంబంధమైన పర్తిషోఠ్పకరణములననిన్టిని 

బయలుదేవత పూజకు ఉపయోగించిరి. 
KJV And the king called for Jehoiada the chief, and said unto him, Why 
hast thou not required of the Levites to bring in out of Judah and out of 
Jerusalem the collection, according to the commandment of Moses the 
servant of the LORD, and of the congregation of Israel, for the tabernacle of 
witness? 
Amplified So the king called for Jehoiada the high priest and said to him, 
Why have you not required the Levites to bring in from Judah and 
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Jerusalem the tax authorized by Moses the servant of the Lord and of the 
assembly of Israel for the Tent of the Testimony? 
ESV So the king summoned Jehoiada the chief and said to him, "Why have 
you not required the Levites to bring in from Judah and Jerusalem the tax 
levied by Moses, the servant of the LORD, and the congregation of Israel for 
the tent of testimony?" 
NIV Therefore the king summoned Jehoiada the chief priest and said to 
him, 'Why haven't you required the Levites to bring in from Judah and 
Jerusalem the tax imposed by Moses the servant of the LORD and by the 
assembly of Israel for the Tent of the Testimony?' 
NASB So the king summoned Jehoiada the chief priest and said to him, 
'Why have you not required the Levites to bring in from Judah and from 
Jerusalem the levy fixed by Moses the servant of the LORD on the 
congregation of Israel for the tent of the testimony?' 
NKJV So the king called Jehoiada the chief priest, and said to him, "Why 
have you not required the Levites to bring in from Judah and from 
Jerusalem the collection, according to the commandment of Moses the 
servant of the LORD and of the assembly of Israel, for the tabernacle of 
witness?" 
NLT So the king called for Jehoiada the high priest and asked him, 'Why 
haven't you demanded that the Levites go out and collect the Temple taxes 
from the towns of Judah and from Jerusalem? Moses, the servant of the 
LORD, levied this tax on the community of Israel in order to maintain the 
Tabernacle of the Covenant.' 

వచనము 7 

సాక్షయ్పు గుడారమును బాగుచేయుటకై యూదాలోనుండియు యెరూషలేములోనుండియు 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల సమాజకులచేత యెహోవా సేవకుడైన మోషే నిరణ్యించిన కానుకను లేవీయులతో 

నీవెందుకు చెపిప్ తెపిప్ంచలేదని యడిగెను. 
KJV For the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman, had broken up the 
house of God; and also all the dedicated things of the house of the LORD 
did they bestow upon Baalim. 
Amplified For the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman, had broken into 
the house of God and also had used for the Baals all the dedicated things of 
the house of the Lord. 
ESV For the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman, had broken into the 
house of God, and had also used all the dedicated things of the house of the 
LORD for the Baals. 
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NIV Now the sons of that wicked woman Athaliah had broken into the 
temple of God and had used even its sacred objects for the Baals. 
NASB For the sons of the wicked Athaliah had broken into the house of 
God and even used the holy things of the house of the LORD for the Baals. 
NKJV For the sons of Athaliah, that wicked woman, had broken into the 
house of God, and had also presented all the dedicated things of the house 
of the LORD to the Baals. 
NLT Over the years, the followers of wicked Athaliah had broken into the 
Temple of God, and they had used all the dedicated things from the Temple 
of the LORD to worship the images of Baal. 

వచనము 8 

కాబటిట్ రాజు ఆజఞ్ చొపుప్న వారు ఒక పెటెట్ను చేయించి యెహోవా మందిరదావ్రము బయట ఉంచిరి. 
KJV And at the king's commandment they made a chest, and set it without 
at the gate of the house of the LORD. 
Amplified And at the king's command they made a chest and set it outside 
the gate of the house of the Lord. 
ESV So the king commanded, and they made a chest and set it outside the 
gate of the house of the LORD. 
NIV At the king's command, a chest was made and placed outside, at the 
gate of the temple of the LORD. 
NASB So the king commanded, and they made a chest and set it outside by 
the gate of the house of the LORD. 
NKJV Then at the king's command they made a chest, and set it outside at 
the gate of the house of the LORD. 
NLT So now Joash gave instructions for a chest to be made and set outside 
the gate leading to the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 9 

మరియు దేవుని సేవకుడైన మోషే అరణయ్మందు ఇశార్యేలీయులకు నిరణ్యించిన కానుకను యెహోవా 

యొదద్కు జనులు తేవలెనని యూదాలోను యెరూషలేములోను వారు చాటించిరి. 
KJV And they made a proclamation through Judah and Jerusalem, to 
bring in to the LORD the collection that Moses the servant of God laid upon 
Israel in the wilderness. 
Amplified And they made a proclamation through Judah and Jerusalem 
to bring in for the Lord the tax that Moses the servant of God laid upon 
Israel in the wilderness. 
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ESV And proclamation was made throughout Judah and Jerusalem to 
bring in for the LORD the tax that Moses the servant of God laid on Israel 
in the wilderness. 
NIV A proclamation was then issued in Judah and Jerusalem that they 
should bring to the LORD the tax that Moses the servant of God had 
required of Israel in the desert. 
NASB They made a proclamation in Judah and Jerusalem to bring to the 
LORD the levy fixed by Moses the servant of God on Israel in the 
wilderness. 
NKJV And they made a proclamation throughout Judah and Jerusalem to 
bring to the LORD the collection that Moses the servant of God had 
imposed on Israel in the wilderness. 
NLT Then a proclamation was sent throughout Judah and Jerusalem, 
telling the people to bring to the LORD the tax that Moses, the servant of 
God, had required of the Israelites in the wilderness. 

వచనము 10 

కాగా అధిపతులందరును జనులందరును సంతోషముగా కానుకలను తీసికొని వచిచ్ 

చాలినంతమటుట్కు పెటెట్లో వేసిరి. 
KJV And all the princes and all the people rejoiced, and brought in, and 
cast into the chest, until they had made an end. 
Amplified And all the princes and people rejoiced and brought their tax 
and dropped it into the chest until they had finished. 
ESV And all the princes and all the people rejoiced and brought their tax 
and dropped it into the chest until they had finished. 
NIV All the officials and all the people brought their contributions gladly, 
dropping them into the chest until it was full. 
NASB All the officers and all the people rejoiced and brought in their levies 
and dropped them into the chest until they had finished. 
NKJV Then all the leaders and all the people rejoiced, brought their 
contributions, and put them into the chest until all had given. 
NLT This pleased all the leaders and the people, and they gladly brought 
their money and filled the chest with it. 

వచనము 11 

లేవీయులు ఆ పెటెట్ను రాజు విమరిశ్ంచు సథ్లమునకు తెచుచ్చు వచిచ్రి; అందులో దర్వయ్ము 

విసాత్రముగానునన్టుట్ కనబడినపుప్డెలల్, రాజుయొకక్ పర్ధాన మంతిర్యు పర్ధాన యాజకుడు 
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నియమించిన పై విచారణకరత్యు వచిచ్, పెటెట్లోనునన్ దర్వయ్మును తీసి యథాసాథ్నమందు దానిని 

ఉంచుచు వచిచ్రి; వారీచొపుప్న పలుమారు చేయుటచేత విసాత్రమైన దర్వయ్ము సమకూరచ్బడెను. 
KJV Now it came to pass, that at what time the chest was brought unto the 
king's office by the hand of the Levites, and when they saw that there was 
much money, the king's scribe and the high priest's officer came and 
emptied the chest, and took it, and carried it to his place again. Thus they 
did day by day, and gathered money in abundance. 
Amplified When the Levites brought the chest to the king's office, and 
whenever they saw that there was much money, the king's secretary and the 
high priest's officer came and emptied the chest and carried it to its place 
again. Thus they did day by day and collected money in abundance. 
ESV And whenever the chest was brought to the king's officers by the 
Levites, when they saw that there was much money in it, the king's 
secretary and the officer of the chief priest would come and empty the chest 
and take it and return it to its place. Thus they did day after day, and 
collected money in abundance. 
NIV Whenever the chest was brought in by the Levites to the king's officials 
and they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary 
and the officer of the chief priest would come and empty the chest and carry 
it back to its place. They did this regularly and collected a great amount of 
money. 
NASB It came about whenever the chest was brought in to the king's 
officer by the Levites, and when they saw that there was much money, then 
the king's scribe and the chief priest's officer would come, empty the chest, 
take it, and return it to its place. Thus they did daily and collected much 
money. 
NKJV So it was, at that time, when the chest was brought to the king's 
official by the hand of the Levites, and when they saw that there was much 
money, that the king's scribe and the high priest's officer came and emptied 
the chest, and took it and returned it to its place. Thus they did day by day, 
and gathered money in abundance. 
NLT Whenever the chest became full, the Levites carried it to the king's 
officials. Then the court secretary and an officer of the high priest counted 
the money and took the chest back to the Temple again. This went on day 
after day, and a large amount of money was collected. 

వచనము 12 
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అపుప్డు రాజును యెహోయాదాయును యెహోవా మందిరపు పనిచేయువారికి దానినిచిచ్, యెహోవా 

మందిరమును బాగుచేయుటకై కాసెవారిని వడల్వారిని, యెహోవా మందిరమును బలపరచుటకు 

ఇనుపపని యితత్డిపని చేయువారిని కూలికి కుదిరిచ్రి. 
KJV And the king and Jehoiada gave it to such as did the work of the 
service of the house of the LORD, and hired masons and carpenters to 
repair the house of the LORD, and also such as wrought iron and brass to 
mend the house of the LORD. 
Amplified And the king and Jehoiada gave it to those who did the work of 
the temple service; and they hired masons and carpenters and also those 
who worked in iron and bronze to repair the house of the Lord. 
ESV And the king and Jehoiada gave it to those who had charge of the 
work of the house of the LORD, and they hired masons and carpenters to 
restore the house of the LORD, and also workers in iron and bronze to 
repair the house of the LORD. 
NIV The king and Jehoiada gave it to the men who carried out the work 
required for the temple of the LORD. They hired masons and carpenters to 
restore the Lord's temple, and also workers in iron and bronze to repair the 
temple. 
NASB The king and Jehoiada gave it to those who did the work of the 
service of the house of the LORD; and they hired masons and carpenters to 
restore the house of the LORD, and also workers in iron and bronze to 
repair the house of the LORD. 
NKJV The king and Jehoiada gave it to those who did the work of the 
service of the house of the LORD; and they hired masons and carpenters to 
repair the house of the LORD, and also those who worked in iron and 
bronze to restore the house of the LORD. 
NLT The king and Jehoiada gave the money to the construction 
supervisors, who hired masons and carpenters to restore the Temple of the 
LORD. They also hired metalworkers, who made articles of iron and bronze 
for the LORD's Temple. 

వచనము 13 

ఈలాగున పనివారు పని జరిగించి సంపూరిత్ చేసిరి. వారు దేవుని మందిరమును దాని యథాసిథ్తికి 

తెచిచ్ దాని బలపరచిరి. 
KJV So the workmen wrought, and the work was perfected by them, and 
they set the house of God in his state, and strengthened it. 
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Amplified So the workmen labored, and the work of repairing went 
forward in their hands; and they set up the house of God according to its 
design and strengthened it. 
ESV So those who were engaged in the work labored, and the repairing 
went forward in their hands, and they restored the house of God to its 
proper condition and strengthened it. 
NIV The men in charge of the work were diligent, and the repairs 
progressed under them. They rebuilt the temple of God according to its 
original design and reinforced it. 
NASB So the workmen labored, and the repair work progressed in their 
hands, and they restored the house of God according to its specifications 
and strengthened it. 
NKJV So the workmen labored, and the work was completed by them; they 
restored the house of God to its original condition and reinforced it. 
NLT So the men in charge of the renovation worked hard, and they made 
steady progress. They restored the Temple of God according to its original 
design and strengthened it. 

వచనము 14 

అది సిదధ్మైన తరువాత మిగిలిన దర్వయ్మును రాజునొదద్కును యెహోయాదా యొదద్కును తీసికొనిరాగా 

వారు దానిచేత యెహోవా మందిరపు సేవయందు ఉపయోగపడునటుల్ను, దహనబలుల 

నరిప్ంచుటయందు ఉపయోగపడునటుల్ను, ఉపకరణములను గరిటెలను వెండి బంగారముల 

ఉపకరణములను చేయించిరి. యెహోయాదాయునన్ యనిన్దినములు యెహోవా మందిరములో 

దహనబలులు నితయ్మును అరిప్ంపబడెను. 
KJV And when they had finished it, they brought the rest of the money 
before the king and Jehoiada, whereof were made vessels for the house of 
the LORD, even vessels to minister, and to offer withal, and spoons, and 
vessels of gold and silver. And they offered burnt offerings in the house of 
the LORD continually all the days of Jehoiada. 
Amplified When they had finished it, they brought the rest of the money 
before the king and Jehoiada; from it were made utensils for the Lord's 
house, vessels for ministering and for offerings, and cups and vessels of 
gold and silver. And they offered burnt offerings in the house of the Lord 
continually all the days of Jehoiada. 
ESV And when they had finished, they brought the rest of the money 
before the king and Jehoiada, and with it were made utensils for the house 
of the LORD, both for the service and for the burnt offerings, and dishes for 
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incense and vessels of gold and silver. And they offered burnt offerings in 
the house of the LORD regularly all the days of Jehoiada. 
NIV When they had finished, they brought the rest of the money to the 
king and Jehoiada, and with it were made articles for the Lord's temple: 
articles for the service and for the burnt offerings, and also dishes and other 
objects of gold and silver. As long as Jehoiada lived, burnt offerings were 
presented continually in the temple of the LORD. 
NASB When they had finished, they brought the rest of the money before 
the king and Jehoiada; and it was made into utensils for the house of the 
LORD, utensils for the service and the burnt offering, and pans and utensils 
of gold and silver. And they offered burnt offerings in the house of the 
LORD continually all the days of Jehoiada. 
NKJV When they had finished, they brought the rest of the money before 
the king and Jehoiada; they made from it articles for the house of the 
LORD, articles for serving and offering, spoons and vessels of gold and 
silver. And they offered burnt offerings in the house of the LORD 
continually all the days of Jehoiada. 
NLT When all the repairs were finished, they brought the remaining 
money to the king and Jehoiada. It was used to make utensils for the 
Temple of the LORD--utensils for worship services and for burnt offerings, 
including ladles and other vessels made of gold and silver. And the burnt 
offerings were sacrificed continually in the Temple of the LORD during the 
lifetime of Jehoiada the priest. 

వచనము 15 

యెహోయాదా దినములు గడచిన వృదుధ్డై చనిపోయెను; అతడు చనిపోయినపుప్డు నూట ముపప్ది 

ఏండల్వాడు. 
KJV But Jehoiada waxed old, and was full of days when he died; an 
hundred and thirty years old was he when he died. 
Amplified But Jehoiada became old and full of [the handicaps of great] 
age, and he died. He was 130 years old at his death. 
ESV But Jehoiada grew old and full of days, and died. He was 130 years old 
at his death. 
NIV Now Jehoiada was old and full of years, and he died at the age of a 
hundred and thirty. 
NASB Now when Jehoiada reached a ripe old age he died; he was one 
hundred and thirty years old at his death. 
NKJV But Jehoiada grew old and was full of days, and he died; he was one 
hundred and thirty years old when he died. 
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NLT Jehoiada lived to a very old age, finally dying at 130. 

వచనము 16 

అతడు ఇశార్యేలీయులలో దేవుని దృషిట్కిని తన యింటివారి దృషిట్కిని మంచివాడై పర్వరిత్ంచెను గనుక 

జనులు దావీదు పటట్ణమందు రాజులదగగ్ర అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. 
KJV And they buried him in the city of David among the kings, because he 
had done good in Israel, both toward God, and toward his house. 
Amplified They buried him in the City of David among the kings, because 
he had done good in Israel and toward God and His house. 
ESV And they buried him in the city of David among the kings, because he 
had done good in Israel, and toward God and his house. 
NIV He was buried with the kings in the City of David, because of the good 
he had done in Israel for God and his temple. 
NASB They buried him in the city of David among the kings, because he 
had done well in Israel and to God and His house. 
NKJV And they buried him in the City of David among the kings, because 
he had done good in Israel, both toward God and His house. 
NLT He was buried among the kings in the City of David, because he had 
done so much good in Israel for God and his Temple. 

వచనము 17 

యెహోయాదా చనిపోయిన తరువాత యూదా అధిపతులు వచిచ్ రాజునకు నమసక్రింపగా రాజు వారి 

మాటకు సమమ్తించెను. 
KJV Now after the death of Jehoiada came the princes of Judah, and made 
obeisance to the king. Then the king hearkened unto them. 
Amplified Now after the death of Jehoiada [the priest, who had hidden 
Joash], the princes of Judah came and made obeisance to King Joash; then 
the king hearkened to them. 
ESV Now after the death of Jehoiada the princes of Judah came and paid 
homage to the king. Then the king listened to them. 
NIV After the death of Jehoiada, the officials of Judah came and paid 
homage to the king, and he listened to them. 
NASB But after the death of Jehoiada the officials of Judah came and 
bowed down to the king, and the king listened to them. 
NKJV Now after the death of Jehoiada the leaders of Judah came and 
bowed down to the king. And the king listened to them. 
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NLT But after Jehoiada's death, the leaders of Judah came and bowed 
before King Joash and persuaded the king to listen to their advice. 

వచనము 18 

జనులు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా మందిరమును విడచి, దేవతాసత్ంభములకును 

విగర్హములకును పూజచేసిరి; వారు, చేసిన యీ యపరాధము నిమితత్ము యూదావారిమీదికిని 

యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లమీదికిని కోపము వచెచ్ను. 
KJV And they left the house of the LORD God of their fathers, and served 
groves and idols: and wrath came upon Judah and Jerusalem for this their 
trespass. 
Amplified They forsook the house of the Lord, the God of their fathers, 
and served the Asherim and idols; and wrath came upon Judah and 
Jerusalem for their sin (guilt). 
ESV And they abandoned the house of the LORD, the God of their fathers, 
and served the Asherim and the idols. And wrath came upon Judah and 
Jerusalem for this guilt of theirs. 
NIV They abandoned the temple of the LORD, the God of their fathers, and 
worshiped Asherah poles and idols. Because of their guilt, God's anger 
came upon Judah and Jerusalem. 
NASB They abandoned the house of the LORD, the God of their fathers, 
and served the Asherim and the idols; so wrath came upon Judah and 
Jerusalem for this their guilt. 
NKJV Therefore they left the house of the LORD God of their fathers, and 
served wooden images and idols; and wrath came upon Judah and 
Jerusalem because of their trespass. 
NLT They decided to abandon the Temple of the LORD, the God of their 
ancestors, and they worshiped Asherah poles and idols instead! Then the 
anger of God burned against Judah and Jerusalem because of their sin. 

వచనము 19 

తన వైపునకు వారిని మళిల్ంచుటకై యెహోవా వారియొదద్కు పర్వకత్లను పంపగా ఆ పర్వకత్లు వారిమీద 

సాక్షయ్ము పలికిరిగాని వారు చెవియొగగ్క యుండిరి. 
KJV Yet he sent prophets to them, to bring them again unto the LORD; 
and they testified against them: but they would not give ear. 
Amplified Yet [God] sent prophets to them to bring them again to the 
Lord; these testified against them, but they would not listen. 
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ESV Yet he sent prophets among them to bring them back to the LORD. 
These testified against them, but they would not pay attention. 
NIV Although the LORD sent prophets to the people to bring them back to 
him, and though they testified against them, they would not listen. 
NASB Yet He sent prophets to them to bring them back to the LORD; 
though they testified against them, they would not listen. 
NKJV Yet He sent prophets to them, to bring them back to the LORD; and 
they testified against them, but they would not listen. 
NLT The LORD sent prophets to bring them back to him, but the people 
would not listen. 

వచనము 20 

అపుప్డు దేవుని ఆతమ్ యాజకుడగు యెహోయాదా కుమారుడైన జెకరాయ్మీదికి రాగా అతడు 

జనులయెదుట నిలువబడి మీరెందుకు యెహోవా ఆజఞ్లను మీరుచునాన్రు? మీరు వరిధ్లల్రు; మీరు 

యెహోవాను విసరిజ్ంచితిరి గనుక ఆయన మిముమ్ను విసరిజ్ంచియునాన్డని దేవుడు సెలవిచుచ్చునాన్డు 

అనెను. 
KJV And the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the 
priest, which stood above the people, and said unto them, Thus saith God, 
Why transgress ye the commandments of the LORD, that ye cannot 
prosper? because ye have forsaken the LORD, he hath also forsaken you. 
Amplified Then the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah son of Jehoiada 
the priest, who stood over the people, and he said to them, Thus says God: 
Why do you transgress the commandments of the Lord so that you cannot 
prosper? Because you have forsaken the Lord, He also has forsaken you. 
ESV Then the Spirit of God clothed Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the 
priest, and he stood above the people, and said to them, "Thus says God, 
'Why do you break the commandments of the LORD, so that you cannot 
prosper? Because you have forsaken the LORD, he has forsaken you.'" 
NIV Then the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah son of Jehoiada the 
priest. He stood before the people and said, 'This is what God says: 'Why do 
you disobey the Lord's commands? You will not prosper. Because you have 
forsaken the LORD, he has forsaken you.'' 
NASB Then the Spirit of God came on Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the 
priest; and he stood above the people and said to them, 'Thus God has said, 
'Why do you transgress the commandments of the LORD and do not 
prosper? Because you have forsaken the LORD, He has also forsaken you.'' 
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NKJV Then the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the 
priest, who stood above the people, and said to them, "Thus says God: 
"Why do you transgress the commandments of the LORD, so that you 
cannot prosper? Because you have forsaken the LORD, He also has 
forsaken you."' 
NLT Then the Spirit of God came upon Zechariah son of Jehoiada the 
priest. He stood before the people and said, 'This is what God says: Why do 
you disobey the LORD's commands so that you cannot prosper? You have 
abandoned the LORD, and now he has abandoned you!' 

వచనము 21 

అందుకు వారతనిమీద కుటర్చేసి, రాజు మాటనుబటిట్ యెహోవా మందిరపు ఆవరణములోపల రాళుల్ 

రువివ్ అతని చావగొటిట్రి. 
KJV And they conspired against him, and stoned him with stones at the 
commandment of the king in the court of the house of the LORD. 
Amplified They conspired against Zechariah the priest and stoned him at 
the command of the king in the court of the Lord's house! 
ESV But they conspired against him, and by command of the king they 
stoned him with stones in the court of the house of the LORD. 
NIV But they plotted against him, and by order of the king they stoned him 
to death in the courtyard of the Lord's temple. 
NASB So they conspired against him and at the command of the king they 
stoned him to death in the court of the house of the LORD. 
NKJV So they conspired against him, and at the command of the king they 
stoned him with stones in the court of the house of the LORD. 
NLT Then the leaders plotted to kill Zechariah, and by order of King Joash 
himself, they stoned him to death in the courtyard of the LORD's Temple. 

వచనము 22 

ఈ పర్కారము రాజైన యోవాషు జెకరాయ్ తండిర్యైన యెహోయాదా తనకు చేసిన ఉప కారమును 

మరచినవాడై అతని కుమారుని చంపించెను; అతడు చనిపోవునపుప్డు యెహోవా దీని దృషిట్ంచి దీనిని 

విచారణలోనికి తెచుచ్నుగాక యనెను. 
KJV Thus Joash the king remembered not the kindness which Jehoiada his 
father had done to him, but slew his son. And when he died, he said, The 
LORD look upon it, and require it. 
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Amplified Thus Joash the king did not remember the kindness which 
Jehoiada, Zechariah's father, had done him, but slew his son. And when 
[Zechariah the priest] was dying, he said, May the Lord see and avenge! 
ESV Thus Joash the king did not remember the kindness that Jehoiada, 
Zechariah's father, had shown him, but killed his son. And when he was 
dying, he said, "May the LORD see and avenge!" 
NIV King Joash did not remember the kindness Zechariah's father 
Jehoiada had shown him but killed his son, who said as he lay dying, 'May 
the LORD see this and call you to account.' 
NASB Thus Joash the king did not remember the kindness which his 
father Jehoiada had shown him, but he murdered his son. And as he died 
he said, 'May the LORD see and avenge!' 
NKJV Thus Joash the king did not remember the kindness which Jehoiada 
his father had done to him, but killed his son; and as he died, he said, "The 
LORD look on it, and repay!" 
NLT That was how King Joash repaid Jehoiada for his love and loyalty--by 
killing his son. Zechariah's last words as he died were, 'May the LORD see 
what they are doing and hold them accountable!' 

వచనము 23 

ఆ సంవతస్రాంతమందు సిరియా సైనయ్ము యోవాషు మీదికి వచెచ్ను; వారు యూదాదేశముమీదికిని 

యెరూషలేముమీదికిని వచిచ్, శేషములేకుండ జనుల అధిపతులనందరిని హతముచేసి, తాము 

పటుట్కొనిన కొలల్సొమమ్ంతయు దమసుక్ రాజునొదద్కు పంపిరి. 
KJV And it came to pass at the end of the year, that the host of Syria came 
up against him: and they came to Judah and Jerusalem, and destroyed all 
the princes of the people from among the people, and sent all the spoil of 
them unto the king of Damascus. 
Amplified At the end of the year, the army of Syria came up against Joash. 
They came to Judah and Jerusalem and destroyed all the princes from 
among the people and sent all their spoil to the king of Damascus. 
ESV At the end of the year the army of the Syrians came up against Joash. 
They came to Judah and Jerusalem and destroyed all the princes of the 
people from among the people and sent all their spoil to the king of 
Damascus. 
NIV At the turn of the year, the army of Aram marched against Joash; it 
invaded Judah and Jerusalem and killed all the leaders of the people. They 
sent all the plunder to their king in Damascus. 
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NASB Now it happened at the turn of the year that the army of the 
Arameans came up against him; and they came to Judah and Jerusalem, 
destroyed all the officials of the people from among the people, and sent all 
their spoil to the king of Damascus. 
NKJV So it happened in the spring of the year that the army of Syria came 
up against him; and they came to Judah and Jerusalem, and destroyed all 
the leaders of the people from among the people, and sent all their spoil to 
the king of Damascus. 
NLT At the beginning of the year, the Aramean army marched against 
Joash. They invaded Judah and Jerusalem and killed all the leaders of the 
nation. Then they sent all the plunder back to their king in Damascus. 

వచనము 24 

సిరియనులు చినన్దండుతో వచిచ్నను యూదావారు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను 

విసరిజ్ంచినందుకై యెహోవా వారిచేతికి అతివిసాత్రమైన ఆ సైనయ్మును అపప్గింపగా యోవాషుకు శిక్ష 

కలిగెను. 
KJV For the army of the Syrians came with a small company of men, and 
the LORD delivered a very great host into their hand, because they had 
forsaken the LORD God of their fathers. So they executed judgment against 
Joash. 
Amplified Though the army of the Syrians came with a small company of 
men, the Lord delivered a very great host into their hands, because Joash 
and Judah had forsaken the Lord, the God of their fathers. So the Syrians 
executed judgment against Joash. 
ESV Though the army of the Syrians had come with few men, the LORD 
delivered into their hand a very great army, because Judah had forsaken 
the LORD, the God of their fathers. Thus they executed judgment on Joash. 
NIV Although the Aramean army had come with only a few men, the LORD 
delivered into their hands a much larger army. Because Judah had forsaken 
the LORD, the God of their fathers, judgment was executed on Joash. 
NASB Indeed the army of the Arameans came with a small number of 
men; yet the LORD delivered a very great army into their hands, because 
they had forsaken the LORD, the God of their fathers. Thus they executed 
judgment on Joash. 
NKJV For the army of the Syrians came with a small company of men; but 
the LORD delivered a very great army into their hand, because they had 
forsaken the LORD God of their fathers. So they executed judgment against 
Joash. 
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NLT Although the Arameans attacked with only a small army, the LORD 
helped them conquer the much larger army of Judah. The people of Judah 
had abandoned the LORD, the God of their ancestors, so judgment was 
executed against Joash. 

వచనము 25 

వారు యోవాషును విడచిపోయినపుప్డు అతడు మికిక్లి రోగియైయుండెను. అపుప్డు యాజకుడైన 

యెహోయాదా కుమారుల పార్ణహతయ్ దోషము నిమితత్ము అతని సేవకులు అతనిమీద కుటర్చేసి, 

అతడు పడకమీద ఉండగా అతని చంపిరి. అతడు చనిపోయిన తరువాత జనులు దావీదు 

పటట్ణమందు అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి గాని రాజుల సమాధులలో అతని పాతిపెటట్లేదు. 
KJV And when they were departed from him, (for they left him in great 
diseases,) his own servants conspired against him for the blood of the sons 
of Jehoiada the priest, and slew him on his bed, and he died: and they 
buried him in the city of David, but they buried him not in the sepulchres of 
the kings. 
Amplified And when they had departed from Joash, leaving him very ill, 
his own servants conspired against him for the blood of the sons of 
Jehoiada the priest, and they slew him on his bed. So he died and they 
buried him in the City of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
ESV When they had departed from him, leaving him severely wounded, his 
servants conspired against him because of the blood of the son of Jehoiada 
the priest, and killed him on his bed. So he died, and they buried him in the 
city of David, but they did not bury him in the tombs of the kings. 
NIV When the Arameans withdrew, they left Joash severely wounded. His 
officials conspired against him for murdering the son of Jehoiada the 
priest, and they killed him in his bed. So he died and was buried in the City 
of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 
NASB When they had departed from him (for they left him very sick), his 
own servants conspired against him because of the blood of the son of 
Jehoiada the priest, and murdered him on his bed. So he died, and they 
buried him in the city of David, but they did not bury him in the tombs of 
the kings. 
NKJV And when they had withdrawn from him (for they left him severely 
wounded), his own servants conspired against him because of the blood of 
the sons of Jehoiada the priest, and killed him on his bed. So he died. And 
they buried him in the City of David, but they did not bury him in the tombs 
of the kings. 
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NLT The Arameans withdrew, leaving Joash severely wounded. But his 
own officials decided to kill him for murdering the son of Jehoiada the 
priest. They assassinated him as he lay in bed. Then he was buried in the 
City of David, but not in the royal cemetery. 

వచనము 26 

అతనిమీద కుటర్చేసినవారు అమోమ్నీయురాలైన షిమాతు కుమారుడగు జాబాదు, మోయాబురాలైన 

షిమీతు కుమారుడగు యెహోజాబాదు అనువారు. 
KJV And these are they that conspired against him; Zabad the son of 
Shimeath an Ammonitess, and Jehozabad the son of Shimrith a Moabitess. 
Amplified The conspirators against Joash were Zabad son of Shimeath the 
Ammonitess, and Jehozabad son of Shimrith the Moabitess. 
ESV Those who conspired against him were Zabad the son of Shimeath the 
Ammonite, and Jehozabad the son of Shimrith the Moabite. 
NIV Those who conspired against him were Zabad, son of Shimeath an 
Ammonite woman, and Jehozabad, son of Shimrith a Moabite woman. 
NASB Now these are those who conspired against him: Zabad the son of 
Shimeath the Ammonitess, and Jehozabad the son of Shimrith the 
Moabitess. 
NKJV These are the ones who conspired against him: Zabad the son of 
Shimeath the Ammonitess, and Jehozabad the son of Shimrith the 
Moabitess. 
NLT The assassins were Jozabad, the son of an Ammonite woman named 
Shimeath, and Jehozabad, the son of a Moabite woman named Shomer. 

వచనము 27 

అతని కుమారులనుగూరిచ్యు, అతనిమీద చెపప్బడిన అనేకమైన దేవోకుత్లనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు 

దేవుని మందిరమును బాగుచేయుటనుగూరిచ్యు రాజుల సటీక గర్ంథములో వార్యబడియునన్ది. 

అతనికి బదులుగా అతని కుమారుడైన అమజాయ్ రాజాయెను. 
KJV Now concerning his sons, and the greatness of the burdens laid upon 
him, and the repairing of the house of God, behold, they are written in the 
story of the book of the kings. And Amaziah his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified Now concerning his sons and the greatness of the prophecies 
uttered against him and the rebuilding of the house of God, they are written 
in the commentary on the Book of Kings. And Amaziah his [Joash's] son 
reigned in his stead. 
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ESV Accounts of his sons and of the many oracles against him and of the 
rebuilding of the house of God are written in the Story of the Book of the 
Kings. And Amaziah his son reigned in his place. 
NIV The account of his sons, the many prophecies about him, and the 
record of the restoration of the temple of God are written in the annotations 
on the book of the kings. And Amaziah his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB As to his sons and the many oracles against him and the rebuilding 
of the house of God, behold, they are written in the treatise of the Book of 
the Kings. Then Amaziah his son became king in his place. 
NKJV Now concerning his sons, and the many oracles about him, and the 
repairing of the house of God, indeed they are written in the annals of the 
book of the kings. Then Amaziah his son reigned in his place. 
NLT The complete story about the sons of Joash, the prophecies about 
him, and the record of his restoration of the Temple of God are written in 
'The Commentary on the Book of the Kings.' When Joash died, his son 
Amaziah became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

అమజాయ్ యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యయిదేండల్వాడై యిరువది తొమిమ్ది సంవతస్రములు 

యెరూషలేములో ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్ యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్రాలు, ఆమె పేరు యెహోయదాద్ను. 
KJV Amaziah was twenty and five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned twenty and nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was 
Jehoaddan of Jerusalem. 
Amplified AMAZIAH WAS twenty-five years old when he began to reign, 
and he reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother was Jehoaddan 
of Jerusalem. 
ESV Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jehoaddan 
of Jerusalem. 
NIV Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem twenty-nine years. His mother's name was 
Jehoaddin ; she was from Jerusalem. 
NASB Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was 
Jehoaddan of Jerusalem. 
NKJV Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jehoaddan 
of Jerusalem. 
NLT Amaziah was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem twenty-nine years. His mother was Jehoaddin, from 
Jerusalem. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచెను గాని పూరణ్హృదయముతో ఆయనను 

అనుసరింపలేదు. 
KJV And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, but not with 
a perfect heart. 
Amplified He did right in the Lord's sight, but not with a perfect or 
blameless heart. 
ESV And he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, yet not with a 
whole heart. 
NIV He did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, but not 
wholeheartedly. 
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NASB He did right in the sight of the LORD, yet not with a whole heart. 
NKJV And he did what was right in the sight of the LORD, but not with a 
loyal heart. 
NLT Amaziah did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight, but not 
wholeheartedly. 

వచనము 3 

రాజయ్ము తనకు సిథ్రమైనపుప్డు అతడు రాజైన తన తండిర్ని చంపిన రాజసేవకులను చంపించెను. 
KJV Now it came to pass, when the kingdom was established to him, that 
he slew his servants that had killed the king his father. 
Amplified When his kingdom was firmly established, he slew his servants 
who had killed the king his father. 
ESV And as soon as the royal power was firmly his, he killed his servants 
who had struck down the king his father. 
NIV After the kingdom was firmly in his control, he executed the officials 
who had murdered his father the king. 
NASB Now it came about as soon as the kingdom was firmly in his grasp, 
that he killed his servants who had slain his father the king. 
NKJV Now it happened, as soon as the kingdom was established for him, 
that he executed his servants who had murdered his father the king. 
NLT When Amaziah was well established as king, he executed the men who 
had assassinated his father. 

వచనము 4 

అయితే తండుర్లు పిలల్లకొరకును పిలల్లు తండుర్లకొరకును చావకూడదు, పర్తి మనిషి తన 

పాపముకొరకు తానే చావవలెనని మోషే గర్ంథమందలి ధరమ్శాసత్రమునందు వార్యబడియునన్ 

యెహోవా ఆజఞ్నుబటిట్ అతడు వారి పిలల్లను చంపక మానెను. 
KJV But he slew not their children, but did as it is written in the law in the 
book of Moses, where the LORD commanded, saying, The fathers shall not 
die for the children, neither shall the children die for the fathers, but every 
man shall die for his own sin. 
Amplified But he did not slay their children; he did as it is written in the 
Law, in the Book of Moses, where the Lord commanded, The fathers shall 
not die for the children, or the children die for the fathers; but every man 
shall die for his own sin. 
ESV But he did not put their children to death, according to what is written 
in the Law, in the Book of Moses, where the LORD commanded, "Fathers 
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shall not die because of their children, nor children die because of their 
fathers, but each one shall die for his own sin." 
NIV Yet he did not put their sons to death, but acted in accordance with 
what is written in the Law, in the Book of Moses, where the LORD 
commanded: 'Fathers shall not be put to death for their children, nor 
children put to death for their fathers; each is to die for his own sins.' 
NASB However, he did not put their children to death, but did as it is 
written in the law in the book of Moses, which the LORD commanded, 
saying, 'Fathers shall not be put to death for sons, nor sons be put to death 
for fathers, but each shall be put to death for his own sin.' 
NKJV However he did not execute their children, but did as it is written in 
the Law in the Book of Moses, where the LORD commanded, saying, "The 
fathers shall not be put to death for their children, nor shall the children be 
put to death for their fathers; but a person shall die for his own sin." 
NLT However, he did not kill the children of the assassins, for he obeyed 
the command of the LORD written in the Book of the Law of Moses: 
'Parents must not be put to death for the sins of their children, nor the 
children for the sins of their parents. Those worthy of death must be 
executed for their own crimes.' 

వచనము 5 

అమజాయ్ యూదావారినందరిని సమకూరిచ్ యూదా దేశమంతటను బెనాయ్మీనీయుల దేశమంతటను 

వారి వారి పితరుల యిండల్నుబటిట్ సహసార్ధిపతులను శతాధిపతులను నియమించెను. అతడు ఇరువది 

సంవతస్రములు మొదలుకొని అంతకు పై పార్యముగల వారిని లెకిక్ంపగా, ఈటెను డాళల్ను పటుట్కొని 

యుదధ్మునకు పోదగినటిట్ యోధులు మూడులక్షలమంది కనబడిరి. 
KJV Moreover Amaziah gathered Judah together, and made them captains 
over thousands, and captains over hundreds, according to the houses of 
their fathers, throughout all Judah and Benjamin: and he numbered them 
from twenty years old and above, and found them three hundred thousand 
choice men, able to go forth to war, that could handle spear and shield. 
Amplified Amaziah assembled the men of Judah and set them by fathers' 
houses under commanders of thousands and of hundreds for all Judah and 
Benjamin. He numbered them from twenty years old and over and found 
them to be 300,000 choice men fit for war and able to handle spear and 
shield. 
ESV Then Amaziah assembled the men of Judah and set them by fathers' 
houses under commanders of thousands and of hundreds for all Judah and 
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Benjamin. He mustered those twenty years old and upward, and found that 
they were 300,000 choice men, fit for war, able to handle spear and shield. 
NIV Amaziah called the people of Judah together and assigned them 
according to their families to commanders of thousands and commanders 
of hundreds for all Judah and Benjamin. He then mustered those twenty 
years old or more and found that there were three hundred thousand men 
ready for military service, able to handle the spear and shield. 
NASB Moreover, Amaziah assembled Judah and appointed them 
according to their fathers' households under commanders of thousands and 
commanders of hundreds throughout Judah and Benjamin; and he took a 
census of those from twenty years old and upward and found them to be 
300,000 choice men, able to go to war and handle spear and shield. 
NKJV Moreover Amaziah gathered Judah together and set over them 
captains of thousands and captains of hundreds, according to their fathers' 
houses, throughout all Judah and Benjamin; and he numbered them from 
twenty years old and above, and found them to be three hundred thousand 
choice men, able to go to war, who could handle spear and shield. 
NLT Another thing Amaziah did was to organize the army, assigning 
leaders to each clan from Judah and Benjamin. Then he took a census and 
found that he had an army of 300,000 men twenty years old and older, all 
trained in the use of spear and shield. 

వచనము 6 

మరియు అతడు ఇశార్యేలువారిలోనుండి లక్షమంది పరాకర్మశాలులను రెండువందల మణుగుల 

వెండికి కుదిరెచ్ను. 
KJV He hired also an hundred thousand mighty men of valour out of Israel 
for an hundred talents of silver. 
Amplified He hired also 100,000 mighty men of valor from Israel for 100 
talents of silver. 
ESV He hired also 100,000 mighty men of valor from Israel for 100 talents 
of silver. 
NIV He also hired a hundred thousand fighting men from Israel for a 
hundred talents of silver. 
NASB He hired also 100,000 valiant warriors out of Israel for one hundred 
talents of silver. 
NKJV He also hired one hundred thousand mighty men of valor from 
Israel for one hundred talents of silver. 
NLT He also paid about 7,500 pounds of silver to hire 100,000 
experienced fighting men from Israel. 
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వచనము 7 

దైవజనుడైన యొకడు అతనియొదద్కు వచిచ్ రాజా, ఇశార్యేలువారి సైనయ్మును నీతోకూడ 

తీసికొనిపోవదుద్, యెహోవా ఇశార్యేలువారగు ఎఫార్యిమీయులలో ఎవరికిని తోడుగా ఉండడు. 
KJV But there came a man of God to him, saying, O king, let not the army 
of Israel go with thee; for the LORD is not with Israel, to wit, with all the 
children of Ephraim. 
Amplified But a man of God came to him, saying, O king, do not let all 
this army of Ephraimites of Israel go with you [of Judah], for the Lord is 
not with you, 
ESV But a man of God came to him and said, "O king, do not let the army 
of Israel go with you, for the LORD is not with Israel, with all these 
Ephraimites. 
NIV But a man of God came to him and said, 'O king, these troops from 
Israel must not march with you, for the LORD is not with Israel--not with 
any of the people of Ephraim. 
NASB But a man of God came to him saying, 'O king, do not let the army of 
Israel go with you, for the LORD is not with Israel nor with any of the sons 
of Ephraim. 
NKJV But a man of God came to him, saying, "O king, do not let the army 
of Israel go with you, for the LORD is not with Israel--not with any of the 
children of Ephraim. 
NLT But a man of God came to the king and said, 'O king, do not hire 
troops from Israel, for the LORD is not with Israel. He will not help those 
people of Ephraim! 

వచనము 8 

ఆలాగు పోవలెనని నీకునన్యెడల పొముమ్, యుదధ్ము బలముగా చేసినను దేవుడు నీ శతుర్వు ఎదుట 

నినున్ కూలుచ్ను; నిలువబెటుట్టయు పడవేయుటయు దేవుని వశమేగదా అని పర్కటింపగా 

KJV But if thou wilt go, do it, be strong for the battle: God shall make thee 
fall before the enemy: for God hath power to help, and to cast down. 
Amplified For if you go [in spite of warning], no matter how strong you 
are for battle, God will cast you down before the enemy, for God has power 
to help and to cast down. 
ESV But go, act, be strong for the battle. Why should you suppose that God 
will cast you down before the enemy? For God has power to help or to cast 
down." 
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NIV Even if you go and fight courageously in battle, God will overthrow 
you before the enemy, for God has the power to help or to overthrow.' 
NASB 'But if you do go, do it, be strong for the battle; yet God will bring 
you down before the enemy, for God has power to help and to bring down.' 
NKJV But if you go, be gone! Be strong in battle! Even so, God shall make 
you fall before the enemy; for God has power to help and to overthrow." 
NLT If you let them go with your troops into battle, you will be defeated no 
matter how well you fight. God will overthrow you, for he has the power to 
help or to frustrate.' 

వచనము 9 

అమజాయ్ దైవజనుని చూచి ఇశార్యేలువారి సైనయ్మునకు నేనిచిచ్న రెండువందల మణుగుల వెండికి 

ఏమి చేసెదమని అడిగినందుకు దీనికంటె మరి యధికముగా యెహోవా నీకు ఇయయ్గలడని ఆ 

దైవజనుడు పర్తుయ్తత్రమిచెచ్ను. 
KJV And Amaziah said to the man of God, But what shall we do for the 
hundred talents which I have given to the army of Israel? And the man of 
God answered, The LORD is able to give thee much more than this. 
Amplified And Amaziah said to the man of God, But what shall we do 
about the 100 talents which I have given to the army of Israel? The man of 
God answered, The Lord is able to give you much more than this. 
ESV And Amaziah said to the man of God, "But what shall we do about the 
hundred talents that I have given to the army of Israel?" The man of God 
answered, "The LORD is able to give you much more than this." 
NIV Amaziah asked the man of God, 'But what about the hundred talents I 
paid for these Israelite troops?' The man of God replied, 'The LORD can 
give you much more than that.' 
NASB Amaziah said to the man of God, 'But what shall we do for the 
hundred talents which I have given to the troops of Israel?' And the man of 
God answered, 'The LORD has much more to give you than this.' 
NKJV Then Amaziah said to the man of God, "But what shall we do about 
the hundred talents which I have given to the troops of Israel?" And the 
man of God answered, "The LORD is able to give you much more than this." 
NLT Amaziah asked the man of God, 'But what should I do about the silver 
I paid to hire the army of Israel?' The man of God replied, 'The LORD is 
able to give you much more than this!' 

వచనము 10 
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అపుప్డు అమజాయ్ ఎఫార్యిములోనుండి తనయొదద్కు వచిచ్న సైనయ్మును వేరుపరచి మీ యిండల్కు 

తిరిగివెళుల్డని వారికి సెలవిచెచ్ను; అందుకు వారి కోపము యూదావారిమీద బహుగా రగులుకొనెను, 

వారు ఉగుర్లై తమ యిండల్కు తిరిగిపోయిరి. 
KJV Then Amaziah separated them, to wit, the army that was come to him 
out of Ephraim, to go home again: wherefore their anger was greatly 
kindled against Judah, and they returned home in great anger. 
Amplified So Amaziah discharged the army that came to him from 
Ephraim to go home. So their anger was greatly kindled against Judah; they 
returned home in fierce wrath. 
ESV Then Amaziah discharged the army that had come to him from 
Ephraim to go home again. And they became very angry with Judah and 
returned home in fierce anger. 
NIV So Amaziah dismissed the troops who had come to him from Ephraim 
and sent them home. They were furious with Judah and left for home in a 
great rage. 
NASB Then Amaziah dismissed them, the troops which came to him from 
Ephraim, to go home; so their anger burned against Judah and they 
returned home in fierce anger. 
NKJV So Amaziah discharged the troops that had come to him from 
Ephraim, to go back home. Therefore their anger was greatly aroused 
against Judah, and they returned home in great anger. 
NLT So Amaziah discharged the hired troops and sent them back to 
Ephraim. This made them angry with Judah, and they returned home in a 
great rage. 

వచనము 11 

అంతట అమజాయ్ ధైరయ్ము తెచుచ్కొని తన జనులతో కూడ బయలుదేరి ఉపుప్పలల్పు సథ్లమునకు పోయి 

శేయీరువారిలో పదివేలమందిని హతము చేసెను. 
KJV And Amaziah strengthened himself, and led forth his people, and 
went to the valley of salt, and smote of the children of Seir ten thousand. 
Amplified And Amaziah took courage and led forth his people to the 
Valley of Salt and smote 10,000 of the men of Seir [Edom]. 
ESV But Amaziah took courage and led out his people and went to the 
Valley of Salt and struck down 10,000 men of Seir. 
NIV Amaziah then marshaled his strength and led his army to the Valley of 
Salt, where he killed ten thousand men of Seir. 
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NASB Now Amaziah strengthened himself and led his people forth, and 
went to the Valley of Salt and struck down 10,000 of the sons of Seir. 
NKJV Then Amaziah strengthened himself, and leading his people, he 
went to the Valley of Salt and killed ten thousand of the people of Seir. 
NLT Then Amaziah summoned his courage and led his army to the Valley 
of Salt, where they killed ten thousand Edomite troops from Seir. 

వచనము 12 

పార్ణముతోనునన్ మరి పదివేలమందిని యూదావారు చెరపటుట్కొని, వారిని ఒక పేటుమీదికి 

తీసికొనిపోయి ఆ పేటుమీదనుండి వారిని పడవేయగా వారు తుతుత్నియలైపోయిరి. 
KJV And other ten thousand left alive did the children of Judah carry away 
captive, and brought them unto the top of the rock, and cast them down 
from the top of the rock, that they all were broken in pieces. 
Amplified Another 10,000 the men of Judah captured alive and brought 
them to the top of a crag and cast them down from it, and they were all 
dashed to pieces. 
ESV The men of Judah captured another 10,000 alive and took them to the 
top of a rock and threw them down from the top of the rock, and they were 
all dashed to pieces. 
NIV The army of Judah also captured ten thousand men alive, took them 
to the top of a cliff and threw them down so that all were dashed to pieces. 
NASB The sons of Judah also captured 10,000 alive and brought them to 
the top of the cliff and threw them down from the top of the cliff, so that 
they were all dashed to pieces. 
NKJV Also the children of Judah took captive ten thousand alive, brought 
them to the top of the rock, and cast them down from the top of the rock, so 
that they all were dashed in pieces. 
NLT They captured another ten thousand and took them to the top of a 
cliff and threw them off, dashing them to pieces on the rocks below. 

వచనము 13 

అయితే తనతోకూడ యుదధ్మునకు రావదద్ని అమజాయ్ తిరిగి పంపివేసిన సైనికులు షోమోర్ను 

మొదలుకొని బేత హోరోనువరకు ఉనన్ యూదాపటట్ణములమీద పడి వారిలో మూడు వేలమందిని 

హతముచేసి విసాత్రమైన కొలల్సొముమ్ పటుట్కొనిపోయిరి. 
KJV But the soldiers of the army which Amaziah sent back, that they 
should not go with him to battle, fell upon the cities of Judah, from Samaria 
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even unto Bethhoron, and smote three thousand of them, and took much 
spoil. 
Amplified But the soldiers of the band which Amaziah sent back, not 
allowing them to go with him to battle, fell upon the cities of Judah, from 
Samaria even to Beth-horon, and smote 3,000 [men] and took much spoil. 
ESV But the men of the army whom Amaziah sent back, not letting them 
go with him to battle, raided the cities of Judah, from Samaria to Beth-
horon, and struck down 3,000 people in them and took much spoil. 
NIV Meanwhile the troops that Amaziah had sent back and had not 
allowed to take part in the war raided Judean towns from Samaria to Beth 
Horon. They killed three thousand people and carried off great quantities of 
plunder. 
NASB But the troops whom Amaziah sent back from going with him to 
battle, raided the cities of Judah, from Samaria to Beth-horon, and struck 
down 3,000 of them and plundered much spoil. 
NKJV But as for the soldiers of the army which Amaziah had discharged, 
so that they would not go with him to battle, they raided the cities of Judah 
from Samaria to Beth Horon, killed three thousand in them, and took much 
spoil. 
NLT Meanwhile, the hired troops that Amaziah had sent home raided 
several of the towns of Judah between Samaria and Beth-horon, killing 
three thousand people and carrying off great quantities of plunder. 

వచనము 14 

అమజాయ్ ఎదోమీయులను ఓడించి తిరిగివచిచ్న తరువాత అతడు శేయీరువారి దేవతలను 

తీసికొనివచిచ్ తనకు దేవతలుగా నిలిపి వాటికి నమసక్రించి ధూపము వేసెను. 
KJV Now it came to pass, after that Amaziah was come from the slaughter 
of the Edomites, that he brought the gods of the children of Seir, and set 
them up to be his gods, and bowed down himself before them, and burned 
incense unto them. 
Amplified After Amaziah came back from the slaughter of the Edomites, 
he brought their gods and set them up to be his gods and bowed before 
them and burned incense to them. 
ESV After Amaziah came from striking down the Edomites, he brought the 
gods of the men of Seir and set them up as his gods and worshiped them, 
making offerings to them. 
NIV When Amaziah returned from slaughtering the Edomites, he brought 
back the gods of the people of Seir. He set them up as his own gods, bowed 
down to them and burned sacrifices to them. 
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NASB Now after Amaziah came from slaughtering the Edomites, he 
brought the gods of the sons of Seir, set them up as his gods, bowed down 
before them and burned incense to them. 
NKJV Now it was so, after Amaziah came from the slaughter of the 
Edomites, that he brought the gods of the people of Seir, set them up to be 
his gods, and bowed down before them and burned incense to them. 
NLT When King Amaziah returned from defeating the Edomites, he 
brought with him idols taken from the people of Seir. He set them up as his 
own gods, bowed down in front of them, and presented sacrifices to them! 

వచనము 15 

అందుకొరకు యెహోవా కోపము అమజాయ్ మీద రగులుకొనెను. ఆయన అతనియొదద్కు పర్వకత్ను ఒకని 

పంపగా అతడు నీచేతిలోనుండి తమ జనులను విడిపింప శకిత్లేని దేవతలయొదద్ నీవెందుకు విచారణ 

చేయుదువని అమజాయ్తో ననెను. 
KJV Wherefore the anger of the LORD was kindled against Amaziah, and 
he sent unto him a prophet, which said unto him, Why hast thou sought 
after the gods of the people, which could not deliver their own people out of 
thine hand? 
Amplified So the anger of the Lord was kindled against Amaziah, and He 
sent to him a prophet, who said, Why have you sought after the gods of the 
people, which could not deliver their own people out of your hand? 
ESV Therefore the LORD was angry with Amaziah and sent to him a 
prophet, who said to him, "Why have you sought the gods of a people who 
did not deliver their own people from your hand?" 
NIV The anger of the LORD burned against Amaziah, and he sent a 
prophet to him, who said, 'Why do you consult this people's gods, which 
could not save their own people from your hand?' 
NASB Then the anger of the LORD burned against Amaziah, and He sent 
him a prophet who said to him, 'Why have you sought the gods of the 
people who have not delivered their own people from your hand?' 
NKJV Therefore the anger of the LORD was aroused against Amaziah, and 
He sent him a prophet who said to him, "Why have you sought the gods of 
the people, which could not rescue their own people from your hand?" 
NLT This made the LORD very angry, and he sent a prophet to ask, 'Why 
have you worshiped gods who could not even save their own people from 
you?' 

వచనము 16 
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అతడు అమజాయ్తో మాటలాడుచుండగా రాజు అతని చూచి నీవు రాజుయొకక్ ఆలోచనకరత్లలో 

ఒకడవైతివా? ఊరకొనుము; నేను నినున్ చంపనేల అని చెపప్గా ఆ పర్వకత్ నీవు ఈలాగున చేసి నా 

ఆలోచనను అంగీకరింపకపోవుట చూచి దేవుడు నినున్ నశింపజేయనుదేద్శించి యునాన్డని నాకు 

తెలియునని చెపిప్ యూరకొనెను. 
KJV And it came to pass, as he talked with him, that the king said unto 
him, Art thou made of the king's counsel? forbear; why shouldest thou be 
smitten? Then the prophet forbare, and said, I know that God hath 
determined to destroy thee, because thou hast done this, and hast not 
hearkened unto my counsel. 
Amplified As he was talking, the king said to him, Have we made you the 
king's counselor? Stop it! Why should you be put to death? The prophet 
stopped but said, I know that God has determined to destroy you, because 
you have done this and ignored my counsel. 
ESV But as he was speaking, the king said to him, "Have we made you a 
royal counselor? Stop! Why should you be struck down?" So the prophet 
stopped, but said, "I know that God has determined to destroy you, because 
you have done this and have not listened to my counsel." 
NIV While he was still speaking, the king said to him, 'Have we appointed 
you an adviser to the king? Stop! Why be struck down?' So the prophet 
stopped but said, 'I know that God has determined to destroy you, because 
you have done this and have not listened to my counsel.' 
NASB As he was talking with him, the king said to him, 'Have we 
appointed you a royal counselor? Stop! Why should you be struck down?' 
Then the prophet stopped and said, 'I know that God has planned to 
destroy you, because you have done this and have not listened to my 
counsel.' 
NKJV So it was, as he talked with him, that the king said to him, "Have we 
made you the king's counselor? Cease! Why should you be killed?" Then the 
prophet ceased, and said, "I know that God has determined to destroy you, 
because you have done this and have not heeded my advice." 
NLT But the king interrupted him and said, 'Since when have I asked your 
advice? Be quiet now before I have you killed!' So the prophet left with this 
warning: 'I know that God has determined to destroy you because you have 
done this and have not accepted my counsel.' 

వచనము 17 
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అపుప్డు యూదారాజైన అమజాయ్ ఆలోచన చేసికొని రముమ్ మనము ఒకరి ముఖమును ఒకరము 

చూచుకొందమని యెహూకు పుటిట్న యెహోయాహాజు కుమారుడును ఇశార్యేలు రాజునైన 

యెహోయాషునొదద్కు వరత్మానము పంపెను. 
KJV Then Amaziah king of Judah took advice, and sent to Joash, the son of 
Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, Come, let us see one 
another in the face. 
Amplified Then Amaziah king of Judah took counsel and sent to Jehoash 
son of Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, Come [to battle], let 
us look one another in the face. 
ESV Then Amaziah king of Judah took counsel and sent to Joash the son of 
Jehoahaz, son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, "Come, let us look one another 
in the face." 
NIV After Amaziah king of Judah consulted his advisers, he sent this 
challenge to Jehoash son of Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, king of Israel: 
'Come, meet me face to face.' 
NASB Then Amaziah king of Judah took counsel and sent to Joash the son 
of Jehoahaz the son of Jehu, the king of Israel, saying, 'Come, let us face 
each other.' 
NKJV Now Amaziah king of Judah asked advice and sent to Joash the son 
of Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, "Come, let us face one 
another in battle." 
NLT After consulting with his advisers, King Amaziah of Judah sent this 
challenge to Israel's king Jehoash, the son of Jehoahaz and grandson of 
Jehu: 'Come and meet me in battle!' 

వచనము 18 

కాగా ఇశార్యేలురాజైన యెహోయాషు యూదారాజైన అమజాయ్కు ఈలాగు తిరుగ వరత్మానము 

పంపెను నీ కుమారెత్ను నా కుమారునికిమమ్ని లెబానోనులోనునన్ ముండల్చెటుట్ లెబానోనులోనునన్ 

దేవదారు వృక్షమునకు వరత్మానము పంపగా లెబానోనులో సంచరించు ఒక దుషట్మృగము ఆ 

ముండల్చెటుట్ను తొర్కిక్వేసెను. 
KJV And Joash king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, The 
thistle that was in Lebanon sent to the cedar that was in Lebanon, saying, 
Give thy daughter to my son to wife: and there passed by a wild beast that 
was in Lebanon, and trode down the thistle. 
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Amplified Jehoash king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, A 
little thistle in Lebanon sent to a great cedar in Lebanon, saying, Give your 
daughter to my son as wife. And a wild beast of Lebanon passed by and 
trampled down the thistle. 
ESV And Joash the king of Israel sent word to Amaziah king of Judah, "A 
thistle on Lebanon sent to a cedar on Lebanon, saying, 'Give your daughter 
to my son for a wife,' and a wild beast of Lebanon passed by and trampled 
down the thistle. 
NIV But Jehoash king of Israel replied to Amaziah king of Judah: 'A thistle 
in Lebanon sent a message to a cedar in Lebanon, 'Give your daughter to 
my son in marriage.' Then a wild beast in Lebanon came along and 
trampled the thistle underfoot. 
NASB Joash the king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, 'The 
thorn bush which was in Lebanon sent to the cedar which was in Lebanon, 
saying, 'Give your daughter to my son in marriage.' But there passed by a 
wild beast that was in Lebanon and trampled the thorn bush. 
NKJV And Joash king of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, 
"The thistle that was in Lebanon sent to the cedar that was in Lebanon, 
saying, "Give your daughter to my son as wife'; and a wild beast that was in 
Lebanon passed by and trampled the thistle. 
NLT But King Jehoash of Israel replied to King Amaziah of Judah with this 
story: 'Out in the Lebanon mountains, a thistle sent a message to a mighty 
cedar tree: `Give your daughter in marriage to my son.' But just then a wild 
animal came by and stepped on the thistle, crushing it! 

వచనము 19 

నేను ఎదోమీయులను ఓడించితిని గదా యని నీవనుకొనుచునాన్వు; నీ హృదయము నీవు గరివ్ంచి 

పర్గలభ్ములాడునటుల్ చేయుచునన్ది; యింటియొదద్ నిలిచియుండుము; నీవు నా జోలికి వచిచ్ కీడు 

తెచుచ్కొనుట యెందుకు? నీవును నీతోకూడ యూదావారును అపజయమొందుట యెందుకు? 

KJV Thou sayest, Lo, thou hast smitten the Edomites; and thine heart 
lifteth thee up to boast: abide now at home; why shouldest thou meddle to 
thine hurt, that thou shouldest fall, even thou, and Judah with thee? 
Amplified You say, See, [I] have smitten Edom! Your heart lifts you up to 
boast. Stay at home; why should you meddle [and court disaster], so you 
will fall and Judah with you? 
ESV You say, 'See, I have struck down Edom,' and your heart has lifted you 
up in boastfulness. But now stay at home. Why should you provoke trouble 
so that you fall, you and Judah with you?" 
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NIV You say to yourself that you have defeated Edom, and now you are 
arrogant and proud. But stay at home! Why ask for trouble and cause your 
own downfall and that of Judah also?' 
NASB 'You said, 'Behold, you have defeated Edom.' And your heart has 
become proud in boasting. Now stay at home; for why should you provoke 
trouble so that you, even you, would fall and Judah with you?' 
NKJV Indeed you say that you have defeated the Edomites, and your heart 
is lifted up to boast. Stay at home now; why should you meddle with 
trouble, that you should fall--you and Judah with you?" 
NLT You may be very proud of your conquest of Edom, but my advice is to 
stay home. Why stir up trouble that will bring disaster on you and the 
people of Judah?' 

వచనము 20 

జనులు ఎదోమీయుల దేవతలయొదద్ విచారణ చేయుచు వచిచ్రి గనుక వారి శతుర్వులచేతికి వారు 

అపప్గింపబడునటుల్ దేవుని పేర్రణవలన అమజాయ్ ఆ వరత్మానమును అంగీకరింపకపోయెను. 
KJV But Amaziah would not hear; for it came of God, that he might deliver 
them into the hand of their enemies, because they sought after the gods of 
Edom. 
Amplified But Amaziah would not hear, for it came from God, that He 
might deliver Judah into the hands of their enemies, because they sought 
after the gods of Edom. 
ESV But Amaziah would not listen, for it was of God, in order that he might 
give them into the hand of their enemies, because they had sought the gods 
of Edom. 
NIV Amaziah, however, would not listen, for God so worked that he might 
hand them over to Jehoash, because they sought the gods of Edom. 
NASB But Amaziah would not listen, for it was from God, that He might 
deliver them into the hand of Joash because they had sought the gods of 
Edom. 
NKJV But Amaziah would not heed, for it came from God, that He might 
give them into the hand of their enemies, because they sought the gods of 
Edom. 
NLT But Amaziah would not listen, for God was arranging to destroy him 
for worshiping the gods of Edom. 

వచనము 21 
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ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన యెహోయాషు బయలుదేరగా యూదా దేశమునకు చేరిన బేతెష్మెషులో అతడును 

యూదా రాజైన అమజాయ్యును ఒకరి ముఖము ఒకరు చూచుకొనిరి. 
KJV So Joash the king of Israel went up; and they saw one another in the 
face, both he and Amaziah king of Judah, at Bethshemesh, which belongeth 
to Judah. 
Amplified So Jehoash king of Israel went up; and he and Amaziah king of 
Judah faced one another at Beth-shemesh of Judah. 
ESV So Joash king of Israel went up, and he and Amaziah king of Judah 
faced one another in battle at Beth-shemesh, which belongs to Judah. 
NIV So Jehoash king of Israel attacked. He and Amaziah king of Judah 
faced each other at Beth Shemesh in Judah. 
NASB So Joash king of Israel went up, and he and Amaziah king of Judah 
faced each other at Beth-shemesh, which belonged to Judah. 
NKJV So Joash king of Israel went out; and he and Amaziah king of Judah 
faced one another at Beth Shemesh, which belongs to Judah. 
NLT So King Jehoash of Israel mobilized his army against King Amaziah of 
Judah. The two armies drew up their battle lines at Beth-shemesh in Judah. 

వచనము 22 

యూదావారు ఇశార్యేలువారియెదుట నిలువలేక ఓడిపోగా పర్తివాడును తన తన గుడారమునకు 

పారిపోయెను. 
KJV And Judah was put to the worse before Israel, and they fled every man 
to his tent. 
Amplified And Judah was defeated before Israel, and they fled every man 
to his tent. 
ESV And Judah was defeated by Israel, and every man fled to his home. 
NIV Judah was routed by Israel, and every man fled to his home. 
NASB Judah was defeated by Israel, and they fled each to his tent. 
NKJV And Judah was defeated by Israel, and every man fled to his tent. 
NLT Judah was routed by the army of Israel, and its army scattered and 
fled for home. 

వచనము 23 

అపుప్డు ఇశార్యేలురాజైన యెహోయాషు యెహోయాహాజునకు పుటిట్న యోవాషు కుమారుడును 

యూదారాజునైన అమజాయ్ను బేతెష్మెషులో పటుట్కొని యెరూషలేమునకు తీసికొనివచిచ్, యెరూషలేము 
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పార్కారమును ఎఫార్యిము గుమమ్ము మొదలుకొని మూలగుమమ్మువరకు నాలుగువందల మూరల 

పొడుగున పడగొటెట్ను. 
KJV And Joash the king of Israel took Amaziah king of Judah, the son of 
Joash, the son of Jehoahaz, at Bethshemesh, and brought him to 
Jerusalem, and brake down the wall of Jerusalem from the gate of Ephraim 
to the corner gate, four hundred cubits. 
Amplified And Jehoash king of Israel took Amaziah king of Judah, the son 
of Joash, the son of Jehoahaz, at Beth-shemesh and brought him to 
Jerusalem and broke down the wall of Jerusalem from the Ephraim Gate to 
the Corner Gate, 400 cubits. 
ESV And Joash king of Israel captured Amaziah king of Judah, the son of 
Joash, son of Ahaziah, at Beth-shemesh, and brought him to Jerusalem and 
broke down the wall of Jerusalem for 400 cubits, from the Ephraim Gate to 
the Corner Gate. 
NIV Jehoash king of Israel captured Amaziah king of Judah, the son of 
Joash, the son of Ahaziah, at Beth Shemesh. Then Jehoash brought him to 
Jerusalem and broke down the wall of Jerusalem from the Ephraim Gate to 
the Corner Gate--a section about six hundred feet long. 
NASB Then Joash king of Israel captured Amaziah king of Judah, the son 
of Joash the son of Jehoahaz, at Beth-shemesh, and brought him to 
Jerusalem and tore down the wall of Jerusalem from the Gate of Ephraim 
to the Corner Gate, 400 cubits. 
NKJV Then Joash the king of Israel captured Amaziah king of Judah, the 
son of Joash, the son of Jehoahaz, at Beth Shemesh; and he brought him to 
Jerusalem, and broke down the wall of Jerusalem from the Gate of Ephraim 
to the Corner Gate--four hundred cubits. 
NLT King Jehoash of Israel captured King Amaziah of Judah at Beth-
shemesh and brought him back to Jerusalem. Then Jehoash ordered his 
army to demolish six hundred feet of Jerusalem's wall, from the Ephraim 
Gate to the Corner Gate. 

వచనము 24 

అతడు దేవుని మందిరములో ఓబేదెదోము నొదద్నునన్ వెండియంతయు బంగారమంతయు 

ఉపకరణములనిన్యు రాజు నగరునందునన్ సొముమ్ను కుదవపెటట్బడినవారిని తీసికొని షోమోర్నునకు 

తిరిగివెళె ల్ను. 
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KJV And he took all the gold and the silver, and all the vessels that were 
found in the house of God with Obededom, and the treasures of the king's 
house, the hostages also, and returned to Samaria. 
Amplified And he took all the gold, the silver, and all the vessels found in 
God's house with [the doorkeeper] Obed-edom, and the treasures of the 
king's house and hostages also, and returned to Samaria. 
ESV And he seized all the gold and silver, and all the vessels that were 
found in the house of God, in the care of Obed-edom. He seized also the 
treasuries of the king's house, also hostages, and he returned to Samaria. 
NIV He took all the gold and silver and all the articles found in the temple 
of God that had been in the care of Obed-Edom, together with the palace 
treasures and the hostages, and returned to Samaria. 
NASB He took all the gold and silver and all the utensils which were found 
in the house of God with Obed-edom, and the treasures of the king's house, 
the hostages also, and returned to Samaria. 
NKJV And he took all the gold and silver, all the articles that were found in 
the house of God with Obed-Edom, the treasures of the king's house, and 
hostages, and returned to Samaria. 
NLT He carried off all the gold and silver and all the utensils from the 
Temple of God that had been in the care of Obed-edom. He also seized the 
treasures of the royal palace, along with hostages, and then returned to 
Samaria. 

వచనము 25 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజును యెహోయాహాజు కుమారుడునైన యెహోయాషు మరణమైన తరువాత యూదా 

రాజును యోవాషు కుమారుడునైన అమజాయ్ పదునయిదు సంవతస్రములు బర్దికెను. 
KJV And Amaziah the son of Joash king of Judah lived after the death of 
Joash son of Jehoahaz king of Israel fifteen years. 
Amplified And Amaziah son of Joash king of Judah lived after the death 
of Jehoash son of Jehoahaz king of Israel fifteen years. 
ESV Amaziah the son of Joash, king of Judah, lived fifteen years after the 
death of Joash the son of Jehoahaz, king of Israel. 
NIV Amaziah son of Joash king of Judah lived for fifteen years after the 
death of Jehoash son of Jehoahaz king of Israel. 
NASB And Amaziah, the son of Joash king of Judah, lived fifteen years 
after the death of Joash, son of Jehoahaz, king of Israel. 
NKJV Amaziah the son of Joash, king of Judah, lived fifteen years after the 
death of Joash the son of Jehoahaz, king of Israel. 
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NLT King Amaziah of Judah lived on for fifteen years after the death of 
King Jehoash of Israel. 

వచనము 26 

అమజాయ్ చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములు యూదా ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్వి. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Amaziah, first and last, behold, are they not 
written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel? 
Amplified The rest of the acts of Amaziah, from first to last, are they not 
written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel? 
ESV Now the rest of the deeds of Amaziah, from first to last, are they not 
written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel? 
NIV As for the other events of Amaziah's reign, from beginning to end, are 
they not written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel? 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Amaziah, from first to last, behold, are 
they not written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel? 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Amaziah, from first to last, indeed are 
they not written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel? 
NLT The rest of the events of Amaziah's reign, from beginning to end, are 
recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel.' 

వచనము 27 

అమజాయ్ యెహోవాను అనుసరించుట మానివేసిన తరువాత జనులు యెరూషలేములో అతనిమీద 

కుటర్చేయగా అతడు లాకీషునకు పారిపోయెను. 
KJV Now after the time that Amaziah did turn away from following the 
LORD they made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem; and he fled to 
Lachish: but they sent to Lachish after him, and slew him there. 
Amplified Now after Amaziah turned away from the Lord, they made a 
conspiracy against him in Jerusalem, and he fled to Lachish. But they sent 
to Lachish and slew him there. 
ESV From the time when he turned away from the LORD they made a 
conspiracy against him in Jerusalem, and he fled to Lachish. But they sent 
after him to Lachish and put him to death there. 
NIV From the time that Amaziah turned away from following the LORD, 
they conspired against him in Jerusalem and he fled to Lachish, but they 
sent men after him to Lachish and killed him there. 
NASB From the time that Amaziah turned away from following the LORD 
they conspired against him in Jerusalem, and he fled to Lachish; but they 
sent after him to Lachish and killed him there. 
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NKJV After the time that Amaziah turned away from following the LORD, 
they made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem, and he fled to Lachish; 
but they sent after him to Lachish and killed him there. 
NLT After Amaziah turned away from the LORD, there was a conspiracy 
against his life in Jerusalem, and he fled to Lachish. But his enemies sent 
assassins after him, and they killed him there. 

వచనము 28 

అయితే వారు అతని వెనుక లాకీషునకు మనుషుయ్లను పంపి అతని అకక్డ చంపి, గుఱఱ్ములమీద 

అతని శవము ఎకిక్ంచి తీసికొనివచిచ్ యూదాపటట్ణమందు అతని తండుర్లయొదద్ అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. 
KJV And they brought him upon horses, and buried him with his fathers in 
the city of Judah. 
Amplified And they brought him upon horses and buried him with his 
fathers in the City of [David in] Judah. 
ESV And they brought him upon horses, and he was buried with his fathers 
in the city of David. 
NIV He was brought back by horse and was buried with his fathers in the 
City of Judah. 
NASB Then they brought him on horses and buried him with his fathers in 
the city of Judah. 
NKJV Then they brought him on horses and buried him with his fathers in 
the City of Judah. 
NLT They brought him back to Jerusalem on a horse, and he was buried 
with his ancestors in the City of David. 
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వచనము 1 

అంతట యూదా జనులందరును పదునారేండల్వాడైన ఉజిజ్యాను తీసికొని అతని తండిర్యైన 

అమజాయ్కు బదులుగా రాజుగా నియమించిరి. 
KJV Then all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen years old, 
and made him king in the room of his father Amaziah. 
Amplified THEN ALL the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen 
years old, and made him king in place of his father Amaziah. 
ESV And all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen years old, 
and made him king instead of his father Amaziah. 
NIV Then all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen years old, 
and made him king in place of his father Amaziah. 
NASB And all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen years old, 
and made him king in the place of his father Amaziah. 
NKJV Now all the people of Judah took Uzziah, who was sixteen years old, 
and made him king instead of his father Amaziah. 
NLT The people of Judah then crowned Amaziah's sixteen-year-old son, 
Uzziah, as their next king. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు ఎలతును కటిట్ంచి, రాజగు తన తండిర్ అతని పితరులతోకూడ నిదిర్ంచిన తరువాత అది 

యూదావారికి తిరిగి వచుచ్నటుల్ చేసెను. 
KJV He built Eloth, and restored it to Judah, after that the king slept with 
his fathers. 
Amplified He built Eloth and restored it to Judah after Amaziah slept with 
his fathers. 
ESV He built Eloth and restored it to Judah, after the king slept with his 
fathers. 
NIV He was the one who rebuilt Elath and restored it to Judah after 
Amaziah rested with his fathers. 
NASB He built Eloth and restored it to Judah after the king slept with his 
fathers. 
NKJV He built Elath and restored it to Judah, after the king rested with his 
fathers. 
NLT After his father's death, Uzziah rebuilt the town of Elath and restored 
it to Judah. 
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వచనము 3 

ఉజిజ్యా యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు పదునారేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో ఏబది రెండు సంవతస్రములు 

ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్ యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్రాలు, ఆమె పేరు యెకొలాయ్. 
KJV Sixteen years old was Uzziah when he began to reign, and he reigned 
fifty and two years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was Jecoliah of 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified Uzziah was sixteen years old when he began his fifty-two-year 
reign in Jerusalem. His mother was Jecoliah of Jerusalem. 
ESV Uzziah was sixteen years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
fifty-two years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jecoliah of Jerusalem. 
NIV Uzziah was sixteen years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem fifty-two years. His mother's name was Jecoliah; she was from 
Jerusalem. 
NASB Uzziah was sixteen years old when he became king, and he reigned 
fifty-two years in Jerusalem; and his mother's name was Jechiliah of 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV Uzziah was sixteen years old when he became king, and he reigned 
fifty-two years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jecholiah of 
Jerusalem. 
NLT Uzziah was sixteen when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem fifty-two years. His mother was Jecoliah, from Jerusalem. 

వచనము 4 

అతడు తన తండిర్యైన అమజాయ్ చరయ్ యంతటి పర్కారము యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా 

పర్వరిత్ంచెను. 
KJV And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, according to 
all that his father Amaziah did. 
Amplified He did right in the Lord's sight, to the extent of all that his 
father Amaziah had done. 
ESV And he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, according to all 
that his father Amaziah had done. 
NIV He did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, just as his father 
Amaziah had done. 
NASB He did right in the sight of the LORD according to all that his father 
Amaziah had done. 
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NKJV And he did what was right in the sight of the LORD, according to all 
that his father Amaziah had done. 
NLT He did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight, just as his father, 
Amaziah, had done. 

వచనము 5 

దేవుని పర్తయ్క్షత విషయమందు తెలివికలిగిన జెకరాయ్ దినములలో అతడు దేవుని ఆశర్యించెను, అతడు 

యెహోవాను ఆశర్యించినంత కాలము దేవుడు అతని వరిధ్లల్జేసెను. 
KJV And he sought God in the days of Zechariah, who had understanding 
in the visions of God: and as long as he sought the LORD, God made him to 
prosper. 
Amplified He set himself to seek God in the days of Zechariah, who 
instructed him in the things of God; and as long as he sought (inquired of, 
yearned for) the Lord, God made him prosper. 
ESV He set himself to seek God in the days of Zechariah, who instructed 
him in the fear of God, and as long as he sought the LORD, God made him 
prosper. 
NIV He sought God during the days of Zechariah, who instructed him in 
the fear of God. As long as he sought the LORD, God gave him success. 
NASB He continued to seek God in the days of Zechariah, who had 
understanding through the vision of God; and as long as he sought the 
LORD, God prospered him. 
NKJV He sought God in the days of Zechariah, who had understanding in 
the visions of God; and as long as he sought the LORD, God made him 
prosper. 
NLT Uzziah sought God during the days of Zechariah, who instructed him 
in the fear of God. And as long as the king sought the LORD, God gave him 
success. 

వచనము 6 

అతడు బయలుదేరి ఫిలిషీత్యులతో యుదధ్ముచేసి గాతు పార్కారమును యబెన్ పార్కారమును అషోడ్దు 

పార్కారమును పడగొటిట్, అషోడ్దు దేశములోను ఫిలిషీత్యుల పర్దేశములలోను పార్కారపురములను 

కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he went forth and warred against the Philistines, and brake down 
the wall of Gath, and the wall of Jabneh, and the wall of Ashdod, and built 
cities about Ashdod, and among the Philistines. 
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Amplified He went out against the Philistines and broke down the walls of 
Gath, of Jabneh, and of Ashdod, and built cities near Ashdod and elsewhere 
among the Philistines. 
ESV He went out and made war against the Philistines and broke through 
the wall of Gath and the wall of Jabneh and the wall of Ashdod, and he built 
cities in the territory of Ashdod and elsewhere among the Philistines. 
NIV He went to war against the Philistines and broke down the walls of 
Gath, Jabneh and Ashdod. He then rebuilt towns near Ashdod and 
elsewhere among the Philistines. 
NASB Now he went out and warred against the Philistines, and broke 
down the wall of Gath and the wall of Jabneh and the wall of Ashdod; and 
he built cities in the area of Ashdod and among the Philistines. 
NKJV Now he went out and made war against the Philistines, and broke 
down the wall of Gath, the wall of Jabneh, and the wall of Ashdod; and he 
built cities around Ashdod and among the Philistines. 
NLT He declared war on the Philistines and broke down the walls of Gath, 
Jabneh, and Ashdod. Then he built new towns in the Ashdod area and in 
other parts of Philistia. 

వచనము 7 

ఫిలిషీత్యులతోను గూరబ్యలులో నివసించిన అరబీయులతోను మెహూనీయులతోను అతడు 

యుదధ్ము చేయగా దేవుడు అతనికి సహాయము చేసెను. 
KJV And God helped him against the Philistines, and against the Arabians 
that dwelt in Gurbaal, and the Mehunims. 
Amplified And God helped him against the Philistines, and the Arabs who 
dwelt in Gur-baal and the Meunim. 
ESV God helped him against the Philistines and against the Arabians who 
lived in Gurbaal and against the Meunites. 
NIV God helped him against the Philistines and against the Arabs who 
lived in Gur Baal and against the Meunites. 
NASB God helped him against the Philistines, and against the Arabians 
who lived in Gur-baal, and the Meunites. 
NKJV God helped him against the Philistines, against the Arabians who 
lived in Gur Baal, and against the Meunites. 
NLT God helped him not only with his wars against the Philistines, but also 
in his battles with the Arabs of Gur and in his wars with the Meunites. 

వచనము 8 
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అమోమ్నీయులు ఉజిజ్యాకు పనిన్చుచ్వారైరి. అతడు అధికముగా బలాభివృదిధ్నొందెను గనుక అతని కీరిత్ 

ఐగుపుత్ మారగ్ పర్దేశములనిన్టను వాయ్పించెను. 
KJV And the Ammonites gave gifts to Uzziah: and his name spread abroad 
even to the entering in of Egypt; for he strengthened himself exceedingly. 
Amplified The Ammonites paid tribute to Uzziah, and his fame spread 
abroad even to the border of Egypt, for he became very strong. 
ESV The Ammonites paid tribute to Uzziah, and his fame spread even to 
the border of Egypt, for he became very strong. 
NIV The Ammonites brought tribute to Uzziah, and his fame spread as far 
as the border of Egypt, because he had become very powerful. 
NASB The Ammonites also gave tribute to Uzziah, and his fame extended 
to the border of Egypt, for he became very strong. 
NKJV Also the Ammonites brought tribute to Uzziah. His fame spread as 
far as the entrance of Egypt, for he became exceedingly strong. 
NLT The Meunites paid annual tribute to him, and his fame spread even to 
Egypt, for he had become very powerful. 

వచనము 9 

మరియు ఉజిజ్యా యెరూషలేములో మూలగుమమ్ము దగగ్రను, పలల్పుసథ్లముల గుమమ్ము దగగ్రను, 

పార్కారపు మూలదగగ్రను, దురగ్ములను కటిట్ంచి గుమమ్ములు దిటట్పరచెను. 
KJV Moreover Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the corner gate, and at 
the valley gate, and at the turning of the wall, and fortified them. 
Amplified Also Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate, the 
Valley Gate, and at the angle of the wall, and fortified them. 
ESV Moreover, Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate and at 
the Valley Gate and at the Angle, and fortified them. 
NIV Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate, at the Valley Gate 
and at the angle of the wall, and he fortified them. 
NASB Moreover, Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate and 
at the Valley Gate and at the corner buttress and fortified them. 
NKJV And Uzziah built towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate, at the 
Valley Gate, and at the corner buttress of the wall; then he fortified them. 
NLT Uzziah built fortified towers in Jerusalem at the Corner Gate, at the 
Valley Gate, and at the angle in the wall. 

వచనము 10 
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అదియుగాక షెఫేలా పర్దేశములోను మైదాన పర్దేశములోను అతనికి విసాత్రమైన పశువులుండగా 

అతడు అరణయ్ములో దురగ్ములు కటిట్ంచి అనేకమైన బావులు తర్వివ్ంచెను. వయ్వసాయమందు అతడు 

అపేక్షగలవాడు గనుక పరవ్తములలోను కరెమ్లులోను అతనికి వయ్వసాయకులును దార్క్షతోట 

పనివారును కలిగియుండిరి. 
KJV Also he built towers in the desert, and digged many wells: for he had 
much cattle, both in the low country, and in the plains: husbandmen also, 
and vine dressers in the mountains, and in Carmel: for he loved husbandry. 
Amplified Also he built towers in the wilderness and hewed out many 
cisterns, for he had much livestock, both in the lowlands and in the 
tableland. And he had farmers and vinedressers in the hills and in the 
fertile fields [of Carmel], for he loved farming. 
ESV And he built towers in the wilderness and cut out many cisterns, for 
he had large herds, both in the Shephelah and in the plain, and he had 
farmers and vinedressers in the hills and in the fertile lands, for he loved 
the soil. 
NIV He also built towers in the desert and dug many cisterns, because he 
had much livestock in the foothills and in the plain. He had people working 
his fields and vineyards in the hills and in the fertile lands, for he loved the 
soil. 
NASB He built towers in the wilderness and hewed many cisterns, for he 
had much livestock, both in the lowland and in the plain. He also had 
plowmen and vinedressers in the hill country and the fertile fields, for he 
loved the soil. 
NKJV Also he built towers in the desert. He dug many wells, for he had 
much livestock, both in the lowlands and in the plains; he also had farmers 
and vinedressers in the mountains and in Carmel, for he loved the soil. 
NLT He also constructed forts in the wilderness and dug many water 
cisterns, because he kept great herds of livestock in the foothills of Judah 
and on the plains. He was also a man who loved the soil. He had many 
workers who cared for his farms and vineyards, both on the hillsides and in 
the fertile valleys. 

వచనము 11 
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యుదధ్మునకు ఉజిజ్యాకు సైనయ్ము కలిగియుండెను; అందులోని యోధులు రాజు అధిపతులలో 

హననాయ్ అనువాని చేతికిర్ందనుండిరి. ఖజానాదారుడగు మయశేయాయు పర్ధానమంతిర్యగు 

యెహీయేలును వారి లెకక్ ఎంతైనది చూచి వారిని పటాలముగా ఏరప్రచువారై యుండిరి. 
KJV Moreover Uzziah had an host of fighting men, that went out to war by 
bands, according to the number of their account by the hand of Jeiel the 
scribe and Maaseiah the ruler, under the hand of Hananiah, one of the 
king's captains. 
Amplified And Uzziah had a combat army for waging war by regiments 
according to the number as recorded by Jeiel the secretary and Maaseiah 
the officer under the direction of Hananiah, one of the king's commanders. 
ESV Moreover, Uzziah had an army of soldiers, fit for war, in divisions 
according to the numbers in the muster made by Jeiel the secretary and 
Maaseiah the officer, under the direction of Hananiah, one of the king's 
commanders. 
NIV Uzziah had a well-trained army, ready to go out by divisions according 
to their numbers as mustered by Jeiel the secretary and Maaseiah the 
officer under the direction of Hananiah, one of the royal officials. 
NASB Moreover, Uzziah had an army ready for battle, which entered 
combat by divisions according to the number of their muster, prepared by 
Jeiel the scribe and Maaseiah the official, under the direction of Hananiah, 
one of the king's officers. 
NKJV Moreover Uzziah had an army of fighting men who went out to war 
by companies, according to the number on their roll as prepared by Jeiel 
the scribe and Maaseiah the officer, under the hand of Hananiah, one of the 
king's captains. 
NLT Uzziah had an army of well-trained warriors, ready to march into 
battle, unit by unit. This great army of fighting men had been mustered and 
organized by Jeiel, the secretary of the army, and his assistant, Maaseiah. 
They were under the direction of Hananiah, one of the king's officials. 

వచనము 12 

వారి పితరుల యిండల్ పెదద్ల సంఖయ్నుబటిట్ పరాకర్మశాలులు రెండువేల ఆరువందల మందియైరి. 
KJV The whole number of the chief of the fathers of the mighty men of 
valour were two thousand and six hundred. 
Amplified The whole number of the heads of fathers' houses of mighty 
men of valor was 2,600. 
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ESV The whole number of the heads of fathers' houses of mighty men of 
valor was 2,600. 
NIV The total number of family leaders over the fighting men was 2,600. 
NASB The total number of the heads of the households, of valiant warriors, 
was 2,600. 
NKJV The total number of chief officers of the mighty men of valor was 
two thousand six hundred. 
NLT Twenty-six hundred clan leaders commanded these regiments of 
seasoned warriors. 

వచనము 13 

రాజునకు సహాయము చేయుటకై శతుర్వులతో యుదధ్ము చేయుటయందు పేరుపొందిన 

పరాకర్మశాలులైన మూడులక్షల ఏడు వేల ఐదువందలమంది గల సైనయ్ము వారిచేతికిర్ంద ఉండెను. 
KJV And under their hand was an army, three hundred thousand and 
seven thousand and five hundred, that made war with mighty power, to 
help the king against the enemy. 
Amplified Under their command was an army of 307,500 who could fight 
with mighty power to help the king against the enemy. 
ESV Under their command was an army of 307,500, who could make war 
with mighty power, to help the king against the enemy. 
NIV Under their command was an army of 307,500 men trained for war, a 
powerful force to support the king against his enemies. 
NASB Under their direction was an elite army of 307,500, who could wage 
war with great power, to help the king against the enemy. 
NKJV And under their authority was an army of three hundred and seven 
thousand five hundred, that made war with mighty power, to help the king 
against the enemy. 
NLT The army consisted of 307,500 men, all elite troops. They were 
prepared to assist the king against any enemy. 

వచనము 14 

ఉజిజ్యా యీ సైనయ్మంతటికి డాళల్ను ఈటెలను శిరసాత్ర్ణములను కవచములను విలుల్లను వడిసెలలను 

చేయించెను. 
KJV And Uzziah prepared for them throughout all the host shields, and 
spears, and helmets, and habergeons, and bows, and slings to cast stones. 
Amplified Uzziah prepared for all the army shields, spears, helmets, coats 
of mail, bows, and stones to sling. 
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ESV And Uzziah prepared for all the army shields, spears, helmets, coats of 
mail, bows, and stones for slinging. 
NIV Uzziah provided shields, spears, helmets, coats of armor, bows and 
slingstones for the entire army. 
NASB Moreover, Uzziah prepared for all the army shields, spears, helmets, 
body armor, bows and sling stones. 
NKJV Then Uzziah prepared for them, for the entire army, shields, spears, 
helmets, body armor, bows, and slings to cast stones. 
NLT Uzziah provided the entire army with shields, spears, helmets, coats 
of mail, bows, and sling stones. 

వచనము 15 

మరియు అతడు అంబులనేమి పెదద్ రాళల్నేమి పర్యోగించుటకై ఉపాయశాలులు కలిప్ంచిన 

యంతర్ములను యెరూషలేములో చేయించి దురగ్ములలోను బురుజులలోను ఉంచెను. అతడు 

సిథ్రపడువరకు అతనికి ఆశచ్రయ్కరమైన సహాయము కలిగెను గనుక అతని కీరిత్ దూరముగా 

వాయ్పించెను. 
KJV And he made in Jerusalem engines, invented by cunning men, to be 
on the towers and upon the bulwarks, to shoot arrows and great stones 
withal. And his name spread far abroad; for he was marvellously helped, till 
he was strong. 
Amplified In Jerusalem he made machines invented by skillful men to be 
on the towers and the [corner] bulwarks, with which to shoot arrows and 
great stones. And his fame spread far, for he was marvelously helped till he 
was strong. 
ESV In Jerusalem he made engines, invented by skillful men, to be on the 
towers and the corners, to shoot arrows and great stones. And his fame 
spread far, for he was marvelously helped, till he was strong. 
NIV In Jerusalem he made machines designed by skillful men for use on 
the towers and on the corner defenses to shoot arrows and hurl large 
stones. His fame spread far and wide, for he was greatly helped until he 
became powerful. 
NASB In Jerusalem he made engines of war invented by skillful men to be 
on the towers and on the corners for the purpose of shooting arrows and 
great stones. Hence his fame spread afar, for he was marvelously helped 
until he was strong. 
NKJV And he made devices in Jerusalem, invented by skillful men, to be 
on the towers and the corners, to shoot arrows and large stones. So his 
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fame spread far and wide, for he was marvelously helped till he became 
strong. 
NLT And he produced machines mounted on the walls of Jerusalem, 
designed by brilliant men to shoot arrows and hurl stones from the towers 
and the corners of the wall. His fame spread far and wide, for the LORD 
helped him wonderfully until he became very powerful. 

వచనము 16 

అయితే అతడు సిథ్రపడిన తరువాత అతడు మనసుస్న గరివ్ంచి చెడిపోయెను. అతడు ధూపపీఠముమీద 

ధూపము వేయుటకై యెహోవా మందిరములో పర్వేశించి తన దేవుడైన యెహోవామీద దోర్హము 

చేయగా 

KJV But when he was strong, his heart was lifted up to his destruction: for 
he transgressed against the LORD his God, and went into the temple of the 
LORD to burn incense upon the altar of incense. 
Amplified But when [King Uzziah] was strong, he became proud to his 
destruction; and he trespassed against the Lord his God, for he went into 
the temple of the Lord to burn incense on the altar of incense. 
ESV But when he was strong, he grew proud, to his destruction. For he was 
unfaithful to the LORD his God and entered the temple of the LORD to 
burn incense on the altar of incense. 
NIV But after Uzziah became powerful, his pride led to his downfall. He 
was unfaithful to the LORD his God, and entered the temple of the LORD to 
burn incense on the altar of incense. 
NASB But when he became strong, his heart was so proud that he acted 
corruptly, and he was unfaithful to the LORD his God, for he entered the 
temple of the LORD to burn incense on the altar of incense. 
NKJV But when he was strong his heart was lifted up, to his destruction, 
for he transgressed against the LORD his God by entering the temple of the 
LORD to burn incense on the altar of incense. 
NLT But when he had become powerful, he also became proud, which led 
to his downfall. He sinned against the LORD his God by entering the 
sanctuary of the LORD's Temple and personally burning incense on the 
altar. 

వచనము 17 

యాజకుడైన ఆజరాయ్యు అతనితోకూడ ధైరయ్వంతులైన యెహోవా యాజకులు ఎనుబది మందియు 

అతని వెంబడి లోపలికిపోయిరి. 
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KJV And Azariah the priest went in after him, and with him fourscore 
priests of the LORD, that were valiant men: 
Amplified And Azariah the priest went in after him and with him eighty 
priests of the Lord, men of courage. 
ESV But Azariah the priest went in after him, with eighty priests of the 
LORD who were men of valor, 
NIV Azariah the priest with eighty other courageous priests of the LORD 
followed him in. 
NASB Then Azariah the priest entered after him and with him eighty 
priests of the LORD, valiant men. 
NKJV So Azariah the priest went in after him, and with him were eighty 
priests of the LORD--valiant men. 
NLT Azariah the high priest went in after him with eighty other priests of 
the LORD, all brave men. 

వచనము 18 

వారు రాజైన ఉజిజ్యాను ఎదిరించి ఉజిజ్యా, యెహోవాకు ధూపము వేయుట ధూపము వేయుటకై 

పర్తిషిఠ్ంపబడిన అహరోను సంతతివారైన యాజకుల పనియేగాని నీ పని కాదు; పరిశుదధ్ 

సథ్లములోనుండి బయటికి పొముమ్, నీవు దోర్హము చేసియునాన్వు, దేవుడైన యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని ఇది 

నీకు ఘనత కలుగజేయదని చెపప్గా 

KJV And they withstood Uzziah the king, and said unto him, It 
appertaineth not unto thee, Uzziah, to burn incense unto the LORD, but to 
the priests the sons of Aaron, that are consecrated to burn incense: go out 
of the sanctuary; for thou hast trespassed; neither shall it be for thine 
honour from the LORD God. 
Amplified They opposed King Uzziah and said to him, It is not for you, 
Uzziah, to burn incense to the Lord, but for the priests, the sons of Aaron, 
who are set apart to burn incense. Withdraw from the sanctuary; you have 
trespassed, and that will not be to your credit and honor before the Lord 
God. 
ESV and they withstood King Uzziah and said to him, "It is not for you, 
Uzziah, to burn incense to the LORD, but for the priests the sons of Aaron, 
who are consecrated to burn incense. Go out of the sanctuary, for you have 
done wrong, and it will bring you no honor from the LORD God." 
NIV They confronted him and said, 'It is not right for you, Uzziah, to burn 
incense to the LORD. That is for the priests, the descendants of Aaron, who 
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have been consecrated to burn incense. Leave the sanctuary, for you have 
been unfaithful; and you will not be honored by the LORD God.' 
NASB They opposed Uzziah the king and said to him, 'It is not for you, 
Uzziah, to burn incense to the LORD, but for the priests, the sons of Aaron 
who are consecrated to burn incense. Get out of the sanctuary, for you have 
been unfaithful and will have no honor from the LORD God.' 
NKJV And they withstood King Uzziah, and said to him, "It is not for you, 
Uzziah, to burn incense to the LORD, but for the priests, the sons of Aaron, 
who are consecrated to burn incense. Get out of the sanctuary, for you have 
trespassed! You shall have no honor from the LORD God." 
NLT They confronted King Uzziah and said, 'It is not for you, Uzziah, to 
burn incense to the LORD. That is the work of the priests alone, the sons of 
Aaron who are set apart for this work. Get out of the sanctuary, for you have 
sinned. The LORD God will not honor you for this!' 

వచనము 19 

ఉజిజ్యా ధూపము వేయుటకు ధూపారిత్నిచేత పటుట్కొని రౌదుర్డై, యాజకులమీద కోపము చూపెను. 

యెహోవా మందిరములో ధూప పీఠము పర్కక్నతడు ఉండగా యాజకులు చూచుచునేయునన్పుప్డు 

అతని నొసట కుషఠ్రోగము పుటెట్ను. 
KJV Then Uzziah was wroth, and had a censer in his hand to burn incense: 
and while he was wroth with the priests, the leprosy even rose up in his 
forehead before the priests in the house of the LORD, from beside the 
incense altar. 
Amplified Then Uzziah was enraged, and he had a censer in his hand to 
burn incense. And while he was enraged with the priests, leprosy broke out 
on his forehead before the priests in the house of the Lord, beside the 
incense altar. 
ESV Then Uzziah was angry. Now he had a censer in his hand to burn 
incense, and when he became angry with the priests, leprosy broke out on 
his forehead in the presence of the priests in the house of the LORD, by the 
altar of incense. 
NIV Uzziah, who had a censer in his hand ready to burn incense, became 
angry. While he was raging at the priests in their presence before the 
incense altar in the Lord's temple, leprosy broke out on his forehead. 
NASB But Uzziah, with a censer in his hand for burning incense, was 
enraged; and while he was enraged with the priests, the leprosy broke out 
on his forehead before the priests in the house of the LORD, beside the altar 
of incense. 
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NKJV Then Uzziah became furious; and he had a censer in his hand to 
burn incense. And while he was angry with the priests, leprosy broke out on 
his forehead, before the priests in the house of the LORD, beside the 
incense altar. 
NLT Uzziah was furious and refused to set down the incense burner he was 
holding. But as he was standing there with the priests before the incense 
altar in the LORD's Temple, leprosy suddenly broke out on his forehead. 

వచనము 20 

పర్ధానయాజకుడైన అజరాయ్యును యాజకులందరును అతనివైపు చూడగా అతడు నొసట కుషఠ్ము 

గలవాడై యుండెను. గనుక వారు తడవుచేయక అకక్డనుండి అతనిని బయటికి వెళల్గొటిట్రి; యెహోవా 

తనున్ మొతెత్నని యెరిగి బయటికివెళుల్టకు తానును తవ్రపడెను. 
KJV And Azariah the chief priest, and all the priests, looked upon him, 
and, behold, he was leprous in his forehead, and they thrust him out from 
thence; yea, himself hasted also to go out, because the LORD had smitten 
him. 
Amplified And as Azariah the chief priest and all the priests looked upon 
him, behold, he was leprous on his forehead! So they forced him out of 
there; and he also made haste to get out, because the Lord had smitten him. 
ESV And Azariah the chief priest and all the priests looked at him, and 
behold, he was leprous in his forehead! And they rushed him out quickly, 
and he himself hurried to go out, because the LORD had struck him. 
NIV When Azariah the chief priest and all the other priests looked at him, 
they saw that he had leprosy on his forehead, so they hurried him out. 
Indeed, he himself was eager to leave, because the LORD had afflicted him. 
NASB Azariah the chief priest and all the priests looked at him, and 
behold, he was leprous on his forehead; and they hurried him out of there, 
and he himself also hastened to get out because the LORD had smitten him. 
NKJV And Azariah the chief priest and all the priests looked at him, and 
there, on his forehead, he was leprous; so they thrust him out of that place. 
Indeed he also hurried to get out, because the LORD had struck him. 
NLT When Azariah and the other priests saw the leprosy, they rushed him 
out. And the king himself was eager to get out because the LORD had struck 
him. 

వచనము 21 
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రాజైన ఉజిజ్యా తన మరణదినమువరకు కుషఠ్రోగియై యుండెను. కుషఠ్రోగియై యెహోవా 

మందిరములోనికి పోకుండ పర్తేయ్కింపబడెను గనుక అతడు పర్తేయ్కముగా ఒక యింటిలో 

నివసించుచుండెను; అతని కుమారుడైన యోతాము రాజు ఇంటివారికి అధిపతియై దేశపు జనులకు 

నాయ్యము తీరుచ్చుండెను. 
KJV And Uzziah the king was a leper unto the day of his death, and dwelt 
in a several house, being a leper; for he was cut off from the house of the 
LORD: and Jotham his son was over the king's house, judging the people of 
the land. 
Amplified And King Uzziah was a leper to the day of his death, and, being 
a leper, he dwelt in a separate house, for he was excluded from the Lord's 
house. And Jotham his son took charge of the king's household, ruling the 
people of the land. 
ESV And King Uzziah was a leper to the day of his death, and being a leper 
lived in a separate house, for he was excluded from the house of the LORD. 
And Jotham his son was over the king's household, governing the people of 
the land. 
NIV King Uzziah had leprosy until the day he died. He lived in a separate 
house --leprous, and excluded from the temple of the LORD. Jotham his 
son had charge of the palace and governed the people of the land. 
NASB King Uzziah was a leper to the day of his death; and he lived in a 
separate house, being a leper, for he was cut off from the house of the 
LORD. And Jotham his son was over the king's house judging the people of 
the land. 
NKJV King Uzziah was a leper until the day of his death. He dwelt in an 
isolated house, because he was a leper; for he was cut off from the house of 
the LORD. Then Jotham his son was over the king's house, judging the 
people of the land. 
NLT So King Uzziah had leprosy until the day he died. He lived in isolation, 
excluded from the Temple of the LORD. His son Jotham was put in charge 
of the royal palace, and he governed the people of the land. 

వచనము 22 

ఉజిజ్యా చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్ ఆమోజు కుమారుడును పర్వకత్యునైన యెషయా వార్సెను. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah, first and last, did Isaiah the 
prophet, the son of Amoz, write. 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah, from first to last, Isaiah the 
prophet, the son of Amoz, wrote. 
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ESV Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah, from first to last, Isaiah the prophet 
the son of Amoz wrote. 
NIV The other events of Uzziah's reign, from beginning to end, are 
recorded by the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah, first to last, the prophet Isaiah, 
the son of Amoz, has written. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah, from first to last, the prophet 
Isaiah the son of Amoz wrote. 
NLT The rest of the events of Uzziah's reign, from beginning to end, are 
recorded by the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz. 

వచనము 23 

ఉజిజ్యా తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచెను. అతడు కుషఠ్రోగియని రాజుల సంబంధమైన 

శమ్శానభూమిలో అతని పితరులదగగ్ర అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. అతని కుమారుడైన యోతాము అతనికి 

బదులుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV So Uzziah slept with his fathers, and they buried him with his fathers 
in the field of the burial which belonged to the kings; for they said, He is a 
leper: and Jotham his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified So Uzziah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the 
burial field of the kings [outside the royal tombs], for they said, He is a 
leper. Jotham his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Uzziah slept with his fathers, and they buried him with his 
fathers in the burial field that belonged to the kings, for they said, "He is a 
leper." And Jotham his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Uzziah rested with his fathers and was buried near them in a field for 
burial that belonged to the kings, for people said, 'He had leprosy.' And 
Jotham his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB So Uzziah slept with his fathers, and they buried him with his 
fathers in the field of the grave which belonged to the kings, for they said, 
'He is a leper.' And Jotham his son became king in his place. 
NKJV So Uzziah rested with his fathers, and they buried him with his 
fathers in the field of burial which belonged to the kings, for they said, "He 
is a leper." Then Jotham his son reigned in his place. 
NLT So Uzziah died, and since he had leprosy, he was buried nearby in a 
burial field belonging to the kings. Then his son Jotham became the next 
king. 
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వచనము 1 

యోతాము ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యయిదేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో పదునారు 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను; అతని తలిల్ సాదోకు కుమారెత్; ఆమె పేరు యెరూషా. 
KJV Jotham was twenty and five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was Jerushah, 
the daughter of Zadok. 
Amplified JOTHAM WAS twenty-five years old when he began to reign, 
and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. His mother was Jerushah 
daughter of Zadok. 
ESV Jotham was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jerushah the 
daughter of Zadok. 
NIV Jotham was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem sixteen years. His mother's name was Jerusha 
daughter of Zadok. 
NASB Jotham was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Jerushah 
the daughter of Zadok. 
NKJV Jotham was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Jerushah the 
daughter of Zadok. 
NLT Jotham was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem sixteen years. His mother was Jerusha, the daughter 
of Zadok. 

వచనము 2 

యెహోవా మందిరములో పర్వేశించుట తపప్ అతడు తన తండిర్యైన ఉజిజ్యాయొకక్ చరయ్ యంతటి 

పర్కారము చేయుచు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యధారథ్ముగానే పర్వరిత్ంచెను; అతని కాలములో జనులు 

మరింత దురామ్రగ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచుచుండిరి. 
KJV And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, according to 
all that his father Uzziah did: howbeit he entered not into the temple of the 
LORD. And the people did yet corruptly. 
Amplified He did right in the sight of the Lord, to the extent of all that his 
father Uzziah had done. However, he did not invade the temple of the Lord. 
But the people still did corruptly. 
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ESV And he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD according to all 
that his father Uzziah had done, except he did not enter the temple of the 
LORD. But the people still followed corrupt practices. 
NIV He did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, just as his father 
Uzziah had done, but unlike him he did not enter the temple of the LORD. 
The people, however, continued their corrupt practices. 
NASB He did right in the sight of the LORD, according to all that his father 
Uzziah had done; however he did not enter the temple of the LORD. But the 
people continued acting corruptly. 
NKJV And he did what was right in the sight of the LORD, according to all 
that his father Uzziah had done (although he did not enter the temple of the 
LORD). But still the people acted corruptly. 
NLT He did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight, just as his father, 
Uzziah, had done. But unlike him, Jotham did not enter the Temple of the 
LORD. Nevertheless, the people continued in their corrupt ways. 

వచనము 3 

అతడు యెహోవా మందిరపు ఎతుత్ దావ్రమును కటిట్ంచి ఓపెలు దగగ్రనునన్ గోడ చాలమటుట్కు 

కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV He built the high gate of the house of the LORD, and on the wall of 
Ophel he built much. 
Amplified He built the Upper Gate of the Lord's house and did much 
building on the wall of Ophel. 
ESV He built the upper gate of the house of the LORD and did much 
building on the wall of Ophel. 
NIV Jotham rebuilt the Upper Gate of the temple of the LORD and did 
extensive work on the wall at the hill of Ophel. 
NASB He built the upper gate of the house of the LORD, and he built 
extensively the wall of Ophel. 
NKJV He built the Upper Gate of the house of the LORD, and he built 
extensively on the wall of Ophel. 
NLT Jotham rebuilt the Upper Gate to the LORD's Temple and also did 
extensive rebuilding on the wall at the hill of Ophel. 

వచనము 4 

మరియు అతడు యూదా పరవ్తములలో పార్కారపురములను కటిట్ంచి అరణయ్ములలో కోటలను 

దురగ్ములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
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KJV Moreover he built cities in the mountains of Judah, and in the forests 
he built castles and towers. 
Amplified Moreover, he built cities in the hill country of Judah, and in the 
forests he built forts and towers. 
ESV Moreover, he built cities in the hill country of Judah, and forts and 
towers on the wooded hills. 
NIV He built towns in the Judean hills and forts and towers in the wooded 
areas. 
NASB Moreover, he built cities in the hill country of Judah, and he built 
fortresses and towers on the wooded hills. 
NKJV Moreover he built cities in the mountains of Judah, and in the 
forests he built fortresses and towers. 
NLT He built towns in the hill country of Judah and constructed fortresses 
and towers in the wooded areas. 

వచనము 5 

అతడు అమోమ్నీయుల రాజుతో యుదధ్ముచేసి జయించెను గనుక అమోమ్నీయులు ఆ సంవతస్రము 

అతనికి రెండు వందల మణుగుల వెండిని పదివేల కొలల గోధుమలను పదివేల కొలల యవలను 

ఇచిచ్రి; ఈ పర్కారముగా అమోమ్నీయులు మరు సంవతస్రమును మూడవ సంవతస్రమును అతనికి 

చెలిల్ంచిరి. 
KJV He fought also with the king of the Ammonites, and prevailed against 
them. And the children of Ammon gave him the same year an hundred 
talents of silver, and ten thousand measures of wheat, and ten thousand of 
barley. So much did the children of Ammon pay unto him, both the second 
year, and the third. 
Amplified He fought with the king of the Ammonites and prevailed 
against them. The Ammonites gave him that year 100 talents of silver and 
10,000 measures each of wheat and of barley. That much the Ammonites 
paid to him also the second year and third year. 
ESV He fought with the king of the Ammonites and prevailed against them. 
And the Ammonites gave him that year 100 talents of silver, and 10,000 
cors of wheat and 10,000 of barley. The Ammonites paid him the same 
amount in the second and the third years. 
NIV Jotham made war on the king of the Ammonites and conquered them. 
That year the Ammonites paid him a hundred talents of silver, ten 
thousand cors of wheat and ten thousand cors of barley. The Ammonites 
brought him the same amount also in the second and third years. 
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NASB He fought also with the king of the Ammonites and prevailed over 
them so that the Ammonites gave him during that year one hundred talents 
of silver, ten thousand kors of wheat and ten thousand of barley. The 
Ammonites also paid him this amount in the second and in the third year. 
NKJV He also fought with the king of the Ammonites and defeated them. 
And the people of Ammon gave him in that year one hundred talents of 
silver, ten thousand kors of wheat, and ten thousand of barley. The people 
of Ammon paid this to him in the second and third years also. 
NLT Jotham waged war against the Ammonites and conquered them. For 
the next three years, he received from them an annual tribute of 7,500 
pounds of silver, 50,000 bushels of wheat, and 50,000 bushels of barley. 

వచనము 6 

ఈలాగున యోతాము తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా పర్వరిత్ంచి బలపరచబడెను. 
KJV So Jotham became mighty, because he prepared his ways before the 
LORD his God. 
Amplified So Jotham grew mighty, for he ordered his ways in the sight of 
the Lord his God. 
ESV So Jotham became mighty, because he ordered his ways before the 
LORD his God. 
NIV Jotham grew powerful because he walked steadfastly before the LORD 
his God. 
NASB So Jotham became mighty because he ordered his ways before the 
LORD his God. 
NKJV So Jotham became mighty, because he prepared his ways before the 
LORD his God. 
NLT King Jotham became powerful because he was careful to live in 
obedience to the LORD his God. 

వచనము 7 

యోతాము చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు చేసిన యుదధ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్యు, అతని 

చరయ్నుగూరిచ్యు ఇశార్యేలు యూదా రాజుల గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Jotham, and all his wars, and his ways, lo, 
they are written in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah. 
Amplified Now the rest of Jotham's acts, and all his wars and his ways, 
behold, they are written in the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Jotham, and all his wars and his ways, 
behold, they are written in the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. 
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NIV The other events in Jotham's reign, including all his wars and the 
other things he did, are written in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Jotham, even all his wars and his acts, 
behold, they are written in the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Jotham, and all his wars and his ways, 
indeed they are written in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah. 
NLT The rest of the events of Jotham's reign, including his wars and other 
activities, are recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah.' 

వచనము 8 

అతడు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యయిదేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో పదునారు 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను. 
KJV He was five and twenty years old when he began to reign, and reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem. 
Amplified He was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. 
ESV He was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem. 
NIV He was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem sixteen years. 
NASB He was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV He was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem. 
NLT He was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem sixteen years. 

వచనము 9 

యోతాము తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచెను; అతడు దావీదు పటట్ణమందు పాతిపెటట్బడెను; అతని 

కుమారుడైన ఆహాజు అతనికి బదులుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV And Jotham slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of 
David: and Ahaz his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified And Jotham slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the 
City of David. Ahaz his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Jotham slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of 
David, and Ahaz his son reigned in his place. 
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NIV Jotham rested with his fathers and was buried in the City of David. 
And Ahaz his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB And Jotham slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city of 
David; and Ahaz his son became king in his place. 
NKJV So Jotham rested with his fathers, and they buried him in the City of 
David. Then Ahaz his son reigned in his place. 
NLT When he died, he was buried in the City of David, and his son Ahaz 
became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

ఆహాజు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది సంవతస్రములవాడై యెరూషలేములో పదునారు 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను. అతడు తన పితరుడైన దావీదువలె యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా 

పర్వరిత్ంపలేదు. 
KJV Ahaz was twenty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem: but he did not that which was right in the sight 
of the LORD, like David his father: 
Amplified AHAZ WAS twenty years old when he began his sixteen-year 
reign in Jerusalem. He did not do right in the sight of the Lord, like David 
his father [forefather]. 
ESV Ahaz was twenty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem. And he did not do what was right in the eyes of 
the LORD, as his father David had done, 
NIV Ahaz was twenty years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem sixteen years. Unlike David his father, he did not do what was 
right in the eyes of the LORD. 
NASB Ahaz was twenty years old when he became king, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem; and he did not do right in the sight of the LORD 
as David his father had done. 
NKJV Ahaz was twenty years old when he became king, and he reigned 
sixteen years in Jerusalem; and he did not do what was right in the sight of 
the LORD, as his father David had done. 
NLT Ahaz was twenty years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem sixteen years. He did not do what was pleasing in the sight of the 
LORD, as his ancestor David had done. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల మారగ్ములందు నడచి, బయలు దేవతా రూపములుగా పోత 

విగర్హములను చేయించెను. 
KJV For he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, and made also molten 
images for Baalim. 
Amplified But he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel and even made 
molten images for the Baals. 
ESV but he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel. He even made metal 
images for the Baals, 
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NIV He walked in the ways of the kings of Israel and also made cast idols 
for worshiping the Baals. 
NASB But he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel; he also made 
molten images for the Baals. 
NKJV For he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, and made molded 
images for the Baals. 
NLT Instead, he followed the example of the kings of Israel and cast images 
for the worship of Baal. 

వచనము 3 

మరియు అతడు బెన  హినోన్ము లోయయందు ధూపము వేసి ఇశార్యేలీయుల యెదుటనుండి 

యెహోవా తోలివేసిన జనముల హేయకిర్యలచొపుప్న తన కుమారులను అగిన్లో దహించెను. 
KJV Moreover he burnt incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom, and 
burnt his children in the fire, after the abominations of the heathen whom 
the LORD had cast out before the children of Israel. 
Amplified And he burned incense in the Valley of Ben-hinnom [son of 
Hinnom] and burned his sons as an offering, after the abominable customs 
of the [heathen] nations whom the Lord drove out before the Israelites. 
ESV and he made offerings in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom and burned 
his sons as an offering, according to the abominations of the nations whom 
the LORD drove out before the people of Israel. 
NIV He burned sacrifices in the Valley of Ben Hinnom and sacrificed his 
sons in the fire, following the detestable ways of the nations the LORD had 
driven out before the Israelites. 
NASB Moreover, he burned incense in the valley of Ben-hinnom and 
burned his sons in fire, according to the abominations of the nations whom 
the LORD had driven out before the sons of Israel. 
NKJV He burned incense in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom, and burned 
his children in the fire, according to the abominations of the nations whom 
the LORD had cast out before the children of Israel. 
NLT He offered sacrifices in the valley of the son of Hinnom, even 
sacrificing his own sons in the fire. He imitated the detestable practices of 
the pagan nations whom the LORD had driven from the land ahead of the 
Israelites. 

వచనము 4 
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అతడు ఉనన్తసథ్లములలోను కొండలమీదను పర్తి పచచ్నిచెటుట్ కిర్ందను బలులు అరిప్ంచుచు ధూపము 

వేయుచు వచెచ్ను. 
KJV He sacrificed also and burnt incense in the high places, and on the 
hills, and under every green tree. 
Amplified He sacrificed also and burnt incense in the high places, on the 
hills, and under every green tree. 
ESV And he sacrificed and made offerings on the high places and on the 
hills and under every green tree. 
NIV He offered sacrifices and burned incense at the high places, on the 
hilltops and under every spreading tree. 
NASB He sacrificed and burned incense on the high places, on the hills 
and under every green tree. 
NKJV And he sacrificed and burned incense on the high places, on the 
hills, and under every green tree. 
NLT He offered sacrifices and burned incense at the pagan shrines and on 
the hills and under every green tree. 

వచనము 5 

అందుచేత అతని దేవుడైన యెహోవా అతనిని సిరియా రాజు చేతి కపప్గించెను. సిరియనులు అతని 

ఓడించి అతని జనులలో చాలమందిని చెరపటుట్కొని దమసుక్నకు తీసికొనిపోయిరి. అతడును 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజు చేతికి అపప్గింపబడెను; ఆ రాజు అతని లెసస్గా ఓడించెను. 
KJV Wherefore the LORD his God delivered him into the hand of the king 
of Syria; and they smote him, and carried away a great multitude of them 
captives, and brought them to Damascus. And he was also delivered into 
the hand of the king of Israel, who smote him with a great slaughter. 
Amplified Therefore the Lord his God gave Ahaz into the power of the 
king of Syria, who defeated him and carried away a great multitude of the 
Jews as captives, taking them to Damascus. And he was also delivered into 
the hands of the king of Israel, who smote Judah with a great slaughter. 
ESV Therefore the LORD his God gave him into the hand of the king of 
Syria, who defeated him and took captive a great number of his people and 
brought them to Damascus. He was also given into the hand of the king of 
Israel, who struck him with great force. 
NIV Therefore the LORD his God handed him over to the king of Aram. 
The Arameans defeated him and took many of his people as prisoners and 
brought them to Damascus. He was also given into the hands of the king of 
Israel, who inflicted heavy casualties on him. 
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NASB Wherefore, the LORD his God delivered him into the hand of the 
king of Aram; and they defeated him and carried away from him a great 
number of captives and brought them to Damascus. And he was also 
delivered into the hand of the king of Israel, who inflicted him with heavy 
casualties. 
NKJV Therefore the LORD his God delivered him into the hand of the king 
of Syria. They defeated him, and carried away a great multitude of them as 
captives, and brought them to Damascus. Then he was also delivered into 
the hand of the king of Israel, who defeated him with a great slaughter. 
NLT That is why the LORD his God allowed the king of Aram to defeat 
Ahaz and to exile large numbers of his people to Damascus. The armies of 
Israel also defeated Ahaz and inflicted many casualties on his army. 

వచనము 6 

రెమలాయ్ కుమారుడైన పెకహు యూదావారిలో పరాకర్మశాలులైన లక్ష ఇరువది వేలమందిని ఒకక్నాడు 

హతముచేసెను. వారు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను విసరిజ్ంచినందున వారికిటిట్గతి పటెట్ను. 
KJV For Pekah the son of Remaliah slew in Judah an hundred and twenty 
thousand in one day, which were all valiant men; because they had forsaken 
the LORD God of their fathers. 
Amplified For Pekah son of Remaliah slew in Judah 120,000 in one day, 
all courageous men, because they had forsaken the Lord, the God of their 
fathers. 
ESV For Pekah the son of Remaliah killed 120,000 from Judah in one day, 
all of them men of valor, because they had forsaken the LORD, the God of 
their fathers. 
NIV In one day Pekah son of Remaliah killed a hundred and twenty 
thousand soldiers in Judah--because Judah had forsaken the LORD, the 
God of their fathers. 
NASB For Pekah the son of Remaliah slew in Judah 120,000 in one day, 
all valiant men, because they had forsaken the LORD God of their fathers. 
NKJV For Pekah the son of Remaliah killed one hundred and twenty 
thousand in Judah in one day, all valiant men, because they had forsaken 
the LORD God of their fathers. 
NLT In a single day Pekah son of Remaliah, Israel's king, killed 120,000 of 
Judah's troops because they had abandoned the LORD, the God of their 
ancestors. 

వచనము 7 
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పరాకర్మశాలియైన ఎఫార్యిమీయుడగు జిఖీర్ రాజసంతతివాడైన మయశేయాను సభా ముఖుయ్డైన 

అజీర్కామును పర్ధాన మంతిర్యైన ఎలొక్నానును హతము చేసెను. 
KJV And Zichri, a mighty man of Ephraim, slew Maaseiah the king's son, 
and Azrikam the governor of the house, and Elkanah that was next to the 
king. 
Amplified And Zichri, a mighty man of Ephraim, slew Maaseiah, King 
Ahaz' son, and Azrikam the governor of the house, and Elkanah, who was 
second to the king. 
ESV And Zichri, a mighty man of Ephraim, killed Maaseiah the king's son 
and Azrikam the commander of the palace and Elkanah the next in 
authority to the king. 
NIV Zicri, an Ephraimite warrior, killed Maaseiah the king's son, Azrikam 
the officer in charge of the palace, and Elkanah, second to the king. 
NASB And Zichri, a mighty man of Ephraim, slew Maaseiah the king's son 
and Azrikam the ruler of the house and Elkanah the second to the king. 
NKJV Zichri, a mighty man of Ephraim, killed Maaseiah the king's son, 
Azrikam the officer over the house, and Elkanah who was second to the 
king. 
NLT Then Zicri, a warrior from Ephraim, killed Maaseiah, the king's son; 
Azrikam, the king's palace commander; and Elkanah, the king's second-in-
command. 

వచనము 8 

ఇదియు గాక ఇశార్యేలువారు తమ సహోదరులైన వీరిలోనుండి సతరీలనేమి కుమారులనేమి 

కుమారెత్లనేమి రెండు లక్షల మందిని చెరతీసికొనిపోయిరి. మరియు వారియొదద్నుండి విసాత్రమైన 

కొలల్సొముమ్ తీసికొని దానిని షోమోర్నునకు తెచిచ్రి. 
KJV And the children of Israel carried away captive of their brethren two 
hundred thousand, women, sons, and daughters, and took also away much 
spoil from them, and brought the spoil to Samaria. 
Amplified And the Israelites carried away captive 200,000 of their 
kinsmen [of Judah]--women, sons, and daughters--and also took much 
plunder from them and brought it to Samaria. 
ESV The men of Israel took captive 200,000 of their relatives, women, 
sons, and daughters. They also took much spoil from them and brought the 
spoil to Samaria. 
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NIV The Israelites took captive from their kinsmen two hundred thousand 
wives, sons and daughters. They also took a great deal of plunder, which 
they carried back to Samaria. 
NASB The sons of Israel carried away captive of their brethren 200,000 
women, sons and daughters; and they took also a great deal of spoil from 
them, and brought the spoil to Samaria. 
NKJV And the children of Israel carried away captive of their brethren two 
hundred thousand women, sons, and daughters; and they also took away 
much spoil from them, and brought the spoil to Samaria. 
NLT The armies of Israel captured 200,000 women and children from 
Judah and took tremendous amounts of plunder, which they took back to 
Samaria. 

వచనము 9 

యెహోవా పర్వకత్యగు ఓదేదు అను ఒకడు అచచ్ట ఉండెను. అతడు షోమోర్నునకు వచిచ్న 

సమూహము ఎదుటికిపోయి వారితో ఈలాగు చెపెప్ను ఆలకించుడి, మీ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా 

యూదావారి మీద కోపించినందుచేత ఆయన వారిని మీచేతికి అపప్గించెను; మీరు 

ఆకాశమునంటునంత రౌదర్ముతో వారిని సంహరించితిరి. 
KJV But a prophet of the LORD was there, whose name was Oded: and he 
went out before the host that came to Samaria, and said unto them, Behold, 
because the LORD God of your fathers was wroth with Judah, he hath 
delivered them into your hand, and ye have slain them in a rage that 
reacheth up unto heaven. 
Amplified But a prophet of the Lord was there whose name was Oded, 
and he went out to meet the army that was returning to Samaria and said to 
them, Behold, because the Lord, the God of your fathers, was angry with 
Judah, He delivered them into your hand; but you have slain them in a fury 
that reaches up to heaven. 
ESV But a prophet of the LORD was there, whose name was Oded, and he 
went out to meet the army that came to Samaria and said to them, "Behold, 
because the LORD, the God of your fathers, was angry with Judah, he gave 
them into your hand, but you have killed them in a rage that has reached up 
to heaven. 
NIV But a prophet of the LORD named Oded was there, and he went out to 
meet the army when it returned to Samaria. He said to them, 'Because the 
LORD, the God of your fathers, was angry with Judah, he gave them into 
your hand. But you have slaughtered them in a rage that reaches to heaven. 
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NASB But a prophet of the LORD was there, whose name was Oded; and 
he went out to meet the army which came to Samaria and said to them, 
'Behold, because the LORD, the God of your fathers, was angry with Judah, 
He has delivered them into your hand, and you have slain them in a rage 
which has even reached heaven. 
NKJV But a prophet of the LORD was there, whose name was Oded; and 
he went out before the army that came to Samaria, and said to them: "Look, 
because the LORD God of your fathers was angry with Judah, He has 
delivered them into your hand; but you have killed them in a rage that 
reaches up to heaven. 
NLT But a prophet of the LORD named Oded was there in Samaria when 
the army of Israel returned home. He went out to meet them and said, 'The 
LORD, the God of your ancestors, was angry with Judah and let you defeat 
them. But you have gone too far, killing them without mercy, and all heaven 
is disturbed. 

వచనము 10 

ఇపుప్డు మీరు యూదావారిని యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లను మీకొరకు దాసులుగాను 

దాసురాండుర్గాను లోపరచుకొనదలచియునాన్రు. మీ దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి మీరు మాతర్ము 

అపరాధులు కాకయునాన్రా? 

KJV And now ye purpose to keep under the children of Judah and 
Jerusalem for bondmen and bondwomen unto you: but are there not with 
you, even with you, sins against the LORD your God? 
Amplified And now you intend to suppress the people of Judah and 
Jerusalem, both men and women, as your slaves. But are not you yourselves 
guilty of crimes against the Lord your God? 
ESV And now you intend to subjugate the people of Judah and Jerusalem, 
male and female, as your slaves. Have you not sins of your own against the 
LORD your God? 
NIV And now you intend to make the men and women of Judah and 
Jerusalem your slaves. But aren't you also guilty of sins against the LORD 
your God? 
NASB 'Now you are proposing to subjugate for yourselves the people of 
Judah and Jerusalem for male and female slaves. Surely, do you not have 
transgressions of your own against the LORD your God? 
NKJV And now you propose to force the children of Judah and Jerusalem 
to be your male and female slaves; but are you not also guilty before the 
LORD your God? 
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NLT And now you are planning to make slaves of these people from Judah 
and Jerusalem. What about your own sins against the LORD your God? 

వచనము 11 

యెహోవా మహోగర్త మీమీద రేగియునన్ది గనుక నా మాట ఆలకించి మీ సహోదరులలోనుండి మీరు 

చెరపటిట్న వీరిని విడచిపెటుట్డి. 
KJV Now hear me therefore, and deliver the captives again, which ye have 
taken captive of your brethren: for the fierce wrath of the LORD is upon 
you. 
Amplified Now hear me therefore, and set the prisoners free again whom 
you have taken captive of your kinsmen, for the fierce wrath of the Lord is 
upon you. 
ESV Now hear me, and send back the captives from your relatives whom 
you have taken, for the fierce wrath of the LORD is upon you." 
NIV Now listen to me! Send back your fellow countrymen you have taken 
as prisoners, for the Lord's fierce anger rests on you.' 
NASB 'Now therefore, listen to me and return the captives whom you 
captured from your brothers, for the burning anger of the LORD is against 
you.' 
NKJV Now hear me, therefore, and return the captives, whom you have 
taken captive from your brethren, for the fierce wrath of the LORD is upon 
you." 
NLT Listen to me and return these captives you have taken, for they are 
your own relatives. Watch out, because now the LORD's fierce anger has 
been turned against you!' 

వచనము 12 

అపుప్డు ఎఫార్యిమీయుల పెదద్లలో యోహానాను కుమారుడైన అజరాయ్ మెషిలేల్మోతు కుమారుడైన 

బెరెకాయ్ షలూల్ము కుమారుడైన యెహిజిక్యా హదాల్యి కుమారుడైన అమాశా అనువారు 

యుదధ్మునుండి వచిచ్నవారికి ఎదురుగా నిలువబడి వారితో ఇటల్నిరి 

KJV Then certain of the heads of the children of Ephraim, Azariah the son 
of Johanan, Berechiah the son of Meshillemoth, and Jehizkiah the son of 
Shallum, and Amasa the son of Hadlai, stood up against them that came 
from the war, 
Amplified Then certain of the heads of the Ephraimites [Israel]--Azariah 
son of Johanan, Berechiah son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah son of Shallum, 
and Amasa son of Hadlai--stood up against those returning from the war 
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ESV Certain chiefs also of the men of Ephraim, Azariah the son of 
Johanan, Berechiah the son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah the son of Shallum, 
and Amasa the son of Hadlai, stood up against those who were coming from 
the war 
NIV Then some of the leaders in Ephraim--Azariah son of Jehohanan, 
Berekiah son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah son of Shallum, and Amasa son of 
Hadlai--confronted those who were arriving from the war. 
NASB Then some of the heads of the sons of Ephraim--Azariah the son of 
Johanan, Berechiah the son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah the son of Shallum, 
and Amasa the son of Hadlai--arose against those who were coming from 
the battle, 
NKJV Then some of the heads of the children of Ephraim, Azariah the son 
of Johanan, Berechiah the son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah the son of 
Shallum, and Amasa the son of Hadlai, stood up against those who came 
from the war, 
NLT Then some of the leaders of Israel--Azariah son of Jehohanan, 
Berekiah son of Meshillemoth, Jehizkiah son of Shallum, and Amasa son of 
Hadlai--agreed with this and confronted the men returning from battle. 

వచనము 13 

యెహోవా మనమీదికి అపరాధశిక్ష రపిప్ంచునటుల్ మీరు చేసియునాన్రు. చెరపటిట్న వీరిని మీరు 

ఇకక్డికి రపిప్ంపకూడదు. మన పాపములను అపరాధములను పెంపుజేయుటకు మీరు 

పూనుకొనియునాన్రు; మన అపరాధము అధికమైయునన్ది. ఇశార్యేలువారమైన మన మీద మహోగర్త 

రేగియునన్ది. 
KJV And said unto them, Ye shall not bring in the captives hither: for 
whereas we have offended against the LORD already, ye intend to add more 
to our sins and to our trespass: for our trespass is great, and there is fierce 
wrath against Israel. 
Amplified And said, You shall not bring the captives in here; we are guilty 
before the Lord already, and what you intend will add more to our sins and 
our guilt. For our trespass (guilt) is great, and there is fierce anger against 
Israel. 
ESV and said to them, "You shall not bring the captives in here, for you 
propose to bring upon us guilt against the LORD in addition to our present 
sins and guilt. For our guilt is already great, and there is fierce wrath 
against Israel." 
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NIV 'You must not bring those prisoners here,' they said, 'or we will be 
guilty before the LORD. Do you intend to add to our sin and guilt? For our 
guilt is already great, and his fierce anger rests on Israel.' 
NASB and said to them, 'You must not bring the captives in here, for you 
are proposing to bring upon us guilt against the LORD adding to our sins 
and our guilt; for our guilt is great so that His burning anger is against 
Israel.' 
NKJV and said to them, "You shall not bring the captives here, for we 
already have offended the LORD. You intend to add to our sins and to our 
guilt; for our guilt is great, and there is fierce wrath against Israel." 
NLT 'You must not bring the prisoners here!' they declared. 'We cannot 
afford to add to our sins and guilt. Our guilt is already great, and the 
LORD's fierce anger is already turned against Israel.' 

వచనము 14 

కాగా అధిపతులును సమాజముగా కూడినవారును కనున్లార చూచుచుండగా ఆయుధసుథ్లు 

చెరపటిట్నవారిని కొలల్సొముమ్ను విడచిపెటిట్రి. 
KJV So the armed men left the captives and the spoil before the princes 
and all the congregation. 
Amplified So the armed men [of Israel] left the captives and the spoil [of 
Judah] before the princes and all the assembly. 
ESV So the armed men left the captives and the spoil before the princes 
and all the assembly. 
NIV So the soldiers gave up the prisoners and plunder in the presence of 
the officials and all the assembly. 
NASB So the armed men left the captives and the spoil before the officers 
and all the assembly. 
NKJV So the armed men left the captives and the spoil before the leaders 
and all the assembly. 
NLT So the warriors released the prisoners and handed over the plunder in 
the sight of all the leaders and people. 

వచనము 15 

పేళుల్ ఉదాహరింపబడినవారు అపుప్డు లేచి చెరపటట్బడిన వారిని చేపటిట్ దోపుసొముమ్చేత వారిలో 

వసత్రహీనులైన వారికి బటట్లు కటిట్ంచి వారికి వసత్రములను పాదరక్షలను ధరింపజేసి అనన్పానములిచిచ్ 

తలలకు నూనె బెటిట్ంచి వారిలో బలహీనులైన వారిని గాడిదలమీద ఎకిక్ంచి ఖరూజ్రవృక్షములుగల 
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పటట్ణమగు యెరికోకు వారి సహోదరులయొదద్కు వారిని తోడుకొనివచిచ్రి; తరువాత వారు 

షోమోర్నునకు మరల వెళిల్రి. 
KJV And the men which were expressed by name rose up, and took the 
captives, and with the spoil clothed all that were naked among them, and 
arrayed them, and shod them, and gave them to eat and to drink, and 
anointed them, and carried all the feeble of them upon asses, and brought 
them to Jericho, the city of palm trees, to their brethren: then they returned 
to Samaria. 
Amplified And the men who have been mentioned by name rose up and 
took the captives, and with the spoil they clothed all who were naked 
among them; and having clothed them, shod them, given them food and 
drink, anointed them [as was a host's duty], and carried all the feeble of 
them upon donkeys, they brought them to Jericho, the City of Palm Trees, 
to their brethren. Then they returned to Samaria. 
ESV And the men who have been mentioned by name rose and took the 
captives, and with the spoil they clothed all who were naked among them. 
They clothed them, gave them sandals, provided them with food and drink, 
and anointed them, and carrying all the feeble among them on donkeys, 
they brought them to their kinsfolk at Jericho, the city of palm trees. Then 
they returned to Samaria. 
NIV The men designated by name took the prisoners, and from the plunder 
they clothed all who were naked. They provided them with clothes and 
sandals, food and drink, and healing balm. All those who were weak they 
put on donkeys. So they took them back to their fellow countrymen at 
Jericho, the City of Palms, and returned to Samaria. 
NASB Then the men who were designated by name arose, took the 
captives, and they clothed all their naked ones from the spoil; and they gave 
them clothes and sandals, fed them and gave them drink, anointed them 
with oil, led all their feeble ones on donkeys, and brought them to Jericho, 
the city of palm trees, to their brothers; then they returned to Samaria. 
NKJV Then the men who were designated by name rose up and took the 
captives, and from the spoil they clothed all who were naked among them, 
dressed them and gave them sandals, gave them food and drink, and 
anointed them; and they let all the feeble ones ride on donkeys. So they 
brought them to their brethren at Jericho, the city of palm trees. Then they 
returned to Samaria. 
NLT Then the four men mentioned by name came forward and distributed 
clothes from the plunder to the prisoners who were naked. They provided 
clothing and sandals to wear, gave them enough food and drink, and 
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dressed their wounds with olive oil. They put those who were weak on 
donkeys and took all the prisoners back to their own land--to Jericho, the 
city of palms. Then they returned to Samaria. 

వచనము 16 

ఆ కాలమందు ఎదోమీయులు మరల వచిచ్ యూదా దేశమును పాడుచేసి కొందరిని చెరపటుట్కొని 

పోగా 

KJV At that time did king Ahaz send unto the kings of Assyria to help him. 
Amplified At that time King Ahaz sent to the king of Assyria to help him. 
ESV At that time King Ahaz sent to the king of Assyria for help. 
NIV At that time King Ahaz sent to the king of Assyria for help. 
NASB At that time King Ahaz sent to the kings of Assyria for help. 
NKJV At the same time King Ahaz sent to the kings of Assyria to help him. 
NLT About that time King Ahaz of Judah asked the king of Assyria for help 
against his enemies. 

వచనము 17 

రాజైన ఆహాజు తనకు సహాయము చేయుడని అషూష్రు రాజులయొదద్కు వరత్మానము పంపెను. 
KJV For again the Edomites had come and smitten Judah, and carried 
away captives. 
Amplified For again the Edomites had come and smitten Judah and 
carried away captives. 
ESV For the Edomites had again invaded and defeated Judah and carried 
away captives. 
NIV The Edomites had again come and attacked Judah and carried away 
prisoners, 
NASB For again the Edomites had come and attacked Judah and carried 
away captives. 
NKJV For again the Edomites had come, attacked Judah, and carried away 
captives. 
NLT The armies of Edom had again invaded Judah and taken captives. 

వచనము 18 

ఫిలిషీత్యులు షెఫేలా పర్దేశములోని పటట్ణములమీదను యూదా దేశమునకు దకిష్ణపు దికుక్ననునన్ 

పటట్ణములమీదను పడి బేతెష్మెషును అయాయ్లోనును గెదెరోతును శోకోను దాని గార్మములను, 
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తిమాన్ను దాని గార్మములను, గిమోజ్నును దాని గార్మములను ఆకర్మించుకొని అకక్డ 

కాపురముండిరి. 
KJV The Philistines also had invaded the cities of the low country, and of 
the south of Judah, and had taken Bethshemesh, and Ajalon, and Gederoth, 
and Shocho with the villages thereof, and Timnah with the villages thereof, 
Gimzo also and the villages thereof: and they dwelt there. 
Amplified The Philistines had invaded the cities of the low country and of 
the South (the Negeb) of Judah, and had taken Beth-shemesh, Aijalon, 
Gederoth, and Soco, and also Timnah and Gimzo, with their villages, and 
they settled there. 
ESV And the Philistines had made raids on the cities in the Shephelah and 
the Negeb of Judah, and had taken Beth-shemesh, Aijalon, Gederoth, Soco 
with its villages, Timnah with its villages, and Gimzo with its villages. And 
they settled there. 
NIV while the Philistines had raided towns in the foothills and in the Negev 
of Judah. They captured and occupied Beth Shemesh, Aijalon and 
Gederoth, as well as Soco, Timnah and Gimzo, with their surrounding 
villages. 
NASB The Philistines also had invaded the cities of the lowland and of the 
Negev of Judah, and had taken Beth-shemesh, Aijalon, Gederoth, and Soco 
with its villages, Timnah with its villages, and Gimzo with its villages, and 
they settled there. 
NKJV The Philistines also had invaded the cities of the lowland and of the 
South of Judah, and had taken Beth Shemesh, Aijalon, Gederoth, Sochoh 
with its villages, Timnah with its villages, and Gimzo with its villages; and 
they dwelt there. 
NLT And the Philistines had raided towns located in the foothills of Judah 
and in the Negev. They had already captured Beth-shemesh, Aijalon, 
Gederoth, Soco with its villages, Timnah with its villages, and Gimzo with 
its villages, and the Philistines had occupied these towns. 

వచనము 19 

ఆహాజు యూదాదేశమును దిగంబరినిగా చేసి యెహోవాకు దోర్హము చేసియుండెను గనుక యెహోవా 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన ఆహాజు చేసినదానినిబటిట్ యూదావారిని హీనపరచెను. 
KJV For the LORD brought Judah low because of Ahaz king of Israel; for 
he made Judah naked, and transgressed sore against the LORD. 
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Amplified For the Lord brought Judah low because of Ahaz king of Israel, 
for Ahaz had dealt with reckless cruelty against Judah and had been 
faithless [had transgressed sorely] against the Lord. 
ESV For the LORD humbled Judah because of Ahaz king of Israel, for he 
had made Judah act sinfully and had been very unfaithful to the LORD. 
NIV The LORD had humbled Judah because of Ahaz king of Israel, for he 
had promoted wickedness in Judah and had been most unfaithful to the 
LORD. 
NASB For the LORD humbled Judah because of Ahaz king of Israel, for he 
had brought about a lack of restraint in Judah and was very unfaithful to 
the LORD. 
NKJV For the LORD brought Judah low because of Ahaz king of Israel, for 
he had encouraged moral decline in Judah and had been continually 
unfaithful to the LORD. 
NLT The LORD was humbling Judah because of King Ahaz of Judah, for he 
had encouraged his people to sin and had been utterly unfaithful to the 
LORD. 

వచనము 20 

అషూష్రురాజైన తిగల్తిప్లేసెరు అతనియొదద్కు వచిచ్ అతని బాధపరచెనే గాని అతని బలపరచలేదు. 
KJV And Tilgathpilneser king of Assyria came unto him, and distressed 
him, but strengthened him not. 
Amplified So Tilgath-pilneser king of Assyria came to him and distressed 
him without strengthening him. 
ESV So Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria came against him and afflicted him 
instead of strengthening him. 
NIV Tiglath-Pileser king of Assyria came to him, but he gave him trouble 
instead of help. 
NASB So Tilgath-pilneser king of Assyria came against him and afflicted 
him instead of strengthening him. 
NKJV Also Tiglath-Pileser king of Assyria came to him and distressed him, 
and did not assist him. 
NLT So when King Tiglath-pileser of Assyria arrived, he oppressed King 
Ahaz instead of helping him. 

వచనము 21 
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ఆహాజు భాగము లేరప్రచి, యెహోవా మందిరములోనుండి యొక భాగమును, రాజనగరులోనుండి 

యొక భాగమును, అధిపతుల యొదద్నుండి యొక భాగమును తీసి అషూష్రు రాజునకిచెచ్ను గాని 

అతడు అతనికి సహాయము చేయలేదు. 
KJV For Ahaz took away a portion out of the house of the LORD, and out 
of the house of the king, and of the princes, and gave it unto the king of 
Assyria: but he helped him not. 
Amplified For Ahaz took [treasure] from the house of the Lord and out of 
the house of the king and from the princes and gave it as tribute to the king 
of Assyria, but it did not help Ahaz. 
ESV For Ahaz took a portion from the house of the LORD and the house of 
the king and of the princes, and gave tribute to the king of Assyria, but it 
did not help him. 
NIV Ahaz took some of the things from the temple of the LORD and from 
the royal palace and from the princes and presented them to the king of 
Assyria, but that did not help him. 
NASB Although Ahaz took a portion out of the house of the LORD and out 
of the palace of the king and of the princes, and gave it to the king of 
Assyria, it did not help him. 
NKJV For Ahaz took part of the treasures from the house of the LORD, 
from the house of the king, and from the leaders, and he gave it to the king 
of Assyria; but he did not help him. 
NLT Ahaz took valuable items from the LORD's Temple, the royal palace, 
and from the homes of his officials and gave them to the king of Assyria as 
tribute. But even this did not help him. 

వచనము 22 

ఆపతాక్లమందు అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి మరి యధికముగా అతికర్మములు జరిగించెను; అటుల్ 

చేసినవాడు ఈ ఆహాజు రాజే. 
KJV And in the time of his distress did he trespass yet more against the 
LORD: this is that king Ahaz. 
Amplified In the time of his distress he became still more unfaithful to the 
Lord--this same King Ahaz. 
ESV In the time of his distress he became yet more faithless to the LORD--
this same King Ahaz. 
NIV In his time of trouble King Ahaz became even more unfaithful to the 
LORD. 
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NASB Now in the time of his distress this same King Ahaz became yet 
more unfaithful to the LORD. 
NKJV Now in the time of his distress King Ahaz became increasingly 
unfaithful to the LORD. This is that King Ahaz. 
NLT And when trouble came to King Ahaz, he became even more 
unfaithful to the LORD. 

వచనము 23 

ఎటల్నగా సిరియా రాజుల దేవతలు వారికి సహాయము చేయుచునన్వి గనుక వాటి సహాయము నాకును 

కలుగునటుల్ నేను వాటికి బలులు అరిప్ంచెదననుకొని, తనున్ ఓడించిన దమసుక్వారి దేవతలకు బలులు 

అరిప్ంచెను; అయితే అవి అతనికిని ఇశార్యేలువారికిని నషట్మునకే హేతువులాయెను. 
KJV For he sacrificed unto the gods of Damascus, which smote him: and 
he said, Because the gods of the kings of Syria help them, therefore will I 
sacrifice to them, that they may help me. But they were the ruin of him, and 
of all Israel. 
Amplified For he sacrificed to the gods of Damascus, which had defeated 
him, for he said, Since the gods of the kings of Syria helped them, I will 
sacrifice to them that they may help me. But they were the ruin of him and 
of all Israel. 
ESV For he sacrificed to the gods of Damascus that had defeated him and 
said, "Because the gods of the kings of Syria helped them, I will sacrifice to 
them that they may help me." But they were the ruin of him and of all 
Israel. 
NIV He offered sacrifices to the gods of Damascus, who had defeated him; 
for he thought, 'Since the gods of the kings of Aram have helped them, I will 
sacrifice to them so they will help me.' But they were his downfall and the 
downfall of all Israel. 
NASB For he sacrificed to the gods of Damascus which had defeated him, 
and said, 'Because the gods of the kings of Aram helped them, I will 
sacrifice to them that they may help me.' But they became the downfall of 
him and all Israel. 
NKJV For he sacrificed to the gods of Damascus which had defeated him, 
saying, "Because the gods of the kings of Syria help them, I will sacrifice to 
them that they may help me." But they were the ruin of him and of all 
Israel. 
NLT He offered sacrifices to the gods of Damascus who had defeated him, 
for he said, 'These gods helped the kings of Aram, so they will help me, too, 
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if I sacrifice to them.' But instead, they led to his ruin and the ruin of all 
Israel. 

వచనము 24 

ఆహాజు దేవుని మందిరపు ఉపకరణములను సమకూరిచ్ వాటిని తెగగొటిట్ంచి యెహోవా మందిరపు 

తలుపులను మూసివేయించి యెరూషలేమునందంతట బలిపీఠములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And Ahaz gathered together the vessels of the house of God, and cut 
in pieces the vessels of the house of God, and shut up the doors of the house 
of the LORD, and he made him altars in every corner of Jerusalem. 
Amplified And Ahaz collected the utensils of the house of God and cut 
them in pieces; and he shut up the doors of the Lord's temple [the Holy 
Place and the Holy of Holies] and made himself altars in every corner of 
Jerusalem. 
ESV And Ahaz gathered together the vessels of the house of God and cut in 
pieces the vessels of the house of God, and he shut up the doors of the 
house of the LORD, and he made himself altars in every corner of 
Jerusalem. 
NIV Ahaz gathered together the furnishings from the temple of God and 
took them away. He shut the doors of the Lord's temple and set up altars at 
every street corner in Jerusalem. 
NASB Moreover, when Ahaz gathered together the utensils of the house of 
God, he cut the utensils of the house of God in pieces; and he closed the 
doors of the house of the LORD and made altars for himself in every corner 
of Jerusalem. 
NKJV So Ahaz gathered the articles of the house of God, cut in pieces the 
articles of the house of God, shut up the doors of the house of the LORD, 
and made for himself altars in every corner of Jerusalem. 
NLT The king took the utensils from the Temple of God and broke them 
into pieces. He shut the doors of the LORD's Temple so that no one could 
worship there and then set up altars to pagan gods in every corner of 
Jerusalem. 

వచనము 25 

యూదా దేశములోని పటట్ణములనిన్టిలోను అతడు అనుయ్ల దేవతలకు ధూపము వేయుటకై 

బలిపీఠములను కటిట్ంచి, తన పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు కోపము పుటిట్ంచెను. 
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KJV And in every several city of Judah he made high places to burn 
incense unto other gods, and provoked to anger the LORD God of his 
fathers. 
Amplified In each city of Judah he made high places to burn incense to 
other gods, provoking to anger the Lord, the God of his fathers. 
ESV In every city of Judah he made high places to make offerings to other 
gods, provoking to anger the LORD, the God of his fathers. 
NIV In every town in Judah he built high places to burn sacrifices to other 
gods and provoked the LORD, the God of his fathers, to anger. 
NASB In every city of Judah he made high places to burn incense to other 
gods, and provoked the LORD, the God of his fathers, to anger. 
NKJV And in every single city of Judah he made high places to burn 
incense to other gods, and provoked to anger the LORD God of his fathers. 
NLT He made pagan shrines in all the towns of Judah for offering 
sacrifices to other gods. In this way, he aroused the anger of the LORD, the 
God of his ancestors. 

వచనము 26 

అతడు చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతని చరయ్ యంతటినిగూరిచ్యు యూదా ఇశార్యేలు 

రాజుల గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the rest of his acts and of all his ways, first and last, behold, they 
are written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
Amplified Now the rest of his acts and of all his ways, from first to last, 
behold, they are written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
ESV Now the rest of his acts and all his ways, from first to last, behold, they 
are written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
NIV The other events of his reign and all his ways, from beginning to end, 
are written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
NASB Now the rest of his acts and all his ways, from first to last, behold, 
they are written in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
NKJV Now the rest of his acts and all his ways, from first to last, indeed 
they are written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
NLT The rest of the events of Ahaz's reign and all his dealings, from 
beginning to end, are recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of Judah and 
Israel.' 

వచనము 27 
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ఆహాజు తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచి యెరూషలేము పటట్ణమునందు పాతిపెటట్బడెనుగాని 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల రాజుల సమాధులకు అతడు తేబడలేదు. అతని కుమారుడైన హిజిక్యా అతనికి 

బదులుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV And Ahaz slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city, even 
in Jerusalem: but they brought him not into the sepulchres of the kings of 
Israel: and Hezekiah his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified And Ahaz slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city, 
in Jerusalem, but they did not bring him into the tombs of the kings of 
Israel. And Hezekiah his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Ahaz slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city, in 
Jerusalem, for they did not bring him into the tombs of the kings of Israel. 
And Hezekiah his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Ahaz rested with his fathers and was buried in the city of Jerusalem, 
but he was not placed in the tombs of the kings of Israel. And Hezekiah his 
son succeeded him as king. 
NASB So Ahaz slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the city, in 
Jerusalem, for they did not bring him into the tombs of the kings of Israel; 
and Hezekiah his son reigned in his place. 
NKJV So Ahaz rested with his fathers, and they buried him in the city, in 
Jerusalem; but they did not bring him into the tombs of the kings of Israel. 
Then Hezekiah his son reigned in his place. 
NLT When King Ahaz died, he was buried in Jerusalem but not in the royal 
cemetery. Then his son Hezekiah became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

హిజిక్యా యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యయిదేండల్వాడై యిరువదితొమిమ్ది సంవతస్రములు 

యెరూషలేములో ఏలెను. అతని తలిల్ జెకరాయ్ కుమారెత్, ఆమె పేరు అబీయా. 
KJV Hezekiah began to reign when he was five and twenty years old, and 
he reigned nine and twenty years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was 
Abijah, the daughter of Zechariah. 
Amplified HEZEKIAH BEGAN to reign when he was twenty-five years 
old, and he reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother was Abijah 
daughter of Zechariah. 
ESV Hezekiah began to reign when he was twenty-five years old, and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Abijah the 
daughter of Zechariah. 
NIV Hezekiah was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem twenty-nine years. His mother's name was Abijah 
daughter of Zechariah. 
NASB Hezekiah became king when he was twenty-five years old; and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was 
Abijah, the daughter of Zechariah. 
NKJV Hezekiah became king when he was twenty-five years old, and he 
reigned twenty-nine years in Jerusalem. His mother's name was Abijah the 
daughter of Zechariah. 
NLT Hezekiah was twenty-five years old when he became the king of 
Judah, and he reigned in Jerusalem twenty-nine years. His mother was 
Abijah, the daughter of Zechariah. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు తన పితరుడగు దావీదు చరయ్యంతటి పర్కారము యెహోవా దృషిట్కి యథారథ్ముగా 

పర్వరిత్ంచెను. 
KJV And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, according to 
all that David his father had done. 
Amplified And he did right in the sight of the Lord, according to all that 
David his father [forefather] had done. 
ESV And he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, according to all 
that David his father had done. 
NIV He did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, just as his father David 
had done. 
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NASB He did right in the sight of the LORD, according to all that his father 
David had done. 
NKJV And he did what was right in the sight of the LORD, according to all 
that his father David had done. 
NLT He did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight, just as his ancestor 
David had done. 

వచనము 3 

అతడు తన యేలుబడియందు మొదటి సంవతస్రము మొదటి నెలను యెహోవా మందిరపు తలుపులను 

తెరచి వాటిని బాగుచేసి, 
KJV He in the first year of his reign, in the first month, opened the doors of 
the house of the LORD, and repaired them. 
Amplified In the first year of his reign, in the first month, he opened the 
doors of the house of the Lord [which his father had closed] and repaired 
them. 
ESV In the first year of his reign, in the first month, he opened the doors of 
the house of the LORD and repaired them. 
NIV In the first month of the first year of his reign, he opened the doors of 
the temple of the LORD and repaired them. 
NASB In the first year of his reign, in the first month, he opened the doors 
of the house of the LORD and repaired them. 
NKJV In the first year of his reign, in the first month, he opened the doors 
of the house of the LORD and repaired them. 
NLT In the very first month of the first year of his reign, Hezekiah 
reopened the doors of the Temple of the LORD and repaired them. 

వచనము 4 

యాజకులను లేవీయులను పిలువనంపి, తూరుప్గానునన్ రాజవీధిలో వారిని సమకూరిచ్ 
KJV And he brought in the priests and the Levites, and gathered them 
together into the east street, 
Amplified He brought together the priests and Levites in the square on 
the east 
ESV He brought in the priests and the Levites and assembled them in the 
square on the east 
NIV He brought in the priests and the Levites, assembled them in the 
square on the east side 
NASB He brought in the priests and the Levites and gathered them into 
the square on the east. 
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NKJV Then he brought in the priests and the Levites, and gathered them 
in the East Square, 
NLT He summoned the priests and Levites to meet him at the courtyard 
east of the Temple. 

వచనము 5 

వారికీలాగు ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను లేవీయులారా, నా మాట ఆలకించుడి; ఇపుప్డు మిముమ్ను మీరు 

పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొని, మీ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా మందిరమును పర్తిషిఠ్ంచి పరిశుదధ్సథ్లములోనుండి 

నిషిదధ్ వసుత్వులననిన్టిని బయటికి కొనిపోవుడి. 
KJV And said unto them, Hear me, ye Levites, sanctify now yourselves, 
and sanctify the house of the LORD God of your fathers, and carry forth the 
filthiness out of the holy place. 
Amplified And said to them, Levites, hear me! Now sanctify (purify and 
make free from sin) yourselves and the house of the Lord, the God of your 
fathers, and carry out the filth from the Holy Place. 
ESV and said to them, "Hear me, Levites! Now consecrate yourselves, and 
consecrate the house of the LORD, the God of your fathers, and carry out 
the filth from the Holy Place. 
NIV and said: 'Listen to me, Levites! Consecrate yourselves now and 
consecrate the temple of the LORD, the God of your fathers. Remove all 
defilement from the sanctuary. 
NASB Then he said to them, 'Listen to me, O Levites. Consecrate 
yourselves now, and consecrate the house of the LORD, the God of your 
fathers, and carry the uncleanness out from the holy place. 
NKJV and said to them: "Hear me, Levites! Now sanctify yourselves, 
sanctify the house of the LORD God of your fathers, and carry out the 
rubbish from the holy place. 
NLT He said to them, 'Listen to me, you Levites! Purify yourselves, and 
purify the Temple of the LORD, the God of your ancestors. Remove all the 
defiled things from the sanctuary. 

వచనము 6 

మన పితరులు దోర్హులై మన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడతలు నడచి ఆయనను విసరిజ్ంచి, 

ఆయన నివాసమునకు పెడముఖము పెటుట్కొని దానిని అలక్షయ్ముచేసిరి. 
KJV For our fathers have trespassed, and done that which was evil in the 
eyes of the LORD our God, and have forsaken him, and have turned away 
their faces from the habitation of the LORD, and turned their backs. 
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Amplified For our fathers have trespassed and have done what was evil in 
the sight of the Lord our God, and they have forsaken Him and have turned 
away their faces from the dwelling place of the Lord and have turned their 
backs. 
ESV For our fathers have been unfaithful and have done what was evil in 
the sight of the LORD our God. They have forsaken him and have turned 
away their faces from the habitation of the LORD and turned their backs. 
NIV Our fathers were unfaithful; they did evil in the eyes of the LORD our 
God and forsook him. They turned their faces away from the Lord's 
dwelling place and turned their backs on him. 
NASB 'For our fathers have been unfaithful and have done evil in the sight 
of the LORD our God, and have forsaken Him and turned their faces away 
from the dwelling place of the LORD, and have turned their backs. 
NKJV For our fathers have trespassed and done evil in the eyes of the 
LORD our God; they have forsaken Him, have turned their faces away from 
the dwelling place of the LORD, and turned their backs on Him. 
NLT Our ancestors were unfaithful and did what was evil in the sight of the 
LORD our God. They abandoned the LORD and his Temple; they turned 
their backs on him. 

వచనము 7 

మరియు వారు మంటపముయొకక్ దావ్రములను మూసివేసి దీపములను ఆరిప్వేసి, పరిశుదధ్ 

సథ్లమందు ఇశార్యేలీయులు దేవునికి ధూపము వేయకయు దహనబలులను అరిప్ంపకయు ఉండిరి. 
KJV Also they have shut up the doors of the porch, and put out the lamps, 
and have not burned incense nor offered burnt offerings in the holy place 
unto the God of Israel. 
Amplified Also they have closed the doors of the porch and put out the 
lamps, and they have not burned incense or offered burnt offerings in the 
place holy to the God of Israel. 
ESV They also shut the doors of the vestibule and put out the lamps and 
have not burned incense or offered burnt offerings in the Holy Place to the 
God of Israel. 
NIV They also shut the doors of the portico and put out the lamps. They 
did not burn incense or present any burnt offerings at the sanctuary to the 
God of Israel. 
NASB 'They have also shut the doors of the porch and put out the lamps, 
and have not burned incense or offered burnt offerings in the holy place to 
the God of Israel. 
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NKJV They have also shut up the doors of the vestibule, put out the lamps, 
and have not burned incense or offered burnt offerings in the holy place to 
the God of Israel. 
NLT They also shut the doors to the Temple's foyer, and they snuffed out 
the lamps. They stopped burning incense and presenting burnt offerings at 
the sanctuary of the God of Israel. 

వచనము 8 

అందుచేత యెహోవా యూదావారిమీదను యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లమీదను కోపించి, మీరు 

కనున్లార చూచుచునన్టుల్గా వారిని ఆయన భీతికిని విసమ్యమునకును నిందకును ఆసప్దముగా 

చేసెను. 
KJV Wherefore the wrath of the LORD was upon Judah and Jerusalem, 
and he hath delivered them to trouble, to astonishment, and to hissing, as 
ye see with your eyes. 
Amplified Therefore the wrath of the Lord was upon Judah and 
Jerusalem, and He has delivered them to be a terror and a cause of 
trembling, to be an astonishment, and a hissing, as you see with your own 
eyes. 
ESV Therefore the wrath of the LORD came on Judah and Jerusalem, and 
he has made them an object of horror, of astonishment, and of hissing, as 
you see with your own eyes. 
NIV Therefore, the anger of the LORD has fallen on Judah and Jerusalem; 
he has made them an object of dread and horror and scorn, as you can see 
with your own eyes. 
NASB 'Therefore the wrath of the LORD was against Judah and Jerusalem, 
and He has made them an object of terror, of horror, and of hissing, as you 
see with your own eyes. 
NKJV Therefore the wrath of the LORD fell upon Judah and Jerusalem, 
and He has given them up to trouble, to desolation, and to jeering, as you 
see with your eyes. 
NLT That is why the LORD's anger has fallen upon Judah and Jerusalem. 
He has made us an object of dread, horror, and ridicule, as you can so 
plainly see. 

వచనము 9 

కాబటిట్ మన తండుర్లు కతిత్చేత పడిరి; మన కుమారులును కుమారెత్లును భారయ్లును చెరలోనికి 

కొనపోబడిరి. 
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KJV For, lo, our fathers have fallen by the sword, and our sons and our 
daughters and our wives are in captivity for this. 
Amplified For, behold, our fathers have fallen by the sword, and our sons, 
our daughters, and our wives are in captivity for this. 
ESV For behold, our fathers have fallen by the sword, and our sons and our 
daughters and our wives are in captivity for this. 
NIV This is why our fathers have fallen by the sword and why our sons and 
daughters and our wives are in captivity. 
NASB 'For behold, our fathers have fallen by the sword, and our sons and 
our daughters and our wives are in captivity for this. 
NKJV For indeed, because of this our fathers have fallen by the sword; and 
our sons, our daughters, and our wives are in captivity. 
NLT Our fathers have been killed in battle, and our sons and daughters and 
wives are in captivity. 

వచనము 10 

ఇపుప్డు మనమీదనునన్ ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా మహోగర్త చలాల్రునటుల్ ఆయనతో 

మనము నిబంధన చేయవలెనని నా మనసుస్లో అభిలాష పుటెట్ను. 
KJV Now it is in mine heart to make a covenant with the LORD God of 
Israel, that his fierce wrath may turn away from us. 
Amplified Now it is in my heart to make a covenant with the Lord, the 
God of Israel, that His fierce anger may turn away from us. 
ESV Now it is in my heart to make a covenant with the LORD, the God of 
Israel, in order that his fierce anger may turn away from us. 
NIV Now I intend to make a covenant with the LORD, the God of Israel, so 
that his fierce anger will turn away from us. 
NASB 'Now it is in my heart to make a covenant with the LORD God of 
Israel, that His burning anger may turn away from us. 
NKJV "Now it is in my heart to make a covenant with the LORD God of 
Israel, that His fierce wrath may turn away from us. 
NLT But now I will make a covenant with the LORD, the God of Israel, so 
that his fierce anger will turn away from us. 

వచనము 11 

నా కుమారులారా, తనకు పరిచారకులైయుండి ధూపము వేయుచుండుటకును, తన సనిన్ధిని 

నిలుచుటకును, తనకు పరిచరయ్ చేయుటకును యెహోవా మిముమ్ను ఏరప్రచుకొనెను గనుక మీరు 

అశర్దధ్చేయకుడి. 
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KJV My sons, be not now negligent: for the LORD hath chosen you to 
stand before him, to serve him, and that ye should minister unto him, and 
burn incense. 
Amplified My sons, do not now be negligent, for the Lord has chosen you 
to stand in His presence, to serve Him, to be His ministers, and to burn 
incense to Him. 
ESV My sons, do not now be negligent, for the LORD has chosen you to 
stand in his presence, to minister to him and to be his ministers and make 
offerings to him." 
NIV My sons, do not be negligent now, for the LORD has chosen you to 
stand before him and serve him, to minister before him and to burn 
incense.' 
NASB 'My sons, do not be negligent now, for the LORD has chosen you to 
stand before Him, to minister to Him, and to be His ministers and burn 
incense.' 
NKJV My sons, do not be negligent now, for the LORD has chosen you to 
stand before Him, to serve Him, and that you should minister to Him and 
burn incense." 
NLT My dear Levites, do not neglect your duties any longer! The LORD has 
chosen you to stand in his presence, to minister to him, and to lead the 
people in worship and make offerings to him.' 

వచనము 12 

అపుప్డు కహాతీయులలో అమాశై కుమారుడైన మహతు అజరాయ్ కుమారుడైన యోవేలు, 

మెరారీయులలో అబీద్ కుమారుడైన కీషు యెహాలెల్లేలు కుమారుడైన అజరాయ్, గెరోష్నీయులలో జిమామ్ 

కుమారుడైన యోవాహు యోవాహు కుమారుడైన ఏదేను 

KJV Then the Levites arose, Mahath the son of Amasai, and Joel the son of 
Azariah, of the sons of the Kohathites: and of the sons of Merari, Kish the 
son of Abdi, and Azariah the son of Jehalelel: and of the Gershonites; Joah 
the son of Zimmah, and Eden the son of Joah: 
Amplified Then the Levites arose: Mahath son of Amasai, Joel son of 
Azariah, of the sons of the Kohathites; of the sons of Merari: Kish son of 
Abdi, Azariah son of Jehallelel; of the Gershonites: Joah son of Zimmah 
and Eden son of Joah; 
ESV Then the Levites arose, Mahath the son of Amasai, and Joel the son of 
Azariah, of the sons of the Kohathites; and of the sons of Merari, Kish the 
son of Abdi, and Azariah the son of Jehallelel; and of the Gershonites, Joah 
the son of Zimmah, and Eden the son of Joah; 
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NIV Then these Levites set to work: from the Kohathites, Mahath son of 
Amasai and Joel son of Azariah; from the Merarites, Kish son of Abdi and 
Azariah son of Jehallelel; from the Gershonites, Joah son of Zimmah and 
Eden son of Joah; 
NASB Then the Levites arose: Mahath, the son of Amasai and Joel the son 
of Azariah, from the sons of the Kohathites; and from the sons of Merari, 
Kish the son of Abdi and Azariah the son of Jehallelel; and from the 
Gershonites, Joah the son of Zimmah and Eden the son of Joah; 
NKJV Then these Levites arose: Mahath the son of Amasai and Joel the 
son of Azariah, of the sons of the Kohathites; of the sons of Merari, Kish the 
son of Abdi and Azariah the son of Jehallelel; of the Gershonites, Joah the 
son of Zimmah and Eden the son of Joah; 
NLT Then these Levites got right to work: From the clan of Kohath: 
Mahath son of Amasai and Joel son of Azariah. From the clan of Merari: 
Kish son of Abdi and Azariah son of Jehallelel. From the clan of Gershon: 
Joah son of Zimmah and Eden son of Joah. 

వచనము 13 

ఎలీషాపాను సంతతివారిలో షిమీ యెహీయేలు, ఆసాపు కుమారులలో జెకరాయ్ మతత్నాయ్ 
KJV And of the sons of Elizaphan; Shimri, and Jeiel: and of the sons of 
Asaph; Zechariah, and Mattaniah: 
Amplified Of the sons of Elizaphan: Shimri and Jeiel; of the sons of 
Asaph: Zechariah, and Mattaniah; 
ESV and of the sons of Elizaphan, Shimri and Jeuel; and of the sons of 
Asaph, Zechariah and Mattaniah; 
NIV from the descendants of Elizaphan, Shimri and Jeiel; from the 
descendants of Asaph, Zechariah and Mattaniah; 
NASB and from the sons of Elizaphan, Shimri and Jeiel; and from the sons 
of Asaph, Zechariah and Mattaniah; 
NKJV of the sons of Elizaphan, Shimri and Jeiel; of the sons of Asaph, 
Zechariah and Mattaniah; 
NLT From the family of Elizaphan: Shimri and Jeiel. From the family of 
Asaph: Zechariah and Mattaniah. 

వచనము 14 

హేమాను సంతతివారిలో యెహీయేలు షిమీ, యెదూతూను సంతతివారిలో షెమయా ఉజీజ్యేలు అను 

లేవీయులు నియమించబడిరి. 
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KJV And of the sons of Heman; Jehiel, and Shimei: and of the sons of 
Jeduthun; Shemaiah, and Uzziel. 
Amplified Of the sons of Heman: Jehiel and Shimei; and of the sons of 
Jeduthun: Shemaiah and Uzziel. 
ESV and of the sons of Heman, Jehuel and Shimei; and of the sons of 
Jeduthun, Shemaiah and Uzziel. 
NIV from the descendants of Heman, Jehiel and Shimei; from the 
descendants of Jeduthun, Shemaiah and Uzziel. 
NASB and from the sons of Heman, Jehiel and Shimei; and from the sons 
of Jeduthun, Shemaiah and Uzziel. 
NKJV of the sons of Heman, Jehiel and Shimei; and of the sons of 
Jeduthun, Shemaiah and Uzziel. 
NLT From the family of Heman: Jehiel and Shimei. From the family of 
Jeduthun: Shemaiah and Uzziel. 

వచనము 15 

వీరు తమ సహోదరులను సమకూరిచ్ తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొని యెహోవా మాటలనుబటిట్ రాజు ఇచిచ్న 

ఆజఞ్చొపుప్న యెహోవా మందిరమును పవితర్పరచుటకు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV And they gathered their brethren, and sanctified themselves, and 
came, according to the commandment of the king, by the words of the 
LORD, to cleanse the house of the LORD. 
Amplified They gathered their brethren and sanctified themselves and 
went in, as the king had commanded by the words of the Lord, to cleanse 
the house of the Lord. 
ESV They gathered their brothers and consecrated themselves and went in 
as the king had commanded, by the words of the LORD, to cleanse the 
house of the LORD. 
NIV When they had assembled their brothers and consecrated themselves, 
they went in to purify the temple of the LORD, as the king had ordered, 
following the word of the LORD. 
NASB They assembled their brothers, consecrated themselves, and went in 
to cleanse the house of the LORD, according to the commandment of the 
king by the words of the LORD. 
NKJV And they gathered their brethren, sanctified themselves, and went 
according to the commandment of the king, at the words of the LORD, to 
cleanse the house of the LORD. 
NLT These men called together their fellow Levites, and they purified 
themselves. Then they began to purify the Temple of the LORD, just as the 
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king had commanded. They were careful to follow all the LORD's 
instructions in their work. 

వచనము 16 

పవితర్పరచుటకై యాజకులు యెహోవా మందిరపు లోపలిభాగమునకు పోయి యెహోవా 

మందిరములో తమకు కనబడిన నిషిదధ్ వసుత్వులనిన్టిని యెహోవా మందిరపు ఆవరణములోనికి 

తీసికొనిరాగా లేవీయులు వాటిని ఎతిత్ కిదోర్ను వాగులో పారవేసిరి. 
KJV And the priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD, to 
cleanse it, and brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the 
temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the LORD. And the 
Levites took it, to carry it out abroad into the brook Kidron. 
Amplified The priests went into the inner part of the house of the Lord to 
cleanse it, and brought out all the uncleanness they found in the temple of 
the Lord into the court of the Lord's house. And the Levites carried it out to 
the brook Kidron. 
ESV The priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD to 
cleanse it, and they brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the 
temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the LORD. And the 
Levites took it and carried it out to the brook Kidron. 
NIV The priests went into the sanctuary of the LORD to purify it. They 
brought out to the courtyard of the Lord's temple everything unclean that 
they found in the temple of the LORD. The Levites took it and carried it out 
to the Kidron Valley. 
NASB So the priests went in to the inner part of the house of the LORD to 
cleanse it, and every unclean thing which they found in the temple of the 
LORD they brought out to the court of the house of the LORD. Then the 
Levites received it to carry out to the Kidron valley. 
NKJV Then the priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD 
to cleanse it, and brought out all the debris that they found in the temple of 
the LORD to the court of the house of the LORD. And the Levites took it out 
and carried it to the Brook Kidron. 
NLT The priests went into the sanctuary of the Temple of the LORD to 
cleanse it, and they took out to the Temple courtyard all the defiled things 
they found. From there the Levites carted it all out to the Kidron Valley. 

వచనము 17 
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మొదటి నెల మొదటి దినమున వారు పర్తిషఠ్ చేయనారంభించి, ఆ నెల యెనిమిదవ దినమున 

యెహోవా మంటపమునకు వచిచ్రి. ఈ పర్కారము వారు ఎనిమిది దినములు యెహోవా మందిరమును 

పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుచు మొదటి నెల పదునారవ దినమున సమాపిత్ చేసిరి.  
KJV Now they began on the first day of the first month to sanctify, and on 
the eighth day of the month came they to the porch of the LORD: so they 
sanctified the house of the LORD in eight days; and in the sixteenth day of 
the first month they made an end. 
Amplified They began on the first day of the first month, and on the 
eighth day they came to the porch of the Lord. Then for eight days they 
sanctified the house of the Lord, and on the sixteenth day they finished. 
ESV They began to consecrate on the first day of the first month, and on 
the eighth day of the month they came to the vestibule of the LORD. Then 
for eight days they consecrated the house of the LORD, and on the 
sixteenth day of the first month they finished. 
NIV They began the consecration on the first day of the first month, and by 
the eighth day of the month they reached the portico of the LORD. For eight 
more days they consecrated the temple of the LORD itself, finishing on the 
sixteenth day of the first month. 
NASB Now they began the consecration on the first day of the first month, 
and on the eighth day of the month they entered the porch of the LORD. 
Then they consecrated the house of the LORD in eight days, and finished on 
the sixteenth day of the first month. 
NKJV Now they began to sanctify on the first day of the first month, and 
on the eighth day of the month they came to the vestibule of the LORD. So 
they sanctified the house of the LORD in eight days, and on the sixteenth 
day of the first month they finished. 
NLT The work began on a day in early spring, and in eight days they had 
reached the foyer of the LORD's Temple. Then they purified the Temple of 
the LORD itself, which took another eight days. So the entire task was 
completed in sixteen days. 

వచనము 18 

అపుప్డు వారు రాజైన హిజిక్యాయొదద్కు పోయి మేము యెహోవా మందిరమంతటిని దహన 

బలిపీఠమును ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని సనిన్ధి రొటెట్లుంచు బలల్ను పవితర్పరచి యునాన్ము. 
KJV Then they went in to Hezekiah the king, and said, We have cleansed 
all the house of the LORD, and the altar of burnt offering, with all the 
vessels thereof, and the shewbread table, with all the vessels thereof. 
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Amplified Then they went to King Hezekiah and said, We have cleansed 
all the house of the Lord and the altar of burnt offering with all its utensils 
and the showbread table with all its utensils. 
ESV Then they went in to Hezekiah the king and said, "We have cleansed 
all the house of the LORD, the altar of burnt offering and all its utensils, 
and the table for the showbread and all its utensils. 
NIV Then they went in to King Hezekiah and reported: 'We have purified 
the entire temple of the LORD, the altar of burnt offering with all its 
utensils, and the table for setting out the consecrated bread, with all its 
articles. 
NASB Then they went in to King Hezekiah and said, 'We have cleansed the 
whole house of the LORD, the altar of burnt offering with all of its utensils, 
and the table of showbread with all of its utensils. 
NKJV Then they went in to King Hezekiah and said, "We have cleansed all 
the house of the LORD, the altar of burnt offerings with all its articles, and 
the table of the showbread with all its articles. 
NLT Then the Levites went to King Hezekiah and gave him this report: 'We 
have purified the Temple of the LORD, the altar of burnt offering with all 
its utensils, and the table of the Bread of the Presence with all its utensils. 

వచనము 19 

మరియు రాజైన ఆహాజు ఏలిన కాలమున అతడు దోర్హముచేసి పారవేసిన ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని 

మేము సిదధ్పరచి పర్తిషిట్ంచియునాన్ము, అవి యెహోవా బలిపీఠము ఎదుట ఉనన్వని చెపిప్రి. 
KJV Moreover all the vessels, which king Ahaz in his reign did cast away in 
his transgression, have we prepared and sanctified, and, behold, they are 
before the altar of the LORD. 
Amplified Moreover, all the utensils which King Ahaz in his reign cast 
away when he was transgressing [faithless] we have made ready and 
sanctified; and behold, they are before the altar of the Lord. 
ESV All the utensils that King Ahaz discarded in his reign when he was 
faithless, we have made ready and consecrated, and behold, they are before 
the altar of the LORD." 
NIV We have prepared and consecrated all the articles that King Ahaz 
removed in his unfaithfulness while he was king. They are now in front of 
the Lord's altar.' 
NASB 'Moreover, all the utensils which King Ahaz had discarded during 
his reign in his unfaithfulness, we have prepared and consecrated; and 
behold, they are before the altar of the LORD.' 
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NKJV Moreover all the articles which King Ahaz in his reign had cast aside 
in his transgression we have prepared and sanctified; and there they are, 
before the altar of the LORD." 
NLT We have also recovered all the utensils taken by King Ahaz when he 
was unfaithful and closed the Temple. They are now in front of the altar of 
the LORD, purified and ready for use.' 

వచనము 20 

అపుప్డు రాజైన హిజిక్యా పెందలకడలేచి, పటట్ణపు అధికారులను సమకూరుచ్కొని యెహోవా 

మందిరమునకు పోయెను. 
KJV Then Hezekiah the king rose early, and gathered the rulers of the city, 
and went up to the house of the LORD. 
Amplified Then King Hezekiah rose early and gathered the officials of the 
city and went up to the house of the Lord. 
ESV Then Hezekiah the king rose early and gathered the officials of the city 
and went up to the house of the LORD. 
NIV Early the next morning King Hezekiah gathered the city officials 
together and went up to the temple of the LORD. 
NASB Then King Hezekiah arose early and assembled the princes of the 
city and went up to the house of the LORD. 
NKJV Then King Hezekiah rose early, gathered the rulers of the city, and 
went up to the house of the LORD. 
NLT Early the next morning King Hezekiah gathered the city officials and 
went to the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 21 

రాజయ్ము కొరకును పరిశుదధ్ సథ్లముకొరకును యూదావారి కొరకును పాపపరిహారారథ్బలి చేయుటకై 

యేడు కోడెలను ఏడు పొటే ట్ళల్ను ఏడు గొఱఱ్పిలల్లను ఏడు మేకపోతులను వారు తెచిచ్యుంచిరి గనుక 

అతడు యెహోవా బలిపీఠముమీద వాటిని అరిప్ంచుడని అహరోను సంతతివారగు యాజకులకు 

ఆజాఞ్పించెను. 
KJV And they brought seven bullocks, and seven rams, and seven lambs, 
and seven he goats, for a sin offering for the kingdom, and for the 
sanctuary, and for Judah. And he commanded the priests the sons of Aaron 
to offer them on the altar of the LORD. 
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Amplified They brought seven each of bulls, rams, lambs, and he-goats for 
a sin offering for the kingdom, the sanctuary, and Judah. He commanded 
the priests, the sons of Aaron, to offer them on the Lord's altar. 
ESV And they brought seven bulls, seven rams, seven lambs, and seven 
male goats for a sin offering for the kingdom and for the sanctuary and for 
Judah. And he commanded the priests the sons of Aaron to offer them on 
the altar of the LORD. 
NIV They brought seven bulls, seven rams, seven male lambs and seven 
male goats as a sin offering for the kingdom, for the sanctuary and for 
Judah. The king commanded the priests, the descendants of Aaron, to offer 
these on the altar of the LORD. 
NASB They brought seven bulls, seven rams, seven lambs and seven male 
goats for a sin offering for the kingdom, the sanctuary, and Judah. And he 
ordered the priests, the sons of Aaron, to offer them on the altar of the 
LORD. 
NKJV And they brought seven bulls, seven rams, seven lambs, and seven 
male goats for a sin offering for the kingdom, for the sanctuary, and for 
Judah. Then he commanded the priests, the sons of Aaron, to offer them on 
the altar of the LORD. 
NLT They brought seven bulls, seven rams, seven lambs, and seven male 
goats as a sin offering for the kingdom, for the Temple, and for Judah. The 
king commanded the priests, who were descendants of Aaron, to sacrifice 
the animals on the altar of the LORD. 

వచనము 22 

పరిచారకులు ఆ కోడెలను వధించినపుప్డు యాజకులు వాటి రకత్మును తీసికొని బలిపీఠముమీద 

పోర్కిష్ంచిరి. ఆ పర్కారము వారు పొటే ల్ళల్ను వధించినపుప్డు యాజకులు ఆ రకత్మును బలిపీఠముమీద 

పోర్కిష్ంచిరి. వారు గొఱఱ్పిలల్లను వధించినపుప్డు ఆ రకత్మును బలిపీఠముమీద పోర్కిష్ంచిరి. 
KJV So they killed the bullocks, and the priests received the blood, and 
sprinkled it on the altar: likewise, when they had killed the rams, they 
sprinkled the blood upon the altar: they killed also the lambs, and they 
sprinkled the blood upon the altar. 
Amplified So they killed the bulls, and the priests received the blood and 
dashed it against the altar. Likewise, when they had killed the rams and 
then the lambs, they dashed the blood against the altar. 
ESV So they slaughtered the bulls, and the priests received the blood and 
threw it against the altar. And they slaughtered the rams and their blood 
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was thrown against the altar. And they slaughtered the lambs and their 
blood was thrown against the altar. 
NIV So they slaughtered the bulls, and the priests took the blood and 
sprinkled it on the altar; next they slaughtered the rams and sprinkled their 
blood on the altar; then they slaughtered the lambs and sprinkled their 
blood on the altar. 
NASB So they slaughtered the bulls, and the priests took the blood and 
sprinkled it on the altar. They also slaughtered the rams and sprinkled the 
blood on the altar; they slaughtered the lambs also and sprinkled the blood 
on the altar. 
NKJV So they killed the bulls, and the priests received the blood and 
sprinkled it on the altar. Likewise they killed the rams and sprinkled the 
blood on the altar. They also killed the lambs and sprinkled the blood on 
the altar. 
NLT So they killed the bulls, and the priests took the blood and sprinkled it 
on the altar. Next they killed the rams and sprinkled their blood on the 
altar. And finally, they did the same with the lambs. 

వచనము 23 

పాపపరిహారారథ్ బలికై రాజు ఎదుటికిని సమాజము ఎదుటికిని మేకపోతులను తీసికొనిరాగా, వారు 

తమచేతులను వాటిమీద ఉంచిన తరువాత యాజకులు వాటిని వధించి 

KJV And they brought forth the he goats for the sin offering before the 
king and the congregation; and they laid their hands upon them: 
Amplified Then the he-goats for the sin offering were brought before the 
king and the assembly, and they laid their hands on them. 
ESV Then the goats for the sin offering were brought to the king and the 
assembly, and they laid their hands on them, 
NIV The goats for the sin offering were brought before the king and the 
assembly, and they laid their hands on them. 
NASB Then they brought the male goats of the sin offering before the king 
and the assembly, and they laid their hands on them. 
NKJV Then they brought out the male goats for the sin offering before the 
king and the assembly, and they laid their hands on them. 
NLT The male goats for the sin offering were then brought before the king 
and the assembly of people, who laid their hands on them. 

వచనము 24 
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ఇశార్యేలీయులందరికొరకు దహనబలియు పాపపరిహారారథ్ బలియు అరిప్ంపవలెనని రాజు 

ఆజాఞ్పించియుండెను గనుక, ఇశార్యేలీయులందరి నిమితత్ము పార్యశిచ్తత్ము చేయుటకై 

బలిపీఠముమీద వాటి రకత్మును పోసి, పాపపరిహారారథ్బలి అరిప్ంచిరి. 
KJV And the priests killed them, and they made reconciliation with their 
blood upon the altar, to make an atonement for all Israel: for the king 
commanded that the burnt offering and the sin offering should be made for 
all Israel. 
Amplified The priests killed them and made a sin offering with their blood 
upon the altar to make atonement for all Israel, for the king commanded 
that the burnt offering and sin offering be made for all Israel. 
ESV and the priests slaughtered them and made a sin offering with their 
blood on the altar, to make atonement for all Israel. For the king 
commanded that the burnt offering and the sin offering should be made for 
all Israel. 
NIV The priests then slaughtered the goats and presented their blood on 
the altar for a sin offering to atone for all Israel, because the king had 
ordered the burnt offering and the sin offering for all Israel. 
NASB The priests slaughtered them and purged the altar with their blood 
to atone for all Israel, for the king ordered the burnt offering and the sin 
offering for all Israel. 
NKJV And the priests killed them; and they presented their blood on the 
altar as a sin offering to make an atonement for all Israel, for the king 
commanded that the burnt offering and the sin offering be made for all 
Israel. 
NLT The priests then killed the goats as a sin offering and sprinkled their 
blood on the altar to make atonement for the sins of all Israel. The king had 
specifically commanded that this burnt offering and sin offering should be 
made for all Israel. 

వచనము 25 

మరియు దావీదును దావీదు రాజుకు దీరఘ్దరిశ్యైన గాదును పర్వకత్యైన నాతానును చేసిన నిరణ్యము 

చొపుప్న యెహోవా మందిరములో తాళములను సవ్రమండలములను సితారాలను వాయించుటకై 

అతడు లేవీయులను ఏరాప్టు చేసెను. ఆలాగు జరుగవలెనని యెహోవా తన పర్వకత్లదావ్రా 

ఆజాఞ్పించియుండెను. 
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KJV And he set the Levites in the house of the LORD with cymbals, with 
psalteries, and with harps, according to the commandment of David, and of 
Gad the king's seer, and Nathan the prophet: for so was the commandment 
of the LORD by his prophets. 
Amplified Hezekiah stationed the Levites in the Lord's house with 
cymbals, harps, and lyres, as David [his forefather] and Gad the king's seer 
and Nathan the prophet had commanded; for the commandment was from 
the Lord through His prophets. 
ESV And he stationed the Levites in the house of the LORD with cymbals, 
harps, and lyres, according to the commandment of David and of Gad the 
king's seer and of Nathan the prophet, for the commandment was from the 
LORD through his prophets. 
NIV He stationed the Levites in the temple of the LORD with cymbals, 
harps and lyres in the way prescribed by David and Gad the king's seer and 
Nathan the prophet; this was commanded by the LORD through his 
prophets. 
NASB He then stationed the Levites in the house of the LORD with 
cymbals, with harps and with lyres, according to the command of David and 
of Gad the king's seer, and of Nathan the prophet; for the command was 
from the LORD through His prophets. 
NKJV And he stationed the Levites in the house of the LORD with 
cymbals, with stringed instruments, and with harps, according to the 
commandment of David, of Gad the king's seer, and of Nathan the prophet; 
for thus was the commandment of the LORD by His prophets. 
NLT King Hezekiah then stationed the Levites at the Temple of the LORD 
with cymbals, harps, and lyres. He obeyed all the commands that the LORD 
had given to King David through Gad, the king's seer, and the prophet 
Nathan. 

వచనము 26 

దావీదు చేయించిన వాదయ్ములను వాయించుటకు లేవీయులును బూరలు ఊదుటకు యాజకులును 

నియమింపబడిరి. 
KJV And the Levites stood with the instruments of David, and the priests 
with the trumpets. 
Amplified The Levites stood with the instruments of David, and the 
priests with the trumpets. 
ESV The Levites stood with the instruments of David, and the priests with 
the trumpets. 
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NIV So the Levites stood ready with David's instruments, and the priests 
with their trumpets. 
NASB The Levites stood with the musical instruments of David, and the 
priests with the trumpets. 
NKJV The Levites stood with the instruments of David, and the priests 
with the trumpets. 
NLT The Levites then took their positions around the Temple with the 
instruments of David, and the priests took their positions with the 
trumpets. 

వచనము 27 

బలిపీఠముమీద దహనబలులను అరిప్ంచుడని హిజిక్యా ఆజాఞ్పించెను. దహనబలి యరప్ణ 

ఆరంభమగుటతోనే బూరలు ఊదుటతోను ఇశార్యేలు రాజైన దావీదు చేయించిన వాదయ్ములను 

వాయించుటతోను యెహోవాకు సుత్తి గానము ఆరంభమాయెను. 
KJV And Hezekiah commanded to offer the burnt offering upon the altar. 
And when the burnt offering began, the song of the LORD began also with 
the trumpets, and with the instruments ordained by David king of Israel. 
Amplified Hezekiah commanded to offer the burnt offering upon the 
altar. And when the burnt offering began, the song of the Lord began also 
with the trumpets and with the instruments ordained by King David of 
Israel. 
ESV Then Hezekiah commanded that the burnt offering be offered on the 
altar. And when the burnt offering began, the song to the LORD began also, 
and the trumpets, accompanied by the instruments of David king of Israel. 
NIV Hezekiah gave the order to sacrifice the burnt offering on the altar. As 
the offering began, singing to the LORD began also, accompanied by 
trumpets and the instruments of David king of Israel. 
NASB Then Hezekiah gave the order to offer the burnt offering on the 
altar. When the burnt offering began, the song to the LORD also began with 
the trumpets, accompanied by the instruments of David, king of Israel. 
NKJV Then Hezekiah commanded them to offer the burnt offering on the 
altar. And when the burnt offering began, the song of the LORD also began, 
with the trumpets and with the instruments of David king of Israel. 
NLT Then Hezekiah ordered that the burnt offering be placed on the altar. 
As the burnt offering was presented, songs of praise to the LORD were 
begun, accompanied by the trumpets and other instruments of David, king 
of Israel. 
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వచనము 28 

అంతసేపును సరవ్సమాజము ఆరాధించుచుండెను. గాయకులు పాడుచుండిరి, బూరలు ఊదువారు 

నాదము చేయుచుండిరి, దహనబలి యరప్ణ సమాపత్మగువరకు ఇదియంతయు జరుగుచుండెను. 
KJV And all the congregation worshipped, and the singers sang, and the 
trumpeters sounded: and all this continued until the burnt offering was 
finished. 
Amplified And all the congregation worshiped, the singers sang, and the 
trumpeters sounded; all this continued until the burnt offering was 
finished. 
ESV The whole assembly worshiped, and the singers sang and the 
trumpeters sounded. All this continued until the burnt offering was 
finished. 
NIV The whole assembly bowed in worship, while the singers sang and the 
trumpeters played. All this continued until the sacrifice of the burnt 
offering was completed. 
NASB While the whole assembly worshiped, the singers also sang and the 
trumpets sounded; all this continued until the burnt offering was finished. 
NKJV So all the assembly worshiped, the singers sang, and the trumpeters 
sounded; all this continued until the burnt offering was finished. 
NLT The entire assembly worshiped the LORD as the singers sang and the 
trumpets blew, until all the burnt offerings were finished. 

వచనము 29 

వారు అరిప్ంచుట ముగించిన తరువాత రాజును అతనితోకూడనునన్ వారందరును తమ తలలు వంచి 

ఆరాధించిరి. 
KJV And when they had made an end of offering, the king and all that were 
present with him bowed themselves, and worshipped. 
Amplified When they had stopped offering, the king and all present with 
him bowed themselves and worshiped. 
ESV When the offering was finished, the king and all who were present 
with him bowed themselves and worshiped. 
NIV When the offerings were finished, the king and everyone present with 
him knelt down and worshiped. 
NASB Now at the completion of the burnt offerings, the king and all who 
were present with him bowed down and worshiped. 
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NKJV And when they had finished offering, the king and all who were 
present with him bowed and worshiped. 
NLT Then the king and everyone with him bowed down in worship. 

వచనము 30 

దావీదును దీరఘ్దరిశ్యగు ఆసాపును రచించిన శోల్కములను ఎతిత్ యెహోవాను సుత్తించుడని రాజైన 

హిజిక్యాయును అధిపతులును లేవీయులకు ఆజాఞ్పింపగా వారు సంతోషముతో సోత్తర్ములు పాడి 

తలవంచి ఆరాధించిరి. 
KJV Moreover Hezekiah the king and the princes commanded the Levites 
to sing praise unto the LORD with the words of David, and of Asaph the 
seer. And they sang praises with gladness, and they bowed their heads and 
worshipped. 
Amplified Also King Hezekiah and the princes ordered the Levites to sing 
praises to the Lord with the words of David and of Asaph the seer. And they 
sang praises with gladness and bowed themselves and worshiped. 
ESV And Hezekiah the king and the officials commanded the Levites to 
sing praises to the LORD with the words of David and of Asaph the seer. 
And they sang praises with gladness, and they bowed down and worshiped. 
NIV King Hezekiah and his officials ordered the Levites to praise the LORD 
with the words of David and of Asaph the seer. So they sang praises with 
gladness and bowed their heads and worshiped. 
NASB Moreover, King Hezekiah and the officials ordered the Levites to 
sing praises to the LORD with the words of David and Asaph the seer. So 
they sang praises with joy, and bowed down and worshiped. 
NKJV Moreover King Hezekiah and the leaders commanded the Levites to 
sing praise to the LORD with the words of David and of Asaph the seer. So 
they sang praises with gladness, and they bowed their heads and 
worshiped. 
NLT King Hezekiah and the officials ordered the Levites to praise the 
LORD with the psalms of David and Asaph the seer. So they offered joyous 
praise and bowed down in worship. 

వచనము 31 

అంతట హిజిక్యా మీరిపుప్డు యెహోవాకు మిముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొంటిరి; దగగ్రకు వచిచ్ యెహోవా 

మందిరములోనికి బలిదర్వయ్ములను కృతజఞ్తారప్ణలను తీసికొనిరండని ఆజఞ్ ఇయయ్గా సమాజపువారు 
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బలిదర్వయ్ములను కృతజఞ్తారప్ణలను తీసికొనివచిచ్రి, దహనబలుల నరిప్ంచుటకు ఎవరికి 

ఇషట్ముపుటెట్నో వారు దహనబలి దర్వయ్ములను తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV Then Hezekiah answered and said, Now ye have consecrated 
yourselves unto the LORD, come near and bring sacrifices and thank 
offerings into the house of the LORD. And the congregation brought in 
sacrifices and thank offerings; and as many as were of a free heart burnt 
offerings. 
Amplified Then Hezekiah said, Now you have consecrated yourselves to 
the Lord; come near and bring sacrifices and thank offerings into the house 
of the Lord. And the assembly brought in sacrifices and thank offerings, 
and as many as were of a willing heart brought burnt offerings. 
ESV Then Hezekiah said, "You have now consecrated yourselves to the 
LORD. Come near; bring sacrifices and thank offerings to the house of the 
LORD." And the assembly brought sacrifices and thank offerings, and all 
who were of a willing heart brought burnt offerings. 
NIV Then Hezekiah said, 'You have now dedicated yourselves to the LORD. 
Come and bring sacrifices and thank offerings to the temple of the LORD.' 
So the assembly brought sacrifices and thank offerings, and all whose 
hearts were willing brought burnt offerings. 
NASB Then Hezekiah said, 'Now that you have consecrated yourselves to 
the LORD, come near and bring sacrifices and thank offerings to the house 
of the LORD ' And the assembly brought sacrifices and thank offerings, and 
all those who were willing brought burnt offerings. 
NKJV Then Hezekiah answered and said, "Now that you have consecrated 
yourselves to the LORD, come near, and bring sacrifices and thank 
offerings into the house of the LORD." So the assembly brought in sacrifices 
and thank offerings, and as many as were of a willing heart brought burnt 
offerings. 
NLT Then Hezekiah declared, 'The dedication ceremony has come to an 
end. Now bring your sacrifices and thanksgiving offerings to the Temple of 
the LORD.' So the people brought their sacrifices and thanksgiving 
offerings, and those whose hearts were willing brought burnt offerings, too. 

వచనము 32 

సమాజపువారు తీసికొనివచిచ్న దహనబలి పశువులెనిన్యనగా, డెబబ్ది కోడెలును నూరు పొటే ట్ళుల్ను 

రెండువందల గొఱఱ్పిలల్లును; ఇవి యనిన్యు యెహోవాకు దహనబలులుగా తేబడెను. 
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KJV And the number of the burnt offerings, which the congregation 
brought, was threescore and ten bullocks, an hundred rams, and two 
hundred lambs: all these were for a burnt offering to the LORD. 
Amplified And the number of the burnt offerings which the assembly 
brought was 70 bulls, 100 rams, and 200 lambs. All these were for a burnt 
offering to the Lord. 
ESV The number of the burnt offerings that the assembly brought was 70 
bulls, 100 rams, and 200 lambs; all these were for a burnt offering to the 
LORD. 
NIV The number of burnt offerings the assembly brought was seventy 
bulls, a hundred rams and two hundred male lambs--all of them for burnt 
offerings to the LORD. 
NASB The number of the burnt offerings which the assembly brought was 
70 bulls, 100 rams, and 200 lambs; all these were for a burnt offering to the 
LORD. 
NKJV And the number of the burnt offerings which the assembly brought 
was seventy bulls, one hundred rams, and two hundred lambs; all these 
were for a burnt offering to the LORD. 
NLT The people brought to the LORD seventy bulls, one hundred rams, 
and two hundred lambs for burnt offerings. 

వచనము 33 

పర్తిషిఠ్ంపబడినవి ఆరువందల ఎదుద్లును మూడువేల గొఱఱ్లును. 
KJV And the consecrated things were six hundred oxen and three 
thousand sheep. 
Amplified And the consecrated things were 600 oxen and 3,000 sheep. 
ESV And the consecrated offerings were 600 bulls and 3,000 sheep. 
NIV The animals consecrated as sacrifices amounted to six hundred bulls 
and three thousand sheep and goats. 
NASB The consecrated things were 600 bulls and 3,000 sheep. 
NKJV The consecrated things were six hundred bulls and three thousand 
sheep. 
NLT They also brought six hundred bulls and three thousand sheep as 
sacrifices. 

వచనము 34 

యాజకులు కొదిద్గా ఉనన్ందున వారు ఆ దహనబలి పశువులనిన్టిని ఒలువలేకపోగా, పని 

సంపూరణ్మగువరకు కడమ యాజకులు తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనువరకు వారి సహోదరులగు 
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లేవీయులు వారికి సహాయము చేసిరి; తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనుటయందు యాజకులకంటె లేవీయులు 

యథారథ్హృదయులై యుండిరి. 
KJV But the priests were too few, so that they could not flay all the burnt 
offerings: wherefore their brethren the Levites did help them, till the work 
was ended, and until the other priests had sanctified themselves: for the 
Levites were more upright in heart to sanctify themselves than the priests. 
Amplified But the priests were too few and could not skin all the burnt 
offerings. So until the other priests had sanctified themselves, their Levite 
kinsmen helped them until the work was done, for the Levites were more 
upright in heart than the priests in sanctifying themselves. 
ESV But the priests were too few and could not flay all the burnt offerings, 
so until other priests had consecrated themselves, their brothers the Levites 
helped them, until the work was finished--for the Levites were more 
upright in heart than the priests in consecrating themselves. 
NIV The priests, however, were too few to skin all the burnt offerings; so 
their kinsmen the Levites helped them until the task was finished and until 
other priests had been consecrated, for the Levites had been more 
conscientious in consecrating themselves than the priests had been. 
NASB But the priests were too few, so that they were unable to skin all the 
burnt offerings; therefore their brothers the Levites helped them until the 
work was completed and until the other priests had consecrated themselves 
For the Levites were more conscientious to consecrate themselves than the 
priests. 
NKJV But the priests were too few, so that they could not skin all the burnt 
offerings; therefore their brethren the Levites helped them until the work 
was ended and until the other priests had sanctified themselves, for the 
Levites were more diligent in sanctifying themselves than the priests. 
NLT But there were too few priests to prepare all the burnt offerings, so 
their relatives the Levites helped them until the work was finished and until 
more priests had been purified. For the Levites had been more 
conscientious about purifying themselves than the priests. 

వచనము 35 

సమాధాన బలి పశువుల కొర్వువ్ను దహనబలి పశువులును దహనబలులకు ఏరప్డిన పానారప్ణలును 

సమృదిధ్గా ఉండెను. ఈలాగున యెహోవా మందిర సేవ కర్మముగా జరిగెను. 
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KJV And also the burnt offerings were in abundance, with the fat of the 
peace offerings, and the drink offerings for every burnt offering. So the 
service of the house of the LORD was set in order. 
Amplified Also the burnt offerings were in abundance, with the fat of the 
peace offerings, and the drink offerings for every burnt offering. So the 
service of the Lord's house was set in order. 
ESV Besides the great number of burnt offerings, there was the fat of the 
peace offerings, and there were the drink offerings for the burnt offerings. 
Thus the service of the house of the LORD was restored. 
NIV There were burnt offerings in abundance, together with the fat of the 
fellowship offerings and the drink offerings that accompanied the burnt 
offerings. So the service of the temple of the LORD was reestablished. 
NASB There were also many burnt offerings with the fat of the peace 
offerings and with the libations for the burnt offerings. Thus the service of 
the house of the LORD was established again. 
NKJV Also the burnt offerings were in abundance, with the fat of the peace 
offerings and with the drink offerings for every burnt offering. So the 
service of the house of the LORD was set in order. 
NLT There was an abundance of burnt offerings, along with the usual drink 
offerings, and a great deal of fat from the many peace offerings. So the 
Temple of the LORD was restored to service. 

వచనము 36 

ఈ కారయ్ము అపప్టికపుప్డే జరిగినందున దేవుడు జనులకు సిదధ్పరచినదానిని చూచి హిజిక్యాయును 

జనులందరును సంతోషించిరి. 
KJV And Hezekiah rejoiced, and all the people, that God had prepared the 
people: for the thing was done suddenly. 
Amplified Thus Hezekiah rejoiced, and all the people, because of what 
God had prepared for the people, for it was done suddenly. 
ESV And Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced because God had prepared 
for the people, for the thing came about suddenly. 
NIV Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced at what God had brought about 
for his people, because it was done so quickly. 
NASB Then Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced over what God had 
prepared for the people, because the thing came about suddenly. 
NKJV Then Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced that God had prepared 
the people, since the events took place so suddenly. 
NLT And Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced greatly because of what God 
had done for the people, for everything had been accomplished so quickly. 
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వచనము 1 

మరియు హిజిక్యా ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు పసాక్పండుగ ఆచరించుటకై 

యెరూషలేములోనునన్ యెహోవా మందిరమునకు రావలసినదని ఇశార్యేలువారికందరికిని 

యూదావారికందరికిని వరత్మానములను, ఎఫార్యిమీయులకును మనషే ష్వారికిని పతిర్కలను పంపెను. 
KJV And Hezekiah sent to all Israel and Judah, and wrote letters also to 
Ephraim and Manasseh, that they should come to the house of the LORD at 
Jerusalem, to keep the passover unto the LORD God of Israel. 
Amplified HEZEKIAH SENT to all Israel [as well as] Judah and wrote 
letters also to Ephraim and Manasseh to come to the Lord's house at 
Jerusalem to keep the Passover to the Lord, the God of Israel. 
ESV Hezekiah sent to all Israel and Judah, and wrote letters also to 
Ephraim and Manasseh, that they should come to the house of the LORD at 
Jerusalem to keep the Passover to the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NIV Hezekiah sent word to all Israel and Judah and also wrote letters to 
Ephraim and Manasseh, inviting them to come to the temple of the LORD 
in Jerusalem and celebrate the Passover to the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NASB Now Hezekiah sent to all Israel and Judah and wrote letters also to 
Ephraim and Manasseh, that they should come to the house of the LORD at 
Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover to the LORD God of Israel. 
NKJV And Hezekiah sent to all Israel and Judah, and also wrote letters to 
Ephraim and Manasseh, that they should come to the house of the LORD at 
Jerusalem, to keep the Passover to the LORD God of Israel. 
NLT King Hezekiah now sent word to all Israel and Judah, and he wrote 
letters of invitation to Ephraim and Manasseh. He asked everyone to come 
to the Temple of the LORD at Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover of the 
LORD, the God of Israel. 

వచనము 2 

సేవకు చాలినంతమంది యాజకులు తముమ్ను తాము పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనకుండుటచేతను, జనులు 

యెరూషలేములో కూడుకొనకుండుటచేతను, మొదటినెలయందు పసాక్పండుగ జరుగకపోగా 

KJV For the king had taken counsel, and his princes, and all the 
congregation in Jerusalem, to keep the passover in the second month. 
Amplified For the king and his princes and all the assembly in Jerusalem 
took counsel to keep the Passover in the second month. 
ESV For the king and his princes and all the assembly in Jerusalem had 
taken counsel to keep the Passover in the second month-- 
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NIV The king and his officials and the whole assembly in Jerusalem 
decided to celebrate the Passover in the second month. 
NASB For the king and his princes and all the assembly in Jerusalem had 
decided to celebrate the Passover in the second month, 
NKJV For the king and his leaders and all the assembly in Jerusalem had 
agreed to keep the Passover in the second month. 
NLT The king, his officials, and all the community of Jerusalem decided to 
celebrate Passover a month later than usual. 

వచనము 3 

రాజును అతని అధిపతులును యెరూషలేములోనునన్ సమాజపువారందరును దానిని రెండవ నెలలో 

ఆచరింపవలెనని యోచనచేసిరి. 
KJV For they could not keep it at that time, because the priests had not 
sanctified themselves sufficiently, neither had the people gathered 
themselves together to Jerusalem. 
Amplified For they could not keep it at the set time because not enough 
priests had sanctified themselves, neither had the people assembled in 
Jerusalem. 
ESV for they could not keep it at that time because the priests had not 
consecrated themselves in sufficient number, nor had the people assembled 
in Jerusalem-- 
NIV They had not been able to celebrate it at the regular time because not 
enough priests had consecrated themselves and the people had not 
assembled in Jerusalem. 
NASB since they could not celebrate it at that time, because the priests had 
not consecrated themselves in sufficient numbers, nor had the people been 
gathered to Jerusalem. 
NKJV For they could not keep it at the regular time, because a sufficient 
number of priests had not consecrated themselves, nor had the people 
gathered together at Jerusalem. 
NLT They were unable to celebrate it at the regular time because not 
enough priests could be purified by then, and the people had not yet 
assembled at Jerusalem. 

వచనము 4 

ఈ సంగతి రాజుకును సమాజపువారికందరికిని అనుకూలమాయెను. 
KJV And the thing pleased the king and all the congregation. 
Amplified The new time pleased the king and all the assembly. 
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ESV and the plan seemed right to the king and all the assembly. 
NIV The plan seemed right both to the king and to the whole assembly. 
NASB Thus the thing was right in the sight of the king and all the 
assembly. 
NKJV And the matter pleased the king and all the assembly. 
NLT This plan for keeping the Passover seemed right to the king and all the 
people. 

వచనము 5 

కావున బహుకాలమునుండి వారు వార్యబడిన పర్కారము ఇంత ఘనముగా నాచరింపకుండుట 

చూచి, ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు యెరూషలేములో పసాక్పండుగ ఆచరించుటకై 

రావలసినదని బెయేరె ష్బా మొదలుకొని దాను వరకు ఇశార్యేలీయులుండు దేశమంతటను 

చాటింపవలెనని వారు నిరణ్యము చేసిరి. 
KJV So they established a decree to make proclamation throughout all 
Israel, from Beersheba even to Dan, that they should come to keep the 
passover unto the LORD God of Israel at Jerusalem: for they had not done 
it of a long time in such sort as it was written. 
Amplified So they decreed to make a proclamation throughout all Israel, 
from Beersheba to Dan, that the people should come to keep the Passover 
to the Lord, the God of Israel, at Jerusalem. For they had not kept it 
collectively as prescribed for a long time. 
ESV So they decreed to make a proclamation throughout all Israel, from 
Beersheba to Dan, that the people should come and keep the Passover to 
the LORD, the God of Israel, at Jerusalem, for they had not kept it as often 
as prescribed. 
NIV They decided to send a proclamation throughout Israel, from 
Beersheba to Dan, calling the people to come to Jerusalem and celebrate 
the Passover to the LORD, the God of Israel. It had not been celebrated in 
large numbers according to what was written. 
NASB So they established a decree to circulate a proclamation throughout 
all Israel from Beersheba even to Dan, that they should come to celebrate 
the Passover to the LORD God of Israel at Jerusalem. For they had not 
celebrated it in great numbers as it was prescribed. 
NKJV So they resolved to make a proclamation throughout all Israel, from 
Beersheba to Dan, that they should come to keep the Passover to the LORD 
God of Israel at Jerusalem, since they had not done it for a long time in the 
prescribed manner. 
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NLT So they sent a proclamation throughout all Israel, from Beersheba in 
the south to Dan in the north, inviting everyone to come to Jerusalem to 
celebrate the Passover of the LORD, the God of Israel. The people had not 
been celebrating it in great numbers as prescribed in the law. 

వచనము 6 

కావున అంచెవాండుర్ రాజునొదద్ను అతని అధిపతులయొదద్ను తాకీదులు తీసికొని, యూదా ఇశార్యేలు 

దేశములందంతట సంచరించి రాజాజఞ్ను ఈలాగు పర్చురము చేసిరి ఇశార్యేలువారలారా, 

అబార్హాము ఇసాస్కు ఇశార్యేలుల దేవుడైన యెహోవావైపు తిరుగుడి; మీరు తిరిగినయెడల మీలో 

అషూష్రు రాజులచేతిలోనుండి తపిప్ంచుకొని శేషించినవారివైపు ఆయన తిరుగును. 
KJV So the posts went with the letters from the king and his princes 
throughout all Israel and Judah, and according to the commandment of the 
king, saying, Ye children of Israel, turn again unto the LORD God of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, and he will return to the remnant of you, that 
are escaped out of the hand of the kings of Assyria. 
Amplified So the posts went with the letters from the king and his princes 
throughout all Israel and Judah, as the king commanded, saying, O 
Israelites, return to the Lord, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, that 
He may return to those left of you who escaped out of the hands of the 
kings of Assyria. 
ESV So couriers went throughout all Israel and Judah with letters from the 
king and his princes, as the king had commanded, saying, "O people of 
Israel, return to the LORD, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, that he 
may turn again to the remnant of you who have escaped from the hand of 
the kings of Assyria. 
NIV At the king's command, couriers went throughout Israel and Judah 
with letters from the king and from his officials, which read: 'People of 
Israel, return to the LORD, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Israel, that he 
may return to you who are left, who have escaped from the hand of the 
kings of Assyria. 
NASB The couriers went throughout all Israel and Judah with the letters 
from the hand of the king and his princes, even according to the command 
of the king, saying, 'O sons of Israel, return to the LORD God of Abraham, 
Isaac and Israel, that He may return to those of you who escaped and are 
left from the hand of the kings of Assyria. 
NKJV Then the runners went throughout all Israel and Judah with the 
letters from the king and his leaders, and spoke according to the command 
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of the king: "Children of Israel, return to the LORD God of Abraham, Isaac, 
and Israel; then He will return to the remnant of you who have escaped 
from the hand of the kings of Assyria. 
NLT At the king's command, messengers were sent throughout Israel and 
Judah. They carried letters which said: 'O people of Israel, return to the 
LORD, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, so that he will return to the 
few of us who have survived the conquest of the Assyrian kings. 

వచనము 7 

తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా యెడల దోర్హముగా పర్వరిత్ంచిన మీ పితరులవలెను మీ 

సహోదరులవలెను మీరు పర్వరిత్ంపకుడి. వారి పర్వరత్న ఎటిట్దొ మీకు అగపరచవలెనని ఆయన వారిని 

వినాశమునకు అపప్గించెను. 
KJV And be not ye like your fathers, and like your brethren, which 
trespassed against the LORD God of their fathers, who therefore gave them 
up to desolation, as ye see. 
Amplified Do not be like your fathers and brethren, who were unfaithful 
to the Lord, the God of their fathers, so that He gave them up to desolation 
[to be an astonishment], as you see. 
ESV Do not be like your fathers and your brothers, who were faithless to 
the LORD God of their fathers, so that he made them a desolation, as you 
see. 
NIV Do not be like your fathers and brothers, who were unfaithful to the 
LORD, the God of their fathers, so that he made them an object of horror, 
as you see. 
NASB 'Do not be like your fathers and your brothers, who were unfaithful 
to the LORD God of their fathers, so that He made them a horror, as you 
see. 
NKJV And do not be like your fathers and your brethren, who trespassed 
against the LORD God of their fathers, so that He gave them up to 
desolation, as you see. 
NLT Do not be like your ancestors and relatives who abandoned the LORD, 
the God of their ancestors, and became an object of derision, as you 
yourselves can see. 

వచనము 8 
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మీ పితరులవలె మీరు అవిధేయులుగాక యెహోవాకు లోబడి, ఆయన శాశవ్తముగా పరిశుదధ్ పరచిన 

ఆయన పరిశుదధ్ మందిరములో పర్వేశించి, మీ దేవుడైన యెహోవా మహోగర్త మీ మీదినుండి 

తొలగిపోవునటుల్ ఆయనను సేవించుడి. 
KJV Now be ye not stiffnecked, as your fathers were, but yield yourselves 
unto the LORD, and enter into his sanctuary, which he hath sanctified for 
ever: and serve the LORD your God, that the fierceness of his wrath may 
turn away from you. 
Amplified Now be not stiff-necked, as your fathers were, but yield 
yourselves to the Lord and come to His sanctuary, which He has sanctified 
forever, and serve the Lord your God, that His fierce anger may turn away 
from you. 
ESV Do not now be stiff-necked as your fathers were, but yield yourselves 
to the LORD and come to his sanctuary, which he has consecrated forever, 
and serve the LORD your God, that his fierce anger may turn away from 
you. 
NIV Do not be stiff-necked, as your fathers were; submit to the LORD. 
Come to the sanctuary, which he has consecrated forever. Serve the LORD 
your God, so that his fierce anger will turn away from you. 
NASB 'Now do not stiffen your neck like your fathers, but yield to the 
LORD and enter His sanctuary which He has consecrated forever, and serve 
the LORD your God, that His burning anger may turn away from you. 
NKJV Now do not be stiff-necked, as your fathers were, but yield 
yourselves to the LORD; and enter His sanctuary, which He has sanctified 
forever, and serve the LORD your God, that the fierceness of His wrath may 
turn away from you. 
NLT Do not be stubborn, as they were, but submit yourselves to the LORD. 
Come to his Temple which he has set apart as holy forever. Worship the 
LORD your God so that his fierce anger will turn away from you. 

వచనము 9 

మీరు యెహోవావైపు తిరిగినయెడల మీ సహోదరుల యెడలను మీ పిలల్ల యెడలను 

చెరతీసికొనిపోయిన వారికి కనికరము పుటుట్ను, వారు ఈ దేశమునకు తిరిగివచెచ్దరు. మీ దేవుడైన 

యెహోవా కరుణాకటాక్షములు గలవాడు గనుక మీరు ఆయనవైపు తిరిగినయెడల ఆయన మీయందు 

పర్సనున్డగును. 
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KJV For if ye turn again unto the LORD, your brethren and your children 
shall find compassion before them that lead them captive, so that they shall 
come again into this land: for the LORD your God is gracious and merciful, 
and will not turn away his face from you, if ye return unto him. 
Amplified For if you return to the Lord, your brethren and your children 
shall find compassion with their captors and return to this land. For the 
Lord your God is gracious and merciful, and He will not turn away His face 
from you if you return to Him. 
ESV For if you return to the LORD, your brothers and your children will 
find compassion with their captors and return to this land. For the LORD 
your God is gracious and merciful and will not turn away his face from you, 
if you return to him." 
NIV If you return to the LORD, then your brothers and your children will 
be shown compassion by their captors and will come back to this land, for 
the LORD your God is gracious and compassionate. He will not turn his 
face from you if you return to him.' 
NASB 'For if you return to the LORD, your brothers and your sons will find 
compassion before those who led them captive and will return to this land 
For the LORD your God is gracious and compassionate, and will not turn 
His face away from you if you return to Him.' 
NKJV For if you return to the LORD, your brethren and your children will 
be treated with compassion by those who lead them captive, so that they 
may come back to this land; for the LORD your God is gracious and 
merciful, and will not turn His face from you if you return to Him." 
NLT For if you return to the LORD, your relatives and your children will be 
treated mercifully by their captors, and they will be able to return to this 
land. For the LORD your God is gracious and merciful. If you return to him, 
he will not continue to turn his face from you.' 

వచనము 10 

అంచెవాండుర్ జెబూలూను దేశమువరకును, ఎఫార్యిము మనషే ష్ల దేశములలోనునన్ పర్తి 

పటట్ణమునకును పోయిరిగాని అచచ్టివారు ఎగతాళిచేసి వారిని అపహసించిరి. 
KJV So the posts passed from city to city through the country of Ephraim 
and Manasseh even unto Zebulun: but they laughed them to scorn, and 
mocked them. 
Amplified So the posts passed from city to city through the country of 
Ephraim and Manasseh, even to Zebulun, but the people laughed them to 
scorn and mocked them. 
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ESV So the couriers went from city to city through the country of Ephraim 
and Manasseh, and as far as Zebulun, but they laughed them to scorn and 
mocked them. 
NIV The couriers went from town to town in Ephraim and Manasseh, as 
far as Zebulun, but the people scorned and ridiculed them. 
NASB So the couriers passed from city to city through the country of 
Ephraim and Manasseh, and as far as Zebulun, but they laughed them to 
scorn and mocked them. 
NKJV So the runners passed from city to city through the country of 
Ephraim and Manasseh, as far as Zebulun; but they laughed at them and 
mocked them. 
NLT The messengers went from town to town throughout Ephraim and 
Manasseh and as far as the territory of Zebulun. But most of the people just 
laughed at the messengers and made fun of them. 

వచనము 11 

అయినను ఆషేరు మనషే ష్ జెబూలూను దేశముల వారిలోనుండి కొందరు కృంగిన మనసుస్తో 

యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్రి. 
KJV Nevertheless divers of Asher and Manasseh and of Zebulun humbled 
themselves, and came to Jerusalem. 
Amplified Yet, a few of Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun humbled 
themselves and came to Jerusalem. 
ESV However, some men of Asher, of Manasseh, and of Zebulun humbled 
themselves and came to Jerusalem. 
NIV Nevertheless, some men of Asher, Manasseh and Zebulun humbled 
themselves and went to Jerusalem. 
NASB Nevertheless some men of Asher, Manasseh and Zebulun humbled 
themselves and came to Jerusalem. 
NKJV Nevertheless some from Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun humbled 
themselves and came to Jerusalem. 
NLT However, some from Asher, Manasseh, and Zebulun humbled 
themselves and went to Jerusalem. 

వచనము 12 

యెహోవా ఆజఞ్నుబటిట్ రాజును అధిపతులును చేసిన నిరణ్యమును నెరవేరుచ్నటుల్ యూదాలోనివారికి 

మనసుస్ ఏకము చేయుటకై దేవుని హసత్ము వారికి తోడప్డెను. 
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KJV Also in Judah the hand of God was to give them one heart to do the 
commandment of the king and of the princes, by the word of the LORD. 
Amplified Also the hand of God came upon Judah to give them one heart 
to do the commandment of the king and of the princes, by the word of the 
Lord. 
ESV The hand of God was also on Judah to give them one heart to do what 
the king and the princes commanded by the word of the LORD. 
NIV Also in Judah the hand of God was on the people to give them unity of 
mind to carry out what the king and his officials had ordered, following the 
word of the LORD. 
NASB The hand of God was also on Judah to give them one heart to do 
what the king and the princes commanded by the word of the LORD. 
NKJV Also the hand of God was on Judah to give them singleness of heart 
to obey the command of the king and the leaders, at the word of the LORD. 
NLT At the same time, God's hand was on the people in the land of Judah, 
giving them a strong desire to unite in obeying the orders of the king and 
his officials, who were following the word of the LORD. 

వచనము 13 

కావున రెండవ నెలయందు పులియని రొటెట్లపండుగ ఆచరించుటకై అతివిసాత్రమైన సమాజముగా 

బహు జనులు యెరూషలేములో కూడిరి. 
KJV And there assembled at Jerusalem much people to keep the feast of 
unleavened bread in the second month, a very great congregation. 
Amplified And many people came to Jerusalem to keep the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread in the second month, a very great assembly. 
ESV And many people came together in Jerusalem to keep the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread in the second month, a very great assembly. 
NIV A very large crowd of people assembled in Jerusalem to celebrate the 
Feast of Unleavened Bread in the second month. 
NASB Now many people were gathered at Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast 
of Unleavened Bread in the second month, a very large assembly. 
NKJV Now many people, a very great assembly, gathered at Jerusalem to 
keep the Feast of Unleavened Bread in the second month. 
NLT And so a huge crowd assembled at Jerusalem in midspring to 
celebrate Passover and the Festival of Unleavened Bread. 

వచనము 14 
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వారు దాని చేపటిట్ యెరూషలేములోనునన్ బలిపీఠములను ధూపపీఠములను తీసివేసి, కిదోర్ను వాగులో 

వాటిని పారవేసిరి. 
KJV And they arose and took away the altars that were in Jerusalem, and 
all the altars for incense took they away, and cast them into the brook 
Kidron. 
Amplified They rose up and took away the altars [to idols] that were in 
Jerusalem, and all the altars and utensils for incense [to the gods] they took 
away and threw into the Kidron Valley [dumping place for the ashes of such 
abominations]. 
ESV They set to work and removed the altars that were in Jerusalem, and 
all the altars for burning incense they took away and threw into the Kidron 
valley. 
NIV They removed the altars in Jerusalem and cleared away the incense 
altars and threw them into the Kidron Valley. 
NASB They arose and removed the altars which were in Jerusalem; they 
also removed all the incense altars and cast them into the brook Kidron. 
NKJV They arose and took away the altars that were in Jerusalem, and 
they took away all the incense altars and cast them into the Brook Kidron. 
NLT They set to work and removed the pagan altars from Jerusalem. They 
took away all the incense altars and threw them into the Kidron Valley. 

వచనము 15 

రెండవ నెల పదునాలగ్వ దినమున వారు పసాక్పశువును వధించిరి; యాజకులును లేవీయులును 

సిగుగ్నొంది, తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొని దహనబలి పశువులను యెహోవా మందిరములోనికి 

తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV Then they killed the passover on the fourteenth day of the second 
month: and the priests and the Levites were ashamed, and sanctified 
themselves, and brought in the burnt offerings into the house of the LORD. 
Amplified Then they killed the Passover lamb on the fourteenth day of the 
second month. And the priests and the Levites were ashamed and sanctified 
themselves and brought burnt offerings to the Lord's house. 
ESV And they slaughtered the Passover lamb on the fourteenth day of the 
second month. And the priests and the Levites were ashamed, so that they 
consecrated themselves and brought burnt offerings into the house of the 
LORD. 
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NIV They slaughtered the Passover lamb on the fourteenth day of the 
second month. The priests and the Levites were ashamed and consecrated 
themselves and brought burnt offerings to the temple of the LORD. 
NASB Then they slaughtered the Passover lambs on the fourteenth of the 
second month And the priests and Levites were ashamed of themselves, 
and consecrated themselves and brought burnt offerings to the house of the 
LORD. 
NKJV Then they slaughtered the Passover lambs on the fourteenth day of 
the second month. The priests and the Levites were ashamed, and 
sanctified themselves, and brought the burnt offerings to the house of the 
LORD. 
NLT On the appointed day in midspring, one month later than usual, the 
people slaughtered their Passover lambs. Then the priests and Levites 
became ashamed, so they purified themselves and brought burnt offerings 
to the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 16 

దైవజనుడైన మోషే నియమించిన ధరమ్శాసత్రములోని విధినిబటిట్ వారు తమ సథ్లమందు నిలువబడగా, 

యాజకులు లేవీయుల చేతిలోనుండి రకత్మును తీసికొని దానిని పోర్కిష్ంచిరి. 
KJV And they stood in their place after their manner, according to the law 
of Moses the man of God: the priests sprinkled the blood, which they 
received of the hand of the Levites. 
Amplified They stood in their accustomed places, as directed in the Law of 
Moses the man of God. The priests threw [against the altar] the blood they 
received from the hand of the Levites. 
ESV They took their accustomed posts according to the Law of Moses the 
man of God. The priests threw the blood that they received from the hand 
of the Levites. 
NIV Then they took up their regular positions as prescribed in the Law of 
Moses the man of God. The priests sprinkled the blood handed to them by 
the Levites. 
NASB They stood at their stations after their custom, according to the law 
of Moses the man of God; the priests sprinkled the blood which they 
received from the hand of the Levites. 
NKJV They stood in their place according to their custom, according to the 
Law of Moses the man of God; the priests sprinkled the blood received from 
the hand of the Levites. 
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NLT They took their places at the Temple according to the regulations 
found in the law of Moses, the man of God. The Levites brought the 
sacrificial blood to the priests, who then sprinkled it on the altar. 

వచనము 17 

సమాజకులలో తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనని వారనేకులుండుటచేత యెహోవాకు వాటిని పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుటకై 

పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనని పర్తివాని నిమితత్ము పసాక్పశువులను వధించుపని లేవీయుల కపప్గింపబడెను. 
KJV For there were many in the congregation that were not sanctified: 
therefore the Levites had the charge of the killing of the passovers for every 
one that was not clean, to sanctify them unto the LORD. 
Amplified For many were in the assembly who had not sanctified 
themselves [become clean and free from all sin]. So the Levites had to kill 
the Passover lambs for all who were not clean, in order to make them holy 
to the Lord. 
ESV For there were many in the assembly who had not consecrated 
themselves. Therefore the Levites had to slaughter the Passover lamb for 
everyone who was not clean, to consecrate it to the LORD. 
NIV Since many in the crowd had not consecrated themselves, the Levites 
had to kill the Passover lambs for all those who were not ceremonially clean 
and could not consecrate their lambs to the LORD. 
NASB For there were many in the assembly who had not consecrated 
themselves; therefore, the Levites were over the slaughter of the Passover 
lambs for everyone who was unclean, in order to consecrate them to the 
LORD. 
NKJV For there were many in the assembly who had not sanctified 
themselves; therefore the Levites had charge of the slaughter of the 
Passover lambs for everyone who was not clean, to sanctify them to the 
LORD. 
NLT Since many of the people there had not purified themselves, the 
Levites had to slaughter their Passover lambs for them, to set them apart 
for the LORD. 

వచనము 18 

ఎఫార్యిము మనషే ష్ ఇశాశ్ఖారు జెబూలూను దేశములనుండి వచిచ్న జనులలో చాలామంది తముమ్ను 

తాము పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనకయే విధివిరుదధ్ముగా పసాక్ను భుజింపగా హిజిక్యా 

KJV For a multitude of the people, even many of Ephraim, and Manasseh, 
Issachar, and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet did they eat the 
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passover otherwise than it was written. But Hezekiah prayed for them, 
saying, The good LORD pardon every one 
Amplified For a multitude of the people, many from Ephraim, Manasseh, 
Issachar, and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet they ate the 
Passover otherwise than Moses directed. For Hezekiah had prayed for 
them, saying, May the good Lord pardon everyone 
ESV For a majority of the people, many of them from Ephraim, Manasseh, 
Issachar, and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet they ate the 
Passover otherwise than as prescribed. For Hezekiah had prayed for them, 
saying, "May the good LORD pardon everyone 
NIV Although most of the many people who came from Ephraim, 
Manasseh, Issachar and Zebulun had not purified themselves, yet they ate 
the Passover, contrary to what was written. But Hezekiah prayed for them, 
saying, 'May the LORD, who is good, pardon everyone 
NASB For a multitude of the people, even many from Ephraim and 
Manasseh, Issachar and Zebulun, had not purified themselves, yet they ate 
the Passover otherwise than prescribed. For Hezekiah prayed for them, 
saying, 'May the good LORD pardon 
NKJV For a multitude of the people, many from Ephraim, Manasseh, 
Issachar, and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet they ate the 
Passover contrary to what was written. But Hezekiah prayed for them, 
saying, "May the good LORD provide atonement for everyone 
NLT Most of those who came from Ephraim, Manasseh, Issachar, and 
Zebulun had not purified themselves. But King Hezekiah prayed for them, 
and they were allowed to eat the Passover meal anyway, even though this 
was contrary to God's laws. For Hezekiah said, 'May the LORD, who is 
good, pardon those 

వచనము 19 

పరిశుదధ్సథ్లముయొకక్ శుదీధ్కరణముచొపుప్న తనున్ పవితర్పరచుకొనకయే తన పితరుల దేవుడైన 

యెహోవాను ఆశర్యింప మనసుస్ నిలుపుకొనిన పర్తి వాని నిమితత్ము దయగల యెహోవా 

పార్యశిచ్తత్ము చేయునుగాక అని పార్రిథ్ంపగా 

KJV That prepareth his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his fathers, 
though he be not cleansed according to the purification of the sanctuary. 
Amplified Who sets his heart to seek and yearn for God--the Lord, the 
God of his fathers--even though not complying with the purification 
regulations of the sanctuary. 
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ESV who sets his heart to seek God, the LORD, the God of his fathers, even 
though not according to the sanctuary's rules of cleanness." 
NIV who sets his heart on seeking God--the LORD, the God of his fathers--
even if he is not clean according to the rules of the sanctuary.' 
NASB everyone who prepares his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his 
fathers, though not according to the purification rules of the sanctuary.' 
NKJV who prepares his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his fathers, 
though he is not cleansed according to the purification of the sanctuary." 
NLT who decide to follow the LORD, the God of their ancestors, even 
though they are not properly cleansed for the ceremony.' 

వచనము 20 

యెహోవా హిజిక్యా చేసిన పార్రథ్న అంగీకరించి జనులను సవ్సథ్పరచెను. 
KJV And the LORD hearkened to Hezekiah, and healed the people. 
Amplified And the Lord hearkened to Hezekiah and healed the people. 
ESV And the LORD heard Hezekiah and healed the people. 
NIV And the LORD heard Hezekiah and healed the people. 
NASB So the LORD heard Hezekiah and healed the people. 
NKJV And the LORD listened to Hezekiah and healed the people. 
NLT And the LORD listened to Hezekiah's prayer and healed the people. 

వచనము 21 

యెరూషలేములోనునన్ ఇశార్యేలువారు బహు సంతోషభరితులై పులియని రొటెట్ల పండుగను ఏడు 

దినములు ఆచరించిరి. లేవీయులును యాజకులును యెహోవాను ఘనపరచుచు గొపప్ నాదముగల 

వాదయ్ములతో పర్తి దినము ఆయనను సుత్తించుచు ఉండిరి. 
KJV And the children of Israel that were present at Jerusalem kept the 
feast of unleavened bread seven days with great gladness: and the Levites 
and the priests praised the LORD day by day, singing with loud instruments 
unto the LORD. 
Amplified And the Israelites who were in Jerusalem kept the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread for seven days with great joy. The Levites and priests 
praised the Lord day by day, singing with instruments of much volume to 
the Lord. 
ESV And the people of Israel who were present at Jerusalem kept the Feast 
of Unleavened Bread seven days with great gladness, and the Levites and 
the priests praised the LORD day by day, singing with all their might to the 
LORD. 
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NIV The Israelites who were present in Jerusalem celebrated the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread for seven days with great rejoicing, while the Levites and 
priests sang to the LORD every day, accompanied by the Lord's instruments 
of praise. 
NASB The sons of Israel present in Jerusalem celebrated the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread for seven days with great joy, and the Levites and the 
priests praised the LORD day after day with loud instruments to the LORD. 
NKJV So the children of Israel who were present at Jerusalem kept the 
Feast of Unleavened Bread seven days with great gladness; and the Levites 
and the priests praised the LORD day by day, singing to the LORD, 
accompanied by loud instruments. 
NLT So the people of Israel who were present in Jerusalem celebrated the 
Festival of Unleavened Bread for seven days with great joy. Each day the 
Levites and priests sang to the LORD, accompanied by loud instruments. 

వచనము 22 

యెహోవా సేవయందు మంచి నేరప్రులైన లేవీయులందరితో హిజిక్యా పీర్తిగా మాటలాడెను; వారు 

సమాధానబలులు అరిప్ంచుచు, తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా దేవుడని యొపుప్కొనుచు ఏడు 

దినములు పండుగ ఆచరించిరి. 
KJV And Hezekiah spake comfortably unto all the Levites that taught the 
good knowledge of the LORD: and they did eat throughout the feast seven 
days, offering peace offerings, and making confession to the LORD God of 
their fathers. 
Amplified Hezekiah spoke encouragingly to all the Levites who had good 
understanding in the Lord's work. So the people ate the seven-day 
appointed feast, offering peace offerings, making confession [and giving 
thanks] to the Lord, the God of their fathers. 
ESV And Hezekiah spoke encouragingly to all the Levites who showed 
good skill in the service of the LORD. So they ate the food of the festival for 
seven days, sacrificing peace offerings and giving thanks to the LORD, the 
God of their fathers. 
NIV Hezekiah spoke encouragingly to all the Levites, who showed good 
understanding of the service of the LORD. For the seven days they ate their 
assigned portion and offered fellowship offerings and praised the LORD, 
the God of their fathers. 
NASB Then Hezekiah spoke encouragingly to all the Levites who showed 
good insight in the things of the LORD So they ate for the appointed seven 
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days, sacrificing peace offerings and giving thanks to the LORD God of their 
fathers. 
NKJV And Hezekiah gave encouragement to all the Levites who taught the 
good knowledge of the LORD; and they ate throughout the feast seven days, 
offering peace offerings and making confession to the LORD God of their 
fathers. 
NLT Hezekiah encouraged the Levites for the skill they displayed as they 
served the LORD. So for seven days the celebration continued. Peace 
offerings were sacrificed, and the people confessed their sins to the LORD, 
the God of their ancestors. 

వచనము 23 

యూదా రాజైన హిజిక్యా సమాజపువారికి బలియరప్ణల నిమితత్ము వెయియ్ కోడెలను ఏడువేల 

గొఱఱ్లనిచుచ్టయు, అధిపతులు వెయియ్ కోడెలను పదివేల గొఱఱ్లనిచుచ్టయు, బహుమంది యాజకులు 

తముమ్ను తాము పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనుటయు 

KJV And the whole assembly took counsel to keep other seven days: and 
they kept other seven days with gladness. 
Amplified And the whole assembly took counsel to prolong the feast 
another seven days; and they kept it another seven days with joy. 
ESV Then the whole assembly agreed together to keep the feast for another 
seven days. So they kept it for another seven days with gladness. 
NIV The whole assembly then agreed to celebrate the festival seven more 
days; so for another seven days they celebrated joyfully. 
NASB Then the whole assembly decided to celebrate the feast another 
seven days, so they celebrated the seven days with joy. 
NKJV Then the whole assembly agreed to keep the feast another seven 
days, and they kept it another seven days with gladness. 
NLT The entire assembly then decided to continue the festival another 
seven days, so they celebrated joyfully for another week. 

వచనము 24 

సమాజపు వారందరును చూచినపుప్డు, మరి ఏడు దినములు పండుగ ఆచరింపవలెనని యోచన 

చేసికొని మరి ఏడు దినములు సంతోషముగా దాని ఆచరించిరి. 
KJV For Hezekiah king of Judah did give to the congregation a thousand 
bullocks and seven thousand sheep; and the princes gave to the 
congregation a thousand bullocks and ten thousand sheep: and a great 
number of priests sanctified themselves. 
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Amplified For Hezekiah king of Judah gave to the assembly 1,000 young 
bulls and 7,000 sheep, and the princes gave 1,000 young bulls and 10,000 
sheep. And a great number of priests sanctified themselves [for service]. 
ESV For Hezekiah king of Judah gave the assembly 1,000 bulls and 7,000 
sheep for offerings, and the princes gave the assembly 1,000 bulls and 
10,000 sheep. And the priests consecrated themselves in great numbers. 
NIV Hezekiah king of Judah provided a thousand bulls and seven thousand 
sheep and goats for the assembly, and the officials provided them with a 
thousand bulls and ten thousand sheep and goats. A great number of 
priests consecrated themselves. 
NASB For Hezekiah king of Judah had contributed to the assembly 1,000 
bulls and 7,000 sheep, and the princes had contributed to the assembly 
1,000 bulls and 10,000 sheep; and a large number of priests consecrated 
themselves. 
NKJV For Hezekiah king of Judah gave to the assembly a thousand bulls 
and seven thousand sheep, and the leaders gave to the assembly a thousand 
bulls and ten thousand sheep; and a great number of priests sanctified 
themselves. 
NLT King Hezekiah gave the people one thousand bulls and seven 
thousand sheep for offerings, and the officials donated one thousand bulls 
and ten thousand sheep. Meanwhile, many more priests purified 
themselves. 

వచనము 25 

అపుప్డు యాజకులును లేవీయులును యూదావారిలోనుండియు ఇశార్యేలువారిలోనుండియు వచిచ్న 

సమాజపువారందరును, ఇశార్యేలు దేశములోనుండి వచిచ్ యూదాలో కాపురమునన్ అనుయ్లును 

సంతోషించిరి. 
KJV And all the congregation of Judah, with the priests and the Levites, 
and all the congregation that came out of Israel, and the strangers that 
came out of the land of Israel, and that dwelt in Judah, rejoiced. 
Amplified All the assembly of Judah, with the priests, the Levites, and all 
the assembly who with the sojourners came from the land of Israel to dwell 
in Judah, rejoiced. 
ESV The whole assembly of Judah, and the priests and the Levites, and the 
whole assembly that came out of Israel, and the sojourners who came out of 
the land of Israel, and the sojourners who lived in Judah, rejoiced. 
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NIV The entire assembly of Judah rejoiced, along with the priests and 
Levites and all who had assembled from Israel, including the aliens who 
had come from Israel and those who lived in Judah. 
NASB All the assembly of Judah rejoiced, with the priests and the Levites 
and all the assembly that came from Israel, both the sojourners who came 
from the land of Israel and those living in Judah. 
NKJV The whole assembly of Judah rejoiced, also the priests and Levites, 
all the assembly that came from Israel, the sojourners who came from the 
land of Israel, and those who dwelt in Judah. 
NLT The entire assembly of Judah rejoiced, including the priests, the 
Levites, all who came from the land of Israel, the foreigners who came to 
the festival, and all those who lived in Judah. 

వచనము 26 

యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లకు మికిక్లి ఆనందము కలిగెను. ఇశార్యేలు రాజును దావీదు 

కుమారుడునైన సొలొమోను కాలమునకు తరువాత ఈలాగున జరిగి యుండలేదు. 
KJV So there was great joy in Jerusalem: for since the time of Solomon the 
son of David king of Israel there was not the like in Jerusalem. 
Amplified So there was great joy in Jerusalem, for since the time of 
Solomon son of David king of Israel there was nothing like this in 
Jerusalem. 
ESV So there was great joy in Jerusalem, for since the time of Solomon the 
son of David king of Israel there had been nothing like this in Jerusalem. 
NIV There was great joy in Jerusalem, for since the days of Solomon son of 
David king of Israel there had been nothing like this in Jerusalem. 
NASB So there was great joy in Jerusalem, because there was nothing like 
this in Jerusalem since the days of Solomon the son of David, king of Israel. 
NKJV So there was great joy in Jerusalem, for since the time of Solomon 
the son of David, king of Israel, there had been nothing like this in 
Jerusalem. 
NLT There was great joy in the city, for Jerusalem had not seen a 
celebration like this one since the days of Solomon, King David's son. 

వచనము 27 

అపుప్డు లేవీయులైన యాజకులు లేచి జనులను దీవింపగా వారిమాటలు వినబడెను; వారి పార్రథ్న 

ఆకాశముననునన్ పరిశుదధ్ నివాసమునకు చేరెను. 
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KJV Then the priests the Levites arose and blessed the people: and their 
voice was heard, and their prayer came up to his holy dwelling place, even 
unto heaven. 
Amplified Then the priests and Levites arose and blessed the people; and 
their voice was heard and their prayer came up to [God's] holy habitation in 
heaven. 
ESV Then the priests and the Levites arose and blessed the people, and 
their voice was heard, and their prayer came to his holy habitation in 
heaven. 
NIV The priests and the Levites stood to bless the people, and God heard 
them, for their prayer reached heaven, his holy dwelling place. 
NASB Then the Levitical priests arose and blessed the people; and their 
voice was heard and their prayer came to His holy dwelling place, to 
heaven. 
NKJV Then the priests, the Levites, arose and blessed the people, and their 
voice was heard; and their prayer came up to His holy dwelling place, to 
heaven. 
NLT Then the Levitical priests stood and blessed the people, and God 
heard them from his holy dwelling in heaven. 
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వచనము 1 

ఇదంతయు సమాపత్మైన తరువాత అకక్డనునన్ ఇశార్యేలువారందరును యూదా పటట్ణములకు 

పోయి, యూదా దేశమంతటను, బెనాయ్మీను ఎఫార్యిము మనషే ష్ దేశములయందంతటను ఉనన్ 

విగర్హములను నిరూమ్లముచేసి, దేవతాసత్ంభములను ముకక్లుగా నరికి, ఉనన్తసథ్లములను 

బలిపీఠములను పడగొటిట్రి; తరువాత ఇశార్యేలువారందరును తమ తమ పటట్ణములలోనునన్ తమ 

తమ సావ్సథ్య్ములకు తిరిగివెళిల్రి 

KJV Now when all this was finished, all Israel that were present went out 
to the cities of Judah, and brake the images in pieces, and cut down the 
groves, and threw down the high places and the altars out of all Judah and 
Benjamin, in Ephraim also and Manasseh, until they had utterly destroyed 
them all. Then all the children of Israel returned, every man to his 
possession, into their own cities. 
Amplified NOW WHEN all this was finished, all Israel present there went 
out to the cities of Judah and broke in pieces the pillars or obelisks, cut 
down the Asherim, and threw down the high places [of idolatry] and the 
altars in all Judah and Benjamin, in Ephraim and Manasseh, until they had 
utterly destroyed them all. Then all the Israelites returned to their own 
cities, every man to his possession. 
ESV Now when all this was finished, all Israel who were present went out 
to the cities of Judah and broke in pieces the pillars and cut down the 
Asherim and broke down the high places and the altars throughout all 
Judah and Benjamin, and in Ephraim and Manasseh, until they had 
destroyed them all. Then all the people of Israel returned to their cities, 
every man to his possession. 
NIV When all this had ended, the Israelites who were there went out to the 
towns of Judah, smashed the sacred stones and cut down the Asherah 
poles. They destroyed the high places and the altars throughout Judah and 
Benjamin and in Ephraim and Manasseh. After they had destroyed all of 
them, the Israelites returned to their own towns and to their own property. 
NASB Now when all this was finished, all Israel who were present went out 
to the cities of Judah, broke the pillars in pieces, cut down the Asherim and 
pulled down the high places and the altars throughout all Judah and 
Benjamin, as well as in Ephraim and Manasseh, until they had destroyed 
them all. Then all the sons of Israel returned to their cities, each to his 
possession. 
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NKJV Now when all this was finished, all Israel who were present went out 
to the cities of Judah and broke the sacred pillars in pieces, cut down the 
wooden images, and threw down the high places and the altars--from all 
Judah, Benjamin, Ephraim, and Manasseh--until they had utterly 
destroyed them all. Then all the children of Israel returned to their own 
cities, every man to his possession. 
NLT Now when the festival ended, the Israelites who attended went to all 
the towns of Judah, Benjamin, Ephraim, and Manasseh, and they smashed 
the sacred pillars, cut down the Asherah poles, and removed the pagan 
shrines and altars. After this, the Israelites returned to their own towns and 
homes. 

వచనము 2 

అంతట హిజిక్యా యెవరి సేవాధరమ్ము వారు జరుపుకొనునటుల్గా యాజకులను వరుసల 

పర్కారముగాను, లేవీయులను వారి వారి వరుసల పర్కారముగాను నియమించెను; దహనబలులను 

సమాధాన బలులను అరిప్ంచుటకును, సేవను జరిగించుటకును కృతజఞ్తాసుత్తులు చెలిల్ంచుటకును, 

యెహోవా పాళెపు దావ్రములయొదద్ సుత్తులు చేయుటకును యాజకులను లేవీయులను నియమించెను. 
KJV And Hezekiah appointed the courses of the priests and the Levites 
after their courses, every man according to his service, the priests and 
Levites for burnt offerings and for peace offerings, to minister, and to give 
thanks, and to praise in the gates of the tents of the LORD. 
Amplified And Hezekiah appointed the priests and the Levites after their 
divisions, each man according to his service, the priests and Levites for 
burnt offerings and for peace offerings, to minister, to give thanks, and to 
praise in the gates of the camp of the Lord. 
ESV And Hezekiah appointed the divisions of the priests and of the 
Levites, division by division, each according to his service, the priests and 
the Levites, for burnt offerings and peace offerings, to minister in the gates 
of the camp of the LORD and to give thanks and praise. 
NIV Hezekiah assigned the priests and Levites to divisions--each of them 
according to their duties as priests or Levites--to offer burnt offerings and 
fellowship offerings, to minister, to give thanks and to sing praises at the 
gates of the Lord's dwelling. 
NASB And Hezekiah appointed the divisions of the priests and the Levites 
by their divisions, each according to his service, both the priests and the 
Levites, for burnt offerings and for peace offerings, to minister and to give 
thanks and to praise in the gates of the camp of the LORD. 
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NKJV And Hezekiah appointed the divisions of the priests and the Levites 
according to their divisions, each man according to his service, the priests 
and Levites for burnt offerings and peace offerings, to serve, to give thanks, 
and to praise in the gates of the camp of the LORD. 
NLT Hezekiah then organized the priests and Levites into divisions to offer 
the burnt offerings and peace offerings, and to worship and give thanks and 
praise to the LORD at the gates of the Temple. 

వచనము 3 

మరియు యెహోవా ధరమ్శాసత్రమునందు వార్యబడియునన్ విధినిబటిట్ జరుగు ఉదయాసత్మయముల 

దహనబలులను విశార్ంతిదినములకును అమావాసయ్లకును నియామక కాలములకును ఏరప్డియునన్ 

దహనబలులను అరిప్ంచుటకై తనకు కలిగిన ఆసిత్లోనుండి రాజు ఒక భాగమును ఏరాప్టుచేసెను. 
KJV He appointed also the king's portion of his substance for the burnt 
offerings, to wit, for the morning and evening burnt offerings, and the 
burnt offerings for the sabbaths, and for the new moons, and for the set 
feasts, as it is written in the law of the LORD. 
Amplified King Hezekiah's personal contribution was for the burnt 
offerings: [those] of morning and evening, for the Sabbaths, for the New 
Moons, and for the appointed feasts, as written in the Law of the Lord. 
ESV The contribution of the king from his own possessions was for the 
burnt offerings: the burnt offerings of morning and evening, and the burnt 
offerings for the Sabbaths, the new moons, and the appointed feasts, as it is 
written in the Law of the LORD. 
NIV The king contributed from his own possessions for the morning and 
evening burnt offerings and for the burnt offerings on the Sabbaths, New 
Moons and appointed feasts as written in the Law of the LORD. 
NASB He also appointed the king's portion of his goods for the burnt 
offerings, namely, for the morning and evening burnt offerings, and the 
burnt offerings for the sabbaths and for the new moons and for the fixed 
festivals, as it is written in the law of the LORD. 
NKJV The king also appointed a portion of his possessions for the burnt 
offerings: for the morning and evening burnt offerings, the burnt offerings 
for the Sabbaths and the New Moons and the set feasts, as it is written in 
the Law of the LORD. 
NLT The king also made a personal contribution of animals for the daily 
morning and evening burnt offerings, as well as for the weekly Sabbath 
festivals and monthly new moon festivals, and for the other annual festivals 
as required in the law of the LORD. 
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వచనము 4 

మరియు యెహోవా ధరమ్శాసత్రమునుబటిట్ యాజకులును లేవీయులును ధైరయ్ము వహించి తమ పని 

జరుపుకొనునటుల్ ఎవరి భాగములను వారికి ఇయయ్వలసినదని యెరూషలేములో కాపురమునన్ 

జనులకు అతడు ఆజాఞ్పించెను. 
KJV Moreover he commanded the people that dwelt in Jerusalem to give 
the portion of the priests and the Levites, that they might be encouraged in 
the law of the LORD. 
Amplified He commanded the people living in Jerusalem to give the 
portion due the priests and Levites, that they might [be free to] give 
themselves to the Law of the Lord. 
ESV And he commanded the people who lived in Jerusalem to give the 
portion due to the priests and the Levites, that they might give themselves 
to the Law of the LORD. 
NIV He ordered the people living in Jerusalem to give the portion due the 
priests and Levites so they could devote themselves to the Law of the 
LORD. 
NASB Also he commanded the people who lived in Jerusalem to give the 
portion due to the priests and the Levites, that they might devote 
themselves to the law of the LORD. 
NKJV Moreover he commanded the people who dwelt in Jerusalem to 
contribute support for the priests and the Levites, that they might devote 
themselves to the Law of the LORD. 
NLT In addition, he required the people in Jerusalem to bring the 
prescribed portion of their income to the priests and Levites, so they could 
devote themselves fully to the law of the LORD. 

వచనము 5 

ఆ యాజఞ్ వెలల్డియగుట తోడనే ఇశార్యేలీయులు పర్థమఫలములైన ధానయ్ దార్కాష్రసములను నూనెను 

తేనెను ససయ్ఫలములను విసాత్రముగా తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. సమసత్మైన వాటిలోనుండియు పదియవ 

వంతులను విసాత్రముగా తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. 
KJV And as soon as the commandment came abroad, the children of Israel 
brought in abundance the firstfruits of corn, wine, and oil, and honey, and 
of all the increase of the field; and the tithe of all things brought they in 
abundantly. 
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Amplified As soon as the command went abroad, the Israelites gave in 
abundance the firstfruits of grain, vintage fruit, oil, honey, and of all the 
produce of the field; and they brought in abundantly the tithe of everything. 
ESV As soon as the command was spread abroad, the people of Israel gave 
in abundance the firstfruits of grain, wine, oil, honey, and of all the produce 
of the field. And they brought in abundantly the tithe of everything. 
NIV As soon as the order went out, the Israelites generously gave the 
firstfruits of their grain, new wine, oil and honey and all that the fields 
produced. They brought a great amount, a tithe of everything. 
NASB As soon as the order spread, the sons of Israel provided in 
abundance the first fruits of grain, new wine, oil, honey and of all the 
produce of the field; and they brought in abundantly the tithe of all. 
NKJV As soon as the commandment was circulated, the children of Israel 
brought in abundance the firstfruits of grain and wine, oil and honey, and 
of all the produce of the field; and they brought in abundantly the tithe of 
everything. 
NLT The people responded immediately and generously with the first of 
their crops and grain, new wine, olive oil, honey, and all the produce of 
their fields. They brought a tithe of all they owned. 

వచనము 6 

యూదా పటట్ణములలో కాపురమునన్ ఇశార్యేలువారును యూదావారును ఎదుద్లలోను గొఱఱ్లలోను 

పదియవవంతును, తమ దేవుడైన యెహోవాకు పర్తిషిఠ్తములైన వసుత్వులలో పదియవ వంతును 

తీసికొనివచిచ్ కుపప్లుగా కూరిచ్రి. 
KJV And concerning the children of Israel and Judah, that dwelt in the 
cities of Judah, they also brought in the tithe of oxen and sheep, and the 
tithe of holy things which were consecrated unto the LORD their God, and 
laid them by heaps. 
Amplified The people of Israel and Judah who lived in Judah's cities also 
brought the tithe of cattle and sheep and of the dedicated things which were 
consecrated to the Lord their God, and they laid them in heaps. 
ESV And the people of Israel and Judah who lived in the cities of Judah 
also brought in the tithe of cattle and sheep, and the tithe of the dedicated 
things that had been dedicated to the LORD their God, and laid them in 
heaps. 
NIV The men of Israel and Judah who lived in the towns of Judah also 
brought a tithe of their herds and flocks and a tithe of the holy things 
dedicated to the LORD their God, and they piled them in heaps. 
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NASB The sons of Israel and Judah who lived in the cities of Judah also 
brought in the tithe of oxen and sheep, and the tithe of sacred gifts which 
were consecrated to the LORD their God, and placed them in heaps. 
NKJV And the children of Israel and Judah, who dwelt in the cities of 
Judah, brought the tithe of oxen and sheep; also the tithe of holy things 
which were consecrated to the LORD their God they laid in heaps. 
NLT The people who had moved to Judah from Israel, and the people of 
Judah themselves, brought in the tithes of their cattle and sheep and a tithe 
of the things that had been dedicated to the LORD their God, and they piled 
them up in great heaps. 

వచనము 7 

వారు మూడవ మాసమందు కుపప్లు వేయనారంభించి ఏడవ మాసమందు ముగించిరి. 
KJV In the third month they began to lay the foundation of the heaps, and 
finished them in the seventh month. 
Amplified In the third month [at the end of wheat harvest] they began to 
lay the foundation or beginning of the heaps and finished them in the 
seventh month. 
ESV In the third month they began to pile up the heaps, and finished them 
in the seventh month. 
NIV They began doing this in the third month and finished in the seventh 
month. 
NASB In the third month they began to make the heaps, and finished them 
by the seventh month. 
NKJV In the third month they began laying them in heaps, and they 
finished in the seventh month. 
NLT The first of these tithes was brought in late spring, and the heaps 
continued to grow until early autumn. 

వచనము 8 

హిజిక్యాయును అధిపతులును వచిచ్ ఆ కుపప్లను చూచి యెహోవాను సుత్తించి ఆయన జనులైన 

ఇశార్యేలీయులను దీవించిరి. 
KJV And when Hezekiah and the princes came and saw the heaps, they 
blessed the LORD, and his people Israel. 
Amplified When Hezekiah and the princes came and saw the heaps, they 
blessed the Lord and His people Israel. 
ESV When Hezekiah and the princes came and saw the heaps, they blessed 
the LORD and his people Israel. 
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NIV When Hezekiah and his officials came and saw the heaps, they praised 
the LORD and blessed his people Israel. 
NASB When Hezekiah and the rulers came and saw the heaps, they 
blessed the LORD and His people Israel. 
NKJV And when Hezekiah and the leaders came and saw the heaps, they 
blessed the LORD and His people Israel. 
NLT When Hezekiah and his officials came and saw these huge piles, they 
thanked the LORD and his people Israel! 

వచనము 9 

హిజిక్యా ఆ కుపప్లనుగూరిచ్ యాజకులను లేవీయులను ఆలోచన యడిగినందుకు సాదోకు 

సంతతివాడును పర్ధాన యాజకుడునగు అజరాయ్ 
KJV Then Hezekiah questioned with the priests and the Levites concerning 
the heaps. 
Amplified Then Hezekiah questioned the priests and Levites about the 
heaps. 
ESV And Hezekiah questioned the priests and the Levites about the heaps. 
NIV Hezekiah asked the priests and Levites about the heaps; 
NASB Then Hezekiah questioned the priests and the Levites concerning 
the heaps. 
NKJV Then Hezekiah questioned the priests and the Levites concerning 
the heaps. 
NLT 'Where did all this come from?' Hezekiah asked the priests and 
Levites. 

వచనము 10 

యెహోవా మందిరములోనికి జనులు కానుకలను తెచుచ్ట మొదలుపెటిట్నపప్టినుండి మేము సమృదిధ్గా 

భోజనము చేసినను చాలా మిగులుచునన్ది; యెహోవా తన జనులను ఆశీరవ్దించినందున ఇంత 

గొపప్రాశి మిగిలినదని రాజుతోననగా 

KJV And Azariah the chief priest of the house of Zadok answered him, and 
said, Since the people began to bring the offerings into the house of the 
LORD, we have had enough to eat, and have left plenty: for the LORD hath 
blessed his people; and that which is left is this great store. 
Amplified Azariah the high priest, of the house of Zadok, answered him, 
Since the people began to bring the offerings into the Lord's house, we have 
eaten and have plenty left, for the Lord has blessed His people, and what is 
left is this great store. 
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ESV Azariah the chief priest, who was of the house of Zadok, answered 
him, "Since they began to bring the contributions into the house of the 
LORD, we have eaten and had enough and have plenty left, for the LORD 
has blessed his people, so that we have this large amount left." 
NIV and Azariah the chief priest, from the family of Zadok, answered, 
'Since the people began to bring their contributions to the temple of the 
LORD, we have had enough to eat and plenty to spare, because the LORD 
has blessed his people, and this great amount is left over.' 
NASB Azariah the chief priest of the house of Zadok said to him, 'Since the 
contributions began to be brought into the house of the LORD, we have had 
enough to eat with plenty left over, for the LORD has blessed His people, 
and this great quantity is left over.' 
NKJV And Azariah the chief priest, from the house of Zadok, answered 
him and said, "Since the people began to bring the offerings into the house 
of the LORD, we have had enough to eat and have plenty left, for the LORD 
has blessed His people; and what is left is this great abundance." 
NLT And Azariah the high priest, from the family of Zadok, replied, 'Since 
the people began bringing their gifts to the LORD's Temple, we have had 
enough to eat and plenty to spare, for the LORD has blessed his people.' 

వచనము 11 

హిజిక్యా యెహోవా మందిరములో కొటల్ను సిదధ్పరచవలసినదని ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV Then Hezekiah commanded to prepare chambers in the house of the 
LORD; and they prepared them, 
Amplified Then Hezekiah commanded them to prepare chambers [for 
storage] in the house of the Lord, and they prepared them 
ESV Then Hezekiah commanded them to prepare chambers in the house of 
the LORD, and they prepared them. 
NIV Hezekiah gave orders to prepare storerooms in the temple of the 
LORD, and this was done. 
NASB Then Hezekiah commanded them to prepare rooms in the house of 
the LORD, and they prepared them. 
NKJV Now Hezekiah commanded them to prepare rooms in the house of 
the LORD, and they prepared them. 
NLT Hezekiah decided to have storerooms prepared in the Temple of the 
LORD, and this was done. 

వచనము 12 
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వారు వాటిని సిదధ్పరచి ఏమియు అపహరింపకుండ కానుకలను పదియవ భాగములను 

పర్తిషిఠ్తములుగా తేబడిన వసుత్వులను లోపల చేరిచ్రి; లేవీయుడైన కొననాయ్ వాటిమీద విచారణకరత్గా 

నియమింపబడెను; అతని సహోదరుడైన షిమీ అతనికి సహకారిగా ఉండెను. 
KJV And brought in the offerings and the tithes and the dedicated things 
faithfully: over which Cononiah the Levite was ruler, and Shimei his 
brother was the next. 
Amplified And brought in the offerings, tithes, and dedicated things 
faithfully. Conaniah the Levite was in charge of them, and Shimei his 
brother came next. 
ESV And they faithfully brought in the contributions, the tithes, and the 
dedicated things. The chief officer in charge of them was Conaniah the 
Levite, with Shimei his brother as second, 
NIV Then they faithfully brought in the contributions, tithes and dedicated 
gifts. Conaniah, a Levite, was in charge of these things, and his brother 
Shimei was next in rank. 
NASB They faithfully brought in the contributions and the tithes and the 
consecrated things; and Conaniah the Levite was the officer in charge of 
them and his brother Shimei was second. 
NKJV Then they faithfully brought in the offerings, the tithes, and the 
dedicated things; Cononiah the Levite had charge of them, and Shimei his 
brother was the next. 
NLT Then all the gifts and tithes were faithfully brought to the Temple. 
Conaniah the Levite was put in charge, assisted by his brother Shimei. 

వచనము 13 

మరియు యెహీయేలు అజజాయ్హు నహతు అశాహేలు యెరీమోతు యోజాబాదు ఎలీయేలు 

ఇసమ్కాయ్హు మహతు బెనాయాలనువారు రాజైన హిజిక్యావలనను, దేవుని మందిరమునకు 

అధిపతియైన అజరాయ్వలనను, తాము పొందిన ఆజఞ్చొపుప్న కొననాయ్ చేతికిర్ందను, అతని 

సహోదరుడగు షిమీ చేతికిర్ందను కనిపెటుట్వారై యుండిరి. 
KJV And Jehiel, and Azaziah, and Nahath, and Asahel, and Jerimoth, and 
Jozabad, and Eliel, and Ismachiah, and Mahath, and Benaiah, were 
overseers under the hand of Cononiah and Shimei his brother, at the 
commandment of Hezekiah the king, and Azariah the ruler of the house of 
God. 
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Amplified And Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, 
Ismachiah, Mahath, and Benaiah were overseers directed by Conaniah and 
Shimei his brother, at the appointment of King Hezekiah and Azariah the 
chief officer of the house of God. 
ESV while Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, 
Ismachiah, Mahath, and Benaiah were overseers assisting Conaniah and 
Shimei his brother, by the appointment of Hezekiah the king and Azariah 
the chief officer of the house of God. 
NIV Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, Ismakiah, 
Mahath and Benaiah were supervisors under Conaniah and Shimei his 
brother, by appointment of King Hezekiah and Azariah the official in 
charge of the temple of God. 
NASB Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, 
Ismachiah, Mahath and Benaiah were overseers under the authority of 
Conaniah and Shimei his brother by the appointment of King Hezekiah, 
and Azariah was the chief officer of the house of God. 
NKJV Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, 
Ismachiah, Mahath, and Benaiah were overseers under the hand of 
Cononiah and Shimei his brother, at the commandment of Hezekiah the 
king and Azariah the ruler of the house of God. 
NLT The supervisors under them were Jehiel, Azaziah, Nahath, Asahel, 
Jerimoth, Jozabad, Eliel, Ismakiah, Mahath, and Benaiah. These 
appointments were made by King Hezekiah and Azariah, the chief official 
in the Temple of God. 

వచనము 14 

తూరుప్తటుట్ దావ్రమునొదద్ పాలకుడును ఇమాన్ కుమారుడునగు లేవీయుడైన కోరే యెహోవా 

కానుకలను అతిపరిశుదధ్మైనవాటిని పంచిపెటుట్టకు దేవునికి అరిప్ంపబడిన సేవ్చాఛ్రప్ణలమీద 

నియమింపబడెను. 
KJV And Kore the son of Imnah the Levite, the porter toward the east, was 
over the freewill offerings of God, to distribute the oblations of the LORD, 
and the most holy things. 
Amplified Kore son of Imnah the Levite, keeper of the East Gate, was over 
the freewill offerings to God, to apportion the contributions of the Lord and 
the most holy things. 
ESV And Kore the son of Imnah the Levite, keeper of the east gate, was 
over the freewill offerings to God, to apportion the contribution reserved 
for the LORD and the most holy offerings. 
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NIV Kore son of Imnah the Levite, keeper of the East Gate, was in charge 
of the freewill offerings given to God, distributing the contributions made 
to the LORD and also the consecrated gifts. 
NASB Kore the son of Imnah the Levite, the keeper of the eastern gate, was 
over the freewill offerings of God, to apportion the contributions for the 
LORD and the most holy things. 
NKJV Kore the son of Imnah the Levite, the keeper of the East Gate, was 
over the freewill offerings to God, to distribute the offerings of the LORD 
and the most holy things. 
NLT Kore son of Imnah the Levite, who was the gatekeeper at the East 
Gate, was put in charge of distributing the freewill offerings of God, the 
gifts, and the things that had been dedicated to the LORD. 

వచనము 15 

అతని చేతికిర్ంద ఏదెను మినాయ్మీను యేషూవ షెమయా అమరాయ్ షెకనాయ్ అనువారు నమమ్కమైనవారు 

గనుక యాజకుల పటట్ణములందు పినన్ పెదద్లైన తమ సహోదరులకు వంతులచొపుప్న భాగము 

లిచుచ్టకు నియమింపబడిరి. 
KJV And next him were Eden, and Miniamin, and Jeshua, and Shemaiah, 
Amariah, and Shecaniah, in the cities of the priests, in their set office, to 
give to their brethren by courses, as well to the great as to the small: 
Amplified Under him were Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, Amariah, 
and Shecaniah, in the priests' cities, in their office of trust faithfully to give 
to their brethren by divisions, to great and small alike, 
ESV Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, Amariah, and Shecaniah were 
faithfully assisting him in the cities of the priests, to distribute the portions 
to their brothers, old and young alike, by divisions, 
NIV Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, Amariah and Shecaniah assisted 
him faithfully in the towns of the priests, distributing to their fellow priests 
according to their divisions, old and young alike. 
NASB Under his authority were Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, 
Amariah and Shecaniah in the cities of the priests, to distribute faithfully 
their portions to their brothers by divisions, whether great or small, 
NKJV And under him were Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, Amariah, 
and Shecaniah, his faithful assistants in the cities of the priests, to 
distribute allotments to their brethren by divisions, to the great as well as 
the small. 
NLT His faithful assistants were Eden, Miniamin, Jeshua, Shemaiah, 
Amariah, and Shecaniah. They distributed the gifts among the families of 
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priests in their towns, by their divisions, dividing the gifts fairly among 
young and old alike. 

వచనము 16 

ఇదియుగాక గోతర్ములలో మూడు సంవతస్రములు మొదలుకొని అంతకు పైవయసుస్ గలవారై 

జనసంఖయ్ సరిచూడబడిన మగవారికందరికిని, వంతులచొపుప్న సేవచేయుటకై పర్తిదినము యెహోవా 

మందిరములోనికి వచుచ్వారందరికిని, 
KJV Beside their genealogy of males, from three years old and upward, 
even unto every one that entereth into the house of the LORD, his daily 
portion for their service in their charges according to their courses; 
Amplified Except those [Levites] registered as males from three years old 
and upward--who were consecrated to the temple service [in Jerusalem, for 
their daily portion] as the duty of every day required, for their service 
according to their offices by their divisions. 
ESV except those enrolled by genealogy, males from three years old and 
upward--all who entered the house of the LORD as the duty of each day 
required--for their service according to their offices, by their divisions. 
NIV In addition, they distributed to the males three years old or more 
whose names were in the genealogical records--all who would enter the 
temple of the LORD to perform the daily duties of their various tasks, 
according to their responsibilities and their divisions. 
NASB without regard to their genealogical enrollment, to the males from 
thirty years old and upward--everyone who entered the house of the LORD 
for his daily obligations--for their work in their duties according to their 
divisions; 
NKJV Besides those males from three years old and up who were written 
in the genealogy, they distributed to everyone who entered the house of the 
LORD his daily portion for the work of his service, by his division, 
NLT They also distributed the gifts to all males three years old or older, 
regardless of their place in the genealogical records, who came daily to the 
LORD's Temple to perform their official duties, by their divisions. 

వచనము 17 

ఇరువది సంవతస్రములు మొదలుకొని అంతకు పైవయసుస్ గలవారై వంతులచొపుప్న సేవ చేయుటకు 

తమ తమ పితరుల వంశములచొపుప్న యాజకులలో సరిచూడబడిన లేవీయులకు, 
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KJV Both to the genealogy of the priests by the house of their fathers, and 
the Levites from twenty years old and upward, in their charges by their 
courses; 
Amplified The registration of the priests was according to their fathers' 
houses; that of the Levites from twenty years old and upward was according 
to their offices by their divisions; 
ESV The enrollment of the priests was according to their fathers' houses; 
that of the Levites from twenty years old and upward was according to their 
offices, by their divisions. 
NIV And they distributed to the priests enrolled by their families in the 
genealogical records and likewise to the Levites twenty years old or more, 
according to their responsibilities and their divisions. 
NASB as well as the priests who were enrolled genealogically according to 
their fathers' households, and the Levites from twenty years old and 
upwards, by their duties and their divisions. 
NKJV and to the priests who were written in the genealogy according to 
their father's house, and to the Levites from twenty years old and up 
according to their work, by their divisions, 
NLT And they distributed gifts to the priests who were listed in the 
genealogical records by families, and to the Levites twenty years old or 
older who were listed according to their jobs and their divisions. 

వచనము 18 

అనగా నమమ్కమైనవారై తముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొనిన లేవీయులకును, తమ పిలల్లతోను భారయ్లతోను 

కుమారులతోను కుమారెత్లతోను 

KJV And to the genealogy of all their little ones, their wives, and their sons, 
and their daughters, through all the congregation: for in their set office they 
sanctified themselves in holiness: 
Amplified Also there was the registration of all their little ones, their 
wives, and their older sons and daughters through all the congregation. For 
in their office of trust they cleansed themselves and set themselves apart in 
holiness. 
ESV They were enrolled with all their little children, their wives, their sons, 
and their daughters, the whole assembly, for they were faithful in keeping 
themselves holy. 
NIV They included all the little ones, the wives, and the sons and daughters 
of the whole community listed in these genealogical records. For they were 
faithful in consecrating themselves. 
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NASB The genealogical enrollment included all their little children, their 
wives, their sons and their daughters, for the whole assembly, for they 
consecrated themselves faithfully in holiness. 
NKJV and to all who were written in the genealogy--their little ones and 
their wives, their sons and daughters, the whole company of them--for in 
their faithfulness they sanctified themselves in holiness. 
NLT Food allotments were also given to all the families listed in the 
genealogical records, including the little babies, the wives, and the sons and 
daughters. For they had all been faithful in purifying themselves. 

వచనము 19 

సమాజమంతటను సరిచూడబడిన వారికిని, ఆ యా పటట్ణములకు చేరిన గార్మములలోనునన్ 

అహరోను వంశసుథ్లైన యాజకులకును, వంతులు ఏరప్రచుటకు వారు నియమింపబడి యుండిరి. 

పేళల్చేత చెపప్బడిన ఆ జనులు యాజకులలో పురుషులకందరికిని, లేవీయులలో వంశములచొపుప్న 

సరిచూడబడిన వారికందరికిని వంతులు ఏరప్రచుటకు నియమింపబడిరి. 
KJV Also of the sons of Aaron the priests, which were in the fields of the 
suburbs of their cities, in every several city, the men that were expressed by 
name, to give portions to all the males among the priests, and to all that 
were reckoned by genealogies among the Levites. 
Amplified Also for the sons of Aaron the priests, who were in the fields of 
the suburbs of their cities or in every city, there were men who were 
mentioned by name to give portions to all the males among the priests and 
to all who were registered among the Levites. 
ESV And for the sons of Aaron, the priests, who were in the fields of 
common land belonging to their cities, there were men in the several cities 
who were designated by name to distribute portions to every male among 
the priests and to everyone among the Levites who was enrolled. 
NIV As for the priests, the descendants of Aaron, who lived on the farm 
lands around their towns or in any other towns, men were designated by 
name to distribute portions to every male among them and to all who were 
recorded in the genealogies of the Levites. 
NASB Also for the sons of Aaron the priests who were in the pasture lands 
of their cities, or in each and every city, there were men who were 
designated by name to distribute portions to every male among the priests 
and to everyone genealogically enrolled among the Levites. 
NKJV Also for the sons of Aaron the priests, who were in the fields of the 
common-lands of their cities, in every single city, there were men who were 
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designated by name to distribute portions to all the males among the 
priests and to all who were listed by genealogies among the Levites. 
NLT As for the priests, the descendants of Aaron, who were living in the 
open villages around the towns, men were appointed to distribute portions 
to every male among the priests and to all the Levites listed in the 
genealogical records. 

వచనము 20 

హిజిక్యా యూదా దేశమంతటను ఈలాగున జరిగించి, తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి 

అనుకూలముగాను యథారథ్ముగాను నమమ్కముగాను పనిచేయుచు వచెచ్ను. 
KJV And thus did Hezekiah throughout all Judah, and wrought that which 
was good and right and truth before the LORD his God. 
Amplified Hezekiah did this throughout all Judah, and he did what was 
good, right, and faithful before the Lord his God. 
ESV Thus Hezekiah did throughout all Judah, and he did what was good 
and right and faithful before the LORD his God. 
NIV This is what Hezekiah did throughout Judah, doing what was good 
and right and faithful before the LORD his God. 
NASB Thus Hezekiah did throughout all Judah; and he did what was good, 
right and true before the LORD his God. 
NKJV Thus Hezekiah did throughout all Judah, and he did what was good 
and right and true before the LORD his God. 
NLT In this way, King Hezekiah handled the distribution throughout all 
Judah, doing what was pleasing and good in the sight of the LORD his God. 

వచనము 21 

తన దేవుని ఆశర్యించుటకై దేవుని మందిర సేవ విషయమందేమి ధరమ్శాసత్ర విషయమందేమి 

ధరమ్మంతటి విషయమందేమి తాను ఆరంభించిన పర్తి పని అతడు హృదయపూరవ్కముగా జరిగించి 

వరిధ్లెల్ను. 
KJV And in every work that he began in the service of the house of God, 
and in the law, and in the commandments, to seek his God, he did it with all 
his heart, and prospered. 
Amplified And every work that he began in the service of the house of 
God, in keeping with the law and the commandments to seek his God 
[inquiring of and yearning for Him], he did with all his heart, and he 
prospered. 
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ESV And every work that he undertook in the service of the house of God 
and in accordance with the law and the commandments, seeking his God, 
he did with all his heart, and prospered. 
NIV In everything that he undertook in the service of God's temple and in 
obedience to the law and the commands, he sought his God and worked 
wholeheartedly. And so he prospered. 
NASB Every work which he began in the service of the house of God in law 
and in commandment, seeking his God, he did with all his heart and 
prospered. 
NKJV And in every work that he began in the service of the house of God, 
in the law and in the commandment, to seek his God, he did it with all his 
heart. So he prospered. 
NLT In all that he did in the service of the Temple of God and in his efforts 
to follow the law and the commands, Hezekiah sought his God 
wholeheartedly. As a result, he was very successful. 
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వచనము 1 

రాజు ఇటిట్ నమమ్కమైన చరయ్ చూపిన తరువాత అషూష్రు రాజైన సనె హ్రీబు వచిచ్, యూదాదేశములో 

చొరబడి పార్కార పురములయెదుట దిగి వాటిని లోపరచుకొనజూచెను. 
KJV After these things, and the establishment thereof, Sennacherib king of 
Assyria came, and entered into Judah, and encamped against the fenced 
cities, and thought to win them for himself. 
Amplified AFTER THESE things and this loyalty, Sennacherib king of 
Assyria came, invaded Judah, and encamped against the fortified cities, 
thinking to take them. 
ESV After these things and these acts of faithfulness, Sennacherib king of 
Assyria came and invaded Judah and encamped against the fortified cities, 
thinking to win them for himself. 
NIV After all that Hezekiah had so faithfully done, Sennacherib king of 
Assyria came and invaded Judah. He laid siege to the fortified cities, 
thinking to conquer them for himself. 
NASB After these acts of faithfulness Sennacherib king of Assyria came 
and invaded Judah and besieged the fortified cities, and thought to break 
into them for himself. 
NKJV After these deeds of faithfulness, Sennacherib king of Assyria came 
and entered Judah; he encamped against the fortified cities, thinking to win 
them over to himself. 
NLT After Hezekiah had faithfully carried out this work, King Sennacherib 
of Assyria invaded Judah. He laid siege to the fortified cities, giving orders 
for his army to break through their walls. 

వచనము 2 

సనె హ్రీబు దండెతిత్ వచిచ్ యెరూషలేముమీద యుదధ్ము చేయ నుదేద్శించి యునాన్డని హిజిక్యా చూచి 

KJV And when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib was come, and that he was 
purposed to fight against Jerusalem, 
Amplified When Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come and intended 
to fight against Jerusalem, 
ESV And when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come and intended to 
fight against Jerusalem, 
NIV When Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come and that he intended 
to make war on Jerusalem, 
NASB Now when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come and that he 
intended to make war on Jerusalem, 
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NKJV And when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib had come, and that his 
purpose was to make war against Jerusalem, 
NLT When Hezekiah realized that Sennacherib also intended to attack 
Jerusalem, 

వచనము 3 

పటట్ణముబయటనునన్ ఊటల నీళల్ను అడ డ్వలెనని తలచి, తన యధిపతులతోను పరాకర్మశాలులతోను 

యోచన చేయగా వారతనికి సహాయము చేసిరి. 
KJV He took counsel with his princes and his mighty men to stop the 
waters of the fountains which were without the city: and they did help him. 
Amplified He decided with his officers and his mighty men to stop up the 
waters of the fountains which were outside the city [by enclosing them with 
masonry and concealing them], and they helped him. 
ESV he planned with his officers and his mighty men to stop the water of 
the springs that were outside the city; and they helped him. 
NIV he consulted with his officials and military staff about blocking off the 
water from the springs outside the city, and they helped him. 
NASB he decided with his officers and his warriors to cut off the supply of 
water from the springs which were outside the city, and they helped him. 
NKJV he consulted with his leaders and commanders to stop the water 
from the springs which were outside the city; and they helped him. 
NLT he consulted with his officials and military advisers, and they decided 
to stop the flow of the springs outside the city. 

వచనము 4 

బహుజనులు పోగై అషూష్రు రాజులు రానేల? విసాత్రమైనజలము వారికి దొరుకనేల? అనుకొని 

ఊటలనిన్టిని దేశమధయ్ముగుండ పారుచునన్ కాలువను అడిడ్రి. 
KJV So there was gathered much people together, who stopped all the 
fountains, and the brook that ran through the midst of the land, saying, 
Why should the kings of Assyria come, and find much water? 
Amplified So many people gathered, and they stopped up all the springs 
and the brook which flowed through the land, saying, Why should the kings 
of Assyria come and find much water? 
ESV A great many people were gathered, and they stopped all the springs 
and the brook that flowed through the land, saying, "Why should the kings 
of Assyria come and find much water?" 
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NIV A large force of men assembled, and they blocked all the springs and 
the stream that flowed through the land. 'Why should the kings of Assyria 
come and find plenty of water?' they said. 
NASB So many people assembled and stopped up all the springs and the 
stream which flowed through the region, saying, 'Why should the kings of 
Assyria come and find abundant water?' 
NKJV Thus many people gathered together who stopped all the springs 
and the brook that ran through the land, saying, "Why should the kings of 
Assyria come and find much water?" 
NLT They organized a huge work crew to stop the flow of the springs, 
cutting off the brook that ran through the fields. For they said, 'Why should 
the kings of Assyria come here and find plenty of water?' 

వచనము 5 

మరియు రాజు ధైరయ్ము తెచుచ్కొని, పాడైన గోడ యావతుత్ కటిట్ంచి, గోపురములవరకు దానిని ఎతుత్ 

చేయించి, బయట మరియొక గోడను కటిట్ంచి, దావీదు పటట్ణములో మిలోల్ దురగ్మును 

బాగుచేయించెను. మరియు ఈటెలను డాళల్ను విసాత్రముగా చేయించెను. 
KJV Also he strengthened himself, and built up all the wall that was 
broken, and raised it up to the towers, and another wall without, and 
repaired Millo in the city of David, and made darts and shields in 
abundance. 
Amplified Also Hezekiah took courage and built up all the wall that was 
broken, and raised towers upon it, and he built another wall outside and 
strengthened the Millo in the City of David and made weapons and shields 
in abundance. 
ESV He set to work resolutely and built up all the wall that was broken 
down and raised towers upon it, and outside it he built another wall, and he 
strengthened the Millo in the city of David. He also made weapons and 
shields in abundance. 
NIV Then he worked hard repairing all the broken sections of the wall and 
building towers on it. He built another wall outside that one and reinforced 
the supporting terraces of the City of David. He also made large numbers of 
weapons and shields. 
NASB And he took courage and rebuilt all the wall that had been broken 
down and erected towers on it, and built another outside wall and 
strengthened the Millo in the city of David, and made weapons and shields 
in great number. 
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NKJV And he strengthened himself, built up all the wall that was broken, 
raised it up to the towers, and built another wall outside; also he repaired 
the Millo in the City of David, and made weapons and shields in abundance. 
NLT Then Hezekiah further strengthened his defenses by repairing the 
wall wherever it was broken down and by adding to the fortifications and 
constructing a second wall outside the first. He also reinforced the Millo in 
the City of David and manufactured large numbers of weapons and shields. 

వచనము 6 

జనులమీద సైనాయ్ధిపతులను నియమించి పటట్ణపు గుమమ్ములకు పోవు రాజవీధిలోనికి వారిని 

తనయొదద్కు రపిప్ంచి వారిని ఈలాగు హెచచ్రిక చేసెను 

KJV And he set captains of war over the people, and gathered them 
together to him in the street of the gate of the city, and spake comfortably to 
them, saying, 
Amplified And he set captains of war over the people and gathered them 
together to him in the street of the gate of the city and spoke encouragingly 
to them, saying, 
ESV And he set combat commanders over the people and gathered them 
together to him in the square at the gate of the city and spoke encouragingly 
to them, saying, 
NIV He appointed military officers over the people and assembled them 
before him in the square at the city gate and encouraged them with these 
words: 
NASB He appointed military officers over the people and gathered them to 
him in the square at the city gate, and spoke encouragingly to them, saying, 
NKJV Then he set military captains over the people, gathered them 
together to him in the open square of the city gate, and gave them 
encouragement, saying, 
NLT He appointed military officers over the people and asked them to 
assemble before him in the square at the city gate. Then Hezekiah 
encouraged them with this address: 

వచనము 7 

మీరు దిగులుపడకుడి, ధైరయ్ము విడువకుడి; అషూష్రు రాజుకైనను అతనితో కూడనునన్ 

సైనయ్మంతటికైనను మీరు భయపడవదుద్, విసమ్యమొందవదుద్, అతనికి కలిగియునన్ సహాయముకంటె 

ఎకుక్వ సహాయము మనకు కలదు. 
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KJV Be strong and courageous, be not afraid nor dismayed for the king of 
Assyria, nor for all the multitude that is with him: for there be more with us 
than with him: 
Amplified Be strong and courageous. Be not afraid or dismayed before the 
king of Assyria and all the horde that is with him, for there is Another with 
us greater than [all those] with him. 
ESV "Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or dismayed before the 
king of Assyria and all the horde that is with him, for there are more with us 
than with him. 
NIV 'Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or discouraged because of 
the king of Assyria and the vast army with him, for there is a greater power 
with us than with him. 
NASB 'Be strong and courageous, do not fear or be dismayed because of 
the king of Assyria nor because of all the horde that is with him; for the one 
with us is greater than the one with him. 
NKJV "Be strong and courageous; do not be afraid nor dismayed before 
the king of Assyria, nor before all the multitude that is with him; for there 
are more with us than with him. 
NLT 'Be strong and courageous! Don't be afraid of the king of Assyria or 
his mighty army, for there is a power far greater on our side! 

వచనము 8 

మాంససంబంధమైన బాహువే అతనికి అండ, మనకు సహాయము చేయుటకును మన యుదధ్ములను 

జరిగించుటకును మన దేవుడైన యెహోవా మనకు తోడుగా ఉనాన్డని చెపప్గా జనులు యూదారాజైన 

హిజిక్యా చెపిప్న మాటలయందు నమిమ్కయుంచిరి. 
KJV With him is an arm of flesh; but with us is the LORD our God to help 
us, and to fight our battles. And the people rested themselves upon the 
words of Hezekiah king of Judah. 
Amplified With him is an arm of flesh, but with us is the Lord our God to 
help us and to fight our battles. And the people relied on the words of 
Hezekiah king of Judah. 
ESV With him is an arm of flesh, but with us is the LORD our God, to help 
us and to fight our battles." And the people took confidence from the words 
of Hezekiah king of Judah. 
NIV With him is only the arm of flesh, but with us is the LORD our God to 
help us and to fight our battles.' And the people gained confidence from 
what Hezekiah the king of Judah said. 
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NASB 'With him is only an arm of flesh, but with us is the LORD our God 
to help us and to fight our battles.' And the people relied on the words of 
Hezekiah king of Judah. 
NKJV With him is an arm of flesh; but with us is the LORD our God, to 
help us and to fight our battles." And the people were strengthened by the 
words of Hezekiah king of Judah. 
NLT He may have a great army, but they are just men. We have the LORD 
our God to help us and to fight our battles for us!' These words greatly 
encouraged the people. 

వచనము 9 

ఇదియైన తరువాత అషూష్రు రాజైన సనె హ్రీబు తన బలగమంతటితో లాకీషును ముటట్డివేయుచుండి, 

యెరూషలేమునకు యూదారాజైన హిజిక్యాయొదద్కును, యెరూషలేమునందునన్ యూదావారందరి 

యొదద్కును తన సేవకులను పంపి ఈలాగు పర్కటన చేయించెను 

KJV After this did Sennacherib king of Assyria send his servants to 
Jerusalem, (but he himself laid siege against Lachish, and all his power 
with him,) unto Hezekiah king of Judah, and unto all Judah that were at 
Jerusalem, saying, 
Amplified And this Sennacherib king of Assyria, while he himself with all 
his forces was before Lachish, sent his servants to Jerusalem, to Hezekiah 
king of Judah, and to all Judah who were at Jerusalem, saying, 
ESV After this, Sennacherib, king of Assyria, who was besieging Lachish 
with all his forces, sent his servants to Jerusalem to Hezekiah king of Judah 
and to all the people of Judah who were in Jerusalem, saying, 
NIV Later, when Sennacherib king of Assyria and all his forces were laying 
siege to Lachish, he sent his officers to Jerusalem with this message for 
Hezekiah king of Judah and for all the people of Judah who were there: 
NASB After this Sennacherib king of Assyria sent his servants to Jerusalem 
while he was besieging Lachish with all his forces with him, against 
Hezekiah king of Judah and against all Judah who were at Jerusalem, 
saying, 
NKJV After this Sennacherib king of Assyria sent his servants to Jerusalem 
(but he and all the forces with him laid siege against Lachish), to Hezekiah 
king of Judah, and to all Judah who were in Jerusalem, saying, 
NLT Then King Sennacherib of Assyria, while still besieging the town of 
Lachish, sent officials to Jerusalem with this message for Hezekiah and all 
the people in the city: 
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వచనము 10 

అషూష్రు రాజైన సనె హ్రీబు సెలవిచుచ్నదేమనగా దేని నమిమ్ మీరు ముటిట్డివేయబడియునన్ 

యెరూషలేములో నిలుచుచునాన్రు? 

KJV Thus saith Sennacherib king of Assyria, Whereon do ye trust, that ye 
abide in the siege in Jerusalem? 
Amplified Thus says Sennacherib king of Assyria: On what do you trust, 
that you remain in the strongholds in Jerusalem? 
ESV "Thus says Sennacherib king of Assyria, 'On what are you trusting, 
that you endure the siege in Jerusalem? 
NIV 'This is what Sennacherib king of Assyria says: On what are you basing 
your confidence, that you remain in Jerusalem under siege? 
NASB 'Thus says Sennacherib king of Assyria, 'On what are you trusting 
that you are remaining in Jerusalem under siege? 
NKJV "Thus says Sennacherib king of Assyria: "In what do you trust, that 
you remain under siege in Jerusalem? 
NLT 'This is what King Sennacherib of Assyria says: What are you trusting 
in that makes you think you can survive my siege of Jerusalem? 

వచనము 11 

కరవుచేతను దాహముచేతను మిముమ్ను చంపుటకై మన దేవుడైన యెహోవా అషూష్రు రాజు 

చేతిలోనుండి మనలను విడిపించునని చెపిప్ హిజిక్యా మిముమ్ను పేర్రేపించుచునాన్డు గదా? 

KJV Doth not Hezekiah persuade you to give over yourselves to die by 
famine and by thirst, saying, The LORD our God shall deliver us out of the 
hand of the king of Assyria? 
Amplified Is not Hezekiah leading you on in order to let you die by famine 
and thirst, saying, The Lord our God will deliver us out of the hand of the 
king of Assyria? 
ESV Is not Hezekiah misleading you, that he may give you over to die by 
famine and by thirst, when he tells you, "The LORD our God will deliver us 
from the hand of the king of Assyria"? 
NIV When Hezekiah says, 'The LORD our God will save us from the hand 
of the king of Assyria,' he is misleading you, to let you die of hunger and 
thirst. 
NASB 'Is not Hezekiah misleading you to give yourselves over to die by 
hunger and by thirst, saying, 'The LORD our God will deliver us from the 
hand of the king of Assyria'? 
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NKJV Does not Hezekiah persuade you to give yourselves over to die by 
famine and by thirst, saying, "The LORD our God will deliver us from the 
hand of the king of Assyria"? 
NLT Hezekiah has said, `The LORD our God will rescue us from the king 
of Assyria.' Surely Hezekiah is misleading you, sentencing you to death by 
famine and thirst! 

వచనము 12 

ఆ హిజిక్యా, మీరు ఒకక్ బలిపీఠము ఎదుట నమసక్రించి దానిమీద ధూపము వేయవలెనని 

యూదావారికిని యెరూషలేమువారికిని ఆజఞ్ ఇచిచ్, యెహోవా ఉనన్త సథ్లములను బలిపీఠములను 

తీసివేసినవాడు కాడా? 

KJV Hath not the same Hezekiah taken away his high places and his altars, 
and commanded Judah and Jerusalem, saying, Ye shall worship before one 
altar, and burn incense upon it? 
Amplified Has not the same Hezekiah taken away his high places and his 
altars, and commanded Judah and Jerusalem, You shall worship before one 
altar and burn incense upon it? 
ESV Has not this same Hezekiah taken away his high places and his altars 
and commanded Judah and Jerusalem, "Before one altar you shall worship, 
and on it you shall burn your sacrifices"? 
NIV Did not Hezekiah himself remove this god's high places and altars, 
saying to Judah and Jerusalem, 'You must worship before one altar and 
burn sacrifices on it'? 
NASB 'Has not the same Hezekiah taken away His high places and His 
altars, and said to Judah and Jerusalem, 'You shall worship before one 
altar, and on it you shall burn incense'? 
NKJV Has not the same Hezekiah taken away His high places and His 
altars, and commanded Judah and Jerusalem, saying, "You shall worship 
before one altar and burn incense on it"? 
NLT Surely you must realize that Hezekiah is the very person who 
destroyed all the LORD's shrines and altars. He commanded Judah and 
Jerusalem to worship at only the one altar at the Temple and to make 
sacrifices on it alone. 

వచనము 13 

నేనును నా పితరులును ఇతరదేశముల జనులకందరికిని ఏమేమి చేసితిమో మీరెరుగరా? ఆ దేశ 

జనుల దేవతలు వారి దేశములను నాచేతిలోనుండి యేమాతర్మైనను రకిష్ంప చాలియుండెనా? 
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KJV Know ye not what I and my fathers have done unto all the people of 
other lands? were the gods of the nations of those lands any ways able to 
deliver their lands out of mine hand? 
Amplified Do you not know what I and my fathers have done to all the 
peoples of other lands? Were the gods of the nations of those lands in any 
way able to deliver their lands out of my hand? 
ESV Do you not know what I and my fathers have done to all the peoples of 
other lands? Were the gods of the nations of those lands at all able to 
deliver their lands out of my hand? 
NIV 'Do you not know what I and my fathers have done to all the peoples 
of the other lands? Were the gods of those nations ever able to deliver their 
land from my hand? 
NASB 'Do you not know what I and my fathers have done to all the peoples 
of the lands? Were the gods of the nations of the lands able at all to deliver 
their land from my hand? 
NKJV Do you not know what I and my fathers have done to all the peoples 
of other lands? Were the gods of the nations of those lands in any way able 
to deliver their lands out of my hand? 
NLT 'Surely you must realize what I and the other kings of Assyria before 
me have done to all the people of the earth! Were any of the gods of those 
nations able to rescue their people from my power? 

వచనము 14 

మీ దేవుడు మిముమ్ను నాచేతిలోనుండి విడిపింపగలడనుకొనుటకు, నా పితరులు బొతిత్గా నిరూమ్లము 

చేసిన ఆ యా దేశసుథ్ల సకల దేవతలలోను తన జనులను నాచేతిలోనుండి విడిపింప గలిగిన 

దేవుడొకడైన యుండెనా? 

KJV Who was there among all the gods of those nations that my fathers 
utterly destroyed, that could deliver his people out of mine hand, that your 
God should be able to deliver you out of mine hand? 
Amplified Who among all the gods of those nations that my fathers utterly 
destroyed was able to deliver his people out of my hand, that your God 
should be able to deliver you out of my hand? 
ESV Who among all the gods of those nations that my fathers devoted to 
destruction was able to deliver his people from my hand, that your God 
should be able to deliver you from my hand? 
NIV Who of all the gods of these nations that my fathers destroyed has 
been able to save his people from me? How then can your god deliver you 
from my hand? 
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NASB 'Who was there among all the gods of those nations which my 
fathers utterly destroyed who could deliver his people out of my hand, that 
your God should be able to deliver you from my hand? 
NKJV Who was there among all the gods of those nations that my fathers 
utterly destroyed that could deliver his people from my hand, that your God 
should be able to deliver you from my hand? 
NLT Name just one time when any god, anywhere, was able to rescue his 
people from me! What makes you think your God can do any better? 

వచనము 15 

కాబటిట్ యిపుప్డు హిజిక్యాచేత మీరు మోసపోకుడి, మీరు ఇటిట్ పేర్రేపణకు లోబడకుడి, అతని 

నముమ్కొనకుడి, యే జనుల దేవుడైనను ఏ రాజయ్పు దేవుడైనను తన జనులను నాచేతిలో నుండి గాని నా 

పితరుల చేతిలోనుండి గాని విడిపింపలేక పోగా, మీ దేవుడు నాచేతిలోనుండి మిముమ్ను మొదలే 

విడిపింపలేకపోవునుగదా అనెను. 
KJV Now therefore let not Hezekiah deceive you, nor persuade you on this 
manner, neither yet believe him: for no god of any nation or kingdom was 
able to deliver his people out of mine hand, and out of the hand of my 
fathers: how much less shall your God deliver you out of mine hand? 
Amplified So now, do not let Hezekiah deceive or mislead you in this way, 
and do not believe him, for no god of any nation or kingdom was able to 
deliver his people out of my hand or the hand of my fathers. How much less 
will your God deliver you out of my hand! 
ESV Now, therefore, do not let Hezekiah deceive you or mislead you in this 
fashion, and do not believe him, for no god of any nation or kingdom has 
been able to deliver his people from my hand or from the hand of my 
fathers. How much less will your God deliver you out of my hand!'" 
NIV Now do not let Hezekiah deceive you and mislead you like this. Do not 
believe him, for no god of any nation or kingdom has been able to deliver 
his people from my hand or the hand of my fathers. How much less will 
your god deliver you from my hand!' 
NASB 'Now therefore, do not let Hezekiah deceive you or mislead you like 
this, and do not believe him, for no god of any nation or kingdom was able 
to deliver his people from my hand or from the hand of my fathers. How 
much less will your God deliver you from my hand?'' 
NKJV Now therefore, do not let Hezekiah deceive you or persuade you like 
this, and do not believe him; for no god of any nation or kingdom was able 
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to deliver his people from my hand or the hand of my fathers. How much 
less will your God deliver you from my hand?"' 
NLT Don't let Hezekiah fool you! Don't let him deceive you like this! I say it 
again--no god of any nation has ever yet been able to rescue his people from 
me or my ancestors. How much less will your God rescue you from my 
power!' 

వచనము 16 

అతని సేవకులు దేవుడైన యెహోవా మీదను ఆయన సేవకుడైన హిజిక్యా మీదను ఇంకను 

పేలాపనలు పేలిరి. 
KJV And his servants spake yet more against the LORD God, and against 
his servant Hezekiah. 
Amplified And his servants said still more against the Lord God and 
against His servant Hezekiah. 
ESV And his servants said still more against the Lord GOD and against his 
servant Hezekiah. 
NIV Sennacherib's officers spoke further against the LORD God and 
against his servant Hezekiah. 
NASB His servants spoke further against the LORD God and against His 
servant Hezekiah. 
NKJV Furthermore, his servants spoke against the LORD God and against 
His servant Hezekiah. 
NLT And Sennacherib's officials further mocked the LORD God and his 
servant Hezekiah, heaping insult upon insult. 

వచనము 17 

అదియుగాక ఇతర దేశముల జనుల దేవతలు తమ జనులను నాచేతిలోనుండి యేలాగున 

విడిపింపలేకపోయిరో ఆలాగున హిజిక్యా సేవించు దేవుడును తన జనులను నాచేతిలోనుండి 

విడిపింపలేకపోవునని ఇశార్యేలు దేవుడైన యెహోవాను నిందించుటకును, ఆయనమీద 

అపవాదములు పలుకుటకును అతడు పతిర్కలు వార్సి పంపెను. 
KJV He wrote also letters to rail on the LORD God of Israel, and to speak 
against him, saying, As the gods of the nations of other lands have not 
delivered their people out of mine hand, so shall not the God of Hezekiah 
deliver his people out of mine hand. 
Amplified The Assyrian king also wrote letters insulting the Lord, the God 
of Israel, and speaking against Him, saying, As the gods of the nations of 
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other lands have not delivered their people out of my hand, so shall not the 
God of Hezekiah deliver His people out of my hand. 
ESV And he wrote letters to cast contempt on the LORD, the God of Israel 
and to speak against him, saying, "Like the gods of the nations of the lands 
who have not delivered their people from my hands, so the God of Hezekiah 
will not deliver his people from my hand." 
NIV The king also wrote letters insulting the LORD, the God of Israel, and 
saying this against him: 'Just as the gods of the peoples of the other lands 
did not rescue their people from my hand, so the god of Hezekiah will not 
rescue his people from my hand.' 
NASB He also wrote letters to insult the LORD God of Israel, and to speak 
against Him, saying, 'As the gods of the nations of the lands have not 
delivered their people from my hand, so the God of Hezekiah will not 
deliver His people from my hand.' 
NKJV He also wrote letters to revile the LORD God of Israel, and to speak 
against Him, saying, "As the gods of the nations of other lands have not 
delivered their people from my hand, so the God of Hezekiah will not 
deliver His people from my hand." 
NLT The king also sent letters scorning the LORD, the God of Israel. He 
wrote, 'Just as the gods of all the other nations failed to rescue their people 
from my power, so the God of Hezekiah will also fail.' 

వచనము 18 

అపుప్డు వారు పటట్ణమును పటుట్కొనవలెననన్ యోచనతో, పార్కారము మీదనునన్ యెరూషలేము 

కాపురసుథ్లను బెదరించుటకును నొపిప్ంచుటకును, యూదాభాషలో బిగగ్రగా వారితో ఆ మాటలు 

పలికిరి. 
KJV Then they cried with a loud voice in the Jews' speech unto the people 
of Jerusalem that were on the wall, to affright them, and to trouble them; 
that they might take the city. 
Amplified And they shouted it loudly in the Jewish language to the people 
of Jerusalem who were on the wall, to frighten and terrify them, that they 
might take the city. 
ESV And they shouted it with a loud voice in the language of Judah to the 
people of Jerusalem who were on the wall, to frighten and terrify them, in 
order that they might take the city. 
NIV Then they called out in Hebrew to the people of Jerusalem who were 
on the wall, to terrify them and make them afraid in order to capture the 
city. 
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NASB They called this out with a loud voice in the language of Judah to the 
people of Jerusalem who were on the wall, to frighten and terrify them, so 
that they might take the city. 
NKJV Then they called out with a loud voice in Hebrew to the people of 
Jerusalem who were on the wall, to frighten them and trouble them, that 
they might take the city. 
NLT The Assyrian officials who brought the letters shouted this in the 
Hebrew language to the people gathered on the walls of the city, trying to 
terrify them so it would be easier to capture the city. 

వచనము 19 

మరియు వారు మనుషుయ్ల చేతిపనియైన భూజనుల దేవతలమీద తాము పలికిన దూషణలను 

యెరూషలేముయొకక్ దేవుని మీద కూడను పలికిరి. 
KJV And they spake against the God of Jerusalem, as against the gods of 
the people of the earth, which were the work of the hands of man. 
Amplified And they spoke of the God of Jerusalem as they spoke of the 
gods of the peoples of the earth, which are the work of the hands of men. 
ESV And they spoke of the God of Jerusalem as they spoke of the gods of 
the peoples of the earth, which are the work of men's hands. 
NIV They spoke about the God of Jerusalem as they did about the gods of 
the other peoples of the world--the work of men's hands. 
NASB They spoke of the God of Jerusalem as of the gods of the peoples of 
the earth, the work of men's hands. 
NKJV And they spoke against the God of Jerusalem, as against the gods of 
the people of the earth--the work of men's hands. 
NLT These officials talked about the God of Jerusalem as though he were 
one of the pagan gods, made by human hands. 

వచనము 20 

రాజైన హిజిక్యాయును ఆమోజు కుమారుడైన యెషయా అను పర్వకత్యును ఇందును గురించి 

పార్రిథ్ంచి ఆకాశముతటుట్ చూచి మొఱఱ్పెటట్గా 

KJV And for this cause Hezekiah the king, and the prophet Isaiah the son 
of Amoz, prayed and cried to heaven. 
Amplified For this cause Hezekiah the king and the prophet Isaiah son of 
Amoz prayed and cried to heaven. 
ESV Then Hezekiah the king and Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, 
prayed because of this and cried to heaven. 
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NIV King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz cried out in prayer 
to heaven about this. 
NASB But King Hezekiah and Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, prayed 
about this and cried out to heaven. 
NKJV Now because of this King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah, the son 
of Amoz, prayed and cried out to heaven. 
NLT Then King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz cried out in 
prayer to God in heaven. 

వచనము 21 

యెహోవా ఒక దూతను పంపెను. అతడు అషూష్రు రాజు దండులోని పరాకర్మశాలులనందరిని సేనా 

నాయకులను అధికారులను నాశనము చేయగా అషూష్రురాజు సిగుగ్నొందినవాడై తన దేశమునకు 

తిరిగిపోయెను. అంతట అతడు తన దేవుని గుడిలో చొచిచ్నపుప్డు అతని కడుపున పుటిట్నవారే అతని 

అకక్డ కతిత్చేత చంపిరి. 
KJV And the LORD sent an angel, which cut off all the mighty men of 
valour, and the leaders and captains in the camp of the king of Assyria. So 
he returned with shame of face to his own land. And when he was come into 
the house of his god, they that came forth of his own bowels slew him there 
with the sword. 
Amplified And the Lord sent an angel, who cut off all the mighty warriors 
and commanders and officers in the camp of the king of Assyria. So the 
Assyrian king returned with shamed face to his own land. And when he 
came into the house of his god, they who were his own offspring slew him 
there with the sword. 
ESV And the LORD sent an angel, who cut off all the mighty warriors and 
commanders and officers in the camp of the king of Assyria. So he returned 
with shame of face to his own land. And when he came into the house of his 
god, some of his own sons struck him down there with the sword. 
NIV And the LORD sent an angel, who annihilated all the fighting men and 
the leaders and officers in the camp of the Assyrian king. So he withdrew to 
his own land in disgrace. And when he went into the temple of his god, 
some of his sons cut him down with the sword. 
NASB And the LORD sent an angel who destroyed every mighty warrior, 
commander and officer in the camp of the king of Assyria. So he returned in 
shame to his own land. And when he had entered the temple of his god, 
some of his own children killed him there with the sword. 
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NKJV Then the LORD sent an angel who cut down every mighty man of 
valor, leader, and captain in the camp of the king of Assyria. So he returned 
shamefaced to his own land. And when he had gone into the temple of his 
god, some of his own offspring struck him down with the sword there. 
NLT And the LORD sent an angel who destroyed the Assyrian army with 
all its commanders and officers. So Sennacherib returned home in disgrace 
to his own land. And when he entered the temple of his god, some of his 
own sons killed him there with a sword. 

వచనము 22 

ఈ పర్కారము యెహోవా హిజిక్యాను యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లను అషూష్రు రాజైన సనె హ్రీబు 

చేతిలోనుండియు అందరి చేతిలోనుండియు రకిష్ంచి, అనిన్వైపులను వారిని కాపాడినందున 

KJV Thus the LORD saved Hezekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
from the hand of Sennacherib the king of Assyria, and from the hand of all 
other, and guided them on every side. 
Amplified Thus the Lord saved Hezekiah and the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem from the hand of Sennacherib the king of Assyria and from the 
hand of all his enemies, and He guided them on every side. 
ESV So the LORD saved Hezekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem from 
the hand of Sennacherib king of Assyria and from the hand of all his 
enemies, and he provided for them on every side. 
NIV So the LORD saved Hezekiah and the people of Jerusalem from the 
hand of Sennacherib king of Assyria and from the hand of all others. He 
took care of them on every side. 
NASB So the LORD saved Hezekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem from 
the hand of Sennacherib the king of Assyria and from the hand of all others, 
and guided them on every side. 
NKJV Thus the LORD saved Hezekiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
from the hand of Sennacherib the king of Assyria, and from the hand of all 
others, and guided them on every side. 
NLT That is how the LORD rescued Hezekiah and the people of Jerusalem 
from King Sennacherib of Assyria and from all the others who threatened 
them. So there was peace at last throughout the land. 

వచనము 23 

అనేకులు యెరూషలేములో యెహోవాకు అరప్ణలను యూదా రాజైన హిజిక్యాకు కానుకలను 

తెచిచ్యిచిచ్రి. అందువలన అతడు అపప్టినుండి సకల జనముల దృషిట్కి ఘనతనొందిన వాడాయెను. 
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KJV And many brought gifts unto the LORD to Jerusalem, and presents to 
Hezekiah king of Judah: so that he was magnified in the sight of all nations 
from thenceforth. 
Amplified And many brought gifts to Jerusalem to the Lord and presents 
to Hezekiah king of Judah; so from then on he was magnified in the sight of 
all nations. 
ESV And many brought gifts to the LORD to Jerusalem and precious 
things to Hezekiah king of Judah, so that he was exalted in the sight of all 
nations from that time onward. 
NIV Many brought offerings to Jerusalem for the LORD and valuable gifts 
for Hezekiah king of Judah. From then on he was highly regarded by all the 
nations. 
NASB And many were bringing gifts to the LORD at Jerusalem and choice 
presents to Hezekiah king of Judah, so that he was exalted in the sight of all 
nations thereafter. 
NKJV And many brought gifts to the LORD at Jerusalem, and presents to 
Hezekiah king of Judah, so that he was exalted in the sight of all nations 
thereafter. 
NLT From then on King Hezekiah became highly respected among the 
surrounding nations, and many gifts for the LORD arrived at Jerusalem, 
with valuable presents for King Hezekiah, too. 

వచనము 24 

ఆ దినములలో హిజిక్యా రోగియై మరణదశలో నుండెను. అతడు యెహోవాకు మొఱఱ్పెటట్గా ఆయన 

అతనికి తన చితత్మును తెలియపరచి అతనికి సూచన యొకటి దయచేసెను. 
KJV In those days Hezekiah was sick to the death, and prayed unto the 
LORD: and he spake unto him, and he gave him a sign. 
Amplified In those days Hezekiah was sick to the point of death; and he 
prayed to the Lord and He answered him and gave him a sign. 
ESV In those days Hezekiah became sick and was at the point of death, and 
he prayed to the LORD, and he answered him and gave him a sign. 
NIV In those days Hezekiah became ill and was at the point of death. He 
prayed to the LORD, who answered him and gave him a miraculous sign. 
NASB In those days Hezekiah became mortally ill; and he prayed to the 
LORD, and the LORD spoke to him and gave him a sign. 
NKJV In those days Hezekiah was sick and near death, and he prayed to 
the LORD; and He spoke to him and gave him a sign. 
NLT About that time, Hezekiah became deathly ill. He prayed to the 
LORD, who healed him and gave him a miraculous sign. 
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వచనము 25 

అయితే హిజిక్యా మనసుస్న గరివ్ంచి తనకు చేయబడిన మేలుకు తగినటుల్ పర్వరిత్ంపనందున అతని 

మీదికిని యూదా యెరూషలేముల వారిమీదికిని కోపము రాగా 

KJV But Hezekiah rendered not again according to the benefit done unto 
him; for his heart was lifted up: therefore there was wrath upon him, and 
upon Judah and Jerusalem. 
Amplified But Hezekiah did not make return [to the Lord] according to 
the benefit done to him, for his heart became proud [at such a spectacular 
response to his prayer]; therefore there was wrath upon him and upon 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
ESV But Hezekiah did not make return according to the benefit done to 
him, for his heart was proud. Therefore wrath came upon him and Judah 
and Jerusalem. 
NIV But Hezekiah's heart was proud and he did not respond to the 
kindness shown him; therefore the Lord's wrath was on him and on Judah 
and Jerusalem. 
NASB But Hezekiah gave no return for the benefit he received, because his 
heart was proud; therefore wrath came on him and on Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV But Hezekiah did not repay according to the favor shown him, for 
his heart was lifted up; therefore wrath was looming over him and over 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
NLT But Hezekiah did not respond appropriately to the kindness shown 
him, and he became proud. So the LORD's anger came against him and 
against Judah and Jerusalem. 

వచనము 26 

హిజిక్యా హృదయగరవ్ము విడచి, తానును యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లును తముమ్నుతాము 

తగిగ్ంచుకొనిరి గనుక హిజిక్యా దినములలో యెహోవా కోపము జనులమీదికి రాలేదు. 
KJV Notwithstanding Hezekiah humbled himself for the pride of his heart, 
both he and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the wrath of the LORD 
came not upon them in the days of Hezekiah. 
Amplified But Hezekiah humbled himself for the pride of his heart, both 
he and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the wrath of the Lord came not 
upon them in the days of Hezekiah. 
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ESV But Hezekiah humbled himself for the pride of his heart, both he and 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the wrath of the LORD did not come 
upon them in the days of Hezekiah. 
NIV Then Hezekiah repented of the pride of his heart, as did the people of 
Jerusalem; therefore the Lord's wrath did not come upon them during the 
days of Hezekiah. 
NASB However, Hezekiah humbled the pride of his heart, both he and the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the wrath of the LORD did not come on 
them in the days of Hezekiah. 
NKJV Then Hezekiah humbled himself for the pride of his heart, he and 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the wrath of the LORD did not come 
upon them in the days of Hezekiah. 
NLT Then Hezekiah repented of his pride, and the people of Jerusalem 
humbled themselves. So the LORD's anger did not come against them 
during Hezekiah's lifetime. 

వచనము 27 

హిజిక్యాకు అతివిసాత్రమైన ఐశవ్రయ్మును ఘనతయు కలిగెను. అతడు వెండి బంగారములను 

రతన్ములను సుగంధదర్వయ్ములను డాళల్ను నానా విధములగు శేర్షఠ్మైన ఉపకరణములను సంపాదించి 

వాటికి బొకక్సములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And Hezekiah had exceeding much riches and honour: and he made 
himself treasuries for silver, and for gold, and for precious stones, and for 
spices, and for shields, and for all manner of pleasant jewels; 
Amplified And Hezekiah had very great wealth and honor, and he made 
for himself treasuries for silver, gold, precious stones, spices, shields, and 
all kinds of attractive vessels, 
ESV And Hezekiah had very great riches and honor, and he made for 
himself treasuries for silver, for gold, for precious stones, for spices, for 
shields, and for all kinds of costly vessels; 
NIV Hezekiah had very great riches and honor, and he made treasuries for 
his silver and gold and for his precious stones, spices, shields and all kinds 
of valuables. 
NASB Now Hezekiah had immense riches and honor; and he made for 
himself treasuries for silver, gold, precious stones, spices, shields and all 
kinds of valuable articles, 
NKJV Hezekiah had very great riches and honor. And he made himself 
treasuries for silver, for gold, for precious stones, for spices, for shields, and 
for all kinds of desirable items; 
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NLT Hezekiah was very wealthy and held in high esteem. He had to build 
special treasury buildings for his silver, gold, precious stones, and spices, 
and for his shields and other valuable items. 

వచనము 28 

ధానయ్మును దార్కాష్రసమును తైలమును ఉంచుటకు కొటల్ను, పలువిధముల పశువులకు శాలలను 

మందలకు దొడల్ను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV Storehouses also for the increase of corn, and wine, and oil; and stalls 
for all manner of beasts, and cotes for flocks. 
Amplified Storehouses also for the increase of grain, vintage fruits, and 
oil, and stalls for all kinds of cattle, and sheepfolds. 
ESV storehouses also for the yield of grain, wine, and oil; and stalls for all 
kinds of cattle, and sheepfolds. 
NIV He also made buildings to store the harvest of grain, new wine and oil; 
and he made stalls for various kinds of cattle, and pens for the flocks. 
NASB storehouses also for the produce of grain, wine and oil, pens for all 
kinds of cattle and sheepfolds for the flocks. 
NKJV storehouses for the harvest of grain, wine, and oil; and stalls for all 
kinds of livestock, and folds for flocks. 
NLT He also constructed many storehouses for his grain, new wine, and 
olive oil; and he made many stalls for his cattle and folds for his flocks of 
sheep and goats. 

వచనము 29 

మరియు దేవుడు అతనికి అతి విసాత్రమైన కలిమి దయచేసినందున పటట్ణములను విసాత్రమైన 

గొఱఱ్లమందలను పసులమందలను అతడు సంపాదించెను. 
KJV Moreover he provided him cities, and possessions of flocks and herds 
in abundance: for God had given him substance very much. 
Amplified Moreover, he provided for himself cities and flocks and herds 
in abundance, for God had given him very great possessions. 
ESV He likewise provided cities for himself, and flocks and herds in 
abundance, for God had given him very great possessions. 
NIV He built villages and acquired great numbers of flocks and herds, for 
God had given him very great riches. 
NASB He made cities for himself and acquired flocks and herds in 
abundance, for God had given him very great wealth. 
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NKJV Moreover he provided cities for himself, and possessions of flocks 
and herds in abundance; for God had given him very much property. 
NLT He built many towns and acquired vast flocks and herds, for God had 
given him great wealth. 

వచనము 30 

ఈ హిజిక్యా గిహోను కాలువకు ఎగువను కటట్వేయించి దావీదు పటట్ణపు పడమటి వైపునకు దాని 

తెపిప్ంచెను, హిజిక్యా తాను పూనుకొనిన సరవ్పర్యతన్ములయందును వృదిధ్పొందెను. 
KJV This same Hezekiah also stopped the upper watercourse of Gihon, and 
brought it straight down to the west side of the city of David. And Hezekiah 
prospered in all his works. 
Amplified This same Hezekiah also closed the upper springs of Gihon and 
directed the waters down to the west side of the City of David. And 
Hezekiah prospered in all his works. 
ESV This same Hezekiah closed the upper outlet of the waters of Gihon 
and directed them down to the west side of the city of David. And Hezekiah 
prospered in all his works. 
NIV It was Hezekiah who blocked the upper outlet of the Gihon spring and 
channeled the water down to the west side of the City of David. He 
succeeded in everything he undertook. 
NASB It was Hezekiah who stopped the upper outlet of the waters of 
Gihon and directed them to the west side of the city of David. And Hezekiah 
prospered in all that he did. 
NKJV This same Hezekiah also stopped the water outlet of Upper Gihon, 
and brought the water by tunnel to the west side of the City of David. 
Hezekiah prospered in all his works. 
NLT He blocked up the upper spring of Gihon and brought the water down 
through a tunnel to the west side of the City of David. And so he succeeded 
in everything he did. 

వచనము 31 

అతని దేశము ఆశచ్రయ్ముగా వృదిధ్నొందుటనుగూరిచ్ విచారించి తెలిసికొనుటకై బబులోను అధిపతులు 

అతనియొదద్కు పంపిన రాయబారుల విషయములో అతని శోధించి, అతని హృదయములోని 

ఉదేధ్శమంతయు తెలిసికొనవలెనని దేవుడతని విడచిపెటెట్ను. 
KJV Howbeit in the business of the ambassadors of the princes of Babylon, 
who sent unto him to enquire of the wonder that was done in the land, God 
left him, to try him, that he might know all that was in his heart. 
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Amplified And so in the matter of the ambassadors of the princes of 
Babylon who were sent to him to inquire about the wonder that was done in 
the land, God left him to himself to try him, that He might know all that 
was in his heart. 
ESV And so in the matter of the envoys of the princes of Babylon, who had 
been sent to him to inquire about the sign that had been done in the land, 
God left him to himself, in order to test him and to know all that was in his 
heart. 
NIV But when envoys were sent by the rulers of Babylon to ask him about 
the miraculous sign that had occurred in the land, God left him to test him 
and to know everything that was in his heart. 
NASB Even in the matter of the envoys of the rulers of Babylon, who sent 
to him to inquire of the wonder that had happened in the land, God left him 
alone only to test him, that He might know all that was in his heart. 
NKJV However, regarding the ambassadors of the princes of Babylon, 
whom they sent to him to inquire about the wonder that was done in the 
land, God withdrew from him, in order to test him, that He might know all 
that was in his heart. 
NLT However, when ambassadors arrived from Babylon to ask about the 
remarkable events that had taken place in the land, God withdrew from 
Hezekiah in order to test him and to see what was really in his heart. 

వచనము 32 

హిజిక్యా చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు చూపిన భకిత్నిగూరిచ్యు, పర్వకత్యును 

ఆమోజు కుమారుడునగు యెషయాకు కలిగిన దరశ్నముల గర్ంథమునందును యూదా ఇశార్యేలుల 

రాజుల గర్ంథమునందును వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and his goodness, behold, they 
are written in the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, and in the 
book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah and his good deeds, 
behold, they are written in the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of 
Amoz, and in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah and his good deeds, behold, they 
are written in the vision of Isaiah the prophet the son of Amoz, in the Book 
of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
NIV The other events of Hezekiah's reign and his acts of devotion are 
written in the vision of the prophet Isaiah son of Amoz in the book of the 
kings of Judah and Israel. 
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NASB Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah and his deeds of devotion, 
behold, they are written in the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of 
Amoz, in the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and his goodness, indeed they 
are written in the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, and in the 
book of the kings of Judah and Israel. 
NLT The rest of the events of Hezekiah's reign and his acts of devotion are 
recorded in 'The Vision of the Prophet Isaiah Son of Amoz,' which is 
included in 'The Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel.' 

వచనము 33 

హిజిక్యా తన పితరులతో కూడ నిదిర్ంచగా జనులు దావీదు సంతతివారి శమ్శానభూమియందు 

కటట్బడిన పైసాథ్నమునందు అతని పాతిపెటిట్రి. అతడు మరణమొందినపుప్డు యూదావారందరును 

యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లందరును అతనికి ఉతత్రకిర్యలను ఘనముగా జరిగించిరి. అతని 

కుమారుడైన మనషే ష్ అతనికి మారుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV And Hezekiah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the 
chiefest of the sepulchres of the sons of David: and all Judah and the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem did him honour at his death. And Manasseh his 
son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified And Hezekiah slept with his fathers and was buried in the 
ascent of the tombs of the descendants of David; and all Judah and the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem did him honor at his death. Manasseh his son 
reigned in his stead. 
ESV And Hezekiah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the upper 
part of the tombs of the sons of David, and all Judah and the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem did him honor at his death. And Manasseh his son reigned in his 
place. 
NIV Hezekiah rested with his fathers and was buried on the hill where the 
tombs of David's descendants are. All Judah and the people of Jerusalem 
honored him when he died. And Manasseh his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB So Hezekiah slept with his fathers, and they buried him in the upper 
section of the tombs of the sons of David; and all Judah and the inhabitants 
of Jerusalem honored him at his death. And his son Manasseh became king 
in his place. 
NKJV So Hezekiah rested with his fathers, and they buried him in the 
upper tombs of the sons of David; and all Judah and the inhabitants of 
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Jerusalem honored him at his death. Then Manasseh his son reigned in his 
place. 
NLT When Hezekiah died, he was buried in the upper area of the royal 
cemetery, and all Judah and Jerusalem honored him at his death. Then his 
son Manasseh became the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

మనషే ష్ యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు పండెర్ండేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో ఏబది యయిదు సంవతస్రములు 

ఏలెను. 
KJV Manasseh was twelve years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned fifty and five years in Jerusalem: 
Amplified MANASSEH WAS twelve years old when he began to reign, and 
he reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem. 
ESV Manasseh was twelve years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem. 
NIV Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, and he reigned 
in Jerusalem fifty-five years. 
NASB Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, and he 
reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, and he 
reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem. 
NLT Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, and he reigned 
in Jerusalem fifty-five years. 

వచనము 2 

ఇతడు ఇశార్యేలీయుల యెదుటనుండి యెహోవా వెళల్గొటిట్న అనయ్జనులు చేసిన హేయకిర్యలను 

అనుసరించి, యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడచెను. 
KJV But did that which was evil in the sight of the LORD, like unto the 
abominations of the heathen, whom the LORD had cast out before the 
children of Israel. 
Amplified But he did evil in the Lord's sight, like the abominations of the 
heathen whom the Lord drove out before the Israelites. 
ESV And he did what was evil in the sight of the LORD, according to the 
abominations of the nations whom the LORD drove out before the people 
of Israel. 
NIV He did evil in the eyes of the LORD, following the detestable practices 
of the nations the LORD had driven out before the Israelites. 
NASB He did evil in the sight of the LORD according to the abominations 
of the nations whom the LORD dispossessed before the sons of Israel. 
NKJV But he did evil in the sight of the LORD, according to the 
abominations of the nations whom the LORD had cast out before the 
children of Israel. 
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NLT He did what was evil in the LORD's sight, imitating the detestable 
practices of the pagan nations whom the LORD had driven from the land 
ahead of the Israelites. 

వచనము 3 

ఇతడు తన తండిర్యైన హిజిక్యా పడగొటిట్న ఉనన్తసథ్లములను తిరిగికటిట్ంచి, బయలు దేవతకు 

బలిపీఠములను నిలిపి, దేవతాసత్ంభములను చేయించి, ఆకాశనక్షతర్ములనిన్టిని పూజించి కొలిచెను. 
KJV For he built again the high places which Hezekiah his father had 
broken down, and he reared up altars for Baalim, and made groves, and 
worshipped all the host of heaven, and served them. 
Amplified For he built again the [idolatrous] high places which Hezekiah 
his father had broken down, and he reared altars for the Baals and made 
the Asherim and worshiped all the hosts of the heavens and served them. 
ESV For he rebuilt the high places that his father Hezekiah had broken 
down, and he erected altars to the Baals, and made Asherahs, and 
worshiped all the host of heaven and served them. 
NIV He rebuilt the high places his father Hezekiah had demolished; he also 
erected altars to the Baals and made Asherah poles. He bowed down to all 
the starry hosts and worshiped them. 
NASB For he rebuilt the high places which Hezekiah his father had broken 
down; he also erected altars for the Baals and made Asherim, and 
worshiped all the host of heaven and served them. 
NKJV For he rebuilt the high places which Hezekiah his father had broken 
down; he raised up altars for the Baals, and made wooden images; and he 
worshiped all the host of heaven and served them. 
NLT He rebuilt the pagan shrines his father Hezekiah had destroyed. He 
constructed altars for the images of Baal and set up Asherah poles. He also 
bowed before all the stars of heaven and worshiped them. 

వచనము 4 

మరియు నా నామము ఎనన్టెనన్టికి ఉండునని యెరూషలేమునందు ఏ సథ్లమునుగూరిచ్ యెహోవా 

సెలవిచెచ్నో అకక్డనునన్ యెహోవా మందిరమందు అతడు బలిపీఠములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV Also he built altars in the house of the LORD, whereof the LORD had 
said, In Jerusalem shall my name be for ever. 
Amplified Also he built [heathen] altars in the Lord's house, of which the 
Lord had said, In Jerusalem shall My Name be forever. 
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ESV And he built altars in the house of the LORD, of which the LORD had 
said, "In Jerusalem shall my name be forever." 
NIV He built altars in the temple of the LORD, of which the LORD had 
said, 'My Name will remain in Jerusalem forever.' 
NASB He built altars in the house of the LORD of which the LORD had 
said, 'My name shall be in Jerusalem forever.' 
NKJV He also built altars in the house of the LORD, of which the LORD 
had said, "In Jerusalem shall My name be forever." 
NLT He even built pagan altars in the Temple of the LORD, the place 
where the LORD had said his name should be honored forever. 

వచనము 5 

మరియు యెహోవా మందిరపు రెండు ఆవరణములలో అతడు ఆకాశనక్షతర్ సమూహమునకు 

బలిపీఠములను కటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the 
house of the LORD. 
Amplified He built altars for all the hosts of the heavens in the two courts 
of the Lord's house. 
ESV And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the 
house of the LORD. 
NIV In both courts of the temple of the LORD, he built altars to all the 
starry hosts. 
NASB For he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the 
house of the LORD. 
NKJV And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the 
house of the LORD. 
NLT He put these altars for the stars of heaven in both courtyards of the 
LORD's Temple. 

వచనము 6 

బెన హినోన్ము లోయయందు అతడు తన కుమారులను అగిన్లోగుండ దాటించి, ముహూరత్ములను 

విచారించుచు, మంతర్ములను చిలల్ంగితనమును వాడుకచేయు కరణ్పిశాచములతోను సోదెగాండర్తోను 

సాంగతయ్ము చేయుచు, యెహోవా దృషిట్కి బహుగా చెడునడత నడచుచు ఆయనకు కోపము 

పుటిట్ంచెను. 
KJV And he caused his children to pass through the fire in the valley of the 
son of Hinnom: also he observed times, and used enchantments, and used 
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witchcraft, and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with wizards: he wrought 
much evil in the sight of the LORD, to provoke him to anger. 
Amplified And he burned his children as an offering [to his god] in the 
Valley of Ben-hinnom [son of Hinnom], and practiced soothsaying, augury, 
and sorcery, and dealt with mediums and wizards. He did much evil in the 
sight of the Lord, provoking Him to anger. 
ESV And he burned his sons as an offering in the Valley of the Son of 
Hinnom, and used fortune-telling and omens and sorcery, and dealt with 
mediums and with wizards. He did much evil in the sight of the LORD, 
provoking him to anger. 
NIV He sacrificed his sons in the fire in the Valley of Ben Hinnom, 
practiced sorcery, divination and witchcraft, and consulted mediums and 
spiritists. He did much evil in the eyes of the LORD, provoking him to 
anger. 
NASB He made his sons pass through the fire in the valley of Ben-hinnom; 
and he practiced witchcraft, used divination, practiced sorcery and dealt 
with mediums and spiritists. He did much evil in the sight of the LORD, 
provoking Him to anger. 
NKJV Also he caused his sons to pass through the fire in the Valley of the 
Son of Hinnom; he practiced soothsaying, used witchcraft and sorcery, and 
consulted mediums and spiritists. He did much evil in the sight of the 
LORD, to provoke Him to anger. 
NLT Manasseh even sacrificed his own sons in the fire in the valley of the 
son of Hinnom. He practiced sorcery, divination, and witchcraft, and he 
consulted with mediums and psychics. He did much that was evil in the 
LORD's sight, arousing his anger. 

వచనము 7 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల గోతర్సాథ్నములనిన్టిలో నేను కోరుకొనిన యెరూషలేమునందు నా నామము నితయ్ము 

ఉంచెదను,  
KJV And he set a carved image, the idol which he had made, in the house 
of God, of which God had said to David and to Solomon his son, In this 
house, and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen before all the tribes of Israel, 
will I put my name for ever: 
Amplified And he set a carved image, the idol which he had made, in the 
house of God, of which God had said to David and to Solomon his son, In 
this house and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen before all the tribes of 
Israel, will I put My Name [and Presence] forever; 
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ESV And the carved image of the idol that he had made he set in the house 
of God, of which God said to David and to Solomon his son, "In this house, 
and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all the tribes of Israel, I will 
put my name forever, 
NIV He took the carved image he had made and put it in God's temple, of 
which God had said to David and to his son Solomon, 'In this temple and in 
Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all the tribes of Israel, I will put my 
Name forever. 
NASB Then he put the carved image of the idol which he had made in the 
house of God, of which God had said to David and to Solomon his son, 'In 
this house and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen from all the tribes of 
Israel, I will put My name forever; 
NKJV He even set a carved image, the idol which he had made, in the 
house of God, of which God had said to David and to Solomon his son, "In 
this house and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all the tribes of 
Israel, I will put My name forever; 
NLT Manasseh even took a carved idol he had made and set it up in God's 
Temple, the very place where God had told David and his son Solomon: 'My 
name will be honored here forever in this Temple and in Jerusalem--the 
city I have chosen from among all the other tribes of Israel. 

వచనము 8 

నేను మోషేదావ్రా నియమించిన కటట్డలను విధులను ధరమ్శాసత్రమంతటిని అనుసరించి నడచుకొనుటకై 

వారు జాగర్తత్పడినయెడల, మీ పితరులకు నేను ఖాయపరచిన దేశమునుండి ఇశార్యేలీయులను నేను 

ఇక తొలగింపనని దావీదుతోను అతని కుమారుడైన సొలొమోనుతోను దేవుడు సెలవిచిచ్న మాటను 

లక్షయ్పెటట్క, ఆ మందిరమునందు మనషే ష్ తాను చేయించిన చెకుక్డు విగర్హమును నిలిపెను. 
KJV Neither will I any more remove the foot of Israel from out of the land 
which I have appointed for your fathers; so that they will take heed to do all 
that I have commanded them, according to the whole law and the statutes 
and the ordinances by the hand of Moses. 
Amplified And I will no more remove Israel from the land which I 
appointed for your fathers, if they will only take heed to do all that I have 
commanded them, the whole law, the statutes, and the ordinances given 
through Moses. 
ESV and I will no more remove the foot of Israel from the land that I 
appointed for your fathers, if only they will be careful to do all that I have 
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commanded them, all the law, the statutes, and the rules given through 
Moses." 
NIV I will not again make the feet of the Israelites leave the land I assigned 
to your forefathers, if only they will be careful to do everything I 
commanded them concerning all the laws, decrees and ordinances given 
through Moses.' 
NASB and I will not again remove the foot of Israel from the land which I 
have appointed for your fathers, if only they will observe to do all that I 
have commanded them according to all the law, the statutes and the 
ordinances given through Moses.' 
NKJV and I will not again remove the foot of Israel from the land which I 
have appointed for your fathers--only if they are careful to do all that I have 
commanded them, according to the whole law and the statutes and the 
ordinances by the hand of Moses." 
NLT If the Israelites will obey my commands--all the instructions, laws, 
and regulations given through Moses--I will not send them into exile from 
this land that I gave their ancestors.' 

వచనము 9 

ఈ పర్కారము మనషే ష్ యూదావారిని యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లను మోసపుచిచ్నవాడై, 

ఇశార్యేలీయులయెదుట ఉండకుండ యెహోవా నశింపజేసిన అనయ్జనులకంటెను వారు మరింత 

అకర్మముగా పర్వరిత్ంచునటుల్ చేయుటకు కారకుడాయెను. 
KJV So Manasseh made Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to err, 
and to do worse than the heathen, whom the LORD had destroyed before 
the children of Israel. 
Amplified So Manasseh led Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to do 
more evil than the heathen whom the Lord had destroyed before the 
Israelites. 
ESV Manasseh led Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem astray, to do 
more evil than the nations whom the LORD destroyed before the people of 
Israel. 
NIV But Manasseh led Judah and the people of Jerusalem astray, so that 
they did more evil than the nations the LORD had destroyed before the 
Israelites. 
NASB Thus Manasseh misled Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to 
do more evil than the nations whom the LORD destroyed before the sons of 
Israel. 
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NKJV So Manasseh seduced Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to do 
more evil than the nations whom the LORD had destroyed before the 
children of Israel. 
NLT But Manasseh led the people of Judah and Jerusalem to do even more 
evil than the pagan nations whom the LORD had destroyed when the 
Israelites entered the land. 

వచనము 10 

యెహోవా మనషే ష్కును అతని జనులకును వరత్మానములు పంపినను వారు చెవియొగగ్కపోయిరి. 
KJV And the LORD spake to Manasseh, and to his people: but they would 
not hearken. 
Amplified The Lord spoke to Manasseh and to his people, but they would 
not hearken. 
ESV The LORD spoke to Manasseh and to his people, but they paid no 
attention. 
NIV The LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they paid no 
attention. 
NASB The LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they paid no 
attention. 
NKJV And the LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they would 
not listen. 
NLT The LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they ignored all his 
warnings. 

వచనము 11 

కాబటిట్ యెహోవా అషూష్రు రాజుయొకక్ సైనాయ్ధిపతులను వారిమీదికి రపిప్ంచెను. మనషే ష్ 

తపిప్ంచుకొనిపోకుండ వారు అతని పటుట్కొని, గొలుసులతో బంధించి అతనిని బబులోనునకు 

తీసికొనిపోయిరి. 
KJV Wherefore the LORD brought upon them the captains of the host of 
the king of Assyria, which took Manasseh among the thorns, and bound 
him with fetters, and carried him to Babylon. 
Amplified So the Lord brought against them the commanders of the host 
of the king of Assyria, who took Manasseh with hooks and in fetters and 
brought him to Babylon. 
ESV Therefore the LORD brought upon them the commanders of the army 
of the king of Assyria, who captured Manasseh with hooks and bound him 
with chains of bronze and brought him to Babylon. 
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NIV So the LORD brought against them the army commanders of the king 
of Assyria, who took Manasseh prisoner, put a hook in his nose, bound him 
with bronze shackles and took him to Babylon. 
NASB Therefore the LORD brought the commanders of the army of the 
king of Assyria against them, and they captured Manasseh with hooks, 
bound him with bronze chains and took him to Babylon. 
NKJV Therefore the LORD brought upon them the captains of the army of 
the king of Assyria, who took Manasseh with hooks, bound him with bronze 
fetters, and carried him off to Babylon. 
NLT So the LORD sent the Assyrian armies, and they took Manasseh 
prisoner. They put a ring through his nose, bound him in bronze chains, 
and led him away to Babylon. 

వచనము 12 

అతడు శర్మలో ఉనన్పుప్డు తన దేవుడైన యెహోవాను బతిమాలుకొని, తన పితరుల దేవుని సనిన్ధిని 

తనున్ తాను బహుగా తగిగ్ంచుకొని. 
KJV And when he was in affliction, he besought the LORD his God, and 
humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers, 
Amplified When he was in affliction, he besought the Lord his God and 
humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers. 
ESV And when he was in distress, he entreated the favor of the LORD his 
God and humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers. 
NIV In his distress he sought the favor of the LORD his God and humbled 
himself greatly before the God of his fathers. 
NASB When he was in distress, he entreated the LORD his God and 
humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers. 
NKJV Now when he was in affliction, he implored the LORD his God, and 
humbled himself greatly before the God of his fathers, 
NLT But while in deep distress, Manasseh sought the LORD his God and 
cried out humbly to the God of his ancestors. 

వచనము 13 

ఆయనకు మొరలిడగా, ఆయన అతని వినన్పములను ఆలకించి యెరూషలేమునకు అతని 

రాజయ్ములోనికి అతని తిరిగి తీసికొని వచిచ్నపుప్డు యెహోవా దేవుడై యునాన్డని మనషే ష్ తెలిసికొనెను. 
KJV And prayed unto him: and he was intreated of him, and heard his 
supplication, and brought him again to Jerusalem into his kingdom. Then 
Manasseh knew that the LORD he was God. 
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Amplified He prayed to Him, and God, entreated by him, heard his 
supplication and brought him again to Jerusalem to his kingdom. Then 
Manasseh knew that the Lord is God. 
ESV He prayed to him, and God was moved by his entreaty and heard his 
plea and brought him again to Jerusalem into his kingdom. Then Manasseh 
knew that the LORD was God. 
NIV And when he prayed to him, the LORD was moved by his entreaty and 
listened to his plea; so he brought him back to Jerusalem and to his 
kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the LORD is God. 
NASB When he prayed to Him, He was moved by his entreaty and heard 
his supplication, and brought him again to Jerusalem to his kingdom Then 
Manasseh knew that the LORD was God. 
NKJV and prayed to Him; and He received his entreaty, heard his 
supplication, and brought him back to Jerusalem into his kingdom. Then 
Manasseh knew that the LORD was God. 
NLT And when he prayed, the LORD listened to him and was moved by his 
request for help. So the LORD let Manasseh return to Jerusalem and to his 
kingdom. Manasseh had finally realized that the LORD alone is God! 

వచనము 14 

ఇదియైన తరువాత అతడు దావీదు పటట్ణము బయట గిహోనుకు పడమరగా లోయయందు మతస్య్పు 

గుమమ్ము వరకు ఓపెలు చుటుట్ను బహు ఎతుత్గల గోడను కటిట్ంచెను. మరియు యూదా దేశములోని 

బలమైన పటట్ణములనిన్టిలోను సేనాధిపతులను ఉంచెను. 
KJV Now after this he built a wall without the city of David, on the west 
side of Gihon, in the valley, even to the entering in at the fish gate, and 
compassed about Ophel, and raised it up a very great height, and put 
captains of war in all the fenced cities of Judah. 
Amplified And he built an outer wall to the City of David west of Gihon in 
the valley, to the entrance of the Fish Gate, and ran it around Ophel, raising 
it to a very great height; and he put commanders of the army in all the 
fortified cities of Judah. 
ESV Afterward he built an outer wall for the city of David west of Gihon, in 
the valley, and for the entrance into the Fish Gate, and carried it around 
Ophel, and raised it to a very great height. He also put commanders of the 
army in all the fortified cities in Judah. 
NIV Afterward he rebuilt the outer wall of the City of David, west of the 
Gihon spring in the valley, as far as the entrance of the Fish Gate and 
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encircling the hill of Ophel; he also made it much higher. He stationed 
military commanders in all the fortified cities in Judah. 
NASB Now after this he built the outer wall of the city of David on the west 
side of Gihon, in the valley, even to the entrance of the Fish Gate; and he 
encircled the Ophel with it and made it very high. Then he put army 
commanders in all the fortified cities of Judah. 
NKJV After this he built a wall outside the City of David on the west side of 
Gihon, in the valley, as far as the entrance of the Fish Gate; and it enclosed 
Ophel, and he raised it to a very great height. Then he put military captains 
in all the fortified cities of Judah. 
NLT It was after this that Manasseh rebuilt the outer wall of the City of 
David, from west of the Gihon Spring in the Kidron Valley to the Fish Gate, 
and continuing around the hill of Ophel, where it was built very high. And 
he stationed his military officers in all of the fortified cities of Judah. 

వచనము 15 

మరియు యెహోవా మందిరమునుండి అనుయ్ల దేవతలను విగర్హమును తీసివేసి, 

యెరూషలేమునందును యెహోవా మందిర పరవ్తమునందును తాను కటిట్ంచిన బలిపీఠములనిన్టిని 

తీసి పటట్ణము బయటికి వాటిని లాగివేయించెను. 
KJV And he took away the strange gods, and the idol out of the house of 
the LORD, and all the altars that he had built in the mount of the house of 
the LORD, and in Jerusalem, and cast them out of the city. 
Amplified And he took away the foreign gods and the idol out of the house 
of the Lord and all the altars that he had built on the mount of the house of 
the Lord and in Jerusalem; and he cast them out of the city. 
ESV And he took away the foreign gods and the idol from the house of the 
LORD, and all the altars that he had built on the mountain of the house of 
the LORD and in Jerusalem, and he threw them outside of the city. 
NIV He got rid of the foreign gods and removed the image from the temple 
of the LORD, as well as all the altars he had built on the temple hill and in 
Jerusalem; and he threw them out of the city. 
NASB He also removed the foreign gods and the idol from the house of the 
LORD, as well as all the altars which he had built on the mountain of the 
house of the LORD and in Jerusalem, and he threw them outside the city. 
NKJV He took away the foreign gods and the idol from the house of the 
LORD, and all the altars that he had built in the mount of the house of the 
LORD and in Jerusalem; and he cast them out of the city. 
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NLT Manasseh also removed the foreign gods from the hills and the idol 
from the LORD's Temple. He tore down all the altars he had built on the 
hill where the Temple stood and all the altars that were in Jerusalem, and 
he dumped them outside the city. 

వచనము 16 

ఇదియుగాక అతడు యెహోవా బలిపీఠమును బాగుచేసి, దానిమీద సమాధాన బలులను 

కృతజఞ్తారప్ణలను అరిప్ంచుచు ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను సేవించుడని యూదా వారికి 

ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV And he repaired the altar of the LORD, and sacrificed thereon peace 
offerings and thank offerings, and commanded Judah to serve the LORD 
God of Israel. 
Amplified And he restored the Lord's altar and sacrificed on it offerings of 
peace and of thanksgiving; and he commanded Judah to serve the Lord, the 
God of Israel. 
ESV He also restored the altar of the LORD and offered on it sacrifices of 
peace offerings and of thanksgiving, and he commanded Judah to serve the 
LORD, the God of Israel. 
NIV Then he restored the altar of the LORD and sacrificed fellowship 
offerings and thank offerings on it, and told Judah to serve the LORD, the 
God of Israel. 
NASB He set up the altar of the LORD and sacrificed peace offerings and 
thank offerings on it; and he ordered Judah to serve the LORD God of 
Israel. 
NKJV He also repaired the altar of the LORD, sacrificed peace offerings 
and thank offerings on it, and commanded Judah to serve the LORD God of 
Israel. 
NLT Then he restored the altar of the LORD and sacrificed peace offerings 
and thanksgiving offerings on it. He also encouraged the people of Judah to 
worship the LORD, the God of Israel. 

వచనము 17 

అయినను జనులు ఉనన్త సథ్లములయందు ఇంకను బలులు అరిప్ంచుచు వచిచ్రిగాని ఆ యరప్ణలను 

తమ దేవుడైన యెహోవా నామమునకే చేసిరి. 
KJV Nevertheless the people did sacrifice still in the high places, yet unto 
the LORD their God only. 
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Amplified Yet the people still sacrificed in the high places, but only to the 
Lord their God. 
ESV Nevertheless, the people still sacrificed at the high places, but only to 
the LORD their God. 
NIV The people, however, continued to sacrifice at the high places, but 
only to the LORD their God. 
NASB Nevertheless the people still sacrificed in the high places, although 
only to the LORD their God. 
NKJV Nevertheless the people still sacrificed on the high places, but only 
to the LORD their God. 
NLT However, the people still sacrificed at the pagan shrines, but only to 
the LORD their God. 

వచనము 18 

మనషే ష్ చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు దేవునికి పెటిట్న మొరలనుగూరిచ్యు, 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా పేరట అతనితో పలికిన దీరఘ్దరుశ్లు చెపిప్న మాటలనుగూరిచ్యు, 

ఇశార్యేలు రాజుల గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, and his prayer unto his God, 
and the words of the seers that spake to him in the name of the LORD God 
of Israel, behold, they are written in the book of the kings of Israel. 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, and his prayer to his God, 
and the words of the seers who spoke to him in the name of the Lord, the 
God of Israel, behold, they are written in the Book of the Kings of Israel. 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, and his prayer to his God, and 
the words of the seers who spoke to him in the name of the LORD, the God 
of Israel, behold, they are in the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel. 
NIV The other events of Manasseh's reign, including his prayer to his God 
and the words the seers spoke to him in the name of the LORD, the God of 
Israel, are written in the annals of the kings of Israel. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh even his prayer to his God, and 
the words of the seers who spoke to him in the name of the LORD God of 
Israel, behold, they are among the records of the kings of Israel. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, his prayer to his God, and the 
words of the seers who spoke to him in the name of the LORD God of 
Israel, indeed they are written in the book of the kings of Israel. 
NLT The rest of the events of Manasseh's reign, his prayer to God, and the 
words the seers spoke to him in the name of the LORD, the God of Israel, 
are recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of Israel.' 
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వచనము 19 

అతడు చేసిన పార్రథ్ననుగూరిచ్యు, అతని మనవి వినబడుటనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు చేసిన 

పాపదోర్హములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్యు, తాను గుణపడకముందు ఉనన్త సథ్లములను కటిట్ంచి 

దేవతాసత్ంభములను చెకిక్న విగర్హములను అచచ్ట నిలుపుటనుగూరిచ్యు, దీరఘ్దరుశ్లు రచించిన 

గర్ంథములలో వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV His prayer also, and how God was intreated of him, and all his sins, 
and his trespass, and the places wherein he built high places, and set up 
groves and graven images, before he was humbled: behold, they are written 
among the sayings of the seers. 
Amplified His prayer and how God heard him, and all his sins and 
unfaithfulness, and the sites on which he built high places and set up the 
Asherim and graven images before he humbled himself, behold, they are 
written in the Chronicles of the Seers. 
ESV And his prayer, and how God was moved by his entreaty, and all his 
sin and his faithlessness, and the sites on which he built high places and set 
up the Asherim and the images, before he humbled himself, behold, they 
are written in the Chronicles of the Seers. 
NIV His prayer and how God was moved by his entreaty, as well as all his 
sins and unfaithfulness, and the sites where he built high places and set up 
Asherah poles and idols before he humbled himself--all are written in the 
records of the seers. 
NASB His prayer also and how God was entreated by him, and all his sin, 
his unfaithfulness, and the sites on which he built high places and erected 
the Asherim and the carved images, before he humbled himself, behold, 
they are written in the records of the Hozai. 
NKJV Also his prayer and how God received his entreaty, and all his sin 
and trespass, and the sites where he built high places and set up wooden 
images and carved images, before he was humbled, indeed they are written 
among the sayings of Hozai. 
NLT Manasseh's prayer, the account of the way God answered him, and an 
account of all his sins and unfaithfulness are recorded in 'The Record of the 
Seers.' It includes a list of the locations where he built pagan shrines and set 
up Asherah poles and idols before he repented. 

వచనము 20 
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మనషే ష్ తన పితరులతోకూడ నిదిర్ంచి తన నగరునందు పాతిపెటట్బడెను; అతని కుమారుడైన ఆమోను 

అతనికి మారుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV So Manasseh slept with his fathers, and they buried him in his own 
house: and Amon his son reigned in his stead. 
Amplified So Manasseh slept with his fathers, and they buried him in his 
own house [garden]. And Amon his son reigned in his stead. 
ESV So Manasseh slept with his fathers, and they buried him in his house, 
and Amon his son reigned in his place. 
NIV Manasseh rested with his fathers and was buried in his palace. And 
Amon his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB So Manasseh slept with his fathers, and they buried him in his own 
house. And Amon his son became king in his place. 
NKJV So Manasseh rested with his fathers, and they buried him in his own 
house. Then his son Amon reigned in his place. 
NLT When Manasseh died, he was buried at his palace. Then his son Amon 
became the next king. 

వచనము 21 

ఆమోను ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది రెండేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో రెండు సంవతస్రములు 

ఏలెను. 
KJV Amon was two and twenty years old when he began to reign, and 
reigned two years in Jerusalem. 
Amplified Amon was twenty-two years old when he began his two-year 
reign in Jerusalem. 
ESV Amon was twenty-two years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned two years in Jerusalem. 
NIV Amon was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he reigned 
in Jerusalem two years. 
NASB Amon was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned two years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Amon was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he 
reigned two years in Jerusalem. 
NLT Amon was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he reigned 
in Jerusalem two years. 

వచనము 22 
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అతడు తన తండిర్యైన మనషే ష్ నడచినటుల్ యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడచెను;తన తండిర్యైన 

మనషే ష్ చేయించిన చెకుక్డు విగర్హములనిన్టికి బలులు అరిప్ంచుచు పూజించుచు 

KJV But he did that which was evil in the sight of the LORD, as did 
Manasseh his father: for Amon sacrificed unto all the carved images which 
Manasseh his father had made, and served them; 
Amplified But he did evil in the sight of the Lord, as did Manasseh his 
father; for Amon sacrificed to all the images which Manasseh his father had 
made, and served them, 
ESV And he did what was evil in the sight of the LORD, as Manasseh his 
father had done. Amon sacrificed to all the images that Manasseh his father 
had made, and served them. 
NIV He did evil in the eyes of the LORD, as his father Manasseh had done. 
Amon worshiped and offered sacrifices to all the idols Manasseh had made. 
NASB He did evil in the sight of the LORD as Manasseh his father had 
done, and Amon sacrificed to all the carved images which his father 
Manasseh had made, and he served them. 
NKJV But he did evil in the sight of the LORD, as his father Manasseh had 
done; for Amon sacrificed to all the carved images which his father 
Manasseh had made, and served them. 
NLT He did what was evil in the LORD's sight, just as his father Manasseh 
had done. He worshiped and sacrificed to all the idols his father had made. 

వచనము 23 

తన తండిర్యైన మనషే ష్ గుణపడినటుల్ యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని పశాచ్తత్పుత్డు కాకను గుణపడకను, ఈ 

ఆమోను అంతకంతకు ఎకుక్వ దోర్హకారయ్ములను చేయుచు వచెచ్ను. 
KJV And humbled not himself before the LORD, as Manasseh his father 
had humbled himself; but Amon trespassed more and more. 
Amplified And he did not humble himself before the Lord, as Manasseh 
his father [finally] did; but Amon trespassed and became more and more 
guilty. 
ESV And he did not humble himself before the LORD, as Manasseh his 
father had humbled himself, but this Amon incurred guilt more and more. 
NIV But unlike his father Manasseh, he did not humble himself before the 
LORD; Amon increased his guilt. 
NASB Moreover, he did not humble himself before the LORD as his father 
Manasseh had done, but Amon multiplied guilt. 
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NKJV And he did not humble himself before the LORD, as his father 
Manasseh had humbled himself; but Amon trespassed more and more. 
NLT But unlike his father, he did not humble himself before the LORD. 
Instead, Amon sinned even more. 

వచనము 24 

అతని సేవకులు అతనిమీద కుటర్చేసి అతని నగరునందే అతని చంపగా 

KJV And his servants conspired against him, and slew him in his own 
house. 
Amplified And his servants conspired against him and killed him in his 
own house. 
ESV And his servants conspired against him and put him to death in his 
house. 
NIV Amon's officials conspired against him and assassinated him in his 
palace. 
NASB Finally his servants conspired against him and put him to death in 
his own house. 
NKJV Then his servants conspired against him, and killed him in his own 
house. 
NLT At last Amon's own officials plotted against him and assassinated him 
in his palace. 

వచనము 25 

దేశ జనులు ఆమోను రాజుమీద కుటర్ చేసినవారినందరిని హతముచేసి అతని కుమారుడైన 

యోషీయాను అతని సాథ్నమందు రాజుగా నియమించిరి. 
KJV But the people of the land slew all them that had conspired against 
king Amon; and the people of the land made Josiah his son king in his 
stead. 
Amplified But the people of the land slew all those who had conspired 
against King Amon, and they made Josiah his son king in his stead. 
ESV But the people of the land struck down all those who had conspired 
against King Amon. And the people of the land made Josiah his son king in 
his place. 
NIV Then the people of the land killed all who had plotted against King 
Amon, and they made Josiah his son king in his place. 
NASB But the people of the land killed all the conspirators against King 
Amon, and the people of the land made Josiah his son king in his place. 
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NKJV But the people of the land executed all those who had conspired 
against King Amon. Then the people of the land made his son Josiah king 
in his place. 
NLT But the people of the land killed all those who had conspired against 
King Amon, and they made his son Josiah the next king. 
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వచనము 1 

యోషీయా యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఎనిమిదేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో ముపప్ది యొక సంవతస్రము 

ఏలెను. 
KJV Josiah was eight years old when he began to reign, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem one and thirty years. 
Amplified JOSIAH WAS eight years old when he began his thirty-one-
year reign in Jerusalem. 
ESV Josiah was eight years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
thirty-one years in Jerusalem. 
NIV Josiah was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem thirty-one years. 
NASB Josiah was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned 
thirty-one years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Josiah was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned 
thirty-one years in Jerusalem. 
NLT Josiah was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned in 
Jerusalem thirty-one years. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి నీతి ననుసరించుచు, కుడికైనను ఎడమకైనను తొలగకుండ తన పితరుడైన 

దావీదు చూపిన పర్వరత్నకు సరిగా పర్వరిత్ంచెను. 
KJV And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, and walked 
in the ways of David his father, and declined neither to the right hand, nor 
to the left. 
Amplified He did right in the sight of the Lord and walked in the ways of 
David his father [forefather] and turned aside neither to the right hand nor 
to the left. 
ESV And he did what was right in the eyes of the LORD, and walked in the 
ways of David his father; and he did not turn aside to the right hand or to 
the left. 
NIV He did what was right in the eyes of the LORD and walked in the ways 
of his father David, not turning aside to the right or to the left. 
NASB He did right in the sight of the LORD, and walked in the ways of his 
father David and did not turn aside to the right or to the left. 
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NKJV And he did what was right in the sight of the LORD, and walked in 
the ways of his father David; he did not turn aside to the right hand or to 
the left. 
NLT He did what was pleasing in the LORD's sight and followed the 
example of his ancestor David. He did not turn aside from doing what was 
right. 

వచనము 3 

తన యేలుబడియందు ఎనిమిదవ సంవతస్రమున తానింకను బాలుడై యుండగానే అతడు తన 

పితరుడైన దావీదుయొకక్ దేవుని యొదద్ విచారించుటకు పూనుకొనినవాడై, పండెర్ండవయేట ఉనన్త 

సథ్లములను దేవతాసత్ంభములను పడగొటిట్, చెకిక్న విగర్హములను పోత విగర్హములను తీసివేసి, 

యూదా దేశమును యెరూషలేమును పవితర్ము చేయనారంభించెను. 
KJV For in the eighth year of his reign, while he was yet young, he began to 
seek after the God of David his father: and in the twelfth year he began to 
purge Judah and Jerusalem from the high places, and the groves, and the 
carved images, and the molten images. 
Amplified For in the eighth year of his reign, while he was yet young 
[sixteen], he began to seek after and yearn for the God of David his father 
[forefather]; and in the twelfth year he began to purge Judah and 
Jerusalem of the high places, the Asherim, and the carved and molten 
images. 
ESV For in the eighth year of his reign, while he was yet a boy, he began to 
seek the God of David his father, and in the twelfth year he began to purge 
Judah and Jerusalem of the high places, the Asherim, and the carved and 
the metal images. 
NIV In the eighth year of his reign, while he was still young, he began to 
seek the God of his father David. In his twelfth year he began to purge 
Judah and Jerusalem of high places, Asherah poles, carved idols and cast 
images. 
NASB For in the eighth year of his reign while he was still a youth, he 
began to seek the God of his father David; and in the twelfth year he began 
to purge Judah and Jerusalem of the high places, the Asherim, the carved 
images and the molten images. 
NKJV For in the eighth year of his reign, while he was still young, he began 
to seek the God of his father David; and in the twelfth year he began to 
purge Judah and Jerusalem of the high places, the wooden images, the 
carved images, and the molded images. 
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NLT During the eighth year of his reign, while he was still young, Josiah 
began to seek the God of his ancestor David. Then in the twelfth year, he 
began to purify Judah and Jerusalem, destroying all the pagan shrines, the 
Asherah poles, and the carved idols and cast images. 

వచనము 4 

అతడు చూచుచుండగా జనులు బయలు దేవతల బలిపీఠములను పడగొటిట్, వాటిపైన ఉనన్ సూరయ్ 

దేవతల విగర్హములను అతని ఆజఞ్చొపుప్న నరికివేసి, దేవతా సత్ంభములను చెకిక్న విగర్హములను 

పోత విగర్హములను తుతుత్నియలుగా కొటిట్ చూరణ్ముచేసి, వాటికి బలులు అరిప్ంచినవారి 

సమాధులమీద చలిల్వేసిరి. 
KJV And they brake down the altars of Baalim in his presence; and the 
images, that were on high above them, he cut down; and the groves, and the 
carved images, and the molten images, he brake in pieces, and made dust of 
them, and strowed it upon the graves of them that had sacrificed unto 
them. 
Amplified They broke down the altars of the Baals in his presence; the 
sun-images that were high above them he hewed down; the Asherim and 
the graven images and the molten images he broke in pieces and made dust 
of them and strewed it upon the graves of those who sacrificed to them. 
ESV And they chopped down the altars of the Baals in his presence, and he 
cut down the incense altars that stood above them. And he broke in pieces 
the Asherim and the carved and the metal images, and he made dust of 
them and scattered it over the graves of those who had sacrificed to them. 
NIV Under his direction the altars of the Baals were torn down; he cut to 
pieces the incense altars that were above them, and smashed the Asherah 
poles, the idols and the images. These he broke to pieces and scattered over 
the graves of those who had sacrificed to them. 
NASB They tore down the altars of the Baals in his presence, and the 
incense altars that were high above them he chopped down; also the 
Asherim, the carved images and the molten images he broke in pieces and 
ground to powder and scattered it on the graves of those who had sacrificed 
to them. 
NKJV They broke down the altars of the Baals in his presence, and the 
incense altars which were above them he cut down; and the wooden 
images, the carved images, and the molded images he broke in pieces, and 
made dust of them and scattered it on the graves of those who had 
sacrificed to them. 
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NLT He saw to it that the altars for the images of Baal and their incense 
altars were torn down. He also made sure that the Asherah poles, the 
carved idols, and the cast images were smashed and scattered over the 
graves of those who had sacrificed to them. 

వచనము 5 

బయలుదేవత యాజకుల శలయ్ములను బలిపీఠములమీద అతడు కాలిప్ంచి, యూదాదేశమును 

యెరూషలేమును పవితర్పరచెను. 
KJV And he burnt the bones of the priests upon their altars, and cleansed 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
Amplified Josiah burned the bones of the [idolatrous] priests upon their 
altars, and so cleansed Judah and Jerusalem. 
ESV He also burned the bones of the priests on their altars and cleansed 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
NIV He burned the bones of the priests on their altars, and so he purged 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
NASB Then he burned the bones of the priests on their altars and purged 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
NKJV He also burned the bones of the priests on their altars, and cleansed 
Judah and Jerusalem. 
NLT Then he burned the bones of the pagan priests on their own altars, 
and so he purified Judah and Jerusalem. 

వచనము 6 

ఆ పర్కారము అతడు మనషే ష్ ఎఫార్యిము షిమోయ్ను దేశములవారి పటట్ణములలోను, నఫాత్లి 

మనయ్మునందును, చుటుట్పటల్నునన్ పాడు సథ్లములనిన్టను బలిపీఠములను పడగొటెట్ను. 
KJV And so did he in the cities of Manasseh, and Ephraim, and Simeon, 
even unto Naphtali, with their mattocks round about. 
Amplified So he did in the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, and Simeon, even 
to Naphtali, in their ruins round about [with their axes], 
ESV And in the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, and Simeon, and as far as 
Naphtali, in their ruins all around, 
NIV In the towns of Manasseh, Ephraim and Simeon, as far as Naphtali, 
and in the ruins around them, 
NASB In the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, Simeon, even as far as Naphtali, 
in their surrounding ruins, 
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NKJV And so he did in the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, and Simeon, as 
far as Naphtali and all around, with axes. 
NLT He did the same thing in the towns of Manasseh, Ephraim, and 
Simeon, even as far as Naphtali. 

వచనము 7 

బలిపీఠములను దేవతా సత్ంభములను పడగొటిట్ చెకిక్న విగర్హములను చూరణ్ముచేసి, ఇశార్యేలీయుల 

దేశమంతటనునన్ సూరయ్దేవతా విగర్హములనిన్టిని నరికివేసి అతడు యెరూషలేమునకు తిరిగివచెచ్ను. 
KJV And when he had broken down the altars and the groves, and had 
beaten the graven images into powder, and cut down all the idols 
throughout all the land of Israel, he returned to Jerusalem. 
Amplified He broke down the altars and the Asherim and beat the graven 
images into powder and hewed down all the sun-images throughout all the 
land of Israel. Then he returned to Jerusalem. 
ESV he broke down the altars and beat the Asherim and the images into 
powder and cut down all the incense altars throughout all the land of Israel. 
Then he returned to Jerusalem. 
NIV he tore down the altars and the Asherah poles and crushed the idols to 
powder and cut to pieces all the incense altars throughout Israel. Then he 
went back to Jerusalem. 
NASB he also tore down the altars and beat the Asherim and the carved 
images into powder, and chopped down all the incense altars throughout 
the land of Israel. Then he returned to Jerusalem. 
NKJV When he had broken down the altars and the wooden images, had 
beaten the carved images into powder, and cut down all the incense altars 
throughout all the land of Israel, he returned to Jerusalem. 
NLT He destroyed the pagan altars and the Asherah poles, and he crushed 
the idols into dust. He cut down the incense altars throughout the land of 
Israel and then returned to Jerusalem. 

వచనము 8 

అతని యేలుబడియందు పదునెనిమిదవ సంవతస్రమున, దేశమును మందిరమును పవితర్పరచుట 

యైన తరువాత, అతడు అజలాయ్ కుమారుడైన షాఫానును, పటాట్ణాధిపతి యైన మయశేయాను, 

రాజయ్పు దసాత్వేజుల మీదనునన్ యోహాహాజు కుమారుడగు యోవాహాజును, తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా 

మందిరమును బాగుచేయుటకై పంపెను. 
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KJV Now in the eighteenth year of his reign, when he had purged the land, 
and the house, he sent Shaphan the son of Azaliah, and Maaseiah the 
governor of the city, and Joah the son of Joahaz the recorder, to repair the 
house of the LORD his God. 
Amplified In the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign, when he had purged 
the land and the [Lord's] house, he sent Shaphan son of Azaliah, and 
Maaseiah governor of the city, and Joah son of Joahaz, the recorder, to 
repair the house of the Lord his God. 
ESV Now in the eighteenth year of his reign, when he had cleansed the 
land and the house, he sent Shaphan the son of Azaliah, and Maaseiah the 
governor of the city, and Joah the son of Joahaz, the recorder, to repair the 
house of the LORD his God. 
NIV In the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign, to purify the land and the 
temple, he sent Shaphan son of Azaliah and Maaseiah the ruler of the city, 
with Joah son of Joahaz, the recorder, to repair the temple of the LORD his 
God. 
NASB Now in the eighteenth year of his reign, when he had purged the 
land and the house, he sent Shaphan the son of Azaliah, and Maaseiah an 
official of the city, and Joah the son of Joahaz the recorder, to repair the 
house of the LORD his God. 
NKJV In the eighteenth year of his reign, when he had purged the land and 
the temple, he sent Shaphan the son of Azaliah, Maaseiah the governor of 
the city, and Joah the son of Joahaz the recorder, to repair the house of the 
LORD his God. 
NLT In the eighteenth year of his reign, after he had purified the land and 
the Temple, Josiah appointed Shaphan son of Azaliah, Maaseiah the 
governor of Jerusalem, and Joah son of Joahaz, the royal historian, to 
repair the Temple of the LORD his God. 

వచనము 9 

వారు పర్ధానయాజకుడైన హిలీక్యాయొదద్కు వచిచ్, దావ్రపాలకులైన లేవీయులు మనషే ష్ 

ఎఫార్యిమీయుల దేశములయందు ఇశార్యేలువారిలో శేషించియునన్ వారందరియొదద్నుండియు, 

యూదా బెనాయ్మీనీయులందరి యొదద్నుండియు కూరిచ్, దేవుని మందిరములోనికి తీసికొనివచిచ్న 

దర్వయ్మును అతనికి అపప్గించిరి. 
KJV And when they came to Hilkiah the high priest, they delivered the 
money that was brought into the house of God, which the Levites that kept 
the doors had gathered of the hand of Manasseh and Ephraim, and of all 
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the remnant of Israel, and of all Judah and Benjamin; and they returned to 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified When they came to Hilkiah the high priest, they delivered the 
money that had been brought into the house of God, which the Levites who 
kept the doors had collected from Manasseh, Ephraim, all the remnant of 
Israel, and from all Judah, Benjamin, and Jerusalem. 
ESV They came to Hilkiah the high priest and gave him the money that had 
been brought into the house of God, which the Levites, the keepers of the 
threshold, had collected from Manasseh and Ephraim and from all the 
remnant of Israel and from all Judah and Benjamin and from the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NIV They went to Hilkiah the high priest and gave him the money that had 
been brought into the temple of God, which the Levites who were the 
doorkeepers had collected from the people of Manasseh, Ephraim and the 
entire remnant of Israel and from all the people of Judah and Benjamin and 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NASB They came to Hilkiah the high priest and delivered the money that 
was brought into the house of God, which the Levites, the doorkeepers, had 
collected from Manasseh and Ephraim, and from all the remnant of Israel, 
and from all Judah and Benjamin and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NKJV When they came to Hilkiah the high priest, they delivered the 
money that was brought into the house of God, which the Levites who kept 
the doors had gathered from the hand of Manasseh and Ephraim, from all 
the remnant of Israel, from all Judah and Benjamin, and which they had 
brought back to Jerusalem. 
NLT They gave Hilkiah the high priest the money that had been collected 
by the Levites who served as gatekeepers at the Temple of God. The gifts 
were brought by people from Manasseh, Ephraim, and from all the 
remnant of Israel, as well as from all Judah, Benjamin, and the people of 
Jerusalem. 

వచనము 10 

వారు దానిని యెహోవా మందిరపు పనిమీదనునన్ పై విచారణకరత్ల కియయ్గా, దాని 

బాగుచేయుటకును, యూదా రాజులు పాడుచేసిన యిండల్కు దూలములను అమరుచ్టకును 

KJV And they put it in the hand of the workmen that had the oversight of 
the house of the LORD, and they gave it to the workmen that wrought in the 
house of the LORD, to repair and amend the house: 
Amplified They delivered it to the workmen who had oversight of the 
Lord's house, who gave it to repair and restore the temple: 
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ESV And they gave it to the workmen who were working in the house of the 
LORD. And the workmen who were working in the house of the LORD gave 
it for repairing and restoring the house. 
NIV Then they entrusted it to the men appointed to supervise the work on 
the Lord's temple. These men paid the workers who repaired and restored 
the temple. 
NASB Then they gave it into the hands of the workmen who had the 
oversight of the house of the LORD, and the workmen who were working in 
the house of the LORD used it to restore and repair the house. 
NKJV Then they put it in the hand of the foremen who had the oversight of 
the house of the LORD; and they gave it to the workmen who worked in the 
house of the LORD, to repair and restore the house. 
NLT He entrusted the money to the men assigned to supervise the 
restoration of the LORD's Temple. Then they paid the workers who did the 
repairs and renovation. 

వచనము 11 

చెకిక్న రాళల్ను జోడింపు పనికి మార్నులను కొనుటకై యెహోవా మందిరమునందు పనిచేయువారికిని 

శిలప్కారులకును దానినిచిచ్రి. 
KJV Even to the artificers and builders gave they it, to buy hewn stone, and 
timber for couplings, and to floor the houses which the kings of Judah had 
destroyed. 
Amplified To the carpenters and builders to buy hewn stone, and timber 
for couplings and beams for the houses which the kings of Judah had 
destroyed [by neglect]. 
ESV They gave it to the carpenters and the builders to buy quarried stone, 
and timber for binders and beams for the buildings that the kings of Judah 
had let go to ruin. 
NIV They also gave money to the carpenters and builders to purchase 
dressed stone, and timber for joists and beams for the buildings that the 
kings of Judah had allowed to fall into ruin. 
NASB They in turn gave it to the carpenters and to the builders to buy 
quarried stone and timber for couplings and to make beams for the houses 
which the kings of Judah had let go to ruin. 
NKJV They gave it to the craftsmen and builders to buy hewn stone and 
timber for beams, and to floor the houses which the kings of Judah had 
destroyed. 
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NLT Thus, they hired carpenters and masons and purchased cut stone for 
the walls and timber for the rafters and beams. They restored what earlier 
kings of Judah had allowed to fall into ruin. 

వచనము 12 

ఆ మనుషుయ్లు ఆ పనిని నమమ్కముగా చేసిరి. వారి మీది పై విచారణకరత్లు ఎవరనగా, మెరారీయులైన 

లేవీయులగు యహతు ఓబదాయ్ అనువారును, పని నడిపించుటకు ఏరప్డిన కహాతీయులగు జెకరాయ్ 

మెషులాల్ము అనువారును, లేవీయులలో వాదయ్ పర్వీణులైన వారు వారితోకూడ ఉండిరి. 
KJV And the men did the work faithfully: and the overseers of them were 
Jahath and Obadiah, the Levites, of the sons of Merari; and Zechariah and 
Meshullam, of the sons of the Kohathites, to set it forward; and other of the 
Levites, all that could skill of instruments of musick. 
Amplified The men did the work faithfully. Their overseers were Jahath 
and Obadiah, Levites of the sons of Merari, and Zechariah and Meshullam, 
of the sons of the Kohathites. The Levites--all who were skillful with 
instruments of music-- 
ESV And the men did the work faithfully. Over them were set Jahath and 
Obadiah the Levites, of the sons of Merari, and Zechariah and Meshullam, 
of the sons of the Kohathites, to have oversight. The Levites, all who were 
skillful with instruments of music, 
NIV The men did the work faithfully. Over them to direct them were 
Jahath and Obadiah, Levites descended from Merari, and Zechariah and 
Meshullam, descended from Kohath. The Levites--all who were skilled in 
playing musical instruments-- 
NASB The men did the work faithfully with foremen over them to 
supervise: Jahath and Obadiah, the Levites of the sons of Merari, Zechariah 
and Meshullam of the sons of the Kohathites, and the Levites, all who were 
skillful with musical instruments. 
NKJV And the men did the work faithfully. Their overseers were Jahath 
and Obadiah the Levites, of the sons of Merari, and Zechariah and 
Meshullam, of the sons of the Kohathites, to supervise. Others of the 
Levites, all of whom were skillful with instruments of music, 
NLT The workers served faithfully under the leadership of Jahath and 
Obadiah, Levites of the Merarite clan, and Zechariah and Meshullam, 
Levites of the Kohathite clan. Other Levites, all of whom were skilled 
musicians, 

వచనము 13 
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మరియు బరువులు మోయువారిమీదను, పర్తివిధమైన పని జరిగించువారిమీదను ఆ లేవీయులు పై 

విచారణకరత్లుగా నియమింపబడిరి. మరియు లేవీయులలో లేఖకులును పరిచారకులును 

దావ్రపాలకులునైనవారు ఆ యా పనులమీద నియమింపబడిరి. 
KJV Also they were over the bearers of burdens, and were overseers of all 
that wrought the work in any manner of service: and of the Levites there 
were scribes, and officers, and porters. 
Amplified Also had oversight of the burden bearers and all who did work 
in any kind of service; and some of the Levites were scribes, officials, and 
gatekeepers. 
ESV were over the burden-bearers and directed all who did work in every 
kind of service, and some of the Levites were scribes and officials and 
gatekeepers. 
NIV had charge of the laborers and supervised all the workers from job to 
job. Some of the Levites were secretaries, scribes and doorkeepers. 
NASB They were also over the burden bearers, and supervised all the 
workmen from job to job; and some of the Levites were scribes and officials 
and gatekeepers. 
NKJV were over the burden bearers and were overseers of all who did 
work in any kind of service. And some of the Levites were scribes, officers, 
and gatekeepers. 
NLT were put in charge of the laborers of the various trades. Still others 
assisted as secretaries, officials, and gatekeepers. 

వచనము 14 

యెహోవా మందిరములోనికి తేబడిన దర్వయ్మును బయటికి తీసికొనివచిచ్నపుప్డు, మోషేదావ్రా 

యెహోవా దయచేసిన ధరమ్శాసత్రము గల గర్ంథము యాజకుడైన హిలీక్యాకు కనబడెను. 
KJV And when they brought out the money that was brought into the 
house of the LORD, Hilkiah the priest found a book of the law of the LORD 
given by Moses. 
Amplified When they were bringing out the money that was brought into 
the house of the Lord, Hilkiah the priest found the Book of the Law of the 
Lord given by Moses. 
ESV While they were bringing out the money that had been brought into 
the house of the LORD, Hilkiah the priest found the Book of the Law of the 
LORD given through Moses. 
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NIV While they were bringing out the money that had been taken into the 
temple of the LORD, Hilkiah the priest found the Book of the Law of the 
LORD that had been given through Moses. 
NASB When they were bringing out the money which had been brought 
into the house of the LORD, Hilkiah the priest found the book of the law of 
the LORD given by Moses. 
NKJV Now when they brought out the money that was brought into the 
house of the LORD, Hilkiah the priest found the Book of the Law of the 
LORD given by Moses. 
NLT As Hilkiah the high priest was recording the money collected at the 
LORD's Temple, he found the Book of the Law of the LORD as it had been 
given through Moses. 

వచనము 15 

అపుప్డు హిలీక్యా యెహోవా మందిరమందు ధరమ్శాసత్రము గల గర్ంథము నాకు దొరికెనని శాసిత్యగు 

షాఫానుతో చెపిప్ ఆ గర్ంథమును షాఫానుకు అపప్గించెను. 
KJV And Hilkiah answered and said to Shaphan the scribe, I have found 
the book of the law in the house of the LORD. And Hilkiah delivered the 
book to Shaphan. 
Amplified Hilkiah told Shaphan the scribe, I have found the Book of the 
Law in the Lord's house. And [he] gave the book to Shaphan. 
ESV Then Hilkiah answered and said to Shaphan the secretary, "I have 
found the Book of the Law in the house of the LORD." And Hilkiah gave the 
book to Shaphan. 
NIV Hilkiah said to Shaphan the secretary, 'I have found the Book of the 
Law in the temple of the LORD.' He gave it to Shaphan. 
NASB Hilkiah responded and said to Shaphan the scribe, 'I have found the 
book of the law in the house of the LORD.' And Hilkiah gave the book to 
Shaphan. 
NKJV Then Hilkiah answered and said to Shaphan the scribe, "I have 
found the Book of the Law in the house of the LORD." And Hilkiah gave the 
book to Shaphan. 
NLT Hilkiah said to Shaphan the court secretary, 'I have found the Book of 
the Law in the LORD's Temple!' Then Hilkiah gave the scroll to Shaphan. 

వచనము 16 
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షాఫాను ఆ గర్ంథమును రాజునొదద్కు తీసికొనిపోయి రాజుతో ఇటల్నెను నీ సేవకులకు నీవు 

ఆజాఞ్పించినదంతయు వారు చేయుచునాన్రు. 
KJV And Shaphan carried the book to the king, and brought the king word 
back again, saying, All that was committed to thy servants, they do it. 
Amplified Shaphan took the book to King Josiah, but [first] reported to 
him, All that was committed to your servants they are doing. 
ESV Shaphan brought the book to the king, and further reported to the 
king, "All that was committed to your servants they are doing. 
NIV Then Shaphan took the book to the king and reported to him: 'Your 
officials are doing everything that has been committed to them. 
NASB Then Shaphan brought the book to the king and reported further 
word to the king, saying, 'Everything that was entrusted to your servants 
they are doing. 
NKJV So Shaphan carried the book to the king, bringing the king word, 
saying, "All that was committed to your servants they are doing. 
NLT Shaphan took the scroll to the king and reported, 'Your officials are 
doing everything they were assigned to do. 

వచనము 17 

యెహోవా మందిరమునందు దొరికిన దర్వయ్మును వారు పోగుచేసి పై విచారణకరత్ల చేతికిని పనివారి 

చేతికిని దాని అపప్గించియునాన్రు. 
KJV And they have gathered together the money that was found in the 
house of the LORD, and have delivered it into the hand of the overseers, 
and to the hand of the workmen. 
Amplified They have emptied out the money that was found in the house 
of the Lord and have delivered it into the hand of the overseers and the 
workmen. 
ESV They have emptied out the money that was found in the house of the 
LORD and have given it into the hand of the overseers and the workmen." 
NIV They have paid out the money that was in the temple of the LORD and 
have entrusted it to the supervisors and workers.' 
NASB 'They have also emptied out the money which was found in the 
house of the LORD, and have delivered it into the hands of the supervisors 
and the workmen.' 
NKJV And they have gathered the money that was found in the house of 
the LORD, and have delivered it into the hand of the overseers and the 
workmen." 
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NLT The money that was collected at the Temple of the LORD has been 
given to the supervisors and workmen.' 

వచనము 18 

మరియు యాజకుడైన హిలీక్యా నాకు ఒక గర్ంథము ఇచెచ్నని రాజు ఎదుట మనవిచేసికొని, 

శాసిత్యగు షాఫాను రాజు సముఖమున దానినుండి చదివి వినిపించెను. 
KJV Then Shaphan the scribe told the king, saying, Hilkiah the priest hath 
given me a book. And Shaphan read it before the king. 
Amplified Then Shaphan the scribe said to the king, Hilkiah the priest has 
given me a book. And Shaphan read it before the king. 
ESV Then Shaphan the secretary told the king, "Hilkiah the priest has 
given me a book." And Shaphan read from it before the king. 
NIV Then Shaphan the secretary informed the king, 'Hilkiah the priest has 
given me a book.' And Shaphan read from it in the presence of the king. 
NASB Moreover, Shaphan the scribe told the king saying, 'Hilkiah the 
priest gave me a book.' And Shaphan read from it in the presence of the 
king. 
NKJV Then Shaphan the scribe told the king, saying, "Hilkiah the priest 
has given me a book." And Shaphan read it before the king. 
NLT Shaphan also said to the king, 'Hilkiah the priest has given me a 
scroll.' So Shaphan read it to the king. 

వచనము 19 

అతడు ధరమ్శాసత్రపు మాటలు చదివి వినిపింపగా రాజు విని తన వసత్రములను చింపుకొని 

KJV And it came to pass, when the king had heard the words of the law, 
that he rent his clothes. 
Amplified When King Josiah had heard the words of the Law, he rent his 
clothes. 
ESV And when the king heard the words of the Law, he tore his clothes. 
NIV When the king heard the words of the Law, he tore his robes. 
NASB When the king heard the words of the law, he tore his clothes. 
NKJV Thus it happened, when the king heard the words of the Law, that 
he tore his clothes. 
NLT When the king heard what was written in the law, he tore his clothes 
in despair. 

వచనము 20 
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హిలీక్యాకును, షాఫాను కుమారుడైన అహీకాముకును, మీకా కుమారుడైన అబోద్నుకును, శాసిత్యగు 

షాఫానుకును, రాజు సేవకుడైన ఆశాయాకును ఈలాగున ఆజఞ్ ఇచెచ్ను 

KJV And the king commanded Hilkiah, and Ahikam the son of Shaphan, 
and Abdon the son of Micah, and Shaphan the scribe, and Asaiah a servant 
of the king's, saying, 
Amplified And the king commanded Hilkiah, Ahikam son of Shaphan, 
Abdon son of Micah, Shaphan the scribe, and Asaiah a servant of the king, 
saying, 
ESV And the king commanded Hilkiah, Ahikam the son of Shaphan, 
Abdon the son of Micah, Shaphan the secretary, and Asaiah the king's 
servant, saying, 
NIV He gave these orders to Hilkiah, Ahikam son of Shaphan, Abdon son 
of Micah, Shaphan the secretary and Asaiah the king's attendant: 
NASB Then the king commanded Hilkiah, Ahikam the son of Shaphan, 
Abdon the son of Micah, Shaphan the scribe, and Asaiah the king's servant, 
saying, 
NKJV Then the king commanded Hilkiah, Ahikam the son of Shaphan, 
Abdon the son of Micah, Shaphan the scribe, and Asaiah a servant of the 
king, saying, 
NLT Then he gave these orders to Hilkiah, Ahikam son of Shaphan, Acbor 
son of Micaiah, Shaphan the court secretary, and Asaiah the king's personal 
adviser: 

వచనము 21 

మీరు వెళిల్ దొరకిన యీ గర్ంథములోని మాటల విషయమై నాకొరకును, ఇశార్యేలు యూదావారిలో 

శేషించియునన్వారికొరకును యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారించుడి. మన పితరులు ఈ గర్ంథమునందు 

వార్యబడియునన్ సమసత్మును అనుసరింపకయు, యెహోవా ఆజఞ్లను గైకొనకయు నుండిరి గనుక 

యెహోవా కోపము మనమీదికి అతయ్ధికముగా వచిచ్యునన్ది. 
KJV Go, enquire of the LORD for me, and for them that are left in Israel 
and in Judah, concerning the words of the book that is found: for great is 
the wrath of the LORD that is poured out upon us, because our fathers have 
not kept the word of the LORD, to do after all that is written in this book. 
Amplified Go, inquire of the Lord for me and for those who are left in 
Israel and in Judah about the words of the book that is found. For great is 
the Lord's wrath that is poured out on us because our fathers have not kept 
the word of the Lord, to do according to all that is written in this book. 
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ESV "Go, inquire of the LORD for me and for those who are left in Israel 
and in Judah, concerning the words of the book that has been found. For 
great is the wrath of the LORD that is poured out on us, because our fathers 
have not kept the word of the LORD, to do according to all that is written in 
this book." 
NIV 'Go and inquire of the LORD for me and for the remnant in Israel and 
Judah about what is written in this book that has been found. Great is the 
Lord's anger that is poured out on us because our fathers have not kept the 
word of the LORD; they have not acted in accordance with all that is written 
in this book.' 
NASB 'Go, inquire of the LORD for me and for those who are left in Israel 
and in Judah, concerning the words of the book which has been found; for 
great is the wrath of the LORD which is poured out on us because our 
fathers have not observed the word of the LORD, to do according to all that 
is written in this book.' 
NKJV "Go, inquire of the LORD for me, and for those who are left in Israel 
and Judah, concerning the words of the book that is found; for great is the 
wrath of the LORD that is poured out on us, because our fathers have not 
kept the word of the LORD, to do according to all that is written in this 
book." 
NLT 'Go to the Temple and speak to the LORD for me and for all the 
remnant of Israel and Judah. Ask him about the words written in this scroll 
that has been found. The LORD's anger has been poured out against us 
because our ancestors have not obeyed the word of the LORD. We have not 
been doing what this scroll says we must do.' 

వచనము 22 

అపుప్డు హిలీక్యాయును రాజు నియమించినవారును సంగతినిగూరిచ్ విచారణచేయుటకై హరహ్షుకు 

పుటిట్న తికావ్ కుమారుడును వసత్రశాలకు పైవిచారణకరత్యునగు షలూల్ముయొకక్ భారయ్యైన హులాద్ 

అను పర్వకి త్ర్యొదద్కు పోయిరి. ఆమె అపుప్డు యెరూషలేమునకు చేరిన యుపభాగములో 

కాపురముండెను. వారు ఆమెతో సంగతి చెపప్గా 

KJV And Hilkiah, and they that the king had appointed, went to Huldah 
the prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tikvath, the son of Hasrah, 
keeper of the wardrobe; (now she dwelt in Jerusalem in the college:) and 
they spake to her to that effect. 
Amplified And Hilkiah and they whom the king had appointed went to 
Huldah the prophetess, the wife of Shallum son of Tokhath, the son of 
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Hasrah, keeper of the wardrobe. She dwelt in Jerusalem, in the Second 
Quarter. They spoke to her to that effect. 
ESV So Hilkiah and those whom the king had sent went to Huldah the 
prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tokhath, son of Hasrah, keeper 
of the wardrobe (now she lived in Jerusalem in the Second Quarter) and 
spoke to her to that effect. 
NIV Hilkiah and those the king had sent with him went to speak to the 
prophetess Huldah, who was the wife of Shallum son of Tokhath, the son of 
Hasrah, keeper of the wardrobe. She lived in Jerusalem, in the Second 
District. 
NASB So Hilkiah and those whom the king had told went to Huldah the 
prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tokhath, the son of Hasrah, the 
keeper of the wardrobe (now she lived in Jerusalem in the Second Quarter); 
and they spoke to her regarding this. 
NKJV So Hilkiah and those the king had appointed went to Huldah the 
prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tokhath, the son of Hasrah, 
keeper of the wardrobe. (She dwelt in Jerusalem in the Second Quarter.) 
And they spoke to her to that effect. 
NLT So Hilkiah and the other men went to the newer Mishneh section of 
Jerusalem to consult with the prophet Huldah. She was the wife of Shallum 
son of Tikvah and grandson of Harhas, the keeper of the Temple wardrobe. 

వచనము 23 

ఆమె వారితో ఇటల్నెను ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా సెలవిచుచ్నదేమనగా 

KJV And she answered them, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, Tell ye 
the man that sent you to me, 
Amplified And she answered them, Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel: 
Tell the man who sent you to me, 
ESV And she said to them, "Thus says the LORD, the God of Israel: 'Tell 
the man who sent you to me, 
NIV She said to them, 'This is what the LORD, the God of Israel, says: Tell 
the man who sent you to me, 
NASB She said to them, 'Thus says the LORD, the God of Israel, 'Tell the 
man who sent you to Me, 
NKJV Then she answered them, "Thus says the LORD God of Israel, "Tell 
the man who sent you to Me, 
NLT She said to them, 'The LORD, the God of Israel, has spoken! Go and 
tell the man who sent you, 
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వచనము 24 

ఆలకించుడి, నేను ఈ సథ్లముమీదికిని దాని కాపురసుథ్లమీదికిని యూదారాజు సముఖమున చదివి 

వినిపింపబడిన గర్ంథమునందు వార్యబడియునన్ శాపములనిన్టిని రపిప్ంచెదను. 
KJV Thus saith the LORD, Behold, I will bring evil upon this place, and 
upon the inhabitants thereof, even all the curses that are written in the 
book which they have read before the king of Judah: 
Amplified Thus says the Lord: Behold, I will bring evil upon this place and 
upon its inhabitants, even all the curses that are written in the book which 
they have read before the king of Judah. 
ESV Thus says the LORD, behold, I will bring disaster upon this place and 
upon its inhabitants, all the curses that are written in the book that was 
read before the king of Judah. 
NIV 'This is what the LORD says: I am going to bring disaster on this place 
and its people--all the curses written in the book that has been read in the 
presence of the king of Judah. 
NASB thus says the LORD, 'Behold, I am bringing evil on this place and on 
its inhabitants, even all the curses written in the book which they have read 
in the presence of the king of Judah. 
NKJV "Thus says the LORD: "Behold, I will bring calamity on this place 
and on its inhabitants, all the curses that are written in the book which they 
have read before the king of Judah, 
NLT `This is what the LORD says: I will certainly destroy this city and its 
people. All the curses written in the scroll you have read will come true. 

వచనము 25 

వారు ననున్ విసరిజ్ంచి యితర దేవతలకు ధూపము వేసి, తమచేతి పనులవలన నాకు కోపము 

పుటిట్ంచియునాన్రు గనుక నా కోపము ఈ సథ్లముమీద మితిలేకుండ కుమమ్రింపబడును. నాయొదద్కు 

మిముమ్ను పంపినవానికి ఈ వారత్ తెలుపుడి. 
KJV Because they have forsaken me, and have burned incense unto other 
gods, that they might provoke me to anger with all the works of their hands; 
therefore my wrath shall be poured out upon this place, and shall not be 
quenched. 
Amplified Because they have forsaken Me and have burned incense to 
other gods, that they might provoke Me to anger with all the works of their 
hands, therefore My wrath shall be poured out upon this place and shall not 
be quenched. 
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ESV Because they have forsaken me and have made offerings to other 
gods, that they might provoke me to anger with all the works of their hands, 
therefore my wrath will be poured out on this place and will not be 
quenched. 
NIV Because they have forsaken me and burned incense to other gods and 
provoked me to anger by all that their hands have made, my anger will be 
poured out on this place and will not be quenched.' 
NASB 'Because they have forsaken Me and have burned incense to other 
gods, that they might provoke Me to anger with all the works of their 
hands; therefore My wrath will be poured out on this place and it shall not 
be quenched.'' 
NKJV because they have forsaken Me and burned incense to other gods, 
that they might provoke Me to anger with all the works of their hands. 
Therefore My wrath will be poured out on this place, and not be quenched. 
NLT For the people of Judah have abandoned me and worshiped pagan 
gods, and I am very angry with them for everything they have done. My 
anger will be poured out against this place, and nothing will be able to stop 
it.' 

వచనము 26 

మరియు యెహోవాయొదద్ విచారించుడని మిముమ్ను పంపిన యూదారాజుకు మీరు ఈ మాట 

తెలియజెపుప్డి నీవు ఎవనిమాటలు వినియునాన్వో ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన ఆ యెహోవా 

సెలవిచుచ్నదేమనగా 

KJV And as for the king of Judah, who sent you to enquire of the LORD, so 
shall ye say unto him, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel concerning the 
words which thou hast heard; 
Amplified But say to King Josiah of Judah, who sent you to inquire of the 
Lord, Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel, concerning the words which 
you have heard: 
ESV But to the king of Judah, who sent you to inquire of the LORD, thus 
shall you say to him, Thus says the LORD, the God of Israel: Regarding the 
words that you have heard, 
NIV Tell the king of Judah, who sent you to inquire of the LORD, 'This is 
what the LORD, the God of Israel, says concerning the words you heard: 
NASB 'But to the king of Judah who sent you to inquire of the LORD, thus 
you will say to him, 'Thus says the LORD God of Israel regarding the words 
which you have heard, 
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NKJV But as for the king of Judah, who sent you to inquire of the LORD, 
in this manner you shall speak to him, "Thus says the LORD God of Israel: 
"Concerning the words which you have heard-- 
NLT 'But go to the king of Judah who sent you to seek the LORD and tell 
him: `This is what the LORD, the God of Israel, says concerning the 
message you have just heard: 

వచనము 27 

నీ మనసుస్ మెతత్నిదై యీ సథ్లముమీదను దాని కాపురసుథ్లమీదను దేవుడు పలికిన మాటలను నీవు 

వినినపుప్డు నా సనిన్ధిని నినున్ నీవు తగిగ్ంచుకొని నీ వసత్రములు చింపుకొని నా సనిన్ధిని కనీన్రు 

విడిచితివి గనుక నీ మనవిని నేను ఆలకించితిని. 
KJV Because thine heart was tender, and thou didst humble thyself before 
God, when thou heardest his words against this place, and against the 
inhabitants thereof, and humbledst thyself before me, and didst rend thy 
clothes, and weep before me; I have even heard thee also, saith the LORD. 
Amplified Because your heart was tender and penitent and you humbled 
yourself before God when you heard His words against this place and its 
inhabitants, and humbled yourself before Me and rent your clothes and 
wept before Me, I have heard you, says the Lord. 
ESV because your heart was tender and you humbled yourself before God 
when you heard his words against this place and its inhabitants, and you 
have humbled yourself before me and have torn your clothes and wept 
before me, I also have heard you, declares the LORD. 
NIV Because your heart was responsive and you humbled yourself before 
God when you heard what he spoke against this place and its people, and 
because you humbled yourself before me and tore your robes and wept in 
my presence, I have heard you, declares the LORD. 
NASB 'Because your heart was tender and you humbled yourself before 
God when you heard His words against this place and against its 
inhabitants, and because you humbled yourself before Me, tore your clothes 
and wept before Me, I truly have heard you,' declares the LORD. 
NKJV because your heart was tender, and you humbled yourself before 
God when you heard His words against this place and against its 
inhabitants, and you humbled yourself before Me, and you tore your clothes 
and wept before Me, I also have heard you," says the LORD. 
NLT You were sorry and humbled yourself before God when you heard 
what I said against this city and its people. You humbled yourself and tore 
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your clothing in despair and wept before me in repentance. So I have 
indeed heard you, says the LORD. 

వచనము 28 

నేను నీ పితరులయొదద్ నినున్ చేరుచ్దును; నెమమ్దిగలవాడవై నీవు నీ సమాధిలోనికి చేరచ్బడుదువు; ఈ 

సథ్లముమీదికిని దాని కాపురసుథ్లమీదికిని నేను రపిప్ంచు అపాయము నీవు కనున్లార చూడవు. 
KJV Behold, I will gather thee to thy fathers, and thou shalt be gathered to 
thy grave in peace, neither shall thine eyes see all the evil that I will bring 
upon this place, and upon the inhabitants of the same. So they brought the 
king word again. 
Amplified Behold, I will gather you to your fathers, and you shall be 
gathered to your grave in peace, and your eyes shall not see all the evil that 
I will bring upon this place and its inhabitants. So they brought the king 
word again. 
ESV Behold, I will gather you to your fathers, and you shall be gathered to 
your grave in peace, and your eyes shall not see all the disaster that I will 
bring upon this place and its inhabitants.'" And they brought back word to 
the king. 
NIV Now I will gather you to your fathers, and you will be buried in peace. 
Your eyes will not see all the disaster I am going to bring on this place and 
on those who live here.'' So they took her answer back to the king. 
NASB 'Behold, I will gather you to your fathers and you shall be gathered 
to your grave in peace, so your eyes will not see all the evil which I will 
bring on this place and on its inhabitants.''' And they brought back word to 
the king. 
NKJV "Surely I will gather you to your fathers, and you shall be gathered 
to your grave in peace; and your eyes shall not see all the calamity which I 
will bring on this place and its inhabitants.' So they brought back word to 
the king. 
NLT I will not send the promised disaster against this city and its people 
until after you have died and been buried in peace. You will not see the 
disaster I am going to bring on this place.' ' So they took her message back 
to the king. 

వచనము 29 

వారు రాజునొదద్కు ఈ వరత్మానము తీసికొనిరాగా రాజు యూదా యెరూషలేములోని పెదద్లనందరిని 

పిలువనంపించి 
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KJV Then the king sent and gathered together all the elders of Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
Amplified Then King Josiah sent and gathered all the elders of Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
ESV Then the king sent and gathered together all the elders of Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
NIV Then the king called together all the elders of Judah and Jerusalem. 
NASB Then the king sent and gathered all the elders of Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
NKJV Then the king sent and gathered all the elders of Judah and 
Jerusalem. 
NLT Then the king summoned all the leaders of Judah and Jerusalem. 

వచనము 30 

వారిని సమకూరెచ్ను. రాజును, యూదా వారందరును, యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లును, యాజకులును, 

లేవీయులును, జనులలో పినన్పెదద్లందరును యెహోవా మందిరమునకు రాగా యెహోవా 

మందిరమందు దొరకిన నిబంధన గర్ంథపు మాటలనిన్యు వారికి వినిపింపబడెను. 
KJV And the king went up into the house of the LORD, and all the men of 
Judah, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the priests, and the Levites, 
and all the people, great and small: and he read in their ears all the words of 
the book of the covenant that was found in the house of the LORD. 
Amplified And [he] went up into the house of the Lord, as did all the men 
of Judah, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the priests, the Levites, and all the 
people, great and small; and he [the king] read in their hearing all the 
words of the Book of the Covenant that was found in the Lord's house. 
ESV And the king went up to the house of the LORD, with all the men of 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem and the priests and the Levites, all 
the people both great and small. And he read in their hearing all the words 
of the Book of the Covenant that had been found in the house of the LORD. 
NIV He went up to the temple of the LORD with the men of Judah, the 
people of Jerusalem, the priests and the Levites--all the people from the 
least to the greatest. He read in their hearing all the words of the Book of 
the Covenant, which had been found in the temple of the LORD. 
NASB The king went up to the house of the LORD and all the men of 
Judah, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the priests, the Levites and all the 
people, from the greatest to the least; and he read in their hearing all the 
words of the book of the covenant which was found in the house of the 
LORD. 
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NKJV The king went up to the house of the LORD, with all the men of 
Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem--the priests and the Levites, and all 
the people, great and small. And he read in their hearing all the words of 
the Book of the Covenant which had been found in the house of the LORD. 
NLT And the king went up to the Temple of the LORD with all the people 
of Judah and Jerusalem and the priests and the Levites--all the people from 
the greatest to the least. There the king read to them the entire Book of the 
Covenant that had been found in the LORD's Temple. 

వచనము 31 

పిమమ్ట రాజు తన సథ్లమందు నిలువబడి నేను యెహోవాను అనుసరించుచు, ఆయన ఇచిచ్న ఆజఞ్లను 

శాసనములను కటట్డలను పూరణ్మనసుస్తోను పూరణ్హృదయముతోను గైకొనుచు, ఈ గర్ంథమందు 

వార్యబడిన నిబంధన మాటల పర్కారముగా పర్వరిత్ంచుదునని యెహోవా సనిన్ధిని నిబంధన 

చేసికొనెను. 
KJV And the king stood in his place, and made a covenant before the 
LORD, to walk after the LORD, and to keep his commandments, and his 
testimonies, and his statutes, with all his heart, and with all his soul, to 
perform the words of the covenant which are written in this book. 
Amplified Then the king stood in his place and made a covenant before 
the Lord--to walk after the Lord and to keep His commandments, His 
testimonies, and His statutes with all his heart and with all his soul, to 
perform the words of the covenant that are written in this book. 
ESV And the king stood in his place and made a covenant before the 
LORD, to walk after the LORD and to keep his commandments and his 
testimonies and his statutes, with all his heart and all his soul, to perform 
the words of the covenant that were written in this book. 
NIV The king stood by his pillar and renewed the covenant in the presence 
of the LORD--to follow the LORD and keep his commands, regulations and 
decrees with all his heart and all his soul, and to obey the words of the 
covenant written in this book. 
NASB Then the king stood in his place and made a covenant before the 
LORD to walk after the LORD, and to keep His commandments and His 
testimonies and His statutes with all his heart and with all his soul, to 
perform the words of the covenant written in this book. 
NKJV Then the king stood in his place and made a covenant before the 
LORD, to follow the LORD, and to keep His commandments and His 
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testimonies and His statutes with all his heart and all his soul, to perform 
the words of the covenant that were written in this book. 
NLT The king took his place of authority beside the pillar and renewed the 
covenant in the LORD's presence. He pledged to obey the LORD by keeping 
all his commands, regulations, and laws with all his heart and soul. He 
promised to obey all the terms of the covenant that were written in the 
scroll. 

వచనము 32 

మరియు అతడు యెరూషలేమునందునన్ వారినందరిని బెనాయ్మీనీయులనందిరిని అటిట్ నిబంధనకు 

ఒపుప్కొనజేసెను గనుక యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన దేవుని నిబంధన పర్కారము 

పర్వరిత్ంచిరి. 
KJV And he caused all that were present in Jerusalem and Benjamin to 
stand to it. And the inhabitants of Jerusalem did according to the covenant 
of God, the God of their fathers. 
Amplified And he caused all who were present in Jerusalem and 
Benjamin to stand in confirmation of it. And the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
did according to the covenant of God, the God of their fathers. 
ESV Then he made all who were present in Jerusalem and in Benjamin 
stand to it. And the inhabitants of Jerusalem did according to the covenant 
of God, the God of their fathers. 
NIV Then he had everyone in Jerusalem and Benjamin pledge themselves 
to it; the people of Jerusalem did this in accordance with the covenant of 
God, the God of their fathers. 
NASB Moreover, he made all who were present in Jerusalem and 
Benjamin to stand with him. So the inhabitants of Jerusalem did according 
to the covenant of God, the God of their fathers. 
NKJV And he made all who were present in Jerusalem and Benjamin take 
a stand. So the inhabitants of Jerusalem did according to the covenant of 
God, the God of their fathers. 
NLT And he required everyone in Jerusalem and the people of Benjamin to 
make a similar pledge. As the people of Jerusalem did this, they renewed 
their covenant with God, the God of their ancestors. 

వచనము 33 
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మరియు యోషీయా ఇశార్యేలీయులకు చెందిన దేశములనిన్టిలోనుండి హేయమైన 

విగర్హములనిన్టిని తీసివేసి, ఇశార్యేలీయులందరును తమ దేవుడైన యెహోవాను సేవించునటుల్ 

చేసెను. అతని దినములనిన్యు వారు తమ పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవాను అనుసరించుట మానలేదు. 
KJV And Josiah took away all the abominations out of all the countries 
that pertained to the children of Israel, and made all that were present in 
Israel to serve, even to serve the LORD their God. And all his days they 
departed not from following the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
Amplified Josiah removed all the [idolatrous] abominations from all the 
territory that belonged to the Israelites, and made all who were in Israel 
serve the Lord their God. All his days they did not turn from following the 
Lord, the God of their fathers. 
ESV And Josiah took away all the abominations from all the territory that 
belonged to the people of Israel and made all who were present in Israel 
serve the LORD their God. All his days they did not turn away from 
following the LORD, the God of their fathers. 
NIV Josiah removed all the detestable idols from all the territory belonging 
to the Israelites, and he had all who were present in Israel serve the LORD 
their God. As long as he lived, they did not fail to follow the LORD, the God 
of their fathers. 
NASB Josiah removed all the abominations from all the lands belonging to 
the sons of Israel, and made all who were present in Israel to serve the 
LORD their God. Throughout his lifetime they did not turn from following 
the LORD God of their fathers. 
NKJV Thus Josiah removed all the abominations from all the country that 
belonged to the children of Israel, and made all who were present in Israel 
diligently serve the LORD their God. All his days they did not depart from 
following the LORD God of their fathers. 
NLT So Josiah removed all detestable idols from the entire land of Israel 
and required everyone to worship the LORD their God. And throughout the 
rest of his lifetime, they did not turn away from the LORD, the God of their 
ancestors. 
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వచనము 1 

మరియు యోషీయా యెరూషలేమునందు యెహోవాకు పసాక్పండుగ ఆచరించెను. మొదటి నెల 

పదునాలగ్వ దినమున జనులు పసాక్పశువును వధించిరి. 
KJV Moreover Josiah kept a passover unto the LORD in Jerusalem: and 
they killed the passover on the fourteenth day of the first month. 
Amplified JOSIAH KEPT the Passover to the Lord in Jerusalem; they 
killed the Passover lamb on the fourteenth day of the first month. 
ESV Josiah kept a Passover to the LORD in Jerusalem. And they 
slaughtered the Passover lamb on the fourteenth day of the first month. 
NIV Josiah celebrated the Passover to the LORD in Jerusalem, and the 
Passover lamb was slaughtered on the fourteenth day of the first month. 
NASB Then Josiah celebrated the Passover to the LORD in Jerusalem, and 
they slaughtered the Passover animals on the fourteenth day of the first 
month. 
NKJV Now Josiah kept a Passover to the LORD in Jerusalem, and they 
slaughtered the Passover lambs on the fourteenth day of the first month. 
NLT Then Josiah announced that the Passover of the LORD would be 
celebrated in Jerusalem on the appointed day in early spring. The Passover 
lambs were slaughtered at twilight of that day. 

వచనము 2 

అతడు యాజకులను వారి వారి పనులకు నిరణ్యించి, యెహోవా మందిరసేవను జరిగించుటకై వారిని 

ధైరయ్పరచి 

KJV And he set the priests in their charges, and encouraged them to the 
service of the house of the LORD, 
Amplified He appointed the priests to their positions and encouraged 
them in the service of the house of the Lord. 
ESV He appointed the priests to their offices and encouraged them in the 
service of the house of the LORD. 
NIV He appointed the priests to their duties and encouraged them in the 
service of the Lord's temple. 
NASB He set the priests in their offices and encouraged them in the service 
of the house of the LORD. 
NKJV And he set the priests in their duties and encouraged them for the 
service of the house of the LORD. 
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NLT Josiah also assigned the priests to their duties and encouraged them 
in their work at the Temple of the LORD. 

వచనము 3 

ఇశార్యేలీయులకందరికి బోధ చేయువారును యెహోవాకు పర్తిషిఠ్తులునైన లేవీయులకు ఈలాగు ఆజఞ్ 

ఇచెచ్ను పరిశుదధ్మైన మందసమును మీరిక మీ భుజముల మీద మోయక, ఇశార్యేలీయుల రాజైన 

దావీదు కుమారుడగు సొలొమోను కటిట్ంచిన మందిరములో దాని నుంచుడి, మీ దేవుడైన 

యెహోవాకును ఆయన జనులైన ఇశార్యేలీయులకును సేవ జరిగించుడి. 
KJV And said unto the Levites that taught all Israel, which were holy unto 
the LORD, Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon the son of David 
king of Israel did build; it shall not be a burden upon your shoulders: serve 
now the LORD your God, and his people Israel, 
Amplified To the Levites who taught all Israel and were holy to the Lord 
he said: Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon son of David king of 
Israel, built; it shall no longer be a burden carried on your shoulders. Now 
serve the Lord your God and His people Israel. 
ESV And he said to the Levites who taught all Israel and who were holy to 
the LORD, "Put the holy ark in the house that Solomon the son of David, 
king of Israel, built. You need not carry it on your shoulders. Now serve the 
LORD your God and his people Israel. 
NIV He said to the Levites, who instructed all Israel and who had been 
consecrated to the LORD: 'Put the sacred ark in the temple that Solomon 
son of David king of Israel built. It is not to be carried about on your 
shoulders. Now serve the LORD your God and his people Israel. 
NASB He also said to the Levites who taught all Israel and who were holy 
to the LORD, 'Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon the son of 
David king of Israel built; it will be a burden on your shoulders no longer. 
Now serve the LORD your God and His people Israel. 
NKJV Then he said to the Levites who taught all Israel, who were holy to 
the LORD: "Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon the son of David, 
king of Israel, built. It shall no longer be a burden on your shoulders. Now 
serve the LORD your God and His people Israel. 
NLT He issued this order to the Levites, who had been set apart to serve 
the LORD and were teachers in Israel: 'Since the Ark is now in Solomon's 
Temple and you do not need to carry it back and forth on your shoulders, 
spend your time serving the LORD your God and his people Israel. 
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వచనము 4 

ఇశార్యేలీయుల రాజైన దావీదు వార్సియిచిచ్న కర్మము చొపుప్నను అతని కుమారుడైన సొలొమోను 

వార్సి ఇచిచ్న కర్మము చొపుప్నను మీ మీ పితరుల యిండల్కు ఏరాప్టైన వరుసలనుబటిట్ మిముమ్ను 

సిదధ్పరచుకొనుడి. 
KJV And prepare yourselves by the houses of your fathers, after your 
courses, according to the writing of David king of Israel, and according to 
the writing of Solomon his son. 
Amplified Prepare yourselves according to your fathers' houses by your 
divisions, after the directions of David king of Israel and of Solomon his 
son. 
ESV Prepare yourselves according to your fathers' houses by your 
divisions, as prescribed in the writing of David king of Israel and the 
document of Solomon his son. 
NIV Prepare yourselves by families in your divisions, according to the 
directions written by David king of Israel and by his son Solomon. 
NASB 'Prepare yourselves by your fathers' households in your divisions, 
according to the writing of David king of Israel and according to the writing 
of his son Solomon. 
NKJV Prepare yourselves according to your fathers' houses, according to 
your divisions, following the written instruction of David king of Israel and 
the written instruction of Solomon his son. 
NLT Report for duty according to the family divisions of your ancestors, 
following the written instructions of King David of Israel and the 
instructions of his son Solomon. 

వచనము 5 

జనుల ఆ యా భాగములకు లేవీయులకు కుటుంబములలో ఆ యా భాగములు ఏరాప్టగునటుల్గా 

మీరు పరిశుదధ్ సథ్లమందు నిలిచి, వారి వారి పితరుల కుటుంబముల వరుసలనుబటిట్ జనులైన మీ 

సహోదరులకొరకు సేవచేయుడి. 
KJV And stand in the holy place according to the divisions of the families 
of the fathers of your brethren the people, and after the division of the 
families of the Levites. 
Amplified And stand in the holy court of the priests according to the 
sections of the fathers' families of your kinsmen, the common people, and 
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let there be a section of the Levites [to attend] to each division of the 
families of the people. 
ESV And stand in the Holy Place according to the groupings of the fathers' 
houses of your brothers the lay people, and according to the division of the 
Levites by fathers' household. 
NIV 'Stand in the holy place with a group of Levites for each subdivision of 
the families of your fellow countrymen, the lay people. 
NASB 'Moreover, stand in the holy place according to the sections of the 
fathers' households of your brethren the lay people, and according to the 
Levites, by division of a father's household. 
NKJV And stand in the holy place according to the divisions of the fathers' 
houses of your brethren the lay people, and according to the division of the 
father's house of the Levites. 
NLT Then stand in your appointed holy places and help the families 
assigned to you as they bring their offerings to the Temple. 

వచనము 6 

ఆపర్కారము పసాక్ పశువును వధించి మిముమ్ను పర్తిషిఠ్ంచుకొని, మోషేదావ్రా యెహోవా యిచిచ్న 

ఆజఞ్లను అనుసరించి, దానిని మీ సహోదరులకొరకు సిదధ్పరచుడి. 
KJV So kill the passover, and sanctify yourselves, and prepare your 
brethren, that they may do according to the word of the LORD by the hand 
of Moses. 
Amplified Kill the Passover lambs and sanctify yourselves and prepare for 
your brethren to do according to the word of the Lord by Moses. 
ESV And slaughter the Passover lamb, and consecrate yourselves, and 
prepare for your brothers, to do according to the word of the LORD by 
Moses." 
NIV Slaughter the Passover lambs, consecrate yourselves and prepare the 
lambs for your fellow countrymen, doing what the LORD commanded 
through Moses.' 
NASB 'Now slaughter the Passover animals, sanctify yourselves and 
prepare for your brethren to do according to the word of the LORD by 
Moses.' 
NKJV So slaughter the Passover offerings, consecrate yourselves, and 
prepare them for your brethren, that they may do according to the word of 
the LORD by the hand of Moses." 
NLT Slaughter the Passover lambs, purify yourselves, and prepare to help 
those who come. Follow all the instructions that the LORD gave through 
Moses.' 
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వచనము 7 

మరియు యోషీయా తన సవ్ంత మందలో ముపప్ది వేల గొఱఱ్పిలల్లను మేకపిలల్లను మూడువేల 

కోడెలను అకక్డనునన్ జనులకందరికి పసాక్పశువులుగా ఇచెచ్ను. 
KJV And Josiah gave to the people, of the flock, lambs and kids, all for the 
passover offerings, for all that were present, to the number of thirty 
thousand, and three thousand bullocks: these were of the king's substance. 
Amplified Then Josiah contributed to the lay people lambs and kids of the 
flock as Passover offerings for all who were present, to the number of 
30,000, and 3,000 young bulls--all from the king's possessions. 
ESV Then Josiah contributed to the lay people, as Passover offerings for all 
who were present, lambs and young goats from the flock to the number of 
30,000, and 3,000 bulls; these were from the king's possessions. 
NIV Josiah provided for all the lay people who were there a total of thirty 
thousand sheep and goats for the Passover offerings, and also three 
thousand cattle--all from the king's own possessions. 
NASB Josiah contributed to the lay people, to all who were present, flocks 
of lambs and young goats, all for the Passover offerings, numbering 30,000 
plus 3,000 bulls; these were from the king's possessions. 
NKJV Then Josiah gave the lay people lambs and young goats from the 
flock, all for Passover offerings for all who were present, to the number of 
thirty thousand, as well as three thousand cattle; these were from the king's 
possessions. 
NLT Then Josiah contributed from his personal property thirty thousand 
lambs and young goats for the people's Passover offerings, and three 
thousand bulls. 

వచనము 8 

అతని అధిపతులును జనులకును యాజకులకును లేవీయులకును మనఃపూరవ్కముగా పశువులు 

ఇచిచ్రి. యెహోవా మందిరపు అధికారులైన హిలీక్యాయు, జెకరాయ్యు, యెహీయేలును 

పసాక్పశువులుగా యాజకులకు రెండువేల ఆరువందల గొఱఱ్లను మూడువందల కోడెలను ఇచిచ్రి. 
KJV And his princes gave willingly unto the people, to the priests, and to 
the Levites: Hilkiah and Zechariah and Jehiel, rulers of the house of God, 
gave unto the priests for the passover offerings two thousand and six 
hundred small cattle, and three hundred oxen. 
Amplified And his princes gave for a freewill offering to the people, to the 
priests, and the Levites. Hilkiah, Zechariah, and Jehiel, chief officers of 
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God's house, gave the priests for the Passover offerings 2,600 [lambs and 
kids] and 300 bulls. 
ESV And his officials contributed willingly to the people, to the priests, and 
to the Levites. Hilkiah, Zechariah, and Jehiel, the chief officers of the house 
of God, gave to the priests for the Passover offerings 2,600 Passover lambs 
and 300 bulls. 
NIV His officials also contributed voluntarily to the people and the priests 
and Levites. Hilkiah, Zechariah and Jehiel, the administrators of God's 
temple, gave the priests twenty-six hundred Passover offerings and three 
hundred cattle. 
NASB His officers also contributed a freewill offering to the people, the 
priests and the Levites. Hilkiah and Zechariah and Jehiel, the officials of 
the house of God, gave to the priests for the Passover offerings 2,600 from 
the flocks and 300 bulls. 
NKJV And his leaders gave willingly to the people, to the priests, and to 
the Levites. Hilkiah, Zechariah, and Jehiel, rulers of the house of God, gave 
to the priests for the Passover offerings two thousand six hundred from the 
flock, and three hundred cattle. 
NLT The king's officials also made willing contributions to the people, 
priests, and Levites. Hilkiah, Zechariah, and Jehiel, the administrators of 
God's Temple, gave the priests twenty-six hundred lambs and young goats 
and three hundred bulls as Passover offerings. 

వచనము 9 

కొననాయ్యు, అతని సహోదరులైన షెమయాయు, నెతనేలును, లేవీయులలో నధిపతులగు 

హషబాయ్యు, యెహీయేలును యోజాబాదును పసాక్పశువులుగా లేవీయులకు అయిదువేల గొఱఱ్లను 

ఐదువందల కోడెలను ఇచిచ్రి. 
KJV Conaniah also, and Shemaiah and Nethaneel, his brethren, and 
Hashabiah and Jeiel and Jozabad, chief of the Levites, gave unto the Levites 
for passover offerings five thousand small cattle, and five hundred oxen. 
Amplified Conaniah also, and Shemaiah and Nethanel his brothers, and 
Hashabiah, Jeiel, and Jozabad, chiefs of the Levites, gave to the Levites for 
Passover offerings 5,000 [lambs and kids] and 500 bulls. 
ESV Conaniah also, and Shemaiah and Nethanel his brothers, and 
Hashabiah and Jeiel and Jozabad, the chiefs of the Levites, gave to the 
Levites for the Passover offerings 5,000 lambs and young goats and 500 
bulls. 
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NIV Also Conaniah along with Shemaiah and Nethanel, his brothers, and 
Hashabiah, Jeiel and Jozabad, the leaders of the Levites, provided five 
thousand Passover offerings and five hundred head of cattle for the Levites. 
NASB Conaniah also, and Shemaiah and Nethanel, his brothers, and 
Hashabiah and Jeiel and Jozabad, the officers of the Levites, contributed to 
the Levites for the Passover offerings 5,000 from the flocks and 500 bulls. 
NKJV Also Conaniah, his brothers Shemaiah and Nethanel, and 
Hashabiah and Jeiel and Jozabad, chief of the Levites, gave to the Levites 
for Passover offerings five thousand from the flock and five hundred cattle. 
NLT The Levite leaders--Conaniah and his brothers Shemaiah and 
Nethanel, and Hashabiah, Jeiel, and Jozabad--gave five thousand lambs 
and young goats and five hundred bulls to the Levites for their Passover 
offerings. 

వచనము 10 

ఈ పర్కారము సేవ జరుగుచుండగా రాజాజఞ్నుబటిట్ యాజకులు తమ సథ్లములోను లేవీయులు తమ 

వరుసలలోను నిలువబడిరి. 
KJV So the service was prepared, and the priests stood in their place, and 
the Levites in their courses, according to the king's commandment. 
Amplified When the service was ready, the priests stood in their place and 
the Levites in their divisions as the king commanded. 
ESV When the service had been prepared for, the priests stood in their 
place, and the Levites in their divisions according to the king's command. 
NIV The service was arranged and the priests stood in their places with the 
Levites in their divisions as the king had ordered. 
NASB So the service was prepared, and the priests stood at their stations 
and the Levites by their divisions according to the king's command. 
NKJV So the service was prepared, and the priests stood in their places, 
and the Levites in their divisions, according to the king's command. 
NLT When everything was ready for the Passover celebration, the priests 
and the Levites took their places, organized by their divisions, according to 
the king's orders. 

వచనము 11 

లేవీయులు పసాక్పశువులను వధించి రకత్మును యాజకులకియయ్గా వారు దాని పోర్కిష్ంచిరి. 

లేవీయులు పశువులను ఒలువగా 
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KJV And they killed the passover, and the priests sprinkled the blood from 
their hands, and the Levites flayed them. 
Amplified They killed the Passover lambs, and the priests sprinkled the 
blood they received from the Levites who skinned the animals. 
ESV And they slaughtered the Passover lamb, and the priests threw the 
blood that they received from them while the Levites flayed the sacrifices. 
NIV The Passover lambs were slaughtered, and the priests sprinkled the 
blood handed to them, while the Levites skinned the animals. 
NASB They slaughtered the Passover animals, and while the priests 
sprinkled the blood received from their hand, the Levites skinned them. 
NKJV And they slaughtered the Passover offerings; and the priests 
sprinkled the blood with their hands, while the Levites skinned the animals. 
NLT The Levites then slaughtered the Passover lambs and presented the 
blood to the priests, who sprinkled the blood on the altar while the Levites 
prepared the animals. 

వచనము 12 

మోషే గర్ంథములో వార్యబడిన పర్కారము జనుల కుటుంబముల విభాగము చొపుప్న యెహోవాకు 

అరప్ణగా ఇచుచ్టకు దహనబలి పశుమాంసమును యాజకులు తీసికొనిరి. 
KJV And they removed the burnt offerings, that they might give according 
to the divisions of the families of the people, to offer unto the LORD, as it is 
written in the book of Moses. And so did they with the oxen. 
Amplified Then they removed the burnt offerings, that they might 
distribute them according to the divisions of the lay families to offer to the 
Lord, as directed in the Book of Moses. And so they did with the bulls. 
ESV And they set aside the burnt offerings that they might distribute them 
according to the groupings of the fathers' houses of the lay people, to offer 
to the LORD, as it is written in the Book of Moses. And so they did with the 
bulls. 
NIV They set aside the burnt offerings to give them to the subdivisions of 
the families of the people to offer to the LORD, as is written in the Book of 
Moses. They did the same with the cattle. 
NASB Then they removed the burnt offerings that they might give them to 
the sections of the fathers' households of the lay people to present to the 
LORD, as it is written in the book of Moses. They did this also with the 
bulls. 
NKJV Then they removed the burnt offerings that they might give them to 
the divisions of the fathers' houses of the lay people, to offer to the LORD, 
as it is written in the Book of Moses. And so they did with the cattle. 
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NLT They divided the burnt offerings among the people by their family 
groups, so they could offer them to the LORD according to the instructions 
recorded in the Book of Moses. They did the same with the bulls. 

వచనము 13 

వారు ఎడల్నుకూడ ఆ పర్కారముగానే చేసిరి. వారు విధిపర్కారము పసాక్పశు మాంసమును నిపుప్మీద 

కాలిచ్రిగాని యితరమైన పర్తిషాఠ్రప్ణలను కుండలలోను బొరుసులలోను పెనములలోను ఉడికించి 

జనులకందరికి తవ్రగా వడిడ్ంచిరి. 
KJV And they roasted the passover with fire according to the ordinance: 
but the other holy offerings sod they in pots, and in caldrons, and in pans, 
and divided them speedily among all the people. 
Amplified And they roasted the Passover lambs with fire according to the 
ordinance; and they cooked the holy offerings in pots, in caldrons, and in 
pans and carried them quickly to all the people. 
ESV And they roasted the Passover lamb with fire according to the rule; 
and they boiled the holy offerings in pots, in cauldrons, and in pans, and 
carried them quickly to all the lay people. 
NIV They roasted the Passover animals over the fire as prescribed, and 
boiled the holy offerings in pots, caldrons and pans and served them 
quickly to all the people. 
NASB So they roasted the Passover animals on the fire according to the 
ordinance, and they boiled the holy things in pots, in kettles, in pans, and 
carried them speedily to all the lay people. 
NKJV Also they roasted the Passover offerings with fire according to the 
ordinance; but the other holy offerings they boiled in pots, in caldrons, and 
in pans, and divided them quickly among all the lay people. 
NLT Then they roasted the Passover lambs as prescribed; and they boiled 
the holy offerings in pots, kettles, and pans, and brought them out quickly 
so the people could eat them. 

వచనము 14 

తరువాత లేవీయులు తమకొరకును యాజకులకొరకును సిదధ్ముచేసిరి. అహరోను సంతతివారగు 

యాజకులు దహనబలి పశుమాంసమును కొర్వువ్ను రాతిర్వరకు అరిప్ంపవలసివచెచ్ను గనుక 

లేవీయులు తమ కొరకును అహరోను సంతతివారగు యాజకులకొరకును సిదధ్పరచిరి. 
KJV And afterward they made ready for themselves, and for the priests: 
because the priests the sons of Aaron were busied in offering of burnt 
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offerings and the fat until night; therefore the Levites prepared for 
themselves, and for the priests the sons of Aaron. 
Amplified Afterward [the Levites] prepared for themselves and the 
priests, because the priests, the sons of Aaron, were busy in offering the 
burnt offerings and the fat until night; so the Levites prepared for 
themselves and also for the priests, the sons of Aaron. 
ESV And afterward they prepared for themselves and for the priests, 
because the priests the sons of Aaron were offering the burnt offerings and 
the fat parts until night; so the Levites prepared for themselves and for the 
priests the sons of Aaron. 
NIV After this, they made preparations for themselves and for the priests, 
because the priests, the descendants of Aaron, were sacrificing the burnt 
offerings and the fat portions until nightfall. So the Levites made 
preparations for themselves and for the Aaronic priests. 
NASB Afterwards they prepared for themselves and for the priests, 
because the priests, the sons of Aaron, were offering the burnt offerings and 
the fat until night; therefore the Levites prepared for themselves and for the 
priests, the sons of Aaron. 
NKJV Then afterward they prepared portions for themselves and for the 
priests, because the priests, the sons of Aaron, were busy in offering burnt 
offerings and fat until night; therefore the Levites prepared portions for 
themselves and for the priests, the sons of Aaron. 
NLT Afterward the Levites prepared a meal for themselves and for the 
priests, because the priests had been busy from morning till night offering 
the burnt offerings and the fat portions. The Levites took responsibility for 
all these preparations. 

వచనము 15 

మరియు ఆసాపు సంతతివారగు గాయకులును, ఆసాపు హేమానులును, రాజునకు దీరఘ్దరిశ్యగు 

యెదూతూనును దావీదు నియమించిన పర్కారముగా తమ సథ్లమందుండిరి; దావ్రములనిన్టియొదద్ను 

దావ్రపాలకులు కనిపెటుట్చుండిరి. వారు తమచేతిలో పని విడిచి అవతలికి వెళిల్పోకుండునటుల్ వారి 

సహోదరులగు లేవీయులు వారికొరకు సిదధ్పరచిరి. 
KJV And the singers the sons of Asaph were in their place, according to the 
commandment of David, and Asaph, and Heman, and Jeduthun the king's 
seer; and the porters waited at every gate; they might not depart from their 
service; for their brethren the Levites prepared for them. 
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Amplified The singers, the sons of Asaph, were in their places according 
to the command of David, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer. 
And the gatekeepers were at every gate; they did not need to leave their 
service, for their brethren the Levites prepared for them. 
ESV The singers, the sons of Asaph, were in their place according to the 
command of David, and Asaph, and Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer; 
and the gatekeepers were at each gate. They did not need to depart from 
their service, for their brothers the Levites prepared for them. 
NIV The musicians, the descendants of Asaph, were in the places 
prescribed by David, Asaph, Heman and Jeduthun the king's seer. The 
gatekeepers at each gate did not need to leave their posts, because their 
fellow Levites made the preparations for them. 
NASB The singers, the sons of Asaph, were also at their stations according 
to the command of David, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer; 
and the gatekeepers at each gate did not have to depart from their service, 
because the Levites their brethren prepared for them. 
NKJV And the singers, the sons of Asaph, were in their places, according 
to the command of David, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer. 
Also the gatekeepers were at each gate; they did not have to leave their 
position, because their brethren the Levites prepared portions for them. 
NLT The musicians, descendants of Asaph, were in their assigned places, 
following the orders given by David, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun, the 
king's seer. The gatekeepers guarded the gates and did not need to leave 
their posts of duty, for their meals were brought to them by their fellow 
Levites. 

వచనము 16 

ఈ పర్కారము రాజైన యోషీయా యిచిచ్న ఆజఞ్నుబటిట్ వారు పసాక్పండుగ ఆచరించి, యెహోవా 

బలిపీఠముమీద దహనబలులను అరిప్ంచుటచేత ఆ దినమున ఏమియు లోపములేకుండ యెహోవా 

సేవ జరిగెను. 
KJV So all the service of the LORD was prepared the same day, to keep the 
passover, and to offer burnt offerings upon the altar of the LORD, 
according to the commandment of king Josiah. 
Amplified So all the Lord's service was prepared the same day to keep the 
Passover and to offer burnt offerings upon the Lord's altar, as King Josiah 
commanded. 
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ESV So all the service of the LORD was prepared that day, to keep the 
Passover and to offer burnt offerings on the altar of the LORD, according to 
the command of King Josiah. 
NIV So at that time the entire service of the LORD was carried out for the 
celebration of the Passover and the offering of burnt offerings on the altar 
of the LORD, as King Josiah had ordered. 
NASB So all the service of the LORD was prepared on that day to celebrate 
the Passover, and to offer burnt offerings on the altar of the LORD 
according to the command of King Josiah. 
NKJV So all the service of the LORD was prepared the same day, to keep 
the Passover and to offer burnt offerings on the altar of the LORD, 
according to the command of King Josiah. 
NLT The entire ceremony for the LORD's Passover was completed that 
day. All the burnt offerings were sacrificed on the altar of the LORD, as 
King Josiah had ordered. 

వచనము 17 

అకక్డనునన్ ఇశార్యేలీయులు, ఆ కాలమందు పసాక్ను పులియని రొటెట్ల పండుగను ఏడు దినములు 

ఆచరించిరి. 
KJV And the children of Israel that were present kept the passover at that 
time, and the feast of unleavened bread seven days. 
Amplified And the Israelites who were present kept the Passover at that 
time, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread for seven days. 
ESV And the people of Israel who were present kept the Passover at that 
time, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread seven days. 
NIV The Israelites who were present celebrated the Passover at that time 
and observed the Feast of Unleavened Bread for seven days. 
NASB Thus the sons of Israel who were present celebrated the Passover at 
that time, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread seven days. 
NKJV And the children of Israel who were present kept the Passover at 
that time, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread for seven days. 
NLT All the Israelites present in Jerusalem celebrated Passover and the 
Festival of Unleavened Bread for seven days. 

వచనము 18 

పర్వకత్యగు సమూయేలు దినములు మొదలుకొని ఇశార్యేలీయులలో పసాక్పండుగ అంత ఘనముగా 

ఆచరింపబడి యుండలేదు. యోషీయాయు, యాజకులును, లేవీయులును, అకక్డనునన్ యూదా 
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ఇశార్యేలువారందరును, యెరూషలేము కాపురసుథ్లును ఆచరించిన పర్కారము ఇశార్యేలు 

రాజులందరిలో ఒకక్డైనను పసాక్పండుగను ఆచరించి యుండలేదు. 
KJV And there was no passover like to that kept in Israel from the days of 
Samuel the prophet; neither did all the kings of Israel keep such a passover 
as Josiah kept, and the priests, and the Levites, and all Judah and Israel 
that were present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
Amplified No Passover like it had been kept in Israel since the days of 
Samuel the prophet, even by any of the kings of Israel, as was kept by 
Josiah and the priests, the Levites, and all Judah and Israel who were 
present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
ESV No Passover like it had been kept in Israel since the days of Samuel 
the prophet. None of the kings of Israel had kept such a Passover as was 
kept by Josiah, and the priests and the Levites, and all Judah and Israel 
who were present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NIV The Passover had not been observed like this in Israel since the days 
of the prophet Samuel; and none of the kings of Israel had ever celebrated 
such a Passover as did Josiah, with the priests, the Levites and all Judah 
and Israel who were there with the people of Jerusalem. 
NASB There had not been celebrated a Passover like it in Israel since the 
days of Samuel the prophet; nor had any of the kings of Israel celebrated 
such a Passover as Josiah did with the priests, the Levites, all Judah and 
Israel who were present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NKJV There had been no Passover kept in Israel like that since the days of 
Samuel the prophet; and none of the kings of Israel had kept such a 
Passover as Josiah kept, with the priests and the Levites, all Judah and 
Israel who were present, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. 
NLT Never since the time of the prophet Samuel had there been such a 
Passover. None of the kings of Israel had ever kept a Passover as Josiah did, 
involving all the priests and Levites, all the people of Jerusalem, and people 
from all over Judah and Israel. 

వచనము 19 

యోషీయా యేలుబడియందు పదునెనిమిదవ సంవతస్రమున ఈ పసాక్పండుగ జరిగెను. 
KJV In the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah was this passover kept. 
Amplified In the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah this Passover was 
kept. 
ESV In the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah this Passover was kept. 
NIV This Passover was celebrated in the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign. 
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NASB In the eighteenth year of Josiah's reign this Passover was celebrated. 
NKJV In the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah this Passover was kept. 
NLT This Passover celebration took place in the eighteenth year of Josiah's 
reign. 

వచనము 20 

ఇదంతయు అయిన తరువాత యోషీయా మందిరమును సిదధ్పరచినపుప్డు ఐగుపుత్రాజైన నెకో 

యూఫర్టీసు నదియొదద్నునన్ కరెక్మీషుమీదికి దండెతిత్ వెళుల్చుండగా యోషీయా అతనిమీదికి 

బయలుదేరెను. 
KJV After all this, when Josiah had prepared the temple, Necho king of 
Egypt came up to fight against Charchemish by Euphrates: and Josiah went 
out against him. 
Amplified After all this, when Josiah had prepared the temple, Neco king 
of Egypt went out to fight against Carchemish on the Euphrates, and Josiah 
went out against him. 
ESV After all this, when Josiah had prepared the temple, Neco king of 
Egypt went up to fight at Carchemish on the Euphrates and Josiah went out 
to meet him. 
NIV After all this, when Josiah had set the temple in order, Neco king of 
Egypt went up to fight at Carchemish on the Euphrates, and Josiah 
marched out to meet him in battle. 
NASB After all this, when Josiah had set the temple in order, Neco king of 
Egypt came up to make war at Carchemish on the Euphrates, and Josiah 
went out to engage him. 
NKJV After all this, when Josiah had prepared the temple, Necho king of 
Egypt came up to fight against Carchemish by the Euphrates; and Josiah 
went out against him. 
NLT After Josiah had finished restoring the Temple, King Neco of Egypt 
led his army up from Egypt to do battle at Carchemish on the Euphrates 
River, and Josiah and his army marched out to fight him. 

వచనము 21 

అయితే రాజైన నెకో అతనియొదద్కు రాయబారులను పంపి-- యూదారాజా నీతో నాకేమి? 

పూరవ్మునుండి నాకు శతుర్వులగువారిమీదికేగాని నేడు నీమీదికి నేను రాలేదు. దేవుడు తవ్రచేయుమని 
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నాకు ఆజాఞ్పించెను గనుక దేవుడు నాతోకూడ ఉండి నినున్ నశింపజేయకుండునటుల్ ఆయన జోలికి 

నీవు రావదద్ని చెపప్నాజాఞ్పించెను. 
KJV But he sent ambassadors to him, saying, What have I to do with thee, 
thou king of Judah? I come not against thee this day, but against the house 
wherewith I have war: for God commanded me to make haste: forbear thee 
from meddling with God, who is with me, that he destroy thee not. 
Amplified But [Neco] sent ambassadors to [Josiah], saying, What have I 
to do with you, you king of Judah? I come not against you this day, but 
against the house with which I am at war; and God has commanded me to 
make haste. Refrain from opposing God, Who is with me, lest He destroy 
you. 
ESV But he sent envoys to him, saying, "What have we to do with each 
other, king of Judah? I am not coming against you this day, but against the 
house with which I am at war. And God has commanded me to hurry. Cease 
opposing God, who is with me, lest he destroy you." 
NIV But Neco sent messengers to him, saying, 'What quarrel is there 
between you and me, O king of Judah? It is not you I am attacking at this 
time, but the house with which I am at war. God has told me to hurry; so 
stop opposing God, who is with me, or he will destroy you.' 
NASB But Neco sent messengers to him, saying, 'What have we to do with 
each other, O King of Judah? I am not coming against you today but against 
the house with which I am at war, and God has ordered me to hurry. Stop 
for your own sake from interfering with God who is with me, so that He will 
not destroy you.' 
NKJV But he sent messengers to him, saying, "What have I to do with you, 
king of Judah? I have not come against you this day, but against the house 
with which I have war; for God commanded me to make haste. Refrain 
from meddling with God, who is with me, lest He destroy you." 
NLT But King Neco sent ambassadors to Josiah with this message: 'What 
do you want with me, king of Judah? I have no quarrel with you today! I 
only want to fight the nation with which I am at war. And God has told me 
to hurry! Do not interfere with God, who is with me, or he will destroy you.' 

వచనము 22 

అయినను యోషీయా అతనితో యుదధ్ము చేయగోరి, అతనియొదద్నుండి తిరిగిపోక మారువేషము 

ధరించుకొని, యెహోవా నోటి మాటలుగా పలుకబడిన నెకో మాటలను వినక మెగిదో ద్ లోయయందు 

యుదధ్ము చేయవచెచ్ను. 
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KJV Nevertheless Josiah would not turn his face from him, but disguised 
himself, that he might fight with him, and hearkened not unto the words of 
Necho from the mouth of God, and came to fight in the valley of Megiddo. 
Amplified Yet Josiah would not turn away from him, but disguised 
himself in order to fight with him. He did not heed the words of Neco from 
the mouth of God, but came to fight with him in the valley of Megiddo. 
ESV Nevertheless, Josiah did not turn away from him, but disguised 
himself in order to fight with him. He did not listen to the words of Neco 
from the mouth of God, but came to fight in the plain of Megiddo. 
NIV Josiah, however, would not turn away from him, but disguised himself 
to engage him in battle. He would not listen to what Neco had said at God's 
command but went to fight him on the plain of Megiddo. 
NASB However, Josiah would not turn away from him, but disguised 
himself in order to make war with him; nor did he listen to the words of 
Neco from the mouth of God, but came to make war on the plain of 
Megiddo. 
NKJV Nevertheless Josiah would not turn his face from him, but disguised 
himself so that he might fight with him, and did not heed the words of 
Necho from the mouth of God. So he came to fight in the Valley of Megiddo. 
NLT But Josiah refused to listen to Neco, to whom God had indeed spoken, 
and he would not turn back. Instead, he led his army into battle on the 
plain of Megiddo. He laid aside his royal robes so the enemy would not 
recognize him. 

వచనము 23 

విలుకాండుర్ రాజైన యోషీయామీద బాణములు వేయగా రాజు తన సేవకులను చూచి--నాకు గొపప్ 

గాయము తగిలెను, ఇకక్డనుండి ననున్ కొనిపోవుడని చెపెప్ను. 
KJV And the archers shot at king Josiah; and the king said to his servants, 
Have me away; for I am sore wounded. 
Amplified And the archers shot King Josiah, and the king said to his 
servants, Take me away, for I am severely wounded. 
ESV And the archers shot King Josiah. And the king said to his servants, 
"Take me away, for I am badly wounded." 
NIV Archers shot King Josiah, and he told his officers, 'Take me away; I am 
badly wounded.' 
NASB The archers shot King Josiah, and the king said to his servants, 
'Take me away, for I am badly wounded.' 
NKJV And the archers shot King Josiah; and the king said to his servants, 
"Take me away, for I am severely wounded." 
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NLT But the enemy archers hit King Josiah with their arrows and wounded 
him. He cried out to his men, 'Take me from the battle, for I am badly 
wounded!' 

వచనము 24 

కావున అతని సేవకులు రథము మీదనుండి అతని దింపి, అతనికునన్ వేరు రథముమీద అతని ఉంచి 

యెరూషలేమునకు అతని తీసికొనివచిచ్రి. అతడు మృతిబొంది తన పితరుల సమాధులలో 

ఒకదానియందు పాతిపెటట్బడెను. యూదా యెరూషలేము వారందరును యోషీయా చనిపోయెనని 

పర్లాపము చేసిరి. 
KJV His servants therefore took him out of that chariot, and put him in the 
second chariot that he had; and they brought him to Jerusalem, and he 
died, and was buried in one of the sepulchres of his fathers. And all Judah 
and Jerusalem mourned for Josiah. 
Amplified So his servants took him out of the chariot and put him in his 
second chariot and brought him to Jerusalem. And he died and was buried 
in the tombs of his fathers. All Judah and Jerusalem mourned for Josiah. 
ESV So his servants took him out of the chariot and carried him in his 
second chariot and brought him to Jerusalem. And he died and was buried 
in the tombs of his fathers. All Judah and Jerusalem mourned for Josiah. 
NIV So they took him out of his chariot, put him in the other chariot he had 
and brought him to Jerusalem, where he died. He was buried in the tombs 
of his fathers, and all Judah and Jerusalem mourned for him. 
NASB So his servants took him out of the chariot and carried him in the 
second chariot which he had, and brought him to Jerusalem where he died 
and was buried in the tombs of his fathers. All Judah and Jerusalem 
mourned for Josiah. 
NKJV His servants therefore took him out of that chariot and put him in 
the second chariot that he had, and they brought him to Jerusalem. So he 
died, and was buried in one of the tombs of his fathers. And all Judah and 
Jerusalem mourned for Josiah. 
NLT So they lifted Josiah out of his chariot and placed him in another 
chariot. Then they brought him back to Jerusalem, where he died. He was 
buried there in the royal cemetery. And all Judah and Jerusalem mourned 
for him. 

వచనము 25 
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యిరీమ్యాయు యోషీయానుగూరిచ్ పర్లాపవాకయ్ము చేసెను, గాయకులందరును 

గాయకురాండర్ందరును తమ పర్లాపవాకయ్ములలో అతనిగూరిచ్ పలికిరి; నేటివరకు 

యోషీయానుగూరిచ్ ఇశార్యేలీయులలో ఆలాగు చేయుట వాడుక ఆయెను. పర్లాపవాకయ్ములలో 

అటిట్వి వార్యబడియునన్వి. 
KJV And Jeremiah lamented for Josiah: and all the singing men and the 
singing women spake of Josiah in their lamentations to this day, and made 
them an ordinance in Israel: and, behold, they are written in the 
lamentations. 
Amplified Jeremiah gave a lament for Josiah, and all the singing men and 
women have spoken of Josiah in their laments to this day. They made them 
an ordinance in Israel; behold, they are written in the Laments. 
ESV Jeremiah also uttered a lament for Josiah; and all the singing men 
and singing women have spoken of Josiah in their laments to this day. They 
made these a rule in Israel; behold, they are written in the Laments. 
NIV Jeremiah composed laments for Josiah, and to this day all the men 
and women singers commemorate Josiah in the laments. These became a 
tradition in Israel and are written in the Laments. 
NASB Then Jeremiah chanted a lament for Josiah. And all the male and 
female singers speak about Josiah in their lamentations to this day. And 
they made them an ordinance in Israel; behold, they are also written in the 
Lamentations. 
NKJV Jeremiah also lamented for Josiah. And to this day all the singing 
men and the singing women speak of Josiah in their lamentations. They 
made it a custom in Israel; and indeed they are written in the Laments. 
NLT The prophet Jeremiah composed funeral songs for Josiah, and to this 
day choirs still sing these sad songs about his death. These songs of sorrow 
have become a tradition and are recorded in 'The Book of Laments.' 

వచనము 26 

యోషీయా చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనిన్టినిగూరిచ్యు, యెహోవా ధరమ్శాసత్రవిధుల ననుసరించి అతడు 

చూపిన భయభకుత్లనుగూరిచ్యు,  
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Josiah, and his goodness, according to that 
which was written in the law of the LORD, 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Josiah and his deeds, according to 
what is written in the Law of the Lord, 
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ESV Now the rest of the acts of Josiah, and his good deeds according to 
what is written in the Law of the LORD, 
NIV The other events of Josiah's reign and his acts of devotion, according 
to what is written in the Law of the LORD-- 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Josiah and his deeds of devotion as 
written in the law of the LORD, 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Josiah and his goodness, according to 
what was written in the Law of the LORD, 
NLT The rest of the events of Josiah's reign and his acts of devotion done 
according to the written law of the LORD, 

వచనము 27 

అతడు చేసిన సమసత్ కిర్యలనుగూరిచ్యు ఇశార్యేలు యూదారాజుల గర్ంథమందు 

వార్యబడియునన్ది. 
KJV And his deeds, first and last, behold, they are written in the book of 
the kings of Israel and Judah. 
Amplified And his acts, from first to last, behold, they are written in the 
Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. 
ESV and his acts, first and last, behold, they are written in the Book of the 
Kings of Israel and Judah. 
NIV all the events, from beginning to end, are written in the book of the 
kings of Israel and Judah. 
NASB and his acts, first to last, behold, they are written in the Book of the 
Kings of Israel and Judah. 
NKJV and his deeds from first to last, indeed they are written in the book 
of the kings of Israel and Judah. 
NLT from beginning to end, are recorded in 'The Book of the Kings of 
Israel and Judah.' 
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వచనము 1 

అపుప్డు దేశపు జనులు యోషీయా కుమారుడైన యెహోయాహాజును సీవ్కరించి యెరూషలేములో 

అతని తండిర్ సాథ్నమున అతనిని రాజుగా నియమించిరి. 
KJV Then the people of the land took Jehoahaz the son of Josiah, and 
made him king in his father's stead in Jerusalem. 
Amplified THEN THE people of the land took Jehoahaz son of Josiah and 
made him king in his father's stead in Jerusalem. 
ESV The people of the land took Jehoahaz the son of Josiah and made him 
king in his father's place in Jerusalem. 
NIV And the people of the land took Jehoahaz son of Josiah and made him 
king in Jerusalem in place of his father. 
NASB Then the people of the land took Joahaz the son of Josiah, and made 
him king in place of his father in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Then the people of the land took Jehoahaz the son of Josiah, and 
made him king in his father's place in Jerusalem. 
NLT Then the people of the land took Josiah's son Jehoahaz and made him 
the next king in Jerusalem. 

వచనము 2 

యెహోయాహాజు ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది మూడేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో మూడు నెలలు 

ఏలెను. 
KJV Jehoahaz was twenty and three years old when he began to reign, and 
he reigned three months in Jerusalem. 
Amplified Jehoahaz was [then] twenty-three years old; he reigned three 
months in Jerusalem. 
ESV Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned three months in Jerusalem. 
NIV Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem three months. 
NASB Joahaz was twenty-three years old when he became king, and he 
reigned three months in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he became king, and he 
reigned three months in Jerusalem. 
NLT Jehoahaz was twenty-three years old when he became king, but he 
reigned only three months. 
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వచనము 3 

ఐగుపుత్ రాజు యెరూషలేమునకు వచిచ్ అతని తొలగించి, ఆ దేశమునకు రెండువందల మణుగుల 

వెండిని రెండు మణుగుల బంగారమును జులామ్నాగా నిరణ్యించి 

KJV And the king of Egypt put him down at Jerusalem, and condemned 
the land in an hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold. 
Amplified Then the king of Egypt deposed him at Jerusalem and fined the 
land a hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold. 
ESV Then the king of Egypt deposed him in Jerusalem and laid on the land 
a tribute of a hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold. 
NIV The king of Egypt dethroned him in Jerusalem and imposed on Judah 
a levy of a hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold. 
NASB Then the king of Egypt deposed him at Jerusalem, and imposed on 
the land a fine of one hundred talents of silver and one talent of gold. 
NKJV Now the king of Egypt deposed him at Jerusalem; and he imposed 
on the land a tribute of one hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold. 
NLT Then he was deposed by Neco, the king of Egypt, who demanded a 
tribute from Judah of 7,500 pounds of silver and 75 pounds of gold. 

వచనము 4 

అతని సహోదరుడైన ఎలాయ్కీమును యూదామీదను యెరూషలేముమీదను రాజుగా నియమించి, 

అతనికి యెహోయాకీము అను మారు పేరుపెటెట్ను. నెకో అతని సహోదరుడైన యెహోయాహాజును 

పటుట్కొని ఐగుపుత్నకు తీసికొనిపోయెను.  
KJV And the king of Egypt made Eliakim his brother king over Judah and 
Jerusalem, and turned his name to Jehoiakim. And Necho took Jehoahaz 
his brother, and carried him to Egypt. 
Amplified And the king of Egypt made Eliakim, Jehoahaz' brother, king 
over Judah and Jerusalem and changed his name to Jehoiakim. But Neco 
took Jehoahaz his brother and carried him to Egypt. 
ESV And the king of Egypt made Eliakim his brother king over Judah and 
Jerusalem, and changed his name to Jehoiakim. But Neco took Jehoahaz 
his brother and carried him to Egypt. 
NIV The king of Egypt made Eliakim, a brother of Jehoahaz, king over 
Judah and Jerusalem and changed Eliakim's name to Jehoiakim. But Neco 
took Eliakim's brother Jehoahaz and carried him off to Egypt. 
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NASB The king of Egypt made Eliakim his brother king over Judah and 
Jerusalem, and changed his name to Jehoiakim. But Neco took Joahaz his 
brother and brought him to Egypt. 
NKJV Then the king of Egypt made Jehoahaz's brother Eliakim king over 
Judah and Jerusalem, and changed his name to Jehoiakim. And Necho 
took Jehoahaz his brother and carried him off to Egypt. 
NLT The king of Egypt appointed Eliakim, the brother of Jehoahaz, as the 
next king of Judah and Jerusalem, and he changed Eliakim's name to 
Jehoiakim. Then Neco took Jehoahaz to Egypt as a prisoner. 

వచనము 5 

యెహోయాకీము ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యయిదేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో పదకొండు 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను. అతడు తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడచుటచేత 

KJV Jehoiakim was twenty and five years old when he began to reign, and 
he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem: and he did that which was evil in the 
sight of the LORD his God. 
Amplified Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, 
and he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. He did evil in the sight of the 
Lord his God. 
ESV Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. He did what was evil in the sight of the 
LORD his God. 
NIV Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eleven years. He did evil in the eyes of the LORD his 
God. 
NASB Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem; and he did evil in the sight of the LORD 
his God. 
NKJV Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. And he did evil in the sight of the LORD 
his God. 
NLT Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eleven years. But he did what was evil in the sight of 
the LORD his God. 

వచనము 6 
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అతనిమీదికి బబులోనురాజైన నెబుకదెన్జరు వచిచ్ అతని బబులోనునకు తీసికొనిపోవుటకై 

గొలుసులతో బంధించెను. 
KJV Against him came up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and bound 
him in fetters, to carry him to Babylon. 
Amplified Against him came up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon and 
bound him in fetters to take him to Babylon. 
ESV Against him came up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon and bound him 
in chains to take him to Babylon. 
NIV Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon attacked him and bound him with 
bronze shackles to take him to Babylon. 
NASB Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up against him and bound 
him with bronze chains to take him to Babylon. 
NKJV Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up against him, and bound 
him in bronze fetters to carry him off to Babylon. 
NLT Then King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon came to Jerusalem and 
captured it, and he bound Jehoiakim in chains and led him away to 
Babylon. 

వచనము 7 

మరియు నెబుకదెన్జరు యెహోవా మందిరపు ఉపకరణములలో కొనిన్టిని బబులోనునకు 

తీసికొనిపోయి బబులోనులోనునన్ తన గుడిలో ఉంచెను. 
KJV Nebuchadnezzar also carried of the vessels of the house of the LORD 
to Babylon, and put them in his temple at Babylon. 
Amplified Nebuchadnezzar also took some of the vessels of the house of 
the Lord to Babylon and put them in his temple or palace there. 
ESV Nebuchadnezzar also carried part of the vessels of the house of the 
LORD to Babylon and put them in his palace in Babylon. 
NIV Nebuchadnezzar also took to Babylon articles from the temple of the 
LORD and put them in his temple there. 
NASB Nebuchadnezzar also brought some of the articles of the house of 
the LORD to Babylon and put them in his temple at Babylon. 
NKJV Nebuchadnezzar also carried off some of the articles from the house 
of the LORD to Babylon, and put them in his temple at Babylon. 
NLT Nebuchadnezzar also took some of the treasures from the Temple of 
the LORD, and he placed them in his palace in Babylon. 

వచనము 8 
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యెహోయాకీము చేసిన యితర కారయ్ములనుగూరిచ్యు, అతడు హేయదేవతలను 

పెటుట్కొనుటనుగూరిచ్యు, అతని సకల పర్వరత్ననుగూరిచ్యు ఇశార్యేలు యూదారాజుల 

గర్ంథమందు వార్యబడియునన్ది. అతని కుమారుడైన యెహోయాకీను అతనికి బదులుగా రాజాయెను. 
KJV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, and his abominations which he 
did, and that which was found in him, behold, they are written in the book 
of the kings of Israel and Judah: and Jehoiachin his son reigned in his 
stead. 
Amplified Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, and the abominations 
which he did, and what was found against him, behold, they are written in 
the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. And Jehoiachin his son reigned 
in his stead. 
ESV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, and the abominations that he 
did, and what was found against him, behold, they are written in the Book 
of the Kings of Israel and Judah. And Jehoiachin his son reigned in his 
place. 
NIV The other events of Jehoiakim's reign, the detestable things he did and 
all that was found against him, are written in the book of the kings of Israel 
and Judah. And Jehoiachin his son succeeded him as king. 
NASB Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim and the abominations which 
he did, and what was found against him, behold, they are written in the 
Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah. And Jehoiachin his son became king 
in his place. 
NKJV Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, the abominations which he 
did, and what was found against him, indeed they are written in the book of 
the kings of Israel and Judah. Then Jehoiachin his son reigned in his place. 
NLT The rest of the events of Jehoiakim's reign, including all the evil 
things he did and everything found against him, are recorded in 'The Book 
of the Kings of Israel and Judah.' Then his son Jehoiachin became the next 
king. 

వచనము 9 

యెహోయాకీను ఏలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఎనిమిదేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో మూడు నెలల పది 

దినములు ఏలెను. అతడు యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడిచెను 

KJV Jehoiachin was eight years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 
three months and ten days in Jerusalem: and he did that which was evil in 
the sight of the LORD. 
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Amplified Jehoiachin was eight[een] years old then; he reigned three 
months and ten days in Jerusalem. He did evil in the Lord's sight. 
ESV Jehoiachin was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned 
three months and ten days in Jerusalem. He did what was evil in the sight 
of the LORD. 
NIV Jehoiachin was eighteen years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem three months and ten days. He did evil in the eyes of 
the LORD. 
NASB Jehoiachin was eight years old when he became king, and he 
reigned three months and ten days in Jerusalem, and he did evil in the sight 
of the LORD. 
NKJV Jehoiachin was eight years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem three months and ten days. And he did evil in the 
sight of the LORD. 
NLT Jehoiachin was eighteen years old when he became king, but he 
reigned in Jerusalem only three months and ten days. Jehoiachin did what 
was evil in the LORD's sight. 

వచనము 10 

ఏడాదినాటికి, రాజైన నెబుకదెన్జరు దూతలను పంపి యెహోయాకీనును బబులోనునకు రపిప్ంచి, 

అతని సహోదరుడైన సిదిక్యాను యూదామీదను యెరూషలేము మీదను రాజుగా నియమించెను. 

మరియు అతడు రాజు వెంట యెహోవా మందిరములోని పర్శసత్మైన ఉపకరణములను తెపిప్ంచెను. 
KJV And when the year was expired, king Nebuchadnezzar sent, and 
brought him to Babylon, with the goodly vessels of the house of the LORD, 
and made Zedekiah his brother king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
Amplified In the spring, King Nebuchadnezzar sent and brought him to 
Babylon, with the precious vessels of the house of the Lord, and made 
Zedekiah the [boy's] brother king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
ESV In the spring of the year King Nebuchadnezzar sent and brought him 
to Babylon, with the precious vessels of the house of the LORD, and made 
his brother Zedekiah king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
NIV In the spring, King Nebuchadnezzar sent for him and brought him to 
Babylon, together with articles of value from the temple of the LORD, and 
he made Jehoiachin's uncle, Zedekiah, king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
NASB At the turn of the year King Nebuchadnezzar sent and brought him 
to Babylon with the valuable articles of the house of the LORD, and he 
made his kinsman Zedekiah king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
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NKJV At the turn of the year King Nebuchadnezzar summoned him and 
took him to Babylon, with the costly articles from the house of the LORD, 
and made Zedekiah, Jehoiakim's brother, king over Judah and Jerusalem. 
NLT In the spring of the following year, Jehoiachin was summoned to 
Babylon by King Nebuchadnezzar. Many treasures from the Temple of the 
LORD were taken to Babylon at that time. And Nebuchadnezzar appointed 
Jehoiachin's uncle, Zedekiah, to be the next king in Judah and Jerusalem. 

వచనము 11 

సిదిక్యా యేలనారంభించినపుప్డు ఇరువది యొకటేండల్వాడై యెరూషలేములో పదకొండు 

సంవతస్రములు ఏలెను. 
KJV Zedekiah was one and twenty years old when he began to reign, and 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 
Amplified Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and 
he reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 
ESV Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he began to reign, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 
NIV Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eleven years. 
NASB Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. 
NLT Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and he 
reigned in Jerusalem eleven years. 

వచనము 12 

అతడు తన దేవుడైన యెహోవా దృషిట్కి చెడునడత నడచుచు, ఆయన నియమించిన పర్వకత్యైన 

యిరీమ్యా మాట వినకయు, తనున్ తాను తగిగ్ంచుకొనకయు ఉండెను. 
KJV And he did that which was evil in the sight of the LORD his God, and 
humbled not himself before Jeremiah the prophet speaking from the mouth 
of the LORD. 
Amplified He did evil in the sight of the Lord his God and did not humble 
himself before Jeremiah the prophet, who spoke at the dictation of the 
Lord. 
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ESV He did what was evil in the sight of the LORD his God. He did not 
humble himself before Jeremiah the prophet, who spoke from the mouth of 
the LORD. 
NIV He did evil in the eyes of the LORD his God and did not humble 
himself before Jeremiah the prophet, who spoke the word of the LORD. 
NASB He did evil in the sight of the LORD his God; he did not humble 
himself before Jeremiah the prophet who spoke for the LORD. 
NKJV He did evil in the sight of the LORD his God, and did not humble 
himself before Jeremiah the prophet, who spoke from the mouth of the 
LORD. 
NLT He did what was evil in the sight of the LORD his God, and he refused 
to humble himself in the presence of the prophet Jeremiah, who spoke for 
the LORD. 

వచనము 13 

మరియు దేవుని నామమునుబటిట్ తనచేత పర్మాణముచేయించిన నెబుకదెన్జరు రాజుమీద అతడు 

తిరుగుబాటు చేసెను. అతడు మొండితనము వహించి ఇశార్యేలీయుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా వైపు 

తిరుగక తన మనసుస్ను కఠినపరచుకొనెను. 
KJV And he also rebelled against king Nebuchadnezzar, who had made 
him swear by God: but he stiffened his neck, and hardened his heart from 
turning unto the LORD God of Israel. 
Amplified He also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, who made him 
swear by God. He stiffened his neck and hardened his heart against turning 
to the Lord, the God of Israel. 
ESV He also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, who had made him 
swear by God. He stiffened his neck and hardened his heart against turning 
to the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NIV He also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, who had made him 
take an oath in God's name. He became stiff-necked and hardened his heart 
and would not turn to the LORD, the God of Israel. 
NASB He also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar who had made him 
swear allegiance by God But he stiffened his neck and hardened his heart 
against turning to the LORD God of Israel. 
NKJV And he also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, who had made 
him swear an oath by God; but he stiffened his neck and hardened his heart 
against turning to the LORD God of Israel. 
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NLT He also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, even though he had 
taken an oath of loyalty in God's name. Zedekiah was a hard and stubborn 
man, refusing to turn to the LORD, the God of Israel. 

వచనము 14 

అదియుగాక యాజకులలోను జనులలోను అధిపతులగువారు, అనయ్జనులు పూజించు హేయమైన 

విగర్హములను పెటుట్కొని బహుగా దోర్హులై, యెహోవా యెరూషలేములో పరిశుదధ్పరచిన 

మందిరమును అపవితర్పరచిరి. 
KJV Moreover all the chief of the priests, and the people, transgressed very 
much after all the abominations of the heathen; and polluted the house of 
the LORD which he had hallowed in Jerusalem. 
Amplified Also all the chiefs of the priests and the people trespassed 
greatly in accord with all the abominations of the heathen, and they 
polluted the house of the Lord which He had hallowed in Jerusalem. 
ESV All the officers of the priests and the people likewise were exceedingly 
unfaithful, following all the abominations of the nations. And they polluted 
the house of the LORD that he had made holy in Jerusalem. 
NIV Furthermore, all the leaders of the priests and the people became 
more and more unfaithful, following all the detestable practices of the 
nations and defiling the temple of the LORD, which he had consecrated in 
Jerusalem. 
NASB Furthermore, all the officials of the priests and the people were very 
unfaithful following all the abominations of the nations; and they defiled 
the house of the LORD which He had sanctified in Jerusalem. 
NKJV Moreover all the leaders of the priests and the people transgressed 
more and more, according to all the abominations of the nations, and 
defiled the house of the LORD which He had consecrated in Jerusalem. 
NLT All the leaders of the priests and the people became more and more 
unfaithful. They followed the pagan practices of the surrounding nations, 
desecrating the Temple of the LORD in Jerusalem. 

వచనము 15 

వారి పితరుల దేవుడైన యెహోవా తన జనులయందును తన నివాససథ్లమందును కటాక్షము గలవాడై 

వారియొదద్కు తన దూతలదావ్రా వరత్మానము పంపుచు వచెచ్ను. ఆయన 

KJV And the LORD God of their fathers sent to them by his messengers, 
rising up betimes, and sending; because he had compassion on his people, 
and on his dwelling place: 
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Amplified And the Lord, the God of their fathers, sent to them 
persistently by His messengers, because He had compassion on His people 
and on His dwelling place. 
ESV The LORD, the God of their fathers, sent persistently to them by his 
messengers, because he had compassion on his people and on his dwelling 
place. 
NIV The LORD, the God of their fathers, sent word to them through his 
messengers again and again, because he had pity on his people and on his 
dwelling place. 
NASB The LORD, the God of their fathers, sent word to them again and 
again by His messengers, because He had compassion on His people and on 
His dwelling place; 
NKJV And the LORD God of their fathers sent warnings to them by His 
messengers, rising up early and sending them, because He had compassion 
on His people and on His dwelling place. 
NLT The LORD, the God of their ancestors, repeatedly sent his prophets to 
warn them, for he had compassion on his people and his Temple. 

వచనము 16 

పెందలకడ లేచి పంపుచువచిచ్నను వారు దేవుని దూతలను ఎగతాళిచేయుచు, ఆయన వాకయ్ములను 

తృణీకరించుచు, ఆయన పర్వకత్లను హింసించుచు రాగా, నివారింప శకయ్ముకాకుండ యెహోవా 

కోపము ఆయన జనులమీదికి వచెచ్ను. 
KJV But they mocked the messengers of God, and despised his words, and 
misused his prophets, until the wrath of the LORD arose against his people, 
till there was no remedy. 
Amplified But they kept mocking the messengers of God and despising 
His words and scoffing at His prophets till the wrath of the Lord rose 
against His people, till there was no remedy or healing. 
ESV But they kept mocking the messengers of God, despising his words 
and scoffing at his prophets, until the wrath of the LORD rose against his 
people, until there was no remedy. 
NIV But they mocked God's messengers, despised his words and scoffed at 
his prophets until the wrath of the LORD was aroused against his people 
and there was no remedy. 
NASB but they continually mocked the messengers of God, despised His 
words and scoffed at His prophets, until the wrath of the LORD arose 
against His people, until there was no remedy. 
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NKJV But they mocked the messengers of God, despised His words, and 
scoffed at His prophets, until the wrath of the LORD arose against His 
people, till there was no remedy. 
NLT But the people mocked these messengers of God and despised their 
words. They scoffed at the prophets until the LORD's anger could no longer 
be restrained and there was no remedy. 

వచనము 17 

ఆయన వారిమీదికి కలీద్యుల రాజును రపిప్ంపగా అతడు వారికి పరిశుదధ్ సథ్లముగానునన్ 

మందిరములోనే వారి యౌవనులను ఖడగ్ముచేత సంహరించెను. అతడు యౌవనులయందైనను, 

యువతులయందైనను, ముసలివారియందైనను, నెరసిన వెండుర్కలుగల వారియందైనను 

కనికరింపలేదు. దేవుడు వారినందరిని అతని చేతికపప్గించెను. 
KJV Therefore he brought upon them the king of the Chaldees, who slew 
their young men with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, and had no 
compassion upon young man or maiden, old man, or him that stooped for 
age: he gave them all into his hand. 
Amplified Therefore He brought against them the king of the Chaldeans, 
who slew their young men with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, 
and had no compassion on young man or virgin, old man or hoary-headed; 
He gave them all into his hand. 
ESV Therefore he brought up against them the king of the Chaldeans, who 
killed their young men with the sword in the house of their sanctuary and 
had no compassion on young man or virgin, old man or aged. He gave them 
all into his hand. 
NIV He brought up against them the king of the Babylonians, who killed 
their young men with the sword in the sanctuary, and spared neither young 
man nor young woman, old man or aged. God handed all of them over to 
Nebuchadnezzar. 
NASB Therefore He brought up against them the king of the Chaldeans 
who slew their young men with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, 
and had no compassion on young man or virgin, old man or infirm; He gave 
them all into his hand. 
NKJV Therefore He brought against them the king of the Chaldeans, who 
killed their young men with the sword in the house of their sanctuary, and 
had no compassion on young man or virgin, on the aged or the weak; He 
gave them all into his hand. 
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NLT So the LORD brought the king of Babylon against them. The 
Babylonians killed Judah's young men, even chasing after them into the 
Temple. They had no pity on the people, killing both young and old, men 
and women, healthy and sick. God handed them all over to 
Nebuchadnezzar. 

వచనము 18 

మరియు బబులోనురాజు పెదద్వేమి చినన్వేమి దేవుని మందిరపు ఉపకరణములనిన్టిని, యెహోవా 

మందిరపు నిధులలోనిదేమి రాజు నిధులలోనిదేమి అధిపతుల నిధులలోనిదేమి, దొరకిన 

దర్వయ్మంతయు బబులోనునకు తీసికొనిపోయెను. 
KJV And all the vessels of the house of God, great and small, and the 
treasures of the house of the LORD, and the treasures of the king, and of his 
princes; all these he brought to Babylon. 
Amplified And all the vessels of the house of God, great and small, and the 
treasures of the Lord's house, of the king, and of his princes, all these he 
brought to Babylon. 
ESV And all the vessels of the house of God, great and small, and the 
treasures of the house of the LORD, and the treasures of the king and of his 
princes, all these he brought to Babylon. 
NIV He carried to Babylon all the articles from the temple of God, both 
large and small, and the treasures of the Lord's temple and the treasures of 
the king and his officials. 
NASB All the articles of the house of God, great and small, and the 
treasures of the house of the LORD, and the treasures of the king and of his 
officers, he brought them all to Babylon. 
NKJV And all the articles from the house of God, great and small, the 
treasures of the house of the LORD, and the treasures of the king and of his 
leaders, all these he took to Babylon. 
NLT The king also took home to Babylon all the utensils, large and small, 
used in the Temple of God, and the treasures from both the LORD's Temple 
and the royal palace. He also took with him all the royal princes. 

వచనము 19 

అదియుగాక కలీద్యులు దేవుని మందిరమును తగులబెటిట్, యెరూషలేము పార్కారమును పడగొటిట్, 

దానియొకక్ నగరులనిన్టిని కాలిచ్వేసిరి. దానిలోని పర్శసత్మైన వసుత్వులనిన్టిని బొతిత్గా పాడుచేసిరి. 
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KJV And they burnt the house of God, and brake down the wall of 
Jerusalem, and burnt all the palaces thereof with fire, and destroyed all the 
goodly vessels thereof. 
Amplified And they burned God's house and broke down Jerusalem's wall 
and burned all its palaces with fire and destroyed all its choice vessels. 
ESV And they burned the house of God and broke down the wall of 
Jerusalem and burned all its palaces with fire and destroyed all its precious 
vessels. 
NIV They set fire to God's temple and broke down the wall of Jerusalem; 
they burned all the palaces and destroyed everything of value there. 
NASB Then they burned the house of God and broke down the wall of 
Jerusalem, and burned all its fortified buildings with fire and destroyed all 
its valuable articles. 
NKJV Then they burned the house of God, broke down the wall of 
Jerusalem, burned all its palaces with fire, and destroyed all its precious 
possessions. 
NLT Then his army set fire to the Temple of God, broke down the walls of 
Jerusalem, burned all the palaces, and completely destroyed everything of 
value. 

వచనము 20 

ఖడగ్ముచేత హతులు కాకుండ తపిప్ంచుకొనిన వారిని అతడు బబులోనునకు తీసికొనిపోయెను. 

రాజయ్ము పారసీకులదగువరకు వారు అకక్డనే యుండి అతనికిని అతని కుమారులకును దాసులైరి. 
KJV And them that had escaped from the sword carried he away to 
Babylon; where they were servants to him and his sons until the reign of the 
kingdom of Persia: 
Amplified Those who had escaped from the sword he took away to 
Babylon, where they were servants to him and his sons until the kingdom of 
Persia was established there, 
ESV He took into exile in Babylon those who had escaped from the sword, 
and they became servants to him and to his sons until the establishment of 
the kingdom of Persia, 
NIV He carried into exile to Babylon the remnant, who escaped from the 
sword, and they became servants to him and his sons until the kingdom of 
Persia came to power. 
NASB Those who had escaped from the sword he carried away to Babylon; 
and they were servants to him and to his sons until the rule of the kingdom 
of Persia, 
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NKJV And those who escaped from the sword he carried away to Babylon, 
where they became servants to him and his sons until the rule of the 
kingdom of Persia, 
NLT The few who survived were taken away to Babylon, and they became 
servants to the king and his sons until the kingdom of Persia came to 
power. 

వచనము 21 

యిరీమ్యాదావ్రా పలుకబడిన యెహోవా మాట నెరవేరుటకై విశార్ంతిదినములను దేశము 

అనుభవించువరకు ఇది సంభవించెను. దేశము పాడుగానునన్ డెబబ్ది సంవతస్రముల కాలము అది 

విశార్ంతిదినముల ననుభవించెను.  
KJV To fulfil the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the 
land had enjoyed her sabbaths: for as long as she lay desolate she kept 
sabbath, to fulfil threescore and ten years. 
Amplified To fulfill the Lord's word by Jeremiah, till the land had enjoyed 
its sabbaths; for as long as it lay desolate it kept sabbath to fulfill seventy 
years. 
ESV to fulfill the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the 
land had enjoyed its Sabbaths. All the days that it lay desolate it kept 
Sabbath, to fulfill seventy years. 
NIV The land enjoyed its sabbath rests; all the time of its desolation it 
rested, until the seventy years were completed in fulfillment of the word of 
the LORD spoken by Jeremiah. 
NASB to fulfill the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the 
land had enjoyed its sabbaths All the days of its desolation it kept sabbath 
until seventy years were complete. 
NKJV to fulfill the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the 
land had enjoyed her Sabbaths. As long as she lay desolate she kept 
Sabbath, to fulfill seventy years. 
NLT So the message of the LORD spoken through Jeremiah was fulfilled. 
The land finally enjoyed its Sabbath rest, lying desolate for seventy years, 
just as the prophet had said. 

వచనము 22 
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పారసీక దేశపు రాజైన కోరెషు ఏలుబడియందు మొదటి సంవతస్రమున యిరీమ్యాదావ్రా పలుకబడిన 

తన వాకయ్మును నెరవేరుచ్టకై యెహోవా పారసీకదేశపు రాజైన కోరెషు మనసుస్ను పేర్రేపింపగా అతడు 

తన రాజయ్మందంతటను చాటించి వార్తమూలముగా ఇటుల్ పర్కటన చేయించెను 

KJV Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the 
LORD spoken by the mouth of Jeremiah might be accomplished, the LORD 
stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, that he made a proclamation 
throughout all his kingdom, and put it also in writing, saying, 
Amplified Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of 
the Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah might be accomplished, the Lord stirred 
up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia so that he made a proclamation 
throughout all his kingdom and also put it in writing: 
ESV Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the 
LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the LORD stirred up the 
spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he made a proclamation throughout 
all his kingdom and also put it in writing: 
NIV In the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, in order to fulfill the word of 
the LORD spoken by Jeremiah, the LORD moved the heart of Cyrus king of 
Persia to make a proclamation throughout his realm and to put it in 
writing: 
NASB Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia--in order to fulfill the 
word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah--the LORD stirred up the 
spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he sent a proclamation throughout his 
kingdom, and also put it in writing, saying, 
NKJV Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the 
LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the LORD stirred up the 
spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he made a proclamation throughout 
all his kingdom, and also put it in writing, saying, 
NLT In the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, the LORD fulfilled Jeremiah's 
prophecy by stirring the heart of Cyrus to put this proclamation into writing 
and to send it throughout his kingdom: 

వచనము 23 

పారసీకదేశపు రాజైన కోరెషు ఆజాఞ్పించునదేమనగా ఆకాశమందలి దేవుడైన యెహోవా 

లోకమందునన్ సకలజనములను నా వశముచేసి, యూదా దేశమందునన్ యెరూషలేములో తనకు 
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మందిరమును కటిట్ంచుమని నాకు ఆజఞ్ ఇచిచ్యునాన్డు; కావున మీలో ఎవరు ఆయన 

జనులైయునాన్రో వారు బయలుదేరవచుచ్ను; వారి దేవుడైన యెహోవా వారికి తోడుగా నుండునుగాక. 
KJV Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, All the kingdoms of the earth hath the 
LORD God of heaven given me; and he hath charged me to build him an 
house in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Who is there among you of all his 
people? The LORD his God be with him, and let him go up. 
Amplified Thus says Cyrus king of Persia: All the kingdoms of the earth 
the Lord, the God of heaven, has given me, and He has charged me to build 
Him a house in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whoever there is among you 
of all His people, may the Lord his God be with him, and let him go up [to 
Jerusalem]. 
ESV "Thus says Cyrus king of Persia, 'The LORD, the God of heaven, has 
given me all the kingdoms of the earth, and he has charged me to build him 
a house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whoever is among you of all his 
people, may the LORD his God be with him. Let him go up.'" 
NIV 'This is what Cyrus king of Persia says: ''The LORD, the God of heaven, 
has given me all the kingdoms of the earth and he has appointed me to 
build a temple for him at Jerusalem in Judah. Anyone of his people among 
you--may the LORD his God be with him, and let him go up.'' 
NASB 'Thus says Cyrus king of Persia, 'The LORD, the God of heaven, has 
given me all the kingdoms of the earth, and He has appointed me to build 
Him a house in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whoever there is among you 
of all His people, may the LORD his God be with him, and let him go up!'' 
NKJV Thus says Cyrus king of Persia: 4 All the kingdoms of the earth the 
LORD God of heaven has given me. And He has commanded me to build 
Him a house at Jerusalem which is in Judah. Who is among you of all His 
people? May the LORD his God be with him, and let him go up! 
NLT 'This is what King Cyrus of Persia says: The LORD, the God of heaven, 
has given me all the kingdoms of the earth. He has appointed me to build 
him a Temple at Jerusalem in the land of Judah. All of you who are the 
LORD's people may return to Israel for this task. May the LORD your God 
be with you!'
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